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ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION.

APPENDIX O.

RELATING TO

GENERAL FARMING,
AND

MANAGEMENT OF CROPS AND STOCK.

Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Toronto, June 22nd and 23rd, 1880. Present.

-

Mr. John Dryden, M.P.P., Chairman; Hon. S. C. Wood, R. Gibson, A. H. Dymond,,
J. P. Wiser, M.P.; T. Ballantyne, M.P.P. ; Thomas Stock, William Whitelaw,.
J. P. McMillan, A. Wilson, Edward Byrne and Francis Malcolm.

MR. CLAY'S EVIDENCE.

John Clay, Jr., was called and examined.

Bow Park Farm.

To Mr. Dryden.—I have been connected with the Bow Park Association for four-

years, and have been manager of the farm for the past year. I have had considerable ex-
perience in the old country as an agriculturist in addition. Last year I travelled over a.

great part of America with Messrs. Read and Pell as a Commissioner with them for the
British Government. At Bow Park there are 900 acres of land upon which a system of
mixed husbandry has been carried on. We have sold our horses and sheep, and are going
to devote our whole attention to the breeding and raising of Shorthorns. We have had.
in the past on the farm a considerable number of horses, sheep and pigs. We have about
two hundred pure-bred female Shorthorns, and about fifty bulla.

Soiling and Grazing Combined.

Previous to the present time we have in the care of our stock chiefly followed the-
soiling system, but we are gradually changing into grazing during the summer months. I
think the best system that could be followed would be to combine the two ; because at Bow-
Park we have a large number of breeding animals and it is necessary that they should have,
moderate exercise, and they can never get exercise so easily and so beneficially as when,
they are seeking their food in the fields. The difficulty with the grazing system is that
the pasture dries up in the summer time, so that it is well to have some green succulent,
food to feed them with. I believe there is no soil so well fitted for feedint^ that kind o£
stock as the Canadian soil.

[Mr. Clay.]
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Rotation of Crops.

In the rotation of crops you would first get rye—I don't put very much faith in

it, except as a very early crop. Then "would follow red clover or lucerne or some

such crop. Then you could grow oats and peas and tares ; and then you could

fall back either on clover or Indian corn, which grows very largely in any part of

the country. I believe there are various other crops which could be brought into use, but I

am only giving the actual result of my own experience. I have seen prickly comfrey

used with success ;
you can grow it early and cut it very frequently, but it is a very un-

certain crop, and needs to be very carefully tended or it may not grow at all. I have

seen it frequently in England, but I have never known it to be tested here. Indian corn,

I believe, is on the whole the most suitable crop for this country ; it is amply sufficient

to carry the cattle through most part of the summer time. We have found that tares

won't grow at Bow Park. I give the cattle their fodder chiefly in boxes in the fields. If

it gets hard I put it through the chaff cutter. But our bull calves and the cows that are

pregnant have to be kept iuside.

Thoroughbred Males Indispensable.

My opinion is most decided that if we want to produce a good stock of cattle in

this country, we must use nothing but thoroughbred males. I mean by thoroughbred

an animal that is entitled to be entered in the herd book—that has four or five

crosses of pure blood, though I would certainly go further than simply to find an

animal with a pedigree ; I would expect some merit in the individual animal

itself. You will sometimes find a grade as good in every respect as a thoroughbred, but

it has not the impressive power of a pure-bred animal. 1 believe it will not pay our

farmers throughout the country to go into the breeding of thoroughbred stock. It is a

business entirely by itself, and it is impossible to carry it on successfully on a small scale.

It is likely that the breeding of pure-bred animals will drift into fewer hands and into

hands of men who thoroughly understand the business. I think it would be greatly for

the benefit of Ontario if the ordinary farmers were to go more extensively into the raising

of stock.

Treatment op Calves.

At Bow Park we aim to have our calves dropped during tlie fall and winter j we
Taegin about the first of September and have the bulk of the calving over by June, so that

there are not many coming in the hot weather. We allow the calves to follow their dams,

and if the dam is not very valuable we allow her to bring up her own calf. But in the case

of very valuable animals we get a foster mother and allow her to milk the calves for two

or three months, and then wean them. We dry off the mother ; but some cows have to

bring up their own calves, because we cannot keep them dry. We do not usually milk

the cows down very lean. This has had no efiect upon the milking properties of the pro-

duce, because as soon as you use the bull on common cattle their milking qualities come back.

We keep the calves in boxes along with their foster mothers. In the summer time we
turn them out all night, but in the winter they get exercise through the day. In the

case of very valuable animals we let them suck as long as they will do so ; they generally

stop sucking about nine or ten months old ; but usually we wean our calves at six or seven

months old. If we can take the usage of the farmers in the neighbourhood of Bow Park

as an example of what prevails all over Ontario, I think the way the farmers keep their

cattle is a disgrace to any farming country. They do not afford them food and shelter

enough to keep them in a healthy condition. If an animal gets plenty of food it will

generally be able to shelter itself; but, unfortunately, there is a general want of both.

The greatest injury in this respect is done, I believe, to a calf before it is six months old,

as at that age a great many calves stop sucking and will keep themselves. After they are

weaned we feed our calves largely on grain. We have been in the habit of giving them
a little linseed cake, and during the last year or so we have been using it more exclusively.

[Mr. Clay.]
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I think there is a happy medium where, without feeding too much, you can keep calves in

good condition. Our bulls we have to treat a little more liberally, in order to keep them
in fine condition. I would allow the calves to run loose. I would run heifers loose alto-

gether. Bulls are very apt to injure themselves when they get above a certain age if they

are allowed to run loose. I would give the calves their grain in separate boxes, if possible,

because those that are strong sometimes take advantage of the weaker ones. In the win-

ter time we can do that, but not very easily in the summer time. The bulls I think it is

better to feed separately by themselves.

Advertised Cattle Foods.

I have not had experience in this country in the feeding of cattle for market,

though I have been a large feeder at home. I don't think it profitable to use any
of the advertised cattle fodder—I have never used it. I don't think it has ever

been used at Bow Park. Some things may have been tried in times past as an
experiment ; but as a rule there has been none used, and the last two or three years

there has certainly been none used. These fodders are evidently a condiment, in-

tended to give an animal a certain degree of false appetite, and it appears to me that if

an animal cannot naturally take its food, it is a false system to try and increase its appe-

tite by these artificial means.

Root Crop Culture—Feeding.

The principal root crop we grow at Bow Park is mangolds. This year I have
35 acres of the Long Mammoth Red Mangold. It is fair to state that if turnips

would grow successfully at Bow Park we would grow them, but it is not suitable

land for turnips, while mangolds will grow in great profusion. I think thirty tons

of mangolds to the acre is a good crop. In feeding them to cattle we pulp them and
mix them with chopped hay or Indian corn or mix in a little bran or meal, and give the

cattle some every afternoon. We allow the mangolds to lie a short while after pulping them
in order to cause them to ferment a little. They are a very laxative food if they are

given immediately ; but otherwise they are very beneficial.

Breeding Cattle.

"We breed our heifers at from sixteen to twenty-two months old ; the majority of them
are bred between eighteen and twenty months. I do not think that breeding at that age
at all retards the growth of the animal, although it depends very much upon the constitution

of the animal what effect breeding has upon it. I think it is undesirable to keep breeding
cows in high condition. I think there is a medium to be observed there also. I would
rather have them in rather high condition than too low. It is well to keep them in pretty

good condition. The animals, for instance, that were at the show in Toronto last year have
all bred calves since, and every one of them is in calf again. I think all dry feed is prejudi-

cial to breeding. The less grain food you can give to breeding cows the more certain you
are of keeping them in good breeding condition. In the winter time you cannot get green
feed, but you can have hay and straw, and linseed cake will answer almost as well as green
feed.

Abortion among Cows.

"We have very little abortion among our cows, and in going through our stock books we
find it becoming very much less. This, I believe, is due to a more sparing use than formerly
of rye, which has a most injurious effect upon the breeding qualities of cows. The same
applies to Indian corn. It is the ergot which forms on these two grains that makes them
specially injurious in that respect. I believe the less you have to do with rye for feeding
to cows the better, and the more natural food such as hay and roots you give them, the

more certain you will be to have good results. In the month of September you will see

[Mr Clay.]
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a fungus—smut—^growing on "western com especially, and in that smut there is a large

amount of ergot, which has the same effect on cattle as rye. I am going to give up the
growth of rye entirely. We have very little difficulty in getting our cows to breed. In
our large herd we have not at the present moment six who are not regular breeders. We
keep very accurate statistics relating to our stock. We have a breeding list printed every
month so that we can tell exactly how the business is going. I attribute our success in

breeding to the animals getting plenty of outdoor exercise and being fed on their natural

food.

To Mr. Stock.—Redtop may produce abortion, as it flourishes in wet seasons, and
in wet seasons in England there is more abortion than in dry seasous. I am not aware
that blue grass produces it.

Beefing Cattle.

To Mr. Byrne.—In the soiling system I would give the preference to clover. 1

think the best thoroughbred to mix with our Canadian cattle is the Shorthorn Durham.
With three or four crosses you would get very good stock for shipment to England. I

should imagine that the most profitable age at which to ship a good grade animal is from
thirty to thirty-six months, though if they are properly fed you might get grade animals in

good enough condition for shipment at twenty-four months. To produce the best beef in

the quickest manner for market I would feed the cattle on good grass, and when the

grazing failed give them a good supply of green food with linseed cake and Indian corn
;

but at the present time the Indian corn, being heavily taxed, it is very hard for feeders

to import and use it profitaby. I would rely on clover as my principal food. By
proper management you could grow considerable clover. You could cut it twice, and
then supplement it with corn or lucerne or some other such food.

Corn—Prickly Comfrby—Oil Cake.

To Mr. Malcolm.—The great bulk of the Indian corn which has been used at Bow
Park came from the United States. The cattle appear to relish prickly comfrey very

much. The amount of oilcake to be given to cattle is all a matter of price. Its average

price in this country is $30 a ton. I think oilcake is a healthier food in every respect

than grain. Of the grains I believe oats the most nutritive food you can use. My ex-

perience is that a mixture of oilcake and grain is the beat food for cattle when they

come to a certain age ; but at first oilcake is best for young cattle—until they are eight

or ten months old. Animals need a good deal of exercise to develop their muscle, and

for that reason I would let them run a great deal in the fields. I would not tie them
at all when shutting them up at night. I have been told by the best authorities on the

subject that the smut upon corn and that upon rye are of the same nature—that they

both contain a large amount of ergot. I was led to look into the matter last year

through having had an abortion or two among our cattle. It is fair to state that it has

been very difficult to find out the cause of abortion ; but it is a well-known fact among
breeders that rye has a tendency to produce it. I think bran is a very healthy food,

though there is not much substance in it. There is no doubt that it is a very good milk

producing condiment.

Beep and Mutton for England.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—A Shorthorn Durham at three years old should weigh over 1,500

pounds. I think from 1,400 pounds is tbe best weight for shipment to the old country.

For the English market I think it is not worth the trouble of our farmers to pay atten-

tion to any other breed than the Durham. On a small farm of a hundred or a hundred

and fifty acres it is difficult to carry on the soiling system successfully ; but on a large

farm it would probably be the most profitable system. A small farmer would therefore

not be able to compete in the raising of cattle with a man who possessed a large farm

and went into the business in a regular way. I don't consider corn superior to peas for

[Mr Clay.]
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feeding purposes. The best sheep for the English market is, I think, a cross of the Down
sheep—a Shropshire, Hampshire, or Oxford—probably the Oxford. The best sheep for

the English market is a small sheep that would weigh about seventy pounds dressed. It

would have to weigh about 120 pounds live weight. I know from experience that that

is the sheep that will bring the highest price. Some breeds can be brought to that
weight at about ten months old, but the Cheviot or the Hill sheej) you cannot get to that
weight before two years old. There is the question of the cost of export to be considered.

The shippers charge no more for a heavy sheep than for a light one, as the rate at present
is so much per head. The English market demands a smaller sheep than the Cotswold,
and the sheep that dresses at about eighteen pounds to the quarter, or from seventy to
seventy-two pounds a carcass, is the sheep that sells for the most money per pound. The
Oxford Down is a cross between the Cotswold and the Hampshire. That was not a pure-
bred sheep to begin with, but it has been bred so consistently that it now gets the name
of being a pure-bred sheep, and the best proof that it is so is that it is used to cross upon
animals that are not pure-bred, so as to improve them. The great objection to the South
Down is its want of wool. It is an important item to raise a considerable fleece of wool
in this country, and the Oxford Down has the fullest fleece of all the Downa

The Shorthorn First.

To Mr. Wiser.—The Highland Scot, I believe, sells for more money per stone in
the English market than any other class of cattle, but I would not advise Canadians to
attempt to raise it as it does not go into the market until it is four or five years old.

The Durhams, on the other hand, are put on the market at from twenty to twenty-four
months old. The Polled Angus is a good animal and sells at a very high figure on
the English market ; but they have never made much progress, and the Canadian farmer
will do well to follow the people of England in what they are doing with regard to cattle.

The Polled Angus and the Devon and the Highland Scot exist in some districts, but the
animal that has spread over the whole of Great Britain as well as over the American con-
tinent is the Shorthorn, It is cosmopolitan, and I believe it has a firmer hold on the
American continent to-day than it ever had before.

To Mr. McMillan.—I believe in soiling young cattle in the field, and we are making
preparations now for doing that. You must give young cattle a certain amount of artificial

food in the summer time. In the middle of the day it is perhaps well to bring them in
and give them some artificial food such as linseed cake or corn meal or a little bran

—

whatever is most advantageous. It is very difficult now to sell a bull that is bred from a
common cow with three or four crosses. Nearly all the bulls that are sold in this country are
from imported cows. Hundreds of imported cows have come into this country and all
of the animals we have are from them. I think a man would be making a great mistake
if he bought simply a piece of paper—if he merely looked to the pedigree of an animal

;

he should look to the individual merit of an animal as well. If an animal had not a
good person I would not have it, however good a pedigree it had, and if it had not a good
pedigree I would not have it at alh

Origin of the Durham Breed.

To 3fr. Wiser.—The combination of blood that produced the Shorthorn has not been
discovered. It is supposed that the Shorthorn originated two or three hundred years ago
in Teeswater, and those Teeswater cattle wore long looked upon as the best race of cattle
in England. About the latter end of the eighteenth century the Brothers Colling, among
other breeders, took up this class and improved it. The bull to which most of the cattle
of the present day owe their superlative merit is one called " Favourite (252)." 'After

^ days of the Brothers Colling, and building upon their foundation, came Bates and
Booth

;
and they, by a continuous process of in-breeding, have been able to raise the

Shorthorn to its excellence in the present day. There are legends connected with the
Shorthorn which it is scarcely of any use to refer to now ; a great deal concerning its

[Mr Clay.]
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origin is based upon mystery, but it no doubt owes a great deal of its excellence to the-

Brothers Colling. The system of in-breeding, though producing good results in the case

of the Shorthorn, -will not do for all animals. I do not say anything about horses ; and
the principle does not hold good in the human race. Hubback was the bull that origi-

nated the family of the Duchesses.

A Bettbb Herd Book Wanted.

I use the American Herd Book. We have a herd book in Canada, but it

has no standing. There is the Kentucky Shorthorn Record, the Ohio Herd Book,

the Canada Herd Book, and the American Herd Book. My idea is that they should

all be amalgamated into one, and that we should have only one herd book for the

American continent as there is only one for England. I would like to have a herd

book with a continental reputation. With a herd book that has a good reputation, a

farmer can satisfy himself when buying whether he is getting a pure-bred animal or not.

If you buy an animal that is registered in the American Herd Book, for instance, you
may be satisfied that he is to all intents and purposes a pure Shorthorn, but you may get

an animal which is registered in the Canadian Herd Book, and it may be no better than

a grade. We want a herd book that puts a stamp upon an animal as reliable. The
defect in the Canadian Herd Book is that it admits animals that have only four crosses,

while an animal cannot be registered in the American Herd Book unless it can trace its

pedigree to an imported cow. The result is that the Canadian Herd Book has not that

standing among Shorthorn men that the American has. All our Shorthorns at Bow
Park are pure-bred, and every one of them, without exception, is from a cow imported

from England. Of course some of the bulls are not from England, but they are bred

from imported cows, having a pedigree in the English Herd Book. As to the number of

crosses necessary to produce a thoroughbred, some few years ago it was accepted that an

animal with five crosses was nearly thoroughbred ; but opinions are materially changing

on that subject.

Raising Grade Stock.

To Mr. Gibson.—Although we have 200 females at Bow Park, only about 120 are-

fit to breed, so that we get about 60 bull calves and 60 heifers a year. We have only 40

bulls on hand at this moment, and all but six are under a year old. I think the most profit-

able time to sell them is when they are from eight to ten months old though as a rule they

are sold at from twelve to fifteen months old. I suppose, considering their feed and attention,

it would cost $70 or $80 to bring them to the age of ten months. The most impressive

sires we have just now are what are known as the Duchess sires. They have been bred

for nearly one hundred years in a distinct line without having a violent outcross. But I be-

lieve that if you put a Shorthorn bull with five or six crosses on a good grade cow, you will

get a good steer. If you put a Shorthorn bull upon a common cow, you will raise a very

good steer for shipment to England, and every cross after that will be better. I have

seen plenty of single cross steers going across to England ; and even one cross will make
an immense improvement upon the common stock. You will have both larger animals

and better quality
;
you can't sell quantity now unless you have quality along with it.

An animal of good quality is worth 20 per cent, more than a poor animal, sometimes 30

per cent. Pure bulls must be used, whether they are Herefords, Shorthorns, or Polled

Anfmses. If a farmer owning 50 cows bought a pure bull for $300, he would obtain

from 40 to 45 calves in the first year—there would, of course, be some fallow cows

—

the bull would more than earn his money in the first year.

American Cattlk Trade.

When travelling with Messrs. Pell and Read last summer, I saw an immense number
of good steers in the blue grass regions in Kentucky, Indiana and Ohio. The reason the

farmers there raise such good stock is that they have been using pure-bred bulls ex-

[Mr. Clay.]
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clusively. They had large importations in 1817, 1832 and 1834, and on since then, and
the benefit of these importations is being reaped to-day in the enormous number of steera

these men are able to ship every year to the old country.

Cattlk Raising and Cattlk Feeding.

After considerable study of the matter, 1 have formed the opinion that the cattle

trade of America is likely to develop itself into two distinct lines. I believe the
region west of the Mississippi will become an immense cattle-raising region, and that

the States east of the Mississippi—Indiana, Illinois and Ohio—and I think Ontario
will have to be included—will become great feeding States. I am clearly of opinion
that the Province of Ontario, while there will always be some cattle-raising in it, will

by and by rise to be a great beef-feeding region. The reason I have formed that opinion
is that in most parts of Ontario the soil is getting pretty well worn out, and the
only remedy which will bring back the land to its normal condition is the making of
farm-yard manure, and the cheapest way to do that is to feed cattle. Another circum-
stance must be taken into consideration. The Canadian farmer has very little to da
during the winter, and the best way he can employ his time then is to feed cattle for the
European market. He cannot raise cattle as cheaply as they can be raised on the western
prairies, on the gigantic scale on which cattle-raising is carried on there now. I have
seen a great deal of ranchmen; some of them I have known to buy 200 bulls this season
to take out to the ranches. They can raise cattle very cheaply there—and they are not
going to raise cattle only, but they are going to improve the quality of the beef ; and they
will draft these cattle to the places where they will be fed and prepared for market ; and
there seems to me a likelihood that the Canadian farmer will be compelled to turn his
attention to the feeding of these cattle to send over to the European market. The ranch-
men insist on their bulls having a pedigree ; some of them buy grades, but they must have
four or five crosses. I saw some ranchmen give three or four hundred dollars for bulla
this season. The Ontario farmers will be able to buy young cattle cheaply, and after they
fatten them they will be able to sell them well. It will take a few years to work its own
cure, but it will come, and it will be of immense value to the Ontario farmers.

The Duty an Obstacle,

To Mr. Balantyne.—The duty on cattle and corn is an obstacle to this trade, but I
am in hopes these days will pass by. With a duty on lean cattle and on corn, the main
thing for feeding to them, the Ontario tarmer has no chance against the western men-
It is impossible for any Canadian farmer to raise cattle and compete against a man upon
the ranches. The ranchmen raise them cheaper and better because they are able to go
into the business on a larger scale, their land is far cheaper, and they are able to let their
cattle run in the open.

Price op Bulls.

To Mr. Wiser.—A bull with four crosses can be bought in the States for from $75
to $100. But the general run of the bulls that have gone out to the ranches have a good
many more than four crosses in them. They have been paying for bulls as much as $150,
and some of them have gone to the length of $350. The demand was great this year,
because there were few bulls on the market. They like to take out bulls twelve or fifteen
months old. At that age they have their constitution formed.

To 3fr. Gibson.—I believe the great supply of cattle for the European market will
come from the west. Just as we have rotation in crops, we have rotation in breeding
and feeding districts, and the lines of demarcation will be more clearly marked in this
country than in England. I am convinced that west of the Mississippi will be the great
breeding region, and east of the Mississippi the great feeding region. There will be, of

[Mr. Clay.]
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course, certain districts in Canada where you will be able to breed cattle, but I think you
will find that the great bulk of our cattle, if we can get them in without any duty, will

come from the Western States, In raising cattle, the object I would keep in view would
be to improve the quality. At Bow Park we raise cattle of the high class only to supply

breeders. Unless heifers are fed pretty generously I do not think it is possible to get

them in breeding condition at sixteen months old—and it depends very much also on the

animals themselves.

The Durham for Beep and Dairy purposes combined.

To Mr. Dymond.—For the raising of beef, there is no use of paying attention to any-

thing but the Durham, and my opinion is that the Durham will prove to be the best ani-

mal for dairy purposes also. You will be able to combine the two—to breed good beef

calves at the same time that you get a good flow of milk. I think it will be conceded

that the Ayrshire is the best milker we have; but as a combined animal, I think the Dur-

ham is decidedly the best. We supply more of the cattle we raise at Bow Park to breeders

in the United States than to those in Canada. During the last two years the patronage

Bow Park has received from Canadian farmers has been very small, because they do not

giTe the prices that we get in the Western States. We look for our market to wherever

we can get the most money. We have been raising our cattle principally for beef pur-

poses. I believe the Durham is the best animal from the dairyman's point of view, be-

cause if it is found an unprofitable animal for dairy purposes—a poor milker—it can be

utilized for beef. The bulls of the Bow Park herd which we sold recently at Chicago

were from four months to eighteen months old, averaging twelve months, and the females

ran from about eighteen months to about eight years old. We obtained an average price

of $310 for bulls and cows together. I believe a Canadian farmer, if he had a consider-

able number of cows, would find it exceedingly profitable to buy a high class bull at that

price.

Booth akd Bates Families.

I believe the Bates family of Durhams are the best just now. Nine-tenths of the

cattle in the market are Bates cattle, and the whole tendency on this continent is towards

them. I may say we own a considerable number of Booth cattle also at Bow Park. In some
families in-breeding has had a tendency to weaken the constitution of the animal, but in

others, and when it has beenjudiciously conducted, it has not. In the Duchess it has not weak-

ened their constitution, but it has impaired their prolificness. StiU, everybody who wants a

bull will go for a Duke. The experience of all Shorthorn breeders is that while the Duchess

females are not perhaps the most prolific, the bulls have the most impressive power, and
are the very hardiest animals which we breed in the Shorthorn interest.

Freedom from Disease.

I do not think a farmer, in investing in one of these animals, incurs a greater risk of

losing it than he does of losing a grade or common animal on account of the tendency of

the Durhams to pulmonary diseases ; because, although you have sometimes pulmonary
disease in the females, it is seldom perpetuated. The tendency to the disease is local and
temporary, and only to a degree constitutional. I do not think this disease is owing to

any delicacy of frame. I have never found it perpetuated in the commoner classes of

cattle which the Durhams are crossed witL I believe the disease has been propagated

in a great measure by injudicious in-breeding—I would not say by carrying in-breeding to

too great an extent, because I know a great many animals which have been very much
in-bred, and which are perfectly sound. If you are careful in- selecting and using your
bull, I think you can eli'ectually keep off the disease.

[Mr. ClayJ]
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Crops and Soil at Bow Park.

At Bow Park we raised from thirty-five to forty tons of corn in the green state.

In the dry state it would amount to about 25 per cent, of that. I never tried clover

and oats together. By sowing oats and rape we get very good grazing for a couple of

months in the autumn. We can sow rye, and then plant a good deal of it down with

corn. The soil of Bow Park is somewhat peculiar. There is no doubt that a large

portion of the Grand River flats have been under water once upon a time, and you will

find three distinct classes of soil there. On the bluffs, near the river, you will find sand

and gravel mixed. There is a gentle slope down to the river, and farther down you will

find mixed clay and sand ; and down on the flats you will find a deep alluvial deposit.

A great portion is clay, but it rests on a sandy subsoil, and the whole of that formation

has been the result of an alluvial deposit, so that agricultural experiments woidd be tried

there under particularly favourable circumstances. Besides, we have so many cattle

there that the manure taken out every year is enormous. What we can do there would
therefore not be a fair test to apply to the ordinary farmer. I am sorry to say that I

do not find much tendency auiong the farmers of the country to purchase thoroughbred

stock.

Personal Experience.

I followed farming in Scotland all my life before I came to this country. My
father is one of the largest farmers in the southern part of Scotland, farming about ten

thousand acres—about three thousand cultivated, and about seven thousand grazing. I

have had more experience, perhaps, than most other young men on a grazing farm. For
three years I acted as Practical Examiner in Agriculture, at the Royal Agricultural

College, Cirencester, England. By observation I have acquired a knowledge of agricul-

ture all over Great Britain and Ireland. I am still a Co-commissioner with Messrs. Pell

and Read, and it is my intention to start for California and the Pacific slope in a month's

time for the British Government. I think I have gone over nearly every agricultural

State in the Union on the eastern side of the Rocky Mountains, as well as all over

Ontario.

Advantages of Ontario for Stock Farming.

I think there should be no more desirable place than Ontario, both with respect to

climate and to the crops raised here, for raising cattle. This is undoubtedly a cheaper

country for raising cattle than England. In the first place you have very much cheaper

land. Then the generosity of the climate here is so great that you should grow much
larger crops here than in England, especially if you manure. The common supposition is

that you cannot produce so much in this country as in England, and all statistics go to

show that to be the case. The produce of wheat, for instance, is 50 per cent, more to the

acre in England than here ; but I say that with as liberal manuring as they practise in

Great Britain you could raise as large and a larger crop here. Farm buildings are also

very much cheaper here. Perhaps in oats you beat the English farmers, but the oats are

an inferior quality and do not weigh so much to the bushel. In barley you do not nearly

come up to the English farmer; in peas you are perhaps as good as he; but in turnips you
would have to yield him the palm also. Upon a farm in the district where I lived in

Scotland they will put on about fifteen tons of farm-yard manure to the acre, and they
will think nothing of spending $10 to the acre in artificial manure afterwards. I do not
think you often find that done in this country. If the Canadian farmer cared for his

farm in a similar way I believe he would get better results than the British farmer.

Better Drainage needed.

One of the great sources of loss in this country is the want of drainage. Whole dis-

tricts, on that account, are spoiled, and I think it is well for the Government to encourage

[Mr. Clay.]
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the farmers to drain their land by lending them money at a low rate of interest. In Great
Britain a farmer can borrow money from the Government at six and a half per cent, pay-

able in twenty years, for that purpose. There are a great many swamps in Ontario which
might easily be drained, and the land would not only be reclaimed, but the country around
would be greatly benefitted. In England the money is lent directly to the farmer by the

Government, and the landlord becomes responsible for the payment of the interest. The
loan becomes a direct charge upon the rent, but as a rule the farmer always pays it.

Bad Feeding and Housing.

I believe my remark about the farmers badly housing and feeding their cattle in the

rrinter applies generally to farmers in Canada. Their buildings are as a rule, drafty and
cold, and the amount of food they give to their cattle is not enough to keep up their frames.

This practice is very general throughout Canada, although you will find some of our
farmers who keep their cattle in very good condition. I believe the percentage of farmers

in Canada who neglect the proper feeding and housing of their cattle is fully sixty per

cent. There has no doubt been an improvement made in that respect, but in the county
of Brant, where I live, you will find the cattle kept in a most disgraceful condition.

There is no doubt that in an economical sense the farmer loses by this practice. When
he lets his cattle get down so low it takes them all summer to recover, and hence there is

a great waste ; the system is practically as wasteful as it is cruel.

Farm Labour,

I am decidedly of opinion that the Canadian farm labourer does as much work as

ihe British. Female labour is unknown here. The Canadian farmer does not use as

many hands as the British farmer, because the appliances in this country are so very

much superior to what we have in Great Britain that a man does not need to use so much
labour. The climate also is such here that you can make your calculations with much
more certainty than in England. I cannot account for the fact that Canadian labourers,

even with the extreme heat of this country, do more work than British labourers. A
great many of the labourers who come to this countrj' now are Scotch and English. Far
the most valuable labour on the farms in Great Britain is female labour, which is unknown
here ; and, as both males and females work on British farms, the aggregate of labour

would be greater there than here. In some kinds of labour, such as weeding turnips,

hoeing, etc., women are much superior to men, and do much more work.

Soiling System and Small Farms.

To Mr. Dryden.—I do not think the soiling system would be so profitable to a

farmer with a small farm of from a hundred to a hundred and fifty acres as to one who had

a much larger farm and could go into the system systematically. It resolves itself largely

into a question of labour. You will find it very difficult on a small farm to arrange to

keep a large supply of the necessary labour regularly. In the case of a man whose

family assisted him on the farm, it would be different ; but in estimating the matter in

dollars and cents, you would have to estimate the labour of his family too.

Sheep Raising.

I am decidedly of opinion that our farmers will find it more profitable to breed small

sheep than large ones. Of course you have to consider the cost of carriage, because sheep

are carried not by weight but by the animal, and you will find that for a heavy sheep you

will just get so much less per pound. A sheep dressing 80 pounds, that is 140 pounds

live weight, will bring about eight cents a pound, while a small sheep will bring four or

five cents per pound more. I am perfectly certain that the whole meat trade is resolving

itself into a question of quality and not quantity, and the sooner the farmers can get

[Mr. Clay.]
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that superlative quality which is required in the English market the better. There is no
doubt that where you use one of the Duke bulls, the produce does not sell at a rate pro-

portionate to what you pay for the bull. But here is the question. Suppose you take

the higher grades of Bates cattle and use a commoner grade of bull on them, it is well

known that it will spoil the line. I do not say that it spoils the animal, but it detracts

from her impressive power for breeding again. I think it has been clearly demonstrated
to the people of Canada that the high-bred cattle are the best cattle for this country.

Some Duehams Good Milkers.

To Mr. Balantyne.—There are some families of Durhams that are very good milkera
and would be very suitable for dairy purposes. I think you will find that an impressive

animal will carry out his prepotency both with animals of his own types and character-

istics and with those of other types and characteristics ; but this will be done more
markedly by uniting an animal with a type of his own kind—a Shorthorn with a Short-

horn and a Hereford with a Hereford.

JOHN CLAY, Jr.

MR. HOBSON'S EVIDENCE.

John I. Hobson, of Mosborough, was called and examined.

Stock Farming in Wellington.

To Mr. Dryden.—I follow a system of mixed husbandry—stock raising and general
farming. The stock of cattle in my district has been considerably improved by the use of

thoroughbred male animals. There has been nothing else used, I suppose, for twenty
years at least, or if there has it has been the rare exception. All the farmers in the south
riding of Wellington use thoroughbred animals at the present time. The breeds used are
Durhams, Herefords, Galloways, and Devons—chiefly Durhams, which I think are the
most profitable to cross with the common stock of the country. I have seen half-bred

Galloways and half-bred Herefords, and have found them to do very well in all cases

;

still, I prefer the Durhams. I have had no experience in dairying. Speaking from my
own experience I have not found the Shorthorns to be very good milkers, but I know of

others who have had good lines of milking Durhams.

Breeding for Beef.

1 have bred chiefly for beef. I believe as a general rule that cattle with a great
aptitude to lay on flesh are not good milkers. I occasionally get common cattle
and have seen a good many fed ; but of course there is a very great difierence in
favour of a well-bred, well-made animal, because good breeding means not only a
well-made animal but an animal of superior quality and with an aptitude to fatten. In
raising cattle for the foreign market, I have found in my own experience that there
is more profit in getting them ready to ship to England at from 26 to 28 months old
than at any other time. I think it pays better to get them off then than to keep them
for a year longer. You can get a well-bred, well-fed animal at that age, up to 1,300 pounds
or a little higher, and buyers are ready to take such cattle at good prices. When I say
good prices, I mean about $5.25 per hundred—that would be for what we call winter
calves—calves bred in February and sold in May two years afterwards. I have seen very
good cattle for export from the first cross, if first-class bulls are used, and when you come
to two or three crosses they make very good feeders indeed. The time at which calves
should be dropped depends very much on the object you have in view in breeding. If you
are breeding for the purpose of raising cattle for the butcher or for your own use, I should
say that March or April was a good time ; but if you wish to breed thoroughbreds to sell

as breeders, I think it is better to breed earlier.

[Mr. Hobson.]
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Treatment op Calves.

You should have your young cattle well developed, especially young bulls, and
if you do not have your calves to come earlier you have to hold them over for the

second season, and there is more profit to sell at twelve months than older. I let

my cows suckle the calves, as a general rule, from five to seven months. It depends
a little on special circumstances. I do not care to let the first calf a heifer has suck
too long, as it is rather hard on the mother ; but if it is a heifer with a tendency to

lay on flesh 1 would let it suck a little longer—say five or six months. Sometimes
I feed with the pail and then I use milk pretty liberally ; I also give them all the meal
and bran they can eat. I usually feed my calves peas and bran, or peas, oats and
bran. I used to feed corn, but the duty on that article hurts us a little ; last fall we
could get peas for 55 cents a bushel, and I found them cheaper than corn. During the

first winter I would let the calves run loose. I think that is better than having them
tied, as they should have exercise. During the first winter I feed them on hay, meal, roots

—

turnips and mangolds, but principally turnips—and bran, which I have used very largely of

late years, and, I think, with great advantage. If I saw cattle were losing flesh under
the system I was following, I would vary their feed a little—give them more meal, perhaps.

But I would seek always to have them kept fat.

System op Feeding—Cattle Foods—Abortion.

I always feed more or less meal, and, I think, with advantage,—I believe it

improves the style. I have not adopted the soiling system to any extent except for

bulls and a few odd animals. Turnips are the principal root I use. To all the

cattle that can break them I feed them whole, but if they cannot do so I cut

them. I have used advertised cattle feed once or twice, under the persuasion of

the manufacturers, but I never used them to such an extent as to qualify me to speak

intelligently with regard to them. I do not think heifers should begin having calves until

they are from thirty months to three years old. If I saw heifers inclined to become very

fat I might breed earlier, because when there is a tendency to become very fat there is

sometimes difliculty to get them in calf—at least that has been my experience. I think

breeding cows should be kept in what liberal feeders would call good condition ; I do not

think they should ever be allowed to get down. I have not had very much trouble with

abortion. I have had three cases this spring, which may have been owing to my system

of feeding. I changed my system of feeding breeding cows somewhat last winter. I had
an unusual crop of turnips—a sort of second growth that were not so solid as they usually

have been—and instead of feeding hay I fed turnips very liberally—turnips and oat straw

—and we had some cases of abortion. I then changed that food for hay and a small

quantity of roots. I do not know whether there is any permanent cause of abortion, but

I noticed that Mr, Cochrane has said that he objected to feeding too many roots, because

they would cause abortion, and I thought that fr«m my own experience that might have

been the cause of it. I have heard complaints about getting cows to breed. I never have

had much difficulty myself, and I think those who keep their own bulls find very little

difficulty. I think the travelling and overheating may have something to do with the

difficulty in getting some cows in calf.

Advantage op Thoroughbred Stock.

To Mr. Byrne.—My thoroughbred herd consists of about 35 or 40 head—all

Durhams. I have not much grade stock. The advantages of thoroughbred stock over

grade stock are earlier development, a greater aptitude to fatten, a much higher quality,

which of course brings a greatly increased price on the market, and a much more pleasing

animal to the eye, which is a little to be considered. The same food and the same atten-

tion is required for a common animal as for one of pure blood. I usually feed my calves

in the winter on mixed food, such as pea and oat-meal and bran. I commence with

half bran, and afterwards reduce it to about one-third bran to two-thirds meal. I prefer

\Mr. ffobson.l
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keeping my cattle in comfortable, warm stables to open sheda. I consider a bushel of

roots a day to be good full feeding for breeding cattle. I have never tried pumpkins, and
don't know their advantages.

Good Steers in Demaitd.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I do not think there are many of our farmers who raise enough
steers to keep their farms up to the proper mark of fertility. It would perhaps pay better

to buy steers and feed them for the market than to I'aise them, but there is sometimes a
great difficulty in getting hold of the right class of cattle. If we could get good Steers

whenever we liked, I think it would pay better to devote our attention to feeding. If I

bought a steer weighing 1,100 lbs. for $35, I would like to double his value before send-

ing him to market. I think some steers that have cost $35 have realized $70. It would
require about five months to realize this result. There are fairs in January and the early part

of February, just after the Christmas fairs with us, and then the markets are commonly
glutted with half-fed cattle ; and I think they could be bought and fed for the English
market with very great advantage.

Weaning Calves—Bran.

In weaning calves I don't think you need make much change in their food,

because while they are on the milk they are gradually getting accustomed to take

the ordinary feed we use during the winter—bran, hay, roots and grass—and about
the time they are taken from the milk they are pretty well used to taking what is

given to them. I think oats and peas and bran are very good food for young cattle. I

have fed considerable cornmeal. I don't know that it is worse or better than peas, but I

have not found them to take so kindly to it. But if you can get them to take to it as kindly
I think they will thrive on it as well. I think bran fed to cows induces a flow of milk,

though I canot say whether it improves the quality or not. I do not consider that farmers
use nearly enough bran as a general rule, because I think it is a much more valuable cattle

feed than is generally supposed. I see no reason why soiling should not be profitably

practised by ordinary farmers. I cannot give any particular reason why the farmers do
not adopt the system, except that farmers, generally speaking, are rather a conservative

sort of people, and generally continue to do what they have been accustomed to. For
myself I think it would pay, but I have not gone into it ; it would be such a com-
plete change. I think we shall have to come to it however, in order to preserve the

fertility of the soil. I feed my cattle all the salt they want. I do not feed oil cake.

KooT Cropping.

To Mr. Ballantyne.—I plant from twelve to twenty acres with roots on a farm of

three hundred acres. The average yield per acre, I think, would be about 550 bushels. 1

would just like to say that I cannot account for the extraordinary crops of turnips that

we constantly hear of being raised all over the country. I have been over a good part of

Ontario, and I think we grow as good turnips in the county of Wellington as are grown
in any other part of Ontario, and I have never struck one of these extraordinary growths.

I never saw thirty tons of turnips to the acre in my life. I raise a few mangolds, which
I think are exceptionally good for the latter part of the spring. They come in well after

the turnips. They keep better than the turnips, and are fresher. Although they are not

so good for fattening purposes, they are very good for stock that are giving milk.

Liberal Feeding—First Crosses.

To Mr. Wiser.—I am decidedly of opinion that the most profitable way to feed cattle

is to keep them in good flesh from the time they are calved until they are twenty-six or

twenty-eight months old. I think it would pay better to sell them then than to keep them

[Mr. Hobson.^
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«ntil they are three years old. I think peas are quite as good as corn for feeding pur-

poses ; of the two I would prefer peas. I seldom feed meal to steers when they are on
grass except when I want to get them in good condition for the Christmas sales, and then

I give them something exceptional. When they are on grass I would not give them any
other feed, and sometimes they won't take meal at all. But as a general rule there is no
difficulty in getting them to eat meal when on pasture. One cross with a thoroughbred

is a great improvement for shipping as well as for our own market. First-class cattle for

shipment are worth five and a quarter cents a pound, while a native steer, if you could get

one, would not be worth more than four cents a pound. Besides there would be a differ-

ence at three years old of at least 300 lbs. in weight. I think it would be an advantage

to our farmers in every way if they would pay more attention to the breeding of their

cattle. One of our ordinary bulls running in the pasture is worth at a year old, I suppose,

about three cents a pound; you could not put any value upon him at all as a stock getter.

I wouldn't put a value on the brute at all—I don't think he is worth anything except for

beef, and not much for that.

To Mr. Wilson.—You would get a very good animal from one cross with the native

stock. A first-class bull will leave his impress much more on the first cross than he will

on the third or fourth. If I were feeding for milk purposes I would not exclusively use

turnips, which taint both the milk and the butter, but I would feed a little bran and meal

along with the turnips. Mangolds might possibly affect the milk if they were fed in large

quantities, or if you fed them with straw, but not to the same extent as turnips.

Winter FEEBiNa

To Mr. Gibson.—I do not give the cattle water before feeding them roots. The roots

are the first thing they get in the morning, and then we give them some dry feed, and

then they are turned out for water during the day. The length of time they remain out

depends somewhat on the state of the weather.

To Mr. Byrne.—I feed the cattle with food in the raw state. If we are likely

to be short, I use the cutting box for hay, but when it has been selling at six or

seven or eight dollars a ton, I don't think there is much advantage in using the

cutting box. But by cutting the hay and mixing in a little straw you can make the

same quantity go a great deal further. I do not feed much straw, however. I feed hay

nearly altogether.

To Mr. Malcolm.—My idea of native cattle is cattle that have been raised in

neif^hbourhoods where the farmers have never been in the habit of using pure males of

any sort, or even good grade bulls. Common Canadian cows, however, are often good

milkers.

To Mr. Stock.—I never found it injurious to the mouths of the cattle to feed them

turnips whole. Of course they have always to be cut for the yearlings ; but where I find

the cattle can break them readily I do not think it best to cut. If you cut them into

|)iece3 or slices there is quite as much danger of their choking.

Various Breeds—The Herd Book.

To Mr, Dymond.—Besides the Durhams, I have had some experience with half-bred

Galloways. I have not gone into the raising of Polled Anguaes. I feel a little diffidence

in expressing an opinion about the Canadian Herd Book, because I am not very well

posted with regard to pedigree stock. Though I deal entirely in thoroughbreds, I look as

much to quality as to pedigree. I have not bought any thoroughbred cattle except what

were registered in the Canadian Herd Book. That always suited me, and I have not

ti-aced them through any other book. If I bought a thoroughbred animal I would want

to know its breeding, and would consult that book, and I always found the pedigree of

the animal I was buying. But I would judge an animal on individual merits as well as

on its pedigree.

[Mr. Hohson.']
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Good Buildings Needed.

I think there should be good buildings for the housing of cattle. In the winter

time the stables should be kept to a certain temperature, because if the stables are too

cold it is well known the cattle would require more feed and would not do so well If

cp.ttle are kept warm and comfortable they thrive better on a given quantity of food, and
will sell at a much better price in the spring. The cost of converting a farm of 100 or

:iOO acres from the grazing system into the soiling system would not be very great. Of
course there would have to be extra labour employed ; a man, or a man and a boy, would
be required to look after and feed the cattle. You would also have to have more buildings,

though the outlay in that respect would not be large, because some of the buildings used

for the stock in the winter time could be used for the soiling system in the summer time.

I have sometimes thought that in the soiling system it might possibly be better to use

sheds than stables in the summer time.

Improved Stock Profitable,

I believe it would pay a farmer having only twenty or twenty-five cows to buy
a bull at a cost of about $300. Bulls vary a good deal in the length of time they are

serviceable. They usually begin to be unserviceable when they are four or five years

old ; but my experience is not such as to warrant me in speaking with as much author-

ity on that subject as some others might. A thoroughbred animal three years old'

and weighing 1,500 pounds, would bring, at five and quarter cents a pound, $78.75,

while a common animal at the same age, and weighing 300 pounds less, would bring

only $48, being a difierence of $30.75. Besides, in one case you are selling a well-bred

animal, and in the other case a common scrub. My experience has always led me to

believe that a well-bred animal is quite as easily and as cheaply fed as a common animal

;

that is to say, having the two animals, you would get 1,500 pounds of good beef at the

same cost as you could get 1,200 pounds of poor beef.

To the Chairman.—Though I have been handling horses all my life I do not consider

myself an authority. I raised a good many for the market at one time, but I did not

succeed with them, and I came to the conclusion that I did not conduct the business intel-

ligently.

Sheep Raising.

I have fed a good many sheep, and have been in the habit of buying pretty largely.

I usually buy in September and the early part of October, and feed for the Christmas
market. If the market does not suit vewy well I hold them over for a short time. I

do not like ram lambs,—I usually buy ewes and wethers. I generally just have to take
the average lambs that are going.

Lambs for Fall Feeding on Rape.

To Mr. Ballantyne.—I generally take 200 lambs and upwards for fall feeding. T
feed them largely on rape, and also on oats and turnips when the weather gets bad. They
paid very well last year ; the increase in price at which I sold them was about $2 a head.

The average weight at which I have sold them has been a little over a hundred pounds.

The last lot I sold on the 12th December averaged 107 pounds. The land on which the

rape is raised I summer fallow, but do not manure. The manure of these sheep is valuable

and an important consideration in feeding them.

To Mr. Gibson.—I usually sow the rape during the first damp weather after the hay
ing begins, about the first week in July. I sow it with a drill and ridge it, though I think

it is fully better to sow it on a flat. I keep sowing it thinner and thinner every year. I

would not put more than three-quarters of a pound to the acre ; the smaller quantity you
BOW the better. I usually have in view a partial cleaning of the land at the same time.

To Mr. McMillan.—I vary in the number of acres which I sow with rape. I usually

\Mr. Hobson.]
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BOW from ten to twenty acres, sometimes as many as thirty acres. I generally have a very

heavy crop of rape. I very commonly use plaster on the land, and I believe, taking one

season with another, that 150 pounds of plaster will double the crop of rape.

The Trade in Lambs and Sheep.

To Mr. Dymond.—The price which I pay for lambs varies very much, but they usually

run up to about $2.50. The year before last I had to sell them at $3.62|^, and there wa«
not very much profit in them, but I never pass by good sheep if they come in the way
when I am buying lambs ; and in the same season I sold a lot of over 150 sheep, all of

which went to the English market, and while I had not got a large increase on the price

of the lambs the sheep were sold for something over $6, and I made very well on them.

The business of feeding sheep is a very profitable one.

Farm Accounts and Profits.

I keep what I would call pretty correct accounts. I think most of the farmers in

my neighbourhood keep cash accounts, but no accounts that give the profits and losses

of the farm. I do not see why farmers could not keep a pretty close account of all their

transactions. I do not think it would be possible for them to have so correct a system

of book-keeping as to enable them to calculate the cost or the profit and loss of any par-

ticular crop, but still I think a system of accounts might be kept which, to say the least,

would be very satisfactory to the farmer himself. I consider that farming—thorough

farming—will pay a good fair interest, if the farmer knows his business and attends to it.

I believe, taking a coiirse of years into consideration, that a well-conducted farm will pay

seven per cent., and very often more,—that is, charging the expenses and services of

the family as part of the calculation. Good farms in my district are worth from $60 to

$65 an acre.

Wheat Cropping.

To Mr. Dryden.—The wheat which has been principally grown in my section of coun-

try has been, up to the last two or three years, spring wheat. There has been a good deal

of fall wheat grown during the last two or three years, principally Clawson and Treadwell.

Blight—Hessian Fly—Rust—Midge.

The reason the farmers have sown less of spring wheat is that it has failed a good deal.

I think the cause has been partly climatic. The failure has been so noticeable on the best

tilled lands that it could not have arisen from the land being worn out or from imperfect

tillage. "We could not find out any particular cause except something like a blight—not a

rust. Fife was the variety of spring wheat chiefly grown. It formerly grew very well

in our neighbourhood. On the best tilled lands I think the average has not been much
below eighteen bushels to the acre, and it has often been a little more ; but when you take

the general average of all the farms, it has been exceedingly low. We are, of course,

troubled with other causes of failure besides the blight, such as the Hessian fly, and rust

and midge. The general average of wheat is much lower than it was some years ago.

The Pea Bug—Canada Thistles.

We have not grown many peas lately, on account of the pea bug. There is a bug to

each pea. The only remedy I know of for this pest is to stop growing peas altogether for two

or three years. I was told by Mr. Renton that it was very bad in Wentworth about twenty

years ago, and that the farmers generally gave up growing it for two years, and the result

was that the bug was destroyed. I don't think there is any other remedy. The principal

weed we have to contend against is the Canada thistle. We are not much troubled with

anything else.

[Mr. Ilohson.']
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Thistles.

The only remedy I know for the thistles is summer fallowing. They have to be

looked after in July and August ; but I found that, with all the working I could give

to my land, spring and fall, they were gradually and slowly on the increase, so I adopted

summer fallowing, and many of my neighbours have come to the conclusion that there is

nothing like that for ridding themselves of the thistles. I think it is well to let the

thistles get well up before ploughing them in, and you should select a time when the

weather is fine and dry ; but I would not let them get so high as to make it difficult to

plough them in. If they got very high I think I would cut them before using the plough.

Draining—Grain Crops.

There has not been much attention paid to drainage in my neighbourhood. My land is

rolling. There are some parts that would do better for being drained, and before the tile-

drainage was generally used I put in common stone drains where they were required.

They are beginning to get out of order, and I intend to replace them with tile. Besides

wheat, we grow peas, oats and barley. We do not grow nearly so much barley as they do

in some other parts of Ontario. I think our land is perhaps rather stiff for it. To grow
barley successfully you require to sow it in a sandy loam. It is difficult to estimate the actual

cost of raising an acre of wheat, because there are so many things to be taken into con-

sideration. For instance, this year I am raising a crop of twenty acres, and in order to

prepare the land I summer fallowed it until there was not a thistle to be seen ; I ploughed

it five times very thoroughly ; and it would not be proper to charge all this labour to the

single crop of wheat. And when you put on manure it is rather a nice question to say

what proportion of that should be charged against the first crop, and what proportion

fihould be carried over to the third or fourth year.

Effects op Salt on Wheat.

To Mr. McMillan.—The way the blight affected the wheat two years ago was that

the straw commenced breaking down some eight or ten days before harvest. I have been

in the habit of using salt very largely for manure. Some years ago I had fifteen acres in

one field, and I selected eleven acres upon which I put salt, and left four acres without

salt. The result was that the wheat sown on the four acres without salt fell down and
was almost worthless, while the other stood up and was very fine.

To Mr. Ballantyne.—The soil upon which the salt was used was a clay loam, undu-

lating land. I consider that that year the salt saved the wheat, as it seemed to be a com-

plete antidote for the particular ill that affected it. I always use salt on my turnip crop.

I think it is pretty well understood that there is a percentage of salt in turnips, and I

liave noticed that in dry seasons when salt is used they are not nearly so liable to wilt.

It seems to add moisture to the soiL I generally use about four hundred pounds to the

acr&

The Forest Removed.

To Mr. Byrne.—The original forest in my neighbourhood has been pretty much
removed. I could not say what effect that has had on the crops. When the country was
well wooded we used to have pretty good crops of fall wheat ; but in the northern part

of Wellington, when the country was wooded, they could not grow fall wheat, and since

the woods have been cleared they have been very successful in growing fall wheat. So
here are two opposite results. I think the land in the north and the south is pretty much
the same.

Oat Crops.

We grow a good many oats. On well-managed farms they will yield from fifty

to sixty bushels to the acre. When the oat crop fails I think it is generally due to

\Mr. Hohson.^
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bad tillage and impoverished lands. The variety most generally grown is the common
white. We generally sow with a drill or with broadcast machines. We do not grow
much rye in our section. We do not use rye or barley much as a green feed for our
cattle.

To Mr. Malcolm.—There is hardly any fall wheat sown upon barley stubble. There-

is a good deal sown on pea stubble, and with manure it does very well.

Corn—Rotation—Summer Fallow.

To Mr. Byrne.—Our farmers do not cultivate much Indian corn, as they find that

other crops pay better. Our land is a little stiff for it ; it does better on free soils. We
cannot grow corn in Ontario so well as they can in the Western States. Potatoes are not

much grown. Among the best farmers rotation of crops is practised. The rotation I

observe is, first peas and oats, then wheat or barley, then roots with manure, then wheat
or barley, and then seed it down. It is generally left three years in grass ; but there is a

diflB.culty in keeping up a regular rotation in consequence of dry seasons and other con-

tingencies. We generally use one manuring in the rotation—that is once in every six

years. In growing fall wheat we use manure ; but, speaking generally, it has mostly been

used with the root crop. In addition to the rotation of crops I think it is necessary to

give the land a rest, by means of summer fallowing, for the purpose of keeping it clean.

To Mr. Wilson.—I believe timothy does very well when sown in the fall; but I believe

it is not usual to sow grass seed in the fall. The varieties of spring wheat we use are the

White Russian, Lost Nation, and some Bald China. We have pretty much abandoned the

Fyfe.

JOHN I. HOBSON.

MR. MILLER'S EVIDENCE.

John Miller, of Brougham, Ontario county, was called and examined.

Stock Farming in Ontario County.

To Mr. Dryden.—I have been pretty largely engaged in the business of breeding

cattle, sheep and horses since 1835. I have devoted myself to mixed farming. In the

raising of cattle my object has been to breed bulls to sell to farmers for the purpose of

improving their breeds. I have handled Shorthorns principally, and a few Gallowaya

and Ayrshires.

The Shorthorn the Best for the Farmer.

The best breed of cattle for the use of the ordinary farmers of this country^

I think, is the Shorthorns. Some families of them are very good milkers. I have

had very good milking Ayrshires, but I have known some of the best families of

Durhams to give more milk than they would. I think it is best, in breeding cattle, to

endeavour to combine the two qualities of milk and beef. I have known grade cattle

to be very good milkers—crosses of Shorthorn bulls and Canadian cattle are just as

good as the Ayrshires for milking purposes. I think it is very injudicious for our

farmers, if they want to get cattle either for beef or milk, to use any other than

thoroughbred males. If they want to act for their own interest, they will have a full

bred animal, and a good one at that. I would look for a good animal before I would
for a pedigree ; though if a good animal has a good pedigree also, he is so much tlie

better.

[Mr. Miller.]
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Booth and Bates Families.

I have seen the herds of Booth and Bates. I was at Captain Guuter's,
Wetherby, in 1868, when Mr. Cochrane bought Duchess 97, and in 1870 when
Duchesses 101 and 103 were bought, and I came across to this country with them. I

believe the Bates and Booth cattle have been kept pretty well separate up to the present
time. It is generally believed that these are the best families. I thought the Booth
cattle were the best adapted for beef when I saw them first ; but I mix my animals, and
if I get a good bull, I do not pay much attention if he is crossed in the two families, be-
cause they are both thoroughbreds.

The Canadian and American Hekd Books.

So far as I know, the Canadian Herd Book is authentic. It contains the pedi-

grees of the animals mentioned in it, and when a man buys them he can judge
for himself as to their value. I would not breed from a short pedigree ; but so

far as I know, our Herd Book contains an honest record of the pedigrees. The
iremarks I heard here yesterday were the first I ever heard to the effect that it was
valueless. I have the English, American, and Canadian Herd Books ; also the Ken-
tucky Record. Mr. Clay yesterday spoke of the Ohio Record ; I never heard of it. A
great many of the pedigrees in the American Herd Book have been disputed and found
out to be wrong, but in some of the latter volumes I think they were all corrected.

Management of Calves.

I think it pays best to have the calves dropped towards the end of the year.

I would sell the bulls when they are from twelve to fifteen months old. They
are commonly bought in the spring for breeding purposes—about March or April.

I have had very little experience with steers ; I have not had them about the place for

imany years. This year I fed four heifers, and sold them for the English market. I

usually keep my calves shut up in the house, and let them to the cows twice a day,

morning and night. We usually keep them shut up for six or seven months, and give

them grass when I can cut it, oats and peas, and a little bran. I allow the calves to

run loose ; I think this is better than tying them, as they need exercise. After they
are weaned I allow them to continue to run loose until winter, and then I tie them up.

I am speaking now of the heifer calves. The bull calves 1 allow to run loose in separate

•boxes.

Soiling—Cattle Feed.

I have done a little at the soiling system—not very much. I use western corn

largely for cattle feed. I have tried no other food for soiling. I feed that when the

grass is bad in the summer time. I cut it green, and haul it to another field and feed

it to the cattle there by spreading it on the grass. I have used the western corn in the

winter time. If we have not turnips enough, I find it very good cut and steamed and
mixed with chaff. I think the soiling system would answer a very good purpose even

on a small farm. It would be a great deal better for a small farmer than to let his

cattle run around the roads, as many do, as it would not only have the effect of keeping

the manure on the land, but would benefit the cattle themselves. I have not had much
experience with any of the advertised cattle feeds. I have had sent to me little packages

to have it tried, but so far as I saw the cattle derived no benefit from it, and I was never

induced to buy any. So far as I am concerned, I would not advise its use. In the

winter season I rely principally on turnips and hay. To the young cattle I give a little

peas and oats chopped up—about half and haK. Turnips are the principal roots I grow.

I have had a few mangolds and carrots, but I consider turnips the most profitable and

the surest crop. For the sheep and young cattle I cut the turnips, but to the others I

feed them whole. I have not used a pulper on my farm.

[Mr. Miller.]
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Breeding Cows.—Abortion.

I have known my cows to breed both when in high and when in low condition.

Some will breed, no matter what condition they are in, and others it is difficult to

get to breed no matter how you keep them. I have had cows that have bred just

as well when taking common fare in the fields with the other cattle as when kept

in good condition. Some that were kept poor would not breed at all, and others

that were kept in high condition would breed all the time. I don't see that it

makes much difference, though I think it hurts their constitutions to keep them

in high condition for a number of years, and then let them get in low condition.

I could not say that the kind of food they get has anything to do with their being

non-breeders. I have had some difficulty with abortion for two or three years. It

seemed to be infectious for that length of time. It seemed to me to be rather a serious

business when it remained for two or three years, but we have not been troubled with

it since that time. I don't think it went because of any change in the treatment or feed

of the cattle. Sometimes our best heifers won't breed. I cannot attribute that to any

particular cause. I generally breed my heifers at two years old. But I consider that

we would have better cows and raise healthier, stronger animals if we left them until

they were three years old—that is, if they would breed then. In the case of non-breed-

ing females, we have tried a good many bulls and the result seems to be the same. Of

course there are some males that are not sure. There seems to have been more trouble

in this way during late years than there was before, but what the cause of it is I cannot

tell.

FmsT Crosses.

I have seen very good animals produced, and well fitted for export, from the first

grogs i)oth in cattle and sheep—better, very often, than the second cross, because they

are liable to breed back to one side or the other, and they sometimes go to the bad side.

I would not consider it desurable to couple two crosses together. I would use a half-

bred female but not a half-bred sire ; I would not cross with a half-bred sii-e of any

kind.

Colour in the Shorthorn.

To Mr Stock —I have tried a cross between an Ayrshire cow and a Shorthorn bull,

and have obtained a middlmg good animal. We know that by contmucus breeding of

the Shorthorns their colour has changed hke the fashions. White was the first fashion-

able colour, and then roan. The shorthorns when I knew them first were a different

shaped animal from the animal we have now—they were larger and coarser. Bed seems

now to be the fashionable colour. I think the whites and roans are better milkers than

the deep red, better feeders, and better animals altogether.

Improving theib Stock.

To Mr Malcolm. There was more improvement in the stock of the ordinary farmers

of our section of the country ten or fifteen years ago than there is now
;
I do not know

for what reason. During the last year or two they are taking more mterest m the im-

provement of then: stock. When they went back their cattle did not seem to be seUing

so well and I am sorry to say it was too much the case that our young men, during the

last twelve or fourteen years, did not find it so fashionable to go mto the raismg of stock

as to go into some profession. The young men now seem to want more education than

they got a few years ago ; and when they get education they don't want to dirty their

hands with work, but try some easier way of making then: hving. I would not consider

education a disadvantage to a young farmer if the young men had more common sense

end would go back to the farm. I do not know what remedy to suggest for this dislike

of the farm. I t.bink it would be an advantage for ordinary farmers, with farms of a

[Mr. MUUr.]
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hundred or a hundred and fifty acres, to go generally into the breedmg of high class

animals—even the breeding and selhng of bulls for the improvement of the common
stock of the country. The farmers would have to buy from each other to keep their own
stock improved, and there would be more good cattle in the country for export to other

countries. The reason our farmers do not adopt the soUing system more generally is,

I believe, because it requires more work. Work seems to be a great bugbear in this

country, and people seem to prefer to do things in the easiest way they can.

High and Low Condition.

I do not make any distinction between the expressions "high condition" and "breed-

ing condition." " High condition " I would caU in show condition. Some animals will

breed in whatever condition theymay be. I have heard it said that some animals are injured

by being in show condition, but I have never found it to be the case in my experience.

I have never heard of any breeder becoming ruined by getting his animals in so high a
condition that they will not breed, but I have known men to be ruined to some extent by
getting highbred animals and not knowing how to take care of them. I have fed a good
deal of bran to my stock. I think for young animals bran is very good for keeping them
growing ; but if you have plenty of roots you can do with less bran. Milk food, I think,

is very good if it is mixed with other food, and the animals seem to like it better than
anything else.

Shorthorns as Milkers.

To Mr. Gibson.—For milking purposes I would choose a Shorthorn bull to cross

with the common Canadian cows. I have not had experience with an Ayrshire bull, but
I believe a Shorthorn bull belonging to a good milking family would produce more milk
than an Ayrshire. A pure Shorthorn I would caU an animal with a good many crosses,

and from imported stock on both sides. I would not call an animal with four crosses a
Shorthorn, and would not approve of it being entered in a herd-book. Even if it was
entered in the herd-book, I do not think it would make the herd-book any the less valua-
ble, because a man can always see whether an animal has a short pedigree or not. Even
if a farmer had only ten cows I beheve it would pay him to buy a good bull.

To Mr. Malcolm.—The heifers which I could not get to breed were not those that
were kept in high condition for show purposes. I think all the cows I took to the shows
were breeders ; I don't know of a bad one among them. I consider the Canadian Herd
Book just as reliable as the American.

Fancy Prices.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I think it is a mere fancy that makes some buyers give higher
prices for some Dukes for breeding purposes than they will for others ; many of them
are no better than others which sell at lower prices. I have seen a good many Duchesses
sold at high prices at New York MiDs sale, to go to England and Kentucky, which are
not ahve now. One of the best investments a farmer can make is to buy a good bull
for $200 or $300. I have come to the conclusion that unless the farmers of Canada set
to work to drain their lands and improve their stock, they may as weU puU up their
sticks at once.

Importation of Stock,

To Mr. Dymond.—I have been engaged in farming since I came to this cotmtry
in 1835. My father and uncle were farmers aU their lifetime. In 1835 I brought
imported sheep and pigs to Markham for my uncle, Geo. Miller, and shortly after that I
commenced the introduction of improved cattle. I had to look after a Durham bull
which had been bought by my uncle in 1834 from Mr, Wingfield, and he bought another
in 1846 from Mr. Howitt, Guelph, which stock he bought from Mr. Wingfield. They
were the only Durham bulls in that part of the country at that time. In that district

[Mr. 3filler.]
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of country it is very common now for persons to own a well-bred bull. Owing to the

introduction of these bulls there has been a material improvement in the native stock.

Services in a Season.—Shorthorns and Ayrshire Cows.

A good bull can serve one hundred cows in a year. I had a yearling bull that served

eighty-nine cows in one season and took all the prizes in the same year. If the animal
is kept in a healthy condition, it does not injure him to use him to that extent. I

consider it profitable to cross Shorthorn bulls with Ayrshire cows for dairy purposes,

but not more so than with the native stock.

Pedigrees.

I have no herd-book for Ayrshires ; the Canadian Herd Book does not include

anything but Shorthorns. This Herd Book is compiled under the authority of the

Agricultural Society. When I raise a calf, I send its pedigree to be entered in

the Herd Book. The means they use to ascertain whether any statement is cor-

rect is to refer to other Herd Books, and if the pedigree is not correct they will

reject it. Besides, a man's reputation is at stake, and if he sends anything that

is wrong knowingly, he will never be recognized as a reUable breeder again. I don't

think the Agricultural Society take any special means to verify the statements that are

sent to them ; I beheve they depend upon the integrity of the breeders. The Bates and
Booth cattle have, I believe, been intermingled to a certain extent. I think crosses of

the two famUies are better than the products of in-breeding.

Beeping and Milking Families.—Corn—.Soiling.

I would say that the Booths are better than the Bates for beef. There are

various divisions of these families, which vary considerably in their milk and beef

producing quality. I have no western corn growing this year, as I have no land

suitable for it. At one time we imported a great quantity of corn into our part

of the country for feeding purposes. We do not import much now. We use peas

instead. I think they are as cheap, and they are as good as, or better than corn.

A good many of my neighbours have been troubled with the bugs infesting their

peas lately. None of the farmers with a hundred or a hundred and fifty acres

of land in my district have adopted the soiling system that I know of. We have

not yet discussed the subject, though I have seen a good deal of it in the agricul-

tural papers. The local Agricultural Society have not yet taken the matter up. The
advantages of the system to the ordinary farmers must be learned from the agricultural

papers, but I don't think many farmers read them, and they might remain in darkness

so far as any steps to enlighten them are concerned. From a farmer's point of view, I

don't think the present school system is at all a good system. There are more branches

taught in the schools than are taught thoroughly.

The Export Trade.

I do not know whether the decline of interest in the improvement of stock

'has been owing to the termination of the Eeciprocity Treaty in 1866. Up to within

a few years ago our farmers found their market for the sale of their cattle chiefly

in the United States. The beginning of the cattle trade with England, two or

three years ago, has been, I think, the cause of stimulating a revival of the cattle

trade, and I think there is at the present time a greater spirit of enterprise among
the farmers than there has been for the past two years. For the production of

beef for export I strongly recommend the use of the Durhams. They are a heavier

animal and produce better beef than any other. I have seen a good many of the

Polled Angus breed in Scotland, but I could not say much about them. I thought

[Mr. Miller.]
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they were a good deal like the Galloways, only a more stylish animal, heavier and better

for beef. I have had no experience as to how they would suit the English market, as

compared with the Durham. The EngUsh papers seem to indicate that in the fat cattle

markets, each as Smithfield, they would compete very favourably with the Shorthorns*

Abortion.

When I spoke of abortion being infectious, I used the term in its popular sense of

catching. The best Enghsh authorities on the subject, which I have read, use the term
infectious as applied to abortion. Some of my cattle which had been troubled with abor-

tion became good breeders in two or three years. I made no change in my mode of treat-

ment, and I don't think anything of that kind had anything to do with improving them.
I do not keep them apart but let them run together, and since that time I have not had
any trouble more than once or twice.

Farmers' Sons.

All my sons have remained on the farm except one. It is very much the prac-

tice of om- farmers* sons to leave the farm. They seem to think that they can
make a living easier than by working on the farm. I don't think they are lazy,

but they don't like farm work. I could not say whether that is owing to our
system of farming in this country being very unattractive. If we could make it more
attractive, I would hke to know the way. In the old country the farmers' sons seem to

like the farm very much. If improvements in agriculture and the management of stock

were introduced among the farmers, and if they could get up some kinds of amusement
on the farm, I think perhaps the young men would stick to it.

Condition op Male Animals.

To Mr. Dryden.—Male breeding animals I would keep in moderate condition and
give them plenty of exercise. For show purposes the higher condition is better, but for

breeding purposes I think the moderate condition is the best. I have known male animals
to be injured permanently by being kept in high condition for show purposes. I think the
Durham cattle of to-day are considerably better than they were at one time. They are

finer in bone and are more even and better in flesh. The Shorthorn animals, when I saw
them first, appeared to be larger and grosser animals than I would like to have them now.
As to colour, they are bred now mostly red, because they sell better, and red is the fashion-

able colour. But that is not my taste ; I prefer white or roans. I suppose it would be
possible to cross the animals in until you could get an animal of a uniform colour. At
first the Galloways were not aU black or all mooleys, but they continued to be inbred until

they became as they are now. I think the fashionable colour of the Shorthorns is a mere
tdatter of taste.

Winter Feeding,

To Mr. Byrne.—I think the most economical way in which a small farmer can raise

his own cattle is to grow the stuff he feeds them on himself. If a farmer feeds his cattle

all winter on straw, they won't come out in very good condition in the spring. My cattle

don't get much straw ; I feed them principally on hay ; but if straw were mixed with
chop or bran or something of that kind, they would do very well on it. I think they
would do better on it if it was softened than if it was dry.

Schools.

It costs more now to send a boy to school than it did thirty or thirty-five years ago,

and I don't know that there is more benefit to be derived now than there was then,

although the schools are better. The teachers of to-day are a higher class of ieaehers than
they were then. I have formed no opinion as to the benefit of teaching elementary farm-^

ing in the schools.

[Mr. Miller.]
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To Mr. Malcolm.—If a fanner's son had a special taste for professional life, and
would do better and enjoy life more in it than by working at manual labour on the farm,

I would advise him to go into it, because if you try to make a person do something against

his will he will never succeed in it.

Farm Buildings.—Turnips.—Wheat.

To Mr. Dryden.—There have not been many new farm buildings put up in my district

lately. The farmers usually keep their cattle housed up. I think that is a great advan-

tage, as the natural heat of the cattle is kept up by putting them in a stable, and they

require less food to be kept in good condition. It would not do so well to feedturnips to

cattle kept outside in the cold as to those in the stable, as turnips are a cold food. Spring

wheat in my vicinity has been a failure during the past few years. There was a blight on

a great part of it last year, and although we had a very good crop it yielded very badly

after it was threshed. There seemed to be weevil in the joint and midge in the grain.

We grew Club, Red Fern, and Fife, and it seemed to be all affected in the same way. We
have not grown it at all thisjyear. Fall wheat is being grown more this year than it has

been during the last two years. It has been a very good crop lately. I could not give

any special reason for its success. Clawson is the principal variety grown ; it seems to

stand the winter and to grow better than other varieties.

Thistles.—Weeds.—Drainage.

The principal weeds we have to contend with are Fox-Tail, or Summer Grass,

and the Canada thistle. I have never seen wild oats or mustard to any extent. We
have had Twitch Grass. I think the best way to get rid of the thistles is to let

them grow well up, and then cut them down and plough the land. I do not think

it is well to plough them until they are well grown up. We use turnips also to

destroy the thistles. I have had a great deal of experience in the drainage of wet

land on my farm. I think it pays very well to go into drainage, even for the

thorough drainage of the driest portions of our land. If a man has wet lands and

does not drain them, in my opinion, he might as well give up, because if crops are not put

in early in the spring they do not come to much, and unless the land is drained they can't

be put in early. I would put drains three feet below the surface ; the main drain I would

put a little deeper, of course. The depth depends a good deal on the kind of soil. The
deeper the main drain is put the farther distance it will draw water from the sides. Drains

do not do so well the first year as afterwards, or until the water begins to get a flow. I

have used two-inch tile, but I would advise three-inch tile as being better ; and if I had

branches I would put in three-inch tiles, unless they were short, and in the main drain,

larger, of course, than three-inch.

JOHN MILLER.

EVIDENCE OF MR. DRURY.

Charles Dru»v, ni (^rown Hill, near Barrie, County of Simcoe, was called and

examined.

To Mr. Dryden.—I was born on the farm I now cultivate, and I have followed the

business of farming since I left school at the age of twenty-one. I have been engaged in

mixed husbandry- -grain growing and stock raising.

Fall and Spring Wheat.

In my section, Clawson and Treadwell are the principal varieties of fall wheat

iprown, and spring Treadwell and White Russian are the principal varieties of spring

[Mr. Drury.'\
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wheat. The Clawson has been grown pretty extensively for four years ; the Treadwett

has been grown more or less for the last twelve years. Of the two varieties I prefer

the Treadwell, although some are very much in favour of doing away with the use of

Treadwell and adopting the Clawson. The spring Treadwell I have grown for four

years. The White Russian is a new variety just coming into use in our section; but
I think it will be the leading wheat for the next two or three years. With me the

spring Treadwell has been more successful, however. I do not know any other name
applied to this wheat ; it is a bearded wheat and resembles fall wheat very much, being

coarse, strong, and talL

Spring Wheat a Failure.

My spring wheat has been a comparative failure for four years past ; but the

Treadwell of which I speak has not failed to so great an extent as the other varieties.

According to my own observation, the failure of the spring wheat crop is characterized

by the straw being weak and breaking down with ordinary rains, and by being at-

tacked with a blight. During the last two or three years the whole of the wheat each
year was destroyed in two or three days, We have not been able to explain the cause

of this blight. The average yield of the spring Treadwell has been eighteen or twenty
bushels to the acre up to last year, vv^lien I don't think it averaged more than twelve
or fourteen.

Fall Wheat—Average Yield.

Fall wheat averages twenty-five bushels to the acre, but in 1879 the crop was not

so good. So far as fall wheat is concerned I cannot observe any diiSference between
the yield of one season and another during the last fourteen years. On my farm the

highest yield was forty bushels to the acre, and the lowest eighteen, which I obtained
last year. I have not used salt as a manure. Some of my neighbours have used it, but
I cannot speak from personal knowledge as to whether it has been a cure for any of the

ills of wheat or not. A neighbour assured me that it had partly cured the evil of the

straw falling down, and I have been so much impressed with what I have heard in refer-

ence to it, that I purpose making use of it. I may confidently state that the yield of fall

wheat is not decreasing in my neighbourhood ; spring wheat has decreased to scarcely

enough for seed in some cases. I presume that about seventy-five per cent, of the land

now clear in my district is fit to be cultivated.

Effects op Clearing the Land.

The clearing of the land of forests has undoubtedly made a difierence in the growth
of fall wheat. I have a field sown with fall wheat sheltered on two sides by a wood,
and I venture to say that it is as fine a field of wheat as can be found anywhere in the
whole Province. I attribute this solely to the protection from storm and wind afforded

by the surrounding bush. Such a protection is especially valuable during a season like

last winter, when we had very little snow on the ground.

Fall Wheat on Fallow or Pea Stubble.

I have never used a clover sod as a seed bed for fall wheat ; I have never seen
it used by anybody in my neighbourhood. About one-third of the fall wheat is sown
on stubble land after peas, and about two-thirds on summer fallow after an oat crop. It

is a very rare thing to sow wheat after barley. Fall wheat is usually sown on fallow
or pea stubble. Spring wheat is sown after peas or roots, ploughed in the fall or
spring. This is an almost universal custom in the northern part of the country to which
I belong.

[Mr. Drury.]
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Use of Plaster.

The only artificial fertilizer I have ever used is plaster. I use that principally on
clover, I have not noticed its effect to last over to the grain crop on the following year, but

I have noticed its effect on the grass crop. I have tried the experiment of covering part

of a ten-acre field with plaster, and leaving the other part bare ; and any one passing

along one end of the field and looking down it could easily tell from the appearance of

the hay where the plaster was sown and where the field was left without plaster. There
was at least three or four inches difference in the height, and the hay grew stronger and
more luxuriant. I put on the plaster about the second week in May. I think that the

clover should be spreading over the ground before the plaster is sown.

Cost of Raising Spring and Fall Wheat.

I estimate the cost of raising an acre of fall wheat on a first-clase fallow at $21.10;
which sum is made up as follows :—Interest on value of land, $3

;
preparation of land

for crop, $9; seed, $1.50; sowing and harvesting, $2; threshing, $1.60; manure, $4.

I include the labour in this estimate. In the preparation of the farm for the crop, I

charge a first-class summer fallow, although it is scarcely fair to charge the whole fallow

to the wheat, because the effect of that fallow is seen in the four succeeding crops ; but

I have not put it at a high figure, because we should have four ploughings and sixteen

harrowings. For the raising of an acre of spring wheat, I estimate the cost at $14.10,

or $7 less than the fall wheat, represented by the saving in the item of the preparation of

the land.

Method op Sowing.

At present in the northern part of the district where I live the larger portion of

the wheat is sown by hand. In the southern part of the county the drill is almost uni-

versal. During the last season, however, all through that northern country a great many
drills have been purchased, and the sowing has been done very largely by drill instead of

by hand. By hand we sow a bushel and a half of fall wheat to the acre, and by drill a

bushel and a quarter; of spring wheat, we sow by hand about a bushel and three pecks,

and by drill a bushel and a half. I have had a pretty good opportunity during the last

two years of noticing the effect of drilling upon the fall wheat, and I have observed

that the fall wheat that was sown by drill came through the winter in better condition

than that which was sown broadcast. Though I cannot speak from personal experience,

I believe that in oats and wheat the use of the drill will produce a better yield.

Manuring a Fallow.

When I am preparing to fallow a field, I put my bam-yard manure upon it the fall

"before, plough it under, and work it in during the next summer when I fallow. I do not

know that this is the best way, but I do it then with the view of utilizing my time in

the best way. I think the first crop grown on the land after that application receives

the full benefit of the manure, and I have no hesitation in saying that you get the best

results, so far as fall wheat is concerned.

Varieties op Wheat.

To Mr. Gibson.—The Scott wheat has been tried in our section, though I have not

tried it myself. It is not liked very well, I believe. The Treadwell, taking it all in all,

has been the best fall wheat we have had, and it is better liked by the millers and brings

« better price than the Clawson.

[Mr. Dru/ry.'\
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Hessian Fly—Rental—Turnips—Manurb.

To Mr. Malcolm.—There was a little damage done last year by the Hessian fly,

both to the spring and the fall wheat, but more particularly to the spring. The weakness
of the straw was not occasioned by it. You can trace the weakening of the straw to dif-

ferent causes altogether. I cannot say I know enough about the Scott wheat to urgeany
particular objection against it. One hundred acres of good cleared land would rent, I
think, for $300 a year, though I would not rent mine for that. I estimate a profit of

about eight per cent, on the value of my farm. The ordinary value of a farm in my dis-

trict is $40 an acre. I raise a good many turnips. I manure my turnip land, I manage
to have manure both for my turnip land and for fallowing. In that respect my circum-
stances are, I suppose, a little exceptional. I have 350 acres of land, of which about 200
acres are cleared, and I have kept a proportionately large quantity of stock, a^ all the
manure they produced has been applied to the land. During the summer I leave the
manure in the barn-yard. I have not tried manuring on the surface in the winter time.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I usually manure pea stubble with barn-yard manure. After
the peas are taken off, I plough under and sow. There are a variety of opinions about the Lost
Nation wheat. I think it is a good wheat. 1 have seen the Russian and the Lost Nation
wheats in the mill ; I am doubtful if there is much difference between them. If the
Clawson ripens it is a good wheat, but if it does not ripen properly, it is one that the mil-

ler does not care to buy, as it will not grind well. It does not stand the winter anj better
than others we have tried.

Spbino Wheat Cropping.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I don't think the Spring Treadwell is what is known as the Red
River wheat. I don't know anything about the Arnautka by personal observation.

To Mr. McMillan.—I succeed very well in raising spring wheat after turnips. Our
spring wheat altogether has been very poor, but we have had just as good results after

roots as any other crops. I don't think the blight is caused by the land becoming impov-
erished; I think it is owing to some atmospheric influence. In one field of first-class land,

where I expected to obtain thirty bushels to the acre, the blight came and I only got
fourteen bushels. It has been just as bad in well-drained land as anywhere else. I have
been very successful in raising peas, and have not been troubled with the bug.

To Mr. Byrne.—I have not discovered any remedy for the spring wheat blight. I

have thought that I might overcome it by sowing in superior soil, but I tried that and did
not succeed. I believe the use of salt has been beneficial to some extent. When salt has
been used, there has not been so much trouble in the weakening of the straw ; it becomes
brighter and firmer, and the crop ripens better. The cut-worm has not attacked my spring
wheat.

To Mr. Malcolm.—My soil is a clay loam.

Fall Wheat and the Forests.

To Mr. Dymond.—In my earlier days the country was much more largely timbered
than it is now. So far as my knowledge extends the yield of fall wheat averages now as

much per acre as it did fourteen years ago, or when the land was first broken up. This result

has been largely attained by the practice of making a good fallow, putting the manure of

the year on that fallow, and sowing it with fall wheat. The average yield of fall wheat in

my district has been twenty-five bushels to the acre, which I think is a fair average for the
whole country. After taking into account everything a farmer does, and charging every
expense he is put to, he will clear $4 on that twenty-five bushels. The forests have not been
cleared systematically in my district with a view to protecting the farmers' crops. The
case I spoke of was accidental and not designed. Nothing has been done in the direction

of replanting forest trees ; no steps have been taken to consider the subject in any way.
We do not think that we have reached the miserable condition which requires us to face

that difficulty yet. We have more bush than there is in many parts of the West Much
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less spring wheat has been sown this year than has been sown for twenty years past. Fall
wheat is more generally grown than formerly. I think there is a universal tendency in
my part of the country to raise more stock, in view of the export trade to Britain, thau
was formerly the case.

Barley Growing.

To Mr. Dryden.—There is not much barley grown in the northern part of the

County of Simcoe ; it is grown more largely in the southern part. Barley, I have no
doubt, is an exhausting plant, and takes out of the land more than twice as much food as

is required for wheat. We came to the conclusion, as we heard that other portions of the

country were producing fifty or sixty bushels of barley to the acre while we could only

obtain thirty bushels, that we could not raise it profitably. Some farmers in our district

will not raise more than twenty-five bushels. The barley falls very much in the same
way as the spring wheat ; the straw softens and breaks down with the blight. The usual

practice is to sow barley after peas or roots ; sometimes after fall wheat and after the

ground has been carefully prepared and manured. Almost invariably the ground that

has grown a root crop will be sown with spring wheat or barley. I think barley succeeds

as well after a root crop as after wheat. I have not heard of any special fertilizers for

barley. I don't think there is much difference between the cost of raising an acre of

barley and an acre of spring wheat. There is a little difference in the cost of the

seed ; but I think the cost of raising an acre of barley is about $13.20. I would not like

to express any decided opinion, drawn from my own experience, as to the use of a driU

for sowing. I was induced to use drills this year by parties who represented that there

was great advantage in using the tube drill for all kinds of grain. The drill I use is so

arranged that I can regulate the depth that I want to put my seed. There is undoubtedly

some danger in planting barley too deep.

To Mr. Wilson.—The barley we sow is usually the six-rowed barley. We do not

raise the two-rowed barley. I don't know of any difference in the product of the twa
kinds.

To Mr. Malcolm.—We usually sow grass seed with barley.

To Mr McMillan.—We plough in the fall for our barley and wheat. We usually

cultivate, and then plough again. If the soil is loose and open, we just cultivate and put

the barley or wheat in ; but if it is at all hard, we usually plough it up in the spring.

To Mr. Byrne.—We do not use any special fertilizer. I cannot say whether they

are useful or not.

Fall Wheat and Barley.—Farm Accounts.—Drill Seeding.

To Mr. Dymond.—During the last four years I have realized about 60 cents on bar-

ley; that would be about $18 per acre. Fall wheat would average $1. That would be a

profit of about $5.00 an acre on barley, and $4.00 an acre on fall wheat. The reason we
do not cultivate barley largely is that we find we must fallow in order to rid the country

of the thistles that are covering it, and if we do not fallow we cannot grow fall wheat.

Besides, barley is a most exhausting crop to the land, so that even if we realize a larger

profit upon it, it is a more expensive crop than fall wheat. As a rule the farmers in my
district do not keep accounts ; taking the farmers as a class I do not think there is one in

a hundred that keeps any accounts at all. I do. The reason grain sown with a drill

keeps better during the winter is that it is sown at a uniform depth, and seems therefore

to have a better hold on the land and to resist better the heaving of the frost. Last win-

ter, at any rate, the wheat sown with a drill was saved, while that &own broadcast

was killed.

To Mr. Malcolm.—Observation has told me that barley is an exhausting crop, and I

think there is a reason for it. It is laid down as a principle in botany that a plant with

a narrow leaf and rapid growth draws its sustenance almost exclusively from the soil, whilft

a plant with a larger leaf draws a portion of its sustenance from the atmosphere.

\Mr. Driiry.^^
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Oat Cropping.—Rye,

To Mr. Dryden.—I grow oats extensively ; the yield is from thirty-five to forty

bushels to the acre. It is a very reliable crop with us, though the oats have been struck
with rust occasionally. It is an atmospheric evil altogether. I think the early sown
oats are generally more reliable than the late sown.

. I think early sowing is the best for

-every kind of grain. Our season is a short one, and if the hot weather comes on before

the plant has grown much, it hastens too rapidly to maturity. In the sprino' I would
wait only till the land was dry enough, and I would then sow everything I could. The
Norway is the most popular oat in our district. On the whole, within my recollection

there has been rather a decrease in the yield. That has been attributable, I think, to

poor tillage. We usually sow the oats as the closing crop of the rotation before we fal-

low, and I have no doubt that if the oat crop had a better chance, we would get a better

yield. We principally sow our oats broadcast. This year I have sown everything with
a tube drill. I sowed two bushels and a half broadcast to two bushels with the tube
drill. The difference in the cost of raising an acre of oats, barley, and spring wheat is not
much more, I think, than the difierence in the cost of the seed. My estimate of the cost

of raising an acre of oats is $13. About forty bushels to the acre is a very good crop.

We have been in the habit of supplying the lumbermen of the district north of us with
oats. About 40 cents a bushel would be the average price obtained ; some years it is

down to 30 and others up to 50 cents. We get these prices because we are convenient to
the lumber district. We could not get so much if we sent our oats to Toronto. We do
not grow rye, except occasionally as a green crop to plough under.

Peas.

We grow peas extensively, and the pea crop is found to be very profitable. The maxi-
mum yield of peas is about 30 bushels to the acre ; the average would be probably 25
bushels. The Golden Vine is the principal variety grown. It is a small pea. We
have not grown the Black or the Marrowfat pea to any great extent. The average
price per bushel obtained for peas is about 55 cents. They go principally to England,
and of course we compete with Toronto. This year I sold peas for 63 cents, which
I think is a little above the average. I do not think there is any special course
to be followed in preparing the ground for the pea crop. I put the cost of raising

an acre of peas at $13. The pea crop is generally sown on the spring ploughing.
We have no failure in the pea crop except what is caused by unfavourable weather
—occasionally too much rain. We have no mildew. Peas are the best crop we have.
I have never seen a pea bug in our district. The pea crop is usually followed by wheat.
The cultivation of the pea has a beneficial efiect on the land ; a heavy crop of peas leaves
the land in as good a condition as a summer fallow. If the pea crop is a partial failure,

it allows weeds and thistles to grow up ; but I hold that a good crop of peas leaves the
ground in as good or a better condition than it was in before it was sown. Peas ought, I
think, certainly to be sown with drills, as they are better covered in that way than when
sown by hand.

To Mr. Wilson.—I consider the black oat to be more productive than the white oat.

It has a good straw and stands up very well. About every fourth year I should like to
change my seed. I would prefer getting my seed from the north.

To Mr. Malcolm.—Oats, like barley, are an exhausting crop, and if I were renting
my land, I do not think I would rent it to any person to grow a crop of oats at a less

rate than for a crop of wheat. I would not say that peas increase the fertility of the soil,

but they leave it in a fine, open, healthy condition, without exhausting its fertility.

This I believe is owing to the fact that the peas have a large quantity of broad leaves,

which draw a large amount of sustenance from the atmosphere. That is the theory, and
the facts bear it out. A crop grown on pea stubble is superior to that grown on root crop.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I think barley and oats are about equal in exhausting the land.

[Mr. Drury.^
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Thistles and other Weeds.

To Mr. McMillan.—The Canada thistle is almost the only -weed we have to contend
against. We have no wild oats, or mustard, or pigeon weed. I consider barley to be
more exhausting to the soil than wheat.

To Mr. Gibson.—If the tobacco plant is an exhausting plant and has a broad leaf, it

is, perhaps, an exception to the rule I have mentioned. It is of little use to plough un-
der a narrow-leafed plant, which draws all its substance from the ground, because it adds-

nothing to it ; but a broad-leafed plant, which gathers its substance largely from the air,,

must be beneficial to the ground when ploughed under.

Indian Corn.—Potatoes.

To Mr. Dryden.—We do not grow Indian corn much. Potatoes are not very largely

grown in my district ; there have been more sown this year than ever before. We grow
the Early Rose, the Late Rose, and to a limited extent, the Peerless, but principally the

Bftrly Rose. I think they will be superseded shortly by the Late Rose or some other

new variety. The potato crop is a pretty successful one in our district. The potato

bug made its appearance there first in 1874 ; but I do not think it is so destructive as

formerly, and does not seem to be laying eggs so abundantly. There is no other insect

enemy of the potato that we have to contend against. Sometimes the potatoes ripen too

early on account of dry weather. There is usually a large surplus of potatoes in my town-
ship, which are sold principally to the lumbermen in the north. The principal other root

crop we grow is the turnip.

Root Crops.

We grow a few carrots for our horses, but we have not grown mangolds. We
generally have a fair crop of turnips, unless the dry weather makes against the size of

the roots ; unfavourable weather is the only enemy of the turnips amongst us. I think

probably 550 bushels to the acre would be the average we grow. Last year I raised a

thousand bushels to the acre under exceptional circumstances. I think a root crop

exhausts the land to a certain extent. It is not indispensable in a rotation of crops.

But a farmer, when he wants to clean a portion of his land, instead of leaving it a naked
fallow, naturally says to himself that if he can clean his land and obtain a quantity of

roots for his cattle at the same time, he will do so. I find it almost essential to have

some roots for my stock. Of course I have done without them, but I find that cattle do

not thrive well unless they get some turnips every day. I have never estimated the cost

of raising an acre of turnips. I usually sow as near to the 20th of June as possible. If

you sow earlier the plants are apt to be injured by the fly, although the early sown roots

are likely to be more solid than those sown late. A late sown turnip may attain to a

good size, but it will not weigh so much or be so solid as one of an equal size sown earlier.

I have never been troubled with turnips rotting ; but generally speaking, an early sown
turnip will keep better than one late sown.

Potato Planting.—Turnip Feeding.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I plant my potatoes with a plough in every third furrow ten inches

wide. I cut the seed, and always split it lengthways. If you cut it at random you may
get the seed all on one side, and you will have lots of potatoes, but they will be crowded

and small. Every morning we give all our stock a good feed of turnips before we give

them any dry feed. After a feed of turnips the cattle relish dry feed, and eat more

largely of it than if you fed the dry feed first and the turnips afterwards. For potatoes

and turnips we use the ordinary barrow drill driven by hand. I sow about a pound of

seed to the acre ; but it is necessary to take into consideration the nature of the land. If

it is rough, you may put on more—perhaps a pound and a half—and if the land is fine,
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and the seed likely to grow well, you may put on less. I think two pounds to the acre is

too much.
To Mr. Byrne.—On the average, potatoes yield 160 bushels to the acre. There is

no doubt the average has been reduced during the last few years by the use of Paris Green
on the tops. I have fed them to cattle in some seasons ; but I don't think they are any
better than turnips, except for milch cows. They produce more milk, and milk with a

better flavour. I find it advantageous to mix boiled potatoes with bran for milch cowa

Paris Gkeen.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I have applied Paris Green. The first two years I used it I mixed
it with flour and land plaster in the proportion of about one to twenty. Last year T used
it with water. I apply it by rubbing it through an ordinary tin dish punctured with
holes like a sieve ; when I use it with water, I put a large teaspoonful in a pail of water,

and sprinkle it on the tops with a pine brush. But if you get Paris Green perfectly good,

you need not use more than half that quantity.

Soiling System,

To Mr. Dryden.—I have not adopted the soiling system to any extent. I have
never grown corn or clover for the purpose. Practically speaking, the soiling system has not
at all been adopted by my neighbours. I find a difficulty in the dry weather of obtaining

enough pasture for my stock, and it is a growing difficulty ; but I think that difficulty

might be met by the adoption of the soiling system. The reason I have not adopted it is

that I have a large swamp which has been surface drained ; but if I were situated as my
neighbours are, I would grow green crops to take the place of the dry feed of the pasture.

I think the farmers are making a great mistake in not adopting it more largely than they
are doing. There is not much land in my district used exclusively for pasture that could

be ploughed profitably.

Permanent Pastures.—Rotations.

I don't think permanent pastures would succeed so well in this country as they
do in the old country. The proper rotation of crops is, I think, after breaking up a

sod first to sow oats, let that be followed by roots or fallow, then sow wheat, then peas,

then barley, oats, or spring wheat, and then seed down with whatever may be required

according to the circumstances. Many complain of an increasing difficulty in getting

the seed to catch. I think that is owing to the soil becoming less fertile every year.

Wheat and barley will grow about the same after a root crop ; if you were seeding down
in a field that had either peas or roots in the previous year, I don't think you would
find much difierence.

Management of Manure.

I find it most suitable to put on the manure in the fall, because I have the benefit

jf it for the wheat crop of next year. I have not adopted any special means for the

preservation of my manure. I allow it to rot in the yard before applying it. Farmers
generally pay no attention to caring for their manure, and especially the liquid portion

of it. There is no general system of collecting it and spreading it on the fields. I

usually draw it and put it in heaps on the land, so that it can be spread by hand just

before [ploughing. I have tried the plan of spreading the manure on the ground and
leaving it without ploughing it under, but for wheat I think it is better to have it

ploughed under, although I know that is contrary to the opinion of many. My swamp
land contains fourteen or fifteen inches of muck. I have not tried to utilize that. I

never felt the necessity of it, having a large stock. Wood ashes are used as a fertilizer

to some extent in my district. I bought a quantity last fall at sir cents a bushel, and
applied it to the land before sowing fall wheat I don't know what the result will be.

\Mr. Drury.'\
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Recuperation of Impoverished Lands.

I have not had experience in the improvement of impoverished lands, beyond paying

attention to any field that was not yielding so -well as I thought it should. I have not seen

others trying experiments in that direction; but of course it is a question which will have

to be faced by the people before very long. My experience has been somewhat out of

the ordinary way, because I keep a large stock, and feeding this stock largely from the

produce of land newly cleared, I have been able to keep up the fertility of the soil, and
even to increase it during the last few years. If I wanted to recuperate the soil I would
employ fallowing, and I would plough under green crops, and put on all the manure I

could get. I have an idea that the cheapest plan would be to plough under green crops.

If you cannot get clover, you can get rye, which is very good to plough under in the

spring, and buckwheat, which will grow if there is hardly any fertility left in the soil.

Peas, I think, are too valuable a crop to plough under.

To Mr. Wilson.—After leaving the manure for a few months in my barn-yard, I find

it partly rotted, and a little green in the bottom. I would prefer to have it all rotted,

but I can only accomplish that by turning it. If my farm was badly infested with weeds

I would turn the manure to kill the seeds.

To Mr. Byrne.—If manure is in fair condition, is not too long and green, about

twenty waggon loads per acre I consider a very good coat.

Difficulties with Rotation.

To Mr. Dymond.—The system of rotation of crops is generally followed by the

farmers in my neighbourhood. When you are carrying out a rotation, your calculations

may be entirely thrown out if the seed fails to catch ; then you hardly know what to do.

I don't think the same difficulty occurs in England, owing, not to the higher state of cul-

tivation of the land there, but to the better condition of the atmosphere for the growth

of grass.

Wastful Farming.—Leases.

The cause of the impoverishment of farms in my district is that the farmers do

not appear to realize the advantages of reserving a portion of their produce in order to

improve the land. There are farmers who sell every bushel of grain they raise, except a

few bushels to feed their horses on, all the hay they have got except what they must keep,

and all their straw. They won't bring anything on the land, they keep two or three old

scrub horses and cattle, and they will not put forty loads of manure on their whole farm.

Some of these farms are mortgaged for far more than they will bring, and are being purchased

by outsiders, the sons of settlers in the older parts of the Province, and English settlers

who are coming in. Comparatively few farms in my district are rented. Those that are,

are usually leased for five years. I know of one lease which has conditions as to the

method of farming and the retaining on the land of certain quantities of the stufi* grown

;

but I fancy as a rule there are no such conditions. When a man takes a farm on lease,

his object is to get all he can out of it for the market.

To Mr. Byrne.—If a farmer follows the system of the rotation of crops, and keeps a

certain quantity of stock, there is no danger of his farm running down. But a practical

difficulty presents itself in this country. It is a diflicult matter for a farmer to keep the

quantity of stock that is necessary to enable him to maintain the fertility of his soil with

barn yard manure only ; because if a man keeps that much stock, he cannot raise food

enough for them, and is obliged to go on the market and buy. Without the favourable

circumstances that surround myself it seems to me impossible for the ordinary farmer to

keep that quantity of stock which will give him sufficient manure to keep up the quality

of his land. His only hope is in first-class thoroughbred grades, from which he gets an in-

come that does not force him to do injustice to his land. I think a man must have a little

capital, in addition to the ordinary products of his farm, to renew the fertility of his land.
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Indian corn was used to a considerable extent for feeding purposes until within the last

two or three years. I never attached very much importance to bran, except for milch
cows.

Underdeaining.

To Mr. Dryden.—I have paid ccmsiderable attention to drainage, although I have
not gone into any general system of drainage. I have not been able to use tiles until

within the last year. Wood and stone drains are what I have used. For wood drains I

have used two inch scantling, with a six inch board at the top and bottom, except where
the soil is hard and solid, in which case the bottom board is not needed. I never used
any other kind of wood than pine. I have some stone drains which are about twenty
inches broad, and about three feet two inches deep, a little deeper than the ordinary tile

drain. I have not had any difficulty with these drains clogging. Most of the drains have
a fair fall, I would not put in a stone drain where it would have a flat or sandy bottom.

I have never put in any tile drains before this year. In one case I had a field that was
unsafe for the stock to go into in certain seasons. I took that field, cleared the brush out
of it, and grew several crops of hay, but it had always too much water. I drained it

thoroughly, and the result is that it is better for the cattle than the higher land. Exces-
sive moisture is not so bad for that field as for those where there are no drains. The
water runs off, but there is no baked surface left behind ; and the dry weather does not
affect it so badly as it does the undrained fields. After having seen the results of my ex-

periments in drainage, if I had to borrow money at ten per cent., I think it would pay
me to drain my wet lands.

Tile Drainagk Act.

I do not know of any in my district who have taken advantage of the Tile Drainage
Act. I am of opinion that many of the farmers are not even aware that the fund exists.

As reeve of the township in which I live, I have taken considerable pains to inform the
people that there is such a fund, but so far we have not had any applications for money
set apart by the Act for drainage purposes. My conviction is that the reason the farmers
in my township do not avail themselves of the advantages of that Act is that they have
not a proper understanding of the benefits it holds forth to them. From my observa-
tion, I find large quantities of the finest land we have in the country are wet lands,

with a good clay subsoil ; and I think if that land were drained, it would rank at once as
the best land in the country. All these wet lands could be reclaimed and utilized at a
very moderate expenditure for underdraining them. I think it would pay so well that if

my farm needed draining, and I had to borrow money at ten per cent, and mortgage my
farm to get it drained, I would do it. I think the Act expressly declares that the money
lent for the purpose of drainage shall be a first lien upon the land, and many people are
debarred from taking advantage of the fund by reason of having their farms already
mortgaged.

To Mr. Byrne.—As to the length of time a wooden drain will last, this summer I
inspected a drain which was laid in 1870, and I found the lumber sound. It was good
pine lumber. The scantling for the side of the drain was 2x2 inches. The six inch
board on the top and bottom just covers the whole, and leaves the size of the drain 2x2
inches. I think that drain will last for another ten years.

To Mr. Dymond.—The farmers in my township have not yet taken advantage of
either the Act of 1878 entitled "An Act respecting investment in tile drainage deben-
tures," or the Act passed in the subsequent year, extending its provisions to stone or tim-
ber drainage. On looking at the Act, I cannot discover any provision which makes the
money lent for drainage purposes a first lien on the land. The only section bearing on
that point, sub-Section 3 of Section 20, does not seem to bear that construction ; this sub-
section provides for the advance by the Government to a township being a first charge on
the township funds, I have endeavoured as far as I could to bring the matter before my
neighbouring farmers ; but no other means, in the shape of township society meetings or
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otherwise, have been used for that purpose. We have a prosperous Township Associa-

tion ; but its whole aim is to get up as good a show and prize list as possible, and its an-

nual meeting is entirely devoted to appointing Directors, etc., and no time is devoted to

the discussion of such questions as the drainage of farms. We have grange societies also,

which are a sort of club for the farmers, in my township.

Improving Stock.

To Mr. Dryden.—I am engaged to a considerable extent in stock raising. I keep
good grade cattle, which I feed for the English market. I breed my own animals, though
I would prefer purchasing and feeding if I could do so. In my breeding I always use

thoroughbred male Shorthorns. Previous to the last three or four years there has not

been much attention paid in my district to the use of thoroughbred animals. Previous to

that time the farmers were willing to take what they could get so long as it was cheap,

but since the English demand has sprung up people are willing to pay two or three dollars

to have their cows served by thoroughbreds.

Cattle for Export.—Scrubs and Good Grades Contrasted.

I sell my cattle for the export trade at the age of three years and upwards. Under
favourable circumstances they wUl reach 1,600 pounds at the age of three years and six

months. Within the last two years I have sold steers under four years old that weighed

1,800, or 1,900 pounds. I have been able to obtain five cents a pound for such cattle
;

but the high rat&s for freight are against us. I have had experience in feeding common
bred scrub steers. I bought some native steers of a good average sample and fed them
along with some of my own raising ; and these native steers were sold at a somewhat less

price per pound, and while the steers of my own raising weighed 1,600 or 1,700 pounds,

the best of these nati^^e steers went only 1,300 pounds. They were all treated alike from

the time I got them, receiving the same pasture and the same feed, and I think they con-

sumed about equal quantities.

Management op Calves.

I aim to have my calves dropped about the last of March or the first of April. I take

them right away from the dam at once, and never let them suck at all. I wean them and

milk the cow, feeding the calf for seven weeks on new milk. I do not add anything during

that time to the milk, and I give them all the milk they will take. I believe that is a more

economical plan than to allow the calves to follow the dam. If you allow a calf to run with

the dam, the running about is likely to keep it poor. At the end of seven weeks I feed the

calves skim milk. I do not wean them suddenly, but give them a feed of new milk occa-

sionally before finally weaning them in order to accustom them to the change. Some-

times the change will result in scouring, and I think it well to give them ground flaxseed

boiled with the milk. When the cold weather comes on I give them ground oats, pea

meal, hay, grass, or something of that kind. In the winter time I tie the calves up ; but

before that I let them out into a grass plot from the time they are weaned from the new
milk, which generally takes about six weeks. When they are tied up I let them run out

for exercise every day for about three hours. In the winter time my method is to give the

calves the first thing in the morning a good feed of turnips. I begin with a little less than

a peck, and I go on increasing the quantity as they grow. After the turnips they get hay

;

I save the best and finest quality of clover hay for the growing calves. In the evening they

get, instead of roots, pea meal, ground fine and mixed with chaff, and at nine o'clock at night

they get a feed of clover hay again, After a calf is a year old I do not think it necessary to

give it grain, provided it has good pasture. In the fall of that year it will come in in first

class condition and very hardy, so that you can keep it in good growing order for the win-

ter. In feeding flax meal, great care must be taken to find what quantity a calf will do

with. Sometimes a calf will get scouring by having too much. But if this is guarded
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against, you can keep the calves in good growing condition right along. Occasionally I

find a calf that will not take the flax seed meal, even when it is put in the milk, and then
I let it wait until it will take it. Sometimes they have also to be educated to ground
oats and peas ; but when once they take to this kind of feed, they will never lose track of

it. I have been in the habit of selling my cattle to the local butcher for Christmas ; but
now I prefer selling for the export trade. I aim to have the cattle ready to go at any
time between Christmas and the spring, so that I can sell them whenever the market suits

and the buyer comes along ready to pay a good price. Cattle are the only stock I breed

to any extent.

Breeding Cows

—

Calves.

To Mr. Malcolm.—My breeding cows are grade Durhams. They are large fine cows,

and some of them, I believe, are entitled to registration. I usually give a calf a pint of

pure flax seed meal a day. 1 am in favour of keeping calves in good condition from the

very first. I do not value bran very highly as a fattening food. It is very good to mix
with stronger food in order to give bulk, but there is not much fattening quality in it.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—The principal objection to selling to the local butchers is that

they do not pay cash. At Christmas there is a fair demand in the town for from fifteen

to twenty cattle ; but the demand is so small that one man may sell a few cattle at good

prices, and supply the whole town. During the second winter I do not find it necessary

to feed the calves meal, but I feed them roots and hay, and all the chaff they want. I

give them roots once a day—in the morning—and hay twice a day. In the last spring

before they go out to grass, I feed them meal for perhaps a month or six weeks, and then

send them to grass. When the grass commences to fail I bring them in and stall-feed

them with pea meal, turnips, and hay, or something of that kind. That would be about

the middle of October. I think the best market is about Easter time. In feeding I endeav-

our to find the capacity of the animal, and give him just what he is able to stand. It is a

very rare thing that you have to feed more than a gallon of pea meal twice a day. I

usually feed it dry with chaff. I consider five cents a pound for 1,600 pounds a good

price ; that would be $80.

Feeding more Pkopitable than Breeding.

To Mr. McMillan.—If I could get the proper quality of steers, I think it would pay

ine better to buy and feed them than to breed them myself ; but I find that the men who
have them will not listen to any proposition to sell. The natives can be bought as cheaply

as you like. If we had a field to buy from, we could certainly feed more profitably than

we can raise our own calves here. When I travelled through the Western States in 1875,

I did not see so desirable a class of young cattle as I believe they have now. If I had the

same quality of cattle which I have seen passing through here, from the Western States to

the seaboard, I could make more money by feeding them on my farm than by raising the

same class of steers from calves.

Object in Raising Cattle—Winter Management.

To Mr. Byrne.—My object in raising cattle is to improve the land and make money
out of the stock. My cattle have been bred from among the first imported stock in the

Province. The original stock was brought from Yorkshire, England, in 1836, and the

owner of that stock was a near neighbour of mine. My cattle have been bred to the

same strain, with occasional changes, for a succession of years, so that I could not say how
many crosses are necessary to produce the cattle I speak of. In the winter time I keep

my young cattle tied in boxes, giving them plenty of room—putting perhaps two in a box.

In keeping cattle in this way, you have to be very careful and attentive. You have to

visit them at stated times to see that they are all right, to remove the muck, and give

them fresh straw. It is cheaper to keep them tied up than to let them run in open sheds.

I have usually been in the habit of letting my heifers run till they are three years old be-
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fore putting them to the bull ; but I think two years old is perhaps a better time. I do-

not keep my breeding cows in fat or high condition, but simply in a good thrifty con-

dition. I have not found any difficulty in getting the cows to breed. They are success-

ful in nearly every case. I have never had a solitary case of abortion that I know of.

Profit of Grades over Scrub Animals.

To Mr. Dymond.—I agree with Mr. Hobson in the opinion expressed by him that

the sum realized for a well-bred steer at three years old would be $30 or $32 more than the

sum realized for a common or scrub animal at the same age. I agree also with Mr. Clay
as to the advantage of feeding animals for the market instead of raising them ourselves.

If we were able to buy the right class of young animals we could feed them during our
long winters, and the result would be profitable to the farmer in the improvement of his-

land.

Corn as Cattle Feed,

On several occasions our cattle have been saved from starvation by feeding them.

Indian corn. This was rendered necessary either by the failure of the hay crop, or by
unusually long winters ; but I prefer peas to corn for feeding purposes—that is, if I
could get a bushel of corn for sixty cents, and a bushel of peas for sixty cents, I would
take the peas. In 1877, when the pea crop failed, corn was brought in in very large

quantities, and was sold very cheaply as a substitute for peas. At that time, I think, we
were giving forty cents a bushel wholesale for corn. In our section of country we have
had a remarkably good crop of peas, and there never has been the same occasion for the

use of corn ; it may be, also, that peas are relatively cheaper than corn. If corn were
forty-seven cents a bushel, I think it would be a little cheaper than peas at their present

price. I don't think we have handled American corn for feeding purposes since two>

years ago last spring.

Farm Labour—Wages.

To Mr. Dryden.—With reference to the subject of farm labour, I depend partly on

hired labour on my farm ; but I have not so much need for it now as I had formerly,

because I am doing business in partnership with my brother. At present I have three

or four men. I have one man whom I employ nearly the whole year. He lives on the

corner of my place, and when he cannot get work anywhere else he comes to me and get&

it. At certain times there are plenty of men, but when the rush comes, and everybody

wants men, they can't be got. My own theory is that we should keep a man all the

year round, and give him moderate wages and a comfortable home, and I purpose doing

that. It would be both advisable from the farmer's point of view, and more just to the

man. When the labour is cheap, and there is plenty of work, we all want men ; but

when the rush is over we dismiss them. The rate paid by the year is from $130 to $140,

with board. Those employed during the summer are paid from $14 to $15 a month. I

am sure ordinary farmers would gain an advantage by employing more hands on their

farms. I believe it would pay to employ them permanently, as profitable work can at

all times be found on the farm for a man. A comparison between the immigrant and

the native labourer would be favourable to the immigrant in some respects, and unfavour-

able in others. The immigrant is slower, but he is more comfortable to get along with

than the native labourer. He does not expect so much from the hands of his employer

as many of our native born men do. He is more accustomed to the position of a servanc.

I have not found the introduction of machinery to be an obstacle to the employment of

labour on the farm. The farmers in my neighbourhood ordinarily use these machines.

I think the machines meet the requii-ements of ordinary agriculture in this country.

With reference to keeping accounts, I have not adopted an elaborate system of book-

keeping, but I enter every dollar that I receive or pay out, and I can tell at the end of
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the year precisely how I stand, whether I have made or lost anything. I also make it a

point, before entering upon any particular branch of business, to calculate as closely as I

can what the result will be.

To Mr. Byrne.—In the second or third year I don't think the immigrant labourer is

so good as the native man. I would give a Canadian labourer two or three dollars a

month more than an immigrant ; the former is more active, and will do more work than

the latter. An old country labourer does not seem to take in the situation and see how
important it is when bad weather is coming for every one to strain his nerve to prepare

for it.

Amount op Labour Necessary.

To Mr. Dymond.—I think an ordinary farm of 150 acres, apart from the haying and
harvesting season, should have three men regularly employed to attend to the business.

The farmers in my district have not that proportion. I think there is hardly a farmer

there who could not employ additional labour profitably and advantageously. A very

comfortable frame house of four rooms and suitable for a labourer could be erected for

about $275. The labourers in my neighbourhood find some work during the winter in the

lumber shanties; though during the last year or two it has not been so easy to find employ-

ment as formerly.

Old Country Immigrants.

The immigrant labourer improves after a time, and accustoms himself to his position.

Many a man who in the old country expected to be nothing more than a labourer all his

life, when in this country for a short time, becomes spurred up with the idea that he
will in four or five years be able to get some land of his own ; and as soon as he becomes
imbued with that idea, he is a better man for his employer.

Farm Accounts.

I think some better system of accounts than that which I have described could be
adopted by the farmers, though I should hardly presume to suggest to this Commission
any particular plan The result of my book-keeping is that at the end of the year I

can tell precisely what every particular crop which I have raised has cost me to produce
it, and what I receive for it, so that I know at once the difierence between the two. I
take stock annually—not as a merchant does, but sufficiently to show me how I stand. I
keep a cash account, but not a ledger.

Wages in England.

To Mr Dryden.—I do not see much difference among the immigrants that come
from England, Ireland, and Scotland. In 1872, when travelling through England, I
learned why the labourers were not suitable to this country. In the south they were re-
ceiving eleven shillings a week, and in the north twelve or thirteen shillings. There was
nothing to induce these men to make any push or exertion. There were plenty of men at
work, but I speedily saw that they were moving about like mere machines simply to put
in the time. I think a man could carry on a 400 acre farm at comparatively less expense
than a smaller farm.

CHARLES DRURY.
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MR DICKSON'S EVIDENCK

James Dickson, of Tuckersmith, county of Huron, was called and examined.

To Mr Dryden.—I am at present the Registrar of tlie county of Huron. I have not
been engaged practically at farming for twenty-nine years ; but I followed the business of

farming formerly. I came to this country forty-seven years ago, and settled in the county
of Huron. I helped to clear up the country, and have been more or less connected with
farming ever since.

Stock Raising.—Shorthorns.—Grades.

My attention has been paid to mixed husbandry. At present I have a few
thoroughbred Durham cattle and several Durham grades ; I have also devoted some
attention to sheep. About five years ago I went into breeding pure Durham stock to sell

to the farmers
;
previous to that time I was breeding and fattening grade cattle for the

market. I purchased my first Durham bull at the Provincial Show held at Brantford in

1857. At the present time, besides selling pure Shorthorns to the farmers, I devote some
attention to feeding grade stock to supply the foreign demand. The extent of my farm is

200 acres. I can send away five or six head of fat grade cattle a year. In the main my
experience has been exactly the same as that of Mr. Drury in raising grade stock.

Corn Meal.—Oil Cake.—The Pea Crop.

The only difierence is that we give the cattle oil cake ground, and we use com meal now,
since the failure of the pea crop. The pea bug seemed to begin its ravages in the southern

counties, and it is gradually working north. I have no doubt they will get a taste of it in

Simcoe by and by. Last year the pea crop completely failed with me, and this year I

have not sown a bushel, in the hope that the pest may die out. I have paid 60 cents a

bushel this year for corn delivered at Seaforth, which price includes the duty of 7 cents

per bushel.

Choice of Stock.

The families of Shorthorns which I have been breeding are partly Bates, partly

Booths, and a mixture of both. I have not bred long enough to be able to say whether
it is better to mix them or to keep them separate. In breeding, I choose my stock

partly for pedigree and partly for individual excellence. The farmers in my section

have become decidedly more in favour of using a better class of animals since the demand
for the old country market has sprung up. This year I sold five thoroughbred young
bulls, from ten to fifteen months old, at an average price of a little over a hundred dollars.

BEEPiNa Cattle.

Some time ago I sold two grade steers at three years and six months old, weighing

3,550 pounds, for 7 cents a pound, and I have got 6| cents a pound for four-year-old steers.

What I desire, however, is to obtain an animal for the old country market as early as pos-

sible, say up to twenty-seven or thirty months old, because up to that age they will gain

more weight per day than they will afterwards. There is no doubt that good grade Dur-
ham stock is just what the country requires, and particularly the county of Huron and
other counties having the same soil and climate.

To Mr Byrne.—I have not fattened any thoroughbreds yet. If you get a very
good grade, it is difficult to distinguish it from a thoroughbred. I am quite satisfied

with my experience of keeping thoroughbred cattle, so far as it has gone.

To Mr. Dryden.—I have noticed a difference in the quality of different thorough-

bred animals. A farmer in buying ought to have a registered pedigree, but he ought
to have a good beast also.
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Grade Durhams for Milkers.

To Mr. McMillan.—I have found some grade cows to be exceedingly good for milk-

ing. I have at present three thoroughbred Durhams which are very deep milkers. I

have not tested the Ayrshires for milking purposes. My grade calves are fed from a pail

with milk and boiled linseed. The thoroughbred calves suck, and they get a mixture of

corn, oat, and barley meal three times a day, together with a plentiful supply of hay and
roots in winter, and clover and green corn in summer.

Grade Cattle at Three Years.

To Mr. Malcolm.—In raising grade cattle for the old country market, I desire to

have the calves come as soon after the beginning of the year as possible—in January or

February. I think they should be ready for the market at not later than three years and

three months old ; but I think we ought to try and have them ready when they are two years

and three months old. A farmer in my neighbourhood has sold grade cattle for several years

at that age, and they averaged 1,200 lbs. I think they pay better to be sold then at that

weight than to be kept for another year and to weigh 1,500 lbs. I think they would sell

at about the same price per pound. In raising cattle a great deal of tact and skill are re-

quired from the very first. I think our agricultural societies make a mistake in not giv-

ing prizes for steer calves.

To Mr. Wilson.—All that an ordinary farmer requires to improve his stock is to

have a good thorougbred bull. That remark applies to cattle both for beef and for dairy

purposes.

To Mr. McMillan.—Those who are living in sections where they cannot grow peas

owing to the bug are put at a disadvantage as compared with cattle breeders in other sec-

tions, in consequence of the duty on corn.

Improvement op Local Stock.

To Mr. Dymond.—I brought the first thoroughbred bull into that part of the coun-

try where I live. There has been a general improvement in the cattle of that district in

consequence of the introduction of thoroughbred stock. The farmers are devoting more

attention to stock raising than formerly. A steer from the first cross upon a good native

cow is a good article for the English market, but there is no objection to two or three

crosses. I do not think there is any difference in the cost of bringing up animals of the

first cross and those more nearly thoroughbred. If farmers could get the proper sort of an-

imals, I think it would pay them better to purchase young cattle and feed them for the

market ; but I think it is impossible for them to get the right class of animals. Ordinary

farmers about me, with farms of 100 acres, probably keep from four to seven cows on the

average. Sometimes two or three unite to get a thoroughbred bull ; but, as a rule, they

depend very much on bulls advertised for service. I am not aware of any bulls being

used this season in my neighbourhood that are not thoroughbred.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I heard part of Mr. Snell's evidence. I do not agree wdth him that

it would be wise for ordinary farmers to go into the breeding of thoroughbreds. The
great majority of farmers could not afford to purchase cows of a high enough quality to

breed that kind of stock. They can buy bulls very well at from $100 to $200, and after

the service of that animal, they can fatten him, and they will sometimes get considerably

more than half what they paid for him originally.

Grain Cropping.—Wheat.

To Mr. Dryden.—The varieties of grain we depend on in our section are wheat,

barley, oats, and peas, but the pea crop was a failure last year. We grow both spring and
fall wheat ; but latterly there has been more fall wheat raised than spring wheat. The
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spring wheat has failed from a variety of causes such as blight, midge, and so fortL Th&
fall wheat has done exceedingly well for the last two or three years, and this year a very

large acreage of it has been sown in the county of Huron. I cannot give the reason why
fall wheat is more productive and a surer crop now than it was a few years ago. The
varieties of spring wheat grown now are principally the Lost Nation, which some people

call the White Russian, and the "White Fyfe. I don't know Spring Treadwell by that

name. I have used salt largely in the growing of wheat, and have found that it stiflfens

the straw, and makes it brighter in colour. It has in a great measure stopped the ten-

dency of the straw to break down. I cannot speak as to its effect on the quality of the

grain. Last year my Lost Nation wheat crop was injured a good deal by the midge,

although it stood well to the harvest. It yielded twenty-three and a half bushels to the

acre of clean seed wheat, all of which was sold to the farmers. My White Fyfe last year

did not yield more than seventeen bushels to the acre of clean seed wheat. Both sorts

were grown after a turnip crop on clean, rich soil. About three years ago we used to

raise from twenty-eight to thirty-three bushels to the acre of the Red Chaff spring wheat
on such land ; but we can't raise it now.

Land for Fall Wheat.

We generally sow fall wheat on land which has been some time in pasture. We
plough that in the spring—even up to the month of June—then work it well with

the cultivator or gang plow during the summer, put the manure on it, and then

plough it for the seed bed. The farmers in my district generally do not use any
artificial manure besides salt. I have not used anything else, except superphosphates

for turnips. It was only as an experiment, and my success was not sufficiently great

to warrant me in buying any more. I think fall wheat stands the winter best by
being sown with a tube drill ; the seed is at a greater and more uniform depth, and is not

so likely to be injured by the frost. A smaller quantity of seed will do with the seed drill

than when sown broadcast.

Barley.—Cost op Wheat per Acre.—Peas.

I do not sow barley extensively, though it has been a fairly successful crop

in our district. I have not estimated what it costs to grow an acre of wheat. I

thought Mr. Drury's estimate was perhaps 20 per cent, higher than I would have

stated with regard to fall wheat. The farmers in my district have ceased growing

peas almost altogether. I used to get 50 per cent, more for black eyed Marrowfat peas

than for any others. Before the pea bug came I raised thirty bushels to the acre.

Latterly the bug became so bad that there was scarcely a pea that had not a bug in it. I

may state that I received the first prize for the best two bushels of black eyed Marrowfat

peas at the Provincial Show in 1877.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I have had no experience of the Hessian fly.

Salt as Manure—Soil—Bad Management.

To Mr. Byrne.—^The usual quantity of salt I sow is about 300 pounds to the acre

but I have seen as much as 400 pounds sown. Our soil is a rich clay loam, not very

heavy. Some of the farms are getting impoverished through bad management. Plough-

ing under some green crop would perhaps restore such farms to fertility as quickly as any-

thing else. Corn meal is probably as good or better feed for cattle in winter than any of

the other grains ; but I would prefer a mixture of oats and peas in the summer time. I

think the oats and peas will produce a larger animal than the corn.
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Yield of Fall Wheat.

To Mr. Dymond.—Salt is very cheap in our district. My sons manage my farm, and
I only go there now and again. The average yield of fall wheat has, I think, been as

good of late years as when the country was newly settled ; the average is about 25 or 30

bushels to the acre. In 1878 my Clawson wheat yielded 40 bushels to the acre. My esti-

mate of the profits of fall "wheat farming would be three or four dollars higher than

Mr. Drury's.

To Mr. Gibson.—^The most productive fall wheat at present is the Clawson. We grow
the Scott wheat also, which has, I think, proved to be the most hardy, but it has not
yielded so much per acre as the Clawson. I have heard it stated that the Clawson wheat
does not mill so well as the Scott—that it makes a softer flour.

Boot Crops—Cattle Feed

To Mr. Dryden.—1 grow from eight to ten acres of root crops a year—carrots, man-
golds, and swede turnips. I depend chiefly on the turnips as a food supply for my cattle.

The turnip crop is a tolerably certain crop. The fly sometimes does considerable

damage. Generally the farmers sow from the 15th to 20th June. Early sown turnips

are most likely to be attacked by the fly. The average yield of turnips is from 600 to

800 bushels per acre ; there may be some instances in which the yield is greater than
that. The way I prepare my cattle feed is this :—twice a week, in the winter time, we
take the horse-power and cut oat straw or wheat straw and hay in about equal quantities

and mix this feed with pulped turnips and a little bran. It is then allowed to

ferment. When fed to the cattle a little corn or other meal is added. This is

used for fattening grade cattle and also for thoroughbred cattle. For the summer
time we have partially adopted the soiling system, and have generally grown corn for that

purpose. We commence to use it about the middle of July, when the pasture begins to

get dry. I think it would pay ordinary farmers well to adopt the soiling system. In our
district some try to carry out the rotation of crops, but it is rather difficult, owing to the

faUure of the clover crop occasionally. It is not customary among the farmers in my neigh-

bourhood to take particular care of their barn-yard manure. No particular pains are
taken to save the liquid manure, or to rot the manure. The manure is generally applied by
the end of May or the beginning of June for the root crop.

To Mr. Dymond.—The farmers find the careful and warm housing of their oattle in
the winter time to be profitable. There are no farmers in my neighbourhood carrying on
large farms for experimental purposes.

Prizes at Shows.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I have exhibited thoroughbreds at the shows, and have been pretty
successful. My opinion is that it is a mistake to give a large amount of prizes for Devons,
Galloways, and such like, at Provincial and other shows every year. I look upon the
Durham as the best animal for this country. When at the Experimental Farm the day
before yesterday, I made inquiry as to the growth of the difierent animals, and I was told

that the Durhams up to three years old invariably beat the Herefords, and that after that
the Herefords increased in weight. If that is the case, the Durham has decidedly the
advantage, because it is early maturity that we want.

To Mr. Dymond.—We have had farmers' clubs for the discussion of various matters,
but they are getting out of fashion again. I have not made trial of any other breeds than
the Durhams. I would not give prizes for other classes of animals to the same extent as

the Durhams at the Provincial shows. I think it is a loss to the country to raise other

classes, such as Herefords and Galloways.

SMr, Dick9oru'\
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Stock Laws—Planting.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I think it is very desirable that cattle should not be allowed to

run at large on the roads, if a law could be passed to prevent them.
To Mr. Dymond.—If there is such a law it has not been put in force in my district.

Some kinds of animals are prohibited by by-law from running on the roads, such as

horses and hogs. I have sometimes thought that many of our young farmers could be
retained on the farms, if their homes were made more attractive than they generally are,

by the planting of shade and ornamental trees, keeping a little bit of lawn with a few
flower beds tastefully arranged, and so forth. Not much has been done in the way of tree

planting in my district. The municipalities have done nothing to encourage the planting

of trees along the roads, and none of the farmers have undertaken tree planting except
in a few cases for ornament. There may be from ten to twenty acres of the original

bush yet standing on some of the hundred acre farms. The want of trees, I think, allows

the wind to blow the snow off the fields in the winter, so that the wheat in some winters
gets seriously injured by the frost. I think it might be well to have elementary agricul-

ture taught in the schools.

Farmers' Sons—Farm Accounts—Labour.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I think the keeping of good stock would tend in the direction

of encouraging the youth to remain on the farms.

To Mr. Dymond.—The farmers in my district generally do not keep accounts.

To Mr. McMillan.—With regard to hired farm hands, for real steady work, I think

I would just as soon have an old country man as a native Canadian. In saying I prefer

the Durham cattle I of course refer to the county of Huron particularly, and counties

similarly circumstanced as to climate and soil. There may be other sections where other

classes of cattle will thrive as well as the Durham. I have had a good deal of experience

in drainage, and I think it would pay well for farmers to drain their lands.

Under-Draining.

To Mr. Malcolm.—The most economical depth for drainage is, T think, three feet.

The great trouble with us is to get rid of the water rapidly enough during thunder storms

which come so suddenly upon us. I have used tile and hemlock drains. I have one large

drain made out of hemlock plank a foot in width, which has been used for fifteen years, and
will stand ten years yet. Latterly, I have been draining entirely with one and a quarter

and one and a half inch plank. I usually make my drains with two sides and the top, and
merely put strips across the bottom to keep the sides in place. My drainage has produced

excellent results ; the wet land which has been drained is the finest land on the farm.

In the land with a clay bottom like ours, you can grow one-third more when it is drained

than you can if it is not drained. Cedar drains, I think, will last longer than any other

wooden drain. There are considerable quantities of land in my district that ought to be

drained. None of the farmers that I am aware of have availed themselves of Government
aid for drainage. I don't think they need it.

JAMES DICKSON.

[Mr. Dichson.'\
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MR. BENSON'S EVIDENCE.

W. T. Benson, of Cardinal, county of Grenville, Ont., was called and txamined.

An Extensive Stock Farm.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have a stock farm of about a thousand acres in the township
of Edwardsburg, county of Grenville, and I am engaged largely in the breeding of

Shorthorn cattle. I don't care about raising grain, except to recuperate the meadows.
I have a herd of thoroughbreds for breeding purposes. I used to have a herd of Ayr-
shires and a herd of Shorthorns and fatted cattle as well, but now I confine myself to

thoroughbred Shorthorns, and I have from one hundred to one hundred and fifty steers.

I buy the steers for fattening. If I have any buU that does not look very nice, though
thoroughbred, I castrate it and kill it as a steer. I have not lately raised steers by
crossing common cattle with thoroughbred bulls. My father owned an estate in

England, and ever since I was a boy I have been amongst animals ; and when I came
to this country I fed cattle for a number of years, and I have been breeding Shorthorn
thoroughbreds here for eleven years. My acquaintance with farming and stock raisiag

has been during aU my life. I have been twenty- two years in Canada, and have fed

cattle for twenty years, and also raised cattle, but I have only been raisiag registered

Shorthorns for eleven years. I came from Westmoreland, England.

Slow Local Improvement.

To Mr. Malcolm.—The stock of cattle in my neighbourhood has been only very
slightly improved by the use of thoroughbred Shorthorns. I have given the farmers the
opportunity of putting their cows to my thoroughbred bulls, but I have never got paid for

the service of one. A few times, when they obtained the use of a bull, they said the cow
had not conceived. Although I only charged three dollars for service, they would not
pay it. I have always had bulls for sale, and I think, with the exception of three
instances, I never sold any bulls in the neighbourhood, although they were offered very
cheap. Some of the farmers put their cows to the bull, but in every case they said they
never caught, although it was a very sure bull.

Contraband " Service."

I may have unproved the stock of the neighbourhood this way : I used to run
yearling bulls in the fields, and my neighbours would pull down the fences at night and
let these bulls in among their cattle, so that in that way their stock may have been im-
proved. In the same way the village cows have been improved. At one time I had a
large herd of thoroughbreds, but I sold forty at one time, and now I have only about
thirty females left.

Steers from the West.

There are no steers raised in my neighbourhood at all fit for shipment to England

;

we have to get them entirely from the west. All the steers which I am fattening on my
farm have come from the shores of Lake Huron. The farmers in my neighbourhood see
that there is an opening for the sale of good cattle, but they won't pay the price of a
good bull. I have offered young bulls at twenty- five dollars when they .were first

dropped from cows with fourteen or fifteen crosses from imported stock, and sired

by a son of the second Duke of Hillhurst, which was Mr. Cochraae's bull, and they
would not buy them ; so that I have sold very few bulls ia the Province, except by auc-
tion. Practically there has been no increase in my neighbourhood during the last two
or three years in the use of thoroughbred bulls.

[Mr.Benson.'\
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Thb Shorthorn Preferred.

For improving the common stock of the country I like the Shorthorns. I have never

tried Herefords. I think Shorthorn heef is as good beef as you need want, and prefer

the Shorthorn for farmers' use. I have kept distinct herds of Ayrshires and Shorthorns,

and I have crossed the bulls of both breeds on the common stock, and I like the cross

from the Shorthorn very much the better, even for milking purposes. For the neces-

sities of the country, I think the Shorthorns are altogether the best cattle, and there-

fore if you wish to encourage what is best for the country, I think the agricultural

societies should give the highest premiums to the Shorthorns. I do not think that

the Devon, owing to its smallness, is the animal for us. Its beef may be very

good, but the shippers will not buy anything that is smaU, as the same rate is

charged for shipping a small animal as a large one, and the large animal therefore

decreases the percentage cost of shipment. Still, I should be sorry to see the

Devons become extinct in this country. I have had no experience with the Jer-

seys for dairy purposes.

Milking Qualities.

I have had a great many cows passing through my hands, and I have never

bred a common cow to a Shorthorn bull unless it was an extra cow ; in that way I have
only crossed the pick of the native cows, some with Shorthorns and some with Ayrshires.

I never found the cross from the Ayrshire to milk better than the cross from the

Shorthorn, and with the Shorthorn cross you have the additional advantage of having a

large animal which, apart from its milking properties, you can fatten for beef. The
milking quality of a cow is a little arbitrary. I have sometimes expected good results

from breeding cows from an Ayrshire bull, and have not had my expectations realized.

Taking meat and milk together, I think the Shorthorn cross is the best. The milk

coming from the Shorthorn is, I think, more suitable for general purposes than the

milk from the Ayrshire. The Ayrshire is a capital cow for cheese, as the Jersey is for

butter, but I think the Shorthorn combines a little of both quahties.

Early Maturity.

A thoroughbred will mature earlier than a cross, if it is well fed; but, unfortu-

nately, our farmers feed so badly that they stunt almost the best animal. If they

found that they would have to produce animals of a good size to obtain a market, they

could do so by using the Shorthorn. A common animal is worth nothing at all for

shipment. When fattened, it is only worth about four cents a pound, while

the Shorthorn is worth five to six. A Shorthorn thoroughbred or grade, at three

years old, would weigh from 1,400 to 1,600 pounds, while a common animal

at the same age and on the same kind of treatment would not weigh more than

about 1,100 pounds. Estimating that the one weighed 1,400 pounds and was
sold at five and a quarter cents a pound, and that the other weighed 1,100

pounds and was sold at four cents a pound, there would be a difference in the

sums reaUzed of about thirty dollars. In the raising, the high bred animal might eat a

little more, but it would be very little, and the attention woiJd be very much the same
in both cases, only if you did not feed them at all or pay any attention to them, the

common animal might do a little better than the Shorthorn. The farmers have not

taken the trouble to test the difference between the two. They use miserable scrub

bulls, which are utterly useless for stock breeding purposes, and seem to be content

-with them.

CJosT OF Fattening.

I cannot tell you the cost of raising cattle ; I can only tell the cost of fattening.

A good three-year old animal, weighing 1,150 pounds, would cost in the fall about

[Afr. BeneoH.]
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^hree cents a pound—$84.50. I have never been able to make a profit from feeding

with grain; I cannot compete with Mr. Wiser in his distillery feeding. I might
make a profit at six cents a pound, but I cannot at five cents.

Sawdust for Bedding.

I bed my cattle on sawdust, which is an absorbent, and makes a vast pile of

manure. The sawdust I use is not common sawdust from a sawmill ; it is saw-

dust and the shavings from seasoned lumber. It comes from a stave factory and a
box factory, and the whole of the lumber is kiln-dried, and the sawdust, therefore,

absorbs all the moisture that comes from the cattle more rapidly than straw. I never
use pine or cedar sawdust, because it is difficult to rot ; but I confine myself to the use
of basswood and elm, which decompose quickly. Very few people have equal facilities

for getting such a pile of manure from such good material. I carry the manure
to where I keep it in an enormous pile, and allow it to remain till the fall or

ihe following spring. The difference between the sawdust I use and pine sawdust
is that my sawdust rots in the soil, whereas pine sawdust simply mixes with
the soil, perhaps loosening it, but not manuring it so well, as it decays more slowly.

There is another great difference. All the sawdust from the sawmill is wet, both from
the logs being soaked in the water, and from the sap ; but the sawdust that I use is

dry, on account of its having been seasoned, and there is nothing left in it but fibre,

and when it is used for bedding it is mixed with urine, which decomposes it more
rapidly than water.

Management op Cattle—Feeding.

This year I had, altogether, two hundred animals. I used to give some of them
«traw, and let them pick the best out, and then I threw the rest behind them, and let

it mix with the sawdust. It first made a more complete bed, and by mixing with
the sawdust made a better manure. To the cattle which I am not fattening I feed
etraw once a day and hay twice a day. I do not cut the straw beyond what is done
by the threshing machine ; I think the straw is better uncut, so that the cattle can
easily pick the good out.

Cattle for the Old Country,

The cattle required for the old country market should be four years old ; and that is
where the interest of the purchaser and the raiser is different. If you raise cattle from
calves, the sooner you can fatten them the better ; but I would rather buy them at
three years old and sell them at four years old than buy at two and sell at three, be-
cause they fatten better when they are well grown, and you get more meat from an
animal. Ordinary cattle lay on fat quicker in the fourth year than in the third. The
difficulty is to get them fat enough for the dealers in the old country ; a local butcher
does not care so much, and he won't give so good a price. If a man raises cattle for
market, I think it would pay him best to sell them at three years old. With me, s
little provender is subsidiary to the attention I pay to my cattle ; there is not an animal
that I raise on my farm that I do not feed with grain. Decidedly none but
thoroughbred males should be used for the breeding of stock, especially when
they can be got so cheaply as they can at present.

Price op Thoroughbred Bulls.

A thoroughbred bull is ready for use at the age of twelve or fifteen months. I
«onia sell you four fit for breeding at from $60 to $100, and I could sell you a dozen
not yet fit for breeding at from $30 to $40 ; I sold one of the best this year, when
dropped, for $25—that was on the very day it was calved. For stock purposes, these

\Mr. Benson,']
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are quite as good as the bulls Mr. Clay spoke of as being worth $800. When I sold^

those forty animals, I weeded out of nay whole herd everything that was at all of

a common nature, and all my animals are at present from imported stock, either from
Kentucky op from England. With regard to small farmers going into the breeding of

cattle for market, I think that, as they nearly all breed a few now, it would pay much
better to breed something that is worth breeding and that would sell at a good price.

I don't think it would pay ordinary farmers to breed thoroughbred stock, but I think

they should breed good grade cattle. I have generally sold all my good bulls in the

United States. I have sold them as low as $100. The buyers come over to me and
get them. They do not have to pay any duty upon them, as they are thoroughbred

stock. I raise grain to some extent.

Green Fodder.

At one time I adopted the soiling system largely; but at present I have plenty of

pasture, and I only adopt it partially. I should be decidedly in favour of a mixed sys-

tem. The plan I follow is to keep the animals on the pasture, and I grow corn in the

fields near the pasture, and we just throw it over the fence and let them eat it there ;

but I always feed the grain in the stable, so that there is no hauling of green stuff at

all. As soon as the pastures begin to fail I begin feeding corn.

Air and Exercise Necessary.

To Mr. Bymond.—Having regard to the health of the animals, I consider the mixeJ
system much the best for a herd. I think the constitution of an animal is reduced hj
keeping it in the stable constantly. The more you can keep breeding animals in a state

approaching the state of nature, the better it is for them ; give them plenty of air and
exercise, and, as soon as the nights become cold, stable them. I approve of theiz

being kept in buildings made as warm as is consistent with good ventilation.

Stall Feed.—Oil Cake.

I do not give any Indian com to the breeding animals, I only give oats and Bran.

I use Indian corn in fattening, if I have nothing better. I could use cotton oakei

or pea meal, or oat meal. I cannot tell anything about cotton cake, becauBa

I tried to buy some, and I found that I could not get any, unless I bought to the

extent of about three hundred dollars, and I did not want that much. It has to

be bought by the carload in the United States. I believe it does not cost more than one

oent per pound, the same as oats ; but it is only fed in limited quantities, and I did not

think I could get rid of three hundred dollars worth, and I could not get a neighbour to

join with me in buying it. Its desirable qualities are owing to its oUy nature, i merely
wanted to use it because it was cheaper than oil cake. I use flax seed by grinding it up
and giving the cattle a pound or so, and I prefer doing that to using the cake. I used
to feed a pound and a half of flax seed to every animal, and I bought it in the neigh-

bourhood where it was raised at about two cents a pound. It is about the same price

in England as here, but with me it was cheaper, because the flax seed was grown in the

neighbourhood. At present it is three cents a pound, and therefore, I think three

pounds of corn or grain is better than one pound of flax seed. Still, I always keep it to

feed it to the calves.

Pasture.—Fertiuzers.—Ashes.—Roots.

Since I began to grow green crops most of the farmers in the neighbourhood

have sown a little green corn. The river bank I keep for pasture on account of

the convenience of the water. I have never yet used any special fertilizers, such fts

superphosphates or salt, but I think of trying some BrockviUo superphosphate to-

[Mr. Bemon.^
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se© how it will act. I have used large quantities of ashes and plaster every year on
young clover. I put on about two hundred pounds to the acre. The ashes are usually

unleeched. I get a good deal of ashes from the sawmill. They are only from twelve

to sixteen cents a bushel. I have grown some mangolds. I have never been very success-

ful with turnips, because we are bothered with the flies ; but I have grown good mangolds.
As I have never made the growing of roots a specialty I could not tell the effect of the
compost manure upon them ; but for top dressing meadows it is exceedingly beneficial,

and my land is getting rich under it. Part of this farm was worn out when I got it;

it is really composed of seven farms which, when I got them, were in various degrees
of condition. I have six hundred and fifty acres in one block, and the rest is outlying.

The effect of my system has been largely to recuperate these farms. One farm, when I

got it, was full of couch grass, and I ploughed it up and manured it well, and grew buck-
wheat twice, and then peas, and then Indian corn. I ploughed them all in except the
Indian com, which I took off green. I manured it well before I planted it, and sowed
it by hand in the fiuTOWs about two feet apart.

Couch Grass.—Ox-bye Daisy.

To Mr. Malcolm.—Before the corn came up I harrowed it over, and as soon as it

came up sufficiently high, I cultivated it between the rows. "When I plough up
the couch grass I plough it very shallow, and then run the hay rake over it and put it

in a pile. I then plough it again and run a large toothed cultivator through it. That
discourages it, and I sow buckwheat on it and plough it down, and if I have time I give

it another crop of buckwheat or peas. When I get it so low that I cannot see the couch
grass I sow Indian corn. In course of time the couch grass is subdued. It makes
pretty good fodder for cattle. For two or three seasons affcer'seeding down the couch grass

may get in again. When I put the couch grass in a pile I cover it up and it rots, and
afterwards makes very fine soil. The ox-eye daisy, however, beats me entirely. It both

seeds and grows from the root. It is said that after three years it dies, but somehow
or other the seed escapes. I am not an authority with regard to it. On my farm
they were careless about the seed they got, and they found the oxeye daisy in some
timothy, and I have not been able to get it out. It comes in chiefly in the timothy seed

which we get from the United States. The same plant is common in England. The
root is a knot of fibres, and the plants grow about eighteen inches or two feet high.

The flower has a bright yellow centre, with little spears coming out of it, and is

about the size of a half dollar piece. It is a marguerite. I suffer to some extent from
the wUd mustard, but we get rid of it by seeding down, and it does not come again until

the land is broken up. I never have much trouble with the thistles. I don't know the
rag weed; with me the oxeye daisy, couch grass, and thistles are the principal weeds.

Crossing Breeds.—Ayrshires.—Devons.—Jerseys.

To Mr. Dymond.—I do not see what object could be gained by crossing an Ayrshire
cow with a Shorthorn bull, because you would destroy two valuable breeds. Each ani-

mal is valuable, because it is thoroughbred, but if you mix them the progeny is not
marketable at all. I have in some oases got very valuable animals in that way, but I
think I have got equally valuable animals by crossing with the common natives. It is

difficult to say what an Ayrshire animal is, because it has not very long been a pedigreed
animal. Ayrshires were bought in Scotland because they took prizes at Ayrshire
shows as milking animals ; but some of our native cows are very good milkers. I have
never kept any Devons ; they are too small to suit the Enghsh market. Even for beef I
would prefer an animal weighing 1,300 or 1,400 pounds to an animal weighing 1,700 or

1,800; but you have to breed what will sell, and there is nothing that wiU meet the

demand nf shippers so well as large animals. I have heard that the Devons are very
good milkers, but I do not know that they are superior in that respect to the Shorthorns.

I have never kept any Devons; I have only admired them when going through England
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and seeing them congregated in herds. In the Shorthorn I think you combine
almost every desirable quality. As an animal specially adapted for producing butter,

they say, though I don't know, that the Jersey cow gives exceedingly rich milk. I know
I have tasted a great deal of Jersey butter, and have allowed other people to compare it

with butter we have made from Shorthorns, and they pronounced our Shorthorn butter

to be as good as the Jersey butter. There are some strains that are not very good
milkers, but generally the Durhams are very good milkers. When I speak of Jerseys I

include Alderneys.

In-breeding.—Tubercuxosis.

With reference to the effects of in-breeding on the constitution, there are some fami-

lies that seem to be rather delicate, but what the cause is I don't know. I have noticed

a tendency to tubercular disease in all large milkers. If you do not feed milch cows well

their constitutions will break down. That applies to all heavy milkers as well as the

Shorthorns.

Advertised Cattle Feed.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I have had no experience with any advertised cattle feeds. I

have used some occasionally as a stimulant. I have used Yorkshire Cattle Feed and
Cattle Spice. I do not want any stimulants of that kind to have more than a temporary
effect, because I consider it injurious for a cow to get used to such kind of food.

Dairying.—Butter Making.

To Mr. Dymond.—There is a good deal of dairying in our district. I have supplied
milk to the factories in order to encourage them. I kept some cows for that pur-
pose, but I found that some of my co-partners were in the habit of putting ice in their

milk in order to keep it. I gave the milk to a cheese factory, not to a creamery, I tried

to get a creamery established but did not succeed ; most of the butter made in our dis-

trict is made by hand. The farmers carted their milk to the cheese factory once a day,

and when I found out that they were putting ice in their mQk I withdrew my supply, and
since then the cheese factory has closed up. We have neither a butter nor a cheese

factory there now, although it is a dairying district. I make a good deal of butter, how-
ever. I used to let the calves suck the cows, but when the Shorthorn interest got

rather depressed, and there was no possibiHty of selling these animals, (for high prices)

I thought I would have a dairy of thoroughbred cows, and I began to feed the calves by
hand. I skimmed the milk early so as not to exhaust it too much, and I added a little

flax seed and oat meal to it. I find that the cows breed more surely when the calves are

raised by hand. A cow does not seem to breed so surely when she suckles her calf. I

have had very little trouble in the way of abortion. I raise all my thoroughbred calves

except the bulls, which I try to sell The butter that is made on my own farm is made
by hand. Wo send it to Montreal. It is a very good butter. It is sold for family con-

sumption in Montreal. We sell it in rolls as our brand, and get twenty-five cents a

pound for it ; but when the weather becomes too hot we put it in tubs and then sink

the distinctive brand. The price depends a good deal on the price of tub butter gen-

erally ; last year I think we averaged as much as twenty cents, and during last winter

we averaged twenty-five cents.

Time op Calving.

To Mr. Malcolm.—We have Shorthorn calves dropped at all seasons of the year.

But when the cheese factory was running I wanted to get the cream fresh for the factory

when it began, and it was, therefore, desirable to have them dropped in April or May.
The factory opened on the first of May. If I were raising cows for dairy purposes I

would just as soon have the calves dropped in the fall as at any other time, because my
stable is warm, and I could feed them during the winter on milk, flax seed and oatmeal,
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and by the time the grass came round they would be able to go out to pasture. But
with the accommodation provided by farmers in general, the fall or winter would be too

cold a time to have the calves dropped, and they have them dropped usually in the

spring. A common cow may be put to the bull at eighteen months old. It would then

bring in its calf at two years and three months. The object I would have in bringing them
in so early would be to save time and give them a habit of milking. If a Shorthorn
cow is getting very fat, we put it to the bull at a Uttle earlier age ; if it is weakly and
not thriving well we let it run a little longer. To be successful in raising a herd of

Shorthorns, you must not be bound by any particular rule, but act according to circum-

stances. I have tried a good many experiments with the view to raising calves cheaply.

Treatment op Calves.

When a calf is dropped we let it stay three or four days with the cow, and milk the

cow all we can, in order to keep its bag in a good state. This prevents inflammation in

the bag. As soon as the cow's udder gets into a safe condition, I separate the calf from
the cow, put it into a place by itself and accustom it to be halter-tied a little every day.

I give it as much milk from the cow as it will take three times a day. If it is a good
strong calf, I begin quite early, perhaps in the second week, to mix a little flax seed with
the milk, perhaps a teaspoonful of boiling flax seed. We feed it for about a month on
new milk, and then we begin to feed it on skim milk with flax seed, and at the end of

ten weeks or three months we do not give it anything but skim milk and flax seed. I
generally find that the calves do very well on that fare. I have a little field with a nice

shed in it, and suppHed with water, and when they become big calves I feed them with
milk twice a day and let them have all they want of ground oats mixed with a little braru
I think bran is a good feed to produce nulk. I always feed my thoroughbreds with a
mixture of, perhaps, two-thirds oats and one-third bran ; but I never give them any corn
meal. Bran has a good deal of phosphate in it, and keeps the calf in good condition.

Sheep Farming.

To Mr. Vymond.—I have a number of sheep. I began with a flock of thorough-
bred Cotswolds, because at that time it seemed to be the fashionable breed. I increased
the flock by buying the best common sheep I could get throughout the country, and
letting them be served by my thoroughbred Cotswold rams. Lately, Mr. Cochrane has
gone into Shropshires, and Mr. Morgan and other shippers are incUned to think that
black-faced sheep bq\\ best, and I am disposed to have some of my sheep crossed with
Oxford or Hampshire Down rams.

American Market for Sheep.

I have not bred for the Enghsh market, because the demand has just begun
I always sold my sheep to the Americans, obtaining five or six dollars apiece for
fat wethers. I have a good flock of sheep, for common sheep, because year by
year I have culled out all that were not doing well. I have now, at least, three
hundred and fifty sheep. A few sheep have died in lambing, but I have never
had any disease among them except that, towards the sprmg, some of the lambs
have been a Uttle dehcate. There is a good deal of wool on the Cotswold, but I
have some doubt as to its hardiness.

The Oxford and Hampshire Downs—Southdowns.

If I began again, I would begin, I think, on the Oxford Down or the Hampshire
Down, I don't know which. The Oxford Down is larger than the Southdown. I don't
know enough about the Oxford Down to give an opinion upon it; but it is said
to be a fine large sheep with a good bulk of wool, but whether it will keep its character

\Mr, Senson,li
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up or not I don't know. I know, from what the dealers tell me, that on the English
market a Southdown wether will bring a higher price than any other sheep, because
it is considered to be the best mutton ; but I doubt whether shippers would give the
Southdown the preference, owing to its smallness and to the fact that all animals
are carried at so much a head. I have eaten the Cotswold mutton and found it very
good, though there is nothing like the Southdown mutton, and the only reason why I
should breed from Oxfords would be to get size. I dare say a cross of the Leicester
with the Shropshire Down would do very well. I think these black-faced sheep gener-
ally have a good deal of power, and if I could get a black face on a Leicester sheep,
I should be very well satisfied.

Sheep Raising Profitable.

I think sheep raising is a profitable branch of industry. But for the sheep much
stuff might go to waste, and they are very useful in the wilder parts of the land in pre-

venting noxious grasses from growing up. They nibble at grasses that cows won't
touch; and in winter they cost very little to feed, as you can feed them almost
entirely on straw and hay. You can keep a hundred or two sheep, and not feel

it. They eat up the offal, and if you feed them on turnips, as the Enghsh farmers
do, it is a grand way to improve the land; but the nature of the climate here is

against feeding turnips to them as they do in the old country. I would sell them as

lambs if I could get good prices for them, but the wether can be kept till the following

year.

Management op the Flock.

I would not keep more than fifty ewes in a flock with one ram. If the ram
was young, I would not go above twenty-five. I always keep the sheep and the rams
separate, and I have them in five flocks, as the farm is large. I think, by keeping

the sheep in small flocks of not more than forty or fifty, you are more likely to preserve

them from disease. The annual increase in each flock of ewes is about one to each ewe.

I keep account of anything I feed; but sheep eat so much refuse that it would be
difficiflt to keep an account of them. I am obliged to look at aggregate results.

I have experimented in fattening sheep, and I have found that you would scarcely

get a profit on the meal they would consume—but then comes up the old ques-

tion of manure. The sheep that are fattened for market you have to feed much
better than others, if you are to sell them. You have to take into accoimt the

continual accrual of values ; a series of operations may take place, all tending

to the accrual of value, but neither of which, taken in itself, shows a profit. Few
of the farmers around me are in the habit of taking stock. Most of the farms
in my neighbourhood have been mortgaged, but I think they are dropping into

the hands of those who have saved enough money to pm-chase them. The farmers

have not improved much in the way of enterprise, but I think there is on the

whole a perceptible improvement in the methods of farming, as compared with twenty
years ago. But there ia no improvement in the stock, except in the village cows which
run loose. In the village, where a man keeps only one cow, he wants it good, and in

the village there are some very good cows, some of which are claimed to be Shorthorns

—and I can quite understand how they came to be Shorthorns.

Winter Treatment of Sheep.

I never enclose my sheep in winter. My yards are very comfortable, and there

are eheds accessible to them where they can run in and out at hberty, and I think they

keep better in that way than any other. So long as they are protected from the winds
and storms, they are better in the open air than shut up. They have been out some-

times when the thermometer is as low as from twenty to thirty- five degrees below
aero ; but that is generally upon bright days when the sun is elikung warm, and thft

[Mr. Benson.]
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sheep like to be in the open aii\ I feed tliem hay in racks, into which they can put their

heads. If we are feeding them on straw, we throw it to them in the yard, and whafe

they waste is used for bedding. I have never had more than fifty or sixty in one
yard; my buildings are numerous, owing to there having been a number of farms
on my place. The open sheds for the sheep are built beside the bams. The thorough-

bred lambs are never put to the rams before they are one year old. The finest of

the early common lambs may go to the buck in the fall ; this seems to save a year, and
I do not think they are very much the worse for it. I usually pick out the worst of

the ewe lambs and sell them ; I only keep the best for breeding purposes. I would
rather not use ram lambs for breeding. I breed the second year. I have no par-

ticular time for selling my lambs ; I always sell them whenever I can get a good price

for them. I have done something in Berkshire pigs, but at present I have only a few
common ones. At one time I had quite a number of Berkshire pigs, but it was a
great deal of trouble to attend to them, and I gave them up.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I have not had much experience in draining lands. My farm is-

pretty well drained naturally. Still, I have put a few tiles here and there in the lowesfe

places.

W. T. BENSON

\

MR. MATHESON'S EVIDENCE

C. A- Matheson, of Perth, County of Lanark, was called and examined

Breeding—Feeding—Grazing.

To Mr. Byrne.—I am President of the South Lanark Agricultural Society. I am ft

pretty large breeder of stock. I generally keep from sixty to seventy head of cattle. I

turn out about fifteen every year. Last year I was reducing my stock, and sold twenty-

seven. My farm consists of 175 acres of land near the town of Perth, ninety of which is ia

bush and permanent pasture. I also own about 500 acres, which is at a distance,

and simply used for grazing young cattle in summer. I raise all my own cattle. This
year I raised sixteen calves, nearly all grades. I have only three full blooded stock. It ie

five years since I commenced to keep cattle for breeding. I bought a number of good
eows and an Ayrshire bull, and raised calves from them ; but at the end of two years I

sold the Ayrshire bull, and got a Durham bull. I still continue to use a Durham bulL
When I commenced raising cattle, I did some stall feeding. At first I bought a number
of steers, two and three years old, and in the second year I again fed some more. But I
found that the profit depended upon the kind of animal fed, and as I could not buy the
right kind of cattle, I commenced to raise them myself. My object was to get an animal
that would be a good stall feeder, and a good animal for dairy purposes.

System of Feeding.

I feed straw nearly altogether. I cut it in a straw cutter. I generally start in the
fall of the year with the fall wheat straw. It is all cut up in a loft over the cattle sheds,

and every day as required it is dropped into a couple of boxes through holes in the floor
;

it is then wetted, and allowed to stand for about twelve hours. If necessary I add a little

grain to it. By this means I feed all my straw ; I suppose I don't waste five hundredweight
during the season.

Sawdust for Bedding—Calves.

My cattle and horses are all bedded with sawdust. In the early part of the winter
I generally keep two calves in one pen, and aiter they get a little bigger, I tie them up.

I feed all my cattle alike, except the calves, to which I give a little more grain and a little

more roots.

\^Mr. Matheson.]
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Winter Feeding.

To Mr. McMillan.—I give them one feed of roots a day, along with the straw feed—gen-

erally about a pailful once a day. In the early part of the winter if I were feeding fall wheat
straw, I would give about half a bushel of meal twice a day between twenty-one head.

The rule I follow is to give them their feed in the early part of the winter about five

times a day. I always feed my poorest feed in the first part of the winter, and make it a
little better as the winter goes on. If the straw is not good enough, I add some hay or

perhaps a little Hungarian grass or meal.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I don't feed any bran except to the cows after they come in, in

order to keep up a good flow of milk. I don't think the bran increases the quality of

the milk, but it increases the quantity, and keeps up the flow.

The Ayrshires Rejected.

To Mr. Gibson.—The reason I used an Ayrshire bull was that I wanted to get a gooc»

grade animal for dairy purposes ; but I found out that the animals produced were very

small, and I thought the milk was deficient. I thought some of my good common cows
were better for dairy purposes than the Ayrshires ; but I wanted to get an animal that would
be good for dairy purposes^ and that could also be fattened for beef, if anything occurred

to destroy the milk properties of the cow. The Shorthorn cross has turned out very well,

and I am only sorry that I did not begin in the first place with the Shorthorn.

Stock in the District Deteriorating.

To Mr. Wiser.—The reason the cattle in our district are not so good as they were a
few years ago is that it was principally a dairy district—butter making—and the farmers

raised all their own calves; but in the last eight or tenyears a large number of cheese factories

have been opened, and the farmers generally kill their calves. The consequence is that

the stock is deteriorating. There are more imported bulls there to-day than there were
some years ago, but they are not beginning to tell yet. It would be a great benefit for

the country if the farmers would use good thoroughbred bulls instead of the native ones.

Four years ago there were orJy four pure-bred bulls in our district; they were all Ayrshires,

but they have all been replaced with Durhams.

Pure-bred Bulls.

To Mr. Dymond.—Those four are all the pure-bred bulls I know of in the South
Riding of Lanark, although there may be one or two others. The farmers have not gone

generally into the use of pure Shorthorn bulls. I have not tried the Shorthorn bull on
Ayrshire cows. The dairy interest has always been the leading interest in my section

;

but I think it is as well adapted for stock raising as for dairying. The people who are

dairying are also beginning to keep more stock. It is still too much the case that they

attempt to get all the milk they can, and kill ofi" nearly all the calves. My bull has not

yet been availed of much. The Township of Drummond Agricultural Society owns a bull,

which is very largely availed of. For the membership fee of %\ a year, the members
have the privilege of using this bull, a couple of rams, and a couple of boars. The bull is

not available for the whole township, because he cannot serve all. The farmers have no
prejudice against thoroughbred stock, if they can get it for nothing ; they are anxious

enough to improve their stock, but they don't want to pay for it. The cattle from which

the cheese factories are supplied are generally good common native milkers.

Raising Cattle for Dairy and Market,

To Mr. Wilson.—At present I do not buy any stock. I purpose to continue the

dairying and the beef business together. I intend to cross the native heifers, as I bring

^Mr Matkeson.^
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them up, with a Shorthorn, bull, to give them size and make them better for beef purposes.

My heifers are not thoroughbred, but the bulls bred from are.

A Creamery Company.

To Mr. Byrne,—I was connected with a creamery company last year as its secretary.

The creamery was originally a cheese factory about four miles from Perth. The gentleman

who owned the cheese factory manufactured the milk into butter for the patrons. We
delivered the milk at the factory, paid him so much a pound for manufacturing it into

butter, and he delivered it to us in packages ready for shipment. The article he turned

out was very good, although it was not so good at first as afterwards. Our original

agreement was to pay him four cents a pound for the butter he mantifactured, we deliver-

ing the milk at the factory and taking the butter and skim milk away. The affair was
managed by a committee composed of one of the patrons, the man who worked the factory

and myself.

Depression in the Butter Trade—Prices.

Last year in the early part of the season, the butter trade was very dull We
started the factory on the 15th of May and closed on the 11th of October. We
were offered seventeen cents a pound at the factory for the first butter we turned out

,

but we thought we ought to be able to do better, and we sent it to Montreal, where the

best offer we could get for it was fifteen cents. Just then butter was falling ; the morn-

ing we were offered seventeen cents for it at the factory it was quoted at eighteen cents in

Montreal. We sent it down to Mr. Ayer in Montreal, who handles most of the creamery

butter, and he told us it could not be beaten. We concluded to ship it to the old coun-

try, where we only realized about fourteen cents for it. The next lot we shipped to

another house in the old country, and it did not bring quite so much. The third lot we
sold to Mr, Ayer, who gave us fifteen cents for it, delivered at the Rideau. When we
were getting fifteen cents, good farmers' dairy butter was selling at ten cents. We sold

all our butter to Mr. Ayer just as it was ready until July ; but when we came to August
we made up our minds to run a little risk, and hold it a little longer. After some nego-

tiation, we sold, in the beginning of September, what we had in August at nineteen cents,

and what we made in September, and during the rest of the season, we sold ahead for twenty

cents. If we had held it a little longer I suppose we could have got twenty-eight cents

for the same butter. The other day we had an inquiry from the firm we shipped to a

year ago, and the quotation they gave would have netted us twenty-two cents a pound
iiere. In my opinion, beyond doubt, there is nothing like the creamery system

Factory Statistics

To Mr. Dymond.—We never kept any account of the number of cows whose milk
-went to the factory. From the 15th of May to the 11th of October, while the factory

•was open, 514,830 pounds of milk was sent to the factory, which produced 18,197 pounds
of butter, and netted $2,247.23. We estimated that it took 28^ pounds of milk to make
one pound of butter. We netted a fraction over 12^ cents per pound. In the early part

of the season we were supposed to be doing very well according to the prospects, and we
:got milk from the patrons ; but late in the season, in the month of October, when some
got dissatisfied, and butter went up, I don't think we got the full share of milk ; so that I

think twenty-five pounds of milk to the pound of butter would be a fair average for the

whole season, if the factory was properly managed.

Decided Advantage of Creamery Butter

Taking the whole year together, the creamery butter had a decided advantage as

TCgarded the price ; in quality, the creamery butter is of a uniform quality all through.

-It was made pretty fresh for the English market. Mr. Steadman took three packages to

rj/r. Matheson.^
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the Dominion Exhibition, at Ottawa, last year. He got the second prize for creamery
butter ; but he sold it to a private person in Ottawa for twenty-five cents a pound, who
preferred it to any other exhibited. I heard the statement of Mr. Gibson read ; I agree

that the majority of the butter shipped from Canada to England is very poor ; but I think

it is gradually improving. The buyers of butter are discriminating more closely as to

quality than they did a few years ago, and there is more encouragement for people to

turn out a good article. At our creamery we had all the milk sent, and not the cream
merely. The creamery is not continued this year because it was in an inconvenient place

;

the drawing cost too much, and the quantity of milk delivered was too limited. The
bulk of the milk came from a distance of four miles. I have no doubt that if a creamery
were started at Perth, with a short draw of about three miles, they would get the milk of a
thousand cows ; it would take the milk away from the cheese factory, because when a farmer

takes his milk to the creamery, he can get the skim milk back again to feed to his calves

and pigs. I think butter at twenty-two cents a pound would pay the farmer better than

cheese. In my first year I sold my milk and raised my calves on pea meal ; the second

year I made my own butter ; the third year I sold my milk again ; and the fourth year

T went into the creamery business.

Factory Butter-making Economical.

For the ordinary farmer, I think the creamery would be better than dairying at

home, in the long run. I think three cents a pound would be a fair charge for making

the butter, and, in any market, factory-made butter will bring three cents a pound more

than the best private-made butter. I think it will cost any farmer who makes butter at

home, at least, one cent and a half per pound for packages, cloth and salt, and that, I

think, would pay for drawing and delivering the milk at the factory.

Proportion op Milk to Butter.

There were a number of farmers who did not send their milk during the month of

October, and in making up our accounts, we made them up to the 1st of October, and

also for the month of October by itself ; and we estimated that it took 28|^ pounds of

milk, from the 15th of May, when the factory was started, to the end of September, to

make one pound of butter. That netted us 12^ cents, or equal to 4| cents for ten pounds

of milk. In October twenty-two pounds of milk made one pound of butter, that netted

us sixteen cents, or equal to 7^ cents for ten pounds of milk. At the beginning of the

year the man who made the butter did not take all the butter out of the milk that he

should have taken, and he returned us what was equal to $129, or about three quarters of

a cent on the pound of butter, so that three and one quarter cents was what we really

paid him for the making.

To Mr. McMillan.—I think the raising of cattle for beef purposes could be combined

with producing milk to send to the factory for butter purposes. I think there will be a

market for all the creamery butter we can send to England for some time to come

Soil op Farm—Crops.

To Mr Dryden—The soil on my farm is heavy clay, sandy, and also some muck, I

have one hundred and twenty-five acres in one place, and fifty acres about a mile and a

half away. There are no buildings on the fifty acres except a barn. The only grain I

grow is fall wheat, except occasionally a field of coarse grain, such as peas and oats. I

do not grow barley. All the farmers in that section grow spring wheat, but I do not.

The varieties of fall wheat grown are Clawson, Scott, Diehl and Silver Chaff I think

the Clawson and the Scott are the best ; they are hardier, and stand the winter better

than the others. The Silver Chaff is almost as hardy as the Clawson, and I don't know

but it is a better wheat.

\^Mr. Matheson.]
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Summer Fallow—Manure—Salt.

I generally prepare the soil by a summer fallow. 1 have heard of clover sod being
turned over, and I believe it has been very successful with those who have tried it , 1

have had no personal experience with it. The only manure I have used is barn-yard man-
ure. There is a little salt being used this year ; I never used any myself. I know two
farmers who have brought in a car load between them this spring. One of them tried it

last year, and was satisfied with it.

Pea Crop—The Bug—Spring Wheat.

To Mr. Dymond.—There are a good many peas grown in our section, and the crop is

generally successful. The bug has not arrived there yet. Last year the spring wheat was
a complete failure, and I believe there is a grub attacking it this year. Last year and
the year before 1 had forty bushels of fall wheat to the acre ; this year it is not nearly so

good. 1, probably, only grow from six to ten acres of wheat altogether. My land is

principally occupied with hay ; I grow, also, some rootSj corn and Hungarian. I have
cultivated with the ^/iew of raising stock. At one time 1 grew a good deal of grain, but
I concluded that there was more to be made by stock raising, and I think that is the
feeling among the farmers of my district, generally.

Improtident Farming.

My farm is rather better than the average. A great many of the farms are run
down. The great reason of it is, I believe, that the farmers sell all they have, and do not
keep anything for the improvement of the soil. Some who do that are pretty well off,

too. The farm buildings in my district are generally poor, but they are beginning to im
prove, and there is a disposition to take more care of stock.

Management of Manure.

To Mr. Byrne.—I keep most of my manure in a pit under cover, and 1 preserve
most of the liquid manure in the same way. I have a " lean-to " attached to the cattle-

shed, and the pit for the reception of the manure is under it. The cattle stand and feed

together, with a gutter behind them which gathers most of the liquid, which is all pure
manure, and it is carried into the pit. I put up a shed 90 feet long by 30 feet wide, and
in that I have two rows of cattle which face outwards. In front of them, at each side of

the shed there is a water-tight trough and a passage, and they stand some distance apart
on the platform, which is about five feet six inches wide. They are all tied with chains,

and behind each row of cattle there is a gutter about twenty inches wide and eight inches
deep, and between the two rows of cattle there is a passage four feet wide, on which the
manure is wheeled out. At the side of this building I have a "lean-to" which runs half

its length, is fourteen feet wide, and is sunk two feet in the ground. It is water-tight, so
far as we can make it. Three sides of this pit are boarded tightly with hemlock plank,
and on the fourth side there is a passage eight or ten feet wide for a cart or waggon. I
do not use any straw for bedding ; sawdust is the cheapest thing I can get for that pur-
pose, and it soaks everything up, increases the bulk of the manure, and makes its quality
very fine. One load of this manure is equal to two or three loads of what I formerly
turned out. The gain which I have derived from preserving the manure for the land has
been very large. The roots I grow are turnips, mangolds, carrots, and sugar beets \ I

have had 500 bushels of roots to the acre.

Noxious Weeds.

To Mr. Malcolm.—The prevailing noxious weeds in my district are thistles, couch
grass, mustard and daisy. The couch grass, I think, is the worst we have ; the best

\Mr Matheson.'\
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remedy for it is summer fallow, and the same may be said of the mustard. I generally

have a summer fallow, and plough under the weeds as soon as the spring work is over, and
after two or three ploughings, I cover the surface with manure.

Average Yield op Wheat.

To Mr. Byrne.—The average growth of spring wheat in the County of Lanark to-

day is no more than twelve bushels to the acre ; when I cultivated it, that is what I got,

and I thought it time to stop ; last year I don't think it averaged five bushels to the acre.

I think that part of the country is well adapted for dairying and stock raising ; all that

is wanted is a little more energy among the farmers.

The Dairying Industry.

Dairying has been the principal industry there for a number of years past. Within
an area of eight or ten miles of the Town of Perth, there are nine or ten cheese factories.

The farmers might support more if they tried ; they could also increase the quantity sent

to each factory. I think there is an increased disposition among the farmers of that sec-

tion to house their stock comfortably.

Salt—Improvement op Stock.

To Mr. McMillan.—The salt we used in our creamery was English salt, " Higgins'

Eureka." I am not acquainted very much with the sheep farming in my section. There

has not been much improved stock brought in recently, except by the Drummond Agri-

cultural Society.

The Drummond Association.
|

To Mr. Dymond.—The Drummond Society has from fifty to sixty members, three-

fourths of whom are farmers. They have, perhaps, 400 cows altogether among them.

Each member is allowed to have only one or two cows served by the bulL

Farm Accounts—Bee-Kebping—Farm Labour,

Our farmers do not, as a general rule, keep accounts, nor do they take stock, unless

to a very limited extent. There is nothing being done in my section in the way of tree-

planting with the view of replacing the forests. Bee-keeping is not followed to any great

extent ; there may be two or three farms with a number of hives, but there are none

devoted exclusively to bee farming. I believe farmers could hire more hands than they

do, with advantage. I myself keep two men all the year round, and I hire an additional

man for the haying season. There is plenty of labour in the district, if it is required.

Turnip Growing.

To Mr. Dryden.—I sow my turnips on level ground about fifteen inches apart. I

prepare the ground for turnips just the same as for the green crop, and use a machine

sower. When my root crop comes up, I thin the weeds out with a hoe in the ordinary

way. I do a little soiling ; I always grow corn for that purpose.

Aid to Societies.

1 think that no Agricultural Society receiving Government money should be allowed

to offer prizes for bulls, unless pure bred. If the amounts received by the Electoral Dis-

trict Agricultural Societies from Government could be increased say fifty per cent., I

think a very large amount of good might be accomplished, as the grants at present re-

ceived barely enable these societies to exist, and in many sections, they are the chief, and

in some sections the only, means of educating the great mass of the farmers in improved

farming, and the benefits to be derived from raising good stock, grain, etc.

C. A. MATHESON.
\Mr. Mntheson.\
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Sittings to take oral evidence held at Chatham, Thursday, July 22nd, 1880.

—

Prea-
ent—Messrs. Saunders (Chairman), and Dymond

MR STEPHEN WHITE'S EVIDENCK

Stephen White, of Charing Cross (Reeve of Raleigh), was called and examined

FuLTz OR Blue Stem Wheat.

To the Chairman.—I grew the Scott wheat for a number of years, and lately the
Clawson, but we are now introducing the Fultz or Blue Stem, which seems to be better

than either. It is four or five days earlier than the other varieties ; it is free from rust;

it stands the winter equally as well as the others, and is as prolific. These are the most
of the varieties of fall wheat which are grown here.

Spring Wheat a Failure.

Of spring wheat the Fyfe has almost gone outjof existence ; in fact spring wheat is

very little grown, as it has proved a failure altogether. It grows well and looks well until

about two weeks or ten days before harvest, and then it seems to shrink up from the hot
rays of the sun, and in some cases the blade would turn yellow. I believe it is now acting
in the same way in the neighbourhood of Guelph. I don't think its failure is caused by
rust. The hot sun seems to ripen it too quickly

Fall Wheat Cultivation—Salt—The Wire Worm,

We have had no failure of the fall wheat crop for several years. We have not used
salt extensively, though it has been tried on a small scale. One field near me was tried

last fall, in a locality where the wire worm was particularly bad. The land had been
under clover for some years. This field will average about forty bushels to the acre. The
salt has also the efiect of making it ripen a few days sooner, and of keeping it free from
rust. I think it is desirable that salt should be used more largely than it is at present.

Good Crops—Weevil—Rust.

Our fall wheat crop was never better in this country than it has been for the last

three years. A number of years ago we had the weevil, which damaged our wheat seri-

ously, and after that the rust, but for the last three or four seasons we have had none of
these troubles, and the sample has been very good.

Increased Area op Wheat.

The breadth of fall wheat sown has increased very much. I think the only efiect of
the removal of the forest was in taking away the shelter which kept the snow on the
wheat, and prevented the blasts from driving over the fields in full force. If the wheat
here gets through the winter we have no trouble with it. Some of the most beautiful
fields of wheat I ever saw were sheltered by dense forest, and it matured well.

Clover Sod for a Seed-bed.

Clover sod, turned over, has lately been used to some extent as a seed-bed for fall

wheat, and it has done very well. I turned over fourteen acres last year, and as it was
very dry, I was a little afraid of it, but it turned out a fine field of wheat. It was just
ploughed over once. In this part of the country there is very little summer fallowing.
The fall wheat is chiefly grown on stubble land, or clover turned over.

[Mr. White.]
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Successive Ceops of Wheat.

In some cases it is grown on wheat stubbie for six and seven years in succession, and
grown successfully. I know of one field where the present crop is the seventh crop of

wheat, and the yield averages twenty bushels per acre for the last three years.

Methods op Cultivating.

The soil is a clay loam, well ploughed, and a slight dressing of manure is put on the
top and harrowed, and the seed drilled in. Some here plough the stubbles over with a gang
or single plough ; lightly harrow it down ; let it lie for a month ; thwx turn it up again a
little deeper ; then harrow, and drill in the wheat ; others make only one ploughing. I

think it is an advantage to plough it over twice as that helps to destroy the weeds. Clay
land is mostly ploughed in the fall for spring wheat, and the land is prepared for sowing
as early in the spring as possible.

Under-Draining.

There is very little under-draining done in this county. There is some along the

river, and it seems to have had a good efiect upon the land.

Fertilizers.

1 don't think any artificial fertilizers have been used for wheat, but plaster is used for

clover.

Cost of Growing Fall Wheat.

Our land for fall wheat would cost for rent and taxes about $5 per acre
;
preparing

the land for crop, $3.50 ; seed, $2 ; sowing and harvest, $2.50 ; threshing, $2 ; marketing,

$1 ; or in all $16 per acre.

Broadcast Sowing, or Drilling.

Wheat is sown both broadcast and in drills, but, I think, mostly in drills. The
average sown is 1|^ bushels per acre for drill sowing, and 2 bushels for broadcast sowing.

Some think that 1^ bushels per acre is enough for drill sowing. I think wheat sown in

drills stands the winter a little better than wheat sown broadcast. Broadcast sowing is

done chiefly by hand.

Settlement on the Farm.

To Mr. Dymond.—My farm is situated at Charing Cross, about seven miles from

here, and is in a central position in the county. I have 200 acres, of which about 50

acres are in bush. My father settled on the farm fifty-three years ago and I have been

there ever since.

Kent as a Wheat County.

I am well acquainted with the agricultural capacities of the county generally. I am
not so well acquainted with Essex, though I know considerable about its land. I have

been a member of the Council of the Agriculture and Arts Association of the Province of

Ontario for twelve years, have been Reeve of the Township of EaleigL for twenty years,

and I have also been Warden of the County. I regard Kent as a wheat growing county.

The area of wheat culture has largely increased during the last few years, owing to the

fact that it has grown well and paid better than other crops. There is very little poor

wheat-growing land in this county except small portions of the plains in Dover and

Tilbury. I think wheat is pretty evenly distributed over the whole county, and about

one-half the cultivated land is now in wheat. Ten or twelve years ago the cultivated
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area of wheat was nothing like so large as it is at present. Wheat has been partly taking

the place of other crops, such as corn and barley, especially the latter, as the price has

been low.

Extensive Drainage "Works.

Twenty years ago the land was considerably covered with stumps, and there was a
good deal of low land. The land has since been well drained both by private enterprise

and municipal and Government draining. There has not been much under-draining in

the county, and I have not heard of any one taking advantage of the Tile Drainage Act.

Average Yield op Fall Wheat.

Spring wheat has nearly gone out of cultivation in the county. The average yield

of fall wheat for the last three years, leaving out what was sown too late, or on black,

mucky land, so that it was frozen, would be, for the last three years, about thirty bushels

per acre. From what I have seen in travelling about, I think this is as good a wheat-

growing county as any in the Province. I would not think that the average yield of fall

wheat, over the other portions of Ontario, would be more than twenty bushels per acre.

Improved Methods and Results.

I think our average would be greater if our cultivation was better, and we did not

sow so much land in stubble. I know of cases where proper methods of cultivation brought
an average yield of 40 to 45 bushels per acre. Most of my fall wheat is just ploughed
over once on stubble or clover sod. I think if wheat is sown on stubble, the land should

be ploughed twice, and maniired. We manure our land, and the manure is included in my
estimate of the cost of preparing land for wheat. My estimate also includes the time and
labour of the farmer and those who assist him.

Growing Fall Wheat Profitable.

Fall wheat growing in Kent is a very profitable branch of the farmer's industry, and
I think it can be made more profitable by proper farming. The departure of the weevil
is not peculiar to Kent ; I think it is pretty general. We have had no particular trouble
with our fall wheat for the last few years. The Hessian fly has not troubled us. We
have tried every variety of spring wheat that we could hear of, but none of them suc-

ceeded. We have not tried the White Russian spring wheat. We are gradually clearing
away our natural forest protection.

Discontinuance op Barley Growing,

To the Chairman.—Barley has been grown to a considerable extent in the county,
but the amount sown has fallen off wonderfully the last few years. The principal reason
is that the price has been so low that wheat has paid better. We have had no particular
failure so far as quantity is concerned, but the rain sometimes discolours the grain, so that
it brings a lower price.

Yield op Barley—Preparations for Crop.

The average yield of barley is about 35 bushels an acre. The land for a barley crop
is prepared in the fall and furrowed out ready for seeding, and the grain is sown as early
as possible in the spring. A barley crop generally follows a wheat or corn crop. On
loamy soils we plough the land for barley in the spring. We use no particular fertilizers
except ploughing down clover, and barn-yard manure.
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Cost of BARLHy Crop.

The cost of preparing ground for barley -would not be so much as for wheat. The
interest or rental would be about $5 per acre

;
preparing the land, $3 ; seed, $1 ; the

other items would be about the same as for wheat, making in all $14.50 as against $16,

Method of Sowing Barley.

Barley is sown both broadcast and in drills ; the largest amount is now sown in drills.

The average quantity of grain sown on the acre is 100 pounds. The question of whether
drill or broadcast sowing is the best depends on the kind of land. If the land is clay I

would not use the drill, as the soil is apt to bake after heavy rains, but for mellow land

I would use the drill. Drilling does not require so much seed, but I think barley will

grow as well broadcast as in drills. I don't think there is any difference in the yield.

Average Price—Profit.

To Mr. Dymond.—The average price of barley during the last year or two has been
about $1 per 100 pounds, which would leave only $19 income per acre, as against nearly

$30 for wheat.

Character of Soil.

I think barley is just about as exhausting a crop as wheat. Our land has been in

such good condition that it has not suffered from deterioration, but, of course, all the

land in the county is not equally good. Clay bottom, with loam on the top, is the richest

land we have, and I think that soil constitutes more than half the county. There is more
clay in the West than in the East Riding, In the East it is more of a sandy loam, but

fertile and rich, though not so stiff as the other kind of soil.

Preparation of Drained Lands for Wheat.

The land which has been largely drained is a very black rich loam on the top, with a

Mubsoil of clay. Such soil is good for Indian corn, oats, etc., but it is so rich that wheat
grown upon it is apt to lie down. If the clay is ploughed up as well as possible, and the
land cropped with Indian corn three or four years and then barley, it will grow wheat.

I don't think it is best to crop long without manure even on the other kind of land.

That land raises very fine crops of fall wheat—it grows well and is free from rust. I
think thirty bushels per acre would be a fair average for the county.

The Lake Shore District.

Along the lake shore we have a great deal of gravel upon which we grow wheat,

etc. The straw is not so long or plentiful, but taking one year with another it yield*

about as well as the other.

Oat Cropping.

We grow oats considerably, and they do well both as to yield and quality. We
have had little or no failures of the oat crop, when it has been put in in proper season.

The black varieties such as the Tartarian are sown largely, but some sow the common
white oats. As compared with the black, I think the white oats yield equally as good.

Some sow wheat after oats, but I don't like it. The ground should be ploughed twice.

A good many people seed down clover with oats, and it turns out well when the soil is in

good condition ; but I don't think oats do so well for that purpose as wheat or barley.

I don't know of any oats being used locally for mealing purposes. Some oats are exported;^

I think they are bought mostly at Toronto and London. Oats are sown both in drills
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and broadcast. Three bushels per acre are sown broadcast, and two in drills. The yield

is as great when sown in drills as in broadcast, and it is the more economical method.
The drilling is the only extra expense. When they are sown broadcast they are sown by
hand. The tube drill is used. I think the cost of a crop of oats would be about the
same as one of barley, namely, about $14.50 per acre. Our yield is about 50 bushels
per acre, and the market price 30 to 35 cents, taking one year with another. Oats
grow very well in this region, though sometimes the crop is crushed down by heavy
storms.

Rye—The Pea Bug.

To the Chairman.—I don't know of any rye being grown in the country, and peas
have gone out of cultivation because of the bug. A few are still sown, but I think the
Legislature should prohibit their growth xintil the bug is killed out. They used to grow
well in this country. I think the blue pea is as little liable to the bug as any. The only
plan we had of avoiding the bug was to sow very late, and we sowed later and later every
year, but now we cannot secure a crop even by that means.

i'o Mr. Dymond.—I think it is nearly twenty years since the pea bug made as
appearance. Before that the pea crops were both large and profitable. We used to sow
wheat after peas, and it was a crop that answered well for that purpose.

No Action against the Pea Bug.

I don't think any decisive steps were taken at first to prevent the ravages of the bug.

Some are growing peas yet, and of course that is sufficient to keep the pest in existence.

There has been no concurrent effort made to take action in the matter , the agricultural

societies have done nothing in particular to get rid of the insect. There is no hope of

getting rid of it, in my opinion, until the people are compelled to quit sowing peas. I

don't know of any w^ho are raising peas successfully. I think I have heard of its being

got rid of in other counties by concurrent action in the manner suggested. Some con-

tinue to sow peas for the purpose of feeding them green.

To the Chairman.—I know of no section of the county where the growing of peas

has ceased.

Indian Corn.

We grow a considerable quantity of corn in this county, though not so much as we
used to. It is chiefly grown for the grain, and very little for green fodder. The crop is

generally successful. The average yield of shelled corn throughout the county would be
thirty-five to forty bushels per acre, though where the land is properly cultivated it will

yield fifty bushels without much trouble. A great deal of it is planted on new land

amongst stumps, etc. The price of corn is higher now than formerly. I don't think there

is so much corn planted as there used to be, owing to the fact that wheat pays better.

Tho Dent, Yellow Flint and White Flint varieties are grown, though our Dent is not
quite the same as the United States corn. Most people grow the Dent. I know of no
caa<3s of failure of the corn crop when it has been planted in proper time. We export

soD\e corn, but it is generally grown for feeding purposes.

Root Culture.—Price of Corn.

Scarcely any roots are grown in this part of the Province. I think the price of

imported corn regulates the price of ours. It has been about 50 cents lately, and I

think that would be a fair average from year to year, but it was lower for a few years on
account of the large quantity coming in from the United States. The price went down
to 35 and 40 cents.
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Advantages of Raisinq Coen.

I think com is a rery good crop for the farmers to raise when the land is suitable. It

does good to the land by necessitating its being cultivated and kept clean. Then for

fodder purposes if it is cut before the frost, an acre of corn is worth almost as much as an
acre of hay, for feeding cows and other cattle. Next to wheat corn is perhaps the most
profitable crop grown in this county.

Mode of Planting Corn.

When planted in hills, the hills should be about four feet apart, with three stalks to

the hill. As to the cost of the crop, the interest or rental would be about $2.50. The
cost of the seed would be very small—about one bushel to six acres.

Cost of Raising Corn.

A man can plant with a hand planter about four acres in a day, or with a horse

planter, ten or fifteen acres. Sowing and harvesting would be about $5 ; the total cost

about $15 an acre. A great deal of our corn is shipped to people in the east for feeding

pui'poses. Buckwheat is not much grown here.

Yield of Corn—Profit in the Fodder.

To Mr. Dymo7id.—My calculation is that the cultivation we have been describing

would give about 50 bushels to the acre, of shelled com. About 40 cents per bushel

is the price we get when it is brought in from the fields in the fall. If we keep it till

spring we have to depend on the meal, whereas in the fall people want it for feeding.

That would show a result of about $20 an acre. The fodder is worth about $2 per

ton— it is better for milch cows than hay. We don't use it for cutting up to fatten stock.

I put the fodder at about $5 per acre.

Essex and Kent Corn Counties.

The counties of Kent and Essex, with portions of Lambton, are pre-eminently the

corn growing districts of Canada. Corn is grown in Elgin and Norfolk, but not very ex-

tensively I believe.

A Paying Crop.

The ordinary price at which corn has been sold in this county during the last few

years has been 40 cents. At present it is selling at 50 cents and 60 cents, and of

course we are participating in the advantage. I have heard of corn being bought for 30

cents, but of course that was not the regular market quotation of the day. I regard corn

as a paying crop at 40 cents, because besides the price, it cleans and shades the land,

and does it a great deal of good in that way. We grow a succession of crops of corn

where the land is very rich. The preference for wheat has rather tended to diminish the

growth of corn. A great deal of corn is used locally for the feeding of cattle, as our stock

is all fed on com and not on roots.

Potatoes.

To the Chairman.—Of early potatoes, T think the Early Rose is the favourite variety,

though a number of people are growing the Snowflake. The crop is generally a good one,

and we consider it profitable. We were troubled a few years ago with the Colorado

beetle, but the last few years it has been less destructive than before. I attribute its

lessened destructiveness to the fact that they are passing through the country, only re-
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maining in one place for a temporary period. Very little Paris green has been used upon
the potatoes the last few years. I have observed no parasitical insects feeding on the bug,

but I notice that hens and turkeys eat them in potato patches near houses or barns. I

have grown good crops the last two years without using any efforts to check the bug.

I never knew of any injury resulting to the crops by the use of Paris green.

Export of Potatoes.

To Mr. Dymond.—"We export potatoes considerably from this county to the TJnitea

'States and some to the East—they are rather an important article of export with us

•Sometimes they are grown on new land and sometimes on old.

Planting under Straw.

Some are planting them under straw, which they think is better than covering them
altogether with dirt. I have not tried that plan, but I have seen it tried in Michigan.

Some don't put any earth on at all—just put about a foot and a-half of straw upon them.

Others, however, put on a small quantity of earth under the straw. The potatoes grow
just whenever the cuttings have been put in.

To the Chairman.—I have not tried, or seen tried, the cultivation of potatoes on this

plan.

Good Pasturage.

The reason we don't grow root crops, is that corn is used for feeding. We don't

grow any other green plants for fodder to any extent. Our land makes excellent pastur-

age, and we have a large acreage of land in permanent pasturage—that is in localities

which are too low for ordinary cultivation. It is low prairie or marshy land which
is covered by water from Lake St. Clair in the spring, and when the water goes off

the pasture is excellent. It is too wet for successful cultivation. Nearly every farm
has a certain acreage of permanent pasturage, which has been seeded down and is partly

cleared. It could be brought under cultivation at any time.

Standing Timber as Shade Trees.

As a rule, farmers throughout the county leave standing scattered trees for purposes
of shade. In some cases bushes have grown up along the fences, and have grown to the
size of trees.

Rotation op Crops.

I could not say that the systematic rotation of crops is becoming general. It is more
of an irregular rotation, guided mainly by results from year to year. Farmers simply ask
themselves, " What can I raise best on a particular field this year 1

"

To Mr. Dymond.—The reason why so little attention has been paid to the rotation of
crops, is that our land is so rich people do not see the necessity of it. In future, no
doubt, they will have to pay more attention to the subject. I think even at present they
should begin to farm systematically.

To the Chairman.—My practice has been to seed down every three or four years,
then break it up and put corn on the clover sod. Last year we tried wheat on sod, and
that was successful. Then oats, barley and wheat three or four years ; then seed down
again.

Recuperation op the Soil.

To Mr. Dymond.—My means of recuperating the soil has been seeding* down, and
the liberal use of barn-yard manure. There is no doubt that in other portions of Canada
the soil was, at one time, as rich as ours, but it has become exhausted through neglecting
its restoration. A large portion of our county requires attention now before the land
has become too much exhausted. '
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Treatment of Makueb.

To the Chairman.—No special means are taken by farmers for the preservation of

manure. We have large quantities of straw, and sometimes we have to buy cattle to
tramp it down in the yard, so that we can utilize it as manure. In spring I generally
draw it all out together in a large pile, and after harvest, in preparing the wheat land, I
spread it on. There is very little manure put on now in a green state, except occasionally,

on corn. I think it is much better to rot it, as rotting helps to kill the bad seeds, and
makes better manure. I have heard of no means being taken to utilize liquid manures.

Feeding Bran—Swamp Muck.

Bran is purchased by farmers in considerable quantities, and fed with grain to horses

and cattle through the winter. I know of no attempts having been made to utilize swamp
muck, as a compost, with barn-yard manure. I have seen muck thrown out of a ditch

used in that way, and I believe it is very valuable for that purpose.

Special Fertilizers.

We have used some plaster of paris, but very little phosphates, either mineral or bone.^

Lime is very little used ; Goderich salt has been slightly used with us, but I think it wiU
be more largely used in future. I have seen its effects tried by sowing it on a few ridget

in a field, and upon those ridges the crop was two or three inches higher than on the

others, and ripened earlier. About a bushel was used to the acre when it was sown ia

that way. Some farmers use ashes on their land ; others sell the ashes, which, I think, is

a great mistake. I think the use of barn-yard manure is the best means of improving
thoroughly impoverished clay soils, but the ploughing in of clover is better on lighter

lands. I have seen the crop doubled on one part of a field where barn-yard manure had
been used judiciously. I never tried sub-soiling as a means of recuperation.

Waste of Makures.

To Mr. Dymond.—Farmers are not in the habit of taking any special means for the

protection of manure ; part of it is generally exposed to the weather, and part is in the

sheds where the stock is. I know of no instance in which liquid manure is specially

saved ; and I should say that its loss diminishes the value of the manure fully twenty per

cent. I have not sown much salt myself, but I have seen the results of its application by

others. The effects were very observable in better crops, a better sample, and longer

straw. It has been tried on spring wheat as well as fall, but I am not aware that it had
the same effect on spring wheat. I think salt costs us about $6 per ton—Canadian refuse

salt. I believe there is an unlimited supply of that kind of salt. If a number of farmers

were to join together and get a vessel load, it would be a great advantage, as it is expen-

sive by train.

Open Drains

Our drains are principally open drains, made under the Ontario Government and

Municipal Acts, and by private enterprise. The farmers, generally, make open drains

into the public drains. We have a few tile drains, but not very many. Tiles are manu-

factured in this part of Canada. I have no doubt as to the advantages to be derived froip

tile draining.

Improvement of Stock.

To the Chairman.—Our cattle have been considerably improved by the use of thor-

oughbred male animals. A number of them have been introduced into different parts of

the county—some of them by private individuals, and some by agricultural societies. Our
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societies have been doing a'certain amount of good in that way, some of them bringing in

one or two every year. The great bulk of our common steers, at two or three years old,

are not as good as they should be for the old country market, but they are gradually

improving. Grade steers are being raised and fattened for that purpose, while the inferior

cattle are being sent to Buffalo. During the last three years there has been an increase

in the number of pure bred bulls, and there are a number of farmers who are now going into

the raising of thoroughbred animals

Cattle Buyers.

To Mt. Dymond.—Our cattle are nearly all raised here. We have many people
who go through the county and buy cattle and take them away. The cattle are gener-

ally purchased right off the pasture in a rough state. They are generally kept on the
pabiure until three years old, though, sometimes, good two-year olds are bought. They
are mostly good grades, though there are a good many native cattle. I generally keep
enough rough stock to keep my farm sufficiently manured. I carry on a sort of mixed
husbandry

DuRHAMs

—

Galloways.

1 prefer the Shorthorns to all other cattle, i have tried Galloways , I have twa
thoroughbreds of chat breed, a bull and a cow. They are good to stand the winter, pro-

bably equal to our native cattle; but to improve our stock the Durhams are altogether to
be preferred. The Galloways might be useful under some circumstances. As beefing,

cattle I find they are an improvement on our native cattle, but a cross with the Short-
horns is better. T have never had any thoroughbred Shorthorns myself, but there are a
good many in the county , and there is no difficulty in obtaining the services of bulls.

The price usually paid for a bull fit for service is from $100 to $200, and I think it would
pay a farmer, with twenty or thirty cows, to keep one. There are many farmers in the
county who keep that many for breeding and dairy purposes.

Beef Raising—Creameries.

The attention of our farmers is chiefly directed to the raising of cattle rather for beef
than dairy purposes. I don't think we have any creameries in the county, but I think if

attention was paid to them they would pay better than cheese factories. Looking both to
the dairy and to beef raising, I would prefer the Shorthorns, and I think they are the most
profitable animal for the farmer to keep Some of them are good milkers and some are not

COTSWOLDS LSTD LeICESTERS

To the Chairman.—The breeds of sheep that succeed best in improving the common,
stock are the Cotswolds and the Leicesters. I don't think the Cotswold is quite so hardy
as the Leicester.

SOUTHDOWKS.

On account of the long wools going so low m price, I got some of the Southdown
breed, and they are succeeding well. The lambs mature earlier than those of the larger
breeds, and they are doing well. I get about 12 cents per pound more for their wool than for
long vooL I have not tried them long enough to be able to give an opinion as to which is

the most profitable, but the Cotswold is generally considered the most profitable for
crossing our flocks with, on account of its size. I think, however, from what I have seen
of the Southdowns, they will keep easier and thrive better on our land than the Cotswold,
and they don't require so much food. They are not subject to -ny diseases that I know of.
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The Wool Market.

To Mr. Dymond.—There is a demand now for medium rather than long wool, so

that "wool grown from crossing the Southdown and the Leicester is more profitable than

long wool. The Southdown is a very fine mutton sheep, and for that purpose brings

more in the old country than any other. I crossed a few Leicesters with Southdowns last

year.

Selling the Lambs.

Some of our farmers sell their lambs in the fall ; others keep them over. We get for

lambs from $2.50 to $3. We would get $6 for them when they are two years old, and, of

course, we have to take into account the wool we get, as well as the expense of keeping

them. I think when a farmer has good-sized sheep of the right kind it would pay him to

keep them until they are two years old. A good many lambs are sent to the United States,

but most of the sheep are sent to England. Buyers cull out the best for the old country,

the culls being sent to the United States, or, if very bad, sold here.

Extensive Sheep Farming.

We have farmers who keep as many as 100 sheep. We have had a great many
sheep in this county; the number has been reduced a little, but by getting the right

kind we think that we can get the price, I have no doubt about sheep-breeding being an

important branch of agricultural industry, and 1 think sheep are remunerative, though

they are pretty hard on pasture. They are not hard to winter,

Growth of Weeds.

We have not very much trouble with weeds in this section ol the Province, though

there are some cases in which crops have been thinned by some cause—perhaps by the

severity of the winter—and the weeds spring up, principally rag weed. Wild mustard is

bad where farmers are careless. Red root is making its appearance, and the Canada

thistle is increasing in some parts of the county.

Thistle Legislation a Dead Letter.

We have an Act of Parliament which makes it imperative for overseers to see that

they are cut down, but it is not enforced to any extent. The overseers are liable to a

penalty if they do not enforce the act. We have tried our best to get them to discharge

their duties.

Inferior Stallions—Licensing.

The councils should have power to appoint general overseers of the inferior stallions

which are travelling through the country, and doing a great deal of harm by deteriorating

the quality of our horses. Many farmers patronize them because the price of service is

low. I think the time has come when no horse should be allowed to travel for service

without a license, and that licenses should only be granted after a proper inspection. A
great many people are not judges of a horse, and only use them because the price is low.

I would be in favour of having an Act of Parliament making every person who travels a

horse pay a license. You cannot always get people intelligent enough to judge what would

be to their interests in the future. There are more small and inferior horses travelling

to-day than there were years ago.

Employment op Labour.

To the Chairman.—It is common in our district for farmers to employ labour. Upon

a 100-acrefarm, where there are no boys, 1 think the owner should have the services of
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two men besides himself in order to work his farm properly. Hired hands are sometimes
engaged by the year, and sometimes for six or eight months in the summer. Our work in the

winter is very light. When a man works by the year $15 or $16 a month is generally

paid him ; if he is hired for six or seven months he would be paid $18. Harvest hands this

year are paid about $1.50 a day. I think the supply of labour is equal to thedemand. Arrange-
ments are often made for the employment of married labourers on farms. There are not

many labouring men out of employment in the winter, except, of course, tramps. I think

farmers generally are employing more men and working their farms better than they used

to, but more labour might be employed with advantage. Immigrant labourers are not
generally so efficient as those accustomed to work here.

Farm Labourers' Cottages—Machinery.

Very few cottages have been built on farms for the accommodation of married
labourers. A four-roomed cottage, 20 x 24, frame, made in plain style, clap-boarded or

weather boarded, would be from $300 to $400. The introduction of agricultural machines
has affected labour in the harvest time very much, by lessening the demand for labour, and
by making farm work less laborious and more easily and quickly done.

To Mr. Dymond,—I think more labour might profitably be employed on the farms of

this district, though there has already been a considerable improvement in that respect.

The introduction of machinery has led to the diffusion of more liberal ideas of farming in

general, so that it results in the long run to the benefit of the labourer.

Winter Employment op Farm Hands—Woods,

All our labourers are employed during the winter in mills, etc., getting out timber for

staves, bolts, saw logs, cordwood, etc. The chief woods which we have remaining are
elm, black ash, and hickory, and on the higher lands beech, maple, etc. These woods
furnish the supplies to the mills. A large quantity of elm timber staves is shipped to

the other side. The reason immigrants are not so expert as our own men is just from
inexperience with our implements and work, but we find no difficulty in training them
in a few months. I am now speaking of English agricultural labourers.

To the Chairman.—I think the implements now in use meet pretty fully the
requirements of Canadian agriculture.

Implements for Ditching Wanted—Farm Accounts.

If we could get some means of doing our ditching more cheaply than those at
present in use, I think it would be an advantage. I have never yet seen anything that
is satisfactory for that kind of work. I know of a good many farmers who kept business
accounts, and some who keep accounts for every field, but as a rule probably no such
accounts are kept. I think it would be of advantage to farmers to take stock annually,
but I could not say whether they do so or not. It would be a grand thing for the
farmer, by enabling him to see whether he was making or losing money, and to what
extent. If he found he was farming at a loss it would lead him to adopt other methods.

STEPHEN WHITE
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MR. ALANSON ELLIOTT'S EVIDENCE.

Alanson Elliott, of Colchester, Essex County, was called and examined.

Wheat and Corn Crops.

To Mr, Dymond.—I am a farmer engaged in mixed husbandry. Colchester is in the

South Riding of Essex. I have been farming there about fourteen years, and am President

of the South Riding Agricultural Society. I have been a member of the County Council

for five years. Our crops consist chiefly of wheat and corn. My farm is a new one con-

sisting of 100 acres, of which only about 45 are cultivated. It is rather from my general

knowledge of farming that I speak than from the extent of land that I cultivate.

Average Yield op Wheat.

There is more fall wheat growing in my neighbourhood than corn. Upon sandy land, such

as I live upon, the yield of fall wheat is only about 20 or 25 bushels per acre, though some-

times as high as 40 or 45 is raised in the township. Our land is a high sandy soil, and

does not require drainage. We are now cultivating more fall >/heat than formerly and

we also grow more com.

Price op Farm Lands.

The land is only partially cultivated, as a good deal of it is in bush—what

they call oak openings. A gentleman on a farm adjoining mine sold that portion of

his land which had buildings on at $60 per acre, and the rest at $30 per acre. The

average price of farm lands with buildings would be about $40 per acre, though soine

farms with buildings would sell for $60, on account of their location. Fall wheat has-

been successfully cultivated with us of late years. We never grew spring wheat to any ex-

tent in consequence of it having so often proved a failure. Fall wheat has not taken the-

place of corn at all.

Average Yield op Corn—Prices.

The average yield of corn is between 40 and 50 bushels to the acre, and the-

com crop pays us best as a rule. There is no danger in leaving a corn crop in the

field all winter, as it will come out all right in the spring, only the fodder is lost. In

some instances it is left in the shock all winter. Our seasons are somewhat mild, but if

a heavy snow sets in early in the season we leave the corn out. We only grow tobacco

in small lots, and we do not regard it as an article of commerce. I do not regard the crop

as a profitable one. We do not grow any beans. Corn will average about 50 cents a

bushel, though we get as high as 75 cents and as low as 35 cents. It is now worth about

43 cents. It was an extra crop last year. Very few peas are grown at all in our neigh-

bourhood.

Peas—Rotation—Clover—Drainage.

As long ago as I can remember, farmers used to send up to the Thames to get

seed peas, as they were clear of the bug there ; but they could only grow these one year,

and then they had to send for more new seed. Corn grows so freely that we don't have

occasion to grow many peas. Our rotation of crops is clover, com and wheat. We find

that the cultivation of the land for corn cleans it up for wheat, and on our sandy land we

find that we have to keep the soil in condition with clover, because we use no manure but

barn-yard manure. We regard clover as a means of recuperating the land and as suffi-

cient to keep the land in good condition. I think mine has improved on that treatment.

\Mr. Elliott.]
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We use what manure we have around the barn on the corn crop. I do not manure at
all between corn and wheat. My land does not require any drainage, though some farmers
have drained their farms. One farmer has used tile draining in one field, but it is not
generally used. If the farm in question had not been drained he would not have had any
wheat this year, and he had 25 bushels to the acre.

Fruit Farming—Peaches—Plums.

I have a young orchard about six years old, and I am planting another. I have
about 500 trees, and I intend to make my farm a fruit farm as I think it is par-

ticularly adapted to fruit raising. I have peaches as well as apples, and they thrive
well. I have the Alexander, Amsden's June, Hales' Early and the Crawford. The
last named does best with me. Hales' is subject to rot on the tree. We ate not
troubled with the curculio in the peach, but we have a grub something like the
borer, which attacks the tree at the root, just at the edge. The remedy we apply
is digging round the roots and taking the grubs out, and putting leeched ashes around
the tree. We find that these remedies answer the purpose. Practically we have no pest

worth speaking of destructive of the peach tree. I have grown plums. I have had some
trees planted a great many years, but I never had a crop until this year on account of the
curculio. We adopted no means of destroying them except putting poultry in the orchard.

I acted on Mr. Dougall's advice in doing that. I am not a membei of the Fruit Growers'
Association. None of our farmers have taken advantage of the Tile Drainage Act. All
the draining that has been done in the townships has been done under the Municipal Act.
The cost of raising an acre of fall wheat under the simple system which I pursue would
be about $1 1 an acre. I pasture my clover.

Grass Crops—Corn—Straw.

To the Chairman.—I pasture clover the first year and the second year I plough it

under for corn. We do not laise timothy hay because the soil is not adapted to it. The
reason that we do not raise clover is that we have any quantity of corn fodder, and we
like it best for winter food. I cut all my fodder with a cutting box.

To Mr Dymond.—We sometimes sell corn straw in the fall for about $4, and that
may be added to the profit on the yield of corn. Fall wheat straw is worth very little.

To the Chairman.—I have ploughed corn stalks under for manure, but I don't think
that they did any good. It would be worth $4 an acre to plough them under on account
of the stalks being so long.

Cultivation of Corn.

Com with us grows to an average height of ten or twelve, sometimes foui-

teen feet I got some corn seed from Missouri which took the first prize at the
State Fair in that State. It is dented at the end of the kernel, the same as the
corn grown by dairy farmers for fodder. Imported corn has to be naturalized before it

succeeds well. If planted this year it would be all right for next year's crop. The first

thing we do is to plough the clover ground and harrow it, and this we do in the month of
May ; then we mark it out from three feet eight inches, to four feet each way, and we
plant three, four or five grains in each hill. Some plant with a planter, but I do it by
hand, as I tried the machines but did not find them at all satisfactory, as they are apt to
plant too much. Then if you set them to drop only three grains to the hill, they will very
likely not drop any at all. However a good many people in our neighbourhood use
them, though our best corn raisers plant the corn by hand. I find the machine particu-
larly unsatisfactory in planting large corn, as there seems to be no certainty of having
the grains drop regularly, and you are unable to i ascertain until the corn grows how it

has been planted. We commence to cultivate as soon as the corn is up, just at the time
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when we can see the rows from one end to the other. We cultivate it from four to six

times, using a double shuffle plough—one shuffle coming behind the other. We never
use the hoe at all. The plough throws it up in ridges to some extent. The shuffles are

very small—very little larger than those of a farm cultivator. We work the plough
with one horse. We cultivate from four to six times, say three times one way and three

times across. Some days of course will intervene between these times of cultivating.

Some use a harrow, but I do not. Some people use a two-horse cultivator, the horses

straddling the rows. We manage to keep the weeds down by our method of cultivation.

Some farmers use a single shuffle plough the last time of cultivating, and throw the land

up in ridges. I prefer having it on the level. Heavy winds sometimes blow the corn to

one side, but it generally straightens up again. The corn seldom suffers much unless it

is a tremendous storm.

Harvesting Corn—Elm Bark for Tying,

When we cut the corn we take hold of the stalks in a hill in the usual way.

When we are going to put the ground into wheat, we generally carry twenty rows

on each side, which leaves a space between the shocks of forty rows. That makes

a wide land. The corn is then left until we get through the hurry of the work, and
then we husk it. We tie the stalks round the top with elm bark. We use the bark of

the common elm, as we have no rock elm. Sometimes we try fifty trees before we can

get one to peel. We notch under the bark with an axe, and then hitch a horse to the

end and let him do the peeling It would not pay us to use wire, because we can get the

bark for nothing, and a man and a boy can peel enough in a day to tie forty acres. We
have about 20,000 acres of wood in our township.

Husking the Corn.

We have no process of husking by machines that we find satisfactory. We
found that it was as much trouble to take the corn to the machine and to carry

away the fodder, as it would be to do the work by hand. We have hand husking

machines. Our corn is much easier to husk than the Flint corn. Ours is the

yellow and white Dent corn. We husk the corn from the shock in the fields, and

put it in piles and draw it to the crib with a waggon. The spaces between the

shocks are ploughed and put in wheat, leaving lands about ten or twelve feet wide

where the corn is. When it is husked some stand the fodder on the wheat and drive

Along the spaces, and in the spriug these spaces are ploughed up and put in oats. This

accounts for the appearance of many of the fields in our part of the country—strips of

oats appearing in our fields of fall wheat. We seed down again with clover on the

wheat.
Prices op Corn.

Our surplus corn is sold at Walker's distillery at the prices at which he can im-

port com. It is the price of foreign corn plus the duty which regulates the price of

our corn. The duty on corn has not helped us, because Mr. Walker laid in a stock of

corn before the duty was put on, and he advertised last fall that he could not buy corn.

That is, of course, an exceptional state of things. Mr. Walker informed me that he laid

in a large quantity, perhaps 200,000 or 300,000 bushels. I think that we have got as

much benefit as we will receive from fiscal charges on corn. It has been as high as

75 cents and 87| cents a bushel We have never had any corn shipped into the dairy dis-

tricts, because we suppose Mr. W&lker would give us as high a price as we could obtain

there.

Need for Under-Drainage—Weeds.

We have a good deal of land that would be benefited by under-drainage. The

farm to which I allude as having been drained was a low quicksand, which used to
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raise very heavy crops of rag weed, and the rag weed crowded out all other crops. The
owner under-drained the land last season, and this year the value of his crop will be more
than double his outlay for the drainage. He got his tile for $10 a thousand, and he
got the drain laid for 16 cants a rod. The tile was two and one-half inch tile. All of

our land has a good natut-il fall. We have not much stone. Rag weed does not hurt

a crop on good high land, though it comes up after the crop is off. It is far more trouble-

tome on low land. It can always be got rid of by good cultivation, especially as it does not

go to seed until after the crops are off. If the weed appears on a late field of oats it may
go to seed. We have no other weed in our immediate neighbourhood that troubles us,

but west of us the wild mustard is pretty well known. I think that underdrainage,

by enabling a man to cultivate his land better, gets rid of the weeds, as the grain grows
so well that the weeds do not have a chance. Wheat requires a dry soil, and rag
weed a wet soil, and when you deprive the weed of its natural moisture, the wheat
crowds it out. The gentleman I have already referred to drained eight acres, and he
claims that he has already got his money back, especially as this has been a very wet
season. Around Windsor they are troubled with the Canadian thistle, but not in our
part of the county. In farming we follow the example of those of our farmers who
have been successful. Before I began farming I was engaged in travelling through the

country among the farmers for seventeen years selling agricultural implements and othei

articles.

BuTTBR Making—Prices.

To Mr. Dymond.—I don't raise any other cattle than heifers and milch cows. We
just keep enough for our own use, and any surplus of butter which we have we sell to the

pedlars who go round the country. We make our own butter, the amount being in the

Slimmer season about fourteen or fifteen pounds in a week. We get about 12^ cents per
pound for it in the summer. We have no creameries or large dairies in our immediate
neighbourhood, but there is one cheese factory in the township of Mersea. As a rule the

butter about the county is bought up by pedlars. In the fall it averages about 20 cents

per pound, and taking the year round it would average more than 15 cents per pound. If

our farmers could get 25 cents a pound for their butter without the hard labour of making
it by hand I think they would go in for butter-making extensively. I think creameries
would be a great advantage to us. We would require an addition to the dairy stock of

our township in order to run a creamery. I breed my heifers myself.

Atbshibes.

I used to use the Shorthorns, butnowwe use Ayrshires on account of their milking quali

ties. We have a thoroughbred Ayrshire bull in our neighbourhood, and my cattle are nearly
pure bred. We had pure-bred Ayrshires twenty years ago, but we ran out of them, but now
we are going in for them on account of their milk. When we widi to get rid of them they
bring as much in the market as the common run of stock. They are a little better than our
native cattle, because we cross them with pretty good Durham grades. I always put my
cows to thoroughbred bulls, because if I do not want the calf I can make up for the price

of service by selling it in the fall.

Tradb in Calves.

We do a large trade in calves in our part of the country. The hucksters buy
them and take them to Detroit. These calves are sold at from three to eight

weeks old, and they bring from $3.50 to $10. They average about $1 a week. I

let my calves suck the cow, as that is the least troublesome plan, and after the
calves are taken off we milk the cows. We only let the calves suck the cow in the
evening and morning ; they are kept from them all day. We are using Ayrshire bulls,

pure bred, on cows which are grade Durhams. Some of my cows might be put in the

Herd Book. My experience is, that when you get a good strain in the Durhams it is an
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extra good one, and I am crossing such a strain with the Ayrshire, as I think that will

improve it. That of course is only my supposition. When I get a heifer calf which suits

,

me in size and build I keep it I am now speaking of grade heifers. I have had no ex-

perience which would enable me to say whether the cross between the Ayrshire and the

Durham will produce a good milk cow, but I feel satisfied that the cross will not deteri-

orate them, and it may produce something better. It is also an object with us to produce
calves which are as good beef animals as possible, so that they will sell well for veal, Thf;

selling of calves is a large industry with us, and conjointly witi butter-making would
make ours a good dairy district We do not send milk to Detroit. Hucksters come round
among us nearly every day, and most of our farmers sell the greater number of their

calves, just keeping enough heifers to renew their stock. They raise very few steers. I

keep only a few sheep.

Sheep Farming—Pork Raising—Prices.

In our neighbourhood we have a cross between the Cotswold and the Leicester,

but now they are introducing the Southdowns for the purpose of getting a shorter

wool. In Detroit they are not very particular as to the quality of the mutton, as

Merino mutton, which is the poorest of etll, is often sold there- Ours is a great pork rais-

ing district, and we find the industry a profitable one. Our average price would be about

$6 a hundred weight, and pork pays well at that price. We would not consider ourselves

losing even at $5.

Description op Hogs Preferred.

I prefer a cross between the Berks and the Suffolk or Essex. The Essex is

a small, compact animal, which fattens well. Our pork is shipped east, a great deal

of it being sent to Aylmer, where it is packed. Montreal buyers also take a good

deal, and I suppose it goes to the States. Buyers say that we produce the best pork in

Canada. By crossing the Berkshire on the Essex we get a smaller animal but a finer grade,

the meat being fatter but not so coarse. I think such a cross would produce pork well

adapted to English consumption. We had a pork packing establishment in Windsor some
time ago, but it failed. They bought for the English market, and they preferred hogs

leaner than ours. Farmers occasionally import and keep thoroughbred animals of the

Essex and Berkshire breeds for breeding purposes. Messrs. Wright and Butterfield, two

of the most successful thoroughbred breeders in Canada, have done a great deal towards

improving our stock for the last few years by the introduction of thoroughbred male ani-

mals. There are a very few native hogs to be found amongst us now except a few amongst

the French.

Poultry Raising—Eggs.

I am engaged in raising poultry to some extent, and keep a few hens for their

eggs. As a farmer I prefer the Leghorns and the Hamburg ; these are better egg-produ-

cers than the Light Brahmas, though I keep a few of the Light Brahmas for mothers, as

they are good sitters. Mine are about half bred. The Hamburgs are small fowls, but

bhey lay a large egg for their size, and in respect of the number of their eggs they are

similar to the Black Spanish. I have never tried crossing the Brahmas with the Game.

Our eggs are shipped east, and there is a Chatham firm which travels through the country

>md collects the eggs for exportation. We are now getting 10 cents a dozen for them, but

they run up as high as 20 cents, and the average price would be almost 12i cents. The

Leghorn is not considered a table fowl, but it is kept for its eggs. The Light Brahma

crossed with the Dorking makes a good table fowl. My chickens are now dying with the

chicken cholera. I have given them pepper and other things, but without producing any

good effect. It affects well-bred fowls worse than others. It commenced with the Buffs

and then spread among the other breeds. I keep all the different breeds in separate yards.

In the fall of the year I let them run out, but in the spring I shut them up.

[Afr. Elliott.]
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Use op Salt.

I use salt for feeding stock, but I do not use it as a manure, though some of my
neighbours are beginning to do so. A cargo of salt arrived in our neighbourhood not long

ago ; it is Huron salt, and sells at $4.50 a ton. Some use it in the spring, and some use

part in the spring and part in the fall. Those who have used it upon sandy land say it

is a protection against the drought, and that on low land it kills the wire worm. Sandy
land suffers considerably from the dry weather, but working it up and planting corn

tends to keep it moist.

Horse Eaising.

I do not raise any horses. There are a good many of my neighbours who raise them,

the farmers round averaging three or four brood mares. They are improving the stock,

some of them using thoroughbreds. We have no thoroughbred horses except the Perch-

erons, but we have some half-bred Clydesdales and some young Netherberrys. We have
also some trotting stock. On the whole the quality of our stock is improving.

Cultivation op Sorghum.

To the Chairman.—We cultivate just about enough sorghum for our own use. One
man has four or five acres, and he makes it for those around him, charging them 15
cents a gallon. It is raised just about the same as a crop of corn. Sorghum yields from

four to six barrels of thirty-two gallons each per acre. The most we have sold it for is

50 cents per gallon, out of which we pay 15 cents for manufacturing. That would be
about $60 per acre. We consider it a profitable crop to raise, though the demand is not

sufficient for us to go into it largely. Our syrup is not as good as the golden syrup^ but it

is much better than the old West India molasses, and only requires refining to make it of

excellent quality. We cannot raise wheat after sorghum, because it comes in too late.

We sometimes leave the sorghum in the ground till the frost comes, because we find that

the quality of the syrup is improved by a slight touch of frost. If we had a certain

market, at $40 per acre, it would be grown more largely ; but, if we were selling it to

wholesale men the price would be reduced, but it would pay at a wholesale price of even

$30 per acre. We plant com after a sorghum crop, but we do not plough it in the fall,

because it is too late. The roots are a little more compact than corn stubble, but they do

not give us any real trouble. In the first place the plant is stripped of the leaves, which

are left on the ground and fed to cattle ; then the seed is cut off and the stalks are put up
in piles and hauled to the mill. Some are tied up in bunches. It has the appearance of

broom corn more than anything else, and is liable to mix with that plant if they are

growing side by side. If growers were content with a smaller profit, I think the market
might be extended considerably. Nothing is done with the refuse at the mill ; it is either

left to rot or is burnt up. It is said that the amber cane can be manufactured into sugar,

and that is an earlier crop than sorghum, though, perhaps, a little late to follow it by
a wheat crop. We could not raise sorghum so that it would take the place of the better

class of syrups.

The Standing Timber.

To Mr. Dymond.—We have a large amount of land which has not been cleared yet,

but is covered with oak, elm, black ash, hickory, balm of Gilead, etc. The timber is being

taken off for manufacturing purposes. The balm of Gilead is made into bolts and staves.

The manufacturing of wood is an important industry with us, in one block of woods in

this township there are nine saw mills. Our trees are principally deciduous.

Sawdust and Lime as Manures.

We don't use the sawdust from these mills for manure. At one time I bedded my
horses with sawdust from the mill, and I afterwards hauled it out on the land, but I
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imagined it injured the soil, perhaps because my soil was open. Last year I tried some
lime, but I have not seen much effect as yet, though my clover which followed it looked

well. I put about 150 bushels of lime and 150 bushels of ashes on three and a half

acres ; so that, perhaps, I put on too much. Though the first crop was not a very good

one, it is possilsle that I may get the benefit of it in the future.

Manufacturing Industries.

We have no unemployed men, because all our labourers can get good wages in the

lumber woods in winter. In connection with the industry I have been referring to, they can

get from $15 to $18 a month, and board, in the winter. In the summer farmers pay about

$17 a month, with board and washing. Ours is a good section of country for labouring

men, and the demand is in excess of the supply, so that we have to go down to Montreal

to get Frenchmen for the lumber woods. Our square timber is mostly got out by French

Canadians, and they are preferred, because they are more docile and stay at home better

than other labourers. English immigrants are not a success in the lumber woods, as they

are not used to that kind of work as the Frenchmen are. The Englishmen are more at

home in ditching and work of that kind.

Reclamation op Marshy Lands.

We have about 8,000 acres of marshy land that has been reclaimed in our township

by open drains. It was absolutely worthless before it was drained, except that, in the

middle of the summer the cattle could run upon it for a short time. Mr. Walker has a

large marsh of 1,800 acres, from which he gets every year 1,200 or 1,400 tons of hay.

He does not wish to drain it, because he claims that freshets from the uplands are as good

as a coat of manure. Sometimes our marshes take fire, and the turf burns off them and

then there comes up a growth of small poplars. Sometimes the soil burns off to the

depth of eighteen inches. With the exception of Mr. Walker's land our other marshes

have been reclaimed. As to the value of this reclaimed land, I know one man who paid

$1,000 for 40 acres. Another man gave $1,500 for 50 acres, and another paid $20 an

acre for 200 acres without any buildings. Such land is worth $20 an acre ; with buildings

it is worth about $30. Corn is the principal crop growing on such land. All the drain-

age in the township of Colchester done under the Drainage Act has been done this last

five years. Some have grown wheat on these reclaimed lands. In one case, in which a

suit was brought against this municipality for bringing down water on the plaintiff's land,

the plaintiff valued his crop at $22 an acre. A great many acres of upland have been

benefited by the drainage, and the lowland was worthless before for agricultural purposes.

It used to be the custom to drain the upland right down into the lowland. We have two

<1 rains, twenty feet wide and three and a half feet deep on the average. It is not expected

that tile-drains will be run into those open drains, though it would be an advantage if

they were. Open drains are being used at the present time. Some of our marshes have

evidently all been timbered lands some time in the past, as the old stumps and timber

can be found in the bottom.

Effects of Drainage on Crops.

Our county is very healthy at the present time, and we scarcely ever hear of ague

since the land has been cleared up and drained. Our district is so level that we have one

ditch which has only two and a half feet fall in three miles. The township of Mersea is

fco-day the best wheat-growing township in our county, but it was almost worthless before

it was drained. Where the bulk of the wheat is growing now it could not be grown at

all before. I suppose the township of Mersea has spent $150,000 in drainage. The

people are paying for these drains in taxation now, but they do not find it burdensome in

view of the benefits they have received.

[Mr. Mliott.]
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Fruit Culture.

Of apples, all prefer the winter varieties, as -we have no market for summer fruit.

The favourite varieties are the Rhode Island Greening and the Northern Spy. Chicago is

our market, the buyers coming from there and buying them up at $1.25 to $2 per barrel.

We have a large number of trees in bearing condition. Mr. Wigle, of Gosfield, informs

me that he took nine barrels of Greenings from one tree, but that is an extraordinary

case. His trees are well taken care of, and he has the best orchard in the township, I

think the borer troubles the Baldwin more than other trees. Strawberries are grown
largely in Mersea, principally the Wilson variety. The soil is well adapted to strawberry

culture, and they ship large quantities to Windsor, Detroit and Amherstburgh. The
people are beginning to cultivate raspberries, though we have a great many wild ones.

The birds trouble us a little, but we have nothing to say against them. In our old cleared

land the wheat is all sown by tube-drills, but in new land it is sown broadcast. I think

that in a hard winter wheat that is sown with a drill keeps better than what is sown
broadcast. Our wheat is sometimes killed in the spring from being heaved up by the

alternate freezing and thawing. Clover suffers in the same way.

Catawba.

Smith and Williams are the largest grape growers on Pelee Island. The principal

grape that they raise is the Catawba, which ripens every year on the Island. They ship

their wine to Brantford, and they made 7,000 gallons of Catawba wine last fall. The first

grapes were planted on the island in 1863, some gentlemen having come during the

American War and located on the island. One gentleman named Wardrope has about
twelve acres of Catawba grapes ; Smith and Williams have about thirty-five acres. They
grow the Concord and other varieties to some extent, but wherever the Catawba can be
grown it is preferred. We have tried the Catawba on the mainland, but it only ripens

•once every few years

ALANSON ELLIOTT.

MR. J. C. ILER'S EVIDENCE.

J. C. Iler, of the Township of Colchester, was called and examined.

Agriculture in Essex.

To Mr. Dymond.—I am a farmer and have been engaged in farming about thirty
years. I have 215 acres of land, of which about 150 are under cultivation; the rest is

bush. I am engaged in mixed husbandry—stock-raising as well as grain-growing—and I
have a general knowledge of the resources of the County of Essex.

Wheat Cropping.

Fall wheat is our main crop. I have cultivated fall wheat ever since I have been
farming. Spring wheat has not succeeded recently, though it did many years ago.

Failure of Spring Wheat.

Thirty years ago we could raise 25 bushels to the acre, but we fail to do that now.
I do not grow any spring wheat, and I don't think it is raised to any extent in the
county.

[Mr, lUr.]
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A Fine Fall Wheat Section—Corn.

I consider our county a fine fall wheat section, and we grow a good deal of corn as

well. The amount of corn grown has been increasing for the last ten years, and I think

it now occupies about one-half the number of acres that fall wheat does. We have tried

very many different varieties of spring wheat, but without success.

How THE Spring Wheat is Affected.

To the Ghairman.—I cannot say what is the cause of the failure of spring wheat.

It will grow up pretty well in many instances and then it will be seized with a blight.

I don't think the Hessian fly is the trouble just now, though we had it some years ago.

Varieties of Fall Wheat.

Of fall wheat, we grow principally in our county the Scott and Clawson varieties, and
some Deihl. The Scott is the favourite I think, and I don't think either it or the Clawson
is inclined to rust. I think the Clawson ripens a little earlier than the Scott. The
Scott is considered the most valuable for the market, though the Clawson is a hardy
wheat. Just now there is more Clawson in the county than Scott, but the general

opinion is that the people will go back to the Scott.

Hbavinq-up op the Plant—Salt—A Cut-worm.

When we have a failure of the crop it is generally caused by the heaving up by the

frosts in the winter. When we have open winters it gets killed in that way. Salt has

not been used largely, though it has been to some extent. Some consider it a remedy for

a sort of cut-worm that we are sometimes troubled with. The growth of fall wheat ia

increasing in our county, and it is producing larger crops.

Effect op Clearing on the Land.

Our land is of a good quality ; the effect of the removal of our forest trees has been

in some instances, where fields are much exposed to the winds, to sweep off the snow and

expose the crop to the cold of winter. I have noticed that fields give much better crops

when they are protected on the north and north-west.

Clover Sod as a Seed Bed.

We generally turn over clover sod and use it as a seed bed. The right way to

prepare it is to plough it about July or the 1st of August, turning the sod down as well

as possible, harrowing it well, and keeping it clean until seed time by cultivating. Some

sow their grain immediately after ploughing down, but I don't think that is the proper

way. I think when there is a good deal of clover the clover should lie a long time, as it

is too hot for immediate sowing. In many instances we sow clover and plough it under

after cutting it. Only about one acre in fifty of fall wheat is sown on summer-fallow

—

practically none at all.

Wheat on Corn Ground a Failure.

The Fall wheat in our county is generally sown on clover sod, pea ground, or barley^

or oats stubble, and to some extent on com ground ; but sowing it on corn ground haa

proved a failure with me. We frequently can get corn off in time to sow fall wheat.

From the 10th to the 20th of September is about the right time to sow, but some sow

later ; there is a good deal sown between the 20th of September and the 1st of October.

[Mr. Her.]
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•Jnder-Draiitino.

Under-draining has not been much practised with us for the purpose of preparing-
land for fall wheat until quite recently, and even now it is rather in its infancy. Til«

is mostly used now, though at first the drains were made of stone and timber. The
draining has been mostly done in low places or hollows.

Artificial Manures.

We use very little artificial manure. Some parties were around selling the right to.

use a certain kind of manure but it turned out to be a fraud, as the farmers were induced
to give their notes, but they did not get the superphosphates. Lime has been used as ».

fertilizer in some cases with pretty good results.

Cost op Raising Fall Wheat—Average Yield.

I would estimate the cost of an acre of fall wheat crop as follows : interest or rent^.

$2.50 ;
prepai-ation of land, $2 ; seed, $1.50 ; sowing and harvesting, $2 ; threshing, $2;

other charges, $1. Total, $11. Our yearly rent for clear land is about $2.50 per acre,

and I base the amount for interest on the idea that land is worth $40 per acre. I think
the average yield is about 20 bushels to the acre.

Drill Sowino.

Leading farmers sow altogether in drills, and the general opinion is that drilling ii

best, though there is a good deal of broadcast sowing yet. I use about one and a half

bushels to the acre for drill sowing, and about two bushels is required for broadcast

sowing by hand. I could not say ^at I have noticed any decided diflference in the crop
between broadcast and drill sowing ; this year especially it all seems about alika

A Fair Ayeraoe all Over.

To Mr. Dymond.—When I speak of 20 bushels per acre being the average I mean
all over the county. My own average for the last two or three years has been about 25
bushels to the acre. I consider about 25 bushels a fair average for all sorts of ground,

though with proper cultivation it would be more. When I gave you an estimate of the
cost of cultivation I gave the average as the land is usually cultivated. I think it is a
profitable crop under proper methods of cultivation.

Cost of Farus.

A first-class farm can be purchased for $40 per acre with fair buildings, but not,

allowing anything for such improvements as under-draining, etc. I think in many
instances the crop would be increased by under-draining ; I have seen important resultis.

produced in that way, but my own land is naturally well dirained.

Wheat Growing.

I think $1 1 per acre is a fair estimate of the cost of growing fall wheat in our
district, though if the ground were fallowed and worked up two or three times it would
be diflferent. I find that fallowing does not pay m©, especially as my land is free from
weeds. We seldom cultivate wheat after com, as I think the cultivation of com makea
the ground too loose for wheat. Some cultivate the land after corn without ploughing}^

and sometimes good crops are obtained.

[Mr TZcr.]
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Reclaimed Land—Soil—Crops.

The wheat land in our county is usually a black loam with clay sub-soil. A good
deal of land has been reclaimed in our county, and is now used for growing wheat. I
have sometimes seen these marshes broken up and wheat sown immediately, but in a
wet season the land is apt to be too wet for wheat. I would not recommend the growing
of wheat on land immediately after being reclaimed, but would prefer planting corn one
year at least, so as to get rid of the turfy condition of the soil. We don't use lime at all

on these reclaimed lands.

Cost c? Manure.
/

In estimating the cost of a fall wheat crop at $11 an acre I did not make any
allowance for manure. In preparing the land we usually do manure, and that would
cost perhaps $3 per acre for putting it out on the land. We use no manure but what we
get on the farm. Sometimes we manure on clover sod, but generally on stubble.

Usual Rotation.

To the Hon. Mr. Wood.—We do not always follow a regular rotation of crops, but we
have a sort of rotation. After sowing fall wheat on sod I would plant com, then oats
and then wheat again. In the course of that rotation I would manure just as often as I
had the manure to put on. We often manure both for the wheat and the corn, and
in that case the manure would have to be charged to both crops.

Sandy Soil but Fertile.

To Mr. Dymond.—There is a considerable amount of light sandy soil in our county,

and it is producing almost as well as other soil when it is well manured and worked up.

In some instances we get 40 to 50 bushels of wheat to the acre, and when I gave the

smaller figure I was speaking of the average. I have known 40 bushels per acre grown
for a succession of years, and I have known crops to yield as high as 55 bushels to the

acre, in one particular year, about thirty year.s ago.

First-Class Farms—Prices.

To the Chairman.—The character of the buildings on our farms varies very much,
but on a farm that would sell for $40 an acre the buildings would not be very good. On
such a farm the house would very likely be frame and old, and the fences would be old

rail ones made of chesnut, swamp ash, and oak timber. I don't think a good 100-acre

farm with pretty good buildings, and well fenced, could be bought for $4,000. A first-class

farm with good buildings would cost from $50 to $60 per acre. Some of the best 100-

acre farms that occur to my mind, with good buildings on them, would be worth $5,000
or $6,000, and when I spoke of $40 an acre I was speaking of the average.

Noxious Weeds.

We are pretty free from noxious weeds, though in some parts of the county we have

Canada thistles and wild mustard. We have also a little pigeon weed and some rag

weed. We have also some tares in some parts of the county. They grow among the

wheat. We have had no trouble in eradicating rag weed, as all that is necessary is to

plough it under. If it is allowed to ripen I suppose the seed would spread, but ploughing

it under kills it thoroughly. Clover sod is ploughed about the middle of July, which I

consider the proper time, but some plough it later.

[Mr. Her.]
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One Ploughing for Clover Sod Only.

I would not plough the sod up the second time, but I would prefer harrowing it, and
making it as smooth as possible, and then let it lie until seed time, when I would use the

cultivator. In following fall wheat with corn it would not be necessary to manure in all

cases, though it would in some. It would depend upon the quality and condition of

the land.

Barley.

Barley is not much cultivated with us ; in fact there is very little in our township.
The reason is that, like spring wheat, it does not seem to do very well. Its cultivation is

rather decreasing. The cost of raising an acre of barley would be about the same as an
acre of wheat.

Oats a Good Crop—Rye.

Oats are grown extensively with us, and they are a good crop, but the price is so low
that farmers only raise for their own use. The average crop per acre would be about 40
bushels. All the different varieties grow well with us. "We require more oats for home
consumption than formerly, but the price is so low that it does not pay to sell them. Rye
is not very extensively grown, though it is sometimes raised for fodder.

Peas—The Bug—Mildew.

Very few peas are grown, owing to the prevalence of the pea bug We have been
troubled with it for a long time. On heavy soils peas are also liable to mildew. I think
a large portion of our soil is too rich for peas, as they grow to vines too much, but in other
portions of the county we could raise them profitably but for the bugs

To Mr. Dymond.—The bug is worse than it used to be, I think, and is increasing year
by year. The only means adopted to get rid of the bugs, is to cease growing peas, and
that means has been pretty generally adopted. It think that is the only way of getting
rid of them. The bug is troublesome all over the county. I don't know that there has
been any co-operation for the purpose of killing the bugs. In our neighbourhood we have
ceased growing peas by general consent, but I don't know how it is in other parts of the
county.

Local Associations and the Pea Bug.

I don't think the Agricultural Associations have taken the matter up—in fact they
do not discuss such matters ; their work is generally confined to getting up shows. Their
annual meetings are not very well attended.

Growing Indian Corn.

To the Chairman.—We grow corn largely. It is grown for the grain in ninety-nine
cases out of one hundred—very little being grown for fodder. The crop is usually success-
ful, and the average per acre about forty bushels. The varieties generally grown are the
large yellow and white Gourd Seed, though the yellow and white Flint are also grown.
These are eight-rowed varieties. Corn has been badly injured by the rain, but I don't
think it can be said that the corn crop is subject to failure in our part of the county,
though late corn in back settlements is sometimes nipped by the frost. I think that our
county can produce corn successfully, and I don't know that we have any regular failures.

Market for Corn.

We don't have any large quantities to export, but sell it to our local traders and dis-
tillers. Mr. Walker takes about all the corn we can raise for his distillery. It is not
necessary for us to import corn from the United States, though very small quantities are
imported.

[Mr. Her.]
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Cost op Raisinq Coen—Husking

I'here is not much difference in the cost of raising com and wheat. We have no
iiusking machines in our county. We put it up in shocks, and husk it by hand.

Corn Cribs and Corn Houses.

We store it in cribs ; a great many of them are built out of poles, but some are now
building com houses of lumber, leaving cracks for the circulation of the air. Good corn

houses are generally built double, each side being about four feet wide and eight or nine

feet high, with space between sufficient to allow a team to pass through.

Corn Plantino.

The larger varieties of com are generally planted with three feet eight inches between
the hills, and three stocks to the hill. That is about the right distance, though it is some-

times planted thicker. Flint corn may be planted three feet six inches between the hills,

and four to the hill.

Price of Corn.

To Mr. Dymond.—Com usually realizes about 50 cents per bushel, taking one year

with another, and we consider it a profitable crop in our county. A great deal of it is

used in feeding hogs and cattle, and it is the surplus which the distillery takes.

Feeding Pigs with Corn.

We feed pork considerably with corn, and that industry can be successfully carried on

in Essex. Pork raising is profitable if we get $5 per cwt. for it, but it is not profitable at

any lower price. We average pretty much about that price for our pork, so that I con-

sider the industry profitable. Farmers who have 100 acres, generally keep, for stock and

fattening, about forty hogs.

Breeds of Pigs.

At present our hogs are generally pretty well bred. We have two or three breeds

;

the Essex, the Suffolk, and the Berkshires, and some have paid attention to Poland Chinas.

I think a cross between the Berkshire and the Essex, is better than either of these two

breeds, as they come to maturity sooner, and fatten more readily Pork feeding is rather

a local and peculiar industry with us, owing to the large area of corn which we cultivate

Some farmers fatten as much as 9,000 lbs. of pork in a year. The average number of

hogs fattened on a farm of 100 acres would be about twenty, and twenty more are kept

over.

Corn Crop not Exhausting.

I don't think corn is a particularly exhausting crop if a proper rotation is observed,

though it might prove so if corn were planted for a succession of years on the same land.

The corn which we grow is similar to that which comes from the United States. We are in-

creasing the area under corn, and I don't think the profit in growing wheat has decreased

the quantity of com. The production of the pork i% not increasing very much.

Exporting Hogs.

We generally export our hogs ; for, though we have a pork packing establishment in

Windsor, it is on a small scale. I think it would be more profitable if we had the packing

industry carried on in our own district.

[Mr. Her.]
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Price op Wild Lands.

The average price of wild land, well timbered, is just now about $15 per acre.

Corn Stalks—Care of Manure.

To the Chairman.—We feed corn stalks to cattle in the winter. We generally put
them in stacks, though some put them in their barns. We don't usually cut the stalks.

I don't think any special pains have been taken to utilize the manure from the hogs ; the

general practice being to put them in the field so that the manure gets mixed with the

mud. The best farmers are paying some attention to preserving their manure, but even
they do nothing more than putting it in the general pile. There is a general improve-
ment in the treatment of hogs while fattening, with regard to pens, etc., and there has
been a great improvement in the stock itself. I don't know of any who use swamp
muck or cut straw for the purpose of enlarging the bulk of the manure from hogs.

Corn as Fodder.

The fodder from an acre of corn, well saved, is equal to the hay from the same
quantity of land. I should consider if it is well cured and looked after, the stalks should be
worth $4 to $5 per acre.

Salt as Manure.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have heard of salt being brought into our county lately, but I
have had little or no experience with it. It has been put on fall wheat with the idea of

assisting the growth, protecting it from rust, and kilhng the worms. I think it was Cana-
chan refuse salt, costing from $4 to $4.50 per ton. It comes by water to us.

Lands Reclaimed—Increased Value.

We have done a great deal of drainage under the Municipal Act—something like

$30,000 worth in our township alone, and a large amount of land has been reclaimed in
this way. That land was bought before it was drained, at about $4 or $5 per acre, by its

present owners. I know of such lands selling now at $20 per acre, without any improve-
ment except the drainage. I know of another instance in which a man who bought in

this wet land for $8 per acre, has been offered $3,200 for one hundred acres, and I
should think that it was worth fully that amount. The price of such land generally
averages from $20 to $30 per acre. The general impression is that the money spent in
this drainage has been money well invested, and has added largely to the wealth of the
whole county. Local drainage was impossible, until these Government drains were carried
out. About three-inch tUes are generally used in tile draining.

Improved Farm Stock.

To the Chairman.—The stock in our district have been largely improved by the use of

thoroughbred males. As to the prospects of a supply for two or three years, I think we can
produce cattle enough,though at present there is not much demand for them. There are a good
many young ones coming in. The Agricultural Societies have introduced them, but a great
many private individuals own them now, and there has been a very great improvement in
the stock. I am now referring to thoroughbred bulls. The usual fee for the service of
•a thoroughbred bull when put to common stock is about $1.

The Durhams Mostly Used.

The breed of cattle used for improving our stock is mostly the Durhams, though some
have used the Devons, the Galloways, and the Ayrshires. The Galloways are not gen-
erally used, and I don't think they are favourites. I have tried the Durhams, and the
Devons.

[Mr. Iler.l
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The Dbvons,

1 like the Devons pretty well, but they are rather small, though they are good for

draught purposes. They are not at all wild or troublesome to manage, though they are

not so docile as the Durhams, but they are easier to keep in flesh, and stronger according

to their weight than the Durhams. Even for draught purposes, they would be better with
some Durham blood in them, to give them size and strength. I think the Devons are

rougher feeders than the Durhams, and rather more active.

Beef Raising—Dairying.

The stock business with us is principally carried on for the purpose of raising beef.

Dairying is not carried on to any great extent, though we have some small cheese factories.

I should think that Essex is well adapted for cheese making. Our butter is all made by
hand at private dairies, and is used in the local trade. Some of it goes to Detroit, as that

is our market for almost everything.

Price of Butter.

Our butter has been principally taken up by pedlars for the last two years ; they go
around with goods which they exchange for the butter. Through the summer we get 1 2^
cents per pound, and through the winter from 18 to 25 cents ; the average would be about
22 cents. I don't breed cattle myself very much, but I buy most of them, though I

breed a few.

Common Stock Unprofitable.

In breeding I have used thoroughbreds altogether for the last few years. I don't

like to use any others if I can help it. I think there is no difficulty in obtaining the ser-

vices of a sufficient number of thoroughbred animals. Common bulls are very little used.

I don't think it is profitable to raise a common animal to three years old, if one can be
got which has one or two crossings from thoroughbred stock.

Stock Feeding.

Our grade steers at three years old do not weigh more that 1,000 lbs., live weighty

that is grades of one or two crosses. We generally starve them pretty well for the first

year, and starve them for the next two years, and give them all they can eat for the last

few months that they live. That is the common system in our county. It is not very

profitable to raise cattle when we can only get them to weigh 1,000 lbs. at three years of

age. I know that the demand in England is for steers weighing about 1,400 lbs. at three

years old. I don't think any of our cattle go to England, unless Mr. Walker sends them
from his distillery. Stock raising has not received as much attention in our county as it

has in others. I attribute this state of things to the fact that we have been paying so-

much attention to pork raising.

Sheep Farming.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have paid some attention to sheep raising. The Cotswolds and

Leicesters are the favourite breeds, but the Southdowns have been lately introduced. It

is thought that they will make a good cross with the Cotswolds and Leicesters. We do

not ship sheep to England. Lately the demand for medium wool has been greater than

before, and farmers for the last few years have been mixing their sheep a good deal with

the Southdowns. I think the most profitable breed of pigs is a cross of the Berkshire on

the Essex. I think food for pigs should be ground and cooked.

[Mr. Her.]
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Poland China Pigs.

To the Chairman.—The Poland China I have had no experience with myself, but my
neighbours think that they are larger than either the Essex or the Berkshire, and they

seem to fatten readily. I have rather taken a dislike to them myself, because they are

rather rough looking. Still I believe they are good animals.

Chester Whites—Supfolks.

I have had some experience with the Chester Whites, but they are rather coarse, and
don't fatten early enough to suit us. The Suffolks are too small, and they have too much
fat in proportion to the lean. The weight of our hogs, taken in lots, is about 300 pounds

;

that is a good average, though some reach more—they would then be about twenty

months old. I think it is most profitable to have them come in early and fatten the same
season, though some think it is better to let them run on the clover and keep them over

winter.

Profitable Weight op Hogs.

I think a hog that can be made to weigh 200 of 250 lbs. at one year old, is more
profitable than one at 300 lbs. the next year. For packing purposes a pretty large hog
is preferred, even if it is a little coarse. The different weights I have been speaking of,

are all dead weights ; live weights would be about one-third more.

Horse Breeding.

To Mr. Dymorhd.—We raise a good many horses, and generally they are a pretty good
class. We have introduced thoroughbreds, some Clydes and others. I have bred some ; I

prefer general purpose horses. We get that kind of a horse by mixing the English coach
horse or thoroughbred race horse with the ordinary mares of the country, and these also

make very good roadsters.

Royal Georges—St. Lawrences—Hambletonians.

The strain I prefer to breed from with the common mares would be the Royal George
or St. Lawrence. I don't know much of the Hambletonians, but I don't like them as well

as the others. Generally the Hambletonians are pretty well liked, but I don't think they
are so hardy, or have so much action as the Royal Georges. I do not think that they are
as well marked, and their fore legs are rather too close together. They are favourites for

trotting purposes. The roadster which we require in this country is one that will go a mile in
about four minutes, or about fifteen miles an hour. I do not know of any particular
market for those horses, but they can always be sold readily. A good looking horse of
that speed, and of a fair size, would be worth from $150 to $175. Such a horse should be
sixteen hands high.

General Purpose Horses.

For a general purpose horse, either the Percheron or the Clydesdale should be crossed
with ordinary mares of pretty good action and style.

The Percherons.

We are importing some of the Percheron breed from the United States and France.
The reason they have been imported is to give those raised from the Clydes a little more
" snap," as the Percherons are considered to have a little better muscle and action. They
are also hardier than the Clydes, and are fully as heavy. I think they came originally
from Normandy. Two stallions have been imported from France. Mr. Walker's cost, I

[3/r, Iler.^
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believe, $3,000 in France, and Mr. Rankin's, $2,000, These horses are considered more
intelligent than Clydes, and the two I have mentioned are exceptionally fine animals. I

don't know at what price a good ordinary stallion for service could be bought in
France. For the services of these stallions one of these gentleman charges $20, and th&
other, $30.

Inferior Stallions.

The use of inferior stallions, because they are cheap, is quite an evil in our county.

I think there are some Percheron mares in Essex, the intention being to breed a distinct

horse. Mr, Walker and Mr. Rankin have each two or three fine mares of that breed,

worth perhaps about $1,000 each. For general purpose horses we use the Clydes, crossed

on the native mares.

Horse Breeding Profitable.

We are not selling many general purpose horses, but I think horse breeding is a pro-

fitable branch of business. I generally buy some colts and keep quite a number of young
horses. A colt out of an ordinary mare, by an inferior stallion, whose services could be
got for $6, would be worth, at three years old, $6-5 or $70, whereas a colt from the

same mare, by a thoroughbred Clyde stallion, would be worth $100, and the cost of service

would be $10 We have no distinct breed of any cross in our county,

JOHN C, ILER

MR. McCAIN'S EVIDENCE.

William McCain was called and examined.

To Mr. Dymond.—I live in the Township of Gosfield adjoining the lake shore, and
am Warden of the County of Essex, I have 120 acres of land, of which I cultivate

about sixty, the remainder being in bush and pasture, I grow oats, corn and all the

grains usually cultivated in my part of the country. I keep a stock of cows for my own
use. The soil is a sandy loam and heavy clay in our township. It is a heavy clay where

I am living.

Lands Reclaimed by Drainage.

Some portions of our township have been reclaimed by drains. There is a great deal

of low land that must be drained in order to be profitably farmed, and there is some

marshy land which was worthless before it was drained. We have had a lot of bush land

reclaimed. In fact nearly the whole township has been reclaimed in that way within the

last ten or twelve years. The wet land was generally kept in bush befoi-e it was drained,

the dryest land being selected for farming. The low places were worthless without

drainage.

Large Increase in Value.

A good deal of the land in the big marsh, in the centre of the township was sold

for .50 cents per acre at one time, and now I consider it worth $50 per acre. One man
sold fifty acres, right in the middle of the marsh, with very little improvement on it, for

$2,200. I think the reclaimed marsh land is as good farming land as any in the town-

ship, because we get the virgin soil, and it is free from stumps. We have spent a large

amount of money in drainage ; I could not say how much.

Q. I should be glad to know the exact amount of land reclaimed in your township

under the Municipal Drainage Act, and the additional value obtained for that land h'

[Mr. McCain.']
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consequence. A. Ten thousand acres, at an additional value of $40 per acre, equal to an
aggregate gain in value of $400,000. One gentleman bought a lot for $2.50 per acre,

And now he is asking, and probably will get, $9,000 for 200 acres.

Ck)RN AND Wheat Crops.

The crops principally raised on this improved marsh land are corn and wheat. One
man has 150 acres of fall wheat. A large quantity of corn is grown.

Wheat Grown on Sod.

We generally turn over sod and put in corn and wheat. Good crops of both spring
and fall wheat have been raised in that way. Sometimes the fire runs over the sod and
burns it ofi", and then we sow it without ploughing at all.

* Cropping Away Without Rotation.

We do not follow any rotation of crops ; the land is so rich that we just keep cropping
away and all get good crops. We have sown wheat after wheat.

The Result.

I had one piece of sod which I turned up and sowed in wheat, six years in succession.

The first crop was a magnificent one, but the crops gradually became less. The reason I
cropped it so often was just that it happened to be convenient. The highest crop that I
got ofi" it was about thirty bushels to the acre, but there was one year when I would
have had about fifty bushels had not a storm thrown it down. I only got eighteen bushels
to the acre that year. The last year I got fifteen or twenty bushels an acre.

Farmers Auve to Their True Interest.

There are not many who are cropping their lands in that way. Generally speaking,
farmers are becoming alive to the necessity of keeping up the soil, as they find that their
land is deteriorating. The system which they are now generally adopting is turning over
clover. We generally cut two crops of clover, the first for hay, and the second for seed.
Then we turn it over and generally sow wheat. Clover sod does not answer very well
with us for corn. Turning over the clover sod enriches the soil and makes the clay loose.
It also improves the sub-soil, as the clover draws its nutriment from below the surface soil.

Corn Planting.

A great deal of com is planted on clover sod, and we put it in without reference to
rotation at all. We generally pick the best ground for corn. I have a poor corn farm,
and I have grown about sixty bushels of shelled corn to the acre. Fifty bushels per acre
would be about the average for the township.

CoRrt Stalks as Feed.

The straw is very good for feeding purposes. If the stalks are cut and mixed up
with bran and middlings, it makes splendid food for dairy or fattening purposes, or for
torses. The stalks are too rank for cattle to eat by themselves, and they are apt to dry out.

To the Chairman.—Even when they are dried out and bleached there is still nour-
ishment in them. The stalks are worth from $3 to $5 per acre for fodder, which would
make the corn crop worth about $30 per acre on the average.

\}Ir. McCain.]
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Cultivating Coen.

To keep the ground in proper condition and secure a good crop, corn should be culti"

vated every week. My system of planting is much the same as Mr. Elliott's. "We never
use a hoe. We can kill the weeds perfectly well with the kind of cultivators we have.

The cost of the ploughs we use is about $5 ; the iron ones cost $6. We raise our own
seed corn, selecting the best ears when storing it after being husked. We pick out those
that are well filled out to the end. We use the American Dent corn.

The Oat Crop.

We generally follow a corn crop with oats, which are a successful crop with us. The
usual yield of oats is about forty bushels per acre. The Poland and the Black oat are

the varieties that are mostly used. We raise more than are required for home consump-
tion, and we consider it a good paying crop. The cultivation of oats is on the increase.

We find that sowing wheat on oat or pea stubble is better than summer fallowing.

Drill Sowing.

I use the drill in sowing, and it is becoming generally used in our locality. I noticed

on my own farm this year that the wheat that I sowed in drills stood the winter better

than a four-acre field that I sowed broadcast. Drill sowing also requires less seed.

Cost of a Fall Wheat Crop.

I think the estimate made by Mr. Elliott, of the cost per acre of a fall wheat crop is

<oo low, perhaps, because our land is heavier to work than the land in Colchester. The
interest on capital or the rent would be $3 ; the preparation of the land for the crop'

would be $2.50 ; seed, $1.50; drilling and harvesting, $2 ; threshing, $2,80; and taking

it to market, $1.00 ; making in all $12.80 per acre. I have used some gypsum on timothy

meadow. In my locality I think it should cost about $13 to cultivate and reap one acre-

of wheat.

Burning the Straw.

The straw is worth $1 per load, though some people haul away the straw and bumi

it as they think that they can get all the manure out of the ashes in that way. They
say that their land has been materially benefited by burning the straw. I have lived in.

Essex since 1835. I was in Australia four years, and I noticed that the Englishmen there

burnt their stubble. I was a farmer for a short time in Australia.

Peas not a Paying Crop.

I find that peas are not a paying crop, and very few are sown in our district. They
are not a paying crop even when the bugs leave them alone, they run so much to vine.

Feeding Corn to Hogs.

A great deal of our surplus corn is used in feeding hogs. We consider by feeding

our corn to hogs that we are getting it into small shape, so ^that it is more convenient

to handle. It is quite an item to market corn on account of its being so bulky. On a.

farm of 100 acres the average number of hogs is thirty or forty, for both fattening and

stock purposes. The breeds are generally pretty well improved.

Breeds op Hogs,

We have some Polands, but the Berkshire seem to be the favourite breed. A cross:

between the Berkshire and Suffolk makes a very good animal.

[J/r. McCain.^
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Waste op Manure.

Farmers do not take any pains to utilize hog manure by mixing it with bedding or

straw, though they know its value. If I have a field convenient to the house I generally

put the hogs in it. Some people put them in pens and keep them confined, but no means
are adopted to preserve the manure in the pens. It takes too much labour to bed hogs

in straw for the purpose of making manure, and farmers do not try much to Siwe it. I

know that our practice is a careless one, but time will remedy it. I think bedding the

hogs in' straw and making a compost would be better than biirning the straw. Hogs
generally fatten best in a large field, but in the winter we generally let them shift

for themselves around the straw stack, etc. We have places to shelter them, such as

sheds, etc.

The Pork Market.

We send our perk to Essex Centre, and the buyers come there from Montreal, Lon-
don, Toronto and other places. I don't know what is its destination, but a small quantity

is sold to the lumbermen.

Improvement in Stock.

To the Chairman.—Stock has been improved in our neighbourhood by the use of

tiioroughbred bulls, generally Shorthorns.

Cheese Factory not Supported.

We make our own butter, aud have no creameries, but we have a cheese factory in

the township. Farmers generally do not support the cheese factory, though for what
reason I do not know, unless it is that they are not satisfied with the working of the

factory. They think it is more profitable to make the cheese by hand ; they do not make
the cheese by hand now. The patrons get the cheese made at so much a pound. They
used to divide the proceeds rateably, but they became dissatisfied with that system. The
owners of the factory draw the milk themselves. I do not know how largely they are

going into cheese making this year. The year I patronized the factory they made a con-

siderable quantity of excellent cheese, and I received an average of about $25 per cow
during the milking season.

Good Section for Dairying.

Our butter is bought by store-keepers and pedlars. Our section of country is well

adapted for dairy purposes. There has been no talk of establishing a creamery among us.

Shorthorns and Atrshirbs.

The Shorthorn is a good deal raised in our township, but the people are beginning to

think that they can improve them by getting other breeds, and they are now inclined to

the Ayrshire. We do not raise cattle for beef to any extent ; I don't know whether the
cross would improve the calves, but that does not make much odds, as we calculate upon
getting $1 per week, on the average for the calves. The Durhams are very tender and
require a great deal of care, and if they don't get this care they don't amount to much.
The Ayrshires are very hardy. We are crossing the grade Durhams with the Ayrshires, but
we have not had any experience of the result yet. Last year I raised a bull calf from a
cow which was half Durham, and a thoroughbred Ayrshire bull, and it was the best I
ever raised. I am going to use it for breeding purposes. The Ayrshires are a hardier
breed than the Durhams, in the way we raise our cattle.

[Mr. McGain.'\
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Pasturing Cattle—Winter Feed.

I pastui-e my cattle, and I never feed them any corn or other grain, though I give

them hay and straw. Sometimes we give our milch cows bran or meal. We cut our corn

stalks and either stack them or take them into the barn. I feed my cattle the stalks and
they eat more or less of it, and the rest goes for manure. We generally stack them in

the field and feed them there. Some use hand-cutters, and others use steam-cutters.

No Stables for Cattle in Winter.

We do not stable our cattle in the winter time, except cows when they are giving

milk. We have sheds, and there is plenty of straw.

The Bush,

My bush land is not on the farm on which I live. It has about the same class of

timber upon it as that mentioned by Mr. Elliott, and my experience with regard to labour

is about the same as his.

Labour—Wages.

I hire pretty much all my labour by the day, and the rate paid is generally $1, and

in harvest $1.50.

The Black Walnut,

The front part of our township was at one time heavily timbered with black walnut,

but there is none of that wood in Gosfield at the present time, and there has been no

attempt to replant it or any other timber.

WM. McCAIN.

MR. JAS. MACFARLANE'S EVIDENCE.

James Macfarlane, Reeve of Dover, County of Kent, was called and examined.

To Mr. Dijmond.—I am farming 400 acres of land, which was all uncleared, heavy

timbered bush when I bought it in 1853.

Preservation of Timber.

I have systematically kept standing the timber on the north and west sides of my

farm purposely to shelter my fall wheat in winter and early spring. I have found this

arrangement so beneficial that I intend to continue to preserve the young timber in belts

on the north and west sides. My neighbours have not generally followed this method.

Effects of Clearing on Fall Wheat.

My principal crop is fall wheat, and the first crop on the new land was 33 bushels

per acre, but the yield is not always as high as that. I have occupied the farm continuously

since the spring of 1863, and nearly all of my cleared land is now free of stumps. All

the income from the farm is devoted to its improvement.

Manures—Gypsum—Salt.

I have scarcely used any manure except barn-yard manure. I have found plaster

(gypsum) beneficial on grass for hay, but do not regularly use it, because it is not generally

\^Mr Macfarlane.]
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kept for sale at a convenient distance. One of my neighbours regularly uses salt on hia

fall wheat, and, he thinks, with great advantage.

Cropping—Pastures.

I have yet been unable to follow any rotation in cropping. A large part of my
clearing has always been in pasture, and what has been in crop has not deteriorated.

Like nearly all the lots in Dover, part of my land was not naturally dry. I was among
the first in Dover to try to get the benefit of the drainage under the Municipal Act, but
I have found the benefit to be far less than the cost so far.

JAMES MACFARLANE.

ADDITIONAL.

I derive much benefit in the way of pasture, and great convenience otherwise frotti

having, for some years, all my land within fence.

Average Yield op Pall Wheat.

My fall wheat, 1880, averaged 26 bushels to the acre, excluding two to three acres
entirely ruined by want of snow last winter. My spring crops, 1880, did not amount to

one-third of a fair crop, owing to this very wet season, and to the fact that my efibrts to

secure drainage have been mostly frustrated by some unsuitableness, to cases like mine,
still found in our drainage laws.

Indian Corn Crop—Improved Stock.

Some of my Indian com reached a height of 11 feet this season. By always using
males of improved kinds, I have succeeded well in getting better cattle, sheep, and pigs.

Stock are liable to no peculiar disease in this township, and owing to our kind of soil and
forest, running fires have never occurred hereabouts.

Portable Steam Engines.

Seventeeen portable steam engines for threshing are owned by farmers and jobbers
in Dover, all with attackments of the best construction. This shows the importance of

our grain produce.

More Drainage Works.

I am happy to say arrangements are now in fair progress for the early construction
of a capacious catch-water drain at our easterly town line, to convey into the River Thames
all the water-flow now poured upon the southern half of Dover from the township of
Chatham. Naturally, Dover is the equal of the best part of the garden of Ontario.

J. M.

MR. T. L. PARDO'S EVIDENCE.

T. L. Pardo was called and examined.

To Mr. Dymond.—I am a farmer, was born and raised where I now live, and own
a farm of 300 acres. I follow a course of mixed farming.

Crops—Cattle for Export.

The soil in my locality being of a gravelly nature, is well adapted to the growth of
winter wheat, Indian corn and clover, thereby enabling me to raise and fatten cattle for
export.

\Mr. Pardo.]
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Good Crops of Wheat.

1 had, the present year, 46 acres in wlieat, which I have threshed and found to yield

me 35J bushels per acre, -which is considered a good yield in my locality.

ThE Oats Crop.

Oats are not up to the average with us this year. There is an abundance of straw,

but the grain is light owing to the extreme warm weather of this season.

Indian Corn Always Good.

Indian corn promises to be an excellent crop this season, and, in fact, always does

well with us, when the ground is in good order and properly tilled, frequently yielding 120

bushels of ears per acre. There is an immense quantity of corn grown in the counties of

Kent and Essex, which is principally used for fattening hogs and cattle.

Cattle Raising and Feeding.

T keep about 30 head of horned cattle on my farm, consisting of milch cows and young
stock under two years old. I also buy a number of two and three year old steers to stall-

feed in winter. The past winter I fed 24 head of steers, which I found to pay me well for

my grain, besides the benefit which all farmers must derive from feeding all coarse grains,

hay and straw, upon the farm, instead of teaming such away to market.

Durham Grades.

My cattle are all grade Durhams from two to five crosses, and we always keep a pure-

bred Durham bull, which we change every two or three years, never letting him go to his

own progeny.

Cattle Management.

My mode of rearing calves is to let them run in a grass plot and turn their

dams with them night and morning for five or six months, then wean them by tying them
up in a good warm stable during the winter, and feed with cut hay, adding a little meal,

bran, or roots, thereby keeping them thriving well, the first winter, and turn to grass in

good condition in spring, which is one great essential to all stock raisers. After running

to grass the next season, they are again taken to winter quarters, which consists of a good,

warm yard, enclosed by high buUdings on all sides, where they are allowed to run loose

and fed with straw, corn stalks and clover hay, always having plenty of good spring

water by them at all times. Although getting no grain, young stock cared for in this

way will continue to thrive during winter almost equal to being on grass.

Marketing Steers.

I have sold steers, fed in this way, after they had turned two years, at $50 each,

'^rhich had never been fed anything better than clover hay, except during the first winter.

Clover on Wheat Lands,

I always sow clover on all wheat lands early in spring, which makes excellent pasture

in the fall after the wheat has been cut. After cutting the first crop next season for hay,

I plough the second crop under and sow wheat, which nearly always proves a good crop

when sown after clover. In fact I consider it the very best fertilizer we have, and every

farmer who sows clover largely must soon bring his farm up to a high state of cultivation.

T, L, PARDO

[Mr. Pardo.
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Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Toronto, August 3rd, 1880. Preservt—Mr.
Brown (Chairman), Hon. S. C Wood, and Mr. Dymond.

MR. JOHN GIBSON'S EVIDENCE.

John Gibson, of Millikens, Township of Markham, was called and examined.

Grain Farming in York.

To Mr. Brown.—I commenced farming in this Province in 1847, just where I live

now. My farm is a rich black soil, with a heavy clay sub-soil. I own 260 acres,

of which I farm 160 acres. I have paid more attention to grain growing than to cattle

raising for a considerable time, and I used to do a good deal in dairying and bringing

butter to the Toronto market ; but I have given that up. I keep just what stock I

require for the ordinary purposes of the farm. I devote myself entirely to mixed farming,

and specially to the rotation of crops and drainage. The subject of the rotation of crops

is one of a pretty wide range. There are so many different kinds of soil and diflerent

circumstances, that what I might regard as almost perfection for myself, and carry out
profitably, another, differently circumstanced and upon a different soil, might not be able

to apply so profitably.

First Experience—Planning Out.

When I first went upon my farm it was a rather peculiar one. It was wet,

but not springy. There were no springs upon it, but it was full of frog ponds, and
altogether a low, wet farm, not at all adapted for raising fall wheat. I made up my
mind that I would make it a good farm if possible, fit for raising any kind of crop, although

at that time it was almost in a state of nature, new and full of stumps. I commenced
upon a hundred acres, and I laid out a plan, roughly indicating what I intended to do.

A Seven Years' Rotation.

From 1847tol860I was engaged in preparing the land for the rotation, and the rotation

I decided upon was a seven years' rotation- (The witness here produced a plan of his

farm, showing the location of the drains, and the rotation of crops which he had pursued
to the present time.) There is one difficulty in the way of drainage—the difficulty of

obtaining an outlet. I bought sixty acres in Scarboro', and for ten years it has been closed

up because I have been unable to get an outlet through a neighbour's farm. Ifa law were
placed on the statute book, enabling farmers to obtain an outlet for under-drainage, I
think it would be a great benefit to the country. My farm, for the purposes of rotation,

is divided into ten-acre fields. When I got the land into good condition for beginning the
rotation, I commenced with a summer fallow, and it had a beneficial effect on every crop
in the rotation. After the summer fallow came fall wheat ; then barley ; then three
years of grass, seeded down ; then peas ; and then oats. There are two years included in

the summer fallow. That is the system of rotation which I^have carried out since 1860.

Statements op Rotation and Financial Results.

The following statements will show the expenditure or each crop of the rotation, the
income derived therefrom, and the net profits, during the eight years of the rotation, on a
ten-acre field :

—

First and second years—Swmmerfallow and fall wheat.

Expenditures—Ploughing five times, once with 3 horses $96 00
Harrovring, five times 13 00
Grubber, three times, once with four horses 11 00

\Mr. Gibson.']
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Manure, 105 loads, at $1 per load $105 00
" cost of drawing 18 00

Spreading the manure 2 00
Salt, five barrels 5 00
Seed, 20 bushels, at $1.25 25 00
Sowing and working 2 00
Harvesting, threshing, and marketing 50 00
Rent for two years, at $5 per acre 100 00

Total expenditure 427 00
Eeceipts—400 bushels of wheat, at $1.25 per bushel . . 500 00

10 tons of straw, at $3 per ton 30 00
530 00

Balance of profit $103 00

Third yean"—Barley

Expenditures—Fall ploughing, six days $18 00
Cultivating in the spring, and sowing 7 00
Seed, 20 bushels, at 65 cents 13 00
Harvesting and marketing , 40 00
Rent of land 50 00

Total expenditure 128 00
Receipts—450 bushels of barley, at 60 cents 270 00

10 tons of straw, at $2 per ton 20 00
290 00

Balance of profit $162 00

Fourth, fifth, and sixth years—Grass.

Expenditures—Seed $7 00
Harvesting, at $1 per acre 30 00
Marketing, three crops, 60 tons, at $3 per ton 180 00
Rent of land 150 00

Total expenditure 367 00
Beceipts—60 tons of hay, at $11 per ton 660 00

660 00

Balance of profit $293 00

Seventh year—Peas.

Expenditures—One ploughing $18 00
Cultivation and sowing 7 00
Seed, 20 bushels, at 80 cents 16 00
Reaping and threshing 10 00
Marketing 12 50
Rent of land 50 00

Total expenditure 113 50
Receipts—250 bushels of peas, at 60 cents 150 00

10 tons of pea straw, at $4 per ton 40 00
190 00

Balance of profit r $76 50

[Mr. Gibson.]
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Eighth year—Oats.

Expenditures—Preparation of land, including cultivation $25 00
Seed, 25 bushels, at 42 cents per bushel 10 50
Reaping and threshing 22 50
Marketing 27 00
Kent of lajid 50 00

Total expenditure 135 00
Receipts—750 bushels of oats, at 42 cents per bushel .... 315 00

15 tons of oat straw, at $4 per ton 60 00
375 00

Balance of profit $240 00

The following is a summary of the eight years' operations :

—

Receipts. Expenses. Profits.

First and second years—fallow and wheat $530 00 $427 00 $103 00
Third year—barley 290 00 128 00 162 00
Fourth, fifth, and sixth years—grass 660 00 367 00 293 00
Seventh year—peas 190 00 113 50 76 50
Eighth year—oats 375 00 135 00 240 00

Totals $2045 00 $1170 50 $874 50

That is a profit from ten acres in eight years of $874.50, or $10.93 per acre per year

Improved Condition op Farm.

When I charge $5 for rent, I charge for a farm that is highly improved. Before I made
the improvements on my farm, it was not worth more than $3.00 per acre. The difference

is represented chiefly by under-drainage. This rotation keeps the land perfectly clean

and free from rubbish. That is one important fact in connection with this rotation, be-

cause we find a great many farms in this country overrun with thistles, and there is an
Act upon the statute book to prevent their spreading ; but this is a better means of get-

ting rid of them than any statute. A thorough summer fallow, however, is the basis of

the profit of the whole eight years of this rotation. The reason I have not put roots into

this rotation is that they do not do so well upon my ^and as upon land that is of a lighter

quality—say a sandy loam. I have always put in the pea crop where the root crop

would otherwise be ; but roots or peas may be used, which ever 's the more suitable for

the land. My rule is that if I find that I am going astray and I have a particular crop
that does not pay me, I change it for something else ; but I find that on the whole this

has been a paying rotation.

Roots—Peas—Barley—Manure.

I tried roots, but did not find them profitable on the heavy clay soil of my farm.
Owing to the failure recently of the pea crop, in consequence of the ravages of
the bugs, I have been sowing two-rowed barley instead of peas, and I think that
will pay me better ; I have a surplus of manure amounting to about 30 loads which
might be applied to growing roots. I obtain my manure just from the stock of the
farm—pigs, sheep, cattle, and horses. Besides sowing salt on the fields, I keep it

in the barn-yard, and scatter it around the stacks and about the barn-yard generally, and
I think it is an excellent thing for manure. I am practically feeding salt to the cattle
all the time. I think once in eight years is often enough to manure in the rotation
I have followed, along with the ploughing in of the various crops. I always make it a
rule to plough the summer fallow in the fall, so that it may get the frost in the winter,
which makes it work easily inthe spring. I plough the sod up in the spring for peas ; it

\Mr. Gibson,^
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seems to be fresher, and the peas can be covered in better. If I sow oats upon sod,

I plough it in the fall, because it keeps solid and moist. All of the 160 acres of my
cultivated farm are ploughed, except about 14 acres of bush. But I carry on this rota-

tion on 100 acres.

Cattle—Buildings—Plaster.

I keep, on the average, ten head of cattle, of which eight are milch cows,

twenty or thirty sheep, six horses, and about a dozen pigs. That is the entire stock

of the 100 acre farm. I have adopted no special system with regard to my farm build-

ings; there are two bams on this farm. With regard to the management of the farm-yard

manure, I house most of my cattle, so that they make their manure in the barn-yard,

and it is left there in an open heap. I have not as yet done anything to save the liquid

manure. When the summer fallow is ready in June, I simply use the manure as it lies

in the barn-yard, without any further preparation ; I find that the rough, strong manure
is the manure that suits my land best. I have not been using artificial manure to any ex-

tent. Some years ago I sowed plaster, but I never could see much advantage from it,

and I do not think it is so well adapted to my land ; it tends to harden clay land of tha<^

description.

Use op Salt.

To Mr. Dymond.—Salt, I suppose, is only a stimulant, but I believe it promotes the

ripening of the grain, and prevents rust. Year after year from twenty years ago, my fall

wheat was often entirely destroyed with rust until I made the improvements which I

have made on my farm ; the consequence is that during the last ten years I have been

very little troubled with rust in ray fall wheat. I think the salt has had the effect of dimin-

ishing the rust, though not to such an extent as the under-drainage.

To Mr. Edward Stock.—I think salt is beneficial, even where land is not under-

drained. I sowed it on spring wheat on the Scarboro farm, and I am able to tell, by
the appearance of the grain, where the salt has been sown and where it has not ; where
the salt is sown, the grain is brighter and clearer, and the wheat riper than where it is

not sown, and I am quite satisfied that since I have sown the salt on the fall wheat, it has

a better and finer straw, and the grain comes to maturity more quickly.

To Mr. Dymond.—I give $1.00 a barrel for the salt. I have put on about 140

pounds, or half a barrel, of salt to the acre.

System op DRAiNiNa

To Mr. Brown.—In originally laying out my drains, I did not go upon any principle

as to distance apart ; but I laid them out on a plan, so that I could see where they were, if

anything went wrong with them. When I first began under-draining it was an experiment

with me, and I had to draw my tiles fifteen miles. Before that, I had spent a great deal of

labour and expense in surface-draining my farm, but some places were so hollowed out

that it was almost impossible to drain them effectually in that way. When I commenced

under-draining, I drew the tiles from Yorkville, fifteen miles. The average depth at which

I put the tile drains was three feet ; some of the main drains were as deep as four or five

feet, and were cut through rising ground ; but three feet was the average depth, except

where it was necessary to have them deeper. On the surface of my land, about two feet

and a half is a fine mixed clay soil, pretty easily dug, and below that is a marly, white,

gravelly clay, very hard to dig. I had hardly any difficulty in the way of quicksands.

When I first undertook to drain my farm, I bought " French on Farm Draining," for my
guidance ; but I found that the methods it proposed were too scientific and expensive for

my purpose. I personally supervised the putting in of all the tiles, and put in some my-

self so as to be sure that the work was properly done. I levelled the drains with water
j

[ carried water to some of them for that purpose, and levelled them from the top.

[Mr. Gib8on.'\
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To Mr. Dymond.—I found that I did not require any tiles larger than three or four

inches. In two or three of these fields there are nothing but two-inch tiles, and they do
^'ery well in some cases. There are two places where there are four-inch tiles, and there

are a few inoh-and-a-half tiles, which do very well where the land is not very wet,

and where the surface is good. If I were putting in parallel drains, I would put them
in about thirty feet apart; but in very wet places I would put them a little closer.

A good many people just run the oulet of their drains to the surface ; but I prefer to make
a box of oak plank, and build it up with stone. Only one of my drains was put down
without a bottom ; it was one of the three-inch tiles—what was called a horse-shoe tile ;

and that was the only drain that I had occasion to lift. I would not recommend
the horse-shoe tiles, as the water washes the earth away under it. I did not lay any tim-

ber under the tiles ; it is not necessary on such hard land as my farm is composed of. I

used to cover the joints of the tiles by putting a little straw on them, but I have
found lately that it is not needed at all. I now just put the earth upon them.

Cost of Deaining.

With regard to the cost of drainage, when I first put in my drains the cost was not
so great as it would be now, because I could then get the best labour for 75 cents a day.

The cost of draining the first of my ten-acre fields was as follows:

30| days' labour, at 75 cents a day $22 87^
Board of men 8 00
2,400 feet of two-inch tiles 17 GO
100 feet of one-inch tiles 1 30
Laying tiles, and filling, 5 cents a rod, for 155 rods 7 75
Hauling tiles 7 00

Total cost of draining 155 rods $63 92|

That is about 411 cents per rod, which was the actual cost of draining the particular
field referred to.

To Mr. Edward Stock.—I used to be able to get drains dug and tiles put in for 10
or 11 cents per rod: but I could not get it done now for less than about 25 cents per
rod. Some years ago, I think I got tiles for $6, but since then I have paid $7.

To Mr. Dymond.—I don't think I could have saved anything on the above expense by
having the work done by contract, because labour at that time was low. I think about
forty cents a rod woidd cover the cost of draining lands ; but I find that the best and
most profitable way is to have the tiles ready, and to use the farm hands in draining dur-
ing the slack times.

The Outlay Repaid.

To Mr. Broum.—I consider, on the whole, that the expense which I have laid out
upon my farm is repaid to me in the diminution of the labour on the farm, the comfort of
horses, the ease with which the fields are cultivated and prepared for the crops, and the
saving of machinery. There is one remark that I would make for the benefit of those who
have not had so much experience in draining as I have. Care should be taken to have
one drain run along the headland, so that when the horses turn they will always turn dry.
Another advantage of draining is that you are able to get the grain in earlier in the spring.
I do not think that during the last ten years I have been later than the 20th of April in
being able to sow, and I am much earlier in getting my grain sown than my neighbours
whose lands are not drained, and there is also a considerable difference in the yield of the
crop.

To Mr. Brown.—Before I drained my land it was hardly of any use for me to sow-
fall wheat in it. The highest average was from sixteen to twenty bushels to the acre , and
when the midge came round a great many of my neighbours gave up growing fall wheat

[Mr. Gibaon.]
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altogether. But after I had drained my farm I had almost always good crops of fall wheat,

during the time that the midge was at the worst

An Outlet Required.

To Mr. Dymond.—I find a great inconvenience in draining owing to the want of an
outlet, in consequence of lands adjoining mine belonging to other persons. I think power
should be given me to obtain an outlet through my neighbour's land, where the water is

blocked on account of the want of drainage in his farm.

Farm Accounts—Butter—Sheep.

To Mr. Brown.—I have been in the habit of keeping some account of the transactions

of my farm. I have kept account of the receipts obtained for what I brought to market,

but I have not kept account of the expenditure in detail. That would be a good deal of

trouble, and as I found at the year's end that the balance was generally on the right side

I became a little careless. I do not take stock annually. I have made it a business from
the first not to run into debt for store goods, tradesmen's bills, etc., but to pay cash for

everything, and I think that is one of the first elements of success for the young men of

Canada. I have not done much in the way of keeping thoroughbred stock. T have always

looked upon that as a business by itself. I have kept good grade stock chiefly for dairy

purposes. At present we do not make much more butter than we use, but we formerly

made on the average eight pounds of butter from each cow every week. I used to

bring large quantities ot butter into the Toronto market. I intend in the future to

devote my cattle more to beef purposes than butter. The sheep I keep are Cotswolds and
Leicesters mixed. I generally sell my ram lambs to the Toronto butchers. I keep all the

ewe lambs. I intend to buy some stock this year and feed them. I think it pays better

than raising them.
JOHN GIBSON.

Sitting to take oral evidence held at Gait, August 18th, 1880. Present—Messrs. W.
Brown (Chairman), and A. H. Dymond.

MR. R. RENNELSON'S EVIDENCE.

Richard Rennelson, of North Dumfries, was called and examined.

I have been on the farm I now occupy about eighteen years. I have lived on a farm

all my life. The place that 1 farm now is a clay loam principally.

Returning to Fallowing.

I have abandoned fallowing altogether for some few years, but I find it will be

necessary to return to it in order to keep down the thistles. I purpose attending to that

matter by summer fallowing. I have not grown root crops to any extent for some three

or four years. In my rotation I have not been very systematic in the order of the crops,

further than that I have kept the land three years in grass. We keep both pure-bred

Durhams, and some grade cattle. We have also three or four kinds of sheep.

Oxford Downs—Cotswolds—Leicesters—South Downs.

We are now trying Oxford Downs. I have had a few of the Cotswold sheep for a

number of years, also the Border Leicester and the Southdown I give more attention to

stock than to crops. I have been trying to get the land into a high state of fertility. I

[Mr. Rennelson.] •
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do not think it was in particular need of that treatment, still I wished to raise the
fertility of the soil, and I have tried to kAi-.ip it in grass as much as possible and plough
that into land as much as I could.

Sheep and Stock Farming.

Sheep are the principal stock I keep, though I pay considerable attention to the

breeding find feeding of cattle. Some of my cattle and sheep are fed on pasture alone

during summer ; with others I have tried the soiling system, feeding bran, meal, green

com and grasses in their season. My cattle do very well on pasture alone if we have

moisture enough.

The Vaeious Breeds of Sheep.

I find the most first-class sheep amongst the Southdowns. I have not gone into

figures as to the profit It would be difficult for me to say that there is any great

difierence in returns from the three different breeds of sheep. I have always used the

best rams obtainable. If I have not had good enough ones myself I have gone to the

model farm or somewhere else for them.

Demand for Southdowns

This last year the demand for Southdowns was very large, a sold all 1 could spare

at the first Show. I attended that, being in Guelph ; and I cannot supply the present

demand for Southdown ewes and rams. I have not sold at large prices. I have received

from $15 to $50 for rams ; from $30 to $50 per pair for ewes. My principal market for

those is just in our own Province, though my principal sales last year went to Nova Scotia

and Prince Edward Island. There is very little demand for Cotswolds in the neighbour-

hood of Gait.

Southdown and Cotswold Buyers from the States.

The buyers of them generally come from the States, and a great many of the

American buyers prefer Cotswolds. I think there is a fair profit in turning out Southdown
shearling rams at $25 a head. My reason for turning my attention more particularly to

the Southdown lately is that there seems to be a growing demand for that class of sheep.

I think there is a tendency in the direction of a falling off in the demand for Cotswolds
in the States. I have been assured by American buyers that there will shortly be a large

demand in their country for Downs for the purpose of crossing on the long-wools they
have been importing.

Crossing Southdowns and Leicesters.

I have crossed Leicesters with the Southdowns, and the result has been excellent.

By that course I have obtained a greater weight than in the Southdowns. I have thus
obtained almost as heavy sheep as the Leicesters.

A Better Cross with the Cotswold.

I think, however, that the Southdown crosses better on the Cotswold than on
the Leicester ; this cross gives more wool, and I do not see but they are equally as good
in other respects. The sheep are more apt to be bare of wool when the cross is with the
Leicester ; but by crossing with the Cotswold we get a larger sheep and more wool, about
as much wool as from ordinary long-wooUed sheep.

Heavy Sheep.

I have raised wethers over 300 pounds weight, and ewes weighing 270 and 276 pounds,
but the demand for that class of sheep is somewhat limited. A lighter sheep is preferred
for the European market

[ifr. RennQlson.'\
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Crossed—Bkbed Wool.

The wool from half-breed sheep, if fine in texture, brings as high a price as that from,

pure Southdowns. We have been getting about 30 cents a pound for long wool ; 40 was
paid for Southdown this year in Gait, The demand for this wool is for home manufacture

;

we sell it to the manufacturer only. The wool produced by this cross is used, I presumej
for hosiery work chiefly. I think it would be safe to say that sheep from a cross of the

Southdown with the common ewe of the country would, with fair feeding, weigh ISO'

pounds at fifteen or sixteen months. The weight of the fleece might safely be called six

pounds, clean wool. Perhaps under ordinarytreatment the Border Leicester is unsurpassed as

a mutton sheep, but for early maturing lambs for market I consider a cross of the Down
much better, and for feeding to extra weights the Cotswold with his more angular frame,

greater bone, and especially his superior muscle, superior to anything else.

Use op Gypsum.

I used gypsum for a number of years, but I have abandoned its use for three or four

years. My experience was that it was highly beneficial to the crops which have been
mentioned by the gentlemen here ; but my opinion is that it is chiefly beneficial in a dry
season, there being sufficient rain to dissolve the plaster in spring ; in a wet season it is

scarcely needed. I gave it up because my crops did not seem to require it, and it seemed
to be doubtful if it had the same efiect as previously. I suppose on account of the amount
of gypsum there was in the soil it did not require it.

Ashes and Bone Dust.

I have tried ashes with the best results, and bone dust, but not to any extent. I

could not speak of the benefit of bone dust. I could not say that I noticed any particular

benefit from it, but taking into account the usual quality of bones that are ground up.,

that is not to be wondered at.

Use of Salt—An Experiment.

I have used salt some three or four years. I have tried it on mostly all crops. In our

barley field this season, there had been a crop of wheat the year previous. This field

was ploughed in the fall by three horses—deep ploughed—and manured during the winter;

about eight good waggon loads of manure to the acre were applied to it; and in the

spring we sowed our salt before touching the land, about 200 pounds to the acre.

This was harrowed and gang-ploughed in ; but across the field, taking a fair average of

the soil, I left unsalted a strip six yards wide. On about fifty yards length of this unsalted

part, however, I put on the manure doubly thick, and when it came near harvest time the

difference was very marked. Some of my neighbours saw the barley, and it was the

universal opinion that the unsalted part would not yield more than one-half what the

other did, partly because it was broken down and did not ripen. The part that

received the double share of manure was much better, in fact nearly as good as the salted,

but considerably broken down. I passed over the field yesterday, and the stubble on the

salted part is quite bright, and you can see without difiiculty, clear across the field, the

difierence between it and the stubble on the unsalted part, which is weak and dark.

What was unsalted got the same amount of manure, except the part of it that got the

double quantity. There is very little difference between the salted and the unsalted

portions in respect of the clover catch, except that on the doubly manured part. It is

decidedly best.

Effect op tub Salt.

I have cut the crop. There is a decided difference in the head of the grain. The
quality of the barley on the salted ground is decidedly better than that on the other

—

[Jfr. JRennelson.^
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better filled and better coloured The straw was quite weak on the unsalted part, but it

was the fly that was the cause in part of its breaking down. The fly seemed to seize on
the unsalted part, while the other stood up. The salted part was also affected by the fly,

but it stood up a week or two ^* eeks longer than the unsalted. I tried a portion with

double salting right across the field, crossing the unsalted strip at right angles, but I

could not see any decided difference between it and the other.

Treatment of Manure.

i give my cattle salt, Jid use the manure from them. I try and pile my manure so

that it can be rotted, and if it does not rot sufficiently to take it out in spring, I put a
little horse manure among that which comes from the cattle to rot it.

Effects ov Gypsum.

I think gypsum has been used on the homestead farm as far back as I can remember.
During the years that t used it 1 observed its effect on the land. I have observed strips

of grass left unsown with gypsum, and it was yellow and sickly in appearance as compared,

with that on which it had been sown ; it had not anything like the strength or dark green

colour that the other had. Gypsum seems to have a cumulative tendency in the soil.

Before I gave it up I used it chiefly on clover, on peas to some extent, and on turnips,

and I took particular care to use it op the young grass. It seemed to help the brairding

of the turnips, and they grew better. The effect was exactly the same on them as on
grass.

Hay—Bran—Turnips.

We generally have a great abundance of bay in the winter, and we buy a considerable

amount of )iran and middlings or whatever we think is useful for feeding. We find bran
an excellent food. J am of opinion that turnips are cold for cattle unless they have
thoroughly warm houses. 1 am in favour of them, but I can get along very well without
"Jiem I have not experimented in drainage to any extent, but I am satisfied our farm
*^onld be better for it.

Prizes for Fat Animals

The feeding of fat cattle and sheep seems to absorb a good deal of interest in Canada,
and T suppose it is of considerable importance that the regulations in connection with
Agricultural Shows should be satisfactory. I have had considerable experience in feeding

both, for exhibition, and I find generally that the prize is offered to the best fat animal
or pair of fat animals. The question often arises, does this mean simply the fattest

animals, or are there other qualities taken into consideration besides fatness 1 I have
never found any director of an Agricultural Association who could give an official opinion
on the matter ; but the prevailing view appears to be that the " best fat animal" simply
means " the fattest animal"—it may be an old cow weighing perhaps 1,500 pounds, or a
prime oullock weighing 2,500 ; but if it is possible to say that the old cow is really

the fattest animal, though the beef may not be worth nearly as much, she carries off the

prize, and is thus declared to be the best fat animal, and the same with reference to sheep.

Quality as well as Quantity.

My impression .s that quality and quantity should be taken into consideration as

well as fatness, and that it would be a great deal more satisfactory if such matters were
settled by societies instead of being left to the judges who on one occasion may give the
prize to fatness only, and on another occasion take other qualities into consideration. I

«m now speaking of all shows. 1 am aware that males and females are often classed

separately, but still the classification may have some force.

\ Mr. EeuTielson,]
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Rules as to the SnEARiNa of Sheep.

Another thing that I would mention is the restriction as to the shearing of sheep.

I think it would be better if this were removed, because I suppose all exhibitors of sheep

know that it is not strictly adhered to. It is required that sheep shall be sheared after

the 25th of April, and there is a considerable temptation to violate this regulation.

Sometimes it is an actual benefit to sheep to shear them before that time if the wool is-

very heavy. Practically the rule is a dead letter, and I think it would be much better-

removed.

R. RENNELSON.

MR. ANDREW ELLIOTT'S EVIDENCE.

Andrew Elliott, of North Dumfries, was called and examined.

Canada TmsTLE Legislation.

To Mr. Dymond.—The Act against Canada thistles is not carried into effect about

here. It seems to be a dead letter all over the part of the Province I am acquainted with.

The thistle is the only weed that is of any particular trouble to us. There has been a
weak sort of an attempt made to suppress the thistles. At one time we had commissioners

appointed to look after them ; but they made very few convictions. The pathmasters

look after that now. I have not known of them making any convictions. Root crops do

not exterminate the thistles, but they keep them down very much.

Rotation—Average Crops.

I attempt to foUow a rotation. The great obstacle to following a correct rotation of

crops is the uncertainty of the grass catching. Farmers ought to seed a great deal more

to grass than they do, and with a greater variety of grasses. My average of fall wheat

has been 23 bushels an acre for four years. Ours is said to be a good fall wheat country.

One thing that has possibly helped our average is that for several years we raised hardly

any fall wheat, and so the land was in good condition for it. I fancy my neighbours

average about 23 bushels an acre. That pays for farming. [The witness was requested

to prepare and put in an estimate of the cost and profit on raising faU wheat, which state-

ment will be found at the foot of his evidence.]

Average Barley Crop.

When I was raising barley extensively I would average 35 bushels, but I have

scarcely averaged 30 for the last four years. I have turned my attention more to faU

wheat during that period. I changed the system of farming because we had been raising,

little wheat for some time, and we got some wheat that did well for us.

Crops of Turnips.

I feed aU the clover and turnips. I estimate that we raise between 600 and 800-

bushels of turnips to the acre.

Sheep Farming—Southdowns.

I keep between 60 and 100 sheep, including lambs. I generally calculate to winter

about 70 keeping sheep besides sheep that I feed. I am keeping Southdowns now. i

\Mr. Andrew Elliott.']
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used to have both Downs and Leicesters. I gave up the Leicesters. I think that the
Do/»wis are the best sheep for most purposes. They are a hardier sheep.

Sheep for Market.
"Jit

The object I have in raising sheep is to sell for mutton. Last year I sold my lambs
in the beginning of December, They weighed 100 pounds then. In the winter I sold the
sheep. They went away the 1st of At)ril. They averaged 168 pounds. They were mixed,
Lei*^ sters and Downs. I am not raising sheep for the express purpose of shipment to

Europe.

Demand for Southdown Wool—Crosses.

There is more demand for Southdown wool now than there was eight or ten years
ago. The price of it is rising. The Down and the Leicester make a remarkably good
sheep to cross ; but the difficulty is to keep up your flock without breeding from the Lalf-

breeds.

A Profitable Business.

Sheep raising is a very profitable part of my business. I got $4 a piece for lambs
last Christmas. The year before they averaged me $8.60. They were lambs and old

sheep mixed—draught ewes and the like of that. For shipping purposes the demand is

principally for wethers.

Draining the Land.

I have done nothing to speak of in draining. Most of my land does not require it ,

t is mostly drained naturally. We have done some draining in the lower part of the farm.

Use of Superphosphate.

Last year I was short of barn-yard manure, and I thought by using superphosphates
on my turnips it would take the place of barn-yard manure. I accordingly applied Lamb's
superphosphates—about 400 pounds to the acre—in connection with salt and plaster as
usual, and left a strip up the middle of the field, and the turnips in this strip were not
ready to thin for about three weeks alter those had been thiimed that had got the super-
phosphates ; but before the crop was ready to harvest, those that bad not got it were equally
as good as those that had. They came on afterwards, and when the harvesting of the
turnips came, about the 1st of November, those on which superphosphates had not been
put were better than those on which it had. Those that did no*get the superphosphates
were later than the others, but the bulbs were sound, while on those that got the super-
phosphates the bulbs were not sound. I think that they had been rushed too much.

Superphosphates on other Crops.

I tried superphosphates afterwards on potatoes, carrots and corn, and, with the
exception of the corn, I do not think any benefit whatever resulted from the use of it.

There are oats in the field this year, and I cannot say that the superphosphate has
made any difierence in them, but on the poorest side of the field I put a little farm-yard
manure and I think the oats are double the crop, and the turnips were at least double
the yield.

ANDKEW ELLIOTT.
[Mr. Andrew Elliott, )
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Estimate op Cost and Returns of Fall "Wheat Crop.

No. 1.

The following estimate of cost and income derived from wheat crop is taken from the

jrop of 1878, on a barley stubble—barley after clover :

—

Rent of land (10 acres) $50 00

Ploughing with three horses, six days 18 00

Harrowing twice over 2 50

Gang-ploughing, two days 5 00

Harrowiug twice and sowing with drill 5 00

Plaster and salt applying 5 00

Reaping and binding 10 00

Threshing and marketing 20 00

Seed—13 bushels at $1.25 16 25

$131 75

The crop realized the following figures :

—

Marketable graiu, 330 bushels (an extra crop), sold for 95 cents.. . .$313 50

Straw bedding 10 00

Chaff feed 5 00

$328 50

Less cost 131 75

Profit .$196 75

No. 2.

The following is taken from the crv>p of 1879, from a yield which had been cut for

hay for two years, an orchard grass sod, ploughed as soon after the hay was removed as

possible, all before the 10th of July :

—

Rent—14 acres at $5 per acre $70 00
Ploughing—three horses, ten days 30 00
Harrowing and cross-harrowing 6 00

Gang ploughing, three days 7 50

Sowing and harrowing, three days 7 50

. Seed, 21 bushels, at $1 21 00
Reaping, binding, and hauling 32 00
Marketing and threshing 20 00

Cost $194 00

Crop realizing, 330 bushels wheat, at $1.20 $396 00
Straw and chaff 20 00

$416 00
Lesscost 194 00

Profit $222 00

These estimates are made on the calculation that only one year's rent is char geable

^us the land produced a crop the previous year, a summer fallow being thus avoided.

A. E.

[Mr. Andrew Elliott.]
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Sittings to take oral evidence held at Perth, October 12th, 1880. Present—Messrs.
Edward Btsne (Chairman), and A. H. Dymond.

MR. R. STEDMAN'S EVIDENCE.

Mr. Reubbn Stedman, of Drummond Township, County of Lanark, called ana
examined.

Cheese and Butter Factory.

I am engaged in mixed farming. I keep from ten to thirteen cows. I began cheese-

making seven or eight years ago on the factory system. We bought the milk at that time,
and continued to do so till last year. For about five years I made cheese only, and then,

in 1878, butter and cheese. In 1879 I made butter only. For the past year the factory

has not been in operation. I had collected the milk up to this time, and up to 1879 had
bought the milk. In that year I manufactured on commission. As the patrons would not
deliver the milk I dropped the manufacture for a time.

Dairying in Lanark.

To the Chairman.—Dairying is pretty extensively carried on in my section. Farmers
keep from eight to twenty cows, generally. There is no creamery except mine in the
district. I had the patronage of three to four hundred cows. I think the tendency to
go into dairying is increasing. .,i,

Several Cheese Factories.

There are several cheese-factories in the district, one every five or six miles I thint
there are seven in an area of ten to fifteen miles.

Cost op Manufacturing.

The cost of manufacturing 100 pounds of cheese or butter is about 25 cents. Where
patrons draw their own milk the charge is 15 cents per hundred pounds. Each cheese
factory has from 200 to 300 patrons.

Average per Cow.

The average of cheese per cow is from 200 to 300 pounds ; that represents about ont
and one-half tons of milk per cow. The cows are generally grades or common cattle.

Breeds of Cattle.

The first imported cattle were Durhams, and then people went to Ayrshires. They
do not use thoroughbred bulls, generally, in this section. The Drummond Agricultural
Society has a thoroughbred Durham, and one or two are kept by private persons. So far
as I kno-w, the Dxirhams are exclusively used where thoroughbred males are employed. I
have had some trouble in getting some of my best stock of grade Durhams to breed. Not
many cows have suflfered from prolapsus of the uterus.

Winter Treatment.

I house my cattle in the winter. I think the use of stanchions for tying up is pref
erable to chains. I feed some chopped-stuff in spring.

[Mr. Stedman.]
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Summer Feeding.

The practice of summer feeding is increasing. The whey at the factories is returned
to the farmers to feed to hogs and calves except where hogs are kept at the factories, I
think the growth of green fodder has been very beneficial.

, , The Pastures.

"We have no permanent pastures except rough, unploughed land. I have not the-

same opinion of pasturing some persons have. The manure does not appear to have any
direct influence.

Profits of Fattening for Market.

I approve the use of the Durham, because, where the milking fails, the cow can be

fatted for beefing purposes. I have never kept a close account, but I believe feeding for

the market is as profitable as dairying. I can double the value of a beast by feeding for

one season, and can do no more with a milch cow. I have not tested the value o£

different foods on the quantity of milk produced.

Points op a Good Dairy Cow.

The points in a good dairy cow are, a heavy hind quarter, with a large milk vein, full

adder, teats wide apart, with a clean, fine bone, small tail, fine coat, light on the front

and neck, small horns, and short from the muzzle to the eye.

The Ayrshires.

The Ayrshires are richer in milk, but there are some poor milkers among them, and.

for beefing they are very inferior.

Durhams—Natives—Galloways.

Many of the Durhams will give more milk than the Ayrshires, but it is not so rich.

The best cows I ever had were Durham grades. Our old Canadian mixed breeds were

excellent milkers. The Galloways are hardy and good for beefing, but not equal to good.

Durhams as milkers.

Advantages op Soiling.

I think the soiling system may be managed as cheaply as pasturing. It will take three

acres of indifferent land to pasture a cow, and one acre will feed a cow on the soiling

principle. It will take two acres of good land. Take land at $40 and it would not pay

to graze it.

The District Favourable poe Dairying.

I regard this section as well fitted for dairying. Pure water is abundant, and the

pasturage is good. We turn the cows to grass from the 10th to 15th of May, or even

earlier. I think the change from hay to grass should be gradual. I give salt once a week>

Milk Cows.

I think salt assists the supply of milk. Milk cows should usually be dried up at

the end of December, but I would be guided by the price of produce and the season.

[Mr. Stedman.]
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Cheese Factory Teams—Cans—Rennet.

In cheese making we hired teams by the ton or season. I have often paid $2 per
ton ; the factory was not very -well situated, and the cows were widely scattered. The
cans used held thirty to thirty-two gallons. They were ventilated by a pipe in the lid.

The milk was tested with a lactometer and also a glass tube. We always used Rennet^
the Irish or Bavarian, or our own For four years we used the old water heater, but
latterly we used steam.

Management of the Milk.

In making butter we filled cans from the receiver The cans are twenty inches deep,

and nine ia diameter We set them m spring water at about forty-five degrees for from,
twenty-four to thirty-six hours. The milk was then skimmed. When the skimmed miltr

was used for cheese the cream was churned sweet. We do not get quite as much butter
from sweet cream, perhaps one-third less, but the buttermilk is perfectly good for cheese,

and better than the skimmed milk.

Gilt-edged Butter.

For the best gilt-edged butter we set the cream in tin vessels and bring it to sixty

degrees to ripen. At that it will sour. It is left till it thickens, perhaps twenty-four
hours from the time it is skimmed; it is stirred occasionally. By the thickening process
all the butter is got out of the cream. We used a little colouring occasionallj—a prepara-
tion of annatto.

The Churning.

The churning was done by steam. Our chum was six feet long by four feet in
diameter. It took forty minutes to an hour to churn. The temperature was from sixty-

one to sixty-three, according to the weather. Our churn was air-tight. We had to admit
air occasionally. The butter was washed in the churn with spring water and salt. I
would throw the best dairy salt over it when in a granulated state. We used Higgins*
Eureka.

Treatment of Butter.

We used to work a tub of butter at one time. Butter needs compression, not work-
ing like mortar. When it comes to be close in the grain, and shines like a new dollar
it is worked enough. About one ounce of salt is used to a pound, a Uttle more or less in
warm or cold weather. We preferred tubs soaked in salt brine for twenty-four hours
and covered with a cheese cloth.

GoDERicH Salt.

I always preferred Goderich salt ground fine for covering up butter. It hardened
better after it had been wetted. The English salt did not harden

No Ice to be Used.

I would use no ice on butter. Butter that has been iced will not stand heat so well,
afterwards. Ice may be used to regulate the temperature of the factory. Our cans were
completely immersed in a running stream of spring water. Each held about twenty
quarts. Where the cans were immersed the cream would rise in ten hours, while, if only
set in the water, it would take twenty-four hours. Ice on the top of the water wiU help
the eream.

[Mr. Stedman.'l
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Cheese and Butter Equally Profitable,

In my opinion cheese and butter will make about an equal profit ; but then I regard
"the skimmed milk as far more useful for young stock than whey. Whey will not feed

."young stock.

Skimmed Milk Cheese,

To Mr. Dymond.—We manufactured skimmed cheese largely. I think it is as pro-

fitable as cream-milk cheese. I think most money can be made on this plan. We got

•about two to three cents less for the skimmed cheese than for the other.

The Fairlamb System.

We have not yet tested the Fairlamb system, but I think it would be more profitable,

•and fairer both to the farmer and the factory. The great advantage is the lessening of the

cost of collection, and the retention of the milk, while sweet, for young]|stock on the farm.

Farm Accounts—Feeding Profitable.

I know no farmers in this section who keep accounts. I cannot give accurate statis-

tlkcs of my farming or feeding operations, I have found feeding profitable. In 1878 I

oought a steer in March for $24. He was coming three. He was straw-fed when I

got him, and running in the barn-yard. I did not weigh him ; he probably weighed
800 pounds or a little over. I put him up to feed about the 1 st of April. I fed him
on hay, and barley and oats, about a gallon three times a day, for two months or a little

over. We had no roots. In the first or second week in June I sold him for $52.60. He
weighed a little over 1,000 pounds, at 5 cents a pound. The cost of feeding would be

-represented by about thirty bushels of feed, mostly refuse grain, at about 40 cents a

'bushel ; say hay $4, or not over $16 altogether. Then I had the manure, and the feed

was worthless for marketing. I can fatten grade Durham cows, farrow, in four weeks.

Plenty of Exercise Needed.

I think the soiling system should include plenty of exercise.

Canadian Salt—Prejudice.

I have used Canadian salt in our own dairy for butter-making. 1 have never heard
•ftny complaints of it. Lately the merchants have not kept Canadian salt. A prejudice

was created against it. We used it one year in our factory for cheese, and no fault was
found with it. It was a stronger salt, and had to be used more sparingly than English
salt. I have used an ingredient by which butter can be cured without salt. It is, at

.present, a secret. Butter made with it kept its flavour under very adverse circumstances.

Where the cream only is collected the farmer gets credit for the exact value of his products.

REUBEN STEDMAN

JOHN MOTHERWELL'S EVIDENCE.

John Motherwell, of the Township of Bathurst, called and examined.

I have resided sixty years in the district, and am Deputy Reeve of the Township. I

•carry on a mixed system of farming, I farm 127 acres, with 100 acres cleared.

[Mr. Motherwell.^
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Improvino the Stock.

1 have been trying to improve stock for twenty-five years, and lately have used some
thoroughbred bulls. I tried Ayrshires first, and made some improvement. This was-

chiefly for milk.

DuRHAHS AS Milkers and Beepers.

I now use Durhams. They give richer milk, if not so much of it, and can be used for

beef more profitably. They are just as hardy and as easily kept as the Ayrshires. A
Durham grade fit for the English market will sell for 5 cents per pound, and the scrub-

cattle only 3 cents.

Grade Bulls Useless.

I recommend all farmers to use a thoroughbred male animal. I have tried improving
with grade bulls, and found it useless. I could hardly hold my own with them. There
was no certainty as to the animal I would get. The Durhams I use are brought in by
some of my neighbours. The farmers round me are following my practice in improving

their stock. The first cross often gives a good animal for export.

Treatment op Stock.

I give young stock what they need to keep them growing—roots and good hay, but

not straw. I have adopted the soiling system partially. It requires less pasture, and
keeps the cattle in good condition. I grow the Western com for green fodder. The
green com helps the milk, but does not put much flesh on.

Sheep Farming.

I keep a small flock of sheep. I bought several sheep and a Durham heifer at the

Guelph Model Farm sale. My sheep are nearly pure Leicester, with some Cotswold in

them. I am going to cross with the Southdown, to secure early maturity. I never have

any disease among my cattle or sheep. The Leicesters make good sheep at two years.

The fewer sheep in a flock the better. I think sheep pay better than cattle, but would
prefer to keep both.

Wintering Sheep—Feeding.

Sheep in the winter should be sheltered, but not kept too warm, and the lambs sep-

arated. I feed the sheep on hay, and give the lambs grain every day. They should have
the run of the barn-yard.

Mixed Varieties op Wheat.

Some years ago I mixed several sorts of wheat—Club wheat, Red Fern and Fyfe in
equal proportions, and it did well. I have kept up that system since. The best crop I
ever got was 25 bushels per acre, taking the whole crop. Lately I have not got so much.
This year it would not exceed 10 bushels to the acre.

A Good Crop op Oats—Salt.

T threshed oat« this year, and got over 60 bushels to the acre. That land had salt ap-
plied to it. The crop that did not have salt was badly laid and was not of so good
quality, although the land was richer and newly broken up. I used 300 pounds of salt to
the acre, and 500 would be better. It stiffens the straw and helps to fill the grain. J

have used salt with my grain crops for three years. It suits best on mucky land,

[Mr. Motherwell.]
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Gypsum—Barn-Yard Manure.

I have used gypsum with marked effect on. hay crops. I have not used other fertil-

izers. I manure freely with barn-yard manure. Leeched ashes are good on grass, potatoes

and wheat. I never went into a calculation to see what raising any crop has cost me.

JOHN MOTHERWELL.

MR. PETER CLARK'S EVIDENCE.

Peter Clark, of the Township of Montague, was called and examined.

I am a farmer, and Reeve of the Township of Montague, County of Lanark.

A 300-ACRE Farm.

I farm 325 acres of land, some 300 of which is cleared, 1 have resided in the town-

fhip over fifty years. The fertility of the soil is depreciating through over-cropping.

The Wheat Crops.

We sow a good deal of wheat and coarse grains. I grew spring wheat largely in

former years. When we had good crops we raised from 20 to 25 bushels of spring wheat

to the acre, and I have grown 40 bushels of fall wheat to the acre. For the last two

years the spring wheat has been a failure, and fall wheat this year was winter-killed. We
have been growing the Fyfe variety of spring wheat, and fall wheat known as " midge

proof."

The Lost Nation Wheat.

I got four bushels of the " Lost Nation" wheat at the Model Farm last spring, and I

-think it will turn out 45 bushels, to (say) two acres sown. Fyfe wheat sown at the same

time will not double the seed.

Barley—Peas—Rye—Oats.

There is not much barley raised. Peas will give 40 bushels to the acre. We have no

pea bug at present. Rye is grown, I think, profitably. It produces from 15 to 25 bushels

to the acre. Oats I cultivate largely, and often get 50 bushels to the acre. We grow but

:few roots in our section. Buckwheat does well if not touched by frost.

Rotation op Crops.

Our rotation is—from the sod : first oats, followed by peas ; then wheat on the pea

stubble, with manure ; then seed down to grass again for about three years. We endeavour

to pasture the grass meadows for a year or two before again ploughing.

Fertilizers—Summer Fallow—Manure—Draining—Weeds.

We use no fertilizers, except barn-yard manure. We only summer fallow when ne-

cessary to clean up a foul piece of land, but shall have to begin it again. We have not many

thistles, but some wild mustard. We have only under-drained in some low spots. I use

wood for drains. I know of no tile being used in our section. I have made no calcula-

-tion as to the cost of raising particular crops. We cut 1^ tons to 2 tons of hay to the

••acre off our meadows. We grow some corn for both green food and grain. Corn always

\Mr. Clark.'^
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ripens with us ; frost never hurts it. A good deal of our land is light or rough ; about
200 acres can be ploughed. Flat rock comes into parts of it. My five sons work the

farm without hired help.

The Stock op the Farm—Yield op Milk.

We keep in winter 40 or 50 head of cattle, of which 25 will probably be milk cowa
We don't pretend to fatten stock. We look chiefly to dairying, and send all the milk to

a cheese factory. Our cows will average $25 apiece from the cheese factory, per season,

and make butter besides. In addition to home consumption, we seU from 200 lbs. to 300
lbs. of butter. Dairying is more profitable than grain growing The farm has improved
under this system. We could hardly ' ve on the farm previously.

Unimproved Stock.

The stock is not improved. We have used no thoroughbred male animal. I do not
think there is a thoroughbred bull in the township of any breed. Our stock is as good as

any I see in this district.

Winter Treatment.

We house the cows in the winter ; the others run in the barn-yard and sheds. We
feed very few roots. We give the milk cows a little threshed grain about calving time.

We feed hay in the stall, and the stock has the straw in the yard to run to.

Sheep Farming—Southdowns.

We have 40 to 50 sheep every winter. They are common stock, crossed with the
Southdown. I have a pure-bred Southdown ram. The improvement is marked since I
used the ram. We get about five pounds of wool to the clip, taking the flock round. We
send the sheep to the high rough land, and keep the cows on the better land. I have sold

the sheep for shipment to England. I got $7 apiece for three-year-old wethers. We
always alter the ram lambs.

Apple Culture.

We do pretty well in apples. Many of them are seedlings of our own raising. We
find they do the best. They stand the climate best. They are mostly late sorts. Some
are small, and these we grind to cider. Others are a fine class of apples, better than the
grafted Jsorts for cooking purposes. We find a local market at 40 cents a bushel. We
have raised a few pears only. We are troubled with the currant worm, and use hellebore
successfully.

The Grasshopper.

The grasshoppers have been troublesome. They commenced three or four years ago,
but now seem to be diminishing. They destroyed some fields of oats, about three years ago.
They eat up the pastures first. They were the red-legged, winged grasshoppers. A little

parasite destroyed large numbers.

Agricultural Machinery—Breeding Cows—Hogs.

The farmers all use agricultural machinery freely. "Very few farmers keep accounts.
The whey is retured from the factory and fed to hogs. I have had milk cows often for
fifteen or sixteen years. They never miss calving, nor are we troubled with abortion
among the cows. Our hogs are the Berkshire breed.

PETER CLARK.

[i/r. Clark.^ j.^vouja .Vm.}
'"
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Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Almonte, October 13th, 1880. Present—MessitL
E. Byrne (Chairman) and Dymond.

MR JAMES BLACK'S EVIDENOR

James Black, of the Township of Ramsay, was called and examined.

General Farming,

I have been a resident of the township of Ramsay fifty-nine yeara I farm 100
acres, all cleared.

Grain Croppino,

I devote my attention principally to grain-cropping. I chiefly grow spring wheat,,

oats—no barley—peas, and a little corn. The year before last I sowed some rye.

Failure of Spring Wheat.

The two last years the Fyfe wheat has been a failure. The yield would not be over

10 bushels to the acre. I had previously averaged 30 bushels to the acre, and I have
harvested 40 bushels. The last two years it was light, thinned out, and short in the

straw. The soil was not impoverished. Last year I attributed the failure to the dry

weather. This year the rust was the chief cause of trouble. I have hitherto used no fer-

tilizers to remedy the mischief. The decline was not marked till the time I mention, or

at all events, till the last three or four years. I had always used the Fyfe wheat.

Better Results prom New Varieties.

I have sowed some White Sea wheat also the last two or three years. That has done

better than the Fyfe The yield, I think, was 20 bushels of the White Sea wheat. I

have also used the Emporium, a wheat similiar to the Red Fern. That yielded about

15 bushels to the acre. The failure, in our neighbourhood, of the Fyfe wheat was general.

Other farmers have tried other kinds of wheat. I have not tried the " Lost Nation." My
farm is a rich clay loam soil, with a clay subsoil. I consider it a favorable soil for the

growth of wheat.

Fall Wheat Cultivation—Want of Protection.

Originally I grew fall wheat till the country got open. I used to i-aise from 30

to 35 bushels to the acre, and have raised 40 bushels. I ceased growing it because it

was winter-killed. I tried it again about two years ago. Some 5^ acres yielded 40

bushels to the acre. Last year it was again winter-kiUed. I have no bush to the north

or west of my farm to protect the wheat. I attribute the failure of the fall wheat in our

section to the absence of protection Where any has been saved it has been in some shel-

tered corner. The fall wheat when I grew it formerly was retarded by the seasons and want

of protection, and the weevil and other enemies got into it This was seventeen or eigh-

teen years ago. My land is mostly flat and low.

Results op Undkr-Drainino.

I have under-drained a good deal with tile, stone, and wood. I prefer tile. The effect

of under-draining on the wheat, especially the Fyfe, was very good. I think draining i»

profitabla My farm was little good until it was drained. My success with wheat formerly

was on the higher and dryer portions of the farm. The lower portions were entirely use-

less until they were under-drained. After draining the lower portions were the most

profitable.

[Mr. Black.]
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Cost of Draining.

Tile cost me formerly $9 a thousand for three-inch, and $6 for two-inch. They now
cost $12 for three-inch, and $30 for five-inch.

Coarse Grains.

Oats are generally successful. I have raised 85 bushels to the acre, but I should
put the average at 50 bushels. I grow the white oats. Peas are usually a good crop. This
year I got 33 bushels to the acre. They have run from 25 to 40 bushels.

Rotation of Crops.

My usual rotation is : peas on the sod, wheat on the pea land, then oats, and then I

seed down with the oats to grass again for two, or perhaps three, years ; then pasture for one,

or if we can, for two years, before breaking up. I manure as liberally as I can before sowing
to grass. This gives a seven years' rotation. I grow roots largely. My average of turnips

would be 700 bushels to the acre. I keep eighteen to twenty head of cattle over the
winter, and about the same number of sheep.

Improved Stock.

I sometimes use a thoroughbred bull, either Durham or Ayrshire, and for sheep, a
Leicester ram. I think the Southdown made the best first-cross in the sheep. In cattle

I like the Durham best. If anything goes wrong with the cows they can be turned into

beef profitably. They give good rich milk, if not so much as the Ayrshires. The Durham
grades are good milkers. Both breeds are healthy, and both require equal care in treat-

ment. There has been no disease among the cattle for many years. The cows give no
trouble as breeders, and seldom miss a season. I always use a thoroughbred if I can get

one. There are four or five thoroughbred bulls in the township. Their services are

always available. I have never calculated the cost of raising any crop.

Dairy Farming.

I sent my milk to the factory for four or five years, but the price was so low the

factory was closed. I sold some of the cows, and others did the same. We now make
butter at home. I use what I understand to be Canadian salt for butter-making.

Fruit-Growing

I have spent a good deal of money in trying to grow apples. The trees failed- They
were from Rochester, Kingston, and Hamilton. Some crabs (the Transcendental), from
Hamilton, have succeeded. I have now got some apple trees from Arnprior. Out of ten,

two are dead, and the others are not too growthy, but I think will live. The wild plum
does well. The soil where I grow them is under-drained ; the trees are unprotected. I

took particular pains with the trees from the first.

Pea Bug—Potato Beetle—Grasshoppers.

We have not yet been troubled with the pea bug. The potato bug is less troublesome-

than formerly. On the high lands in our section the grasshoppers have been troublesome.

Apple trees have been cultivated successfully in some sections of the township on the

higher and lighter land. Wheat is grown successfully there toe, and the sample is superior

to mine. The soil there is a sandy loam.

Rye Culture.

I had a fine crop of rye two years ago. I regard the crop as more exhausting than
others, although rye will often grow where other crops fail. The grasshoppers did not

destroy the rye crop as it was too early for them. A good deal is grown in the township.

JAMES BLACK.
Mr. Black.]
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ANDREW COCHRAN'S EVIDENCE.

Andrew Cochran, of the Township of Ramsay, was called and examined.

I farm 200 acres besides bush land.

Grain Growing—Fall "Wheat.

I give my attention chiefly to grain growing. I grow all kinds of grain except rye

vind buckwheat. Since 1837 I have grown fall wheat every year but one. The White
Flint or Hutchison has answered best. While the bush to the north and west was
standing, my crop of fall wheat was uniformly successful. Where other persons' crops

were exposed the wheat was injured to some extent. I have raised from 10 to 66 bushels

on an acre. The 66 bushels was on one particular acre. The field, 7^ acres, averaged

4:8^^ bushels to the acre. The soil of my farm is a rich clay loam with clay subsoil.

Effect of Bush Destruction.

I had left the bush to the north and west the whole length of the lot an acre wide,

but a strip four acres long was burned recently, and it has rendered 100 acres much less

productive. The fall wheat blows bare and freezes out. I sowed nine acres last year and

got just four stooks. I invariably lose the crop when I sow opposite the burned opening.

Spring Wheat Cultivation.

I have grown spring wheat successfully till the past two or three years. I have

raised 42^^ bushels to the acre on one field, but about 30 bushels has been the average.

During the past two or three years, of the Scotch wheat I have not got over 5 bushels to

the acre, the Emporium would run this year about 15 bushels. I never saw wheat look

better than the spring wheat for some weeks, when it gradually rusted and died off. I

propose to re-sow the Emporium and the Scotch too.

Use op Fertilizers.

I have tried phosphate but not with much result. I have used land plaster freely

with peas, Indian corn, and clover. I sowed it broadcast on the crop at the rate of a

barrel to two acres—that is about 150 pounds to the acre. The pea straw and pods were

longer and the peas were plumper. I had used it on part of the field and the difference

was material. Similar experiments were successful with Indian corn ; it was stronger

and taller. I cannot say as to the effect on the ear. The clover was taller and of a nice

dark colour, and the crop was heavier. I have used leeched ashes mixed with barn-yard

manure with good effect. I have used the land plaster for twenty years and always

successfully. I have used it on turnips very successfully for the braird ; it came on

strong and got ahead of the fly. I never missed a braird when 1 put it on.

Oat Crops.

I have grown oats from 20 to 90 bushels to the acre ; the average would be 45 to 50

bushels. I have ploughed the land well in the fall, cultivated and sowed in the spring,

with good results. I attribute my large crop of oats to this system. We never sow with

a tube drill. It takes 2^ to 3 bushels, to the acre, of seed. I have never sat down to

estimate the cost of raising any particular crop.

[^Mr. Cochran.^
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Rotation of Crops.

As a rotation -when I break up grass land I sow peas, then manure, and sow spring

wheat ; we either seed down with the wheat or follow the wheat with oats and seed down.
We keep it in grass two to three years, and cut from 1 to 2 tons to the acre, say 1^ to the
average. We keep the land in pasture then for about three years. It then needs
renewal.

Turnips—Potatoes—Mangolds.

I have grown from 600 to 1,000 bushels of turnips to the acre. I once got 1,000
bushels of potatoes off two acres. From 250 to 300 bushels would be the average yield.

I never measured the mangolds, but they have done well. Of carrots I have raised at the

rate of 1,200 bushels to the acre.

Under-Draining—Surface Drains.

I have under-drained a great deal. The first thing I do when I clear is to get rid of

the surface water by open drains. The under drain does not work early in the spring
because of the frost, and the surface drain relieves the soil of the water. I under-drain
both with stone, wood, and tile. I make the drains 2^ feet to 3 feet deep.

Cost of Tile Draining—Wood Drains.

1 like the tile best. The tile is not easily procured. We have to go near to

Amprior for it. It costs $12 per thousand for 3 inch tile. The wood is cheapest. I

put in a wood drain in 1852, and it is running yet. I never could have got such crops
as I have mentioned but for the drains.

Rye Cropping.

I do not grow rye. A large quantity is now grown, but a good deal was winter-
killed last season.

ANDREW COCHRAN.

MR. ROBERT MACFARLANE'S EVIDENCE.

Robert Macfarlane, of the Township of Ramsey, was called and examined,

I farm 360 acres of land in Ramsey, of which 225 are cleared.

Dairy Farming.

My attention is chiefly turned to dairy farming. I also grow a considerable amount
of grain crops. I have generally been successful with wheat, but have grown less for ten
years than formerly, as it was exhausting the soil.

Fall and Spring Wheat.

I grow both fall and spring wheat. I have averaged almost 25 bushels to the acre of
fall wheat, and 15 to 20 bushels of spring wheat, but this year both have been a failure,
and last year I sowed no spring wheat. In that year the fall wheat did well, producing
a full average. My farm contains a variety of soils; part is light sandy loam and part
clay. I have grown wheat on both soils.

[Mr. Macfarlane.'\

"
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Effects op Manure.

On the fall wheat last year in one field, I followed peas without manure, and in the
other peas with manure. The difference was very marked, not less than eight bushels tO'

the acre, in favour of the manured lot. We put twenty waggon loads of manure to the
acre.

Fall Wheat Blighted,

I regard the failure of the fall wheat this year as due to a new blight. The wheat
lost its colour early in the fall, before the winter set in, or any severe frost occurred. It

never recovered, and did not grow. In the spring it was all gone. I could find no insect

pest at work.

The Joint Worm at Work.

The spring wheat was attacked by the joint worm. It had looked well till then I

had salted the wheat land at the rate of two bushels to the acre. The spring wheat was-

partly Fyfe and partly what is called here China wheat. The Fyfe suffered most, but the
China did not escape altogether. The fall wheat that perished, was partly Scott wheats
and partly White Flint. They both suffered equally.

Sowing Fall Wheat—An Experiment

I have sown White Flint this year again, and purpose to cover part of the field with
straw, as an experiment. I think in the event of sudden changes, it will prevent heaving,

by keeping the frost in the ground.

Oats—Peas as Cattle Feed.

Of oats, I reckon 35 bushels to the acre, an average crop, but it has reached 60 bushels.

Peas are a favourite crop with us, for three reasons : first, they do the soil good from the

nature of the plant, drawing support largely from the atmosphere ; secondly, I consider peas

superior to any other coarse crop for feed or for market ; thirdly, I consider the pea-straw,

when well saved, equal to clover hay for sheep or horses. I count 25 bushels to the acre

of peas, but have got 40. The crop never fails with me. I have had no pea bug or

other enemy. I have a pea called the Mackintosh. We had other varieties that suffered

from mildew, but this does not.

Corn Crop.

I grow corn for feed, not as a grain crop. I have cut this year seven tons to the

acre, and have had more. The land was manured with the root crop a year ago. Last

year I thought some corn, planted in the same field as the roots, and heavily manured with

fresh manure, suffered more from drought, but this year the crop was a very fine one.

Rotation of Crops.

My usual rotation is : first, on sod, peas ; second, wheat or a root crop, manuring
liberally ; third, roots or oats, following wheat. If I follow wheat with oats, I seed down.

I endeavour to seed down with every third crop. I never keep the land more than three

years in hay, generally only two. I have grown from one to three tons of hay to the

acre, according to the season, I always pasture for three years, sometimes four.

Fallows—Root Crops.

When I summer fallow I sow buckwheat the year previous. It generally re-seeds

itself, and I then plough it down, I do not believe in a naked summer fallow. I grow

[Mr. Mac/arlane.]
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anangolds and turnips largely. I count 400 bushels of turnips an average crop, and nearly

the same of mangolds. I think root growing is perhaps exhaustive of the soil, but the
manure makes up for it. I make a good deal of manure from stall feeding, and get a

good deal from the town. I consider ploughing down a green crop is manuring. I have
«sed both salt and land plaster. I have found land plaster a success with clover and peas,

•but not to affect other crops.

Dairy Farming.

I keep an average of 12 cows in milk, and about 20 head of cattle altogether. They
are improved stock. Originally the Ayrshire was used to improve them, and more
recently the Durham. The Ayrshires were too small. I count to get an average of eight

quarts a day for ten months from each cow. We sell the milk chiefly and make butter of

the rest. I reckon to make $60 annually per cow, and could do more if we could sell all

the milk.

Management of Cows.

The cows are pasture fed in summer, but we add a supply of green food in the dry

season. I feed in winter with hay in the morning, coarse straw at noon, and corn at

night, watering twice a day. Morning and night I also feed meal and roots mixed to-

rether. 1 would give the turnips always after milking. We raise what heifer calves

we can.

Grades Preferred to Thoroughbreds.

I prefer grades to thoroughbreds. I believe their milking qualities are equal, and

their size is nearly equal for beefing, to the Durham. We consider the Durham cross

equally as good for milk as the Ayrshires, and get the benefit in the carcass also.

Flock op Sheep—Leicesters—Crosses.

I keep a flock of about 30 sheep or more, nearly pure Leicesters. The first improve-

ment we made, over thirty years ago, was from the Southdown. No other cross did so well,

but other breeds became popular, and the Southdown blood was got rid off. We had one

-Cotswold cross, which increased the clip, but it was coarser. We now use the Leicester.

Hardiness op the Southdown—Heavy Clip.

I never saw hardier sheep than the Southdown. I never saw a Southdown lamb
suffer, even if dropped in snow. Six pounds is about our average clip. The first South-

down ram clipped 11 pounds washed. That was a very extraordinary clip from a South-

down sheep. A ram from that ram, crossed with our own, clipped 13 pounds. They were

extra well fed.

Effect of Protection and Feeding on the Clip.

I consider by careful and liberal feeding, and protection from the fall rains, the yield

of wool may be doubled on any sheep. I had a Cotswold ram that once clipped 16 pounds.

If I were not so near a town, and so could sell milk, I would go largely into sheep farming,

as the best means of maintaining the fertility of a farm. This section is well adapted for

sheep farming.

Dogs Worrying Sheep.

We suffer much from dogs worrying the sheep. I would ofter a reward for every

^ray dog's head.

ROBERT L MACFARLANE.

[Mr. Macfarlane."]
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Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Toronto, June 22nd, 1880; Mr. Dryden, M.P.P.»
in the chair.

[The following evidence was given by Mr. Wiser, M.P., while under examination

more particularly in relation to Horses and Horse Breeding; but it contains so much
information of practical value in connection with general farm management that it i»

thought well to introduce it here.]

MR. WISER, M.P., ON FARM MANAGEMENT.
The Shorthorn Model.

To Mr. Dymond.—With reference to cattle, that which we want, in order to meet the
demands of the English market, is an animal as nearly as possible to the thoroughbred
Shorthorn. There is no other class worth talking about. There are other good cattle,

such as the Polled Angus ; but I don't think we could get the difference in price between
the Polled Angus and the Durham to compensate frr i ae difference in weight. There is

no doubt the Polled Angus is much desired in England ; but for the demand generally,

the Shorthorn Durham is the thing.

Decline of the United States and Rise op the British Demand.

When I left off shipping cattle from the United States, I was getting 9 and 10
cents a pound for them, live weight. In Boston the very best cattle are worth only 5 or

5 1" cents a pound now, while for the English market, buyers can pay 6 cents a pound,
live weight, for them here, and ship them at a profit. The shippers are making money
this year. Suppose we had to ship these cattle to the United States, and pay 20 per cent,

duty on them, and then sell them there at 5 cents a pound, we would not have anything
left. But when the American market failed, the English market stepped in, to the great

advantage of the cattle growers and farmers of Canada.

The Polled Angus Worthy of Experiment.

If I were in the stock-raising business, I should try the Polled Angus as an experiment,

because they perhaps bring a little higher price than the Durhams. A good shipping

animal of this class weighs about 1.200 pounds; they are round and compact, so that very

good cuts and roasts could be got from them. But to these things there is an offset m the

mode of shipping, as it costs as much to ship an animal weighing 1,200 as one weighing

1,800 pounds, consequently you pay just 50 per cent, more freight on the lesser weight.

Too Many Poor Cattle.

We ship too many poor cattle, because we cannot always get good cattle, and the resuli

has been a great lessening of profits. First-class meat is what must be sent across the

Atlantic to pay. I agree with Mr. Gibson on that subject.

Prizes at Shows.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I think the prizes given at exhibitions for the encouragement of

Herefords, Devons, and such classes of cattle should be very small. We have to consider

what class of cattle is the best for meat and milk combined, and what will sell best in the

English market, and for these purposes there is nothing like the Durham. I think it is a

waste of time to pay attention to anything else.

Durhams Good Milkers.

I think there is a class of Durhams which are very good milkers. I just keep a few
cows for my own use. Commencing with half or three-fourths Durham blood, I have bred

\_Mr. Wiser.
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them for twenty years to good thoroughbred bulls, and I have obtained cows giving me
from forty to sixty-five pounds of milk a day. That, I think, is as much as has been got
from Ayrshires or any other cows. I think a thoroughbred Durham bull crossed on our
native cows will produce very good milkers, and by continuing to breed in that way, you
will soon eliminate the common grades, and arrive at nothing but first-class stock. I

would not pretend to go and select a bull that would produce good milkers, but I think,

with a little attention, the best milking type could pretty soon be discovered.

Farm Management.

As I have a farm and endeavour to keep it in a high state of cultviation, it might be
considered proper that I should give this Commission my mode of working a farm. In
one particular I shall be pleased to do this, and it cannot help but be useful to show how
an excessive amount of manure leads to the most abundant crops.

The Rysdyk Stock Farm.

1 have a distillery and fatten annually over a thousand beeves, and have an excess of

manure to spread on the land yearly. In the spring of 1868 I bought the first concession of

the farm that I have since turned into a breeding establishment for the produce of Ham-
bletonian horses, the Rysdyk Stock Farm. It is situated on the River St. Lawrence, about
110 rods, or a third of a mile, from the town of Prescott, and about directly opposite the

city of Ogdensburg, in the State of New York. It contains nearly 600 acres, and in front

is crossed by the main road running from Prescott to Brockville. On the eastern side is

a nine mile road.

Barns and Stabling.

On it I have two horse bams ; one is a new brick building, and the other is built of

stone. The brick barn faces the River St. Lawrence. The object in view in having it face

in this way was to have benefit from the sun in winter, and to break off the winds from
the north. It is 100 x 44 feet. There is a wing at either end running southward, each of

which is 50 X 16, and the two wings enclose a court facing the sun which affords warmth
for the young stock. About one-third of this space is covered with a continuous shed. Each
of these L's or wings is divided into four separate box stalls, with doors facing court-

wards, and with windows to the west and east. The main body of the building is divided

into stalls, and contains an office, harness room, six box stalls, and sixteen open stalls.

The six of the box stalls are 14x16, the open stalls are seven feet wide. The drive way
through the barn is eighteen feet wide. There is an elevator running up through the
centre of the building. The hay is kept up stairs in the loft. This barn is made of brick
manufactured on the farm of Mr. N. Ward The barn was erected at an expense of about
$6,000.

Plenty op Good Water Indispensable.

I am very particular that stock should have plenty of water, and, to have it handy,
had a well dug fifty feet deep in the court or southern side, and another one at the west
end of the main building. The latter well is 100 feet deep, and both are sunk through the
solid rock. The cost of boring in my section is about $1.50 a foot.

Care op Stallions.

I demand extra caution in caring for the stallions on the farm, and especially so when
teasing mares. In furtherance of this object I have had at each barn an appropriate oestrum
made. The mare is enclosed in a small oestrum stall, and separated from the horse by a
height of three feet and a half of movable planking, arranged so that it can be adjusted and
removed at pleasure, and just sufficiently high to prevent the mare from kicking the stallion.

This insures perfect safety to the male stock in ascertaining the mares oestrual heat.

\Mr. Wiser.]
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Temperature of the Brick Barn.

There is no fire kept in this barn, except in the office, where one is lit occasionally
;

nevertheless, with the thermometer at thirty degrees below zero, there has never been

known to be a particle of ice on any water standing in the barn, in fact it never even

chills. I think stock in this country, and in this climate, should be kept in stables where
the water won't chill, in other words, that stock should have just as much warmth as we
should have ourselves. I think one-half the grain will keep stock in better condition in

this building than double the quantity would, running at large, or where the winds were

whistling through. I think currying, grooming and cleanliness are equal to four quarts of

oats a day. Although this is a brick barn, it is strapped and lined inside with matched

lumber. There is a vacuum left between the lining and the brick of about an inch and a

half. In my experience a building built in this way is the least conductive of cold and

frost, and most comfortable. There is just one thing in favour of a stone barn—in an ex-

ceedingly hot day in summer, it is the coolest.

A Stone Barn.

M.J other horse barn is a stone building that was formerly used for a wood-shed. The
main building is 30 x 40, with a projection on the easterly side 30 x 20. The walls are

twenty inches thick, and are strapped and lined with matched lumber inside with a similar

vacuum of an inch and a half. In this there are eight box stalls. It is necessary to keep

a coal fire in this barn in the winter, but, notwithstanding there is a stove kept in it, it is

not so uniformly warm and comfortable as the brick barn without any heating apparatus

in it. This I attribute to the fact that stone is a conductor, while brick is a less conductor,

and especially so where there is a vacuum between the brick and the lining.

Interior Fittings.

You want all the light and ventilation you can get ; the nearer you can come to nature,

admitting sunlight, but keeping it from shining on your stock, the better. The doors to

all the box stalls are so adjusted on moveable tracks that they roll backwards and forwards

so as to occupy as little space as possible. There is a large open space in the door for light

and ventilation, the space being grid-ironed with iron bars.

The Box Stalls.

Great care should be exercised in making box-stalls to have the edges of the upright

sides of the place of entrance and exit rounded so that an animal will not be liable to strike

his hip bones and injure himself, and that it be of sufficient height to prevent his striking

the top with his head if he makes a sudden jerk back.

No Racks.

There is not a rack upon my premises where a horse is fed h*om a hay-loft down. The

stock is all fed from off the floor, and all dust and hay-seed are kept from them as much

as possible. My method of feeding grain has always been out of an iron box placed in

one corner of the stall, adjusted about three feet six inches from the floor. The box is

made with such an edge on the inside as will prevent a horse from rooting out his oats and

scattering them over the floor. With such iron concave rimmed boxes, it is utterly im-

possible to throw oats out of the box in eating.

Protection Against Mares Kicking.

I am thoroughly particular with mares coming to my barns with the intention of

osing some one of my stallions, in having them securely fastened with couples, and for that
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purpose I adjust a leather arrangement similar to a collar around the neck of the mare,
and run two straps between her fore legs, buckling one to either hind ankle, and while
this simple arrangement does not injure the mare in the slightest regard, it perfectly secures

her from kicking, so that it is not possible for her to injure the stallion.

Breeding Arrangements.

In connection with this barn I have the oestrum on the outside. I find that I have
to be particular in order to make it certain that mares get in foal, to watch them closely

from the seventh to the ninth day after foaling, and unless they are served with the horse

at least two or three times between the seventh and ninth day after foaling, I find that it

is not certain that they will get in foal again. As a rule mares suckling colts through
the summer are not so liable to get in foal as when they are not giving milk, and unless

properly watched and attended to between the seventh and ninth day after foaling are liable

to become barren. Mares under my care are tried regularly every week. I recommend
that in serving a mare by a stallion these requisites should be observed to ensure celerity

a,nd cleanliness. When it is found that the mare is in her oestrual heat, plait the hairs of

her tail firmly and compactly so as to occupy as little loose space as possible. At once
after coition have the groom, who should have a bucket of tepid water and sponge in

readiness, wash the male organs thoroughly and efficiently, and dry them well with appro-

priate toweling.

On the north eastern end of the stone barn is a covered enclosure 18x20, arranged to

have plenty of air and free ventilation, which serves as a place to turn any of the stallions

out in stormy weather to get exercise. Opening from this shed is a large door, three feet

from the ground, directly connected with the oestrum before spoken of. This insures per-

fect safety for the stallion, and the mare cannot be injured even if she is not in heat

Exercise for Young Colts.

My custom is to give young colts exercise when they are not in training, and for this

purpose 1 have a number of paddocks made, inclosed with board fences 5J feet high, con-
nected continuously with each other and the main drive ways, with gates. My custom
has been in the fore part of the day when the sun is not excessively hot in the summer to
turn my two and three year olds out there for exercise. In the heat of the day I put
them up, and in the evening turn them out again, and when the nights are not severe I
leave them out all night.

Pasture in Summer.

There is a portion of the time during the summer that I do not feed the animals not
in training any grain. While the grass is good and succulent I don't approve of feeding
them oats. There is a good well contiguous to the stone barn which affords abundance of
water. I refer to this again to be expressive in my determination to have abundance of
fresh wholesome water for my stock.

Blacksmithing on the Farm.

I find it a great source of profit to me where I have so many horses on my farm, and
so many work horses to attend to, to do my own shoeing. I have a blacksmith shop on
the farm and do all my own shoeing. If a shoe falls off it can be readily replaced at a
very little expense, and for this purpose I have my own private blacksmith who works in
the shop at necessary times, and at other times looks after my colts and broodmares.

Beneficial Effects of Manure.

To show to what an extent an excessive amount of manure will benefit land I have
four small fields adjoining my paddocks that in the aggregate foot up twenty-eight acres
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and a third. I literally covered these fields with manure from the distillery in the win-

ter of 1877-8, and the following season I cut one hundred and sixty-five tons seventeen

hundred and some odd pounds of hay at a single cutting. The land was in average good
condition when I put the manure on it, and had been in sod for two or three years pre-

vious. This was only top dressing.

Six Tons op Hay to an Acre.

That year the hay was so abundant as to be difficult to cure on the ground. A
quantity of this hay when dry had to be pitched on the load without any raking at all

;

the balance was cured by driving a tedder through it, and having very pleasant weather at

the time, by turning it and using the tedder repeatedly, we succeeded in curing and get-

ting it in, in very fine condition. So abundant was it, that much of the first growth
lodged down and then there was yet another crop of grass grew up through this lodged

grass. It was cut with a mowing machine, and besides the yield before spoken of there

was a quantity that we were unable to cut. I invited some of our best farm neighbours,^

and drove them over the ground, and the residue wasn't placed by any of them at less

than a half or a quarter of a ton left on each acre on the ground. In making up the ag-

gregate of the yield of those 28 acres I concluded that there was a cutting of not less

than six tons to the acre. This was arrived at by actual weighing, without any specula-

tion or doubt about it, the hay being weighed when it was put in the barn, since which

time I have had the ground accurately measured by a surveyor.

Importance of Shade Trees.

I am strongly impressed with the importance of shade trees on my farm and for that

purpose I set out over a thousand young maples at diflferent times these last four or five

years. I cannot say that I have had good success in always getting them to grow. I set

them out invariably in the spring and it has been my experience that they do not always

take root, probably not over half of them live. I am going to try horse chestnut in

future. My present impressions are that I can make the horse chestnut grow. I am
going to try them another spring, as I am led to believe that when planted and properly

protected until the tree is of a certain growth, it will succeed.

A Brick-yard.

At the south-west corner of the Rysdyk Stock Farm, and within one hundred feet of

a cove of the river St. Lawrence, I rent to IST. Ward a brick-yard at a royalty of forty cents

per thousand. It is bounded on the front by the main road and the St. Lawrence river,

and on the west by a small stream running through the farm. The enbankment of clay

so far has proved inexhaustible. This brick-yard has been in active operation over sixty

years. I have questioned Mr. Ward in regard to the mode of manufacturing brick, and the

quality of clay, and he gives me the following statement

:

Mode op Making Bricks.

" I have had control and occupied the yard for twenty-one years this last spring, and

supply the wants of all the surrounding neighbourhood with brick. There is about

twelve feet of red clay on the top which I use for manufacturing red brick. Immediately

below that is a very dark, blue clay from which white brick is made. I have bored down

into this clay forty-two feet in endeavouring to open a well, and find the same kind of clay.

In boring for the well I failed to find water, and come to the conclusion that the bed of

clay is practically inexhaustible. I sell a great many bricks to United States citizens.

My largest order at one time was'to the United States Government, to which over a million

of these brick have been sold. They were used in the custom house and post office at

Ogdensburg."
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A Brick Machine,

** I use a machine manufactured by Joseph Close, of Woodstock, Ont., which is capable

of turning out twelve thousand bricks a day of ten hours. The clay is first put into the

machine, and the horse does the pressing and hauling the moulds out, and then the bricka

are piled into the hecks for the purpose of drying, and left there for about ten days,

and from the heck they are hauled into the kiln. They are generally burned four days

and five nights. I use wood of all kinds for fuel. The capacity of the yard is sufficiently

large to make a million of bricks a year. I generally run from about seven to eight hundred

thousand bricks a year. The quality of clay is first class and cannot be surpassed any-

where. The clay requires to be drawn out in winter and frozen. This is done so

as to pulverize it." Besides being a brick maker Mr. Ward is a master builder and has

been since 1850, and says, " brick made this way has lasting qualities and is equal to any
brick that has ever been manufactured. There is just one process in making brick, the

only difierence being mostly in the machinery used. There is no difierence in manufac-

turing except in the pressing. If the unburnt bricks get wet they are spoiled and fit for

nothing."

The Bbick-yabd.

Mr. Ward does not approve of a brick-yard being altogether covered. He is of the
opinion that the sun must necessarily shine upon the brick in the process of drying ; and
the proper way to make brick is to give them all the wind and sun you can, simply cover-

ing the heck with enough boards to protect the brick from the rain. He never saw but
one brick-yard that was completely covered up and that was a failure.

Cost of Bricks.

He says, " I cannot supply red bricks ^ere at less than $5 per thousand. The
white bricks which are manufactured under the pressing process, have been sold readily at

$14 per thousand, but a good white brick can be manufactured and sold for $8 per
thousand."

Advice as to Brick Buildings.

A word in regard to how brick should be used in building. He says :
—*' Take a

three-story' building, the wall in the first story should be 16 inches, the second story

should be made 14 inches, and the top story 9 inches thick." Thinking the Commission
would be pleased with something relating to clays, and soil for brick making, I purposely
sent for Mr. Ward to explain as above and had a stenographer take down his ideas, even
the expressions used by Mr. Ward.

Crops of Oats.

The only grain I had this last year was a forty-acre field. I had this field manured three
years ago, and thus enriched that season's crop of grass, but I only cut 2^ tons to the acre
ofi" it, which was so light that I broke it up and successively raised two crops of oats on
the same ground. This field the first year yielded 2,244 bushels of oats ofi" the green sward.
Last fall it was ploughed over three times, cultivated, dragged, and ploughed again. This
spring I had it ploughed, cultivated and dragged again, and sowed with oats, and seeded
down. I had a yield this year of 74|- bushels to the acre, and a little over four tons of

straw to the acre, arrived at, not by approximation, but by actual measurement and
weighing. This forty acre field is a light, sandy loam, faces the north, and has a slight

declivity for drainage towards the glen and rivulet that diagonally cross the front con-

cession.

Operation of Manure,

I have reflected in this manner as to this field : the distillery manure, althoughr

spread excessively thick on it, was fresh and not well rotted and fermented, which I think
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resulted in less yield the first season ; the second season necessitated a term of decomposi-

tion to fully rot all the manure and upturned sod, and this year I had the full benefits of

all my manure, and as it is now seeded I expect a bountiful crop of grass and hay from
lit yearly for the next five or six years. In seeding I used a mixture of four pecks of

timothy seed and one peck of clover seed, and of this I distributed about one peck to the

acre.

Arrangement op the Fields—Fences.

My farm, which contains about 600 acres, runs back nearly to the end of the second

concession, two miles and a half. The first concession is divided in the centre by a system

of paddocks and board fences. The pasturage is connected, on the west side with a 72

feet lane from the rear to the glen, so as to admit stock at pleasure to water, and return

them to the pasture. In connection with these paddocks I have another oestrum made
for the trial of mares, with the same careful attention from danger as I have before

described. I am very particular about my fences, to have them made of suflicient height

to prevent any possibility of the stock getting out or others getting in. The board fences

• are 5|, and the rail fences 6 feet high. The worm rail fences are made of cedar with iron

caps. The caps on which the rider rests are so arranged as to prevent the perpendicular

stakes from separating.

Stone Fences—Gates.

At the end of the first concession and about two-thirds of the distance of the same
concession, directly across the farm, I have made two stone fences. First there are posts

set in the ground, and the stone is built up to the post, so as to be four feet across at the

bottom, and tapering gradually to three feet wide at the top, and from the stones upward
I nail on the upright posts narrow boards and a top, making a total height of 6 feet. The
other stone fence is 2^ feet high, 4 fee^ wide at the bottom and 3 at the top, with

centre posts, boards, and likewise capped on top. For admission into the different com-

partments of my farm I am opposed to the old-fashioned way of posts and bars. I invariably

use ordinary gates, attached to posts firmly sunk into the ground and fastened with pad-

locks, staples and hasps.

Salting Stock-—Water Supply,

I think stock should have all the salt they desire within their immediate reach at all

times. For that purpose I have in every field a long trough, and a man to see to it once

a week that a suflacient supply of salt is kept in all the troughs. There is a never-failing

stream running diagonally across the farm. To utilize it, there is a dam thrown across a

small ravine, which makes a pond that is always kept full of clear, pure water, six or seven

feet deep, in which the stock can go and stand and drink, and cool themselves. The pond

is fifteen or twenty rods long and about fifty feet wide. The water is kept pure by allow-

ing it to run out and over the dam as fast as it runs and oozes in.

Division op Stock.

I am particular in having all my stock divided in the different fields according to their

age and sex. One field is for brood mares with their sucklings, one for the geldings, one

for two-year olds, one for fillies, and one for mares that are sent to my stallions to be bred.

There is one field alongside the nine-mile road that I use for geldings, which is deficient in

running water, it not being practicable to make a lane from that field to the rivulet. In

that field I have a well 26 feet deep, which furnishes an unfailing supply of water. I have

it regularly pumped into large troughs. I have a windmill to put in there when I get to

it. Sometimes this is used in the spring of the year for brood mares, and I have there the

necessary paddock and safety oestrum that I have before described.
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Improvement op Land.

"When I purchased this farm it was so impoverished that it did not produce anything
in comparison to its present yield. By the manure which has been put on the farm the 28
acres previously spoken of, would produce more than the original farm which was 333
acres, but has since been added to, until I have what is now enclosed.

Blue Grass.

I have a glen lot, as we call it, that has run into blue grass, that is just about as good
a field of blue grass as is to be found anywhere. It will compare favourably with the blue
grass of Bourbon County, Kentucky, Within the last year I have been twice to Kentucky
and looked over the blue grass there, and I am satisfied that my fields can produce as good
blue grass as they can there. I would say that, as a general thing, our land here is too dry
for blue grass. A dry season has a tendency to kill it out. My experience is that where
there is an excessive amount of manure used, the drought does not have the same effect,

I get good grass off this farm in dry seasonc, when farms that are poorly manured yield
poor crops, I never fail now in obtaining good crops.

Burning the Stumps—Weeds,

There is one thing that farmers very much overdo, and that is setting fire to stumps
in pasture fields. I would never burn stumps off my farm, but let them rot in the
pastures, as the debris enriches the earth. In the meadows they have to be taken out of
course. You ask if I am troubled with weeds on my farm, and if so, can I eradicate them,
and how % When I purchased the farm it had been neglected very much in that particular.
I commenced a thorough work of elimination, and when the Canada thistle and white daisy,
or bull's eye, made their appearance I had men detailed on purpose to dig them up by the
roots and carry them off and destroy them. This proved a work of great labour at first,

but yearly it became less and less, and J. have but few now, comparatively none at all.

When a few do appear I follow the same plan. I can say I have by this means got them
-eradicated, I can make no headway against the mustard nuisance. The buttercup or
mustard has beaten my every effort.

Can we Compete in Cattle and Horse Raising.

Q. Have you come to any conclusion as to whether cattle and horses can be raised
and produced cheaper and better in our climate and on our grasses, in comparison with
that of a more southern soil and climate, or the contrary 1 A. I have given that subject
a gi-eat deal of attention and thought. When I first bqgan to buy cattle for feeding for
beef purposes, I bought in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, afid drove them by easy stages all
the way north to the St. Lawrence. I then bought good steers, well developed and thrifty,
but they did not take on fat and grow from being stall fed as well as our class of stock.
I bought them very cheap compared to what I pay now, but that was many years ago and
times have changed greatly since. The markets now are very different. Then I had the
advantage of the United States markets, and there was no British market available to
us, I buy now altogether in Ontario.

Quality v. Cheapness.

Upon the whole I think the Western States can raise a three-year-old steer, seemingly
fat and fair, cheaper than we can. I think if our farmers would confine their cows to
Durham sires they could produce a thirty months old steer that I would sooner have, and
ipay much more for, for my purpose, to feed, than those of the same age from the western
4-anches, They certainly can be raised much cheaper in Texas, Arkansas and Colorado
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than with us, and thus sell cheaper, but in my opinion their meat is less substantial and
marbled, and I conclude that we can raise them of much better quality but cannot raise

them so cheaply. However, I know the Americans can lay down beef in the British

market from the western prairies cheaper than we can with our mode of production, but

our beef will always be better, have the first call in market, and demand higher figures.

Freights to Europe.

Our greatest trouble now is cheap trans-Atlantic freight. If we had more steamship-

competition, and freight as low as American bottoms carry live stock, there would be a

large profit for breeder, feeder and trader. Taking into consideration the size of beef

stock mostly raised in Canada at present, I think if steamship companies would carry

live stock by the ton instead of by the head, it would privilege us in exporting a much
larger quantity of beef than we now do. It would not be as heavy beef probably but it

would enable our farmers to sell a smaller class of beef cattle and more of what they

have to spare, even if they sold at less prices. Freight charges could be so adjusted as to

be none the less profitable to steamship lines, and this would enable buyers to purchase

equally as fat but a lighter class of beeves—of which the supply is abundant.

Advantage for Producing Horses.

In regard to producing mature average priced horses, I think our soil and climate

excel. Our seasons in Ontario are just what is required to mature and educate a good

roadster. After weaning, the first winter of his coltage brings him all the time for his

feed and care in contact with man, his future master. These surroundings tend to his

docility and tameness. The next six months of summer give him the very best grazing

and pasture, with a temperate atmasphere and plenty of palatable unstenched water for

drink. Alternating with his freedom in summer, to his contact with his keeper in win-

ter, the first three years of his life, if gently handled, make him docile, tractable,

and free from vice. Our winter seasons of snow and ice make it a pleasure to break him'

to harness and labour, and give him his first lessons with but little fatigue and exertion to

himself. My life-long experience has been that horses matured and brought up as is our

custom in Ontario, make more docile, less vicious, hardier, tougher, more endurable, and

more valuable animals than those reared in a southern climate.

J. P. WISER.

Sitting to take oral evidence, held at Belleville, October 18th, 1880. Present—
Messrs. Aylsworth (Chairman), and Dymond.

MR. K. GRAHAM'S E"VIDENGE.

Ketcham Graham, of the Township of Sidney, County of Hastings, was called and

examined.

He said : —I farm 280 acres of land, of which 250 acres are suitable for using the

reaper and mower upon. My farm is rather low, and the soil, is to a very great extent,

alluvial deposit. The greater portion of the subsoil is a stiff clay.

PASTURE LAND.

I have no unbroken land, or original pasture, except thirty-five acres off which the

timber has been cut for three years, when it was seeded down in timothy and clover. It

is now in pabtuie. I have mowed it one year of the three. I think that by using ferti-

lizers, and not pasturing too olose, I could keep it in pasture for an indefinite period.

\Mr. K. Graham.'\
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DAIRYING AND BARLEY GROWING.

I keep about forty cows, and barley growing and dairying are my cbief operations

on the farm. I had 3,200 bushels of barley, and 1,000 bushels of fall wheat this year.

I do not care to grow barley two yearg in succession on the same land, but sometimes I

am forced to do so.

ROTATION OF CROPS,

My rotation is, as nearly as possible, as follows : I would break up sod and sow
either peas or Indian corn, but the prevalence or the pea bug of late would oblige me to

change this system. If the crop were peas I would gang-plough the land immediately
after the crop is off, and plough it twice afterwards in the faU. In the spring I would
either gang-plough it or cultivate it crosswise, putting in barley with a broadcast sower,

and seeding down with twelve pounds of clover and ten of timothy to the acre. The
reason I sow so much clover is that a c'ose heavy crop makes the best hay. The third

year I would take a crop of clover, and then if I had a good catch of timothy I would
pasture it, but if not I would take a crop of clover seed—that would be the same year
that I mowed the clover. Under all circumstances I would mow the first crop of the

seeding down, and I would never pasture more than one year without breaking up. This
is a five years' rotation, not including the sod.

BARLEY GROWING IN THE BAY OF QUINTE DISTRICT—PRICE—QUALITY.

Barley is grown very largely in my district, as it is the most profitable crop we can
raise. The average yield is about forty bushels to the acre ; and I think sixty cents per
bushel for it—which I consider a low price—is quite equal to $1 for wheat, and it is a
safer crop. The barley grown in the Bay of Quinte District is the highest standard of

barley for American maltsters' use.

SYSTEM OF CROPPING.

I do not think barley is anything Uke so exhaustive a crop as oats or wheat, and at

the present time I am following my barley crop with fall wheat. My plan for the last

three years has been to plough sod, take off a crop of corn or peas, then barley, plough
the land three times, and sow it in fall wheat, seeding down with timothy in the fall and
sowing clover the following spring.

EXEMPTION FROM CASUALITIES,

Barley never fails except in. black muck land, when it may be attacked by the grub
or wire worm, but even that is exceptional. During an experience of twenty-one years
I have only found that the results of a sprmg wheat crop equals that of barley in two
years.

BARN-YARD MANURE—PLASTER.

I trust chiefly to barn-yard manure, but, excepting the last two years, I have sown
on an average, about eight tons of plaster a year. My faith in its benefits have however
been rather shaken during the last two years. I have sown about three hundred pounds
to the acre.

TOP DRESSING—SUMMER FALLOWING.

In the six years' rotation I used manure as a top dressing and ploughing the sod,
but this last year I have departed from that plan. I have summer fallowed seventeen
acres, the manure being ploughed under with fall wheat. The reason I have changed is

because I believe I can grow fail wheat.

[Mr. K. GraJmm.]
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EOTTEN, INSTEAD OF GREEN MANURE.

I used to manure on new sod. The average quantity applied was about twenty-five

waggon loads to the acre. At present I am in favour of using rotten rather than green
manure, as, in that way, I get rid of foul seeds, and also of such grubs as the wire worm,
which seem to be produced by green manure.

MANAGEMENT OF MANURE.

I think it desirable to cover the manure with earth, if labour is not too dear. I gen-

erally draw it from the barn-yard to the field where we want to apply it. simply because

it is less expensive. I do not keep any pit or reservoir for the hquid manure, but believe

that it would be a good thing to do. I always try to use enough straw to absorb the

liquid manure.

COST OF RAISING BARLEY—AVERAGE PRICE—YIELD.

I estimate the following as the cost of an acre of barley : Rent or interest on capital,

$4; one gang-ploughing, 40 cents; two other ploughings, $2; harrowing, 50 cents;

seed, $1.20; cross cultivating, 80 cents ; harrowing and rolling, 60 cents; harvesting,

$1.50; threshing, $3; manure, $2.50. The average price of barley is about 70 cents,

and the yield forty bushels to the acre.

SPRING WHEAT—FAILURE OF THE CROP.

I have been sowing spring wheat every year until this last year. Seventeen

years ago we could raise from thirty to forty bushels an acre, and last year we harvested

only about eight bushels an acre off thirty acres of new land well summer fallowed. I

first sowed the Fyfe and then I tried the Red Fern, but I do not think it was any im-

provement ; I have also tried the White Russian, but it did not succeed, I have found

the Fyfe the best of all the varieties I have tried.

DECLINE IN THE YIELD OF FALL WHEAT.

There has been a gradual decline in the yield of fall wheat. I have not grown any
fall wheat for twenty years until the last two years. I gave it up twenty years ago on
accoant of the weevil. Crops in my neighbourhood in 1879 yielded thirty bushels to

the acre. This year I have forty- six acres, of which I have ploughed up six, and I expect

to have 1,000 bushels from the remainder, though some of it is badly winter killed.

THE PEA BUG—GYPSUM.

The pea bug is getting to be a serious pest. The only plan we take to avoid it is to

get our seed from the northern townships, where it is not so prevalent. The land plaster

I used came from Oswego. Its good effects, of late, seem to be getting less and less

every year, owing, I believe, to the deterioration of the plaster, as I have tried it on both

old and new land. I have not tried any but the American plaster.

SALT AS A MANURE.

I have sown salt broadcast on grass and barley land, but I do not think that it has

repaid me for the outlay, though the straw appears to be shghtly stiffer, and the salt

attracts the moisture-'

[Mr. K. Gralia'ni.^

\
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DAIRYING—THE FIRST CHEESE FACTORY.

I have been connected with the dairy buBiness since 1866, and it is carried on large-

ly in our district. After gaining all the information I could by visiting the dairy districts

of America, I put up the first cheese factory in the County, in 1866.

CREAMERIES AND CHEESE FACTORIES.

The only creamery in the Belleville district, so far as I know, is one at Amelidcburg,
Prince Edward County. The factories in this district are mostly conducted on the joiiit-

atock system.

COST OF MAKING CHEESE—DAIRY COWS.

The cost of making cheese, including milk, drawing, manufacturing the cheese and
boxing it, is about 1^ ceats per pound. Our cows are nearly all native cows, and very
few are raised, the practice being to slaughter the young calves.

PREFERENCE FOR THE SHORTHORNS.

Not very much is being done to improve the cattle, but the preference of the people
for that purpose is generally for the Shorthorn. We can get just as much milk from
a well-graded cow as from a native one ; and if we had to turn her into beef she would
bring just about double as much as the common cow.

SOURCES OF PROFIT.

My dairy farming, on the face of the account, shews a loss, but it proves profitable

by improving the land, and also because I have my profit, as between the cost of produ-
cing my fodder, and the price at which I charge it in making my calculations. I have
made calculations as between stock raising and dairy farming and consider the latter to
be most profitable.

HURON SALT.

In cheese making I have used the Stapleton brand of Huron salt, and find it equa
in all respects to the best English brands, but it Is more costly.

SYSTEM OF FARM ACCOUNTS.

I have adopted a system of keeping accounts on my farm, analogous to that sug-
gested by Mr. Johnson, and find it very useful ; in fact, I regard the keeping of accounts
a necessity, though there are many farmers who never take stock, or keep accounts at
all. I think our Pubhc School curriculum is very defective in not devoting more time
and attention to book-keeping.

BENEFIT OF DAIRY FARMING—IMPROVEMENTS IN CHEESE.

,
The dairying system has been of incalculable benefit to the farmers, and has attained

& high degree of excellence of late years. The cheese made at our factory in 1866, and
which then commanded the highest price, would now be regarded as a fifth or sixth rate
article, if saleable at all, and the cheese which took the sweepstakes prize at the Centen-
nial was inferior to the prize cheese at the Provincial Exhibition this year.

KETCHAM GflAHAM.

[Mr. K. Graham,'\
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PROFESSOR BELL'S EVIDENCE.

James T. Bell, of BelleviUe, was called and examined.

AGRICULTURAL STUDIES.

He said :—I am the Professor of Mining and Agriculture at Albert College. Agri-
culture is taught as a regular branch of study, but farmers' sons as a rule do not appre-
ciate the study of scientific agriculture.

CARE OF MANURE.

As to manures, I think that everything in the shape of refuse should be utilized, and
that all manure should be kept under cover to protect it from the rain-fall and from the
direct rays of the sun. Some of the best farmers, who know its value, are beginning to

treat it in that way.

OIL CAKE—LINSEED—RAPE SEED—GRAIN—BRAN.

Those substances fed to cattle which contain most nitrogen, such as oil cake, Hnseed
or rape seed, produce the best manure. After these would come the different kinds of

grain and beans and peas. The manure produced by feeding bran I do not esteem very
highly, though it produces soluble silica. There is generally enough of that in the soO
to supply the wants of plants if it is brought into a soluble state by the use of alkaline

and other salts.

EFFECTS OF LAND PLASTER.

There are two ways in which the use of land plaster assists vegetation, first by sup-

plying sulphuric acid or sulphur, which is an important ingredient, especially in the seeds

of plants. It also supplies hme in a soluble state. The sulphate of lime is slightly

soluble. Four hundred and sixty ounces of water would dissolve one ounce of pure sul-

phate of lime or gypsum. Its other benefit is its mechanical effect in absorbing am-
monia, which is an important element in vegetation. It also makes a double combination

with some alkaline salts.

SEASONS A2fD SOILS MOST SUITABLE.

Plaster is much more effective in wet than in dry seasons, as a much larger portion

of it dissolves and becomes available. It will not act so beneficially in soils in which
there i^ a sufficient quantity of lime as in those in which it is deficient, and the reason it

gives out in new land is that lime is mostly present in excess.

BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF SALT.

I think salt, or chloride of sodium, might be applied advantageously upon land re-

mote from saline waters. The chlorine would combine with the atmospheric moisture

and form hydrochloric acid, and this acid would seize upon some other ingredients of the

soil, while the soda would be liberated, and act on the silica of the soil and make it

soluble. It is in this way that salt has an effect in strengthening and brightening the

straw of the grain.

THE PHOSPHATES.

I agree with Mr. Barnard, the Director of Agriculture in the Province of Quebec,

that the phosphates may be used without converting them into superphosphates if finely

[Prof. Bell.]
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ground, and that the beneficial effect will be more permanent, if not so sudden, as there

are many substances which are perfectly insoluble in the mass, which become soluble

when comminuted. I think it is folly on the part of our farmers to allow these valuable

fertilizers to be exported to other countries, instead of using them on their own lauds.

They are beneficial to almost every kind of crop, and especially valuable in renovating

exhausted soils.

GREEN AND ROTTEN MANURE.

For ploughing-in, recent barn-yard manure will be more effective than rotted manure,

which, however, is the best for top dressing or for appUcation in immediate contact with

the seed.

VALUE OF LIQUID MANURK

Liquid manure is worth five times as much as soKd manure, if properly saved and
manipulated.

USE OF SAWDUST—TANKS—EARTH.

I am not very partial to the use of sawdust as an absorbent of liquid manure, as it

is apt to promote the growth of fungoid spores, especially hardwood sawdust. The use of

the tank and the water cart is what I would recommend, or if they were too expensive,

a natural or artificial reservoir such as is used in earth closets. The liquid should either

be mixed with earth or diluted with water, as it is too strong in its natural state, and
should be applied at an early stage in the plant's growth. It should not be used fresh,

but allowed to enter upon the first fermentation.

NECESSITY FOR DRAINAGK

Drainage is very necessary in this country and sometimes as much so in dry as in

damp soils, as the moisture is drawn from beneath the drain as well as from above.

farmers' accounts.

I think the farmer should keep accounts of the transactions and operations of the
farm, and I approve of the system set forth by Mi. Johnson.* For those farmers who
are not sufficiently educated to use so elaborate a system, one in'^which their income and
outlay could be debited and credited respectively would be serviceable, in connection
with an annual stock-taking. Some such system as Mr. Johnson's might be advantage-
ously introduced into our rural public schools.

rust upon GRAIN—ITS ORIGIN.

I believe that the rust found on different grains is all the same sort, merely modified
by the season and the variety of the plant, and it is clearly established that it originated
on the bramble and spread from it to the cereals. The retention of moisture in the soil

is likely to produce the conditions necessary for its growth.

CHEESE as an ARTICLE OF DIET.

Eeferring to the dairy system, I strongly approve of cheese as an article of diet. A
given quantity of cheese contains more actual food than any other article of diet we are
acquainted with. It is best when it has just fairly ripened, and it is not desirable to use
very old or strong cheese, otherwise than as a condiment. I think Canadian cheese is

g3nerally superior to EngUsh in its digestibility and its nutritious qualities. All cheese
should be used with a large proportion of farinaceous food.

JAMES T. BELL.

* Described by Mr. Johnson in his evidence on Agricultural Education and Farm Accounts.

[Prof. Bell.]
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Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Cobourg, October 19th, 1880. Present

Messrs. Aylsworth (Chairman), and Dymond.

MR. W. EIDDELL'S EVIDENCE.

Walter RiDDBLii, of Cobourg, was called and examined.

He said :—I am now farming for myself, and have been doing bo for forty years.

1 was formerly a tenant farmer. I have given a good deal of attention to farm statistics..

The following letter written by me in 1868 to the Canada Farmer will give statistics o|

the crops of this district as taken from the results of my own operations on an average'

farm :

Register or Farm Crops.

To the Editor of the Canada Farmer

:

Sir,—It is frequently asked
—

"What is an average crop ? As some help to answer
the question, the annexed tables for twenty- seven years, of the four principal crops raised

in the country, namely, wheat, barley, oats, and peas, may be acceptable. The wheat
and barley are, I believe, as exact and correct as such tables can be made ; and though
every care has been taken with the oats and peas, yet every farmer knows that they are-

often, or at least occasionally, fed unthreshed, and therefore may not be so correct.

The farm on which the crops were grown is a good one, but has been all the time
farmed under some special disadvantages. During the early part of the time it was
wrought without sufficient means or suitable help to manage it to advantage ; then there

was always a degree of uncertainty of having it more than the current year, and further,

there was never anything like sufficient or suitable buildings on the farm ; so that a large

part of the crop had to be stacked out, thus incurring waste and loss to the crop, increas-

ing the amount and cost of labour, and preventing stock being kept with much advan-

tage ; much of the farm cannot be wrought to the best advantage for want of under-drain-

ing, so that a wet spring followed by a dry summer had a very injiurious effect on the

products of the farm.

Of the prices given, the highest named was often only obtained for what was eoid

for seed ; and in the case of peas, the highest prices were only for early Kents, or some-

other fancy variety. They arc, however, the prices actually obtained. The crop was^

sold always nearly as it was tlu-cshed, as there was no place where grain could be kept

for any length of time after it was threshed. In the cases where there is no price given in^

the table it will be understood that none of the crop had been sold for those years that are

left blank.

The dates given for beginning to plough and sow are the correct dates for this

farm ; but owing to a large part of the farm being low, damp land, ploughing and sow-

ing were often done in the neighbourhood sometime before the dates given. The same

may bo said of the'dates for commencing and finishing harvest ; though correct for the

farm, there was mostly harvesting done before, and also after, the dates given for begin-

ning and finishing harvest. The dates, however, may be looked upon as a fair average-

for the section of country. Some years, it will be observed, that sowing was begun in the

spring, before any ploughing was done. That was, of course, on land that had been

fall-ploughed, and in years when there was no green sod to plough in the spring.

Computing from these tables the average yield ai .d prices of each crop, for the

whole period, the result will be foand as follows :

[Mr. RirlrlcU.l
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STATISTICS OF FARM CROPS FOR TWENTY YEARS.

Cbops.

1841
Spring Wlieat .

Barley
Oats
Peas

1842
Fall Wheat....
Spring Wheat .

Barley
Oata
Peas

1843
Spring Wheat .

Bariey
Oats
Peas

1844
Spring Wheat

.

Bariey ..... ...

Oats
Peas

1845
Spring Wheat .

Barley
Oats
Peas ,

1846
Spring Wheat. .

,

Barley
Oats
Peas

1847
Fall Wheat
Spring Wheat .

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1848
Fall Wheat
Spring Wheat. .

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1849
Fall Wheat
Spring Wheat. .

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1850
Fall Wheat
Spring Wheat. .

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1851
yall Wheat
Spring Wheat. .

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

_1852
Fan Wheat
Spring Wheat. .

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

pq2

15
20

4Bi
13

12m
23
54

12^

29
13
46
12

20
18
27
15

18i
50
32
20

22
39
28
12

12
22
27
34
24

m
15
26
45
27

18
30
45
20

24
24
24
25
19

13h
27
26
43

29
32
33
45

Pbice pkb
Bushel.

From.

$ c.

95
35
20
50

[o 70

26

To.

Sm

$ c.

25

16 20
50

77
40
20

90^

25,

April 17

40 ^ April 5

75
55
30

65
50

85
55
25
50

[O 85

50
25
50

80
50
43
25
50

1 00^

70

95^

90

1 CO")

65 I

75 80
80l

45
25 30
40 50

70
70
60

80^
80 I

65 }-

25 30
30 J

k 58'0 80"

50
25

71
69
60
40
40

80-^

90

1 27.

April 20

April 13

Mar. 31

April 4

April 26

Mar. 30

April 28

April 19

April 26

April 10

April 2

April 7

April 26

April 13

W

5 >

Mar. 29 April 21

April 15

April 17

April 27

April 12

April 21

April 29

Aug. 7

Aug. 11

Aug. 16

Aug. 8

July 31

July 23

July 30

July 24

July 23

July 25

July 26

July 29

Sept. 9

Sept. 10

Sept. 8

Sept. 13

Aug. 27

Aug. 11

Aug. 27

Aug. 18

Aug. 25

aV.

Dec. 15

Nov. 18

Nov. 25

Nov. 23

Nov. 22

Nov. 23

Nov. 20

Dec. 20

Nov. 29

Aug. 23 Dea 6

Aug. 30

Sept. 8

Nov. 14

Dec. 1

Remarks

Finished ploughingi

Finished ploughing.

[Mr. BidddlA
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Ckops. ^<

1853
I

Fall Wheat ' 45
22
33
40
20

Spring Wheat .

Barley
Oats
Peas

1854
Fall Wheat.,..
Spring Wheat.

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1855
Fall Wheat....
Spring Wheat.

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1856
Fall Wheat
Spring Wheat .

Barley
Oats
Peas

1857
Fall Wheat
Spring Wheat.

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1858
FaU Wheat
Spring Wheat.

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1859
Fall Wheat
Spring Wheat.

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1860
Fall Wheat
Spring Wheat.

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1861
Spring Wheat.

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1862
Spring Wheat.

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1863
Spring Wheat.

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1864
Spring Wheat.

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

1865
Spring Wheat. .

.

Barley
Oats
Peas

Price per
Bushel.

16

27i
19
40
26

28
27
21
41
16

20
23
37
40
10

24
22
12
43
12

^
12|
12
25
11

20

28i
28
40
23

16
24
32
50
23

18i
28
42
19

12

27i
36
24

15
32
44
22

13i
38
52
12

13
30
48
24

[Mr. Biddell]

From. To.

$ C.
{

$ c.

1 00 1 .30

1 00
80
40
801 00,

1 30

60

1 20
1 15
80
50

1 00

1 66
1 50
1 00

50
80

1 35
1 10
1 05

50
1 00

2 00^
2 00

I

1 00 y

2 00^
1 85

1

1 50 !

1 25J

1 25
1 25
80

90 1 50^
60
50
25
60

80
60
30

2 25,

1 25
1 10:
1 00
1 00

40 50

80|2 00,

95 1 12^
85 1 25
60 65
35 50
60 80 J

1 25| ^
1 00 1 10

65
25
50 75 J

87 ^

45 I

25 30 ,

45 75 >

80
60
50
50

85^

1 00

65;

75 85\
5611 00 (

30 60
(

50 85 J

80I1 00 ^

soil 00 I

40 50
(

80J2
25 J

1 15 1 40 >

7010 75 I

30|0 40
I

60 2 50 J

" o

fqw

April 16 April 11

April 17iAprU 20

April 17

April 16

April 14

Aprils

April 2

April 7

April 17

AprU 24

April 18

April 6

April 24

April 28

April 30

April 24

April 26

April 27

Aprilll

April 22

April 29

April 22

AprU 16

Aprils

July 27

July 27

July 30

July 28

Aug. 5

July 28

July 30

July 27

Aug. 6

Aug. 2

July 27

July 25

July 26

"an

Aug. 29

Aug. 29

Sept. 15

Aug. 30

Septs

Sept. 3

Aug 25

Sept. 4

Sept. 14

Nov. 24

Nov. 29

Bbuabbb.

Nov. 16

Nov. 27

Nov. 19

Nov. 13

Nov. 30

Nov. 24

Deo. 20

Finished ploughing.

Sept. 11 Nov. 14

Sept. 3

Aug. 31

Aug. 29

Nov. 27

Nov. 28}

Deo. 1

Finished plooghhi?.

Finished plougfaiog.

i
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Ckops.

1873
Spring Wheat.
Bariey
Oats
Peas

1874
Spring Wheat.
Bariey
Oats
Peas

1875
Fall Wheat...
Spring Wheat.
Bariey
Oats
Peas

1876
Fall Wheat...
Spring Wheat.
Bariey
Oats
Peas

1877
FaU Wheat...
Spring Wheat.
Bariey
Oats
Peas

1878
Fall Wheat. .

Spring Wheat.
Barley
Oats
Peas

1879
Spring Wheat.
Barley
Oats
Peas

1880

tD-^

9|

30
28

13i
30
40
20

14i
19

22i
30
19

12
11
34
10

25

20i
18
34
17

12
8
20
32
14

9|
25
36
20

Price per
Bushel.

From.

$ c.

1 10
98
40
60

90
85
40
68

1 08
1 00

58

66

None
1 05
75
35
70

1 20
1 03

50
None

67

95
90
95
35
60

95
62
35
65

To.

$ c.

1 50
1 10

2
'66

1 05
1 00

2*66

1 12
1 10
60
50

2 OOJ

sold^
1 80

i'25j

1 50^
1 18

60 ^
sold
1 ooJ

1 15^
91

1 00^
40

1

85J

140^
63(

40f
90;

April 15

April 21

April 10

C3 fe

April 22

a >

pq
•-a

July 23 Sept. 1

April 30 July 27; Aug. 29

April 14

April 19

AprQ 9

April 25

April 10

April 4 April 2

AprU 21

April 10

April 23

April 16

July 20

July 20

July 13

Aug. 30

Aug. 18

Nov. 12

Not. 20

Nov. 16

Nojr. 7

Bbuabss.

Aug. 20 Nov. 26

July 16 Aug. 15

July 19

July 16

Aug. 19

Aug. 20

Nov. 14

Dec. 12

A little ploughing
done on Nov. 28.

Stopped by frost.

(Ploughing could be
1 done till Dec. lat.

r Ploughing could be
< done almost every
( week during Dec.

(Ploughing could be
done (at times) for
some weeks after that
time.

Spbing and FAiiL Wheat—Decline in the Yield.

I am growing both spring and fall wheat. The average yield of the former for forty

years has been thirty-two bushels to the acre ; for the last three years it would be about

twelve or thirteen bushels. I cannot account for the falling off in the yield. It does not

appear to yield grain in proportion to the straw, and is subject to attacks from the Hessian

fly and the mi(^e ; but apart from these pests there has been an unaccountable falhng off

in the yield. The rust has attacked the wheat extensively this year.

FsTFE AND Club "Wheat—WmiE Kussian.

Fyfe and Club wheat are the standard varietes, but I have also tried the White Eus-

Bian and others. The newer varieties have proved very httle better than the others.

have noticed that the wheat fails on new as well as on old land.

Manures—Plastbk—Salt.

I use barn-yard manure, salt, and plaster. I apply from 100 to 300 pounds of salt

[Mr. EiddeU.]
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to the acre. The results are very uncertain, as some years it has a very good effect, and
other years its benefits are not appreciable. It generally has the best effects in dry

seasons, or on dry soil.

Fm.1. Wheat Crops—Winter-KilijIng—Its CAnsB.

Fall wheat does very well if we can get it through the winter safely. I believe the

winter-killing is largely due to the land having been denuded of forest. Where the land
is sheltered on the north and west there is almost always a good crop.

Varieties of Fall Wheat.

The varieties of fall wheat I have planted are the Hutcheson, Soules and Diehl,

with a little of the Clawson. The Clawson is giving the best results at present, but for-

merly the Soules did better than any other.

Cost op Wheat Crop.

I estimate the cost of a wheat crop per acre to be as follows : Interest or rent, $3

;

preparation of land, $4; seed, Sl-50; sowing, harvesting, and housing, $2.25; threshing,

65 cents; rolling, cleaning, etc., 50 cents. Total, 11 dollars 80 cents. If the land is

summer-fallowed there would be another year's rent, and at least another ploughing,
so that the cost of fall wheat on summer fallow would be $16. Manure is occasionally

put on, but it could not be charged to one year's crop. Its cost would be perhaps, from
$2 to $3 an acre.

Rotation of Crops.

My rotation is as follows, as nearly as possible: peas on sod ; I then plough the land
twice in the fall, cultivate it in the spring, and sow either with spring wheat or barley

;

then a crop of oats or barley; then a hoed crop; then barley or spring wheat, seeding
down with it. I keep the land two years in hay or pasture. Barley, oats, and peas are
generally fairly succeesful crops.

Effect of Salt on Roots.

Salt has a very marked effect on mangolds, making both tops and roots cleaner
and brighter. I have experimented very carefully with salt, and am quite convinced of its

beneficial effects on Mangolds and Swedish turnips.

Bone Dust—Phosphates.

I have also tried bone dust and mineral superphospate ; the former paid me, but I
do not think the latter did. The superphosphate costs about $30 per ton. The bone
dust had only a slight effect the first year, but it lasted for a long time. The superphos-
phate had an effect the first year, but not enough to pay for the cost of the manure.

LnjiAN Corn—Cost of Crop.

Indian com is usually a fairly successful crop, though it is sometimes damaged by
late spring or early fall frosts. The Indian corn produced falls short of the demand, and
a small quantity is imported for feeding purposes. I estimate that a crop of Indian corn
costs $18.10 per acre, without charging anything for the manure but for the cost of put-
ting it aa. I use the stalks for feeding cows, and they are valuable for that purpose.

[Mf.. EiddeU.]
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Stock Improving—Fabm Aooounts.

I think the general quality of the stock in our township is improving. I keep farm
accounts, but do not think that the farmers as a rule do so. I have a day-book in which
I record farm transactions, and tabulate them at the end of the yeax, and a cash-book
I do not keep an account for each £eld, it is too much trouble.

WALTER RIDDELL.

"Witness adds the following:—The farm on which the crops from 1841 to 1967
inclusive was raised is a first-class farm. The farms on which the rest of the crops
since then was grown cannot be said to be more than second-class—this accounts in pajt
for the great falling oflf in the crops. W. R,

MR. WM. NOBLE'S EVIDENCE;

^M. Noble, of the Township of Haldimand, said :—

TWO LARGE FARMS.

I have a farm in Haldimand and another in Hamilton township—430 acres in the
former and 240 in the latter. I have sixteen cows and make a good deal of cheese si

home.

DECLINE IN SPRING WHEAT—BARLEY.

The yield of spring wheat for the last four or five years has been decreasing with

me, and this year it will not average more than ten bushels to the acre. Barley produces
from thirty to thirty-five bushels to the acre, and some this year went as high as fifljy

bushels.

PEAS—OATS.

Peas do well, and are not much subject to the bug. Oats are also a profitable crop,

the yield being from thirty-five to forty bushels to the acre, and sometimes fifty bushels

per acre.

SYSTEM OP CROPPING.

I generally break up my sod and sow peas, then either wheat or barley. If barley,

then I would sow wheat the next year and seed down, keeping the land in grass two or

three years. I generally mow two years and pasture one. If the land be rolling I would

sow peas and then seed down with wheat or barley. In that rotation I would manure
after peas and before barley, putting on from twenty-five to thirty loads to the acre on
poor land. I raise hoed crops, but only for my own use.

FORMER YIELD OF FALL WHEAT.

Twenty years ago, fall wheat yielded thirty-seven bushels to the acre. Last year,

Clawson wheat yielded me only twenty-four bushels per acre, and that on the choice

field of the farm. I do not think it is safe to grow fall wheat unless the fields are weH
eheltered.

[Mr. Noble.]
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Causes op Spring Wheat Failing.

The failure of the spring wheat, I believe to be due partly to the seed haying run
out, and partly to the insect pests. Barley at fifty cents pays better than spring wheat

Use op Salt and Plaster.

I have used some plaster and salt, and find plaster excellent for clover. Salt I us&
on wheat and barley, and it has a good effect in brightening and stiffening the straw.

WILLIAM NOBLE.

Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Bowmanvilla, Oct. 20th, 1880. Present—
Messrs. Dryden (Chairman), Dymond and Aylsworth.

MR. H. MIDDLETON'S EVIDENCE.

Henry Middlbton, of the Township of Clark, was called and examined.

He said :—I am a farmer engaged in mixed husbandry.

Fall Wheat—Spring Wheat—Barley.

I do not raise much fall wheat, and it is cultivated only to a limited extent in this

district of late years, owing to its liability to winter killing. We tried spring wheat at-

first as a substitute, but of late years we have been raising barley. The failure of the fall

wheat has been pretty general.

Former Successful Cultivation of Fall Wheat—Recent Failurb.

Eighteen or twenty years ago, before the forest had been all removed, it was a suc-

cessful crop. I have made no attempt to renew its cultivation until last year, and the-

attempt was a failure, owing to the crop having been winter killed.

Varieties of Spring Wheat.

I have tried different varieties of spring wheat, the Red Fern included, but the last

two years it has been a failure. About four years ago we imported some wheat directly

from Russia. It did well the first year, but afterwards it was no better than the home
grown seed. It seemed to be attacked by the blight, and was also troubled with the

midge. This year I have sown some Arnecta wheat. It yielded about twelve bushels to-

the acre.

Use of Salt.

I have tried salt as a preventive • of the blight. Some years it seems to be effective

and others not. I have not tried any other fertilizers. The uncertain effects of sowing
salt, are, I believe, due to the difference in the seasons on new land. Wheat is as badly
affected by the blight, or black rust, as that sown on old land. The salt is generally sown
broadcast after the seed is sown.

Average Crop of Spring Wheat.

During the last eighteen years the average crop of spring wheat has been about
twenty bushels to the acre. I have not yet fully tested the Aj^necta wheat, but the re-

\Mr. Middleton."]
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suits in the neighbourhood are good, having yielded as high as twenty bushels to the acre.

The Arnecta is not as good in quality as the Fyfe, and the flour is inferior, probably be-

cause the millers have not got hold of the way of grinding it. The Red Fern does very
well, but is hard to thresh, and is not liked on that account. Some say that the Arnecta
is the same as the Wild Goose whea-^.

Cost op Spring Wheat Growing—Price op Wheat.

In estimating the cost of a crop of spring wheat, I would put the rent, or interest, at

$4 per acre
;
preparation of land, $2.45 ; seed, $1.90 ; sowing, about 50 cents per acre

;

cutting and binding, $1 ; setting up and drawing in, 65 cents; threshing, $2; other charges,

$1.50 ; or about $14 altogether. The price of wheat has not averaged quite $1 per
bushel for the last eighteen years.

Manuring with Root Crop.

I generally put on the manure with the root crop, and if more is required, where it

will be of most benefit. The manure on old land should be applied about once in seven

years, about twelve loads to the acre. It would be worth about $1 per load, so that $2
per acre would be a fair charge for it.

Increased Cultivation op Barley.

Barley has succeeded pretty well in our district for some years, and its cultivation is

on the increase. Occasionally it is affected by the frost. The crop, I have noticed, turns

yellowafter anight frost, though I have noticed it assume the same appearance when there

had been no frost. The spring wheat is somewhat affected in spots in the same way, when
it is exposed to the north-west winds.

The Pea Crop—The Pea Bug—Corn.

I have heard no complaint of the pea bug this season, though they were common in

the front of the township last year. Peas are a very profitable crop, producing from 20

to 40 bushels to the acre. I do not regard this as a favourable section for the extensive

growth of corn.

Usual Rotation.

I do not follow a very rigid rotation of crops, as my farm is not laid out as well as I

would like. After a root crop I sow wheat and seed down. After the hay I sow the land

in peas, then wheat, then oats or barley, and then I seed down.

Phosphate and Barn-yard Manure.

I have tried phosphate of lime on turnips for one year, putting salt on another part

of the field, and putting barn-yard manure alone on the remainder. Barn-yard manure

had been put on the whole field. The land sown with phosphate of lime yielded about

double that on which only barn-yard manure was put. That sown with salt was very

nearly as good as the land on which the phosphate was put. The phosphate I used came

from Brockville, and I think it is a mineral phosphate. I have used none since, as it is

Tery expensive.

Goderich Salt.

I first used Liverpool salt, but have tried the Goderich salt since. I and my neigh-

bours have come to the conclusion that it is not so strong as the English article. We
[Mr. Middleton.]
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'Could not see the same effect from it, though the season might have had something to do
with it*

Under-draining.

I have done considerable under-draining, as my land is rather low, and when I took

it every hollow was a swamp. I first cut a number of open ditches in these hollows, and

to these I had under-drainings. I noticed that the deeper the drains were, the more bene-

fit I got from them. My deepest drains were about five feet deep. A very few crops

paid for the expense of draining.

Hire op Labour.

I think farmers have made a great mistake in years past, in hiring men only for the

summer months, and allowing them to go idle in the winter, the result being that now it

is almost impossible to hire a man by the year.

HENRY MIDDLETON

MR. JAMES THOMSON'S EVIDENCE.

James Thomson, of Brooklin, Ontario county, was called and examined.

He said :—I have been farming in Brooklin for about thirty years, and was on a
farm in Scotland since my infancy. The soil on part of my present farm is a clay loam,

and part of it is a pretty stiff clay. The land at one time was inclined so be wet. I fol-

low mixed husbandry.

System of Farming.

When I break up sod I either summer fallow it or sow peas. If the latter, 1
would follow peas with fall wheat if the land was in good tilth. After wheat I would
sow oats ; then a root crop ; then spring wheat, with which I would seed down. If the
Jand was not in good condition, after wheat, I would follow with a root crop.

Failure op Spring Wheat.

During the last two or three years we have grown less spring and gone more into fall

wheat. If I had more sod land than I cared to sow in peas, I would sow some oats. I
agree with the last witness as to the fact, and the cause, of the spring wheat failure. I
have always grown some spring wheat, and my average yield is about thirty-one bushels
to the acre.

The Wild Goose "Wheat.

The variety I am sowing at present is the Wild Goose wheat or the Arnecta—for
there is no difference between them, according to the decision of the grain merchants of
Toronto. It makes good bread it mixed with a little fall \\heat. Since the millers have
got into the way of grinding it they do not complain of it as they did at first.

A Peculiarity.

There is one peculiarity in this wheat which I have noticed. I have a patch of it

which, after being laid out, got bleached by the heavy rains, and upon looking at it

afterwards I have noticed that it looks perfectly white and pure, and full of flour.

l^Mr. Thomson.l
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Artificial Fertilizbrs.

I have ceased growing barley, because I believe the persistent growth of it tends to-

exhaust the land on account of the lack of straw for manure.

Effects op Phosphate of Lime.

I have used considerable phosphate of lime. The first I purchased in Montreal, and
found it good. Though it cost $40 per ton, I am satisfied I got my money back, and a
good percentage besides. Afterwards I purchased in Toronto, and continued to do so for

seven or eight years, until from adulteration, or some other cause, it appeared to be utterly

worthless. I used it principally on grain crops—wheat and oats, and applied it to the

surface after the grain was sown—about 250 or 300 pounds to the acre. I have carefully

compared the result with those from land not so treated, and am perfectly satisfied of its

beneficial effects.

Quality of the Phosphatb.

It was eight or nine years ago that I noticed it was adulterated. There was no alter-

ation in the price at the time. I and my brother both noticed its difi'erent appearance

when we were sowing it. Instead of being a dark colour it was a lightish gray, and was
like fine sawdust—it had no weight to it. As soon as I noticed its appearance I tele-

graphed to the maker, and he replied to "go on and sow, it would turn out all right." I

sowed it, leaving some strips in the field without it. Neither I nor my friends could de-

tect the slightest difierence in the crop in favour of the land where it was applied. The
manufacturer never gave any reason for its failure, though his attention had been drawn
to it. Since that time it has been sold for $10 a ton less, but I have never bought any.

Use of Bone Dust.

I have since been using bone dust, purchased from a Toronto firm, and it is proving

beneficial to the land. I applied three and a half to four hundred lbs. to the acre, and it

costs $27 a ton in Toronto. Timothy upon which it is sown is twice as good a crop as

that without it.

Salt as a Fertilizer.

I think that salt is beneficial to the land, not as a fertilizer but as a fertilizing agent

;

and it brightens and stifi'ens the straw, besides keeping the land moist in dry seasons. I

apply it very liberally, mixed with droppings from the hen coop and ashes. I use Goder-

ich salt principally, and it costs $6 a ton in Brooklin. I have tried Liverpool salt, but

could find no difierence between it and Huron salt.

Land Plaster.

I use plaster on grain and root crops, but do not think it has the same effect now that

it used to have if applied in the same quantity. I do not think this is due to deterioration

in the plaster, but to the fact that there is now none of the virgin soil left to aid the

action of the plaster. The plaster is from Oswego, and costs in Whitby from 90 cents to

$1.20 per barrel. Prof. Croft, some years ago, advised me to get the white plaster, as

discoloured plaster contains extraneous matter, while the white plaster is pure.

Management op Barn-yard Manure.

I am in the habit of leaving my stable manure in the yard without turning it. I

take it out green in the fall and plough it in. It is not kept under cover. I have never

tried top dressing with farm-yard manure.

[Mr. Thomson.']
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SuBsoiLiNG

—

Good E,esults,

I have tried subsoiling with good results, using one plough after another, as I have
aiever seen a subsoil plough that suited me. The object is to loosen the soil, not to turn
lit up, and it is apt to become packed below, and roots, instead of striking downward,
branch off laterally when they come to the subsoil. The effect upon root crops especially

is very marked.

TJnder-Drainage.

I have carried on a pretty thorough system of under-drainage, having spent $3,000 or

thereabouts on it. My drains are all three feet deep, and it depends entirely on the na-

ture of the soil whether it would be better to make them deeper. On my land, with drains

about a rod apart, the cost is about $40 per acre. I have no reason to regret the money
I have expended on drainage, for previously it depended entirely on the season whether I

had a crop at all or not, and now a good crop is a matter of certainty.

Feeding Calves—The Shorthorn.

I always feed my calves with milk, and after they are five or six weeks old they are

allowed to feed when they please from a box fiiU of corn meal which I leave in the field for

them. After they are three months old they are allowed all the skim milk they can

drink. My cattle are principally Durham grades, and I use a Shorthorn bull for breed-

ing purposes. I think they are the best breed for general purposes.

JAMES THOMSON.

Sitting to take oral evidence held at Toronto, Oct. 21st, 1880, Present—Messrs.
Brown (Chairman), J. B. Aylsworth, and A, H. Dymond.

MR. DAVID SMELLIE'S EVIDENCE.

David Smellie, Concord, Township of Vaughan, called and examined.

To the Chairman.—I have been engaged in farming operations all my lifetime, not
^very extensively, however.

GRAIN CROPPING.

Mine is a general farm, consisting of 170 acres cleared. We raise wheat, barley,
peas, and oats. The soil is good. I raise fall and winter wheat, generally having about
twenty or thirty acres every year in wheat.

SENECA WHEAT DOING WELL—FULTZ WHEAT.

For the last two or three years we have raised Seneca wheat. Three years ago I
raised the Fultz. The Seneca has done pretty well, about as well as anything I have
had. There are some other kinds which some think better, but I have always found the
Seneca do as well as anything else. Fultz wheat has done very well, but we don't know
as much about it as the other kind.

AVERAGE YIELD.

Taking two or three years together I don't suppose my average would run more
than twenty bushels an acre. Excluding this year it would not run as high as twenty-

[Mr. Smellie.']
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five. Taking any ordinary three years, I dou't think it would run much more than
twenty hushels. Some farmers in my neighbourhood are more successful than I am^.
as some of the farms near mine are more adapted for wheat, being higher and seeming
to do better.

FORMER CROPS OF FALL WHEAT.

Fall wheat has been cultivated on my farm forty years, more or less. I remember
the time when my crops were a great deal larger than they are at present. I think
there is a good deal in the winters to make the crops less now than they were. We have
less snow now than we had, and I think that has a great deal to do with it.

EFFECTS OF SHELTER.

The country is getting more cleared of timber, and that is another thing to account
for the diminution in the crops. The more bush and shelter the greater the crop of wheat.
There is no doubt that a sheltered field mil produce more grain than one exposed. A
field of mine that is sheltered by a piece of bush, I have observed never fails at all, or at.

least, never so much as the others.

MIDGE ANB HESSIAN FLY.

Of course we have other things to contend with, such as insects, which we didn't

have long ago. Lately we have had the midge and the Hessian fly, which we have had
pretty largely this summer. It has ruined the sprmg wheat almost altogether this year.

On high lands it was not so bad. Ae the spring wheat crop has been a failure I don't
know but that it is just as profitable to grow fall wheat, even under these circumstances.

I have never kept an account of what the cost of raising wheat per acre is.

ROTATION OF CROPS.

My rotation is something as follows : First year, summer fallow ; next year fall'

wheat, seed down with timothy, and let it lie three years in grass; then peas on the sod,,

and probably fall wheat on the peas. This would be the rotation I would follow if the

crops would be successful, but sometimes you hardly know what to sow if the crops have
been a failure.

iNCREASE OF THISTLES—FALLOWING.

Now that the thistles have become so very bad I believe we will have to fallow a good
deal more frequently. Summer fallow is the only cure for thistles. The field we are

going to fallow I always plough in the fall of the year, and in the spring we run
through it with a cultivator. We don't allow the thistles to peep at all that season if

possible, because if you do you don't seem to kill them. If you never let them get their

heads above the ground you will master them for about seven or eight years, pro-

vided there is no seed comes to your place from your neighbours.

MANURING.

We give the summer fallow a little manure. We don't calculate to give the summer
fallow so much manure as in the fall of the year, after peas. During the seven or eight

years' rotation we manure pretty thoroughly, putting on all we have. We would give it

more if we had it, in fact we can't get enough manure now. We use up ali the straw we
can get for that purpose. I generally calculate to use about twelve or fourteen good
sized waggon loads per acre. About ten loads would be a pretty fair quantity for the

fallow. The amount depends on the quality of the manure and the requirements of the
field. I look to the sod as an additional contribution to the manure of the soil.

[Mr. Smelli-e.]
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KILLING THISTLES—A CULTIVATOR,

I do not use a gang plough for cutting down thistles, but employ a cultivator for that

purpose. The teeth of this cultivator are made very wide, and we can get over the land

quicker, and it answers the purpose as well as a gang plough. The gang plough is going

into use now very much with those who have not cultivators like mine. The cultivator I

use is different from a great many others. There are a great many cultivators I don't

consider any use at all. The one I use is made by a man named Munshaw. It is an

improvement on the "Carleton Patent." The man lives near Eichmond Hill, but he ia

out of the business now.

SPRING WHEAT A FAILURE—WILD GOOSE WHEAT.

I grow a little spring wheat every year. It has been a failure the last two years, es-

pecially this year Some varieties have done pretty well, such as the Wild Goose wheat,

but it is a coarse wheat, and I don't care much about it. Millers don't like the Wild
Goose wheat if they can get anything else. It is a hard, flinty wheat, and doesn't make
white flour.

FYFE WHEAT—WHITE RUSSIAN.

It is not equal to the Fyfe wheat. There is no wheat like Fyfe wheat. The Fyfe

has run out with us ; it won't do at all. I have seen us have twenty-five or thirty bushels

of spring wheat to the acre a good many years ago, but now we can't get more than ten

or fifteen. I have grown White Eussian, and it does very well. It did the best of any-

thing I had last year or this year.

BARLEY CROP—OATS—YIELD.

Barley is a very important crop with us. If the land is in pretty good order, I ob-

tain from thirty to thirty-five bushels an acre. We don't like to grow too much barley,

because we don't get much manure from it. The straw goes away to almost nothing.

I prefer oats to barley as a coarse grain. Oats yield with me forty to fifty bushels an
acre ; I have had sixty bushels an acre.

PEAS—THE PEA BUG—RYE—FERTILIZERS.

Peas used to do very well with us until the last two years, and since then the bug
has almost destroyed the crops. Some people this year sowed their peas very late after

everything else was in, to see how it would work. I sowed mine very late, but the bug

was just as bad as if I had sown it earlier. I don't grow rye. I have never used any fer-

tihzers except barn-yard manure, neither salt, gypsum, nor anything except what wd
make on the farm. I have not tried superphosphates.

UNDER DRAINING.

I have been under-draining more or less the last twenty years. I am pretty nearly

through with it now. We under- drain through all the slacks, some fields requiring much
more under-draining than others. There is nothing pays better than under-draining. I

cannot tell what the expense is of under-draining per acre. Wherever there is a low place

where it is Ukely to be wet in the spring we usually under-drain it.

GOOD EFFECTS OF DRAINING.

Under-draining has favourably affected the produce of my wheat. The effect ol

[Mr. Smellie.']
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nnder-draining is that it takes away the under water, and of course the surface is dry, and
the wheat is not so apt to be winter- killed. The cause of wheat being winter-killed is

the fact of its having a cold, damp bottom. We have rust sometimes. The draining
helps to keep down the rust a great deal. We have always found low places the worst
for rust.

COST OF TILE DRAINS.

We use tiles for under-draining. For two-inch tiles we pay $8 a thousand ; three-
inch, $12 ; and four-inch, $16. At that price we have to take them from the tile yard,
which is about ten miles distant. We can't get any tiles closer than that.

CATTLE DAIRYING.

I keep a few head of cattle, but have never gone into stock raising particularly. I

have never gone into fancy stock raising, nothing thoroughbred. I don't do much in the
dairy business. We manufacture the butter at home, a little for our own use, and a little

to sell. I don't keep a thoroughbred bull. In raising cattle I try to breed from thor-

oughbreds. In our neighbourhood they are all Durhams. The cattle I have on my
place are a cross between Durhams and Ayrshires. I think the Durhams are the
best breed for feeding purposes, but not so good for dairy purposes. For a good milk
cow I would not choose a thoroughbred Durham.

WINTER FEEDING—ROOTS.

I have not done much in raising cattle for the market. I have no particular method
of feeding cattle through the winter. We raise as many roots as we can for feeding them.
Mangolds and carrots seem to be the most profitable roots to raise in our section. Tur-
nips seem to be a failure because of the fly which attacks them, and destroys them com-
pletely sometimes. We have adopted no particular means of exterminating the fly.

PASTURING IN SUMMER.

I pasture my cattle in the summer time. I have no unbroken pasture land, and
turn the cattle into the fields that I have seeded down. Under these circumstances we
don't adopt any system of summer feeding. We generally calculate to keep as much in

pasture as will feed them during the summer.

THOROUGHBRED COTSWOLDS—SOUTHDOWNS.

The sheep I have are all Cotswolds. This variety is a favourite in our neighbour-

hood. They are thoroughbred. We raise them both to sell the wool and the mutton.

I have never gone into selling them for breeding purposes. I have not tried any other

description of sheep. There are a few Southdowns in my neighbourhood.

CLIP OF WOOL—PRICES—FEEDING.

From the Cotswold I get seven or eight pounds of wool. I have always been able

to sell my wool, but not at a very high figure. This year after clipping time was over, I

think it was 27 cents I got for mine, and last year the price was not so high. Of course

if the sheep are better fed the wool is more abundant. We have a shed where the sheep

can go in and out as they please. I don't think it is good to keep sheep too warm in winter

ARBORICULTURE—SILVER MAPLE—NORWAY MAPLE.

I think it is a very good thing to have trees planted extensively about a farm. I

[Mr. Smellie.]
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have planted more trees on my farm during the past four years than any one else in my
neighbourhood, I suppose. I have planted them along the front of the place, up the lane
towards the house, and around my orchards. I should like to have more of them
planted. I have been planting the Silver maple, but if I were going to plant again I

would plant the Norway maple, which is a much nicer tree. It doesn't grow so fast, but
it grows a closer and prettier top, and swells out faster in the trunk. It is a pretty rapid

grower.

MANAGEMENT OF THE TREES.

I have had some of these trees in four years. They were ten feet high when I got
them from the nursery. I cut the tops offdown to eight feet the first year to make them all

a uniform height. Last year I cut them back nearly the whole year's growth. They
are getting too much top, I am the only one that has imported them in our part of the
country. There is no trouble in getting them to grow, provided the trees are properly
taken care of after being taken up. I have not lost one tree out of 175 I planted. I don't
adopt any particular plan. In planting the trees I dig a hole two feet deep and about
four feet wide. I got all my trees from the United States. I brought over twenty Nor-
ways one year past last spring. The Norway is a very hardy tree.

PROTECTION TO ORCHARDS AND WHEAT FIELDS.

1 have my two orchards surrounded with Norway spruce as a protection. I have not
adopted the planting of Norway spruce as a protection for my wheat fields. It costs a
great deal of money to go into that business, and you have to put up a fence to protect
them from your stock. The spruce about my orchard are not very high yet, but when
they grow up there is not the least doubt that they will do good to the orchard. The
country is becoming so much cleared that I think more trees shouAd be grown. There
is as much expense in protecting a tree as there is in planting it. The Silver maple
cost me, paying duty and all expenses, 29 cents each. I have planted them twenty-one
feet apart.

COST OF PLANTING IN FIELDS.

Q. What would be the cost of planting them around, say a ten-acre field? A. Twenty-
one feet apart would take 125 trees ; digging holes and planting, 10 cents each ; the whole
would cost $38.75. You can't get good silver maples in this country ; there are a few, but
they are all a miserable kind. All that I have seen in the nui-sery in Toronto are very
crooked. I couldn't get a tree there to suit me. I went to Hamilton, and could have got
good trees there, but as they were not grown on a soil similar to my own, I did not care
about taking them.

FRUIT GROWING—YOUNG ORCHARDS.

My orchards are young yet, and I can't speak much about the quality or quantity
of the fruit. I had an orchard, but I rooted it all up. In one orchard I have planted
apples, pears, plums, cherries, and a few other small fruits. The other orchard is wholly
an apple orchard. Among the varieties which I think succeed best is the Northern Spy,
Rhode Island Greening, Baldwin, Roxburgh Russet. I have chosen them for their hardi-
ness. The trees are doing well, but they have not yet borne fruit. I would recommend
tree planting and under-draining as two things which should be gone into by farmers
generally.

DAVID SMELLIE.

[Mr. Sm«Ui«.]
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ME. JOHN DOUGLAS' EVIDENCE.

John Douglas, of Blantyre, Township of St. Vincent, County of Grey, was eallea

and examined.

To the Chairman.—I own 200 acres. One lot is pretty largely a bush lot. I have
only cleared 25 acres of that lot.

A GRAIN GROWING DISTRICT.

My district as a whole is a grain growing district. I have not paid much attention

to thoroughbred stock. We fatten quite a bit of stock in our neighbourhood. My dis-

trict is pretty well cleared up. The first settlers went in about forty- five years ago, and
the land now is pretty well cleared of stumps as a general thing. It is about thirty years

since I went on the lot I now occupy. I have paid more attention to grain growing than
anything else.

THE SOIL—WATER.

The soil of the land of the farm I am on is a clay loam. The soil in the neighbour-
hood is not a stiff, but a loose, clay loam. There is some such land in my township, but
only a small part of it is of that character. The country is rolling and very well watered.

I have two living springs on one of my lots, and three on the other.

STANDING TIMBER.

The country is pretty well cleared up, but there is a great deal of bush. I think, on an
average, that the proportion of bush to cleared land would run about twenty-five acres tO'

the hundred. Our bush is all hardwood, we have no pine at all.

FORTY YEARS GRAIN GROWING.—NO REGULAR ROTATION.

It is over forty years since I went to that part of the country, and I have been growing

grain there all the time. When the land was new we generally just cleared it up and
raised wheat the first crop, and then seeded it down to grass, all but a small portion we
kept for coarse grain. We always calculated to do enough clearing each year for

wheat crops. I have not adopted any systematic rotation of crops. I don't think there

is anyone of my acquaintance who practises any regular rotation, but they are beginning

now to give some attention to it.

THE SYSTEM PURSUED.

We don't often have two crops of wheat off the same land in two successive years.

We change with peas, roots, oats, etc. I take out this year's manure after harvest and
put it on the poorest fields I have, and then I plough it down in the fall, and work it up
in the spring again for a root crop ; in the following year I will put in that field spring

wheat, and afterwards seed it down.

SPRING WHEAT—FALL WHEAT.

It has been principally spring wheat that has been grown in my neighbourhood, and

they have justed started now to grow fall wheat. Quite a quantity of fall wheat has

been sown in my neighbourhood this year, but as a goueral thing we have been growing

spring wheat ever since we went there.

FALL WHEAT IMPROVING—SNOWFALL.

The reason that fall wheat was not grown so extensively was, that it was very apt

[Air. Doitglas.]
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to get winter killed, until these last few winters, when it has stood very well. It stands
the winters better now than it ditl ten years ago. As the country is more cleared now
there is not such a heavy fall of snow now as there was then, it being the heavy snow
that killed it.

FORMER EXPERIENCE WITH FALL WHEAT.

The people in my neighbourhood have not been draining their land to any great ex-
tent. I have drained some of mine. Nor is there more shelter this year than there was
formerly. People tried fall wheat some years ago, but it was liable to getting winter-
killed. When it stood the winter it was a fair crop. I tried it myself, but without
success. The Clawson variety of fall wheat is the kind principally sown in the neigh-
bourhood. I think the older land is more suitable for fall wheat ; when we were clearing
the new land it was given to rust. The new land didn't heave at all, but it was given to
rust. I suppose the better cultivation now-a-days has something to do with fall wheat
being grown more successfully now than it was. I am about seven miles from the
Georgian Bay in a straight line from it. I don't know if the lake would have any in-

fluence in the growing of fall wheat. There was very little fall wheat winter killed this,

last year in our disirict.

SPRING WHEAT FIRST-CLASS.

I suppose one reason for so much spring wheat being raised there is because it has
been grown so successfully. A grain dealer recently told me that he has always sold the
spring wheat of our district as first-class The Ked Chaff has been sown a great deal in
our neighbourhood the last four years, but Russian White has done the best these last
two years.

AVERAGE YIELD OF SPRING WHEAT.

Last year Russian White averaged between seventeen and eighteen bushels, and
the Red Chaff averaged pretty near the same, but it will not be so much this year.
Russian White will come up to the average this year, but Red Chaff will only average
foiirteen or fifteen. Russian White is better for straw

PREPARING LAND WITH A ROOT CROP

In preparing my land with a root crop to Jay down grass I take the manure out in
the fall and plough it under, and in *-he spring work it up as early as I can. I generally
plough it twice in the spring I gang-plough it, but not very deep, and then I plough it

again with a gang-plough or single plough, ploughmg about five or six inches deep.
After that I drill it up and sow it.

ROOT CROPS.

I don't use any artificial manure, nor have I tried any. I have sown salt on the
wheat. I have never grown any mangolds, but grow Swedish turnips. From 500
to 600 bushels per acre is my average crop of Swedish turnips. In cultivating roots we
give them at least three horse hoeings, and we generally hoe them twice by hand- I.

think it is good to grow roots in connection with grain growing.

THISTLES.

We are troubled quite a bit with thistles. We are able to get them down to a cer-
tain extent by growing roots, but not entirely. We are thinking of adopting fallowing to
check them.

TURNIPS AND CATTLE FEEDING.

With the turnips I generally fatten from six to seven head of catlle. I don't think,
a root crop such as turnips is very exhaustive on the soil.

[Mr. Douglas^j
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WHEAT AFTER TURNIPS—THE GRASSEa

We have never such a heavy crop of wheat after turnips as we will have the second
year. After turnips we take a crop of spring wheat. We have not much trouble to get

the grass to catch after roots. After laying down in grass we mow it for three years and
then plough it up. I find the crop of hay in the second and third year about the same
as the first year. I don't top dress it with anything the second or third year.

MANURING FOR ROOT CROP.

I generally put about twenty loads of manure to the acre for turnips. There is a ton

and a quarter in one of these loads, and so that would be twenty-five or thirty tons to

the acre. After these crops of hay I have scarcely ever pastured, as I always have had
enough pasture from the new land.

PASTURE—BREAKING UP SOD—FALL PLOUGHING.

About two years' pasture is the general average in my neighbourhood. When the

sod is broken up we generally put in wheat. Some put peas, but the general rule is to

put wheat. When breaking up the sod I always find it best to plough in the fall. Last
fall I broke up the sod, and sowed wheat this spring. It was the best crop altogether I

had. I plough all my fields in the fall.

THE PEA CROP—PEAS AS FEED.

We grow considerable peas in my neighbourhood, the variety I have been growing

for the last four years being the Prince Albert. That is a white pea, pretty large, be-

tween the large Marrowfat and the small pea. It has averaged twenty-five to thirty

bushels to the acre. If we get the peas sown in time to get it cut up it proves useful,

but if it can't be got in till late the straw gets spoiled. We feed aU the peas on the place

to cattle, sheep, and hogs. When we get the pea straw cut in time we feed it to the

sheep.

VALUE OF PEA STRAW—SALT AS A MANURE.

I do not put 60 much value on a ton of pea straw as I would on a ton of timothy. I

have not used salt extensively in my wheat ; I haven't used it for three years back. My
object in using the salt was to keep the wire worm away, and it also helps to stiffen the

straw. It had that effect when I employed ii

SEEDING DOWN FOR PASTURE.

When I clear my land I always seed down at once and feed on that portion of the

land. We generally cut it two or three years for hay and then pasture on it. It wiU

stand for pasture ten or twelve years. We seed down with clover and timothy. We
don't use a mixed lot of seed. There seems to be quite a bit of this natural white clover

which comes up pretty thick. I don't turn my cattle into the bush at aU. We have

never been troubled with the pea weevil in our neighbourhood at all

INTRODUCTION OF THOROUGHBREDS.

There have been some thoroughbred animals introduced into our district of late.

There are five Shorthorn bulls within two and a half miles of my place. There has

been from two to three in the neighbourhood for eight years or more, I was speaking

to the owners of three of them recently and they told me that they had put the buUs to

between 116 and 118 cows each during the season. No other breeds have been intro-

duced except the Shorthorn.

IMPROVEMENT OF STOCK.

I noticed quite a marked improvement in the coming cattle of the district. TJiere

awe two neighbours of mine who have one or two thoroughbred cows each.

iMr. Douglas.]
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LEICESTER SHEEP—A SOUTHDOWN CROSS.

Thoroughbred sheep are also being introduced, chiefly the Leicester, which is con-

sidered the best breed at the present time. I have been using the Leicesters for about
twelve years. Before that I tried a cross with the Southdown. I put the Southdown
to the common ewes. It seemed to do very well. I just used one for two years, and we
thought they were getting too fine and small. I used common ewes for breeding pur-

poses, and I am using a Leicester ram with those crosses. It was because there was a
demand for long wool that made it desirable to have Leicesters. I find the Leicester is

as hardy as the Southdown.

HARDINESS OF THE SOUTHDOWN,

The Southdown is a very hardy sheep, and fattens easier than the Leicester, and
makes better mutton. The bellies of the Southdown are apt to get bare of wool. The
Southdown will Uve on less food than the Leicester.

HEALTHINESS OF SHEEP.

I have not lost any sheep by death for a number of years. My sheep are not sickly in

the spring. They are not troubled with any disease now, but five or six years ago I lost

a few with the staggers. They seemed to be quite stupid. They are not troubled with

any lung disease, and we have had nothing of the foot-rot among them.

COARSE GRAINS—CORN—GREEN FODDER.

We are working to get our farmers to keep more stock, and for that purpose we wiil

grow rougher grain and root crops. They don't grow much corn in our neighbourhood,
although I think corn would grow very well. What little we have tried grows well

enough, and matures all right. I always grow a httle green corn for the cows. I have
no experience with any other kind of green fodder. Some have tried millet and vetcLas

;

but the corn seems to do best. We all grow considerable quantities of fruit. What I

could say about fruit would be just about the same as Mr. Eoy has said.

VALUE OF SHELTER ON A FARM—A SECOND GROWTH.

Although I have quite a bit of shelter on my farm it is not in very good shape. 1

fully appreciate the value of shelter on a farm, and I think it would be a great advantage
to the country if we had more shelter than we have. On the north side of my farm I

have a natural strip of wood that happened to grow up where the fence stood, and now
there is a very nice row of trees part way along the fence. They have grown up with-

out cultivation. I am in need of more shelter on my farm, and I think the crops would
be a great deal better with it. Some of the farmers in my neigbourhood are beginning
to find out the want of shade trees on their farms. I think they would plant trees and
take care of them if the trees were given to them for nothing.

THE THISTLE ACT—HAY CROPS—COST OF HARVESTING.

The Thistle Act is a dead letter in our district, and never taken notice of. It is

worth about 50 cents to cut an acre of hay, and I suppose 75 cents more would rake it

up aud haul it in ; I am speaking of land where you could use a mower. In that esti-

mate I don't include a man's board, which would be worth 50 cents. A man can out

from six to eight acres a day. They charge 50 cents an acre for cutting hay, and board
for man and beast. The cost would be about $2 an acre, mcluding everything. There
has been no general talk of introducing steam instead of horse power in our neighbour-
hood. There was one of our threshers spoke of introducing one, but the farmers don't

encourage it. The only objection was that it wasn't safe. In my neighbourhood we
don t thresh much until winter sets in—till the tall work is all done.

JOHN DOUGLAS.
[Mr. Douglas.^
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MR. JAMES COCHRANE'S EVIDENCE.

James Cochrane, Kilsyth, Township of Derby, County of Grey, was called and
examined.

He said:—My farm is 220 acres, 190 cleared. 1 have been engaged in farming since

f was able to hold the plough. I cultivate grain.

A Good Fall Wheat Crop—Rust

Winter wheat has always succeeded well with us, especially on new land ; the only

exceptions being when it rusted. There always has been a crop of straw, but in some
cases there was not a crop of grain on account of the rust. Fall wheat succeeds well in

our district. I live about 25 miles west of Mr. Douglas's place, on the base of the penin-

sula between Lake Huron and the Georgian Bay, about eight miles west of Owen Sound.
The average yield per acre of winter wheat, where the land is well cultivated, will be,

perhaps, 25 bushels. For two or three years back the average has been as much as that,

with the exception of last year, when it was winter killed in some places. The Seneca is

principally sown at the present time.

Rotation of Crops.

Fall wheat is sown principally with us now, and it succeeds best immediately after

sod. After peas we sow fall wheat, generally without manure. The average price of

wheat has been about a dollar a bushel. After fall wheat I generally have a crop of oats,

and after oats we put in roots, such as Swedish turnips. There are some mangolds and
carrots put in, but the principal root crop is turnips, of which we grow a very fine crop with

comparatively little trouble. After turnips we sow barley. Formerly we sowed wheat,

but we found wheat did not do well after turnips, and now we seed down with barley.

We manure with the roots, and not at all between the sod and the oats.

Liberal Manuring—Pasture.

In manuring we generally put on about twenty loads to the acre. I suppose that

would be about twenty-five tons. We occasionally do with sixteen loads to the acre, but

the general rule is twenty. In some cases in seeding down we cut for one year and pasture

two, and in other cases we cut two years and pasture one ,
altogether it remains three

years in grass. This is an eight years rotation. I think my neighbours have generally

followed the same course.

Summer Fallow—Oats—Market.

We have not done any summer fallowing until lately. The summer fallowing just

takes the place of the root crop in the rotation. The market for oats is above what we

want for our own consumption. Oats are raised with us pretty extensively, and are exported

to some extent. Owen Sound is our market. A great quantity of them in the fall of

the year go up the lake to the mining country or to the lumber shanties. A gentleman

in O'wen Sound has a contract of 16,000 bushels to take up the lake, but will not be

able to get that quantity in Owen Sound at this time of the year (October).

The Pea Crop.

I can raise as much peas to the acre as oats. As high as sixty bushels of oats to the

acre have been raised, but I have never been able to raise more than forty to forty-five

[Mr. Cochrane.']
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bushels. We have raised forty bushels of peas to the acre. It is not so profitable to raise

oats as peas.

The Soil—Cultivation of Pea Crop—A Pka Worm.

Peas are the most valuable crop we can raise. Our section of the country appears

to be particularly well adapted for that grain. The soil of the neighbourhood is a clay

loam with a mixture of rolling limestone. We are in the limestone region. Owen Sound

is surrounded on three sides with a ridge of limestone rock. I grow the peas immedi-

ately after the sod. In sowing peas my instructions are to plough six by nine. Before

sowing peas we don't harrow, no matter how rough the ploughing. When sowing upon
the ploughed sod we harrow about four strokes, but it depends on the soil more or less.

We give it a double stroke first, and then we cross it at angles with a single stroke, and

then go back on it again ; immediately afterwards we roll. The only enemy we have to

the pea is the pea worm. It is white, and about a quarter of an inch or three-eighths

long, with the head black. It is a worm ; it is not the pea bug or weevil.

Need for Precautions Against the Pea Bua.

The pea bug ought to be looked after. Our section of country, to a large extent,

depends on its pea crop.

Indian Corn.

Corn, although it succeeds well with us, takes a great deal more labour to cultivate

than peas ; they are our principal crop for fattening cattle and hogs. There have been p

few people in our neighbourhood indiscreet enough to sow peas with bugs in them.

Legislation Called For.

It would be a great boon to those sections of Ontario where the bug has not yet be-

come generally known, if the Legislature would pass an Act to give Township Councils

the power to pass by-laws to prevent, as far as possible, the spread of the pea bug I

think the mea^iure would have to be to the efiect that a person would be liable to a

heavy penalty if ne were convicted of sowing peas which he knew to be infected with the

bug. To oai'ry out such a measure I suppose it would be necessai-y to have inspectors.

I think, however, if the attention of people were drawn to the evil they would be more
careful. I don't think the persons who sowed them in our neighbourhood would have
done so had they known the bug was such a terrible enemy. As far as the Township
Council of Derby is concerned, I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that, if it

were in their power, they would pass a by-law to prevent the sowing of peas infected

with the bug. We harvest our peas with a scythe.

Harvesting Peas—Pea Straw as Feed,

I am aware there is a'pea harvester, but I have not used one. It costs about $1 pei

acre, to cut peas. We thresh our peas with a flail. For threshing I pay a. man five cents

a bushel and board, or seven cents without board. I think the straw is far better when
flailed than when threshed by machinery. . Last winter I wintered thirty-one sheep on
pea straw. I sold eight sheep for mutton, and one I had the local butchers would not
take, because it was too fat. These hadn't eaten anything but pea straw. For feeding
sheep I think it is as valuable as hay.

Oat Meal—Exportation.

I think the consumption of oat meal is increasing in the country. A good deal of it

IS exported from Owen SouiitL

[.Ifr. Oochrane.'\
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Spring Wheat—Tuknips.

It is the experience of all farmers in our neighbourhood that spring wheat does not
do so well as formerly. We have not been in the habit of looking upon turnips as ex-

haustive to the soil, but our land is comparatively new, and they may be more exhaustive

than we consider them.

A Farmers' Club—Manures—Management.

We formed what is known as a Farmers' Club some ten years ago in our neighbour-

hood, and a great deal of attention was paid to all farming matters, particularly that of
manure. Manures are greatly sought after with us and hoarded as much as possible by
the leading farmers. I am speaking simply of farm-yard manure and everything that

can be turned into manure from the farm. In some instances we protect it, but generally

not. One of my neighbours has adopted the plan of keeping it underneath his barn,

piling it up and letting the liquid fall into a tank which is placed beneath. I consider

manure rots better outside than it does inside. My plan is to form a heap in some con-

venient place to the stable and to put a layer of straw, then a layer of manure, another

cf straw, and so on, and cover it up a little to induce it to heat as quickly as possible.

Feeding Stock in Winter,

I feed from seven to ten cattle in winter. I use peas for that purpose and not com.

I have had no experience in feeding corn. We usually get the peas chopped. In feeding

a three-year-old steer for the last two months, I feed ten to twelve pounds of pea meal a

day ; about a bushel of turnips, and all the hay he will eat. We depend on the peas for

doing the fattening, and on the other food for keeping up the health and tone of the

animaL The results of this kind of feeding have been satisfactory.

The Root Crop Good*

I may mention that roots do well with us. Our township society has been in the

habit of offering prizes for the best acre of turnips. Last year the acre which took the

first prize produced 1,016 bushels, and the acre that took the second prize 1 000 bushels,

and the acre that took the third was somewhere in the neighbourhood of 1 000 bushels.

They calculated this quantity from weighing the turnips grown on one square rod, taking

up that quantity in three different parts, and the average of these parts as the average of

the field. I believe the man that got first prize had a hundred bushels more to the acre

than they gave him credit for. With good culture I don't think there is any difficulty in

raising 800 bushels to the acre in my neighbourhood, with farm-yard manure aloneu

Plaster—The Fly—Varieties of Turnips.

I sow plaster on my turnips a week or so after thinning. We are not troubled with

the turnip fly much unless we sow very early. I never sow mine before the 15 th of June,

and I have never lost a crop by the fly. The varieties we sow are the old East Lothian,

Sutton's Champion, and the King of Swedes.

Varieties of Oats.

The variety of oats that yields the most with us is the old Black Main oat. The
kind I have been using lately is the White Australian. I have not sown the Surprise oat

lately, because they shelled a great deal in cutting, and they were thick in the skin. The
best yielding oat I ever had was what was called the Spanish oat weighing with me forty-

eight and a half pounds to the bushel, and producing seventy-five bushels to the acre,

[Mr. Cochrane.^
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The great fault with them was that they broke down and cost too much to harvest, 1

only sowed them for two years.

Cause op Rust—Destructive Effects.

My farm is about seven miles in a straight line from the Georgian Bay. I attribute

the rust to cold nights and damp days, followed by heat soon afterwards. If these ex-

tremes come when the wheat is about two weeks from ripening it is very destructive to

the crop. My farm is about 200 feet above the lake.

Sheep—Leicester and Cotswold.

My sheep are a cross between Leicester and Cotswold, Cotswold rams upon - Leices-

ter ewe. My object in this cross was to give my sheep a better constitution. I have
succeeded in getting a better constitution and in making them hardier. For the past six

years I have not had a weak sheep in the flock, or one troubled with any disease. I have
now a good, compact, stout sheep, improved both as to its size and as to the quantity of

its wool. My shearlings averaged last year eight pounds each. I think they have arrived

ut a greater weight than they were before I started crossing with the Cotswold.

Stock Farming in Place op Wheat CROPPiNa

Wheat doesn't bear the same proportion to our average crop as it does where my
friend Mr. Douglas lives. About one-third of our crop is wheat. There is a tendency
now to pay more attention to live stock, and the subject is attracting a good deal of

attention with us. It takes a little more capital to keep up a 6cock farm than a grain
farm. Durhams are the only thoroughbreds in our township.

Necessity for a Stock Law.

I would like to call attention to a grievance that is beginning to attract attention,
namely, the running at large of cattle. I would not be in favour of doing away with
fences entirely ; we couldn't do that, but I would be in favour of making each man take
care of his own animals. It is not right that I should be compelled to fence my farm to
keep out my neighbour's cattle. I don't think I should be put to the trouble and expense
of keeping the animals of other people off my farm. I believe a better class of stock
would be kept if cattle were prevented running at large.

liARGE Yield op Peas.

Perhaps you may think I was not speaking with certainty when I told you I got as
much peas as oats from my land. The fact is I sowed a five acre field with peas from
which I sold 212 bushels, and I feel perfectly sure I have forty-five bushels to the acre
this yeai from one field. I grow Second Early. It is a white pea. I sow about seven
pecks to the acre, I am not aware that Golden Vine is sought after more than second
early. Twenty-two bushels per acre was my best yield of Golden Vine.

Tree Planting—Progress Made—Silver and Rock Maple.

I think in the matter of tree planting we are in advance of the rest of the county
Tree planting by the road-side and along lanes is becoming quite general. The neighbour
who lives adjoining my place has planted out, I dare say, 1,000 shade trees. The trees
planted by him were chiefly silver maple and rock maple. The first he pl«-;aJ^,d was tea
years ago, and they were planted fourteen feet apart. They now meet.

[Mr Cochrane.']
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Method op Planting Trees.

It would be well to make known his mode of planting he has been so remarkably
sussessful : He summer fallows the part where he intends to plant, and selects his trees

from some place in the edge of the bush where a second growth is springing up,

takes up the tree, cleans the root perfectly clean of earth, cuts a portion of the roots

away, and cuts all the top off, simply leaving a bare pole ten feet high. He then plants

near the surface, and packs the earth lirmly around the roots of the tree, and
mulches them. He plants on till the beginning of June ; the proportion he has lost would
not be more than one per cent. He makes it a point to take them all from the edge of

the bush where there is a second growth.

Cost op Tree Planting,

After he has the ground prepared I don't think it would cost him much higher than

$5 for planting a hundred. I employed a man to plant trees forme. I gave him a dollar

a day, and he dug holes and planted sixty a day, and made a very nice job of them. No
trees in Owen Sound have the beautiful tops that those of my neighbour have. He has

also planted Lombard poplars, soft maple, pine, cedar, spruce, and balsam. He has four

rows of trees between the road and the house. The road in some places is completely

ehadcd over. A great many are following his example.

Farm Accounts.

I generally keep accounts, but not a minute account. My accounts will show the

profits for the last seventeen years, and I have kept a record daily of the weather, my
work, and the results of the farm generally. I have an account to show what each variety

of grain realizes, and I have it in such a way that I could put it before an accountant

within twelve hours. In reckoning the accounts I charge so much a day for the feed of

team and the capital they represent, the help employed to work them, manure used, etc.

Cost of Growing Fall Wheat.

The way we work an acre of fall wheat I would estimate the cost of growing a crop

on it from $10 to $11. Although the manure is all put on in one year I distribute the

expense connected with it over three years. The $10 or $11 is made up as follows :

Ploughing the field, $1.50 ; seed, $2 ; harrowing and sowing, $1 ; rent of land, $3 ; har-

vesting and hauling, $1.50 ; manure, $1.50. We generally calculate manure to be worth

25 cents a load. Perhaps I have not calculated the manure high enough. I have made
this estimate very carefully. In that estimate, however, I have made no allowance for

fallowing. I would not charge any fallowing to the cost of producing the grain. Fallow-

ing is cleaning the ground for all kinds of crops, and it is not fair to charge it to wheat

alone, but to general account. Calculations of the cost of raising grain and cattle are

generally too high ; if they were correct a farmer could not live. Very frequently one

hand is made to wash the other, so to speak. For example : if we charge the whole cost

of the pea crop to the grain we have our sheep feed for nothing, and the same with

manures. It is the calculations that are at fault.

JAMES COCHRANE.

[Mr. Cochrane."]
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PROFESSOR BUCKLAND'S EVIDENCE.

Prof. Buoklajib gave evidence as follows :

—

To Mr. Bryden.—I came out to Canada in 1847, at the invitation of the Govern-
ment, of which Hon. Robert Baldwin was Premier, to occupy a position as Professor of

Agriculture in what was then King's College. I found when I got here that there was
considerable excitement and difference of opinion with regard to the Institution, and that

the contemplated changes were not likely to be carried out for some time.

Agriculture in the Province op Canada in 1847.

I was advised, however, to go over the Province (both Upper and Lower Canada),
and a considerable portion of the United States in order to make myself practically

acquainted with the condition of Agriculture in these places. I spent a good deal of time
in that way, going over the northern portion of the United States, from New England
to the Mississippi, and there was not a county in this Province, and very few townships
that were settled, which I did not have an opportunity of seeing.

A Primitive Condition.

Of coui'se, at that early period, Ontario, as regards agriculture, was in a very primi-
tive condition. A very large area of this Province, now laid out in farms and teeming
with happy homesteads, was then an unbroken forest. I remember distinctly going
through what was then called King's Bush or Queen's Bush, T hardly know which, in the
County of Bruce, where there were thousands of acres of original forest.

A Change in Seven Years.

I went through the same section of counti-y seven or eight years afterwards, and
found it well settled, gravel roads, without toll-gates, in course of construction, and the

people apparently thriving comfortably. I went through it several times afterwards, and,

within a period of ten or twelve years from the time of my first visit, I was struck with

the immense improvement that had taken place. Thriving orchards had arisen, one-half

of most farms was chopped and burnt, and a good many acres were clear of stumps.

Now, this is only an instance of the improvement that has occurred in other newer parts

of the Province.

Progress in the Eastern and Older Districts.

In the Eastern and more settled districts, agriculture had been introduced at an
earlier period, and I did not observe those striking marks of change that I had witnessed

in the west.

Signs of Satisfactory Progress.

I may say, generally, that on the whole, our agriculture, during the last quarter of a
century, has been progressively, and, in some respects, satisfactorily advancing. The
obvious improvements to be seen in the laying out of farms, in the fencing, in the

character of the stock, in the homesteads, indicates healthy growth. I could give you
many instances, some of them, perhaps, of rather a ludicrous character, in which improve-

ment has taken place.

Method of Action.

it was my practice to go around and make myself familiar with the farmers, to ex-

amine into the condition of the few Agricultural Societies which then existed, to introduce

\_Professor BucklandJ\
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new vigour into them if possible, and to endeavour to create new ones. My method was
a sort of free-and-easy one. I engaged in conversation with the farmers rather than gave
them a studied address, and in this way I picked up information, as well as imparted it,

suitable to the occasion.

The Best Breed to Stakd Starvation.

I remember at a meeting of farmers in the east, being asked the question " What
breed of cattle do you consider best to stand starvation 1" I was rather taken aback at
first, thinking the question a joke, but I soon found that what my interrogator wanted to
know was, what breed of cattle I considered would best endure hard treatment during the
long winters. At that time I do not think that county had a single pure-bred animal,

either of cattle or sheep, within its borders. The best class of animals were the horses,

and they were too light for general farm work, though well enough adapted to the buggy
and saddle. Since then, a very much better class of horses cattle, sheep and swine has
been introduced into the county, as well as on the whole, a much better system of
cultivation.

Woollen Mill Refuse.

I remember, too, being in a place where there was a woollen mill, the proprietor of

which also carried on farming. In front and about the mill, lay a large quantity of waste
refuse of many years accumulation, in which there was a large proportion of animal mat-
ter, and the proprietor was offering the same to any person who would take it away.

A New Idea—Effect of Manure.

I told him that where I came from, people were in the habit of paying four or five

pounds per ton for waste of a similar kind, and advised him to place it on his farm as

manure. He did so, spreading it on a piece of land which had been somewhat run down,
and the result was that in a field of wheat there was a sort of belt of most luxuriant

growth where the waste had been spread, on which the yield was some thirty or forty

per cent, greater than on the rest of the field. There has been no waste of that kind in

that neighbourhood neglected since, and I mention these facts to show that although the

growth of Canadian farming may not in many instances have been very fast, still it has

been, on the whole, sure and healthy.

How PROaRESS HAS BEEN DEFECTIVE.

3Ir. Dymond.—Would you kindly point out some respects in which our progress has

been defective 1

Mr. Buckland.—My impression is, and it has been strengthened particularly of late

years, that we are farther behind in what may be called the art of culture, rotation of

crops, and application of manures, than we are in the matter of live stock. The improve-

ment of our live stock—I am speaking of the frontier counties more particularly—has

gone on, I think, in a greater ratio of late years than the advance in the cultivation of the

soil or the art of raising crops.

Deficient Culture the Great Defect.

Our great defect now is deficient culture, mechanically, as in ploughing and keepin

the land clean, etc., and there is no doubt that with the large area of soil, we have hithe.

to had under imperfect cultivation for grain, we have not had an adequate supply of

manure. In a great many instances the productive power of the soil has been running

down, and I know personally of several places where it has got so low that it would re-

quire a very large outlay of capital and labour, and a large quantity of manure, to reatora

it to the same pitch of fertility that it occupied fifteen or twenty years ago

\Profe880T Buckland.]
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Troublesome Weeds.

I think, too, that one of the great practical diflSculties that lies before us is the deal-

ing, not .perhaps so much with ordinary weeds like couch-grass, or things of that sort, but
with what is usually termed the thistle. Unless some efl5.cient means be promptly employed
to check and, so far as possible, eradicate it, I believe that where it has obtained full

hold of the ground, successful husbandry will soon become a matter of impracticability.

Canadian Thistles.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I do not know so much about the extent of couch-grass, but I

believe the thistle will progress more in the development of its roots in proportion to the

food it gets. The dealing with thistles is no doubt a matter of difficulty, but within the

last few years they have been increasing rapidly in many of the older sections of the

Province, until now more than one-half of the soil in too many fields I believe to be
occupied by them. Of course the food which the thistles extract from the soil is just so

much nourishment taken away from the cultivated crops.

To Mr. Dymond.—There is no royal road to a cure for this pest. I remember the late

Hon. Adam Ferguson was offered by a charlatan, for a good fee, an infallible method for

eradicating thistles, which consisted in cutting them down with a scythe or a spud when
in full flower, and that a little vitriol or sulphuric acid be poured upon the bruised stems,

and so reaching the roots. It -would take a great deal of sulphuric acid, I am afraid, to

go over our fields in this fashion now-a-daya.

Wild Oats—Ox-eyb Daisy.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I have no special knowledge of wild oats, as a troublesome weed.
It is as yet confined to a very few localities, I should hope, and the prevention of the

spread of this evil requires the exercise of much vigilance and care.

To Mr. Wilson.—The ox-eye daisy in Europe, is always an indication of a poor
neglected soil, and it is not difficult to get rid of it by culture and manuring.

Wild Mustard—Treatment,

The wild mustard is more difficult to manage, but I should recommend that where a
person has a field overrun with this weed to allow it to get into full flower and then mow
it, not taking any crop oS" the field that year. But where wild mustard seed has got into
the soil it will frequently reappear, sometimes grow very thick after it had apparently been
got rid of. Deep ploughing takes it under, and deeper ploughing brings it up again. I do
not consider it so dangerous a weed as the thistle. I am not aware how long the seed will re-

main under ground without losing its vitality. I have known it to be brought up from a
depth of three or four feet, without losing its vitality. If buried sufficiently deep to
preserve it from the influence of moisture or the air, I should say it might continue under
ground for centuries, and still germinate if brought to the surface under favourable con-
ditions. I think the only cure for rag-weed is to pull it out.

The Canadian Thistle an Exotic.

With regard to the thistle, I have seen in England permanent pastures completely
overrun with it, and the only way to eradicate the nuisance was found to be spudding it .

two or three times a year. We call it the " Canadian" thistle, but it was probably im-
ported in grain from Europe, and seems to be identical with the ordinary farm thistle of
England. If spudded as soon as the leaves are developed, next year the plant becomes
weaker, and in the following year it can be nearly eradicated—that is, on pasture land.
It is only by deep ploughing and getting at the roots, that the nuisance can be removed
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on cultivated land. I do not know that any machinery beyond the hoe or grubber can
aid us. On pasture lands it may be killed, as I have said, by depriving it of its leaves^

but on lands which are cultivated for grain, a different system has to be adopted.

Grain Raising and Beep Production.

Tc Mr Brown.—I think, we in Ontario, as well as our brother farmers in the old
country, are undergoing considerable change with regard to the raising of grain as com-
pared with the raising of beef and mutton, for the purpose of supplying the English
market. If the great North-West, both on the American and Canadian sides of the
boundary line, become settled, as it promises to do, and means of cheap transport are pro-

vided, an immense amount of virgin land, admirably adapted to the growth of grain, will

be brought under cultivation, and I think we in Ontario and Quebec, as well as the farm-
ers of the Eastern Provinces and the Eastern States, will feel the competition in a similar
way, to that which the British farmer is already doing. Much, of course, will depend
upon the relative prices of grain and meat. It seems to me, however, that it will be far

more profitable for the Ontario farmer to grow less grain than he has been accustomed to-

do, and to raise more stock. We know that in the New England States and Eastern.

Provinces, of late years, they have produced very little wheat, and have had to import it

from tiie west.

Ontario Suited for Mixed Husbandry.

But I do not consider that we shall ever be great importers of wheat in Ontario. Our
(3oil and climate are alike suited to the raising of grain and pasturing on a large scale, and
it has been found all over the world, that wherever the conditions are at all suitable, the-

mixed system of husbandry, viz, the growing of grain and the breeding of stock, is the most

certain and profitable. It keeps up the stamina of the soil, and I have long been of the

opinion that it would be wise for the Ontario farmer to cultivate less land for grain, and
to use the remainder for the purpose of pasturing cattle and sheep.

Economy op Land by Good Farming.

It would be quite possible to grow upon twenty acres, well cultivated, as much wheat
or other grain, as by a negligent and imperfect manner of treating the soil, we now grow

upon thirty So that I do not despair of our being able to meet successfully the altered

state of things, which in all probability, the future will bring, because I think by better-

cultivation we can grow as much grain upon a less area, and have the remainder of the

land upon which to raise stock, thus giving us the opportunity to increase the number,

and improve the quality of the latter.

Optnion as to Drainage.

To Mr. Dryden.—I do not think it is necessary to attempt any refined system of

draining—what in England would be called thorough drainage—in this country, neither

do I think it would generally pay. In England, and I have no doubt it has proved profit-

able there, the system is to run drains up and down a field at uniform distances, with little'

reference to what parts may be specially wet, or comparatively dry, but in this country I

think we should first aid nature in draining. Nature is the first drainer, and we should

avail ourselves of the means she places within our reach, such as clearing out creeks, and'

facilitating the natural egress of water by surface furrows and deep ditches.

Value op Drainage to a Farmer.

To Mr. Dymond.—The value of drainage to a farm depends much upon the capability

of the soil, and its marketable value. Good soils that are wet repay expenditure for

drainage much more rapidly than moderate or poor soils in a similar condition. I cer-
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tainly would not recommend our farmers to go into any stereotyped system of drainage,

such as that in vogue in many parts of the old country, both because tkey have not the

requisite capital, and because I do not think the land in general requires it. I do not
mean that if we drain, even what may be regarded as a dry field, we shall not improve it,

but that the idea that we shall make it injuriously drier, is fallacious.

Drainage Providing Moisturb.

I remember in clearing up the old University Park, in Toronto, where the soil in many
places was very wet, we had a number of drains made, and the ground afterwards sown with
grass seed, and wherever these drains were put, through dry as well as wet ground, the earth
having been moved and the moisture getting in when the grass seed was sown, little belts

of green might afterwards be seen all through the driest summers for many years, indicat-

ing that we need not fear over-draining, so far as bringing the land into a good state for

the sustentation of crops is concerned. There is, of course, a limit beyond which expen*
diture cannot be profitably carried.

Depth op Drains.

To Mr. Malcolm.—The depth of drains should vary according to the nature of the
soil, and the source of wetness. In Canada, where frosts often deeply affect the ground,
probably three feet would be about the proper depth, and on very wet, porous land per-
haps deeper. In England when we commenced draining on a large scale more than
half a century ago, the orthodox depth was about thirty inches, but that was soon found
too shallow, and we rushed to the other extreme, and put in drains four or five feet deep,
which was found exceedingly expensive and did not pay. In Canada, where the water to
be taken away percolates into the ground from the surface, I would not put down any
drains less than three feet deep. Where the water comes from a spring, the best way
is of course to tap the spring to the requisite depth in the most economical manner.

Tile Drains Best—Brushwood.

Where access can be had to potteries, the best material to put into drains is the tile

or pipe ; it will be found cheapest in the end and most to be depended upon. But it is

surprising how long even brushwood drains will endure, and what good they will do in
certain soils. In England I was personally aware of a case where drains kept open and
did good service for thirty years, and where nothing had been used in laying them down
but heather. The heather would of course decompose in a few years, and yet the drains
remain open. The soil was a stiff stubborn clay, and the field had been kept in pasture
all the time. If it had been ploughed, I doubt whether the drains would have lasted so
long.

Brick Drains.

Many years ago we had to lay drains in University Park and could obtain no pipes
or tiles, or anything of that kind, so we used ordinary bricks, hollowed out, placing one
over the other, but wherever there was shifting ground or quicksands, though the bricks
were laid with great care, in two or three years the drains became useless.

Box Drains.

If you have a box drain, so long as the joints keep tight, and do not allow the sand
to get in, of course the drain will continue in good order, but where quicksands exist it
requires the greatest care to keep them out of the drain. Wherever water will go, these
impalpable particles will go too, and by subsiding obstruct the current.

Precautions in the case op Quicksands.]

In light soils, especially when quicksand occurs, the joints of the pipes should be
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secured by -what are called collars, but in ordinary cases tough sod laid over with care will

answer the purpose. In tenacious clays, particularly, it will materially improve the func-

tion of drains, in rapidly carrying off superfluous water, to cover the tiles with porous

earth, gravel, spray, or bushes, a foot in thickness, and the necessity cannot be too strongly

urt^ed of systematically examining and keeping open their outlets, the neglect of which

will be certainly disastrous.

Uniformity of Fall.

In England, of course tho winters are wet, the ground often soft, and draining can

then be carried on, but here we have not the same opportunities during that season. If

the land is wet when the drain is being dug, of course you can see the flow of the water

and a spirit level may be unnecessary, otherwise that useful instrument should always be

brought into requisition. Great care should be taken to have uniformity of fall. When
draining was flrst gone into in England, hundreds of miles of drains were rendered worth-

less, from want of attention to this point. If the bottom of the drain is not uniform,

there is a tendency in the lower portions to silt up, and consequently to impair the contin-

uity of the drain.

Draining in Unkven Ground.

Of course I do not mean that, in a large fleld, where the surface is uneven, the depth

of the drain should be uniform. I think a drain three feet or three feet and a half is suf-

ficiently deep, even in the higher parts of the field, but I am not an advocate of too great

an inclination. Water does not require to run too rapidly through a drain ; it will be apt

to get out at the joints and work out a side channeL Unless the bottom of the drain is

uniform, if anything happens, say certain parts get silted up, it produces a series of tem-

porary springs, and the drain becomes a nuisance instead of a benefits

Effect of Unevenness in Drains.

Water that is in motion holds the particles of mud in mechanical suspension, and as

Boon as it comes to a place where the inclination is less than previously, there is a danger

of the mud being deposited and the drain becoming obstructed and useless. I think it

quite impossible to lay down any system of the allocation of drains that will meet with

the varying conditions of soil and surface. Unless a field were personally examined, both

as to its surface and as to the source of wetness, it would not be possible to say how the

drains should be dug in the most efficient and economical manner.

Care as to Outlet Necessary.

The fact that too many of the drains laid down by the farmers of this country

become of little or no use after a few years, may be accounted for by neglect of the out-

lets. I observed a farm that had been pretty well under-drained a dozen years ago, but

from neglect of the outlets several of the drains had silted up, and a series of little springs

had been formed in parts of the fields after heavy raius.

Mole Draining.

We found this a great objection to mole draining in the old country many years

ago. This system was only adapted to wet clay subsoils. In order to make a mole drain

furrows were dra^vn with a suitable plough, on the share point of which was fixed a piece of

iron shaped like the animal mole, thus pressing out the clay on all sides, and leaving an

aperture for the discharge of water. The difficulty with this kind of drain was that it

was too shallow and frequently falling in, and in a groat many instances, where not pro-

perly executed, it did in a little while more harm than good. Drains of this character,

on account of their shallowness, would be soon destroyed by the action of frost in this

country.

\Professor Buckland!\
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Effect of Subsoiling.

To Mr. Dymond.—It can be laid down as a rule, upheld by all the experience I

have ever had, and by all that I know ^n the matter, that subsoiling or deep ploughing on
land that requires draining does no good, but rather harm. The proper method to follow

is to drain the land one year, and the next to cultivate it deeper, or subsoil it. I have
had a good deal of experience in the cold, wet, clays of England, and that is a rule I

have universally found beneficial.

Canadian Subsoiling

Where land has been cultivated in a shallow and imperfect manner, it has been found
safer and more beneficial to adopt deeper cultivation by degrees, and much in this respect

will depend on the depth of the soil and the character of the subsoil. I have seen great

losses sustained, particularly in the old country, from the neglect of this precaution. As
a rule, cultivation in Canada has been and still is, too shallow, but I have observed of late

years, among our advancing farmers, a tendency to plough deeper, to the depth in some
instances of eight or nine inches, the work executed in a superior manner, attended by
satisfactory results. The subsoil plough is beginning to attract attention, and its oper-

ation in dry land has, I believe, been generally beneficial.

To Mr. Dryden.—By subsoiling, I do not mean trenching or bringing the subsoil to

the surface, but merely loosening it.

Exhausted Soils.

With regard to the exhaustion of soils, I would say that if a soil is really and abso-

lutely exhausted, that is, if it contains scarcely any of the mineral constituents which
plants require, in a new country where land is cheap, and produce low, it would be a
very unprofitable business to attempt to restore it. Such a soil would be worthless aa

a gift.

Exhaustion often only Partial.

Fortunately, exhaustion in most cases is only relative, and admits of a great number
of degrees. A great deal of the land said to be worn out and exhausted, is only ex-

hausted perhaps to the depth of three or four inches, and you will generally find that

land of this kind has been cultivated in a very shallow way, and that the subsoil may
contain a storehouse of plant food which has scarcely been reached at all.

Remedial Measures.

In cases of this kind, deeper ploughing, judicious manuring, and care not to over-crop,

will in time bring the soil back to its original fertility. But where land has become
thoroughly exhausted, unless it possesses more than mere farming value, it seems almost
useless to attempt to make restoration a profitabe operation.

Waste op Baen-yard Manure.

As to manures, the conclusion I arrived at when in the habit of going through the
country in past years, was that if the absolute naked truth could be got at in any way, it

would be found that the manurial power of our barn-yard dung from exposure and want
of care loses, at least, 25 or 30 per cent, of its value. If we look at the worth of the
manure thus wasted, its loss cannot be regarded as other than a national calamity. I
would say, however, that during the long period that I have known this country, there

has been of late considerable improvement among many of our farmers in this respect.

[Professor Buckland.]
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Loss OF Liquid Manure

Somehow or other, a large proportion of our barn-yards are placed near creeks or small

bodies of water—presumably for convenience in watering the stock—and very much of

the liquid manure, the most valuable part, escapes into these creeks or bodies of water,

and so is lost. If our barn-yard manure were properly cared for, and not exposed to the
drenching of untroughed roofs, it would be much more valuable than it is now ; it would
be worth thousands, perhaps millions, of dollars more than under its present treatment.

It should be kept under cover, if possible, and a very little attention would prevent a
great deal of the present waste, not only in quantity, but particularly in quality.

Treatment op Manurk.

To Mr. Dymond.—I would recommend that where black muck soil, or any vegetable

porous matter, can be readily got, a bed of such material be formed as a foundation, and
the dung heap be placed upon it, after the former has been exposed to the drying influence

of the sun and air. The heap should also be surrounded with a wall two or three feet

high, and with this dry absorbent substance, which is also a manure in itself, the value of

the manure heap would be much enhanced.

Land Plaster as an Absorbent.

Land plaster is a very valuable substance, and ought to be in every ham-yard, not
only for the purpose of absorbing the liquid portion of manure, but also because it has a
tendency to fix the volatile alkali, which is injurious to animals in confined structures.

The ammonia that escapes from a close, ill-ventilated, stable during the year is very
hurtful to the eyes of horses, and to their general health, and by sprinkling upon the

floor a little sulphate of lime or plaster, a great deal of this vapour would be converted

into sulphate of ammonia, which does nor readily decompose or evaporate, and is in itself

a valuable manure. The same remark would apply to the manure heap.

Making a Compost.

I have always advocated the composting of our barn-yard manure to a considerable

extent, and as you are building your heap to sprinkle upon it a little sulphate of lime, or

common salt, which I think would be more useful in that way than if applied by itself.

Loss OP the Most Valuable Portion.

I do not think that barn-yard manure loses so much of its power by exposure, during

the winter as many people imagine, for decomposition in a cold, dry, atmosphere takes

place very slowly, and sometimes not at all ; but the trouble is that when the frost breaks

up and the spring rain come it gets thoroughly drenched and the most valuable portion of

it-—the salts—become solvent and are carried away. Therefore I should always, where it can

be carried out, prefer to plough it in rather than leave it exposed on the fields during

winter. This thought also occurs to me.

Fermentation Destructive to Seeds.

There is no doubt that the seeds of a great many weeds are carried out on tp the

farm with barn-yard manure. How far fermentation of manure would destroy these

seeds I cannot positively say, but I have reason to think that it would destroy a large

proportion of them, and for this reason I would prefer fermented to green manure. But
these rules are somewhat general in their character, and it requires skill in farming anf^

knowledge in practice to put them into efficient operation under varying conditions.

[JProfessor Buckland.']
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FOEESTRY AN iMPOItTAJIT BUBJECT.

I will not take np the time of the Commission by offering any remarks on the subject
of forestry, further than to say that I believe the preservation of our forests to be a
matter worthy of the gravest consi<leration, both of our Legislature and of practical men.
During my residence in Ontario I have seen forests entirely destroyed ; farms of 200 or
800 acres, may now be found, having scarcely sufficient wood for domestic purposes.

Keep up the Land and Preseevb the Timber.

I think that care should be taken by a man who has a farm to clear up, not only to
adopt a system of cultivation by which he can keep up its productive powers—for I do not
call that good farming, however much money may be made or large crops be grown,
which leaves the land eventually in a deteriorated condition—but also to be careful to
leave a portion of the woods on the north and west sides of the farm, which would not
only serve as a shelter to animals, but increase the productiveness of the land-

E.EPLANTING SECOND GrOWTH.

I am aware that we cannot in general leave the old forest trees, but if we were to
dear out at the north and west sides of the farm the decayed trees, and replant with
young ones, and encourage the second growth, my impression is—and I have seen it done
and can therefore speak from observation—^that great good might be effected.

Wind-breaks—Shade Belts—Evergreens.

If a little more attention were paid by our well-to-do farmers in planting small
Bhmbberies and ornamenting and sheltering their grounds and homesteads by deciduous
and evergreen trees, it would add greatly to the beauty of our landscapes, and, I think,
would be highly conducive to the health and comfort, both of the inmates of the house,
ftnd of the domesticated animals.

The only Remedy.

To Mr. Dryden.—When the old trees have been indiscriminately cut down, and the
forest converted into arable land, I really see no remedy but replanting on a limited scale,
and I think it might be profitably done if trees were planted with a view to economic
purposes as well as shelter. Besides it is contended that the wholesale destruction of our
native forest must have an injurious effect on climate, by producing extremes unfavourable
to health and the products of the soil

Raising Trees from Second Growth.

To Mr. Dymond.—The question of raising trees from second growth is a practical
one, and I am aware of at least one instance in which the plan was successful. About
thirty years ago I was staying a few days with a farmer in Prince Edward County, who
was clearmg up eight or ten acres of bush and burning it. Three or four acres were cov-
ered vrith second growth maple, and I persuaded him to leave that for the purposes of a
sugar bush. He did so, and now it is one of the most beautiful little sugar bushes you
can find in Ontario. This, of course, could only be done where the maple is the predomi-
nant wood.

Agricultural Education.

Agricultural education is the next topic on which I will say a few words. I am very
happy to have lived to an age when a system of agricultural education has not only been
inaugurated, but I believe, firmly established in this Province.

[Professor Buchlcmd,']
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Thirty-Three Years Ago.

I came out here with a view to the promotion of agricultural education, but on my
arrival I found the country was not ripe for it, and that the only chance to give it a

status here was the establishment of a 'Jhair of Agriculture in the University. It was a.

long time before that could be done, owing to the dissensions and divisions as to what should

be done with King's College. At that time there was only one Agricultural College in

England, recently established in Cirencester, though there may have been a few in Ger
many and other parts of Europe.

Agricultural Education in England.

The great objection to the establishment of agricultural colleges in England was that

the people there had a better system of agriculture, and the produce per acre was far

greater than in those countries where these schools were inaugurated, and this conviction

no doubt operated against the introduction of systematic agricultural education in the

Mother Country to a great extent. I had three hundred acres offered me just outside

the boundary of the city of Toronto at a very low rate, which I had some thoughts of

buying and cultivating in a scientific manner, in accordance with modern practices on
my own responsibility, the loss or profit to be borne or enjoyed by myself. If the scheme
had been carried out we should have had a system of practical instruction in connection

with the theoretical teaching in the University, and my impression is that we can give

no complete agricultural education apart from practice.

Instruction must bb Practical.

I do not mean to say that instruction in schools or colleges may not be useful ; I have

no doubt it is, but to be thorough, we must combine science with practice, and I am very

glad to say that we have now an institution in this Province which I have no doubt the

country wiU sustain, the equal of anything of the kind on this continent, and which if

liberally supported, I believe will be surpassed by no institution of an analogous character

either in Evirope or America.

Liberal Aid Necessary.

What is wanted is that the Legislature should grant more liberal supplies for its

maintenance, especially with a view to extend and perfect its scientific teaching and the

laboratory appliances. We have also a School of Practical Science in Toronto, which like-

wise requires additional aid to enable it to carry on its work in the most efficient manner.

A necessary amount of additional apparatus and appliances for prosecuting original re-

search, and for illustrating the practical application of scientific principles to the various

pursuits of life might be readily procured by a grant of a few thousand dollars. Then
we, as Canadians, would be placed upon an equal footing with our American neighbours

in the prosecution of science and the enlargement of its boundaries.

Ornamental Planting on School Lots.

Another thought has occurred to me. We have now a large number of good stone

and brick school-houses throughout the country, but as a general thing, their surround-

ings are by no means inviting. I think that not only should every school-house be sur-

rounded by a decent fence, but that it should have attached to it in country places a small

ornamental plantation, and a piece of land for the purpose of raising flowers and plants

of various kinds for purposes of illustrative teaching. I think that surroundings of

such a kind would not only foster in the young mind a taste for the beautiful in nature,

but that they would help to create a liking for agricultural and horticultural pursuits that

might be followed out in after life.

[Professor Auckland.]
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A General Agricultural Education.

I would in this way introduce the germ of agricultural education into our public

ftdiools. I am very well aware of the danger now-a-days, of attempting to teach too much;
there is that to be looked at. There must be a greater division of labour, and we must
iiot only have better teachers, and in tjrder to do that we must pay them better. Our
t^Souble and outlay for these purposes would be repaid in a dollar sense and doubly repaid

xa. refining and impro^dng the tastes and the habits of our children. I consider one of the

grejat advantages to be gained at the College at Guelph, besides the scientific and practical

knowledge obtained there, to be the means which it places within the reach of the pupils

of going on to higher degrees of knowledge, and the elevating tendency which it will have

upbn their tastes and character in after life.

Agricultural Societies and Shows.

To Mr. Dryden.—The next and last subject upon which the Commission requested

my views, is that of Agricultural Societies and Exhibitions, grants to the same, Provincial

Biireau of Agriculture, etc. Now these are complex and involved questions, and time will

<jnly admit of the briefest allusion to them. I can, however, state in a few words, my
honest convictions. I should be extremely sorry to see the Commission take up these very

complicated matters at this, its last meeting, with a view to anything like legislation by the

Government during the coming session of the Legislature.

The Provincial Association.

With regard to the Provincial Association, there is a feeling getting up against it.

How far this feeling is justified by the facts I do not at present presume to say, but there

is always a danger when any excitement gets up of its going too far, and that people will

be led more by sentiment and prejudice than by enlightened conviction. I think we are

probably moving towards a crisis when the whole question of these societies, Provincial,

County and Township, will have to be gone into.

Deliberate Consideration Necessary.

It ought to be gone into when the time arrives in a proper spirit, and nothing should
be done hastily, or without ascertaining fully the views and wishes of the farmers and
manufacturers of the country. I have no reason to think that the Government would
undertake to make momentous changes of any sort on its own responsibility, and I think
it would be unwise for it to do so. I hope, therefore, that whatever is done in these re-

spects in future will be done with deliberation, and that we shall have a chance of getting

something better than we have already got. Having been connected with the Pro-
vincial Association since its very inception, I may state my conviction that it has done
good and honest work. The time may be come when it can be improved, and I say at

once, let it be improved, and the other societies too. But I hope that no crude measures
may be brought forward in any case, and I think this Commission, now that its term of

sitting has drawn to a close, has acted very wisely in refraining from going into the sub-

ject, seeing that it was impossible for it to do so thoroughly at the present time.

The Good Done.

"With all the imperfections that may attach to the Provincial and other Agricul-
tural Societies, no one, I think, capable of forming a deliberate opinion on the subject,

l^wt must admit that they have done incalculable good, not only to the Agricultural, but
also to the other industries of the Province.

GEO. BUCKLAND.
[Professor Buckland.]
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PROFESSOR BROWN'S EVIDENCE.

William Brown, Professor of Agriculture and Farm Superintendent of the Ontaria
Agricultural College, and a member of the Commission, examined.

Varieties of Fall and Spring Wheat.

To Mr. Dryden.—The varieties of winter wheat grown in my district at present, are
Clawson, Scott, Gold Medal, Red Chaff, and Fultz. The variety of spring wheat is White
Russian, which is doing remarkably well. When I speak of my district, I speak of one
900 feet above the level of Lake Ontario, and I judge that what does v/ell there would do
well in most other parts of the Province. The Lost Nation is so similar in every respect
to the White Russian that I believe they are practically the same.

Causes of Failure of Wheat Crop.

The principal causes of the failure of the wheat crop which have come under my ex-
perience, have been, the Hessian fly, the wire worm, the joint worm, and the midge, along
with rust to a very large extent, and a weather blight, which at times comes over our
spring wheat particularly, in June or the beginning of July. I am not prepared to say
what that blight is. Another cause of failure in fall wheat is winter-killing.

Causes op Success.

The principal cause of success, I may say generally, is good farming, but in detail, I
think the causes are, strict attention to rotation in cropping; the judicious use of well-made
farmyard manure, the cultivation of roots, and abundant shelter ; but I am afraid the
exercise of these causes of success will not prevent the operation of the causes of failure

which I have mentioned.

Salt as an Antidote—Increased Yield op Wheat.

I am not prepared to say definitely whether the use of salt has proved to be an anti-

dote to any of the evils named. I am of opinion that the yield of wheat is steadily on
the increase in the older portions of the Province, largely by reason of more root grow-
ing and cattle raising.

Forest Protection to Fall Wheat.

I have not had much personal experience with respect to the protection afforded by
forests to fall wheat ; but I believe that, in the northern portion of the Province, fall

wheat is more successful than in the southern portions, simply because of the greater pro-

tection afforded by a greater bush area. The fact cannot be impressed too strongly upon
our farmers that the country has been over-cleared of forest.

Wheat on Clover Sod.

I have tried the experiment of turning over a clover sod for a seed bed for fall wheat

but with failure. Not only is there danger of having a subsoil which is too open in cer-

tain seasons, but such a seed bed renders the plant more liable to insect attack.

Decided Views—A Rotation for the Whole Province.

On the treatment of land in preparing it for a spring or fall wheat crop, I hold

rather decided views. I have adopted a rotation of crops, which I think is applicable to

the whole Province ; and although I have not been very successful in raising fall wheat,

by reason of our high elevation and greater exposure to the atmosphere, in spring wheat,

which does not require the same amount of protection, my success has been very marked

indeed.

[Professor Brown."]
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Rotation at the Guelph Farm.

The rotation we follow on the farm, after breaking up the sod, is :—1st, peas ; 2nd
fall wheat, spring wheat, or oats, according to condition of soil ; 3rd, roots, which should

bear the manure for the whole rotation; 4th, barley or wheat, seeded with grasses and
clovers ; 5th hay ; 6th, hay or pasture, according to conditions ; and, 7th year, pasture.

The Amount op Manure Used.

The amount of manure per acre, is fifteen loads of barn-j^ard manure, 300 lbs. of bone
dust, 250 lbs. of salt, 200 lbs. of gypsum, and 300 lbs. of mineral superphosphate. It bas
been our regular practice to use these quantities for the last five years—all mixed together

and applied at one time.

Calculations as to Cost op Crops.

In speaking of the cost of producing certain crops under a given system of rotation,

during a series of years, we require careful figuring, and a sound handling of the facts

that guide the science and practice of our profession, especially with reference to the con-

duct of plants and their food as regulated by weather, soil, and management.

An Unsound Method.

There can be no more unsound method of arriving at this than the common one of

debiting cultivation, seed, manuring, and the cost of harvesting and marketing, and then
crediting the realized quantity of crop.

Calculations as to Crops on Virgin Soil.

The only case in which such a method can be reasonably applied is that of cropping

upon virgin land which is insensibly impoverished during a number of years, and which
requires no form of manuring ; but even in this example, the economist must recognize the
fact that the soil does diminish in power.

Dealing with Old Land.

"We have, however, to deal with land that has been regularly cultivated for the past

twenty years at least—land, therefore, now regularly yoked to systematic rotation of

crops, and supposed to be representative of the older cultivated lands of Ontario, both as

regards physical condition, natural richness, and mod'^e of cultivation. The first thing,

therefore, to be considered is the rotation, and the next, the average quantity of crops

from a number of fields during a period of years.

The Actual Produce Under the Rotation.

I have given the rotation, and now I wish to record the actual produce under that

rotation for the last five years, from 1876 to 1880 inclusive. The average produce per
acre has been as follows :

—

Peas 30 Bushels.

Spring Wheat 17 "

Fall Wheat 35

Oats 41 "

Mangolds 725 "

Turnips 614 "

Carrots 540 "

Potatoes 165 "

Barley 24 '»

Hay One ton and four-fifths of a ton, weighed when it is taken in,

[^Professor Brovm.'\
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The Manure all Applied to Root Crop.

All the manure allowed for the seven years, is applied to the root crop, and should be»

sufficient to supply all that is needed for the various crops of the rotation.

Apportionment to Respective Crops.

It is plain, therefore, that the cost of manure must not be charged to the roots alone,

but must be apportioned to what experiment has shown to be the average feeding volume
of each, proportionate to time, soil, season, and management thereof.

Any Increased Value of I^and to be Estimated.

If there be any residue of manurial value, or what may be called increased value of

land from such management on the expiration of the seventh year—the same should be

considered in the future balance sheet, either in taking inventory of capital account, the

original investment in the purchase of the land, or increasing the credit of the coming
succession of crops.

Superior Brain Work.

I am not prepared to allow directly for superior brain work in the management of a

farm, because I am not prepared to leave the management of a farm to brains alone ; so if

it should be argued that any of these crops should be debited to such superior manage-

ment, I beg to note that the general result will embrace this in the septennial balance

sheet by the inventory indicated.

Cost of the Work.

Our work is now, therefore, very simple, and I will now give you the cost of the work
on the various crops :

—

Common ploughing of stubble $1 60 per acre.

Common ploughing of sod 2 00 "

Gang-ploughing 75 "

Harrowing, once 20 "

Cultivating, once (grubbing) 1 00 "

Rolling, once 20

Horse hoeing, once 50 "

Hand hoeing, once, taking an average 2 25 "

Drilling, with single plough 75 "

Root sowing, with drill 35 "

Grain sowing, with drill 25 *'

Hauling and spreading farm-yard manure, fifteen loads 3 75 "

Sowing artificial manures 25 "

Harvesting wheat, oats, or barley, including mowing, bind-

ing, shocking, and hauling 2 25 "

Harvesting peas, pulJing and hauling 1 75 "

Topping, harrowing, and hauling mangolds or turnips .... 8 50 "

Pulling, topping, and hauling carrots 8 00 "

Ploughing, gathering, and hauling potatoes 5 50 "

Cost of Producing Each Crop.

I shall now give you, from actual experience, the cost of producing the different kinds

of crops, together with the amount they realize, showing the profit derived from each.

Beginning with

\_Professor Brown.^
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Roots.

Fall ploughing once, spring ploughing with gang once, grub-

bing twice, harrowing twice, and roUing twice, costs.. $4 05 per acre.

Manure (farmyard), fifteen loads $19 50
300 lbs. of bone dust 4 00
250 lbs. of salt 50
200 lbs. of gypsum 50
300 lbs. of superphosphate 4 80
Cost of distributing manures 4 00

Altogether for manure 33 30
Horse hoeing twice, hand hoeing twice, drilling, cost of seed

and seedino;, and harvesting 15 65 "

Total cost of producing mangolds or tuniips $53 00

How TO Charge the Cost op the Manure.

In regard to the only debateable part of this statement—the apportionment of the

manures used—I go upon the plan adopted by Dr. Laws, of England, who has been experi-

menting in this respect for the last forty years, and there is no doubt that in adopting

his data, we have something very reliable. I now, therefore, proceed to give you some-

thing to be credited to this $53.

Credit ^ of unexhausted farm-yard manure $15 60
"

I of special manure 6 90

" allowance for extra cultivation of roots, in view of

future crops
" half expense of distributing ,

Total

To be deducted from .

.

$22

2
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Value of average crop of 35 bushels of wheat, at $1.15 $40 25

Valueof li tons Btrawat$5 7

47 76

Wheat, profit per acre $26 90

Oats.

Work as above for wheat $8 35

One-third proportion of manure residue 8 83

Total cost $16 68

Value of average crop of 41 bushels, at 40 cents $16 40

Value of 2 tons straw, at $6 12 00
28 40

Oats, profit per acre $11 72.

Barley.

Work as above for wheat or oats $8 35

One-fourth proportion of manure residue 6 25.

Total cost $14 60-

Value of average crop of 32 bushels, at 65 cents $20 80

Value of one ton of straw 3 50
24 30

Barley, profit per acre $9 70"

Hay.
Mowing, making, and hauling $1 50
One-fourth proportion of manure residue 6 50-

Total cost $8 00
Value of If tons of hay, at $10 , $18 00

Hay, profit per acre $10 00

Pbas.

Sod-ploughing, seed and sowing, and harvesting $5 25
Unexhausted manure 3 00

Total cost $8 25
Value of 30 bushels of peas at 60 cents $18 00
Value of 1^ tons of pea straw, at $5 7 50

25 50

Peas, profit per acre $17 25

Carrots.

Cost of cultivation, as for mangolds and turnips $48 86
" harvesting 8 00

Total cost $56 86
Credit unexhausted manures 25 00

Actual cost $31 86
Value of average crop of 540 bushels, at 15 cents 81 00

Carrots, profit per acre $49 14
[Professor Brown.]
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Potatoes

Cost of cultivation as in other root crops ..,...,

Cost of harvesting ,

Total cost

Credit unexhausted manures

Actual cost

Value of average crop of 165 bushels, at 35 cents.

Potatoes, profit per acre

$48 86

5 50

$54 36
25 00

$29 36

57 75

$28 39

Calculations as to Mangolds and Turnips.

In the case of growing mangolds and turnips, fully one half the cost of establishing

them lies in the value of the manure, and one-seventh of the whole cost consists in har-

vesting. The total value of the crop is equal, almost exactly, to the gross cost of pro-

duction when exhausted manures are not credited, and when these are credited the actual

cost is reduced one-half, so that we have a net profit nearly equal to this bona fide cost.

The facts are the same for potatoes, but there is a very high figure in favour of carrots.

*With grain proper we have :

—

The Grain Crops.
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Charges of Interest on Capital.

When the regular accountant begins by debiting interest on original investment, and
follows with the various charges we have already handled, I am unable to see why it

should form an actual item in such a form, because the total results, whether of profit or

loss, is just the interest, or no interest, upon the original investment, and in our case of

producing crops, may not be all the profit or loss in the management of a farm, as the pro-

ducer, being also the owner and feeder of the live-stock thereof, has to run another line of

chances when transferring these crops to the various animals, whether for labour, milk,

beef, mutton, wool, pork, or household maintenance ; he does not pay rent or interest on
capital, and thus altogether the farmer is now in possession of crops, valuing in the market
an average of $20.38 per acre, with which to make further investment.

Preservation op Farm-yard Manure.

With reference to the question of manures, and first with reference to the preser-

vation of farm-yard manure, we should perhaps go further back and inquire as to the best

mode of making it through the animal system. The best way to preserve it is a matter

of difference of opinion. My experience goes to show that a very important item in its

management is covering so as to prevent the rain from washing it. Our practice is,

simply to put it out in a heap, mixing the horse manure with the cattle manure.

Use op Gypsum on Farm Manure.

In order to save it from too rapid decay, we always have made a point of scattering a

quantity of gypsum over the heap. There is nothing so good as to send a pail of gypsum

around twice a week. This retards too rapid fermentation, and of course adds very much

to the manurial value of the heap.

Preventing Too Rapid Fermentation.

I need not say anything as to the importance of preserving the liquid manure—of

course that adds very much to the value of the heap. One of the best ways to prevent

too rapid fermentation of the manure is to let the cattle run over to compress it and prevent

too much air from penetrating it.

Rotted Manure—Bran.

I always use farm-yard manure in a rotted state. If we believe what the chemist

tells us, there is no question but that there is a very large value in bran as a food for the

production of manure. There is no better way of putting the idea than by saying that

the best food makes the best manure.

Special Fertilizers—Lime.

- With regard to the use of special fertilizers, lime is generally best on mucky soils

with grain crops, at the rate of 6,000 lbs. per acre.

Mineral Phosphates.

Mineral phosphates are best on old loamy lands for root crops at the rate of 200 or

300 lbs. per acre.

Salt.

Salt is best on what are called vegetable soils, both with grain and roots, at the rate-

of 300 or 400 lbs. per acre.

[Professor Brovm.]
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Gypsum.

Gypsum is most valuable for grasses, on all kinds of soils, at the rate of about 250 lbs.

per acre.

Bone Dust—Finer the Better,

Bone dust is valuable for roots at the rate of from 200 to 300 lbs. per acre. The
value of bone dust depends very much upon the way in which it has been manufactured

—the finer the better, if you want immediate effects.

The Use op Fertilizers.

I am of opinion that these special fertilizers are only required in two cases—first,

where the land has been exhausted to a large extent, and where there is a desire to in-

crease its fertility more rapidly than could be done with the use of barn-yard manure

;

and second, where the land may be very good, but has become what is called lazy, and

requires some stimulant to assist its vegetation.

Barn-yard Manure the Staple.

Outside of these two cases, I am of opinion that the farmer, by paying proper atten-

tion to the making of his barn-yard manure, to the feeding of his cattle, and to the man-
agement of the manure heap, will have absolutely no need of using special manures. I

substantially agree, however, with the evidence previously given in favour of these ferti-

lizers—as to the effects of salt in strengthening the straw, and gypsum in promoting the

early growth of turnips.

Drainage—Its Beneficial Effects.

I suppose it is unnecessary that I should say much about the advantages of drain-

age. The proper drainage of land cannot produce drought ; it has the very opposite

efiect. Well drained land holds moisture longer than any other land, only it holds it

evenly. Upon the model farm we have had many practical proofs of the value of drain-

age. I can now point to fields there from which the removal of what is called superfluous

water has produced wonderful results. Drainage allows of the free access of air into the
soil, and renders available material which would otherwise have been useless.

Drainage Alone Not Sufficient.

But drainage cannot stand alone. Many people have the idea that when they have
drained their land there is nothing more to be done. If drainage is not followed up with
improved methods of farming it is comparatively useless. When land is properly drained,

we can get upon it earlier in the spring, and this is a saving of time, labour, and seed,

much of the seed sown in the spring is destroyed by various causes, and more is destroyed
by water, and this destruction is avoided by proper drainage. It further assists us in

pulverizing and cleaning our soils, as well as quicken the action of manures.

A Fallacy.

Some people imagine that lime will improve wet lands. There is no greater fallacy.

You may as well throw water upon wet land as lime.

Further Good Results op Drainage.

Drainage therefore hastens the harvest. It also increases the nutritive value of
wheat and other grains. Another valuable effect of it is the removal of the causes of

[^Professor Brown.
\
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diseases among certain animals. It improves the general health of the district, renders

the water purer for animals, and altogether effects improvements which cannot be over-

estimated.

Cost op Tile DRAiNiNa.

With regard to the cost of draining land, I have a statement giving the cost per rod
of sixteen and a half feet. It is as follows :

—

Four feet drain, with four inch tiles, .

.

Three feet drain, with three inch tiles,

Four feet drain, with six inch tiles, . .

.

Onttine- ^^V'^^S Filling
OUtting.

rpiigg_ j)j.3_i^_

$ c.

35

25

35

$ c.

5

5

5

$ c.

5

4

5

Cost of

Tiles.

32

24

80

Total
Cost.

$ 0.

77

58

1 25

Financial Hesults of Drainage.

With regard to the increased value and productiveness of land by underdrainage, I

may say (1) wet land, such as swamps, is of no agricultural value; (2) half wet land,

such as meadows, is worth fifty cents per acre in rent
; (3) partially wet land, all over, is

worth $1.50 per acre
; (4) land wet in spots, to the extent of one-tenth of its area, is

worth $2.50 per acre ', (5) drained land, or naturally dry land is worth $3.50 per acre.

Land wet all over will cost $30 an acre to complete, in new townships, therefore, doubling

the cost of land, and in old ones half the cost. Drainage repays itself in four years, if

followed up by good farming.

Cattle and Beef—Milk.

In speaking of cattle, I presume I should consider the two products, beef and milk.

I have had considerable experience of the different breeds of cattle, both in the old

country and in this, and I will endeavour in a few words to give you my opinion of each

of the principal breeds.

The Durham or Shorthorn.

Beginning with the famous Durham or Shorthorns, I would say that either for beef or

for milk, I do not think there is anything that can equal them. I say this advisedly, after

many trials of the different breeds. They may not do so well as some other breeds on poor

pasture, but for improving other breeds, and for early maturity and weight in itself, I do

not think there is anything in the hands of man at the present time to excel the Shorthorn.

The Hereford—Its Merits.

When we speak of the Hereford, we speak of something that does not on the average

equal the Shorthorn in weight or in early maturity, but we do speak of something that

will endure hardships better, and thrive better on poor pasture. The Hereford is very

considerably ahead of the Shorthorn in regard to its value for grazing purposes. We may
say, therefore, that the Shorthorn is a better stall feeder than the Hereford, and that the

Hereford is a much better grazer than the Shorthorn.

The Polled Angus, or Aberdeen Polled.

There is another beefer—and when speaking of beefers, I think we can only speak of

three breeds which are of any consequence—Shorthorns, Herefords and what are called

Aberdeen Polled.

[Professor Brown.^
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Where it is and is Not Equal to the Durham.

I am very well acquainted with the Aberdeen Polled, and it is well known that for early

maturing it is equal to the Shorthorn, though not, so far as our experience goes, equal

to it in improving other breeds or in attaining a greater weight in a certain time. At
the present time we may call them our second best beefing breed.

Tuberculosis.

I am sorry to say that I have had considerable experience with tuberculosis, or ani-

mal consumption among cattle in Canada, but I do not find that the Shorthorn is any
more liable to it than other breeds. We have had cases of it among all breeds except the

Hereford. With the exception of this disease, which has attacked our cattle considerably,

we are remarkably free from cattle diseases in this country.

Cattle for Milking—The Canadian Cow.

With regard to cattle for milking purposes, looking to the experience I have had
during the last ten years, I would say that if I were to select an animal for its milking
properties alone,! would have no hesitation in making choice among the better animals

of what are called Canadian cows, as against any Ayrshire or Jersey I have ever seen, for

our province.

A Shorthorn Grade for Combined Purposes.

But, if I were looking for another line of profit along with milking properties, I
would have no hesitation whatever in choosing a Shorthorn grade.

What the Canadian Cow is.

It is very difficult indeed to say positively what the Canadian cow is. I presume it

is something that is not native, but has been brought to this country from the United
States, probably fifty or sixty years ago and later, and has become mixed with Shorthorn
blood, and then wandering in the bush, they largely lost their beef properties, but still

retained their milking properties, which are not so much impaired by in-breeding. So
that I do not know what to call the Canadian cow exactly, though I fancy it is one-fifth

or one-sixth Shorthorn, with a spark of Devon and Ayrshire here and there.

The Ayrshire First as to Quantity.

When I speak of the native cows' milking properties, I do not refer to quantity
alone, but also to quality. There is no doubt that the Ayrshire is first with regard to
quantity, although she will not endure the same pasture as the Canadian cow ; but looking
at all sides of the question, I am convinced from my own experience that a proper choice of
the Canadian cow is ahead of the Ayrshire for our Province.

The Devons—Rich Milk but Small Quantity.

The Devon cattle I cannot recommend as equal to the other beefers named unless it
be for rich milk in moderate quantities.

A Slow Beefer—Good for Draught Purposes.

The Devon is slower for our purpose of raising beef rapidly for the British market.
As workers, with strength and endurance, the Devons are first-class animals and they
Are found of large value in clearing our back townships.

The Commission then adjourned.

[Professor BrownJ]
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Toronto, October 27th.

The Commission resumed at nine o'clock a.m., when Mr. Brown continued his state
ment as follows :

—

Comparative Experiments in Milk Production.

I desire to lay before the Commission some facts with reference to the value of milk
from different breeds of cattle, and I wish to speak specially of the pure-bred Ayrshire,
the pure-bred Shorthorn, the pure-bred Hereford, the pure-bred Aberdeen Polled, the
Shorthorn grade and the Hereford grade.

Four Thousand One Hundred Observations.

I may state that the examination of this question extended over eighty days during
last winter, and was checked by about 4,100 observations, so that I have no doubt of its

thoroughness. Notes were taken of the temperature of the stables, the quantity of milk
by weight and by measure, the specific gravity of the milk previous to settling, the tem-
perature of the dairy, the duration of the setting, the manner of setting, whether shallow
or deep, the time given for the cream to rise, the weight of cream removed, the tempera-
ture of the milk before setting, the quantity of cream tested by tubes, and any difference

in the condition of the cows during the experiment. I submit a series of illustrations,

which show7more plainly than I can, the results of the experiment. (See diagram, inserted

as a Jh/sheet.)

Specific Gravity of the Milks.

In analyzing this table it is interesting first to notice the difference in what is called

the specific gravity of the milk from animals of different breeds, as well as from differ-

ent animals of the same breed. If the lactometer is a true indicator of the weight of

milk relatively to distilled water, and if weight indicates thickness or creaminess, then
the higher the figures in the first column the richer should be the milk. In this example
we have

The Aberdeen Polls first at lll-Q

The Hereford Grade second at 106-0

The Shorthorn Grade and the Ayrshire Grade equal at 103
The Hereford fifth at 91-0

And the Shorthorn last at 86-0

(See Fig. 1. J

The Test not always Reliable.

But the graduated piece of glass would register the same and higher figures, were
certain foreign matters introduced into the milk, or were the milk adulterated with
water, so that no reliance can be placed upon such a form of ascertaining either the

purity or the richness of milk.

The Gradations Discussed and Considered.

Of course, with us all the milk was pure, and consequently it may be assumed that

the instrument did indicate some sort of relative properties in the milk as compared
with pure water. Are we to conclude that the famous beefing Shorthorn used a much
larger proportion of the fatty and solid matters of food in maintaining her constitution,

by as much as 25 out of 111 ? And in these respects is there no difference between the

milking Ayrshire and the beefing Shorthorn grades % The Hereford also ranges low in

this indication, but its cross with the grade rises to the second place among the six.

Another point of much value, especially to those who now send cream in place of sweet

milk to the creameries, is what is shown in the second column of the table.

\Frofessor Brown.^
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Use op the Creamometer.

In our plan of work, creamometers were used to test the percentage of cream that
would rise in twenty-four hours. The tubes were filled every day for a period of three

months, and all conditions, such as temperature, were properly attended to. As regards

a certain column or body of cream rising in a given time, I have no doubt of the accu-

racy of this test of the different breeds, and to illustrate this I show on the diagram
the amount of cream by volume from a given quantity of milk from the different breeds

of cows. (See Fig. 2.)

Cream in Relation to Butter.

A large volume of cream does not necessarily imply a corresponding quantity of

butter any more than high specific gravity denotes quantity of cream ; but when cream
is sold by bulk, as is now the increasing practise in the management of creameries, it is

evident that some regard should be paid to the kind of animal giving the milk, and the
time given the cream to get to the surface. The creamery will not object to the farmer
allowing his milk to stand for twenty-four hours, so long as its sweetness is not destroyed,

because the last cream is always the heaviest and best for the butter maker.

A Point to be Considered.

But, if there is no corresponding thickness of buttery materials—in the Shorthorn
for example, as compared with the Hereford—then he will soon find that in paying as-

much for the one as for the other, all the while that the Shorthorn may be, as we shall

see, forty per cent, less in the property of giving butter from cream than the Hereford,
he is paying sixty-six per cent, more for the Shorthorn milk than for the Hereford milk.

Apparent Poorness of Ayrshire Milk.

The milk of the pure-bred Ayrshire is apparently not half so rich as either that

from the Shorthorn grade, Shorthorn, or Hereford grade, and is twenty-five per cent, less

than the Hereford and Aberdeen Poll, and forty per cent, less than the mean of all.

The Ayrshire, then, may not be the best breed for the creamery, and certainly, if there

is only an approximation to the truth in this matter of cream volume in the different

breeds of cattle, the immense difference of 124 per cent, that the Hereford grade
shows over the Ayrshire is enough to give rise to serious thought on the part of both.,

the farmer and the creamery man.

Another View op the Subject.

Meantime, let us pass to another view of the subject. The difference in weight in

equal bulk of the same material is evidence of the presence of different proportions of
the same constituents, and in our case, of milk from various breeds of cattle, should
guide us in arriving at cream volume or value. I am sorry to be unable to submit the
Shorthorn and the Ayrshire in this respect, because of some irregular conditions at,

churning time. (See Fig. 3.)

Richness of the Aberdeen Poll's Milk.

In the case of the four others, we have the Aberdeen Poll in advance with 43 per
cent, over the Hereford and the Shorthorn grade, which are equal with 24 per cent, over
the mean of all. In Wallace's Monthly, volume 4, page 832, is the following reference
to the richness of the milk of the Aberdeen Polled ; " the Scotch Polled cattle are supe-
rior for beef, but only moderate for the dairy. Their milk, however, is generally rich, and,,

some contend, is nearly equal in this respect to that of the Jersey or Guernsey." All
our experiments go to corroborate that view.

[Pi-qfes8or Brown.^
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Yield of Butter.

In. this illustration you will observe the exact agreement between the weight of

«cream and the specific gravity of the milk of all the cows. If, then, the weight of

cream agrees with the produce of butter in each case, we may be led to place some reli-

ance on specific gravity after all—that is to say, when the milk is pure. The following

illustration will show the quantity of butter received from the several creams, and what
has been its proportion to the original milk. (See Fig. i.)

Milk—Cream—Butter,

There is no agreement, or rather there is a diverse ageeement, between the propor-

tion of butter from a given quantity of milk to that of butter from a given quantity of

cream. The Polled cow with its three and three-quarter pounds, nearly, of butter from

100 pounds of milk, gives the lowest, or 40 per cent, of butter from 100 pounds of

cream, while the Hereford with only two pounds of butter from 100 pounds of milk,

gives as much as 50^ pounds of butter from a like quantity of cream. ' It appears there-

fore, that in every case where the weight of butter is low, relatively to the quantity of

milk, the weight of butter from the cream of that milk is correspondingly high. (See

.Fig. 5.)

An Important Matter.

Here, then, is valuable guidance for farmers, dairymen, and creamery men. For

example, in sending milk to the creamery, the farmer is credited with the average pro-

portion of cream that rises from all the milk, so that, if the average be 2| pounds of

butter from every 100 pounds of milk, while the creamery men o tain 41^ pounds of

butter from every 100 pounds of cream, there is something in gett g milk from differ-

ent breeds of cattle.

Averages of Cream and Butter from Milk.

On an average of breeds, we find that every 100 pounds of milk give ^\ pounds of

cream, every 100 pounds of cream gives 41J pounds of butter, and every 100 pounds of

milk gives 2| pounds of butter. {See Figs. 6 and 7.)

Experiments Elsewhere.

In comparing these results with those of experiments made in other parts of the

world, I noticed considerable difference, our averages being in some cases higher, and in

some cases lower. In making our experiments we had two animals of each breed, and in

one case three. They are just the beginning of an inquiry that may last for several

years, as the experiments must be repeated again and again before we can say that our

t'esults are worthy of implicit reliance.

Thoroughbred over Common Stock—A Comparison.

As to the advantages of a thoroughbred over a common animal, I will give you the

result of carefully conducted experiments on this subject, which were so regulated as to

show the increased weight per head per day. A thoroughbred will add to its weight at

the rate of 1-72 pounds per day, reaching the weight of 1,892 pounds in three years, and

a value of $114. A high grade will gain 1*74 pounds per day, reaching a gross weight

at the end of three years of 1,914 pounds, and being valued at $115. A common feed-

ing steer under the same management as the others will gain 1 -30 pounds per day, or

equal to 1,430 pounds in three years, and a value of $79. Practically there is no differ-

•ence between the thoroughbred and the high grade with respect to weight and value, but

there is a difterence of $35 against the common animal. This is the result of a very

ilarge number of experiments, not only in Ontario, but elsewhere.

[Professor Brown,.^
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Average Weight op Steers—Cost of Feeding.

The average weight of^the steers we have been accustomed to handle is 1,745 pounds^

and I can give you accurately the cost of bringing that animal to that condition at three-

years old. Th milk necessary to maintain that steer while a calf will cost $23 ; it will

eat $60 worth of p ots, $44 worth of grain, $21 worth of fodder of different kinds, and

$15 worth of j.?.£.uure, and its attendance, taken in connection with the attendance of a.

large number of other animals, will cost $12, making a total of $175 against the steer.

The largest sum whish can possibly be received at present for that animal is $105.

There is, therefore, an apparent loss of $70. You are aware that no animal will pay^

directly for the food it receives.

Fertility op the Soil to be Calculated.

I think that no farmer should count the cost of raising cattle, except in connection:

with the efiect which the fattening of the animal has in maintaining the fertility of the-

soil.

Yalue of Manure.

This brings us to the question as to the value of manure, as against this apparent

loss of $70. What I have to say on that subject I will make very short by remarking

that the value of the manure produced by an animal, from its birth to the age of three-

years, is, at the least, four cents per pound for every pound the animal then weighs, and

in saying that, I am giving the experience not only of Ontario, but the experience of

Europe for the last fifty years. That comes to $69.80. Then there is the advantage of

obtaining that manure as a certainty, which could not be depended upon unless from sucl:

a source.

Beefing—Rate op Increase.

With reference to the beefing of animals, it is to be noted that, the older an animal
becomes, the less percentage of increase it shows to its original weight and the amount of

food it consumes, so that I hold that it does not pay to keep animals of this kind longer

than three years, if they have been well done for all along.

Cattle at Twenty-Two Months.

As an example of this, I may state that five cattle when twenty-two months old

weighed 1,102 pounds each, and the most that can be obtained from them at that age is

four cents a pound, or $44. At twenty-nine months old they averaged 1,477, and they will

bring at that age 6 cents a pound, or $88. If these cattle had been kept for seven months
longer they would have increased to 1,717 pounds, and yet we would get no more money
for them, unless they were extraordinary beasts, or fatted up for exhibition.

Marketable Animals.

But we are speaking now of marketable animals, and such an animal would bring au
average of only $103, or 16 per cent, of increase, as against 31 and two-fifths per cent, in

the first case. The question here is, did it pay to sell at 29 months or at 36 months l

The animal at 29 months fetched $88, and cost $147, leaving an apparent loss of $59,
while the animal at 36 months fetched $103, and cost $184, leaving an apparent loss of

$81, showing a difference of something of over four per cent, in favour of the younger
animal. I feel quite certain that the sooner we can get rid of our beefing animals the-

better.

[^Professor Brown.^
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The Soiling System.

On the soiling system in connection with cattle feeding, I lay on the table a paper
which I read on this subject before the Dairymen's Association last season, and to which
1 have nothing further to add now,*

Green Fodders.

I wish to say a few words regarding the value of certain green fodders.

LuCERNEi

Taking lucerne first, I can report that it has done well on the hill at Guelph, and the

fact of its having done well there is sufficient evidence that it will do well in this country

generally. There is no difficulty in growing it ; it should be sown in the spring broadcast,

or in a drill if your land is dirty. If sown broadcast, it should be used to the extent of

from fifteen to twenty pounds per acre, and if not sown too deep it will yield one if not

two crops in the first year. This plant is a native of California, and can be relied on
with the same plants for seven or eight years in succession, sometimes growing so abundantly

that it can be cut four or five times in the season, I would recommend, however, that

it should be pretty liberally dealt with, getting at least one coating of farm-yard manure,

well rotted, every second year, and with four or five cuts per annum, you can always

be sure that it will yield twenty tons of fodder per acre. This year, during the drought,

we had to resort to feeding our cattle, and even our sheep sometimes, with green fodder.

Sanfoin.

The sainfoin is another form of clover which has done pretty well, but it does not

last so long as the lucerne. It runs out every three years. It gives a strong crop of

straw, however, and comes early, and is a good thing to vary along with other clover and
grasses,

Prickley Comfret,

There is no difficulty in growing the new plant called prickley comfrey—it will thrive

on a turn-pike road. What its value is for feeding purposes I cannot say from experience,

but I can testify' to its extraordinary vitality under poor conditions. You can cut it three

•or four times a season. Our cattle have not taken very favourably to it, very probably

because they have been getting so many other good things, but the sheep like it very well.

I do not see why it should not become a valuable addition to our green fodders, as it re-

quires so little cultivation. It has been our custom to cut this fodder every month, or to

give it four or five cuttings every season. The land requires to be pretty clean. If it is

dirty, it is better to drill and cultivate it ; but if clean, a broadcast sowing will produce

a more regular crop. In using for green fodder it is best to cut early.

Growth of Sorghum.

There seems to be no difficulty either in growing what is called the sugar cane or

sorghum. If it will mature its seed and stalk, as it does, on the top of our high hill at

Guelph, it ought to do so in almost any other part of the Province, so that any one who
chooses to experiment with it need have no fear of being unsuccessful.

Egyptian Corn—Sugar Beets.

What is called the Egyptian corn, which has only been introduced during the present

* The paper referred to is given at page 183.

[Professor Brown.'\
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or the previous year into the Province, has not matured with us. The sugar beet, as -we

know, can be cultivated to a very large extent in the Province. There is no difficulty in

growing it as successfully as any other roots.

Mixed Grasses—A PtEciPB.

I wish to place upon record here a mixture of grasses and clovers for permanent

pastures, which I have found to be most successful. The mixture should be sown to the

extent of 26 pounds to the acre, and this quantity is made up as follows :

—

Timothy 6 pounds.

Orchard Grass 3 "

Red Top 1 "

Meadow Fescue 1 "

Kentucky Blue 1 "

Yellow Oat 1 "

Fan Oat 1
"

Bent Grass 1 "

Making 15 pounds of grasses proper along with the following clovers :

—

Lucerne , 5 pounds.

White or Dutch Clover 3 '«

Alsike . 1 "

Bed 1
•*

Trefoil 1 "

Making 11 pounds of clover, which, with the 15 pounds of grasses, make 26 pounds
of seed altogether.

Management of Permanent Pastures.

The proper management of permanent pasture involves a rich surface, spring seed-

ing, easy first year grazing, and top dressing every third year, either with compost, bones,

or farm-yard manure. Nobody can expect to keep up permanent pasture unless he pro-

Tides it with some nourishment.

Advertised Cattle Fodders.

I have tried most of the advertised cattle fodders, and I believe in some of them,
as for instance, Thorley's Cattle Food as a stomachic. I always use it when the animals
are sickly, and I find it good for both cattle and horses in every case. But it is too ex-

pensive to be used as a feeding material, and I do not know that it is so good for that
purpose as otters. I approve of its use as a medicine only. I think the food manufac-
tured at Hamilton, under the name of Thorley, is very good ; I think it is genuine
Thorley.

Forestry—Cost op Planting.

Upon the subject of forestry, I will show you what it costs per acre to put down
young trees taken from your own or a neighbour's bush, a method of replanting which
can be adopted at the least possible expense, and I think with the greatest possible success.

What Trees to Select.

In selecting trees for replanting, it is best to keep on the small side. It is a great
mistake to go into six or eight feet trees if you want rapid success. Two or three-feet
trees will ultimately do much better. I think it is an important point gained if we can
show the Canadian farmer how he can be his own nurseryman and do his own replanting.

\_Professor Brow a.
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Plenty of Young Trees.

There are thousands of young trees in every farmers' neighbourhood which need cost

him nothing but the expense of collecting them. If he has to pay ten cents to a nursery-

man for every tree he plants, he will do very little in that way.

Extensive Planting Operations.

I have been in the habit of planting one and a half million of trees a year, and they

did not cost more than ten shillings and sixpence a thousand, and if our Grovernment or

private parties took the nursery management of such trees, I think they could be produced

in Ontario at less than eight dollars a thousand.

Cost as Tested by Experiment.

I have started an experiment upon this subject upon the Model Farm atGuelph, and'

I have found the cost to be as follows—per acre :

—

Clearing and preparing the ground $9 44
Digging pits 8 88
Fencing 4 75
Planting 11 50
Pruning 75
Mulching 2 25

Taking trees from the forest 18 50
Heeling 50

Total cost $56 57

If the farmer does not estimate the value of his own labour, and of the labour of

his horses, you may reduce that about one-half.

No Manure to Forest Trees.

I do not believe in manuring forest trees—I have never seen any good effect from it,

and I am expressing not only my own experience, but the experience of others dating

fifty years back.

Trees Six or Eight Feet Apart.

We have had evidence of great weight that trees should not be planted less than six

or eight feet apart, and that gives about 900 trees to the acre. We planted that number
this season, and there are now 715 alive and doing well, showing an actual death-rate of

one-fifth. The deaths, however, occurred principally among the pine and the spruce

;

apart from these, the deaths were comparatively few.

Standard Trees.

In planting strips of wood for the protection of crops, I cannot recommena anything

out standard trees.

Government to Act in the Matter.

I am of opinion that the Government should take in hand this matter, and show our
farmers how to raise trees and nurse them, to experiment where required, to offer trees to

farmers at cost price, to distribute instruction by means of a special text-book, and to

appoint an inspector or conservator of forests, whose duty it would be to examine
and report annually , and to pay a premium per acre for all trees planted. I am nofc

advising that the Government should assume tlie business of a nurseryman, butsomebod/
must begin this matter, and unless the Government show how it can be done, the progres*

will probably be slow.

WILLIAM BROWN.
[Professor Broron.'\
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THE SOILING SYSTEM.

An Alddrbss Delivered by Peopessor Brown, Feb. 20th, 1880.*

I desire distinctly to confine myself to the produce of certain crops used for " Soil-

ing'* as against the prevailing summer management of cattle we call *^ Grazing." It
would be easy to bring in the important story of the use of auxiliaries in both cases, but
to do so would complicate and take from the value of the comparison. Soiling, then, is

the housing of cattle at all seasons, and distinctively, in our circumstances, from the
middle of April to the middle of October, when all their food is taken to them from the
fields in place of their being allowed to search for themselves.

Grazing.

First, what is our position in Ontario as cattle graziers? We cannot secure the rich
old pastures of England, such as our soils are, because we cannot secure variety enough
of grasses (which means fifteen to twenty kinds) to give a close bottom, and ofier that
succession of herbage best for the health and growth of animal life. Our droughts, and
especially our winters, are against this ; we have rain enough per annum, but it is not
distributed sufficiently to give the regular top-dressing so essential to continuous green-
ness. Here permit the remark that as we have ourselves been the cause of this iiregu-

larity of rainfall, and temperature to a certain extent, so it is left to us to make good the
balancing of the things in nature that have been displaced—how and where the meteoro-
logist and horticulturist will explain by-and-by, for as sure as we are opening ourselves to
the world's public markets so sure are we bound to leave n,o stone unturned in view of
national eminence among them.

Slow Progress.

On an average of seasons, on putting a cattle beast to the field, without any grain or
cut fodder helps, there is no going back, neither is there much progress in flesh making

,

there is growth of bone and muscle, but comparatively little finishing on the outside or
inside. So then we can make the frame in the field, but not complete it for the home or
foreign market. In this respect, therefore, we cannot possibly compete at present with
some parts of the world. What applies to beef making applies to the making of
milk.

With unreliable pastures for continuous progress in beef or milk production, the ques-
tion before us is, How can we better ourselves ? We have the soil, or soils, we have the
indispensable sunshine, as also the irregular showers, and all the essentials towards the
upkeep of fertility. Have we the enterprise, or shall I call it the necessary common
sense 1 Indeed history, past and present, shows that with such a sunshine as ours, some
nataons would be in possession of an enormous agricultural wealth, by the simple economy
of that sunshine in the production of repeated crops of fodder plants in one season, even
from a bed of sand.

Essentials in Green Fodders.

We want then to secure such a succession, or association, of green fodders during six
months of the year as shall secure the following objects

:

1. An early cut.

2. Hepeated cuttings of the same plant.

3. A sufficient number to offer an unbroken supply of succulent herbage.
4. Kinds to differ considerably in their constituent elements.
6. The largest possible produce per acre consistent with good husbandry, (and thia

implies much.)
6. High fattening and milking properties.

[Professor Bro'wn.'\

* B«ferred to in Professor Brown's evidence at page 180,
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I have no desire to lengthen introductory remarks, and shall now submit for youiconsideration, first, a diagram showing what crops, in our present knowledge of thki-^scan be cu tivated in view of these objects. In this we have"^ the experience' of diffSparts of Canada, and particularly that of the Ontario Experimental farm

GREEN FODDER FOR SOILING IN CANADA.

KIND.

Lucerne

Sainfoin

Red Clover

Rye

Tares and Oats

Prickly Comfrey . .

.

MiUet

Kape

Corn

Cabbage and Kale.

.

Tonnage per month

April.

38

28

31

May.

X 38

x28

1x31

31

xi

10

June. July. Aug

38

28

31

31

20

27

x2

13

38

28

31

20

27

36

25x2

20

22

38

28

31

27

36

25

20

21

22

Sept. Oct.

38

27

36

25

20

21

18

38

25

20

21

13

^.2

4

2

2

2

1

3

1

1

1

1

18

<i a

16

6

7

6

62

10

3

15

202

12

2i

^•1

4

2i

1^

3

4

2

3

6

10

6

4

§38

17

12

23

20

14

13

37

50

31

25i

Mean value of green fod- "|

der per month. Rich y

pastures equal to .40. J

.32 .32 .29 .28 .28 .27 .26

X Dates of Sowing.

C Average value dry weight.
I =$6.40 per ton.

Aver'ge value green weight.

=$2.15 per ton.

In this we have an exhibition of twelve varieties of plants from the middle of April
to the end of October, in the order of earliness. Each horizontal bar represents one acre,

and the time during which each plant can be cut and used on an average of seasons. The
date of sowing is shown by a cross, and the number of times the same plant can be cut
in one season is given in the first column after October. Following the latter information
is the quantity of green fodder obtained per acre from any of the kinds all over the
season, and adjoining, the weight of these in the dry or hay condition. The last column
contains the value per acre of each kind, that value being regulated by the following cir-

cumstances.

Value op Hay.

Good hay from rich pasture is valued at an average of $10 per ton, and the feeding
ratio or nourishing properties thereof stands at 40 per cent ; taking these as standards

—

and they are now recognized as such—we would have this calculation, as regards, for
example, lucerne :

If hay equals $10 per ton and a feeding value of .40, what is four tons of lucerne,
the feeding value of which is .882 The answer is $38 per acre, and thus all over the
different kinds we obtain their comparative values—the figures on the horizontal bars
being the percentage of nourishing properties in each case.

\_Professor Broum.^
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The management of each crop and the characteristics of the several plants should

form subjects for discussion another year.

Successive Crops.

To recapitulate, by the points sought for, we have, as regards an early cut, lucerne

coming about the middle of April, followed by sainfoin a week later, and red clover at

the end of that month, thus obtaining three tons per acre from three varieties during a

time when moisture is plentiful and the temperature rarely below freezing point, the

average being about 50° and the maximum 4°. This is the welcome start of the season,

after the five months of dry fodders, roots and grain.

Twenty-one Cuttings.

Repeated, or rather continuous, cuttings of the same spot or plants, four from lucerne,

twice from sainfoin, twice from red clover, twice from fall rye, and at least thrice from
prickly comfrey ; two sowings at different dates of tares and oats give other two cuttings

;

two also by two sowings of rape, two from two sowings of millet, and one each from corn

and cabbage, so that in all we have no fewer than 21 cuttings from ten varieties of fodder

plants ; as many kinds therefore as should offer an unbroken supply of succulent herbage
during the whole summer months, for without tenderness, freshness, and regular supply
we are not in a position to impress the value of this system upon the average farmer or

-dairyman.

On examining the diagram, there is no time of the six months during which there

are less than three sorts on hand, and in some months as many as eight ; and indeed in

place of any want, the difficulty during July and August is to keep up with the succes-

sion of offerings before they become woody or matured.

Mangolds.

It would not be difficult to add a few other fodders of less importance to this list,

and especially to note a fact that on well arranged farms, where root cultivation is a

prominent feature, mangolds are generally in such quantity, and have come through the

winter so fresh and good, that they are not finished until June—a. very valuable help to,

it may be, the scant early green fodders.

I cannot recommend the practice—a very old one, now less necessary—of thinning

and feeding the leaves of turnips and mangolds, during their growth, but the systematic

and careful use of both bulb and leaves of those removed to make room for the perma-
nent crop is another thing, and a very important auxiliary to what we are treating

upon.

Change of Food.

As is well known, all animal life must have a change of food in order to secure

health and the best production of flesh and milk, and so we are called upon to examine
the nourishing values of these various plants as got month by month.

Old Pasture for Milking.

Rich old pasture, with its many varieties of grasses, is not only one of the most valu-

able fodders, greeen or dry, as is well known for milk making, but it also takes a high

place as an actual fattener of animals ; for these reasons it is used as a standard for,

comparing other green fodders with, and accordingly we shall adopt it on this occasion.

If then good pasture, with its 40 per cent, of nourishing properties, is a standard of

nature's making as improved by man for all the essentials of animal life, it must be im-

portant to see how far our ten kinds of special green fodders come up to this standard

from month to month.

[Professor Brown.]
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Feeding Values.

Lucerne leads with 38 ; millet, second with 36 ; red clover having 31, and sainfoin,

fourth, with 28 per cent.

Three of these in April make a large start, therefore, with an average of 32 per
cent., and it will be observed that all the early croppers are very much superior in their

feeding values to those that come after June—millet excepted. There is then a range
of no less than 18—from 20 in the case of corn, up to 38 in that of Lucerne—and the

fact of this difference in feeding value implies corresponding differences in the actual ele-

ments of the plants, so that we certainly have variety enough. I shall not labour my
paper with any detailed chemical analysis, as I trust it is clear that along with the variety

of plants, we have also a variety of elements for all healthy and rapid production of

flesh and milk—the man of sr-i^nce says so, and practical experience says so. Of course

the mean of 29 per cent, over th -^ season is much below the standard of 40, and this again

points to the help wf nted by some forms of grain ; although many good managements
consider it really vmne*. essary to give grain for milk where green fodders are plentiful and
various.

Important Things.

We have now therefore established two important things :

1st. That Canada can grow the necessary variety and quantity of green fodders.

2nd. That they are well adapted to the sustenance of animal life for the purposes

in view.

Soiling on a 100-Acre Farm.

The next question is, What is the proper position of '^soiling" in association with

grain, root and hay cultivation, and what can be done on a farm, say of 100 acres ?

There can be no idea of recommending soiling alone as a separate system of farming

in this or any other country, the essentials of life cannot be neglected, nor can the average

farmer run the risk of reducing his income by placing all his faith in one or two articles

of production only.

Mixed Cropping.

There must be provision for horses in hay and grain
;
pasture for sheep and yearling

cattle ; and roots, straw and grain for cattle, sheep and pigs in winter ; and grain and

potatoes for family use. By grain I mean wheat, oats, barley and peas, and roots include

mangolds, turnips and carrots. We have to deal with the following classes of crops in our

rotation.

1—Roots.

2—Grain.

3—Hay.
4—Pasture.

5—Green Fodders.

The greed fodders are divisible into-^

1—Cereals, one-half.

2—Clovers, one-fourth.

3—Foliage proper, one fourth.

[Professor Brovoru^
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Rotation and Proportion.

On soil of an average texture, the best rotation in my opinion is :^
1—Peas and grainfodders.

2—Wheat and oats.

3—Roots and foliagefodders.
4—Barley or wheat (seeded) and clover fodders.

5—Hay.
6—Hay.
7—Pasture.

Tho area of each class on 100 acres would be

:

1—Peas, 5 ;
grain fodders 9 14 acres,

2_Wheat, 5
;
Qats, ^0 15

3—Mangolds, 3 ; turnips, 6 ; carrots, 1 ; foliage fodders, 5 15
4—Barley, 5 ; wheat 3 ; clover fodder, 6 14
5—Hay 14
6—Hay and pasture 14
7—Pasture 14

Of the various green fodder crops there would be

:

Lucerne, 3 acres producing yearly 48 tons

Sainfoin, 1 " "

Red Clover, 3 " «

Rye, 2 " «

Tares and oats, 2 « «

Prickly comfrey, 1
" "

Millet, 1 " «

Rape, 2 " "

Corn, 4 « «

Cabbage and kale, 1 " "

20 acres giving

rannum.

The system altogether then is practically one of five divisions, having equal parts of

•twenty acres under roots, grain, hay, pasture and green fodders.

Seven Years' Course.

Taking a clay loam as the average texture of Canadian soils, it is Obvious that a
rotation of cropping agreeable to all sound theory and practice, and by which no exhaus-
tion could possibly take place even under careless management, would be what is called

the seven years' course, as laid down in these notes. By this our green fodders would
accompany the first, second and fourth divisions after sod breaking, so as to agree, and not
interfere with systematic rotation and management over the whole farm.

Working the Rotation.

The sod for one or two years' pasture is broken up and cropped with peas and grain
fodders, these grain fodders being corn, tares and oats, millet and rye ; the second year is

wheat and oats in proportion of five and ten respectively ; the third in roots with foliage

fodders in the shape of rape, cabbage, and kale and prickly comfrey—all the latter, as
with roots proper, admitting of thorough cultivation, manuring and cleaning, upon which

[^Professor Brown.^

100 acres.
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rests the backbone of this system. During the fourth year grass seeds (of timothy and>

clover) are laid down with barley or wheat, and part, if deemed necessary, with red clover

alone as the green fodder section of this division, and of course the fifth and sixth years-

are hay, with the exception of, say, one-half of the sixth as pasture ; seventh year,

pasture.

In all this there is an easy and luxuriant cropping, suitable to the best of mixed
farming and according with the " soilin g" system under consideration. There is no excess

of grain and hay, but thorough cleaning and strengthening of soils by root management,.
yrith sufficient rest (so called) by depasturing with sheep and young cattle.

The twenty acres devoted to green fodders, will on an average, give, under the best,

management, 234 tons per annum.

What can be Done with this Amount op Geeen Fodders?

Allowing for waste, one cattle beast of average size, age and circumstances as regards,

fattening, breeding or milking, will consume daily 100 lbs. of these green materials, along,

with such dry fodders and grain as may be considered desirable—more or less, of course,

according to objects. For the six months named this means the maintenance of twenty-
six head, or nearly one and one-third animal per acre. Now, it is well known
in Canadian experience that it takes fully three acres of ordinary pasture—not poor pas-

ture remember, but well laid down timothy and clover, to keep one of such cattle in a full

progressive condition—either laying on fat decently well, or milking well over the average,

no stinting or having the animals walking two miles a day over and over a twenty acre

field in search of a bellyfuU.

Difference in Favour op Soiling.

"We have, then, the striking difference of four to one, meantime, in favour of
*' soiling," or against grazing, without allowing for any other facts, for or against. Were-
one-tenth of dry fodders—such as hay and straw—added to the green ones, six more animals
can be maintained, but our present purpose is to follow the exact value of the soiling

crops alone.

It is rare in these times to find more than fifteen head of cattle beasts in all on a
hundred acre farm, summer and winter. So supposing that one-half of the soiled animals,

in our example case, were for the butcher, and the other half supporters of the dairy,

there would be an additional five head of yearlings and five calves, with one bull, and one-

score of sheep. The sheep and yearUngs would be grazed, but the calves and bull housed
and receiving part green fodders ; these wonld be equal to four additional average

sized cattle, and so reducing the twenty-six to twenty-two head that can be maintained'

from twenty acres of soiling materials. Still additional to this would be what would, or

should, be used for horses and pigs, so that altogether we arrive at the safe standard of
twenty cattle, or one to each acre.

Gain in Feeding Power op the Farm.

Soiling in Canada then is as three to one, and by the system which I thus sketched it

is plain that by simply setting aside twenty acres from the hundred, so as not to interfere

with the reliable and profitable farming called mixed, or alternate, we can fatten, or'

dairy, twenty cattle, in place of seven, during the six months of spring, summer and
autumn,

Financial Results.

What now is the financial position in the system ?

To this, sketch first the general management that would be adopted : Upon a hundred/

acre farm such as I have introduced, one man with horse and cart can easily undertake-

[Pro/essor Brovm.^
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the attendance in every respect of these ten fattening cattle, ten cows, five yearKngs, five

calves, one bull and twenty sheep. Any of the yearlings intended for breeding would be
grazed during their second summer, but those for fattening should by systematically
housed—getting one hour's exercise daily ; the calves would also be under cover, the sheep
on pasture of course. At the most, then, the cattle man would have thirty head to be
soiled. After feeding and cleaning up in the morning he has to cut and cart home 2,500
lbs. of green fodder, in two loads, for the evening use, axid as all green fodders are better
to be slightly " wilted," not heated, ere offered, he would thus have to secure another cut
in the evening to be used for next morning meals.

Financial Result of Six Months' "Soiling" f>rom Twenty Acres.

Ten fattening cattle : 108 tons green fodders at $2.15. (See diagram) $232
Proportion of attendance 50

Ten milk cows : 86 tons

Proportion of attendance 40
Milking 20 $244

Total debit $526
Increase on ten fattening cattle $5 per head per month $300
Manure (bedding inclusive) 60 tons 50

$850

Milk from 15 cows : 180 days, 10 quarts at 1^^ cents

Manure. 50 tons 40
$265

40 tons green fodder supplied to other cattle 86

Total credit $701

I
Balance to credit $175

Twenty acres under ordinary good pasture and seasons, will graze seven head of cattle.

Rent or value of 20 acres at $3 $60
Proportion of management ., 7

$67
3| fattening cattle for five months $50
3^ milk cows, 156 day, at 8 quarts 60
Estimate value of manure left 10

$120

Credit balance $53

In the case of "soiling "a clear profit of $175—and in that of grazing $53—the
one equal to nearly three rents per acre, the other hardly one rent.

1 am handling a strict debit and credit account, and not speaking of so much flesh
or milk revenue per acre, without charging what very few farmers do charge in estimating
profits. All this, remember, without any help from bush or stubble pasture, and any
roadside pickings—no meal, bran, or slops of any sort, but the plain produce of the soil
in each case.

[Professor Brown."]
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Again, then, let us note that " soiling " in Canada means fully three times the profits

of grazing, in addition to other considerations now to be examined.

Some of the Advantages and Disadvantages op SoiLiNa

1. "Where land is a consideration there is a great saving of it by being enabled to

maintain at least one cattle beast per acre in place of having to calculate on allowing

three acres to graze one.

2. Were we to reckon by the amount of fodder produce (soiling or pasturing,) there

is a large saving of food in avoiding destruction by cattle traffic.

3. Where we have apparently useless quantities of any kind of straw, chaff, and hay
-—good or poor in quality—they can be safely used in association with the moist green

fodders.

4. We obtain fully double the quantity, and proportionately much more value of

manure by soiling than by allowing it to have its own way in the field, the roadside, and

the court. I am of opinion that were we able correctly to estimate the value of farm-

yard manure in connection with this matter of soiling of cattle there would be no concern

on the part of the farmer as to any other form of profit. He would simply be so inde-

pendent as to be able to throw all beef and milk into the bargain, or allow them to stand

as the mere overflowings of a system that puts him in possession of all the past and

future wealth of his fields. Would the day were here when we all knew how to make,

how to preserve, and how to apply our cattle droppings.

5. The larger produce of flesh and milk, on an average.

6. Gives greater variety of materials, allows uniformity in management, which gives

greater comfort and health, and less liability to accidents.

7. But it requires greater care and intelligence to establish and maintain such a

variety of crops ; so, if this is to be put up as an objection to the system, we had better

say beat at once. When any farmer begins to speak about " troubles," and first expense,

and too much looking after of things, then the sooner he falls into the ditch the better
;

let him continue his successive crops of wheat, and give his cattle the range of all the

farm, so as the earlier to convince him of the high life he is leading—an extravagant,

selfish life, as well as a dangerous one.

8. It is well known in soiling experience that cows give a greater flush of milk from

good early pasture than from having the food taken home to them. The change from

winter confinement to the rich and plentiful crop of grass, along with the easy conditions

under which they obtain it, does this ; were this grass rush to continue there would cer-

tainly be much less in favour of housing ; but it does rarely keep up—and while there

is not so much milk in April, May and part of June, there is a continuous flow, with no

falling off through July, August and September.

Management in Cropping of Green Fodders—Characteristics op the Several
Plants.

1.

—

Soils : Limey, deep, dry, rich subsoil.

2.

—

Seed : Lucerne, 20 lbs. ; sainfoin, 3 bushels ; red clover, 20 lbs. ; rye, 2 bushels

;

tares and oats, 2 to 1 bushels ; millet, 1 bushel ; corn, 3 bushels ; rape, 8 lbs.

3.

—

Cultivation : Broadcast, drilling, horse-hoeing.

4.

—

Manuring : Liquid, special, farm-yard manure.

5.

—

Essentials : A rich soil, moisture and heat.

\Professor Brovm.'\
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ME. FRANCIS MALCOLM'S EVIDENCE.

Feancis Malcolm, a member of the Commission, tendered the following evidence
on the subject of drainage.

Practical Experience in Drainino,

He said—I do not know that my ideas will correspond with those of scientific men
who have written on this subject, but I have had a good deal of practical experience in

under-draining for the last nine or ten years, and have studied the subject considerably. I
fully agree with all that has been said by previous witnesses on the importance of under-
drainage to the agriculturists of this Province. At the same time it is to be lamented
that there is so much ignorance on the subject among farmers ; I do not mean that they
lack intelligence, but their ignorance arises from want of experience.

Information Often Not Practical.

As a rule, the instructions given in books are too elaborate, scientific, and theoretical,

for the general farmer to put into practice. If he does not get something that is very
simple and easily understood, he will do nothing but plod along in his old methods.

A Thorough Knowledge of the Field—Outlets.

The first thing a farmer should do is to obtain a thorough knowledge of the field as
regards its conditions at different seasons of the year. He should then inquire what are
the natural conditions as regards outlet and fall that will admit of it being drained. These
conditions vary very much. In some fields it will be very easy to get an outlet and a fall

that are all he can desire, and in some it will be very difficult, and in others impossible.

The Spirit Level and Straight Edge.

However, this may be ascertained by the use of a good spirit level and a straight
<sdge, say eight feet long, the centre of which should be bolted, or attached by a clamp,
to the side of a nicely painted hardwood stake, five or six feet long. By driving this stake
into the ground at any desirable point on the line of the intended drain, the straight edge
so attached may be easily turned to the exact level, while by one sighting to a measuring
pole held by another person, at another point of the intended drain, a knowledge of the
'ay of the land may be obtained, and the best possible outlet found.

The Wants of the Future to be Considered.

A consideration of very great importance should be mentioned here, and that is, that
in commencing to drain, every step' taken should be considered as the foundation of a sys-
tem of more thorough drainage at some future time. Every tile that is laid should be at
a depth, and of a capacity, that is not only sufficient to carry the water from the land ly-

ing near, but the water that must come through this outlet from more distant points, at,

it may be, some future time.

A Good Outi.et Necessary.

The first thing then to consider is the outlet, and this is of such importance that too
much pains can hardly be taken to get a good one. To the drains above, it is as import-
ant as a good foundation is to a building. Success depends upon it. It is therefore the
most economical in the end to commence with a good one, even if it should cost a good
deal of trouble. What I mean by a good one is a free exit for the water from at least 8
three foot drain.

[Mr. Malcolm.
\
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Direction op a Drain.

In regard to the direction a drain should take, no certain rule can be given, further

than it should always be as far as possible along the lowest part of the field, so that lat-

eral drains may be run into ib from either side when desired. It is also important that

as much of it as possible should be on a straight line. If the direction must change, on
account of the lay of the land, it should be at angles, instead of curves.

Cutting Out the Drain.

When the course of the drain is laid out, the plough should be run along the line and
the earth shovelled back, and this repeated till all is done that can be done -with hors&

power. Then, in order to make a perfectly even grade along the bottom, the following

plan I have found to be excellent :

—

Finding the Level.

It simply amounts to this ; the erection of a line five feet above where the bottom is

intended, so that the eye may be used in making it horizontally straight. Drive stakes in

pairs, one on each side of the drain, and nail a strip of board between them, the upper edge

to be straight and level, and five feet from the intended bottom. If the drain is to be 3^
feet deep, the upper edge of this board will be 1^ feet from the surface of the ground. The
distance between those sights will depend on the length of drain that is on a straight line.

Frequent Trials Required.

What is wanted is that the finisher of the drain should always have some two of the

sights before him, and with a rod similar to the half of a carpenter's ten foot pole, try the

bottom by setting it on end at every two or three feet, and sighting over the top, which

should always correspond with some two of those horizontal sights.

A Simple Substitute.

The trouble of erecting those sights may be largely dispensed with by simply driving

board stakes (the upper end being a few inches wide), at such points as will not interfere

with the digging, such as in the outlet or beyond the point to be dug at either end of the

drain. But the upper end must always correspond with the line—five feet above the in-

tended bottom. I say five feet, but any height may be used that is most convenient to the

digger. If his sights are six feet above the bottom, then his rod must be six feet long in

order to correspond.

Water an Inconvenience.

This plan of grading the bottom has become very general in the community where I

live, and is found to be of great utility. I would therefore recommend it a trial, and

especially if there is no water when the digging is done, which I think best. Water in-

terferes very much with making good work. I like every tile after it is laid to bear my
weight without sinking, and this cannot be done in soft places, in the presence of water,

and the smaller the tile the greater the necessity for a solid bottom.

Drains on Springy Lands.

On springy lands that are always wet, and diflficult to dig, on account of the tendency

to cave in, it is a good plan to partially dig in early summer, as deep as possible ;
when

the water has stopped running dig a little deeper, and so on till the bottom is reached in

the fall, before heavy rains.

[Mr. Malcolm.']
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Quick-Sand.

-i-.ut perhaps the greatest difficulty in a large portion of the country to the making of

good work, is the presence of quick-sand. Much of it is so fine and movable in the

presence of water that it will find its way through the best joints that can be made with tUe.

How TO Counteract Quick-Sand.

It is therefore necessary in such places that the drain be made at a time when there

is no water present. It is also necessary in order to have a permanent drain, to dig out

the sand two or three inches below the bottom, and fill up with clay, or other material

that will not wash This should be packed solid, and, after the tile is laid, it should be

surrounded with several inches of similar material, and well packed. If this is done as

it should be, those beds of sand, instead of being an injury to the drain, will serve a good

purpose, in bringing water, as laterals.

Size op Tiles.

Probably the best size of tile for general use is three inches, but where there is con-

siderable water, and especially if the land is very level, say one or two inches to the

^undred feet, a larger size will be necessary. In deciding the size of tile these two con-

ditions should always be taken into account, amount of fall, and quantity of water.

Where the land is such that a good solid bottom can be obtained, two-inch tile, if well

laid, in lateral drains of moderate length will answer every purpose. But in connecting

laterals with the main, the discharge should not be on the same level, but through a hole

on the top, made for the purpose, which can easily be done by lifting a tile and using a

sharp tool.

Depth of Drains.

According to my experience, the most economical depth for general draining is about

3^ feet. Some writers say 4 feet, but the additional width that must be cut at the sur-

face, in order to get the body in, to lay the tile properly, quite overbalances the advan-

tage of this extra depth. For thorough drainage, at 3| feet, they must be a little nearer

together.

Grade Must be Uniform.

Another important feature in draining is, that the grade should he uniform from
the outlet to the head, but the lay of the land is frequently such that this cannot be

obtained without running too deep, as the drain goes back. If the upper part is 6 inches

to the 100 feet, and the lower part 2 or 3, the danger is that silt will be carried down the

steep part and lod^js in the fla,t, and so choke up the drain.

Changes op Grade.

To overcome this difficulty, the change of grade should be made at a certain point;

and, there below the bottom, a tank should be made of brick, the size depending upon the

tendency to silt, and the amount of water. The tile above this cistern empties its water

into it, and the one below carries it out, leaving the sand in the tank. This point is a favour-

able one to bring in laterals from both sides. But all those emptying in should be a lit-

tle higher than the one below, in order to give free discharge. It will also be seen that

the tile below should be considerably larger on accoiint of the less fall, and consequently

slow movement of the water.

Covering the Tank.

The tank should be covered with a flat stone, well packed around the sides with clay,

[ifr. Malcolm.]
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and the place marked, so that it may occasionally he cleaned out. It may be marked by

objects at different sides of the lield, the diagonal lines between which cross each other

at this point.

Draining Tools.

The kind of tools which I have adopted are those which have been appro\'ed of in the

old country. The spades I have used for many years are made in Birmingham, and cost

$3.50 each. Many of our Canadian spades are entirely worthless, being weak and inferior

in material. I have found it difficult to get a good scoop. The best kind I have seen was
made from an old drag-saw, riveted by a blacksmith to a handle.

Personal Supervision.

A very important matter in drainage is the necessity of personal supervision. It is a

common thing for farmers to have their drainage done by somebody else, at so much a

rod. Probably one-half of the draining done in that way is simply the burying of the tile

in the ground, so that in a few years the drain becomes entirely worthless. Every farmer

should acquire a certain knowledge of drainage, and should personally supervise every rod

of draining done on his farm. Every fall the drains should be examined, with the view

of ascertaining whether the water has a perfectly free outlet.

Sand in the Drains.

To Mr. Brown.—The only difficulty I had during the last nine or ten years in the way
of sand running into the drains, was last spring, when I had to take up a small quantity

of drain and lay it again. I believe this success is owing to the method I have adopted

in making my drains. Drainage is of little value if it is not well done. I think it will pay

to buy the very best tools for the work.

Covering the Drain.

To Mr. McMillan.—I never put anything on the top of the drain except the soil. I

make the joints close, and if the tiles cannot be made to fit by turning, I cut them with

some tool. Where there is good under-draining there is no necessity for surface-draining

at alL
Increase in Draining.

I believe drainage has increased very much in the country. A few years ago there

was very little tile made in the county of Oxford, and to-day there are several kilns within

a radius of twelve miles of my farm, and they sometimes cannot supply the demand.

F. MALCOLM

MR. D. CALDWELL'S EVIDENCR

Sitting to take oral evidence, held at Gait, August 18, 1880. Present—Mr. Brown
(Chairman) and Dymond.

David Caldwell, Gait, was called and examined.

SuBsoiLiNG—A Subsoil Plough.

To Mr. Brown.—I am a nurseryman, I have been in that line twenty-eight years

in this neighbourhood. I commenced in Elora. I have been accustomed to subsoiling

my land. The subsoil plough that I use is Watson's of Ayr. It moves the soil but does

not turn it up. It follows the common plough, which goes to the depth of about nine

\Mr. D. Caldwell.]
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inches. The subsoil goes in the bottom of the furrow eight or nine inches. The soil is

stirred, say about sixteen to eighteen inches. The genertil T^haracter of the soil I have
been subsoiling is clay loam, pretty stiff in the bottom. I find that there is clay, in places,

that is very stiff; although it does not retain water it is so stiff that the roots of plants

do not penetrate it, and anything that is growing upon it suffers badly from drought. By
stirring up this soil with a subsoil plough the plants are enabled to obtain moisture, because

their roots go deeper.

Antidote for Drought.

We have had a series of seasons during which the country has suffered very
much from heavy drought—not during the last few years, but in former years. It

was on account of this that I was led to commence subsoiling six or seven years ago.

It costs a good deal to subsoil, as the land that we have up here is a stony ridge,

and the stones have to be turned out. We turn out everything that the second plough
comes in contact with. I put my land through a rotation of cropping, and then seed it

down to rest it, so that I have had on it turnips, potatoes, oats, wheat, trees and straw-

berries—all upon subsoiled land.

Benefit to Fruit and Trees.

I find that the subsoiling makes a great difference in the strawberries. It is

also a great advantage to the trees which grow on the land. A crop of apple trees,

which it is considered should be allowed to grow four years before they are trans-

planted, I can grow in three years, by subsoiling, fit to transplant. I think all other

crops benefit from it in just about the same proportion. The beneficial results have
been, I think, more noticeable in trees than in anything else, for the reason that

trees penetrate the subsoil more than grain crops, especially the pear, which is very deep-

rooted. Droughty weather has not so much effect on land that is subsoiled, owing to the

fact that the stirring of it up allows the moisture which iu below to come up.

Comparison of Results—Effect on Wheat.

I arrive at my conclusions as regards the benefits derived from subsoiling, by comparing
the results obtained on land that was subsoiled with those on land which was not. I find that

it is about equally as beneficial to wheat, and all other crops, as to trees. We are now
cutting a heavy crop of clover, seeded down this spring, on where fall wheat grew. In the
old country my father was a farmer in Ayrshire, and I remember the first thing he did
on some of his land that he improved was, thoroughly to drain and then subsoil it, and^

that made new fields out of land that was comparatively worthless. My land here is

naturally dry.

BiPENiNG of Grain.

I find that grain does not ripen so quickly on land that is subsoiled as on land
that is not; it hangs out longer, and the grain fills better. We sold some oats to the
miller here, D. Spiers, and he said they were the best that came into the mill. The
skin was thin, and the straw was bright and nice. This season we have sold our fall

wheat at $1.06, when the most of the wheat round only commanded $1.00, $1.02 and
$1.03—the same kind of wheat. I attribute that difference very much to the subsoiling.

I am very particular about having bright, clean seed, and there might be something in that.

Use of Ashes.

I have not manured anything extra. We have been manuring heavily with ashes.

We get them all from the ashery here—leached ashes. I have an idea that ashes mixed
with manure eat it up or dissolve it, and thus waste it; I do not know whether that is so
or not.

[Mr. D. Caldwell]
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Cost op Subsoilino.

The cost of STibsoiling per acre is just double that of common ploughing. We have never
put more than one span of hoi'ses to the subsoil plough ; it requires two-horse power the same
as the common plough. The expense is just the same where there are no stones. There
is no danger of the poor subsoil coming to the surface, as it onl}'' stirs but does not turn

it up. The cost of a subsoil plough is about eight or ten dollars. I have never had
experience in subsoiling on other soil than such as ray own.

Where Subsoiling is not Needed.

I would not advise every farmer to subsoil ; I would advise the farmer that has a

sandy subsoil not to subsoil-plough, because his land is porous enough already ; but where
there is a good subsoil, clay loam especially, I would advise it. I think there is no
improvement that could be made at less cost, and it is a permanent improvement.

Necessity for Subsoiling.

Looking at the fact that the larger number of farmers plough at a certain

depth, and that they keep the plough going at that depth for several years, I

think it would be a good thing for them to subsoil where possible. Through th«

horses' feet treading on it and the sole of the plough running on it that becomes

packed like a road, and the roots of plants cannot penetrate it. The moisture is re-

tained longer in land that is subsoiled, because the soil is made deeper in that way.

I have grown turnips on my subsoiled land that were perfectly astonishing. They were

later than turnips I had sowed elsewhere ; but there was a third more bulk. They kept

their greenness longer than the others, and they were large and sappy.

Method op Manuring—Compost—Swamp Muck.

I would recommend applying manures pretty much on the surface—not leav-

ing them on the surface, but putting them on and then turning them in with a

wano- plough so as not to bury too deep. This I would do after fall ploughing. I

think manuring has had a better eflfect with me in consequence of the subsoU

plouo-hing ; I have given the credit to the subsoiling more than to the manure.

The rootlets of plants can ramble more, and get more nourishment in land that is

subsoiled than in land that is not. I generally make muck compost as far as pos-

sible. I have used swamp muck largely. I have taken it out of ewamps and pond

holes wherever I have been able to get it from this time in the year on to the fall, and

emptied it out anywhere that was most convenient, let it remain there during the winter

exposed to the frost, and then used it next summer in the way of compost mixed with

barn-yard manure and ashes. I have found it a great benefit to apply it, owing to the

fact that our soil here lacks vegetable matter. I put on about fifteen loads of the

compost to the acre. In the mixture I have generally put about two loads to one

load of manure, and perhaps a load of leached ashes. I would use muck all the

time as a compost. I apply it just the same as I would farm-yard manure, and I

find in digging aroiind oiw- trees three or four years after putting it on, that there is

more of it to be seen than of any other manure. I tried muck before I subsoiled, and

found it beneficial even then. There is nothing that will improve clay soil more than

muck, because it keeps it open and porous.

DAVID CALDWELL.

[Mr. B. Caldwell]
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RELATING TO THE VARIOUS

BREEDS OF CATTLE AND SHEEP,
AND TO

WOOL, PIGS AND PORK PACKING.

Sittings to take oral evidence held at Guelpli, July ISth and 14th, 1880. Present—
Messrs. W. Whitelaw (Chairman), W. Brown and A. H, Dymond.

MR. F. W. STONE'S EVIDENCE.

Frederick W. Stone was called and examined.

HeREFORDS—COTSWOLDS—SOUTHDOWNS.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I have been a breeder of Herefords for a number of years. I
first imported them in 1860. I find them very well adapted to improve the common
stock of the country—probably equal to the Durhams.

Equal to the Durhams.

I consider them quite equal to the Durhams as regards hardiness and ease of being
kept. I think they will arrive at maturity as soon as the Durhams, and that on the
same kind and quantity of food they will produce as many pounds of beef.

Good Beefing Qualities.

A cross of the Hereford on the common stock of the country would produce as good
a steer at three years old as the Durham, and as much weight.

The Best Grazers.

I think the Herefords are the best grazers of any of the existing breeds. It is not
to my interest to say so, but I believe that is the case.

Good and Rich Milkers.

Some of them are very good milkers. There is no doubt that their milk is richer
than that of the Durhams, and although they might not give so much during the first

month or so, many of them will continue to give an even quantity for a longer period.
They might not give so much at one time as the Durham, but taking a number of months
together they wiU give as many quarts.

{Mr. Stono^l
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Markkt iir THB Statbs.

I find & ready sale for all I can raise. My cldof purchasers ar* from the Unitecl

States. They are not known sufficiently here to be appreciated.

Good Yoyagers.

« I think they are a valuable class of cattle for the production of grades for shipment
to the Old Country. They will stand the voyage better, with the same usage, than the-

Durhams. If you take twenty-five or fifty steers of Durhams and the same number of

Herefords, and treat them in the same way, giving both the same quantity of feed, I think

you would find that either the thoroughbred or the grade Herefords would equal the

Shorthorns. In stall-feeding I think you would find that the Herefords at two years old

would show more improvement than the Durhams, and at three years old they would be

superior for shipment. I have not had much experience with shippers, and I do not know
whether they prefer them or not ; they would prefer them, I suppose, if they were to bfr

had, and better beef cattle.

Preferred by Butchers.

I know the butchers prefer them. I have had Hereford cows that have weighed as

much as 1,600 to 1,900 pounds, according to their age. I have not been much in the

habit of feeding for ten years.

Fine Grade Steers.

Some ten years ago I fed three grade steers. They were in the stalls but about eight

weeks, but I used to give them meal every day in the pasture, and when they were

between two and three years old I sold them in Guelph, and they weighed 1,650 pounds

each. Before they were sold they had not been in the stalls for over eight weeks, but we
gave them four or five pounds of meal each day, and they were very nice cattle. Since

that time I have not fed any ; I am a breeder and not a feeder. I have kept both Here*

fords and Durhams, and I consider that the Herefords can be kept more easily than the

Durhams, particularly on pasture.

Herefords Sure Breeders.

To Mr. Brown.—The Herefords are as sure breeders as the Durhams, aad surer at

the present time, because the Durhams are over-fattened for show purposes. A great deal

of the stock of the country has been injured by being over-fed for the purpose of exhibiting

them at shows.

Hereford Caltes.

The Hereford calves, I think, are as good or better at six months old than the Dor-

hams, owing to the superior quality of the Herefords' milk. If I were not breeding pure-

bred stock exclusively I would use a Hereford bull, rather than a Durham, to cross upon

the common cattle of the country.

Herefords the Best on Pasture.

If I had a three-year-old Durham grade and a three-year-old Hereford grade in th©

spring, and they both weighed 1,500 pounds, and if I put them out at pasture on the ].st

of May, I think the Hereford grade would come out on the 1st of October in better con-

dition than the Durham. The Hereford would give more prime beef and less offaL When
they went to the shambles the Hereford would give better cuta As a rule, my Herefords

[Mr. Stone.]
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are just as quiet and docile as the Durharas. Taking them at the same age and under the

same conditions, and giving them equal quantities of food, I think a Hereford, on stall-

feeding, -would come out better at three years old than the Durham.

Early Importations.

To Mr. Dymond.—I was engaged in agriculture long before 1860. I commenced
importing Shorthorns in 1853. My only reason for importing Herefords was that there

were some miserable ones in the country, and I brought in some improved stock. In 1860
I imported eight, and I think they have improved very much since that time.

DURHAMS MORE FASHIONABLE.

The reason the Durham has been preferred before the Hereford or other breeds is

that it is more fashionable. I don't think its fashionableness is founded on argument ; I

think many fashions are very ridiculous. Herefords are more in demand now than they

were. Taking fifty together, we got more money during the last two years for the Herefords
than we did for the Shorthorns, though we might get more for some individual Shorthorns

than for Herefords. The demand in proportion has been greater for Herefords than for

Durhams during the last two or three years. That is owing to the demand which has
sprung up in the west for cattle for grazing purposes.

Improving Western Cattle.

These cattle are taken out west, to Colorado, Texas, Kansas, and other States, to

improve the common stock. The age at which these cattle are purchased depends on where
they are going to. The Texas and Colorado men would like to have them at from ten to

eighteen months old. We sold nothing last year under $200. What makes these people

prefer the Hereford is that they can get half a cent a pound more on the market for the

steers of the Herefords than they can for Durham steers.

Objections to the Shorthorn.

The difficulty with the Shorthorn is that it gets too bony and too tall. In these

western countries they have nothing but pasture, and the Hereford thrives better on it

than the Durham.

An Experiment.

Eight or ten years ago a gentleman came over here to buy a car load of Shorthorns.

I sold him several heifers and bulls, and I urged him to take a Hereford out with him :

at first he would not hear of it, as Herefords at that time were not in so good demand as they

are now ; but finally, at my recommendation, he took a heifer and a bull ; and I got a letter

from him last year, and he said that from that heifer he had about thirteen female descen-

dants, that there was such a demand for half-breed Hereford bulls that he could not supply

it, and that he was then breeding about 500 heifers. In Kansas city, this gentleman told

me, he gets half a cent a pound more for the half-breed Hereford than for the half-breed

Durham. The cattle there are not stall fed; they are all grass fed on pasture. They bring

their cattle to Kansas City at two or three years old. In Colorado they don't grow corn,

but in Kansas they do. The particular States to which I have sent my Herefords and
Shorthorns are Ohio, Michigan, Maryland, Illinois, Missouri, Colorado, Kansas, Indian
Territory, and Maine.

Grade Cattle.

I don't raise grade steers, and I cannot say from my own experience what is the beat

class of grade animals. The men out west are better judges of the qualities of grade cattle.

{Mr. Stone.']
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A Good Demand for Bulls.

There was a gentleman from the Indian Territory at my place this spring. Ho had
•written to me, saying that he wanted about 40 or 45 grade bulls. I told him that if he
came I could let him have between 18 and 20 Shorthorns and Herefords; and when he
«ame he was satisfied, and took both the Shorthorns and the Herefords at my own price.

Variation in Milking Qualities.

There is a variation in the milking qualities of the Herefords—both of animals and
families. I keep importing thoroughbred animals from time to time from the old country.
Last year I imported 32. I think my stock are as good now as they were when I first

imported them. I can turn out a better Hereford bull now than I could then. We only
pay our attention to breeding them, and selling them as pure-bred animals. We hardly
ever milk a cow, except when one gives more than its calf takes. The calves are our milk
maids. I have not found any deterioration in the health or vigour of the Herefords.

Hereford Herd Books.

The Herefords are not mentioned in the Canadian Herd Book : it is for Shorthorns
exclusively. In England there is a herd book for Herefords, and we enter all of ours in

the English Herd Book. They are trying to get up an American Hereford herd book out

west, but I shall not enter any in it. I have not taken any steps towards getting them
entered in the Canadian Herd Book : I am quite satisfied to have them entered in the
English Herd Book.

The Canadian Herd Book.

I enter my Shorthorns in the Canadian Herd Book. It is pretty faii'ly conducted,

though there are some animals entered in it that should not be there. There are some in

it that are not so good as an animal with four crosses. But the Canadian Herd Book
was begun on a wrong principle, and it cannot be put right now ; that is, the principle of

admitting an animal that had a doubt about it. I also enter in the American Herd Book.

I did not enter in the last volume of the Canadian Herd Book because I did not know
anything about it.

A Case for Discretion.

It would depend on circumstances whether a farmer of average means should use a

Durham bull or a Hereford bull to improve his common stock. It would not be advis-

able for a farmer at the beginning to keep thoroughbred stock at all—I mean when he is

commencing on a new farm with small means. If he had good pasture he might use the

Hereford, or he might use one at one time, and another at another time ; it depends alto-

gether on circumstances. A great many Canadian farmers have not pasture, and they

would have to fall back on artificial food. I would not even then recommend the Dur-

ham as preferable to the Hereford, though I have a great deal more interest in Short-

horns than I have in Herefords.

Choice of Shorthorns.

I had the Shorthorns first. I invested too much in them altogether. The Shorthorn

families I prefer most are those I have got. Fashion influenced me to some extent in my
selection. For the general purposes of this Province, I think a mixture of Bates and

Booth blood would be the best. I don't mix them, because I have to keep them separate

for breeding purposes.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—The cattle for which fancy prices are paid I don't think are any

better for the purposes of the Canadian farmers than others.

[Mr. Stone.]
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A Good Constitution Necessary.

A farmer ought to breed cattle with a good constitution, no matter what breed they

'belong to. It has been the same with sheep and pigs and all other animals, that people

would not look at them unless they had such and such a pedigree. One of the best

judges of Shorthorns in England was vexed when he heard that I had bought eight

Herefords. He said it was an injury to me, and I ought to know better. I told him I

"was not so prejudiced as that. These fancy prices are just kept up by a few persons who
are able to pay them. In 1853 I could have bought the very best of these fancy cattle

ioT jgeoo.

OOTSWOLDS AND SOUTHDOWNS.

I am a large breeder of sheep. I keep Cotswolds and Southdowns at present ; at

X)ne time I also had Leicesters. I just keep them for breeding purposes. Our best mar-
ket for sheep is in the United States. We used to sell every year by auction. Canadian
farmers bought pretty largely ; they went better into sheep than into cattle

Choice of Breeds Dependent on Circumstances.

I find the Cotswold a valuable breed of sheep, and easily kept. What class of sheep or

cattle a farmer should keep depends greatly upon his circamstances and upon the nature

of his farm ; in some places the Cotswolds are best, and in other places the Southdowns
are best. The Southdowns are a much more active sheep, and are more adapted for hilly

countries than the Cotswolds. In this section of country I suppose I was the first that

imported any Cotswold sheep. At first I had great difficulty in getting any person to

look at them ; but I think they are appreciated more by the Canadian farmers now
•than they were a few years ago. Where there was one Cotswold kept twenty years ago,

there are a hundred kept now.

Leicesters.

I was once foolish enough to import a lot of Leicesters ; I lost a lot of money on
them, and I sold them all out. I imported them from the best flock in England, but
people here said they were too small for this country. A coarse-bred sheep would sell

here for twice as much as a pure-bred Leicester. The Leicester sheep do not command
the highest price in England now ; I have seen sheep sold at a 100 or 125 guineas each,

and they were not Leicesters.

The Southdown's Merits.—A Good Cross.

The Southdown is a valuable sheep, and easily kept. A valuable sheep for the old

country market would be a cross of a Southdown ram upon a grade or Leicester ewe ; but
I believe that somebody should always keep pure-bred sheep. Cotswolds, Southdowns,
Leicesters, and Lincolns are all very valuable sheep ; Shropshire and Oxford Downs are
only crosses.

Pure-Bred Rams Indispensable.

To Mr. Brown.—I would advise the Canadian farmer to select a breed of sheep
according to the nature of his farm. If he has good common sheep, let him buy a good
ram of some kind ; I should always use a pure-bred ram. I have no preference, as to
«ureness of breeding or prolificness, between the Cotswold and the Southdown.

[Mr. Stone.]
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Keeping up the Wool.

We find it difficult to keep up the same quality of wool here as they do in England

;

our climate is too dry and hot. I fancy that the Southdown would keep up the quality

of its wool better than the Cotswold in this country. If the farmers would use a Cotswold
ewe with a Shropshire or Southdown buck I think they would have better wool.

Demand for Shorter Wools.

But now there is not so much demand for wool of the length that there formerly was.
With the machinery now in use, wool four or five inches long can be worked as well, pro-

vided it has the same texture, as that eight or twelve inches long. I am quite satisfied

that if I had a large quantity of wool from a cross of a Southdown on the Cotswold, I
could command three or five cents a pound more for it than for the very coarse wool of

the other breeds.

The Clip of Wool.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I don't think that cross reduces the quantity very much. I have
seen some fleeces in which the wool, though not so long, was thicker. The weight was
pretty nearly the same. The quantity of wool depends very much on the weight of the

sheep.

To Mr. Brown.—The tendency of the market is at present towards shorter wool

;

there is a better demand for Southdown wool now than there has been for some tim&

Early Maturity Dependent on Feeding.

As to early maturity, a great deal depends on how you feed your sheep. We do not
have much disease among sheep in this country. We have had the least trouble with the

Southdowns ; we have not paid, or required to pay, that attention to them that we did to

the others. I think the Southdowns are the best nurses.

Winter Treatment.

In the winter time the sheep are too much confined in this country ; it would be
better if the}- were allowed to be more in the open air. I would leave them outside, and
let them have plenty of exercise, until the lambing season came on. Our ram lambs last

year, although they were allowed to run out of doors last winter, did very well. In all

these things I judge very much by the habits of the animals. In hard, dry, freezing

weather the sheep like to be out on the snow, but not in stormy weather, and I believe

they are better to be outside than to be shut up.

Treatment of Breeding Ewes.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I do not feed turnips every day to the breeding ewes. Last year

we stopped doing so, and I think we had better luck. If we give them turnips, we may
feed them an odd one or two, but that is all. We give them bran sometimes. I think

turnips are bad for breeding ewes if you allow them to eat all they can. They are likely to

gorge themselves, and that injures the lamb. I do not give them grain very often ; but,

about a week after lambing, we of course feed them turnips and grain (oats and peas) and
it won't hurt them.

A Good Sheep for the Country.

To Mr. Dymond.—I would recommend a cross of a Southdown ram and Cotswold ewe
as a very good sheep for this country. The only disease I have had among my sheep was
the foot-rot, some years ago, among the Cotswolds. I think I had Southdowns at that time,,

[Mr. Stone.]
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' but they were kept separate. The disease Tvas not generated in this country ; they musl'

have brought it from the old country. Generally speaking, I regard this country as verj

favourable for sheep in point of health. I agree that keeping sheep in a yard in winter,

with a shed for shelter, would be preferable to shutting them up.

The Oxford Down.

I am acquainted with the Oxford Down. If you cross the Cotswold on the Oxford
you would not get so fine a sheep as if you used the Southdown on the Cotswold ; you
would get a coarser and larger sheep. The Oxford Down is a good mutton sheep.

Within the last few years it has been established as a separate breed.

Spoiled by Bad Feeding.

A great many sheep have been spoiled in this country. A great many people had some
nice Southdowns, and they did not like them because they were small. They ought to have
fed them better. Their popularity, I think, has been increasing of late.

Large Animals Preferred by Shippers.

1 don't think they are preferred by the shippers because they cannot make so much
money by taking them to England as they can with larger sheep. What the shippers

make in the better quality of the mutton they lose in the cost of transporting, as it

costs as much to take a small sheep to England as a large one. The shippers want sheep

weighing 200 pounds or over—they want a large animal. It is just the same with steers

—they want steers that will weight 1,650 pounds, rather than thx>ae that will weigh only

1,250 pounds, as it costs the same to take them over.

Four-year old Steers.

T think it would pay the farmer to keep his steers until they are four years old. I

think they ought to breed their cattle in October or November, although that is contrary

to the opinion of most people. I would make the first year's feeding the grand work,

and, instead of keeping them the fourth winter, I would get them as heavy before the

fourth winter as many would have them in the following spring.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—If a farmer can bring a good Durham steer to weigh 1,600

pounds at three years old, nothing will be gained by keeping him for another year j but

if he can bring him to weigh 2,000 pounds by keeping him another winter he can make
more money out of him. The question for the farmer is. How can I make beef the

cheapest per pound 1 A farmer could not keep so many cattle if he kept them all till

they were four years old.

Time of Calving.

Most of the farmers will not have calves come at any time but in April or May ; but

if you have them dropped in the fall, and feed them well during the first winter, you can

turn them out to pasture in the spring, and you save the wintering of them in their last

year to make them the same weight in the spring as they are in the previous fall. The
quickest return you have for your outlay is generally the best, and a good foundation for

a young animal is better than any attempt to feed him up afterwards. Stunt a young
animal, and you can never get him forward again.

Purb-Bred Leicesters.

To Mr. Brown.—I gave up the breeding of Leicesters because people would not buy
them pure, owing to their smallness. They were not Border Leicesters that I had. £

\Mr. Stone.']
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got rid of them all, because, as the country would not be satisfied vnth. the size of the pure

breeds, I would not cross them to please them.

Border Leicesters.

Mr. Whitelavr, Mr. Smith, and some others have imported Border Leicesters. Those

who keep them claim them to be a distinct breed. I don't know anything about their

origin.

A Large Herd of Shorthorns.

Individually I am the largest breeder of Shorthorns in Canada. I have much more
interest in Shorthorns than I have in Herefords. I have about 160 Durhams and 120

Herefords. I have no question in my own mind as to the great utility of the Shorthorn as

a means of improving the stock of this country ; at the same time, the Herefords have not

been used in this country to the extent that they ought to be. I think the Hereford would

•mature a little earlier, at the same cost, than the Shorthorn, although the latter would be

the larger animal. I could not say which would ultimately be the finer beast, if you went
on feeding them for four or six years, as it would depend on whether people would prefer

weight or shape. The Hereford is rather a smaller boned and more compact beast than the

Durham at the same weight. I think the Hereford would be as heavy at three years old

as the Durliam of the same age and upon the same feed. I think a grade Hereford at three

years old would be equal to a grade Shorthorn of the same age, upon equal feed.

FREDERICK WM. STONE.

MR. McCRAE'S EVIDENCE.

Galloways—Cotswolds—Leicesters—Southdown&

Thomas McCrae was called and examined.

Hardiness op the Galloway.

To Mr. Whitelaw,—I have been acquainted with Galloway cattle for forty-five years.

I think they are well calculated to improve the common stock of this country in regard

to beef. I have never seen or known any hardier cattle, with the exception of the West
Highlanders, and so far as early maturity is concerned they are very nearly on a par with

the Durhams. If kept on pasture during the summer, and good food during the winter,

they will beat the Durham ; but if house-fed, I think the Durham will beat the Galloway

in weight. The Galloway cattle are far sharper on their feet, and constitutionally stronger

than the Durham cattle.

Galloway Grades at Three Years.

A cross from a Galloway bull and a common native cow, if fed till it is three years

old, will weigh from 1,600 to 1,700 lbs. I have five three-year old Galloway steers

•at present which I have been offered $100 apiece for, if fed for six months. I have

had Galloways at two years and a-half weighing 1,500 lbs. With regard to their

milking qualities, we do not breed them for milking purposes, but the best milking

cows we have had of any breeds have been Galloways : still, these are exceptions, and

not the rule. We use them for breeding purposes, and let them nurse' their own
calves, which destroys any cows for milking. I consider the Galloways a good hardy

breed to be kept distinct. Their beef is reckoned to be of the very best quality—equal

to that of the West Highlander. Some Galloway grades which were taken from the

township of Nichol to England were sold for £3 a head more than other beasts—Durham
j^rades—same wciglit.

[il/r. McCrae.^
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Superior Beef.

In England a Galloway will command a higher price than a Durham, weight for

weight. I think I read once in the Mark Lane Express the statement that it was no
new thing for the Galloways to bring from £2 to £3 a head more than an animal of

equal weight belonging to another breed. We have found plenty of sale for all we
raise. We sell them for breeding ; but when they come to a certain age, if not sold for

breeding, we feed them, and as beef cattle they bring as much in proportion as the Dur-
ham. I think the Galloway is much more easily kept than the Durham. For instance,

on my farm of 120 acres I have 40 Galloway cattle out at pasture, besides 21 sheep, 6

horses, and a number of pigs. I can keep all that stock summer and winter on that

farm.

Crosses with the Durham.

To Mr. Brown.—We are in the habit of keeping other cows for milking purposeSj

and we have crossed the Galloways with them ; we have also sold a number of bulls in

the neighbourhood and throughout the country, and they have been used with very fair

success for crossing with other cattle. The cross of a Durham bull on a Galloway cow ia

fully as good as the cross of a Galloway bull on a Durham cow. When I speak of the
Galloways being hardier than the Durhams, I do not mean that they can do on less food,

but on a coarser kind of food than the Durhams.

Winter Feed—Value.

In the winter we feed our Galloway cattle on turnips and straw until the month of
April, and we find that they do well on that. It would cost about one-fourth less to
bring a Galloway steer to weigh 1,500 lbs. than a Durham steer; in feeding them
together I have found that to be very near the proportion. I do not think I could obtain
quite the same flesh on the Galloway at three years old as I could on the Durham ; the
Durham might weigh from 100 lbs. to 150 lbs. more. The steers for which I was offered

$100 apiece weighed over 1,200 lbs., and were a little over two years and a-half old.

A gentleman from England was at my place, and going over the farm and looking at
the cattle, for the first one he saw he said, that, if I would feed him for six months and
make him fat he would give me $100, and when he saw the rest he offered me $100
a head for them if I would feed them for six months. He was from the county of
Durham, in England, and he came to this country for the purpose of buying cattle for
the English market.

Good Breeders.

I have never had any difficulty with them as breeders. I have been breeding them
for eighteen years, and during that time I only had one cow that did not breed, and
during all that time I have never lost a calf by abortion. The only calf I lost was lost
in consequence of its mother getting hurt while coming home from one of the exhibitions

;

and, so far as my memory serves me, we had only one calf during that time that did not
come to maturity. We top off our Galloways by feeding them plenty of good pea-meal
and a little bran. This year, I think, we got two or three hundred-weight of oil-cake, and
I think we have about one-third of it left. The only way I know of to make shippers
aware of the good quality of the Galloway beef is to raise the cattle well, and when they
take them home they will beaome very well aware of it.

Advantages for Shipping.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I think the Galloways are decidedly superior to the Durhams for
standing the hardships of the voyage across the Atlantic. They will arrive on the other
side in a much better condition than the Durham. It will take a great deal to throw a

[Mr. McCrae.]
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Galloway off its feet. The absence of horns is a great advantage, both on the ship »nd
on the farm. On the farm they will lie together in the field like a flock of sheep.

Partiality fob Galloways.

To Mr. Dymond.—My attention has been chiefly directed to the Galloways. I was
brought up with them in Scotland, and it was that which first led me to select them as
my favourite breed. I imported some from the old country, and I had no doubt as to

the purity of the breed. Every animal that I have has been either imported or directly

descended from imported stock. I intended to import a bull and two cows this year, and
had agreed for them, but the three months' quarantine at Quebec prevented me ; but my
stock has been replenished from time to time by imported animals. I have not practised

in-breeding very much ; I do not approve of that beyond a certain extent. I do not think
my herd has deteriorated in consequence of in-breeding. I think I have animals now as

good as I ever had, and they are as good as any original Galloways.

Better Suited for the Climate.

I think the Galloway cattle suit the climate of Canada very well ; neither the heat

of summer nor the cold of winter injures them. They are far better haired cattle than
the Durhams, and sufier less from the cold. I have had some experience with Durhams;
I have none at present, and do not mean to have any more. Even if I thought Durhams
were as profitable as Galloways I don't know that I would cultivate them, for I am very

fond of Galloways,—I like the cattle without horns. They are far more docile than the

Durhams, although they get the name of being cross. We have one a little cross this

year, the first we have had for eighteen years. I think the Galloways are a distinct

breed from the Polled Angus. I have never had any Polled Anguses, and T can only

speak of them from what little observation I have had. In appearance they are some-

thing similar to the Galloways, but to me they are as distinct as a red and a black

animaL I do not think they or any other cattle are superior to the Galloways.

Market for Bulls and Heifers.

I have a ready market for all the pure-bred Galloways I raise. This year we have

sold, I think, three bulls in Canada, and we have had several applications for others.

One man came all the way from Iowa and he bought five, but he could not get them
over, so he has left them with us. We are in treaty now with several people on the

other side for bulls and heifers. I think some thing like fifty altogether have gone to

the other side.

Suitable for Small Farmers.

I would recommend the Galloway as being adapted to farmers of the smaller class,

with whom feed is an object, and farmers whose land is somewhat rough. I would
recommend the Galloway as an animal particularly well adapted from its hardiness for

the rougher districts of the Province. They will do well on rough kind of food that a

Durham would just live on and no more. Of course, they won't do so well on rough feed

as a Durham will on good feed, but they will do on less. I have not had much experi-

«nce in shipping cattle. Until lately we have never fed any fat cattle, but kept them
for breeding purposes ; but for the last three years we have fed from eight to ten cattle.

Gradb Sthers.

I have obtained some very good steers from crossing Galloway bulls on our native

cows, and in 90 cases out of 100 these steers are without horns. I have always sold

the«e grade steers at a price eqiial to that obtained by Durham grades. A dealer onoe

[Mr. McOrae.]
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raised the objection against the Galloways that their legs were very short, and that they
did not stand up so well in a crowd as the Durhams, but there is no objection to them
in that respect when they are sold by weight.

Galloways as Milkers.

I think that by carefully selecting the Galloways we could secure from them as good
a race of milkers as exists. The Galloways are better milkers than the race of Shorthorns
about here at the present time. I think a herd of Galloways would produce more milk,

and milk of a better quality, than a herd of Shorthorns. I don't think they are such
good milkers as the Ayrshires, but they are better for beef. We had a Galloway cow
that, after nursing her calf for six months, and being fed only on pasture, produced ten
pounds of butter in seven days. The reason the Galloway beef is more popular in

England than the Durham beef is, that it is of finer quality, and has a better mixture of fat

and lean. I account for the popularity of the Durham by the fact that it has been brought
out to this country and has done very well, so that it has now become fashionaable.

Peejudices and their Cause.

What prejudiced the Galloways in this country was, that at first a pair of Galloways
were brought out which were not pure. These cattle and their descendants prejudiced
the breed very much. Mr. Sproat, who came from Galloway, near to where I was
brought up, got some of the descendants of these cattle, and the first calf he got was
red, and that told a tale. I do not usually buy any feed for my cattle, but keep them all

from the produce of my farm.

Faru Produce Keeps the Cattle.

Last winter we kept forty cattle ; we bought ten tons of hay, and we had between
seven and eight tons left. The farm keeps the cattle. I have not bought any coarse grains
this year. I formerly bought corn, but have bought none since the National Policy came
into force.

Crossing with the Durham.

The cross from a Durham bull and a Galloway cow did not bear the Durham type
in anything but the horns. It was black with a white hair here and there in it, and it

was what an Englishman would call "a dark blue-grey." I also crossed a Galloway bull
with a Durham cow, and obtained a red heifer without horns. I have seen the Norfolk
cattle, which have no horns. There used to be some of them in the county of Went-
worth, but I don't know of any others.

Galloway Herds.

There are other large breeders of Galloways in Ontario besides myself. Colonel
Skinner has thirty or forty ; Develin has a large herd, Wilson has a number, and Eddy,
A man in Maryborough got a bull and a heifer from us ; and a man named Elliott, m
Gait, has some. There are several herds in Quebec. I have exhibited my Galloways
every year since I have kept them. I obtained some prizes. They were prizes for
Galloways as a distinctive breed. This spring my bulls were put into competition with
other cattle. The Hereford took the first prize, but there was a good deal of doubt
whether I ought not to have got the first prize. I don't think it is a fair thing to put
one breed against another breed. I have never exhibited a fat Galloway steer among
the fat cattle at shows, but I remember some half-breeds which were shown at London
and took prizes. If Galloways were excluded from prizes at Exhibitions I think thej
would still hold their own in the country.

[Mr. McCrae.]
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Sheep Breeding—Comparative Meritb.

To Mr, Whitelaw.—I have been also a breeder of sheep to some extent. I have bred
three distinct breeds, the Cotswold, the Leicester and the Southdown. I have represent-
atives of these three breeds at present. I think the Cotsvrold, taking all its qualities into

consideration, is the best breed for improving the common stock of the country, I think
the Southdown is a very acceptable sheep for crossing with the common stock of the
country in order to obtain an animal for exportation ; you will get the best wethers from
a cross of the Southdown with the native stock. The Southdown beats all the other breeds
in early maturity. At a year old I think the Southdown would attain one hundred and
fifty pounds. I don't think the Oxford Down would be a favourable sheep to cross with
the common stock of the country. By using a Cotswold or a Leicester ram I think we
could obtain a better animal for exportation than by using the Oxford Down. I think it

decidedly desirable that the breeds should be kept distinct ; I would not approve of the
practice of using a Cotswold one year, a Leicester the next year and a Southdown the

next year.

Freedom from Disease—Wintering.

I have not found sheep to be liable to any particular disease in this country. I
have not found any difficulty in keeping a large number in a flock, if there is room for

them. In the winter I shut the sheep in every night, but I allow them the use of a yard
during the day. I feed them in racks in the house. I have very seldom used ram lambs
for breeding ; I do not approve of breeding from a ram lamb at all. I think the South-
down crosses make finer mutton than the Cotswold, and they have much less inside fat

than the Leicester, and are consequently better adapted for the taste of the English market;
but you would get greater weight in the Cotswold. At fifteen months old you would get

a greater weight of mutton from the Cotswold than from the Leicester, although the

Leicester would have very nearly the same weight, owing to its having more fat on the inside.

The Leicester has not so much fleece as the Cotswold. The average in a flock, I think,

would be a pound less; our average for the last few years has been eight pounds and a

half to the fleece.

To Mr. Brown.—My farm is a light, sandy loam. The Cotswold pays me better than

any other breed of sheep ; I have tried the three and can make the most out of the Cots-

wold. With a good selection of the common ewes, you would get a first-class lamb from

a cross of a thoroughbred Cotswold ram, but if you use him for two years on the same ewe,

the secondlamb would be verymuch inferior. Under equal conditionsthe Cotswolds will keep

up their fleece best. The Cotswold is a rougher feeder than the Leicester. I do not

know which breed would maintain the stamp of the breed best by in-and-in breeding. I

have had no experience of in-breeding sheep in this country.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—There have been a number of men who went in strongly for

Leicesters and crossed them everywhere, but I am not sure that the Cotswold is not a

distinct breed; if it has been improved it has been improved by the Southdown as much,if not

more, than by the Leicester. The Leicester has certainly improved the sheep both in this

country and in the old country, in certain districts very materially ; but I am not quite

clear that it has improved more than other breeds. My experience is that it is better to

keep the three breeds distinct. I would never breed from a cross.

Leicester and Southdown Cross.

To Mr. Dymond.—I would have no objection to crossing the Leicester and tlu

Southdown for export purposes. The Cotswold crossed with the Southdown would uiako

a strong, heavy sheep. I think a cross of the Southdown on the common sheep of the

country would even make a more popular animal for the English market than a cross of

the Cotswold. In such a cross you would get a spotted face, but Englishmen are not so

particular about the colour of the face as they are about getting an animal that

[i/r. McCrae.'\
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has the most lean meat. The Leicester is on the whole a finer sheep than the Cotswold,
but I believe the cross from common Canadian ewes with a Southdown ram would give as

good a return as an export sheep as either the Cotswold or the Leicester.

To Mr. Brown.—I think, upon the whole, the Cotswolds have been the most prolific

«nd the surest breeders, though I cannot speak very decidedly as to that. I have not
bred very many Southdowns. The Cotswold has a stronger limb than the Leicester.

Price op Galloway Bulls.

To Mr. Drjmond.—We have sold our thoroughbred Galloway bulls at from $50 to

$200, according to the quality of the animal and the desire of the purchaser to possess it.

The Galloways are not such fanciful animals as the Durhams, and there are no fancy
prices paid for them in this country, although there are in Scotland. They fetch a truer

value than the Durhams. I usually sell them at from fifteen to eighteen months old. I
I have a bull now that I would not sell for $200, and I have none that I would sell for

less than $75. From being an animal that is easily kept, the Galloway is specially

suitable for farmers with small capital. I had a letter not long ago from Scotland,

which stated that a Galloway bull and two cows had been sold there for three hundred
guineas each, but these prices were given by men who were willing to give fancy prices.

I have kept Essex pigs for twenty years, principally for home use. They are a small
breed, and being far more easily kept and less mischievous than other breeds, are better

adapted for home use.

EooT Culture.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I raise a large quantity of roots on my farm, but I do not feed

so many roots as other people. I do not feed the cattle more than half a bushel of roots

a day, along with their straw and chaff To the feeding cattle I give about three-

quarters of a bushel a day, along with a little bran and not quite a couple of gallons of

pea-meaL
To Mr. Dymond.—The farm on which I am now living I have been living upon for

thirteen years. It is in tolerably fair condition. I think it has greatly improved under
the system which I follow. I have not adopted the soiling system to any extent. I

think the cattle are healthier to be pastured.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I think it improves the land to keep the cattle in the fields. I
have tried all the artificial manures I have heard of, but I don't know that I have ever

been benefited by many of them. I have used plaster, and I have lately tried salt. I
have not used the salt very long, but I think it is having a beneficial eflfect. I have also

tried guano, bones, and two or three kinds of phosphates. I feed salt liberally to my
stock. I have a trough of salt to which both sheep and cattle can obtain access every
day.

T. McCRAEl

MR GEORGE RUDD'S EVIDENCE.

DeVONS.—COTSWOLDS.

GBORaB RuDD was called and examined.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I reside in the township of Eramosa, but I have a farm also in the
township of Puslinch. I have been a breeder of Devons for twenty years. I first bought
from importers. The Devons are my hobby. They satisfy me very well, I have found
them to be very good feeders, and to mature as early as any other cattle I see. I am a
breeder rather than a feeder, although I am just now beginning to feed a little. I have
always been able to sell all the cattle I could spare. I have sold a great many herds
throughout Canada and the United States, and have generally obtained very good prices.

[Mr. JRudd.]
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Fbbdinq.—Earlt Maturity.—Draught Oxen.—Mileeb&

As working oxen, I consider the Devons superior to all other breeds, as they are very

quiet and tractable. I have had them crossed with the cows of some of my neighbours,

with my own cows that I have kept to supply milk for the house, and with Durham
cows. We reckon them to be particularly good milkers. There was a little fuss in our
society in Puslinch about milking cows, and I laid a stump of $100 to milk the Devons
against any other breed of cattle, and I tried two three-year-old heifers with their first

calves, and I made 24 pounds of butter from them in one week. But they were, of

course, picked heifers. The Devons are very sharp cattle, and smarten their feet. I have
tried other cattle, but I always went back to the Devons, and always liked them better

than before. Irrespective of their value to cross with other animals, I think it would
pay well to keep them as a distinct breed. During the last three years I have had a

great many bulls—more than I wanted ; and this spring I sold two two-year-old bulls,

weighing 3,350 pounds, for $5.25 a hundred—delivered the same day for shipment. The
same day I saw other good steers sold at $5 a hundred—to be delivered two months later.

So the Devons must be considered better for shipment. With the same quantity of feed

they seem to take on flesh better than the Durhams. I had a bull at the Centennial at

Philadelphia that weighed between 2,300 and 2,400 pounds; he was nine years old. I

have seen the Devons crossed on the common stock of the country, but I have never

crossed them myself much. The crosses produced are very good milkers ; and I have
seen very nice steers, which have brought a good price, bred from my bulls.

Treatment of Calves.—Sale of Herds.

I always allow the calves to suck their mothers. I generally have the calves come about
the first of April—sometimes a little sooner and sometimes a little later. In winter we
generally feed them chaff and turnips, and sometimes cut feed—a small quantity of hay
mixed with straw and a little bran. I do not give breeding cows any meal—not even after

they calve. I give them bran and turnips and hay after they calve. I have obtained as

much as $220 for a bull calf. I have sold bull calves largely in the United States ; and
during the last two or three years I have sold a good many in Canada. During the last

two years I Lave sold four different herds in Canada for the buyers to begin breeding

with. The year before last I sold two herds in Toronto and one in Quebec, and this year

I sold one in Montreal and one in Durham. A herd usually consists of four females and
a bull. I once had a very large herd of cattle, but I have not so many now. At present

I have about 84 females and eight bulls.

Prize Competitors.

To Mr. Brown.—I keep the North Devons. I have had pretty heavy competition at

the exhibitions in Toronto, London and Ottawa. Mr. Peters, Mr. Pinkham, Mr. Witter,

Mr. Hamilton, and others have competed against me; I could not name alL At
Philadelphia I showed two bulls—the old one, and a young one from the old bull,—and
the old bull got the first prize and the young one the second. This competition was against

other Devons. We first showed against the Devons of the United States, and got the

first prize ; then we showed against all Europe and the United States, and got the first

prize, and a diploma for Devons against the world. My opinion is that, so far as size is

concerned, the Devons mature earlier than any other breed.

Good Mothers.

They are very good nurses, and do remarkably well with their calves. There was a
committee appointed every year in Hamilton by the society to examine the stock to see

that they were not too fat, and I was nearly ruled out with one calf, because it sucked ita

\Mr. Eudd.]
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•mother tliere. They are uncommonly good mothers, and keep their calves very fat. I

have not fed very many steers. I have just begun feeding.

Good Steers.

I have a pair of steers two years old that weigh about 1,400 pounds each. I had a

wood supply of bulls, and I was persuaded by some of my friends around me to try and

raise these two steers. I don't know whether I would get more money for working steers

or for beef steers. There is a good demand for working steers in this country. I think

that class of cattle are not so well known here as they ought to be. I saw a yoke of oxen

that had never been fed sold for $180 at three years old, and I suppose that would be an

average of what they would sell for. The demand with me has of late been more for females.

I know two or three persons who have obtained Devon bulls for the purpose of improving

the common stock of the country. Last winter a man from Orillia got a Devon bull from

me, and he is going to try to improve the Hereford cross with it.

Fine Beep.

With regard to beef, the Devon is reckoned to produce very nicely mixed beef^

and of very fine quality. A few years ago I had a heifer killed in Guelph because she

refused to breed, and her beef was claimed to be of very fine quality. I think I can

maintai)^ equal weight in Devon steers at three years old with Hereford or Shorthorn

.steers—that is, on the average. They are very good graziers ; I don't know how they

would compare in that respect with the Durhams or Herefords, because I have never

kept them. There is a register for Devons in Toronto, but no regular herd book yet.

We have been trying to get a herd book for some time, and I suppose that in the course

of time we shall succeed. With regard to their sureness as breeders, I have never had
any trouble except with one heifer ten or twelve years ago. I dare say we over-fed her
to make her look well for the show.

Durhams Discarded for Devons.

To Mr. Dymond.—I kept Durhams before I kept Devons. One winter I thought 1

would like to try the Durhams again, and I sold out all my Devons, and bought a lot

of Durhams for which I paid a big price ; and after I had kept them for six or eight

months I got sick of them—I thought I was nowhere—and before the summer was out

I sold them all and bought back the Devons. I considered that they were much harder to

keep up and look after, and that they did not pay for the extra trouble and expense. The
Devons are a hardier cattle, and much more tractable and more easily managed and taken
care of than the Durhams ; but the temperament of cattle depends very much on the way
they are managed. I have sold more Devons of late than I did. The persons who have
bought herds of Devons from me are, Mr. Wood, of Islington ; Mr. Morgan, of Weston

;

Captain O'Brien, near Barrie ; Mr. Kay, of Durham ; Mr. McPherson, of Ohio, and a

gentleman from Orillia. I sell my cattle principally in herds, but I have sold several

single bulls. A bull from fifteen to eighteen months old I generally sell at from $150
to $200 ; I have got more for them sometimes.

Oxen for Agricultural Purposes.

With regard to the demand for oxen for agricultural purposes, I bought oxen myself
this year, and I find they are cheaper than horses. If the right kind of oxen can be pro-
duced, oxen that will stand the heat and the work, I think the demand for them will in-

crease. We can use them for everything except for marketing grain—they wouldn't do for
that. There are a great many oxen used, though I cannot say that there is a tendency to
use them on improved farms. I cannot say what they might do if the farmers had a
chance to use them ; but horses are more used because they are more plenty than oxen.

[Mr. Rudd.]
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To Mr. Brown.—There is some difference between the North and the South Devons.
There is a little difference in the colour. The South Devon is a little lighter red, as well

as a lighter breed than the North Devons,
To Mr. Dymond.—I know some persons who are trying the experiment of crossing a

Devon bull and a Hereford cow.

Objections to the Duuhams.

The greatest objection to the Shorthorns which I found in keeping them was that

tliey lost teats, and went bad in the bags, although we did not allow many of the calves

to milk the cows, but milked them chiefly by hand. I had not the same experience

with the Devons. The animals which I had at Philadelphia I have shown all over

the country and the United States, and they have carried off prizes at almost every

place where I showed them. These prizes were for Devons against Devons. I

never took the trouble to show them against Durhams except once, when I showed
two animals against Durhams and got two first prizes for them. That was in 1866,

in this neighbourhood. The prizes were for the best thoroughbred animals—the best

bull and the best cow. I carried off the first prize for the best bull, the second for a
yearling bull, the second for a two-year old heifer, and the first for a sucking calf. My
father owned a stock of Devons in the old country,; I have never had any old country

experience. The difficulty with the Devons in this country has been that they have

been kept in the shade. I made them known in some places. I never imported any

;

H. H. Spencer imported them, and I bought from him those which he imported. I think

the Devons are the purest blooded cattle we have. We can breed them for colour, and
can always be sure of the colour, while we may have, for instance, a white Durham cow
which will have calves as red as blood. You will hardly ever see a calf which is sired

by a Devon bull any other colour than red. I don't know the history of the Devon.

Any breed of oxen can be made useful for agricultural purposes if they are trained from

an early age ; but none of them can be made equal to the Devon, because they have not

got the spirit in them. The Devon is a very lively, spirited animal, and is finer in the

limb than the Durham.

CoTSwoLD Sheep.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I generally keep a large flock of Cotswold sheep. I have been

a breeder of Cotswolds for a good many years, I have found them well adapted to this

country. T have also had Southdowns, but I have only Cotswolds at present. A number
of years ago I kept some common sheep, Avhich were then supposed to be Leicesters.

I have kept the Cotswolds as a breeder ; my market has been in Ohio, Kansas, Iowa,

and Salt Lake. It was the demand from the United States that induced me to keep the

Cotswolds. The demand from Canadian farmers has not been equal to that from the other

side, though I have sold a good many in Canada. I have sold a good many young rams

ia Canada for breeding purposes.

To Mr. Dymond.—My experience has been that Canadian farmers have been breed-

ing from Cotswolds more than from any other breed, in order to cross them on the native

sheep. I could not speak of the suitability of the Galloway as a working steer. Some

classes of oxen are very troublesome to break ; I think the worst bred animals are, as

a general rule, the most difficult to break. I would like the Devon stock to be more

inquired into. The Devons have been thumbed down too much by Durham breeders.

There are some breeders of Devons in the neighbourhood of London. I omitted in my
evidence to mention one yoke of oxen, Devons, for ploughing ; we could not beat them

either in cold or hot weather with the best span of horses we have.

GEORGE RUDD.

[Mr. Eudd.]
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MR. GEORGE HOOD'S EVIDENCE.

Herefords—Sheep.

George Hood, of Guelph, was called and examined.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I have been a breeder of Hereford cattle for about eleven years,

I am not breeding this year.

For Beeping, ahead op other Breeds.

I consider the Hereford breed, for beef purposes, ahead of all other breeds. I con-

sider that a Hereford bull upon the common stock of the country will produce a better

steer for beef than the Durham will. It will come earlier to maturity, and at three

years old will be, as a general rule, just as heavy. I have had Hereford grade steers

at our shows in Guelph weigh over 2,000 pounds at three years old. A three-year-old

Hereford grade, with the same feed and treatment, will weigh more than a Durham
grade of the same age. I think the Herefords better adapted to this country in every

respect than the Durhams.

Half a Cent a Pound more than Durham Grades.

A cross of a Hereford on the common stock, or upon our graded Durhams is the animal
that will fetch most in the market; if one comes upon the Guelph market here, it is sure

to fetch fully one half cent a pound more than the Durham grade.

Best Prices in England.

Buyers coming from the old country market will have a preference for Herefords
over the Durhams, because according to the Mark Lane Express and other papers every

week, as well as my own observation, when I was in London in 1878, the Herefords and
Scots brought 8|d. or 9d. a pound, while the Shorthorns or common cattle would not
bring more than a penny or a penny-halfpenny a pound less. I think the Hereford will

stand the journey across the Atlantic better than the Durham, and with regard to its

grazing qualities, wherever you put it, it will fare better and help itself better than the

Shorthorn will. I think it is easier kept, and kept in better condition, than the Shorthorn.

Age and Weight for Shipping.

First-class steers should not be shipped for the old country market under three
years old. I would rather have them four years old than less than three. The
weight depends a good deal on the style of the animal. The general run of the cattle

most inquired after is a well-made, well-matured animal that will weigh from 1,300
to 1,500 pounds. But there are exceptions. You will find persons who will take an
animal weighing 2,000, but for one that will do that, you will find twenty who want to

get them at 1,400 or 1,500 pounds. I think it would be to the advantage of the ordinary
farmers of the country to use Hereford bulls instead of Durhams. I think the different

breeds should be kept up, because to get this shipping animal you must have certain

crosses and keep the two breeds distinct ; but I contend that it is a great improvement
in I'aising fat steers to have a cross from the Herefords.

A Distinct Breed.

As a distinct breed the Hereford is valuable. I don't know much about Devons ; but
I think with Mr. Rudd that they are a distinct breed, which is more than can be said

[Mr. Hood.]
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of the Durhams. Mr. Stone has some descendants of the original stock of Herefords

Tfhich he imported first in 1860, and I say that if any one in the county of Wellington

had stuck so long to the Durhams, without improving them a great deal oftener than

Mr. Stone has done, he would have no breed of cattle at all. What I mean to say is,

that the different tribes of Mr. Stone's Herefords have retained their original qualities

and form, a thing impossible with any family of Shorthorns. Mr. Stone has infused a

great deal of new blood into his herd within the last five years.

Prepotency op the Hereford.

The Hereford will stamp his character indelibly, and it will remain even in the

crosses. I know a section of country near Mount Forest where a bull of Mr. Stone's

went some twelve or fifteen years ago. He was there only three or four years, and they

are raising generation after generation from the descendants of that bull yet; and to-day

the white-faced cattle coming from the neighbourhood of Mount Forest are the best

cattle in that section of country. I have not fed many full-bred Herefords—only two

or three females and one steer.

Hereford Grades.

I had one high grade steer that weighed at three years old between 2,100 and 2,200

ponnds ; and a full-bred female—a pretty old cow—weighed nearly 1,900; at five years old

she would have weighed 2,200. I never had a Hereford that did not come out with the

highest honours in the ring. I have shown them along with other breeds, as breeders,

but the Durhams generally beat them—prejudice beats them.

Unfair Competitioic.

There is a class set apart for them in the shows, the same as for the Durhams;

but what I regret is that our Provincial and County Associations do not allow a

herd of Herefords or a herd of Devons to compete in the exhibitions against a herd

of Durhams. Why should it not be sol It is so in England, Australia, and the

United States; and in the United States of late years in such competitions the Herefords

have taken two prizes to one of the Durhams. But as a matter of course there are a

great many interested in the Durhams. An animal with four crosses should not be

allowed to be entered as a thoroughbred animal, as is the case with the Canadian Short-

horn Herd Book. We have no crosses in the Herefords; they must be purely-bred ages

back. This allowing four crosses is exactly what plays out all the herds in the country,

A farmer had better pay four or five dollars to have a cow served by a good bull than to

attempt to breed from a cross. Our large breeders ought to use the knife more than they

do and weed out a great many bulls which are now sent upon the country. Nothing

should be sent out but what is first class.

Herefords as Breeders.

To Mr. Brown.—^The Hereford will stamp his character on his descendants better

than the Durham, and it would be much safer to breed in-and-in with this breed than with

any other, especially the Shorthorns. I think the Herefords are better nurses than the

Shorthorns, because any calves that I have had have sucked their mothers, and both the

mothers and the calves are generally in good condition at the same tima

Herefords in the Slaughter-House.

There is one difference between the Hereford and the Durham which is a very gi'eat one.

We have not killed many pure-bred Herefords in this country—they are too valuable ; but in

slaughtering, you can take out the paunch of a Hereford steer with one hand, while you have

[Mr. ffood.]
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sometimes to get two men to pull out the paunch of a Durham. The Hereford carries hia

beef on the most valuable parts. He is superior to the Durham on his back and loins, and is

very much superior in the hams and the crops, as well as in the plates and inside the ribs.

You will sometimes get a Durham with a heavy rump and a tolerably good back, but if

you look down along the ribs, you will find that it is blue and poor. I have slaughtered

and handled a good many first-class cattle in the Dominion. Taking a Hereford grade

steer and a Durham grade steer at three years old, and fed on the same amount of feed,

I think the Hereford would outweigh the Durham, because the Durham requires more
feed to keep up its constitution. I have had first cross Herefords, both heifers and steers,,

and they were as good cattle as I ever saw. I saw two yoke of oxen, cross-bred Herefords^
at the Centennial Exhibition bred by Mr. Burleigh, State of Maine, from a bull of Mr.

Stone's stock, that weighed over 2,700 pounds each.

Feeding Qualities.

If you put a Hereford and a Durham steer on pasture, the Hereford would be far

ahead of the Durham in the fall, as a general rule. It is the exception to get a Durham
that would at all feed in pasture beside the Hereford. I have no doubt of that, both

from my own experience, and from what I have seen in the cattle that I have bought from
others. I have not bought many Hereford steers of that character, because they are not

extensively gone into. Where there is one Hereford steer fed, there are ten butcher*

after it. I was speaking to-day to Mr. Goodfellow, a townsman, who is shipping for the

European market. He buys in the States, and he said to me, *' you should have seen

some half-bred Herefords that we got from the State of Maine; I had some on the last

shipment, and you never saw anything like them." I asked him if he liked that kind ot

cattle, and he said, "I get all I can lay my hands on."

Pasture-Fed Herefords.

To Mr. Dymond.—These cattle are sometimes sent direct from the pasture to the

market. In 1878 I was interested in some six or seven shipments, and was the purchaser

of all the stock. We rented space on the ship, and we could put as many as we liked

upon it. We had ewes, lambs, steers, oxen, cows, and calves. We sent a number of

steers from the pasture, but I do not approve of that, although I think the Hereford

would do better when sent from the pasture than the Durham. If I had my choice of ten

Durham steers and ten Hereford steers for shipment, and if I could buy them in April at

an equal price I would take the Herefords to put to pasture, because the Herefords would
bring the most on the market in October. I am not engaged in the export trade just now.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—The Herefords would be worth more than the Durhams in the^

spring, because they are ahead of them, even for stall-feeding.

To Mr. Brown.—The Herefords are largely raised in Hereford and other counties

;

there are also large numbers raised in Wales, and they have been taken into the midland

counties of England and put upon the rich pastures ; and what is making our Canadian beef

cheap in England to-day is the cattle coming from these midland counties. These white

faces can go into the market very early ; they are taken direct from the grass and sent to

the butcher, and they bring more on the market in England than the Shorthorns.

System op Stall-Feedino.

To Mr. Dymond.—Our system of stall-feeding in this country is very bad indeed.

Some of our farmers will tie up their cattle in October, and will not let them out until

they are driven to market. It is a great mistake. These cattle are not fit to ship. I

consider that it is absolutely necessary that feeding stock should run out a little every

day ; they would ship much better. It is this kind of cattle which occasion so much loss.

in crossing the Atlantic. Whether or not grass-fed cattle should be shipped at all d(^-

pends very much on the condition of the British market. If a good market can be found

\Mr. Eood?^
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in England in the fall of the year, it would pay to send over grass-fed cattle ; but they
-should have a little meal also, as it will make them take to the meal on the ship sooner.

If that were the case, I think it would pay better to send them in the fall than in the
«pring.

American Competition.

With reference to our ability to compete with the Americans in the cattle trade,

I have been to Chicago, and I have bought American cattle to ship to England. At the

present time the great surplus of the stock of the Americans which is put on the markets
of the world has been fed upon their vast prairies ; but as the cattle tread over the plains,

the buffalo grass and all the wild grasses upon which they pasture will soon be killed out,

and in a short time I believe the Americans will not be able to raise cattle as they are

•doing now. At present these ranch companies come to Mr. Stone or Mr. Whitelaw and buy
ten or twelve Hereford or Durham bulls to put on the range. The cattle they raise from them
they take to Kansas city or somewhere else and sell sometimes as many as 500 at a time

to the stock feeders, who take them to Illinois, Missouri, or some of the other Western
States, and finish them on corn. A large number of these animals are shipped to Europe

;

but if we try, I think we can compete successfully with them. We are much nearer the

market, although one thing that is against our farmers and shippers at present is that we
have to pay as much to ship cattle from Gueiph to the seaboard as they have to pay
to ship from Chicago to the seaboard. Some of these western cattle come from several

hundred miles west of Chicago, which tells against them. The travelling of such a long

distance as from Chicago to the seaboard is very hard upon cattle. Montreal is a very good

port to ship from. I have shipped from Montreal and New York. I have not been ship-

ping since the embargo has been laid upon American cattle. I think, on the whole, that

it must help the Canadians.

EooM FOR Improvement.

Our farmers have not paid much attention to breeding. They also sell their

cattle too young ; they have been sent to England as young as two years old. An
animal of that age does not stand the voyage so well as an older animal, and the

quality of its beef is not so good. I question whether it would pay a farmer to keep

his animals until they are four years old before shipping them. If he had good graz-

ing lands during the summer, and could feed them on roots during the winter, there is no

doubt that a four-year-old animal would be a good heavy animal and produce the best

beef. I believe it would suit the British market as well as younger cattle ; but I would

rather have cattle that would weigh from 1,300 to 1,500 than those that would weigh

1,800 or 2,000. They suit the market better, and are more the style of cattle that the

butchers want, although the older animal will ship best. An animal four years old is

well matured, is stronger in his muscle, and better able to stand the journey than one

three years old. I have not had any disease among my cattle. I have had experience in

breeding for twenty years. I have been breeding Herefords for eleven years, and I have

had a few Shorthorns from time to time. The opinions I have expressed to-day are the

result of my own experience of keeping the two breeds, and of my observation of the ex-

perience of other breeders. I have had a great deal of experience in the way of watching

other breeders. I have been amongst the best breeders and feeders in this and the sur-

rounding counties. I do not think our stock generally is so good as it was fifteen years

ago ; there cannot be so many good animals brought into the ring now as there could be

ten or fifteen years ago. I attribute the deterioration to too much pedigree—too much

attention to paper, and not enough to the animal.

The Durhams Deteriorated.

I think our cattle have run down; our Durham cattle have certainly run down

•during the last ten years, although there have been importations of new blood to a
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pretty large extent. One cause of the running down was that when the Short-

horn fever took hold of the people, everybody went into raising steers ; but a good
many quit raising steers, and went into raising bulls, and the consequence was that

they had to sell at three or four cents a pound or less ; I have had them offered

to me at two and a half cents a pound. The remedy for this is to breed only from
the best bulls ; weed the poor bulls out, there are too many poor bulls kept in the country

—many that pass under the name of thoroughbreds, and are thoroughbreds so far as their

pedigree goes. I do not say that our stock has run down from in-breeding ; but a farmer

who gets four or six cows and a couple of bull calves will breed from his own, although

he has not a bull that is fit to put to a cow, and in that way the standard of the cattle has

been run down. I am alluding more particularly to the Durhams. The Herefords have
not been run down at all. The Galloways at some of our shows years ago stood ahead of

any other cattle there. There may be a few cattle—fresh importations from the United
States or England—that carry off the premiums at the shows ; but taking our improved
stock as a whole, I say that the standard of the Durham cattle of to-day is not so good as

it was ten years ago. But within the last three or four years, a large number of our
smaller farmers have been ceasing to pay so much attention to pedigree, and are deter-

mined to have good animals for the shambles. I think the necessity of shipping the very

best cattle to England has had something to do with that reaction. I agree that the ani-

mals to be shipped to England should be the very best of their kind. 1 think the earlier

in the spring they are sent the better.

Sheep-Breeding and Feeding.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I have been a breeder and a feeder of sheep to some extent. I

exhibited largely last year at Chicago and our own Provincial and local shows ; and I have
killed sheep as a butcher for many years. At one time I used to ship a good many sheep
to the New York market every year about Christmas time, and I used to get five or six,

or six and a half cents a pound for them. That paid very well ; but the demand for

heavy sheep, such as I then shipped, has gone. A butcher instead of buying twenty of

them now wants only one or two to hang up in his stall as specimens of what can be done
with sheep. In New York they now like lambs better than sheep. They will pay $3 or

$3.50 for good ones in Canada ; but it does not pay to sell them for that ; the farmers
ought to get more for them or keep them and feed them for sheep. I would prefer to

ship sheep to the old country market after they have been twice clipped—when they are

two years old. They will bring more in the spring than in the fall. In the spring the
wool is off them, and they will stand the voyage a little better than when they have got
heavy fleeces on them in the fall.

Preference for SouTHDowNa

The Southdown or a cross-bred Southdown will fetch more money on the English
market than the Cotswold. There is no doubt that the Southdown makes the finest

mutton, although you don't get so heavy a carcase from it as you do from the Cots-
wold, as they are generally shipped by the head. There would be more profit by
crossing with an Oxford or a Leicester or a Shropshire; I like the Oxford. When
I was in London wandering through the parks of the west end, I noticed that the
sheep grazing in them were invariably half-breeds, crossed with some of the Downs.
I asked if they all belonged to one party, and I was told no, that they belonged to the
different butchers who supplied the aristocracy in the west end of London, and that they
had these sheep on exhibition, so that the people driving through the parks in their
carriages could see them ; and each butcher prides himself on having his particular brand
there, whether it is Oxford or Southdown—but they are nearly always crossed breeds

—

the Southdown crossed with the Oxford or the Leicester. The sheep were not clipped,
as I saw them in the end of May. I am very certain that they would weigh more than
twenty pounds to the quai-ter. A cross of a grade ewe with a Leicester ram, if shipped

[Mr. Hood.]
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at fifteen months old, and weighing twenty-two and a half pounds to the quarter, would
not bring so high a price as a dark-faced sheep ; there is a penny or a penny halfpenny
difierence in the price, if you get a sheep of medium weight and quality. "When you
take one of these well-fatted long-wooled sheep to the London market, you cannot sell it for

mutton, because it is simply a lot of tallow. It might weigh about 130 pounds of mutton,
but the mutton is not saleable. The Leicester and the Cotswold sheep are wanted for

crossing purposes ; I myself would rather take the Leicester, because I consider it has a
better constitution than the Cotswold.

Exhibition at Chicago.

At the exhibition at Chicago last year, I exhibited pure-bred Southdowns, grade

Oxford Downs, grade Cotswolds, grade Leicesters, pure-bred Cotswolds, and Lincolns.

Some of the Southdowns were fed at the Ontario School of Agriculture, and a few
of them were bred at Springfield by James Anderson. My object in going to Chicago
with these sheep was to see what different breeds of sheep they had there, and to

beat them if I could. My success was too great ; they did not give me what I

deserved ; if they had, I should have swept the whole place out. As it was, I took a
large number of prizes, because my display was far superior to anything else there. Ab-
ner Strawn of Ottawa, Illinois, had the royal pen of ewes, and he brought a whole carload

of 30, and in that carload was the pen of ewes that took the first prize at the Royal
Society show in England, and the one that took the second prize was there also. He had
the rams there also. I did not beat him in the carload, and I think he took the first prize

for shearling Cotswold ewes.

Sheep for England Wanted.

To Mr. Dymond.—We have comparatively few sheep suitable for the English market,

and shippers have been buying indiscriminately as to quality ; but if a man had one hun-

dred half-bred sheep, especially wethers, cross-bred from the Downs on the long wools

—

I do not care which of the Downs, although I prefer the Oxford—no doubt he would get a

cent a pound more for them from the shippers than for anything else. The sheep at pres-

ent sold to the shippers are a mixed lot—ewes, wethers, and rams together. I think it

would be an advantage for the farmers to try and improve the supply of wethers.

Many of our farmers are careless of their wethers, and in the fall they have to take what

they can get for them. If they would sell their ewes for the New York market separately,

and keep their wethers until they have been two or three times clipped, they would make
money. If the ewes were kept separate, and the wethers separate, there would no doubt

be a better market for both.

To Mr. Brown.—I think the pure-bred Cotswolds would produce the heaviest carcass

at two years old. The second heaviest would be the Lincolns. The heaviest cross at the

same age would be, I think, a cross of a Leicester and a Cotswold—I do not think it mat-

ters much how they are crossed, but I think it has generally been a Cotswold ram on a Lei-

cester ewe. As for the best fleece at that age, there was a time when long wool was in

great demand, but now, since we have the National Policy, manufacturers demand
medium wool more.

Southdown or Oxford Down Wool.

To Mr. Dymond.—At present a great many farmers are crossing the Southdown on

the common sheep, because they cannot get anything else. I think the wool that they

would get by crossing the Southdown or the Oxford Down on the common stock would

meet the demand. Last year while I was at Ottawa some woollen manufacturers who
were there as a deputation were examining the different kinds of sheep in the show ; and

they came upon some Oxford sheep which I had there, and they wanted to know what

kind of sheep they were. One man pointed out one of them, and he said, " There is a.

[Mr. Hood.]
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good wool, and a lot of it, and that is what we w^ant." That sheep was got by crossing

the Oxford Down upon the common sheep.

To Mr. Brown.—For mutton and wool together the ram which I would recommend
for crossing on the common Canadian ewes would be an Oxford Do'wn. 1 don't think

they would make the mutton too large or coarse ; I dressed one of them, and the mutton
was beautiful. Sheep that will have a live weight of from 140 to 200 pounds are the

best for the English market. A sheep weighing 200 pounds would produce more than

100 pounds of mutton.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I don't think the Cheviot sheep would do for this country. The
climate and feed on which it lives in the old country is altogether different from what it

would have here. We have no mountain heath and heather in this country.

Treatment op Lambs.

To Mr. Brown.—I would like to have lambs come in March if there is a place to keep

them in. After taking them off the grass in October I would put them on turnips and
grain—peas and oats if I could get them. I would also probably give them a little bran,

as well as hay and pea straw. To the lambing ewes I would give a little mash. I prefer

letting the lambs run with the ewes ; if you do not separate them it will not be many
days before the lamb will begin to nibble with the ewe. I think it would pay to feed the

sheep during the first year of their growth on grain, or to soil them in the field. I am
feeding partly on green peas and oats ; the sheep are fond of that, and you can feed them
almost as cheaply upon it as upon pasture. They prefer it to clover. I keep water

accessible to them all the time, and give them any amount of salt. I would wean the

lambs in August at the latest, and during the ensxiing winter I would give them a good
quantity of roots at first, and not too much grain.

Canadian Beef in England.

I maintain that the Canadian beef we are now sending to England is the best

beef in the world to-day, unless it is the British beef which the butcher just takes

out of the field and kills. There is no part of the world where the cattle have
better food than they have in Canada— principally peas, oats, turnips and hay.

The cattle raised in the Western States reach their maturity at four years old, and
they get their insides burnt out by the Indian corn which is fed to them ; it is

too heating. I think three years old is the right age at which to ship our beef cattle,

because their meat is better marbled at that age than at an earlier age. They do not

develop their lean meat very much before then. The tendency of the age is to slaughter

both cattle and sheep at too young an age. There is a little greater inducement to keep
sheep, because the wool is a consideration, and a sheep's fleece every year will pretty

nearij pay for its feed. By keeping the animals, too, you have so much more manure. I

believe the Leicester sheep has a great deal of prepotency
;
you can distinguish its traits

after many years of breeding and crossing with other breeds, especially the head of the

Leicester. The old-fashioned Leicester is the foundation of some of the best flocks we
have got in the country at present. I question if the Leicester would produce a greater

quantity of mutton at a year old than a cross of the Oxford or Shropshire Down.

GEORGE HOOD.

\Mr. Hood.']
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MR JAMES HUNTER'S EVIDENCE.

Shorthorns.

Jaues Hunter, of the firm of J. & R. Hunter, of Alma, County of Wellington, was
called and examined.

To Mr. Whitelato.—We have a farm of 340 acres, of which 260 or 270 acres

are under cultivation. We are pretty large breeders of Shorthorns ; at present we have
about sixty-seven head of pure Shorthorns. In commencing to raise Shorthorns, we
bought two cows in Canada, but afterwards imported from the old country several bulls

and two or three cows.

Booth Family best Beefees.

I prefer the Booth family to the Bates. My principal reason for this is that

when I went first to the old country, I knew nothing about either of the families,

and I went to see some noted animals on both sides, and I saw at a glance that in

the Booth animals we had the advantage in fleshing quality, and I thought that was what
we wanted in Canada. So I selected them on account of their feeding qualities. I have

bred principally from the Booth; I have not crossed with the Bates since I commenced to

import. In purchasing, I looked to the animal as well as to the pedigree. We have not paid

such fancy prices as some persons, but I certainly think a few hundred dollars are not lost

if they are paid for an extra pedigree. You must have a good animal as well as a pedigree,

and I think you should look considerably to the immediate ancestors of the animal itself.

DuRHAMS Ahead op all other Cattle.

For all practical purposes, I consider the Durham ahead of all other pure-bred cattle.

1 consider them best adapted for improving the common stock of the country. We have

found a ready sale for all the buU calves we could raise ; we have never had to fatten a bull

for the want of a market since we commenced.

Improved Demand.

There is decidedly an improvement in the market this year, both as regards in-

telligence in the purchasers, and the prices they are willing to pay ; the Canadian

farmer seems more disposed to pay attention to good bulls than formerly. The average

price we have obtained this year for them has been $168, as against $143 last year. I

attribute this improvement altogether to the demand for the old country market. I have

been a successful competitor at the exhibitions. I have had to feed extra for that purpose.

Feeding for Show Purposes.

I cannot endorse some of the statements which have been made with reference to

feeding animals for show purposes deteriorating their breeding quality. I do not think it

injures a female for breeding so long as she is kept breeding, although I think the calf

may be weaker. Some difficulty may be experienced if time is lost in getting a female

to breed again ; but we have never had any difficulty in getting our show cattle to breed.

Treatment of Calves.

Their calves require more care for the first two months than the calves from

other cows, but after that two months they are equal to any other calves. We
allow our calves to suck their mothers. I do not care to have them come sooner

than October, if possible, and from that time till April. I think it is more profit-

able to have them come sometime before January. I generally sell the bull calves at

from eight to fifteen months old ; sometimes they are two years old before we get them

[Mr. ffimter.]
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sold The calves that come in October we allo-w to go with the cow for from six to eight

months. Towards the spring, when the cow goes on the grass, we take the calf from it, and
feed it on cut hay mixed with bran. We keep all the young cattle housed, and feed them on
green feed while we can get it, and afterwards on cut hay mixed with bran, and perhaps some
boiled feed. "We feed the bull and the heifer calves in pretty much the same way. The calves

that come in the spring we prefer to let run with the cows during the summer until the very

hot weather comes. In the first winter we give the thoroughbred calves all they will eat,

and we generally mix their grain with bran and cut hay—or wheat chaff, which we prefer

even to the cut hay—^their stomachs seem to keep in healthier condition upon it than upon
the cut hay. In raising calves, I think it is very important that they should be well at-

tended to during the first two months. During the first six weeks or two months they

should be entirely kept away from feed until their stomachs will digest it and they have
a cud to chew. The only grade cattle I keep are a few milch cows for the house, and oc-

casionally we have some young heifers that we require for nurses. We do not do any
feeding at present ; we did before we kept Shorthorns.

Root Crops—Corn—Turnips.

We grow an average of eighteen acres of roots a year. Roots are decidedly necessary

for the raising of young stock ; we have an advantage over American stock raisers in

being able to feed roots to young stock until they are about eighteen months old. Ameri-
can corn is too strong a feed for the calves until they come to about that age. Our cows
that are not giving milk we feed on straw and turnips—a bushel of turnips each day.

We do not give them any grain unless they are coming near calving time or giving milk

;

of course we also feed them hay before calving time.

Preference for Durhams.

I have not had experience in raising any other breeds of cattle besides Short-

horns. It is just from observation that I have got a preference for Shorthorns.

Other breeds have been tried for a time and have then been given up. I do not think

that is owing to want of appreciation. There was an idea that got abroad in Aberden-
shire that the Hereford was equal to the Durham for crossing on their cattle, and one-half

of the people there got Hereford bulls, but they never got them the second time. Aber-
deenshire is regarded as one of the strongest beef-producing shires in Scotland

Necessity for more Importations.

To Mr. Brown.—I think Canada is not able to produce all her own bulls without
Importing from any other country. This is not owing to want of numbers, but we have
to hand-feed our cattle principally, and we have a very short season of natural grass, and
I consider that a thoroughly improved animal requires to be kept in a high condition from
the time it is calved until it is full grown, and kept so from generation to generation,

because by that means we get a natural tendency to fatten ; and by bringing breeding
stock occasionally from those localities where there are rich natural grasses we get a beast

of richer quality, better haired, and a kindlier feeder. I think the price of a pure Short-

horn bull is regulated entirely by the price of beef ; according as the farmer can make
out of his beef, he can afford to pay for a bull. I do not think it would pay to sell bull

calves for $150 that come from a bull that costs $10,000 ) that is going outside of the
regular market price. I think it would not be lost money to give $10,000 for a bvill if

he is sufficiently good.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—Occasionally a breeder can afford to sell bull calves for $150
that come from a sire costing $10,000. There is nothing to hinder a man with a fair

sized herd from making a profit by buying a bull for $1,000.

[Mr. Hitnter.']
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Value of a Thoeoughbebd BuLib

To Mr. Brovm.—It would pay a farmer with no more than six or eight cows to buy
a good bull. If, for instance, a man with 150 acres, who followed mixed husbandry,

bought a yearling bull for $150, it would be some time before he would make hia money
simply from the service of the cows ; but at the same time he must consider that he will

realise the greater portion of the money he paid for the buU by fattening it and selling

it afterward* on the market as a beef animal—say for $100. Say that the bull served

ten cows—that would be equal to $30 ; and his service for one year would be equal to his

keep. I consider that in the first season he would improve the native stock one-third. I

think that the present quarantine between Great Britain and this country, and the United

States and this country, is based on an exaggerated idea. I don't think it is necessary to

quarantine the cattle for so long a time as three months; it is debarring those who are

desirous of improving their stock from the privilege of doing so. It is not to be supposed

that parties who wish to select stock in the old country for the improvement of their

herds would buy from any herd that was suspected to be diseased, and after they have

crossed the Atlantic, I think a much shorter time would be quite sufficient to ensure their

safety from disease.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have never heard of pleuro-pneumonia developing itself in an

animal two months after it was brought from the infected herd. I do not know anything

about the disease except what I have read. The idea of purchasing a bull worth $10,000,

is that it may sire an animal worth nearly as much as itself. When a farmer invests in

a bull, it is with the view of permanently improving his herd in the first place, and in the

next place of getting an incidental return by selling the bull for beef. The highest price

I have -ever given for an animal in the old country was 305 guineas; it was for a pure

Booth yearling heifer of the Mantilini family. I believe that was a profitable specula-

tion. I do not find a very large market among Canadian farmers for that class of stock

as yet. The bull calves I have been raising recently I have found a market for among
Canadians. I account for the Bow Park people being obliged to send their buUs to the

United States by the fact that they are decidedly strong on the Bates cattle, and there

was originally a lot of those cattle imported to the United States from England. These

having got into the hands of a number of wealthy men, they are naturally more interested

in these cattle and more anxious to uphold their character. The bulls sold by Mr. Clay

for $311 in Chicago would probably be about the same age as those I have been selling

for $150. The Bow Park herd is certainly in pretty good condition at the present time,

and the animals would be regarded as fashionable as well as useful. If we expect to

supply the Canadian market with the animals required, we have to look to utility rather

than to fashion. Canadian buyers do not pay the same regard to colour and fasliionable

points as American buyers, who are, I think, prejudiced in favour of red to a fault. We
cannot raise improved cattle in this country so well as they can in England. We have

not got a good grazing season in this part of the country. I think the condition of cattle

depends a good deal upon the atmosphere in which they live. In England there are not

such great heats in the summer as there are in this country, and the cattle develop better

from the native grass there than they do in this country. I don't think I would approve

of shij|[:)ing pasture fed cattle to England for beef ; I am doubtful that they would stand

the voyage so well as grain fed cattle, although I am not sure that the butchers prefer

grain fed cattle to pasture fed. We prefer clean wheat chaff to all descriptions of cut

hay ; if the cattle are fed upon it, they seem to do better than on their regular food.

Cut clover hay is decidedly better than timothy, which I think is too hard and wiry to

cut up for feed for young cattle.

Colour Prejudice.

To Mr. Brown.—I think it is altogether a prejudice that makes people favour colour

in Shorthorns. We fed considerably before we began breeding Shorthorns, and our ex-

[Mr. ITicnter.l
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perience as feeders led us to favour pure white ; we have had more first-class feeders

among pure white cattle than we have had among red cattle. This year I have found

quite a change in Canadian buyers ; we had more inquiries for roan bulls than we had

for reds. The Shorthorn is very uncertain in its colour ; it is not uniform. It is a made
up beast. I do not think it is a pure-bred beast at the best.

Canadian Herd Book.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—We enter almost entirely in the Canadian Herd Book. In its

way it is perhaps good enough, but I think there are plans that might be adopted that

would make it more convenient for the general farmer. I think it would be well to have

each man's stock all entered in the book in one place. That plan is carried out in some

of the volumes of the English Herd Book. In that way you could at once see all the stock

that a man has got, and it would entail very little additional work. I am certainly in

favour of raising the standard of the Shorthorn for registration ; it should be at least as

high as the American standard, which is seven crosses. Americans have an objection to

the Canadian Herd Book, which I believe is owing to the fact that it admits grade cattle.

To Mr. Dymond.—The Herd Book in that way gives the grade an advantage over a

certain class of thoroughbreds—that is, the animals whose pedigrees are starred. The
Canadian Herd Book admits the fourth cross from a Buffalo cow, and it puts this animal

over an animal with a clear pedigree, only that there is some fault or objection to a cer-

tain animal, and it is marked with a star all through the Herd Book. The animal with

four crosses stands in the Herd Book as a thoroughbred animal I would not have so

much objection to admitting a grade beast, if this were not done, and if it appeared

in the book simply as a grade ; but there is no clue in the book to a grade animal, and
those who are not acquainted with the Herd Book may buy one of these and when he

finds out his mistake will be very much disappointed. I would not be in favour of enter-

ing other breeds besides the Shorthorns in the Canadian Shorthorn Herd Book ; but if there

is to be any change in the Herd Book, I think it would raise the standard of it very much
to distinguish between what is bred from a common Canadian grade cow, and what is bred
from cattle descended from imported stock. The Herd Book gives the pedigree of each
animal, but it does not show whether it is descended from a good animal or a poor one.

It would be an advantage also if a little more punctuality were observed in issuing the

different volumes of the Herd Book.

Clydesdale Horses.

To Mr, WTiitelaio.—I am raising horses for the market to a limited extent. I have
been looking for Clydesdales in selecting the stallions. I consider the Clydesdale the best

horse to cross upon our common Canadian stock for general farm purposes. I would not
use them for any other purpose but farm purposes, but you sometimes get a very good
general purpose horse from a cross of a Clydesdale and a Canadian mare. I do not think
there is any heavy horse that equals the Clydesdale to cross on one of our light Canadian
mares in order to run the chance of getting a good general purpose horse, either as a
driver or for general work. It will occasionally be on the heavy side for a roadster, but
not always.

JAMES HUNTER.

[Mr. EvAii6r,'\
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MR JOHN S. ARMSTRONG'S EVIDENCE.

Shorthorns.

John S. Armstrong, of Eramosa, County of Wellington, was called and examined.

Importation of Shorthorns.

To Mr. Whitelav}.—My farm is in the Township of Eramosa, and is composed of over
300 acres. I am a breeder of Shorthorns and a considerable feeder of grade cattle ; I also

follow mixed husbandry. I have imported a number of Shorthorns lately from the Old
Country, from three or four different parties—W. S. Marr, Cruickshank, and James White.
They are all Aberdeenshire men.

The Animal Wanted.

I had studied and read a good deal in order to get information as to what kind of
cattle would do best in America, and when I went among the breeders I found that their

idea was to get a beast that was small-boned, low-set, and that would take on flesh fast

After I bought them they were exhibited at the Highland Society's Show and took prizes.

I have imported four different times, the first time eight or nine years ago. When I am
buying an animal I look for individual merit as well as a pedigree ; a pedigree is of no
use if there is not a good animal along with it. I hape found the Shorthorns to answer
the purpose for which I imported them.

Grade Durhams—Advice to Farmers.

When my father first came into the country—it was before a stick was cut in this

locality—he brought in some animals that were Durham grades from American stock, and
I think that gave us a chance to be more successful than a great many. I have also bought
natives, and put them along with my Durhams. I have not imported other full-bred

animals. I think the Durhams are the most profitable animals we can import into this

country. You may take a Durham and cross it with Another animal, and you will get an
improvement on that animal, but you cannot get any improvement on the Durham. I

think them the best breed to cross on the common stock of the country. I think the most
profitable course for ordinary formers to pursue is to keep the best pure male that they

can get and breed it with the next best grade they have got.

Sending to Shows Detrimental.

I have fed some cattle for the shows, and have injured some in doing so. I have

found that it was detrimental to their breeding qualities ; but if a man does not exhibit,

people will say " This man does not show, and therefore there is something wrong with his

cattle." As they told me in Great Britain, " If you don't show, you may as well quit

raising cattle." And we have to sacrifice some of our best stock in order to advertise the

rest. I am now trying to advertise them in another way—feeding them for the market,

and in that way I hope to show just what they will do.

Feeding for Market.

I have been a pretty successful feeder of cattle. I have raised some of the best well-

bred cattle in the Province. As soon as any fresh blood comes in we try to get it to our

stock. In fattening cattle for the market, I feed them from the beginning, and sell them
when they are two or three years old. The three-year-old steers would weigh about 2,000

or over ; the two-year-old steers Aveigh 1,300 or 1,400. Several of them went to Ottawa,

\Mr. Armstrong.']
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and -were sold to the butchers for Christmas and Easter meat. One heifer I sold for $140,

and another I sold on its feet, at London, for 15c. a pound ; they all realized from 10 to

12c. a pound ; I think all I fed for Christmas beef would average 12c. I consider that

these cattle have paid me amply. I have never made a calculation as to what it costs to

keep an animal for a month, but I always felt satisfied that they paid me well—better

than any cattle I raised. One animal that went to Ottawa I sold for between $400 and
$500. Their principal feed is peas and oats, with a little flaxseed, and of course turnips

and mangolds. I would give about a bushel of turnips a day to a two or a three-year-old

animal. I prefer feeding the cattle often to feeding them in large quantities. I let them
out once a week for exercise, except the extra beasts, which I let out every day.

Comparison with Native Cattle.

The only animals, besides the Durhams, which I have tried to feed, are the natives.

A Durham grade steer at two years old, if he was properly fed, would bring over $80,
while a native steer, at the same age and on the same amount of feed, would bring perhaps

$40 or $50. It costs as much to raise one as the other. Last fall I bought six natives,

and put them with my Durham steers, one year old off, on the same feed—clover and
chopped feed—and I kept them in the stable all winter, and this springmy young Durham
grades came out stronger and bigger than the three-year-old natives. I think there is very

little profit realized on the native cattle, even if they are bought at a low price. I bought

some Durhams afterwards that I paid a big price for, and I realized more money from
them in about half the time than from the natives. Some of my cattle were shipped to

the old country in Mr. Craig's shipment. Some large ones brought me $140, and the

common cattle that were fed all they could eat for over seven months did not realize more
than about $70 apiece ; that is about one half. I have no doubt that if any person would
compare a number of Durhams with natives, he would find that the profit on the Durhams
is more than double the profit on the natives.

Pedigree alone not Sufficient.

To Mr. Brown.—I would not despise pedigree in a Shorthorn ; I would wish to get

an animal whose pedigree could be traced back to the very best animals : but I would not

take an inferior animal simply because he had a pedigree. My idea is to clean all the

weeds out, and breed with the very best stock we can get. My object all through has

been to get the best animal I could to breed with. My stock is mixed ; I have both

Booths and Bates. I have paid particular attention to get an animal with a fine bone and
heavy flesh. I would advise the ordinary farmer, with a dozen or so of average native

cows, to use the best bull he can get. I would not go only to a high priced pedigree animal,

but I would get an animal that I could trace back to good stuff. That is the practice I

followed before I bred Durhams—I got the best bull I could find.

The Nearer to Pure Blood the Better.

There is not much difference in the crosses of the Durhams ; but I would rather take
the second or third cross on a pure-bred male and breed up on the female. The nearer you
come to the pure blood the finer bone you will get. I have noticed that our Canadian
Durhams and natives get a heavier bone if they are kept for a long time in the country.

In-and-in Breeding.

I do not approve of in-and-in breeding, although I have heard it advocated by a good
many. I have tried it, and I have found that it weakens the constitution. You will some-
times get a first class animal by in-and-in breeding, but you will mostly get very inferior

animals.

\Mr. Armstrong.
'\
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Heifers axd Steeks as Feeders.

I have fed both heifers and steers. A heifer will feed the easiest, but a steer takes

the market better, so that on the whole I prefer steers. In buying a steer in October or

H'ovember for $40 my idea has been to double my money in March. That is the principle

I hare generally acted upon, and I have generally realized my expectation.

Management of Calteb.

When a calf comes in the end of the year—^in October or November—I let it suck all

winter. I have stalls, where the mother stands at one side and I tie the calf at the other.

I begin to feed a little chopped stuff and hay and turnips to the calf while it is sucking,

and I keep on feeding it in that way until the grass comes, and I then put it out to pasture

and do not bring it in again until the falL I allow it to suck the mother for nearly nine

months—until it is going to have another calf. "When we keep the mother and the calf

together they seem to be quieter than when we keep them separate.

Pasture and Stall FEEDiNa.

Our common cattle we leave out in the pasture all summer. I have some steers that

I put out to pasture this spring and they are laying on flesh fast. A good deal depends on

how they are fed before they are sent out. When they are in the stalls during March and

April I would not crowd them too much, but try and keep them in good growing condition.

I top off the steers for market principally with grain. For the last five or six years I have

sold them when they were two years old, and their average weight has been from thirteen

to fourteen hundred. I think I can make more profit by selling them at that age than by

keeping them until they are three years old, as I realize my money sooner and save a year's

interest. You won't make enough on the third year to pay you for keeping them. The

shippers have been very glad to take what I have had to give them at that age. If a calf

comes in October, I can easily run it up at two years of age to 1400 pounds. I am now
speaking of well-bred grades.

Coarse Grains to be Fed, not Sold.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I raise all the coarse grain I use. Of course I have a mill, and

I get the chops from the mill a good deal, but my idea is that a farmer should not sell

any coarse grains that he raises, but feed them all to his stock. By doing that, he will

not only fatten his stock, but keep up the fertility of his farm. I have been in the habit

of buying Indian com for feeding purposes. I have not bought any lately, partly because

we had a very heavy crop of peas last year, and partly because I would not like to give

seven cents a bushel extra for western corn.

Corn versus Peas.

To Mr. Brown.—^The price at which com should be per bushel to pay as a cattle feed

depends on a good many things. If the peas sell at seventy cents, you may be able to sell

your peas and buy corn profitably ; or if the market was high for beef, you could of course

afford to give more for your corn ; but if the market was low, it would not pay to feed

com.
Three Months' Quarantine.

With regard to the importation of fresh cattle, Canada is in a worse fix than any other

country, as we cannot import any cattle from the States or from Great Britain without

leaving them for three months in quarantine, I think the Government are perfectly right

in trying to keep out disease, but I think that there are large stock farms in England from

which cattle could be got free of disease, and there should be men to inspect them and see-

[Mr. Armttronff.]
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that there is no disease in their flocks. I would like to see some means adopted which
would allow us to import fresh blood ; if we do not do so, our herds will deteriorate, or

else we shall have to go into in-and-in breeding.

To Mr. Dyviond.—This quarantine is concurrent with the embargo on American cattle

in England, and that has helped the Canadian shippers to some extent; but the quarantine

must in the long run injure our stock.

Necessary to Import New Blood.

It is necessary to go to England to get the kind of stock which is sometimes required

in this country. We have large breeders in Canada, from whose herds we might replenish

our stock ; but if we have stock which we have imported from the old country, we can sell

at a higher figure than if we take Canadian imported cattle. We have in Canada at the

present time large breeders who have perhaps as fine animals as can be purchased in England

;

but if they know that we cannot go to England to buy, they will put a high price on their

stock. The market in Canada is too contracted for us to depend upon exclusively ; there

is one family that we have not many representatives of in Canada—that is, the Booths.

The Americans have very few, if any, Booths. We cannot even bring in American cattle

in consequence of the three months' quarantine. If you are raising stock simply for

exportation as beef, you can get a very good bull for that purpose in Canada; but a person

who is breeding pure stock must be careful in the selection of his male animal. I think

we should have the largest chance for selection.

Good Steers from First Crosses.

The cattle which I spoke of as weighing twenty hundred pounds were pretty nearly

thoroughbred, and that is why I say that the nearer you get to a thoroughbred in breeding

your crosses the better. Sometimes you will get an animal in the first cross just as good
as you will in the third or fourth cross ; but in having more crosses you get your animal

well stamped, while if you have only one cross you may get a first class animal, but you
may get a very inferior one—no better than a native. Under ordinary circumstances, the

weight of a steer at three years old, bred from a pure-bred buU on a native cow, would be

sixteen hundred pounds. I think you should get a great many good steers for shipment at

that age from the first cross.

Shipping on Cars.

I have shipped a good many on the cars, and I have been told that they got on very

well. Parties have told me that mine, which were stall-fed, were worth $1 a hundred
more than others which were pasture-fed. I have never had any complaints of failure on
the trains or on the ships. If they are very heavy they require a great deal of care. The
cattle taken over this year by Mr. Craig were nearly thoroughbred. For those he bought
from me—I did not feed them long—he gave me $6 and $6.50 a hundred. In the spring

of the year I have generally got about $5. 25 a hundred for the grades. But these high

prices, which I received and mentioned before, were fancy prices for three year old steers

extra fed, and could not be taken as a guide to the farmer in his ordinary business. I
have heard shippers complain a good deal of people putting cattle on the cars and not
feeding them on grain ; they say they do not stand the Toyage well.

Marbled Beep.

With regard to marbled beef, that depends a great deal on the feeder as well as the

breeder of the animal. If a young beast, for instance, losses what is called its calf's

flesh and once gets down, it will never be the same animal again. My idea of feeding is

to keep on feeding from the beginning, and always improving ; in that way you will get b
better quality of flesh in every respect, and instead of fat being all on the outside you
will get the fat and lean mixed or marbled. I think it is more profitable to ship nearly

[Mr. Armstrong.']
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thoroughbred cattle at two years than first crosses on native cows at three years ; I think
it >A)uld pay the average farmer best.

An Unlimited Demand.

About May or June is the time when they take best on the old country market I

can sell all I raise, and that is the experience of all the breeders and feeders in my neigh-

bourhood. If they have good stock, they have no difficulty in selling it ; but shippers will

not buy inferior animals for shipment to Europe, so that men who persist in raising infe-

rior animals are getting a worse and worse market every year.

The Polled Angus Breed.

I have not paid much attention to the polled Angus. But when I was in Britain I

eaw some of them, and they were the finest animals, except the Durhams, that I have
seen. For flesh some of them are superior to the Durham, but not for profit. They do
not seen to me to be on the whole equal to the Durham ; if you cross the two, you vnll

find that the cross between the Durham and the polled Angus will be a better animal

than the polled. The male generally stamps his character on his offspring more than the

female, so that if you put a polled Angus bull on a Durham cow, he has a chance of im-

pressing his character. Some of the best cattle exhibited in the Smithfield market in

London—fat steers—have been crosses between the polled Angus and tlie Durham ; but

I doubt that we could improve our stock in Canada by breeding with a polled Angus bull,

although I have not tried it. The crosses of the polled Angus and the Durham which I

saw in the old country were not black, but mostly always roans. I cannot tell whether

the bull was a polled Angus or a Durham. The polled Angus and the Galloway are per-

fectly distinct breeds j I would prefer the polled Angus to the Galloway. Black cattle

are popular among the butchers in England, and they bring the highest price on the Lon-

don market. Their flesh is supposed to be finer than that of other cattle. I don't knew
that we would get more profit by shipping them than we do by shipping the Durhams.

To Mr. Brovm I don't think we are in a position in Canada to go on for the next

fifty years without importing any fresh blood. I think it is absolutely necessary that we
should go to another country for fresh blood time and again.

The Canadian Herd Book.

To Mr. Dymond.—I register in the Canadian Herd Book. I am not satisfied with

the principle on which it is conducted. I think we should have a new edition of it be-

fore this time, and I think there should be another cross or two added to the animals

reo'istered in it ; I would not admit a male with only four crosses at all. The managers

of the book are raising the price of entering ; we used to pay half a dollar for entering,

now we have to pay 75c.

American Competition.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—If we breed the right kind of cattle in Canada, I think we can

compete with the Americans in the English market. I think we have a climate and feed

in Canada to enable us to successfully compete in raising cattle with any other country.

To Mr. Brown.—I refer specially to quality, although we can have numbers too, if

the farmers go properly into stock raising.

To Mr. Dymond.—I never tried to import American stock for feeding purposes.

There is a complaint about American cattle not being so good as Canadian, because the

American cattle roam at large all the time, and their beef becomes tougher than the beef

of cattle which are fed in the stable. The Americans let their cattle run till they are

three years old, then they put them up and feed them for a little while on nothing but

corn, so that the fat all runs on the outside in lumps, whereas Canadian cattle begin to

feed from their infancy, and keep their flesh regular all their life.

JOHN S. ARMSTRONG.

[Mr. Armstrong.]
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MR. ANDERSON'S EVIDENCE.

SOUTHDOWNS.

James Anderson, of Puslinch, was called and examined.

SoUTHDOWNS THE MoST PeOFITABLE.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I am a breeder of Southdown sheep exclusively at the present

time. I have had both Loicesters and Cotswolds in the past. I have bred Southdowns
for about twenty years—ever since I commenced breeding ; I tried a few Leicesters and
eight or ten Cotswolds for three or four years, but I found the Southdown paid me a
great deal better. They are hardier than either the Cotswolds or the Leicesters. You
can keep three Southdowns or more for every two Cotswolds. T found that the Cotswolds

required a great amount of feeding to keep them in the same condition as the South-
downs. The Leicesters, I thought, were too small—I only had them for two or three

years. I gave both them and the Cotswolds up because I could make more money out of
the Southdowns.

Market for Rams.

Previous to the last two or three years my principal market has been in the
United States ; but now I can sell all the rams I can breed for crossing with long-

wooUed sheep. 1 will give you an instance which occurred in my own neighbourhood.

Mr. Christopher Quarrie bred the Southdowns with Leicester grades, and now he can get-

five cents a pound more for his wool, and he can produce from the cross a fleece of seven
pounds against four and a half pounds from the pure Southdown, That was the advan-
tage of the cross.

Crosses with Leicesters.

I think the cross of a Southdown ram on a grade Leicester ewe would be better

than a cross with Oxford Down rams. The first cross is always the best. The cross-

of a Southdown ram on a grade Leicester or Cotswold ewe would weigh, at two years
old, 80 to 100 pounds ; and if you fed them with grain from the time they were lambed
they would go up to 150 or 160 pounds. It is only very recently since the better class of

wool has got into greater demand. The butchers decidedly prefer Southdown muttoa
to any other, and they want the first cross if they can get it ; I don't know whether they
charge their customers any more for that class of mutton, but I don't think they do. I
have exhibited a good many sheep, and several times I have taken the first prize at the
Provincial shows for lambs.

Southdowns Easily Kept in Winter.

I think the Southdowns are easily kept during the winter ; they are much easier

fed than the Cotswolds, but the Leicesters I could not be so positive about. I prefer

to have my lambs come pretty early, the last of March or sometime before they go
out on the grass. I have found a good sale for ram lambs recently, and I generally sell

them as ram lambs. In former years I used to sell my ewes entirely to people from
the States. I have sold shearling ewes at a very good price. I account for the recently
increased demand in Canada by the opening up of the English market. Medium wool>
has lately been increasing in value.

Hardier than Other Breeds.

To Mr. Brown.—I think the Southdowns are hardier than any other breed. I very
seldom lose any lambs. They use less feed in proportion to their weight than the Cots-

[Mr. Anderson.]
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wolds. I have tried the two breeds together ; the Sodthdowns are not so large propor-

tionately as the Cotswolds, but I think they come to maturity sooner. I have never sold

any for butchering purposes.

Clip of Wool.

Two Cotswolds would produce about eight pounds of wool each—sixteen pounds.

The average price of that would be about 28 cents. Three Southdowns at the same

age would average four and a half pounds of wool each—thirteen and a half pounds.

This would sell at an average of 38 cents. I have never fed my sheep for butchering,

but always sold them for breeding purposes, so that I cannot give an estimate of the

•difference in the value of the mutton of two Cotswolds and three Southdowns. I have

never had any first crosses of Southdown rams with Cotswold ewes, but my ram got

among my neighbour's Cotswold sheep, and he had some crosses whicli turned out to be

mao^nificent. The wool from that cross would be the medium wool which sells on the

market at about three cents a pound less than pure Southdown wool, and the fleece would

weigh from six and a half to seven pounds. Last year 27 cents a pound was obtained for

such wool, when long wool was selling for 18 or 20 cents, and when you take into consid-

eration the larger quantity of wool, it makes a vast dilLrence. I have had no trouble in

getting a good sheep from a small ram crossed with a large ewe. I do not approve of

using ram lambs at all.

Objection to Ram Lambs—Breeding.

To Mr. Dymond.—My objection to using a ram lamb is that it has not come to

maturity. The effect would be seen in the quality of the lambs, not in their numbers.

The Southdowns are the most prolific sheep in this way, they are the hardiest, and you

hardly ever lose a lamb; besides they generally haye twins. I don't think the Cotswolds

as a rule have twins. I think feeding at the time of conception has an effect. I am told

that if ewes are served when they are feeding on rape, they are almost sure to have twins.

If the ewe is well fed, her having twins does not diminish the size of the lambs ; but she

must be well fed. Mr. Stone said that the Southdowns do better than the Cotswolds

on high stony land ; but my land is generally low and flat ; they seem to do well

on almost any kind of land. I have not crossed the Leicesters with the Southdowns.

Goitre among Sheep.

I have never had any diseases among my sheep. My neighbour. Colonel Saunders (he is

dead now), could not keep sheep, because of their getting goitre in the neck. I have never

had any trouble in that way. His sheep were Cotswolds, and there may be a greater

tendency to disease in one breed than in another ; but I think the cause of the goitre in

Colonel Saunders' sheep was the water. He had not got a good supply of water ; he had

to pump all the water he used. He did not try any of my sheep upon his farm, I

have not tried the Oxford Down. I had as many as fifty or sixty sh(3ep in one flock.

One ram will serve that many perfectly well. In the old country we used to serve sixty

or seventy with one ram.

Sheep more Profitable than Cattlb.

I have never gone much into thoroughbred cattle. I tried a few when I started

first: but I consider that sheep are a great deal more profitable than cattle, and they

keep the land clean and their manure is very valuable. I have not gone into figures to

ascertain that, but I go by general results. Sheep come more quickly to maturity, and

you can increase your stock much more quickly. You can ke(-p about five or six

Southdowns to one steer or cow on the farm. 1 know that you can pasture six sheep

more easily tlian one cow or steer, and sheep are as easily wintered as cattle.

To Mr. Brown.—I do not give breeding ewes any grain in winter till after they lamb.

[J/r. Anderson
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Watering—Salt—Tick.

To Mr. Dymond.—In winter time I allowr my sheep to get out every fine day. I

"keep the rams by themselves, and the breeding ewes by themselves. They all have

free access to water, and I believe that is a great thing in keeping sheep. I keep

rock salt before them all the time, in the fields and everywhere else; they are very

fond of salt.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—Some of the sheep, if they get poor in the spring, are subject to

ticks. I have used McDougall's sheep dip to destroy the ticks ; it is a very valuable pre-

paration. 1 used Miller's dip, but it is not so good. There is a good deal of carbolic acid

in McDougall's dip, and if I rub the legs of the sheep with it it keeps all the flies oE

Best Sheep for Crossing on Common Stock.

To Mr. Brown.—I have attended a good many sales, and I think the Southdown
shearling always brings as good a price or better than the Cotswold. The Southdown is

decidedly the best sheep for crossing on the common stock of the country for producing

good mutton and good animals for the European market.

Berkshire and Essex Figs.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—'1 consider it profitable to raise pigs in this country for breed-

ing purposes, but not for butchering. I have used the smaller breeds—Berkshires and
Essex, and Mr. Brown's breed, the Windsor. In winter, when feeding pigs for family

use, I always cook the feed. I raise entirely for family use ; I have not sold a pig on the

market for eight years. I sold a few when they were about $8 a hundred. A good

breeding sow can generally have two litters in the year—one early in the spring, and
another in the fall. I have had both Berkshires and Essexes until recently, when I have
given my whole attention to the Essexes. I think they are more prodtable, for the

amount of feed consumed, and come earlier to maturity. I can generally sell all I can

spare. Prices are not so high as they were. I used to sell to the United States people

a good deal, but lately Canada has been my chief market. I give the preference to the

Essex for early maturity. If I were selling on the market, the Berkshire might be more
profitable, but for family use I think the Essex is more profitable.

To Mr. Brown.—I find the Essex to be as hardy and prolific as the Berkshire. I

sent a sow to the exhibition here last year suckling thirteen pigs. I think a well-bred

Essex will have less oflfal than a Berkshire. They are getting heavier than they used to

be. Their bone seems finer, and the quality of their meat is, I think, superior to that of

the Berkshire. I have stuck to the Essex now entirely for two or three years. I have
not used the Essex to improve any other breed. When I had both Berkshires and
Essexes 1 crossed the two breeds, and got a splendid cross. There are dozens of my
neighbours bringing their Berkshire sows to my Essex boar, and they prefer the first

cross to the pure-bred animal for feeding purposes.
To Mr. Dymond.—I don't think pork raising has been profitable in Canada during

the last few years, when the price of grain is taken into consideration. I think our
coarse grains can be better applied than feeding them to hogs. We cannot compete with
the large corn growing regions of the west in that respect.

JAMES ANDERSON.

{ifr. Anderson.'\
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MR. WATT'S EVIDENCE.

Shorthorns—Cotsvvolds.

John Watt, of the firm of J. & W. Watt, Salem, -was called and examined.

To Mr. Brown.—I have been abi-eeder of pure-bred Shorthorns for twelve or fifteen/

years. We have never imported any ourselves. In choosing animals we always looked

for the best quality, fine boned, heavy fleshed animals, and good milkers where we could

get them. We have bought these wherever we could get them to suit ; we brought over a
bull and five females from New York. lu the selection of animals I have paid attention

both to points and pedigree ; we wanted good pedigree, but we must also have the points.

I would not take an inferior animal with a pedigree, or a good animal with an inferior

pedigree.

Booth and Bates Crosses.

I think the two families of Shorthorns—the Booths and the Bates—should be-

crossed to produce the best animal. The Booths are generally reckoned to be heavier

flashers, and the Bates are generally reckoned to have more style and to be better milkers.

I have tried to obtain both good milkers and good fatteners, but I would rather have a

fattening animal than a milker. We have got some very good milkers ; those we brought
from the States were extra milkers. We have been very successful in respect of having
sure breeders, but we sometimes have had to use young bulls. We find that when a bull

becomes three years old he won't catch so surely We have been feeding steers for a long

time ; but since we have gone into the breeding more largely we have not fed very many.
Sometimes we feed about ten or a dozen, but formerly we used to feed about twice that

number.

Feeding Steers for Market.

Like Mr. Armstrong, we have been turning out our steers at two years or two
years and a half old ; I am an advocate of early maturing. The average weight of these

cattle has been thirteen or fourteen hundred pounds. The reason we get them out at that

age is that we do not think it pays to keep them longer. We have sold a pure-bred fat-

tened animal at three years old for $300. We did not know her weight, but it was about

2,000, or perhaps not quite so much. In the same year we sold one grade about fifteen or

sixteen months old and weighing ten hundred, and we got $50 for her. Animals that milk

well do not generally take on flesh so well as those that milk lightly, although we havfr

some that take on flesh very well after their milk dries up.

Second or Third Crosses Best.

Most of our animals are second or third crosses ; I prefer them to the first cross.

You can get a first cross sometimes to do well, but, as a general rule, a first cross is not

o sure as a second or third.

Management op Calves—Farm Stock,

During the first summer, we generally let the calves suck, and during the next winter

we feed a little bran, meal, cut turnips, and hay, and let them run in the boxes loose, and go

with the cows at all times. We generally let the young calves dig the turnips, but cut

them for the yearlings with hay and straw. In the second year the turnips need to be cut,

and then we begin to feed about a gallon of meal twice a day—that is, two gallons a day,

and perhaps feed a little heavier towards the spring. At present we have about 30 pure-

bred animals. Our farm is 220 acres. We follow mixed farming as a whole. We have:

[Mr. Watt.]
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beon able, generally, to keep between 40 and 50 head of cattle altogether from th(?

produce of our own farm. We also keep about 40 or 50 head of sheep. Our stock of

cattle includes pure-bred cattle and grades, I believe in growing roots for feeding pur-

poses ; I do not believe we could get on without them. We have not more than 18S
acres of cultivated land, and 14 acres are planted with roots.

Fall Calves.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I prefer to have my calves come in the latter end of the year

—

from November to January; and the steers which I speak of as being two years old, I

mean the steers that are ready in the next spring after they are two years old. During
the last two years we have had a great demand for good bulls. I think the European
market has had the effect of causing farmers to pay more attention to the improvement
of their stock. We usually sell our bulls to Canadian farmers ; but latterly a number to

Nova Scotia. We have never any difficulty in selling them. I have calculated that

about ten years ago it cost about $2.50 a week or $10 a month to feed steers. We
used to buy corn for feeding purposes, but during the last two years we could not touch
it, owing to the duty.

Cattle Feed.

To Mr. Dymond.—We can buy peas at present cheaper than we can buy com. In
the beginning of 1878 we could buy corn at from 47 to 50 cents ; at present we cannot
get it under about 58 cents, and we can buy the very best peas at 60 cents. In 1878 the
peas were about the same price. The present price of the corn is so nearly equal to the
price of peas that it is not worth while to buy it for feeding purposes, as a bushel of cora
won't feed so well as a bushel of peas. I should say that it would take more than 125
bushels of corn to equal 100 bushels of peas for feeding purposes. If com could be
bought for 47 or 50 cents, I think it would be profitable to use it as against peas at
60 cents. The corn I used was imported Western corn. I did not buy any in Canada,

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I give the cattle about a bushel of roots a day during the winter.
When I stall-feed them, I commence with straw and chaff, and turn to hay when they
have been in for a month or six weeks. I continue to give about the same quantity of
roots right along. I commence with about two gallons of meal, and work up to probably
two gallons and a half at the last.

Cost op Fattening a Steer.

To Mr. Dymond.—When I spoke of it costing about $2.50 a week for fattening »
steei', I was referring to an animal two years old ; that would be the cost during the last

six months of its life. We generally put them in in the fall, and keep them in till Easter»
The cost for the whole time would be about $60, 1 should think. I think it would pay to buy
steers in the fall for $35 or $40 and fatten them till the spring. In April they would
realize five and a half cents a pound to the shipper, and might weigh 1,400 pounds. My
calculation of the cost is based on the idea that you would have to buy all your feed; but
the cost would not be so great if you were feeding from what you raised at home, as by
keeping cattle we are enabled to use up a quantity of material for which we might not
be able to get a market—and then we are improving the farm also. So that if you do not
get a profit in one way, you do in another. My calculation is also based on the idea tL..t

hay is worth .$15 a ton; at present it is worth only from $7.00 to $6.00 a ton; and the
cost of hay would be an important item. The price of peas remains about the same—60
or 65 cents. Turnips we used to put on the cars for the United States at ten cents a bushel j

this year they are shipped for six cents. I have estimated the feed in this calculation
at top market prices.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I have never calculated the cost per acre of raising turnips

;

with reference to hay and turnipg, in addition to the cost of raising them, I would have to

calculate tlxs labour of bringing them to market. I have seen hay sold in the bam at $2.50

[iV Walt]
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a ton. My calculation of the costof feeding is what it cost when I was feeding some time

ago. I have seen it cost $15 a month to feed cattle. I could not give the present cost of

feeding, but it would be considerably less last year. We do not feed on the same

principle now, but generally feed some of our own material. We have bought animals

from Canadian breeders. I think there are just as good animals to be got in Canada as

there are to be imported, but I generally buy from imported stock, and I believe in con-

tinued importation. I agree with Mr. Armstrong that it is more advantageous to export

animals to England at from two years to two and a half old, and that they should be as

nearly thoroughbred as possible.

Price op Bulls.

We have been getting from $100 to $200 for bulls twelve or fifteen months old. I do

not think a bull three years of age is so sure as a younger bull, although it depends very much
on circumstances whether a three-year old bull is useful or not. I think 60 or 70 cows are

plenty for one bull during the season. If he is not used more than that, he should last

until he is six or seven years old, without losing any of his prepotency.

Farm Management.

To Mr. Brown.—My farm is a clay loam. It is at present in pretty good condition.

I have been able to improve it without the use of artificial manure, I have never used

superphosphates. I have used plaster, but I have not used any for the last three years.

I have used salt for turnips. I do not think we could keep up the fertility of the farm

without growing turnips. They are a hard crop on the land, but they return very much.

We generally plough down all the tops, and 1 think in that way the turnips give back to

the laud about as much as they take oflf.

CoTswoLD Sheep.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—The only sheep we breed at present are Cotswolds. We used to

keep Southdowns, but we gave them up because we thought the Cotswolds were more pro-

fitable. Our market for them is generally about home. We have also sold to go to Col-

orado and Illinois. We sell most of our ram lambs for breeding. We realize from $10

to $15 for them. We could not get the farmers to appreciate Southdowns, but I think

they are now getting more into vogue. I think the Cotswold is calculated to improve the

common stock of the country. I keep about 26 ewes. I have had no experience with

any other breed besides the Cotswold and the Southdown.

To Mr. Dymond.—I think the Cotswolds improve the weight of the fleece, and they

give a large carcass, but they do not come to maturity so quickly as other breeds,

and their mutton is not so fine as that of the Southdown. There has been a change

recently in the demand for wool, but the fleece of the Cotswold will still bring more than

the fleece of the Southdown. I have not made any calculation of the relative cost of

keeping a Cotswold and a Southdown. The Cotswold ewes are very good nurses.

They are not so prolific, however, as the Southdowns. We think we are doing very well

if we raise on the average about one lamb and a half to each ewe. We have done that

during the last two years. I think we could raise more from Southdowns.

To Mr. Whilclaw.—I think we average between seven and eight pounds of fleece

this year.

JOHN WATT.

fi/r. Watt.}
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MR. PARKINSON'S EVIDENCE.

LkICESTERS—SOUTHDOWNS.

Lazarus Parkinson, of Eramosa, was called and examined.

Merits of the Leicester,

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I have been for about thirty years a breeder of Leicester sheep.

1 have had more experience with the Leicesters than with any other breed. They are a
sheep possessed of good feeding qualities, early maturity, and the power of transmitting

their character, that is, of breeding true to their kind.

Varieties op Leicesters.

I wish to explain myself here. I think there are varieties in the breed of

Leicesters as there are in the Durhams and other classes of thorouglibred stock. The
small fine Leicester, which some people call the Bakewell, has been bred in and
in with the object of obtaining fineness of quality, but it is too tender and too

small a sheep for this country. But the Yorkshire Leicesters, for instance, in which
breeders have largely retained the quality and symmetry of the Bakewells, and
also their feeding qualities, early maturity, and an increased fleece of wool, are the

class of Leicester sheep which I consider adapted to this country. The fine English

Leicester is a good symmetrical sheep, but it is too small and tender to be a profitable

sheep for this country. The same qualities which have been obtained to some extent by
improving the Yorkshire Leicesters are found in the Border Leicesters, only perhaps the

Border Leicester does not hold its wool so well or carry so heavy a fleece as the Yorkshire

Leicester ; but they are both good mutton sheep, both come to a good size, and both are as

hardy as any other long-woolled sheep, and they are as free from disease as the Cotswolds

or the Lincolns, or any other long-woolled breed. The Yorkshire and the Border Leices-

ters are about equal in size, and there is very little difierence between them and the im-

proved Lincoln, which has been improved by the use of Leicester blood—so much so

that a few years ago when Professor Buckland was in England and was reporting for the

press what he saw there, he testified that the difference between the improved Lincoln

and the Leicester was so small as hardly to be distinguished ; and according to Youatt's

testimony, all the long-woolled sheep in England owe their improvement to the Bakewell
Leicester.

Lincoln Blood.—Breeding.

I think there is something of Lincoln blood in both the Yorkshire and the

Border Leicesters ; I think they owe their size to the Lincoln. A man in breeding has

certain objects that he aims at, and where he has material enough to select from, he

is able in the course of a number of years, even by breeding from the same originf.l

flock, to produce quite a distinct character. Youatt gives an instance of two men who,

there was no doubt, both bred from the Bakewell stock ; one aimed at getting large size

and a full fleece, and the other aimed at symmetry, which is generally accompanied by a

small animal. Neither had any out crosses, and each succeeded in giving the character

to his flock which he aimed at, although there could be no doubt that they both had come

from the Bakewell stock. The Bakewell sheep are a tender sheep, not very prolific, and

their lambs are delicate and small. I have not had much experience in crossing the

Leicesters on the common sheep of the country, but some of the farmers around me have

been trying them. One man, for instance, had been using Cotswold rams, and some years

ago said that when he wanted to kill a shearling wether of that breed for the men who
were working for him in the harvest it was not in a fit condition. He wanted to have
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them always rpady ; but this year he had none that were fit to kilL I don't think he has-

used a Cotswold ram since, and he is a man who considers pretty well the profits-

and the advantage ot anything he gwes into.

Use of Leicester Kams.

From the limited observation I have had, I would give my opinion that so far

as this region of country and the counties north and west of us are concerned, the

common farmers of the country employ more rams of the Leicester and Lincoln breeds

than they do of any other long-woolled sheep, and I think they do this after having given

the others a fair test. I don't think the Cotswolds occupy the same position in the esti*

mation of the farmers of this country that they did a few years ago.

Improvement op Cotswolds.

The great demand for Cotswold sheep has been from the United States. The Cotswold

sheep have been much improved lately. What have been imported in recent years are

far superior to what were formerly imported. They are better woolled sheep, and have

finer quality ; but from my observation of the Cotswolds—I may be mistaken, but I have

no prejudice against them—the produce of the Cotswold thoroughbreds are not so uniform

in character as the produce of well-bred Leicesters. Both flocks being thoroughbred,

there would be more inferior lambs in a Cotswold than in a Leicester flock.

Early Maturity op Leicesters.

The former also require a longer time to come to maturity, and they will not be

80 finished at the end of a year or a year and a half as the Leicesters. The Leices-

ters are ready to kill at any age. A third cross Leicester wether should be got at a

good weight for the European market at a year and a half old ; at a year old I think it

should weigh 140 or 150 pounds. Of course that is when the wool is on. Two years ago

I had four wether lambs—grades pretty well bred—that I bought. Sometime in the

month of February I sold these lambs, along with six ewe lambs, for $74 ; that is, I got

$8.00 apiece for the wether lambs, and $7.00 a piece for the ewes. They were about

eleven months old.

Fifteen Ewes to a 100-acre Farm.

A man with a 100- acre farm could not afford to have more than fifteen or twenty

acres of permanent pasture. He could not keep more than fifteen ewes in addition

to his other stock on that much land ; I don't think perhaps that the average would

be more than twelve ewes to the lOO acres. A farmer with twelve ewes would do

very well if he would raise from fifteen to eighteen lambs a year. It would not do to keep

them till they are two years old, because that would make the flock too large for the pasture.

So long as the market remains as it is at present, I think the ordinary farmer is consulting

his own interest and profit by selling his lambs sometime between the ages of three or four

months and a year old. If he has his lambs come very early and wishes to dispose of some

of them as early lambs, it is souu^times an advantage for him to do so. If he has kept

them until the winter it would be perhaps an advantage to feed them until there was a

demand for them in March or April. A growing animal, whether it is a calf or a lamb,

will increase in weight faster when it is young on the consumption of the same amount of

food than it will when it comes nearer to maturity. Some lambs will gain a pound a day,

A Scotchman who had fed cattle in the ohl country told me that they considered there

that an ox which when feeding gained a pound a day was doing well. If a lamb can be made
to gain a pound a day, how much less food does it require to make a lamb gain that pound
than it does a mature ox ?

[3fr. Parkinson.']
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The Oxford Downs.

I think if the Oxford Downs were raised in this country they would command
and deserve a higher price than the sheep that are at present shipped to the old country

;

but whether the difference in the price obtained would be enough to make it a
paying object I cannot say. I have had no experience with them—the breed is only

a recently introduced breed—and I do not know whether they possess prepotency

enough to impress their characteristics on their offspring with a reasonable degree of cer-

tainty. It requires a really thoroughbred animal to do this.

Selling their Coarse Grains.

If an ordinary farmer made preparations, he could afford to keep his lambs longer

than the fall. A great many farmers sell all their coarse grains, and then they have to sell

their lambs, and they will be compelled to do it, so long as they continue the same system.

If they would keep their coarse-grains and turnips on the farm, and feed them to their

stock, they would not only gain by their stock, but in the manure which they would have
to keep up the fertility of the soiL

Wintering Sheep.

In the winter I prefer keeping my sheep in open sheds, with a yard fenced closely-

enough to protect them from the wind ; in this way they can have plenty of exercise wher&
the air is always pure. There is no class of stock that is more sensitive to foul air than
sheep, and if they are confined in close pens during the night you will jfind a bad odour
arising from them in the morning. Besides, if sheep are shut up so that they sweat and
get their wool damp, and they are then let out with this dampness on their wool, they are
very likely to take cold ; but as long as you keep their wool dry and protect them from'

the wind they wiU stand the cold weather very well. On calm nights in winter I have
found my sheep outside in the open yard where they preferred to be rather than in the
shed. I am more a breeder of sheep to sell to the farmers than a feeder. I have princi-

pally bred for breeding purposes.

Sales to the States.

My sales of rams have been made principally to farmers in Ontario, Quebec, Nova
Scotia, and New Brunswick ; I have also sold some to go to Oregon, Washington Terri-

tory, California, Michigan, Illinois, Ohio, and New York. I have sold more rams in.

Canada than in the United States. I do not approve of breeding from a ram lamb, except
with a limited number of ewes. I prefer breeding from a pure bred Leicester or im
proved Lincoln in all cases.

Yorkshire and Border Leicesters.

To Mr. Brown.—My Leicesters are more of the stamp of the Yorkshire Leicester
than anything else; some of my lambs and shearlings have something of the Border
Leicester in them. There is some difference between the Yorkshire Leicester and the
Border Leicester, but whether the difference has been caused by the breeders or not, I do.

not know. The Yorkshire Leicesters are darker coloured on the head than the Border
Leicesters ; they are shorter in the neck, and they are hotter filled up in what we call

the collar, that is, where the neck joins the shoulder, and the neck never rises so far above
the body as it does in the Border Leicester ; the neck is more on a line with the bacL
The"Yorkshire Leicester is also, I think, a little fuller or more sprung in the fore ribs. Its
fore legs should stand wide apart, and it should grow the wool nearly down to the knee.
While the wool of the Yorkshire Leicesters is not so thick set they carry it closer up
about their neck, and more underneath than the Border Leicesters. I think it is a good

[Mr. Pm'kiiuo^x.l
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many generations since the Lincoln has improved the Leicester. I think they employ
the improved Lincoln to some extent yet in Yorkshire, but not directly. Their object ia

•doing that is to impart vigour, and to keep up the size and weight of the fleece,

Leicester Cbosses on Common Stock.

A cross of a Leicester ram and a common Canadian ewe would not bring, perhaps, so

liigh a price as a wether from any of the Down breeds, but I am satisfied that if well-bred

rams from Leicester sires were made into wethers, and kept until they are a year and a half

old, they would find a ready sale in the British market. They would have a heavier weight
at that age than any of the Downs, unless perhaps the Oxford Down. From what I have
seen and read of the Oxford Downs, some of them come to pretty heavy weights. In either

cattle or sheep, if you want to breed good healthy animals, the male animal must be pretty

well matured. A lamb coming early, and being of a breed that matures early, would, I

think be a safer animal to breed from, to a limited number of ewes, than one which does

not mature so early ; and I am satisfied of this, both as regards cattle and sheep, that

male animals that are overwrought, or that have too much service to do, will not get

stock of equal quality with what they will get if they serve in moderation.

NuMBEE OF Lambs Peoduced.

I have a record of the number of lambs produced by my flock each year for the last five

years. It is as follows: From 20 ewes in 1876, 36 lambs; from 20 e-vcs in 1877, 33 lambs
;

from 23 ewes in 1878, 31 lambs; from 22 ewes in 1879,30 lambs; and from 20 ewes in 1880,

28 lambs ; making a total of 105 ewes and 158 lambs. That is fully one lamb and a half

to each ewe, and these are the actual figures of the lambs I raised during the past five

years. I have had no trouble in the way of diseases in my flock.

Leicestees True Breeders.

When I say that the Leicesters are true breeders, I mean that they reproduce them-

selves from the original type in every respect; they breed after their kind, and there are

fewer inferioranimals among them than among other breeds, although there will occasionally

be a comparatively small lamb. But as a general rule they are more uniform than some
other breeds. In speaking of the Leicester sheep and their adaptability to this country,

I do not suppose that they are fit for a mountainous region where the pasture is thin,

and where they wculd have to travel over a long distance to obtain their sustenance
;

but they will thrive where the soil is moderately good and will produce a fair pasture,

and where they can obtain their supply of food without too much labour and trouble.

Leicester Wool.

The reason why Leicesters do not keep up their wool so well as some other

\)reeds, I think, is this, that mutton sheep are valued more highly in the old country

than here, and it is generally found, by sheep men, that a sheep carrying a com-

paratively fine and light fleece will fatten faster than a sheep carrying a coarser

and heavier fleece, and as there is more difierence in th'^ old country between the

prices of wool and mutton than in this country, they have not regarded the loss of a

little wool as being an offset to a sheep that would fatten quickly and come early to

maturity. I think that the improvement in the Leicesters has been largely owing to tho

breeders pursuing a different object from what was followed immediately after Bakewcll's

time. Bakewcll, who originated the Leicester breed of sheep in the middle of the last

century, attempted to get a sheep that would mature early, \vithout regard to sizo or to

the weight of fleece, and breeders afterwards sought to obtain greater size, and, 1 tLinIr,

-used the Lincoln in doing so.

[J/r. rarkinson.]
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Origin op Border Leicesters.

To Mr. Dymond.—There is a difference in regard to style of countenance, fleece, and
formation of the neck, between the Border Leicester and the Bakewell. The origin of the

Border Leicester is a matter of record, but the record is disputed. There was something

in the Mark Lane Express a few years ago about the Border Leicesters, and a writer,

reviewing them last year as they were exhibited at the Boyal Show, said, that looking

over the Border Leicesters and the Lincolns, as they were standing together, he saw a
great deal of similarity in them. One of the reporters of the Royal Show, also, writing

for one of the papers, and in speaking in favour of Border sheep, expressed the opinion

that they had some Cheviot in their composition. From what little I have seen of the

Border Leicesters in this country, I think they have the power of perpetuating their kind.

They have all the characteristics of a well-established breed. Bakewell improved his

sheep by selection, but it is not known how he did it. Breeders, by seeking to obtain

different qualities, and by selecting their ewes and rams with that view, might produce in

the course of generations, two different types from the same original stock, and that might
account for all the difference between the Border Leicesters and the Bakewell Leicesters.

7'o Mr. Whitelaw.—I think the Yorkshire Leicester is more similar to the improved
Lincoln than the Border Leicester.

Keeping Breeding Ewes in Winter.

In keeping my breeding ewes in winter I feed them with pea-straw in racks, and
alternate this with hay. At first I give them a good deal of pea-straw, and give them a
feed of hay perhaps three times a week, because they will eat hay better after they have
had pea-straw a while, and will take to the pea-straw better after they have had hay a
whUe. In addition to the pea-straw I feed breeding ewes turnips once a day—about
two bushels of turnips to twenty ewes ; and in addition to that I give them once a day a
small feed of grain—not a pint each,—with a little chopped stuff and bran. After
they have lambed I give them more turnips—twice or three times a day—and all the
clover hay they will eat ; and in addition to that I boil some oats and flaxseed and rnjy
it with cut hay, bran and chopped stuff, and give them two feeds of this a day.

Clip op Wool.

About two years ago my flock averaged a little over eight pounds of wool to the
fleece ; last year the average was between seven and eight pounds. If I made wethers of
my ram lambs, and had as many shearlings as I had breeding ewes, it would increase the
arerage weight of the wool, because shearlings—the lambs that come early, in the latter
end of February or March—have more than a year's growth of wool, and being well fed,
their wool keeps on growing. I don't think the wool of breeding ewes, after they have
lambed, increases in weight, while the wool of young sheep does increase in weight. I
have had shearlings that would average between eight and ten pounds a fleece. Between
seven and eight pounds would be a general average.

Effect of Turnips as Feed.

I have seen some bad results of feeding turnips to ewes, when they get heavy with
lamb, in too large quantities. I have seen them lie down and show an indication as
though they were going to invert the womb. Good, sound, sweet turnips, when cut up
for them, they will eat very readily, but it is not well for them to get all that they would
eatk

A Herd of Shorthorns.

I have been a breeder of fullbred Durhams to some extent. Several years ago I
had about twenty head of thoroughbred cattle, but a year or two after the New York

\Mr. Parki7ison.'\
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Mills sale, I sold out the greater part of my thoroughbred stock. I have now six

thoroughbreds, all pedigree animals. I keep a private record of the pedigrees of mv
grades for my own benefit, and have not entered them in the Canadian Herd Book. I

have grades with seven or eight crosses that were never recorded at all ; an animal
with seven crosses is about equal to a thoroughbred. A year or two ago Mr. George
Coughlan bought one of my thoroughbred heifers for an American gentleman from
New York State. I was feeding her for a fat beast, and he wanted me to have her

entered. I had the record in my book, and I had no trouble in getting a certificate

and sending it over to him ; but any tliat I keep for myself I do not enter. If any
person wants to buy one of my animals, and will give a better price for it if its pedi-

gree is entered, I will then have it entered, but otherwise it would hardly pay me to do
so. My bull calves I have not sold to my neighbours, but I have sold some vo Agricul-

tural Societi(^s in the county of Kent, and to farmers in several other counties in Ontario.

I cannot say tliat I get such prices as Mr. Hunter obtains ; I think I could sell a good
bull calf for $100, and it will pay me better to sell bull calves at that rate than to raise-

them and sell them as steers for beef.

To Mr. Dijmond. —A male animal with seven crosses ought to be good for breedings,

when an animal with four crosses is admitted into the Herd Book as thoroughbred. I have
never used any of them as bulls for breeding purposes, and whether they would have the

same power as a thoroughbred I could not say. It would be a very difficult matter to

express an opinion upon, because even all male thoroughbreds are not equally good stock-

getters. You would have to try a considerable number before you could come to a right

conclusion. The bulls which I have sold to the Agricultural Societies have been for the use

of their members. I think that practice is followed to some extent in the west, and in

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I let the calves follow the cow throughout the summer. I feed'

the bull calves a little extra during the winter. They are sold sometimes between January
and the first of April. I have never tried any other breeds of cattle as thoroughbreds

besides the Durhams. A good many years ago my father got a thoroughbred Devon bull

from the stock of what used to be called Gentleman Jackson, and we used that bull for

some time on Canadian and grade cattle. I don't think there were many Durhams to be

got in the country at that time. I do not consider the Devons equal to the Durhams.

Feeding Cattle for Market.

I have fed cattle for market to some extent. This year I fed six, and sold them to Mr.

Craig, to ship to the old country, for $5.75 a hundred. Four of the cattle were of my
own raising, the other two I bought. The latter were grades, got by a bull bred by the

Honourable Mr. Christie, and they were very good animals. They were three years old,

or a little over, when I sold them. Most of them were heifers. 1 cannot tell exactly

what they weighed, but one of the three year old animals on the first of January weighed

1,580 pounds; the heifers, I should think, weighed something like 1,300 pounds, and the

steers, I suppose, about 1,600 pounds. I got $5.75 a hundred for the lot, that would be

about $92 for each animal.

Stall Feeding.

In stall feeding I put them up in the second week or in the middle of November,
and they are stall-fed about six months. I do not pursue a regular system of soiling,

but in our normal seasons, when we have dry weather during the greater part of July

and August and our pastures get poor, I raise some fodder corn, and after the pasturo

gives out I feed the cattle on that. To prevent the pasture getting too short I have

been in the habit of growing rape, and of turning the cattle into that in good time,

and they will increase upon it fully as fast as upon the regular pasture, especially if

they are fed good, bright oat-straw or hay in connection with it. The rape lasts them

until it is time to shut them in for the winter. If I am preparing them for the Europeau-
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tnarket I stall-feed them about six months in the year. When I commence stall-feeding

I give them oat-straw once a day, hay once a day, meal twice a day, and turnips, I think,

three times a day. In years when corn was cheap, or when we had a drouth, so that our

crop of oats and peas was short, I have bought corn and bran to a limited extent. If

corn was as cheap as it used to be I would sell some peas and oats and buy corn—not

that I consider that corn alone is better or as good feed as peas alone, but I think that

<5orn and oats and peas ground together are a better feed than any one of them alone,

because there is more fattening quality in the corn and more of the properties of muscle

in the peas. If corn was down to about 45 or 46 cents, I would buy it to mix it in that

-way.

Keeping up the Farm.

If a farmer wants to keep up the quality of his farm he must feed his coarse grains.

"Without going into figures, or making any calculation, I can say this : that, in our neigh-

bourhood, all the men who have raised turnips and fed their coarse grains and hay on their

farms, and have occasionally bought a little bran and other kinds of food, have done well.

I don't think any of these men have got mortgages on their farms, but some of them have
got mortgages on other people's farms. I want to say this also : an idea has got abroad

that so much of the land in Ontario is so badly farmed that it has become much exhausted

and run down. I think that is true in reference to a large proportion of the land. People

who sell their hay and coarse grains, and who do not properly cultivate their land, have
their farms in a pretty bad state, and between the wild mustard, Canada thistles, and
other weeds, have their farms pretty full of flowers at this season of the year. But those

who have raised cattle and sheep and hogs, and in that way consume their coarse grains,

and apply all the manure they can to their lands, have farms which, in my opinion, will

grow now as good crops as they did twenty-five or thirty years ago, all other conditions

being equal.

Fertilizers—Plaster—Salt—Barn-yard Manure.

With regard to commercial fertilizers, I have used none to any extent, except

plaster and salt. In connection with these fertilizers, there is one point which I have
not seen much enlarged upon in our works in agricultural chemistry. Suppose it were
possible to obtain a manure that would restore to the land all the elements of fer-

tility that are necessary to the production of a crop ; if that manure failed to have a
mechanical efifect upon the soil, it would comparatively fail in its end. One grea^ advan-

tage in our barn-yard manure is that it not only brings to the soil the fertile elements

necessary to produce a crop, but it has a mechanical effect in keeping the soil open and
porous, so that the air and the gases, and the other influences that come from the atmos-

phere, can enter into the soil, and the moisture from below can ascend up through it.

There is many a field of fall wheat that is comparatively a failure which, if it had had a
few loads of manure put upon it last fall, middling near the surface, would have been
saved from winter killing and would have produced a good average crop of wheat. I think

barn-yard manure is our great reliance.

Insect Pests.

To Mr. Dymond.—We have more trouble from insects in Ontario at present than
we had formerly—I mean insects peculiar to a certain class of grain. I consider the

yellowness of the spring wheat, and its breaking down, to be largely due to its being

preyed upon by the Hessian fly. And very few of us know the extent to which we lose

in the head of the wheat in consequence of the midge. It may look fair enough in the

field, but when you put it through the screen there is a great deal of the grain that is

injured by not coming to the right size, and if you look at the heads, you will find many
places where the kernels are wanting altogether.

[J/r. Parkinson.\
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Green Fodder—Clearings.

To Mr. Brown.—I have found it a decided advantage to grow green fodder crops to
assist when pastures ai-e dry, even if I give the fodder to the cattle in the fields. A
question which you have asked has been as to the effect of clearing away the woods on the
fall wheat. In one aspect it has been an injury, and in several others it has been a benefit.

I remember distinctly that when we first settled in [the woods, there was hardly any
article that would fetch cash but fall wheat. It was not then thought that spring wheat
could be shipped to the old country, and we tried to grow fall wheat. It was the old red
cuffed kind which we raised. Then, when the woods were standing, it did not dry up so
quickly as it does now, and the dampness remaining on it caused it so frequently to rust
that we had to give up growing it ; and if the weather was wet in harvest it was very
likely to be injured by sprouting. Another injury which we escape now is late summer
frosts, which were more frequent when the woods covered the country than they are now.
I have known fall wheat to be often injured by these summer frosts. On the other hand,
the injury done by clearing is that it causes the snow to drift in the winter and leave the
fields bare, so that the ground freezes to a considerable depth. When the frost gets deep
into the ground, and it causes the water in the spring to remain on the surface, this water
freezes at night and thaws in the day, and this alternate thawing and freezing does a
great injury to the wheat; it makes the surface of the ground almost like mortar, and
when the air is driven out of the soil, it binds and cracks so that hardly anything can grow
on it, unless it has some manure to -keep it open.

First Crosses.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—The first cross from a thoroughbred Durham bull and a common
cow may sometimes be a good feeding steer, and of a good size ; but to say that a first

cross as a general rule is equal to more advanced crosses I think is not correct. For a

grade that has six or seven crosses in it breeds more like a thoroughbred. The further

advanced you are towards the thoroughbred the greater security you will have of obtain-

ing animals of uniformly good quality—that is, by continuing to use none but thorough-

bred male animals.

Selection op Breeding Heifers.

I think the most profitable course for the general farmer to pursue for raising

cattle for export purposes is to breed from thoroughbred bulls only, and to select

the heifers produced by these bulls for breeders. In some seasons I have had some diffi-

culty in getting my cows to breed ; I think that is sometimes owing to the season, and
sometimes to the male animal having been overworked. My store cattle are composed of

yearlings, and those coming two years old, and breeding cows.

Feeding Stock.

The cows get rather less than a bushel of turnips a day, divided into two feeds, and when
we are threshing we save all the wheat-chaff and the oat-chaff for them. At noon we give

them something like a bushel of chaff; and all our store cattle, whether milking or not, get

about a quart of chopped stuff every day on their chaff. We generally have them calve in

the latter end of February or March, and then we commence giving them hay perhaps once

a day and straw once a day, and towards the latter end of the winter they get hay altogether,

with chopped stuff and turnips. With reference to the effect of turnips upon the soil, 1 think

they take the vegetable mould out of the soil considerably and make it inclined to bind,

but I don't see how we can do without turnips. I consider grass the natural food of stock
;

there is a certain amount of bulk contained in grass that supplies the nutriment required

for each animal. Its stomach and digestive organs are formed for the purpose of taking

in food which is of a bulky character, and not food which is concentrated into a small
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compass. My little experience is that if you feed heavily with meal and other concen-

trated food, and lightly with turnips, and in the spring turn the cattle out to grass, they

will not thrive so well as if they had been fed more largely on turnips, and had their

stomachs kept expanded to their natural size. I heard an American gentleman saying

that he had bought a lot of western American steers at Buffalo in the spring, but that he

had found by experience that the Canadian steers that had been fed upon turnips and hay

and other bulky fodder would increase faster and do better upon the pastures of the

American feeders than the cattle which are fed on western corn. The stomachs of the

Canadian cattle had been kept expanded to the right capacity for profitable pasturing ; so

that if I had a young beast which I wished to fatten, I would feed it during the winter

upon turnips and hay and a little chopped stuff, and then it would do well to be allowed

to run upon the pasture throughout the summer. I observe that some think that the

profitable time at which to sell beef steers is at two years and a half old. I do not doubt
that steers well fed all the time might be got in good condition at that age ; but I am in-

clined to think that the bulk of steers would be better if they were kept till they were
three years old, because by keeping another winter you can feed them on coarser and less

expensive food, and with the addition of the summer pasturing you can bring them to a
greater weight at three years old, and of a quality that will fetch rather a better price,

without very materially increasing the cost.

To Mr. Dymond.—I think it is possible to get good steers at two yea,rs and a half

old, but I think the generality of the farmers would do better to keep them until they are

three years old.

LAZARUS PARKINSON.

Sittings to take oral evidence held at Toronto, June 23, 1880. Present—Messrs.

John Dryden (Chairman), R. Gibson, A. H. Dymond, J. P. Wiser, M.P., T. Ballantyne,
M,P.P., T. Stock, W. Whitelaw, J. P. McMillan, A. Wilson, R Byrne, F. Malcolm
and Hon. S. C. Wood.

MR. JOHN SNELL'S EVIDENCE,

Cotswolds—Berkshires.

John C. Snbll, of Edmonton, was called and examined.

Flock op Pure-bred Cotswolds.

To Mr. Dryden.—I have been a pretty extensive breeder, principally of Shorthorn
cattle. I at one time bred Galloway cattle, and I have also bred Jersey cattle to some
extent, as well as sheep and pigs, which are my specialty now. The varieties of sheep I
have bred are Leicesters, Lincolns, Cotswolds and Southdowns. The Cotswolds are the
only sheep I am breeding at present. I prefer them for this country, because they are
more in demand and bring better prices than any others. I found from experience that
they were also the most useful breed to cross upon the common sheep of the country, in
order to produce the best results in mutton and wool combined. I think they occupy the
same position among the different breeds of sheep that Shorthorns do among the cattle in
that respect.

Merits op the Cotswolds—Improved Wool.

The Cotswold sheep crossed on our common sheep produces an animal of excellent
quality for the supply of the British market. One advantage in the Cotswold is that
it has the early maturing qualities—that is, the improved breed. During the last ten
or fifteen years the Cotswold sheep has been very much improved in that respect. As
to quality, I think when you get a better feeding animal you get an improvement in the
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quality of the meat as well ; and there has certainly been a great improvement made in

the quality of the wool, although I think there is great improvement still to be made in

that respect by selecting rams with reference to the fineness of the fleece. One of the

objections to the Cotswold sheep has been that their wool is too coarse ; but by careful

selection of rams with the finest quality of wool, and with the wool uniform all over them,

you can improve the quality of the wool very much in the ofispring. The United States

has hitherto been our best market for Cotswold sheep ; the Kentuckians have been our

best customers, and they are very particular about the quality of the wool, making that a

specialty, and we have been trying to breed our sheep to suit the taste of that market,

and I am satisfied that in the last ten years we have made a marked improvement in the

quality of the wool. There is a difierence in the quality of the wool in different parts of

the same sheep. There is a tendency to grosser wool on the thighs. I consider that

objectionable. The first place where our Kentucky customers catch hold of a sheep is the

thigh, and if they find pretty good wool there they judge that it is good all over the body.

SouTHDOWNs

—

The Cup,

I kept a few Southdowns a few years ago. I am not breeding them at present. If there

was any considerable difierence in the value of wool, I think it would pay well to raise

Southdowns ; but the difierence between the prices obtained in the market for fine wool

and coarse wool is not so great as to make it an object to breed Southdowns, because you
cannot get the weight of fleece in a Southdown sheep that you can in a Cotswold, while

there is very little difierence in the price. The difierence in the weight of the fleeces would
be, I think, about four pounds per nead. A good flock of Cotswold sheep should average

nine pounds of good washed wool ; I don't think a flock of Southdowns would average

more than five pounds, if they would do that. In weight there is, of course, a very great

difierence.

LiNCOLNS

—

Leicesters.

It is eight or nine years since I bred Lincolns or Leicesters. I don't think

there are many pure-bred Leicesters now in the country. There are what are called

Border Leicesters, which I suppose are thoroughbred, but the English Leicesters as

they are bred in this country are, I think, very much mixed with Lincoln, and probably

with Cotswold too. The real Leicester sheep of England is too small to be profitable or sale-

able in this country. I don't know that there is much difierence with respect to hardiness,

between the Leicesters, the Lincolns, and the Cotswolds. They are all hardy breeds of sheep,

well adapted to this climate. The climate gives us an advantage with the Cotswolds, as

it is conducive to a good growth of wool. They are not liable to get bare on their bellies,

legs, and necks.

Management of Sheep.

The number of sheep that a farmer should keep in one flock depends on the

quantity of room he has. I think there need be no limit to the number if he has room
enough. I know there is an idea prevalent that Cotswolds cannot be herded together

in as large flocks as the finer wooled sheep ; but I don't think there is anything in it, I

have seen Cotswolds herded to the extent of four or five hundred, and as high as eight

hundred in the old country, and doing well. We could keep them in this country very

well on farms of from two to four hundred acres in flocks of two hundred to three hundred.

I think any class of sheep, either the fine wooled or the long wooled varieties, will do
better when kept in small lots than when kept in large lots.

Diseases—Healthiness op Climate.

"We have never had any epidemic or contagious disease among our sheep except foot rot

at one time about nine years ago. There are now no contagious diseases prevalent that I

know of. I believe the foot rot was introduced into our flock by sheep from other flocks
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which we had bought. We had a slight attack of foot and mouth disease which came to U3

with some sheep which we imported from England in 1875. It went through our whole flock,

but we did not lose any sheep by it. They were only sick for a few days and then came
around again all right, and then improved in condition very rapidly. That is the only

instance I ever knew of foot and mouth disease being in this country. Its symptoms are

very much like those of foot rot. It affects the feet of the sheep, and they get very feverish

for a few days. I think the hoofs might come off if they did not get any attention. We
applied carbolic acid to the feet, and in a diluted state to the mouth. The disease went, not

only through the sheep, but through all the cattle and hogs on the farm. One peculiarity was
that it broke out on a neighbouring farm before it broke out on ours, although, as we sup-

posed, it was first brought to our farm. It broke out in several places in the neighbourhood
two or three miles distant. The disease seemed to travel in the atmosphere, though it

might have been carried by persons visiting the farm. This is a very healthy climate,

however, and there are very few diseases of any kind among our stock ; even if it got a

foothold I think one of our winters would destroy it. For foot rot we used bluestone

powdered, which is sufficient in ordinary cases. A mixture of bluestone and verdigris

ground fine is an almost sure cure.

Winter Treatment—Ram Lambs.

In the winter time we keep the sheep in open sheds, with doors that can be closed

in case of stormy weather, so that they can run in and out of the yards at pleasure.

We feed them in racks in the house, principally on clover hay. We feed a good deal

•of pea straw to our breeding ewes ; to the young sheep we feed clover hay, and
roots. I think from the experience I have had that to feed roots to ewes with lamb
is injurious to the lambs. It makes the lambs weak. Old country shepherds say

that when they have a big crop of turnips they have a poor crop of lambs. We feed

them plenty of turnips after they have lambed. During the winter time we also give our
young sheep a little grain—peas and oats mixed—and two or three weeks before lambing
time we give the ewes a mixture of peas and oats and bran. We breed young ewes at a

year and a half, to have lambs at two years old. We prefer to use rams a year old and
older. As a rule, I don't think it advisable to use ram lambs. If they are used, they

ought to be strong, early lambs, and be used to not more than twenty ewes. I think there

would be a difference in the progeny of the sheep if they were bred to a larger number.
The lambs, I think, would be smaller and weaker. I think a ram two or three years old

is preferable even to a yearling.

Various Breeds Discussed.

To Mr Malcolm.—I suppose Southdowns, being a smaller class of sheep than the

Cotswolds, could be kept on less feed, though I could not say what proportion of South-
downs you could keep on the same feed as Cotswolds. I question whether you can get

any higher price for the mutton of Southdowns than for that of Cotswolds in this country.

I don't think buyers for the foreign market discriminate as to quality. The English
butchers may discriminate between Southdowns and others, but we have to breed for the
market we have.

To Mr. Wilson.—The sheep of the largest weights, I think, command the highest

price in the old country. We also supply Cotswolds for the Western States—Missouri,

Iowa, Illinois, as well as Kentucky.
To Mr. Malcolm.—They cross them on the Merinos and native sheep, I think.

To Mr. Balantyne.—I have never known of any oases of scab among sheep in this

country.

To Mr. McMillan.—I think the pure Leicester, such as the small English Leicester,

is too small for this country. The Border Leceisters are large sheep, of course.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—For early maturity, I think the Cotswolds come behind pure
Leicesters in weight at a certain age. But I think we can get as heavy weight, or heavier,
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in Cotswolds at a year old than in any other breed on the same food. I do not think
crosses of Leicesters would be preferred in our own markets to the Cotswolds. We get
our rams at a year old, when fed for show purposes, to weigh from 150 to 250 pounds, and
at eighteen months, 300, and in some cases as much as 350 pounds, and we have had rama.

at two and a half years to weigh 425 pounds. The Leicesters are an early maturing,

sheep, and so far as the quality of their mutton is concerned, are perhaps equal to the

Cotswolds ; though we claim that the meat is better marbled in Cotswold, a larger pro-

portion of lean meat, but, considering mutton and wool producing qualities together, I

think the Cotswolds are superior. I don't think the Oxford Downs are superior to the.

Leicesters, or Cotswolds, or Southdowns. It has not been long enough a standard breed

to justify us in depending on it to breed with uniformity. A sheep for breeding purposes
should be kept in good growing condition, but not fat. I don't give the ewes any turnips

until the lambing season ; nor do I feed them any grain until near lambing time. After

that they are fed nearly everything they will eat. I think it is a disadvantage to have-

ewes fat when they are with lamb. I regard the wool of the Oxford Down as inferiar

to that of the Southdown. It could not be classed either as a fine wool or a combing,

wool. It is a dry, harsh wool.

To Mr, Gibson.—I do not consider the Lincolns superior to the Cotswolds or the

Leicesters. I think you get more uniformity amongst the Cotswolds, and my experience

with the Lincolns is that you don't get them of a uniform type. I went through the

Lincoln flocks very extensively when I v/as in England in 1871, looking for fine heads

and fine fleeces. There were a great many sheep with coarse heads and harsh fleeces ; I
don't think their wool is superior to that of the Cotswolds as a rule. Our common Canadian
sheep I don't think have improved as they should have done, but I think you can attri-

bute that to a great extent to the heavy drain that has been made on our sheep from the

United States ; men have often been tempted to sell their best stock. Eighteen or
nineteen years ago I think we could get as good prices for rams as we can now, and Canadian
farmers Avere better customer's than they are now. I don't think that is because our

present sheep are not suitable for their purposes ; but I think our farmers are making a
mistake in selling their sheep so closely as they are doing and often parting with their best

stock. If they would keep their best stock and improve with them, there would be more
good sheep in the country.

Shorthorns—Galloways.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have been engaged in sheep farming exclusively for about five

years. My farm is 400 acres. I keep only a few Jersey cows now for butter-making

purposes. There was no special reason for my changing from cattle to sheep, except that

my father died and the estate had to be divided, and the Shorthorn herd was then sold.

This was not done because we found the breeding of Shorthorns unprofitable.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—I have bred Galloways, but I do not think that there is any ne-

cessity for them in Canada. There are other breeds that answer the purposes a Galloway
does, and answer them better. I do not consider that they would improve the com-
mon stock of the country so well as the Durhams.

Sheep Farming—Market in thb States.

To Mr. Dymond.—I think sheep farming is more profitable than cattle raising, con-

sidering the direct profits from sales. I am a breeder of thoroughbred stock. The sheep

I send to Kentucky are sent there for breeding purposes. I do not raise sheep so much
for consumption as for breeding purposes, so that my experiment would not perhaps

be the correct standard for ordinary sheep farming. It is with a view of obtaining a

sheep for the United States market that I particularly recommend the Cotswold ; though

I think it is specially adapted for this country as well. We do not sell more than one-

fourth of the number in this country that we do in the States. These sheep are purchased

in the States principally, I think, in view of their value for wool, but more for mut-
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ton and -wool combined. If I were going in for quality of mutton alone, I suppose the

Southdown sheep would be preferable to the Cotswold ; but the butcher who buys for the

•consumer in this country I do not think shows any preference as to quality.

The Common Stock.

I do not know what the common sheep of the country are derived from. The Cotswold

has been successfully used as a cross on these sheep, and during the last ten or twelve years

the Cotswolds have come more into fashion. The common stock has deteriorated, because

our farmers have not availed themselves of the use of pure-bred rams sufficiently. They have

been too much satisfied with graded rams. One great difficulty in the way of improving

the stock is that when a man buys a thoroughbred ram and breeds from him, and gets a

lamb from the first cross that has all the appearance of a thoroughbred, he makes the mis-

take of breeding from that. There are great differences in the cost of a breeding

ram Our yearling rams can be bought from $40 up to $150, according to quality.

By the introduction of these rams into the ordinary flocks, I think there would soon

be a great improvement in the value of the stock all through the country—I am
satisfied there would.

Farmers too Eager to Sell.

There is an increased disposition in the counties in this district to keep better

sheep; but I do not think there are so many good sheep in the country now as there

were a few years ago, because the farmers have been selling them off too much. This

is a mistake, because I do not think it is well to sell the goose that lays the golden

eggs. There is this advantage in raising sheep—that you get two crops from them
in the year, a crop of lambs and a crop of wool, and what you realize from the wool

goes a long way to pay for the keep of the sheep. On an ordinary farm of 100 acres I

think a man could profitably keep 30 sheep ; and a farm of 200 acres ought to maintain

from 60 to 75 or 100 sheep. That is, under a system of mixed husbandry, of course.

Sheep Manure—Recuperating the Land.

To Mr. Byrne.—I do not think sheep make sufficient manure to manure our summer
fallows for wheat. A great deal more manure might be made from sheep by giving them
more bedding, and keeping more straw under them. To use them to best advantage for

improving a farm that is run down, you would have to herd them on the ground, and have

them eat up green crops of rape, vetches, etc., so that they would be making mutton and
manuring the farm at the same time ; but I think it is better to keep cattle for the manur-
ing of a fa,rm, although with cattle you would have to buy more feed. The soil of

my farm is principally clay. Generally, in this country, land, I think, is running down

;

it is not so productive as it was thirty years ago. The principal cause of the farms run-

ning down is, I think, that farmers depend too much on grain growing, and do not keep

sufficient stock to make manure for the farm. If they continue the same course they are

now pursuing for twenty years longer I think they will be able to produce very little

grain. As the best means of bringing up a farm that is run down, I would advise the

ploughing down of green crops, such as buckwheat and clover, and the keeping of as much
stock as possible for the making of manure. I use salt and plaster as fertilizers, as well

as manure. Leeched ashes are used, but not to any extent. They are thought to be valu-

able as a fertilizer, but the trouble is you cannot get enough to go very far.

Berkshire Pigs,

To Mr. Dryden.—^The only breed of pigs that I have been raising for the last fifteen

years is the Berkshire. I had some experience in breeding Suffolks and Yorkshires pre-

vious to that time. The Berkshire would be classed with the small breeds, I suppose, but

they are are larger than the Black Essex and other small breeds. I would call them a
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medium-sized hog. The Yorkshire is a large breed, the Suffolk and Essex small. I think

a medium-sized hog is the most profitable. A small breed will perhaps get fatter at an

early age—say at four or five months; but one objection to them is that they get too fat

—

that there is more fat than lean in them—that their meat is not marbled. At a year old

the Berkshire will beat the Sufiblk by nearly 100 pounds, and his meat will be more mar-

bled—there will be a larger proportion of lean than fat. The Berkshires mature much
earlier than the large breeds, and they can be fattened at almost any age. I think it is

more profitable to fatten a Berkshire pig at eight months old than to keep it over

the winter. At eight months old we can bring them to 200 or 225 lbs. I have been breed-

ing, not to supply the general market, but to sell hogs for breeding purposes. At the prices

we get here for pork, I do not think there is much profit in raising pigs for pork, and we
cannot at all compete with the "Western States in producing pork profitably. They have

an immense advantage over us in their cheap corn for feeding hogs. In my opinion the

best time to have pigs dropped is in March or April. Young pigs should be fed with

milk, slops, and shorts. When you want to fatten them I think peas are the best feed for

that purpose. In the winter season we let the breeding sows run out, and we feed them
on peas. I think peas are better for breeding sows than slops. After they have pigs, we
prefer to feed them slop feed, swill, and shorts. When the dam is fed on strong feed like

peas, the young suckling pig is likely to have its blood heated and its legs crippled.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I think it is best to have a yard or a clover or grass field for pigs

to run upon in the summer time.

To Mr. Wilson.—I do not find any difficulty in breeding Berkshires as well as

others; I think they produce as large litters as any other breed. They grow to 500 pounds

dressed weight at maturity. There is no distinction between small and large breeds

of Berkshires, except that there are poor Berkshire hogs as well as good ones. I do not

know any distinction of small Berkshires and large Berkshires; but there are a great

many grade Berkshires in the country that disgrace the family, and some people get

a prejudice against Berkshire hogs because they have seen some poor ones.

JOHN C. SNELL.

Sittings to take oral evidence held at Toronto, August 3, 1880. Prettnt—Messrs.

W. Beown (Chairman), Thomas Stock, Edward Stock, A. EL Dymond, and flon.

S. C. Wood.

MR. HUGH CLARKE'S EVIDENCE.

Aldernets or Jerseys

Hugh Clarke, of Brampton, was called and examined.

To Mr. Dymond.—I carry on mixed farming in the neighbourhood of Brampton. I

keep a number of cows. I have some thoroughbred animals among them, chiefly Jerseys

or Alderneys. I don't think there is any distinction between the two, they are now

generally called Jerseys.

The Jersey Breed.

To Mr. Brovm.—I have kept the Jersey breed of cattle for about nine years. I

imported my first stock from the United States—from Walcott & Campbell, of the New
York Mills. At first I crossed them with some Shorthorns and with some native cattle.

I used the Jersey bull and a Shorthorn cow. My object in trying that cross was to seo

if I could obtain milking quality as well as size, and I obtained some very good milkers

of a fair size. One thoroughbred Jersey cow, after she had her second calf in the month

of February, in six milkings gave us over eight pounds of butter.
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Feed for Milk Cattle.

To Mr. Edward Stock.—The kind of feed that I give cattle in the winter, for milk,
is a mixture of bran, pea-meal, and good clover hay. The meal and bran should be mixed
in the proportions of about one part to three, I have never tried oats.

To Mr. Brown.—I cannot say that I have noticed any particular effect on the milk
from the kind of green food that is given to the cows, except rye ; I think it is the worst.

In the summer time, while the grass lasts, I give my cattle nothing but grass ; but,

about the time when the pasture begins to fail, I give them some millet, oats, and tares.

I feed them exclusively on green feed in the summer, giving them no grain. I aim to
have the cows calve at different times—some in the fall, and some in the winter, and
some in the spring—and I try to have one or two come at a time. In winter I feed cut
hay or straw or chaff, some pea-meal and bran, and roots if I have them. I make no
particular effort to cultivate roots for my milk cows, but I grow a few mangolds and
carrots. I have no steers, I only keep heifers, I raise my herd for butter purposes
exclusively. In the summer, when the pasture gives out, I find green fodder to be
valuable. I have not done anything at soiling exclusively. I have not experimented as

to the effect of certain feeds on the milk.

The Jersey the Best Milker.

I think the Jersey is the best cow to convert food into milk for butter pur-
poses. My stock is not in high condition as regards flesh, but I find that when
they are not milking they take on flesh readily, unless they are old, in which
respect I suppose they are the same as other cattle. I had only one cow that failed to
breed. She was an imported cow. I sold her last week for beef. She was six years
old. I have done very little in-and-in breeding, but from the little experience I have
had of it, I have seen no bad effects from it. I have imported bulls when I required
them. We have averaged over 300 lbs. of butter in a year from our cows—that is,

taking our whole herd together—some of them would be two years old, some of them
aged cows, and one or two crosses of Jerseys with other cattle. The quantity obtained is

from eight to twelve quarts of milk to a cow at each milking. I milk twice a day. On
the average, we obtain one pound of butter from one and a-half or two gallons of milk.
I have only sold one female since I got my herd. Bulls do not sell readily ; females do.

The only thoroughbred that I have sold I sold to a Church of England minister in George-
town. I consider the Jerseys to be the most profitable cattle for butter making. They
are^ hearty eaters, but I do not think they eat more than the Shorthorns in proportion to
their size. They are very quiet and gentle. I have even allowed bulls two years and
a-half old to run together. I like a yellow skin in a milch cow, I have not noticed any-
thing peculiar in the odour of the milk. I have seen something of the Frenchman's milk
mirror, but I have not paid any attention to it in regard to the supply of milk. I think
it has gone rather farther than what is proper.

Prejudices Against Jerseys.

I have not taken any pains to urge the Jersey breed upon the dairymen of
the Province. I don't think it is extending throughout the Province veiy rapidly,
because, I was going to say, our Associations are trying to keep the Jerseys down.
It is a rather strange thing that they should offer $15 as a first prize for the Jerseys,
and $40 for the Shorthorns. I have not seen anything to lead me to believe that
the Jerseys are in any way related to the Ayrshires. The cow which I sold last
week, at six years old, weighed 1,253 pounds. She was very fat, although I did
not put her up specially to feed. She was milking to within six or eight weeks of that
time, and she had been milking continuously for four years. She had only one calf, and
she was milked all the time from then, but the quantity of milk was small. I have the
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heifers come in to milk at two years old if possible. I consider that the purpose of the

Jersey is to produce milk and butter, and the sooner you start out with them the better,

as we should not wait for size, which is not an important point. The result of crossing

a Jersey bull on a Shorthorn cow was, that I got good milkers of a fair size. The milk

was very rich ; the cross seemed to partake of the Jersey with regard to its milking

qualities, and seemed to have more of the Durham build about it. In that case the malb

did not impress himself so much on the make of the animal as on its milk.

Jeksey Butper.

To Mr. Thomas Stock.—Jersey butter is much more solid in warm weather than butter

made from the milk of ordinary cows ; there is less size in the pound, and it is closer and
finer grained. It has a superior flavour, though some do not like the flavour, and it is

richer in colour. I have yet some of the cows that I first obtained nine years ago.

To Mr. Dymond.—Before I bred Jerseys, I kept thoroughbred Shorthorns and na-

tives. I have not tried crossing the Jersey cow with the Shorthorn bull ; I think that

would be going the wrong way. I would only recommend the Jerseys for those who
pay special attention to butter-making—not to farmers who raise steers for beef purposes.

I have imported cows as well as bulls, and all from the United States. I have paid from
$120 to $200 for them; I paid $120 for a bull five months old, and $200 for a cow.

When I have tried to sell bulls in this country, I could not get more than $50 for them

;

I have got that much for a bull calf five or six weeks old. At present I have fifteen

animals, all thoroughbreds. I do not use grades at all in my dairy. The Jerseys in

some cases rapidly convey their milking properties to the common animals of the country

—

not in all cases ; some of the bulls leave their impress much more than others. The
butter in my neighbourhood is all made by hand ; we have no creameries. From six cows,

we have made as much as 1,800 lbs. of butter in a year. It is usually sold in Toronto.

My butter has no special mark or brand upon it. I have been successful in obtaining

prizes for my butter at the fairs in Tox'onto and London. We are now selling it at twenty
cents. We take as much care of it in the making as possible. I think the flavour of

Jersey butter is inherent in the animal, and is desirable ; at the exhibitions no objection

was raised to it on the ground of its flavour. I do not think the Jersey is so hard to

feed as the Shorthorn ; I think it would thrive as rapidly as the Shorthorn on the same
feed. I have not used oil cake.

To Mr. Brown.—I cannot say that cows will keep up the same quantity and quality

of milk on poor pasture as they will on good pasture. We hand-feed all our calves ; we
do not let any of them suck.

To Mr. Edward Stock.—I do not find it troublesome to milk Jersey cows on account

of the smallness of their teats ; the teats of the Jerseys I do nob think are small

—

not so

small as those of the Ayrshires.

Jerset Beep.

To Mr. Dymond.—I do not think the Shorthorns possess a greater variety of

qualities than the Jersey s. I do not think they arrive at earlier maturity, and I think

the quality of Jersey beef is equal to that of the Shorthorn, although there is not the

same quantity, and the milk and butter are superior. I do not think it costs so much to

bring a Jersey to the age of three years as the Shorthorn, because it is a smaller animal,

and does not eat so much. I have had bulls which I have extra fed weigh 1,350 or 1,360
pounds at two years old. I have not sold any steers or fattened any heifers for beef.

Dairy Management.

To Mr. Brown.—The cream of Jersey milk rises more quickly, I think, than that of

any other. We allow the milk to sit twelve hours before skimming it. We consider that

there is less labour in churning Jersey butter; there is less milk and more butter. We do
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not air the milk "while it is warm in order to remove the odour. We put the milk in cans,

and submerge them in ice-water, which it is claimed absorbs the odour and cools the

milk at the same time, and when the cream rises it is taken off and put in a cream pail.

In my experience this plan has been very successful ; our butter made in this way has
taken first prizes. The salt we use is Higgins' Eureka salt ; it is an English salt. We
tried the Goderich salt, but we did not like it ; we thought that while we were using it

the butter did not keep so well, and did not sell so well on the market. I know several

in my neighbourhood who have stopped using the Canadian salt in order to use the Eng-
lish—perhaps from what thev have read. I only made the one eYnoi-iment of it.

Cost—Feed.

To Mr. Dymond.—I cannot tell you the cost of keeping one of my cows in compari-
son with the produce I derive from its milk and butter. I turn my cattle out to pasture
in the summer. My pasture is nothing extra. Late in the summer, when the pasture
fails, I give them green feed. We generally try to have some corn, millet, vetches, and
oats for that purpose.

To Mr. Brovm.—We have been feeding millet lately. I consider that it increases
the quantity of the cream, and that the cream is thicker from it than from other feed.

The millet is headed before we begin to cut it. In churning, we use the barrel churn.
We do not use any colouring. The temperature of the cream we think should be nearer
€6 than 62. We only work the butter once. We use hard water. For packages, we
use white oak and white ash. If oak stains the butter, I think that can be remedied by
having the oak properly soaked before-hand.

HUGH CLARKE.

MR. J. W. JARDINE'S EVIDENCE.

Ayrshires.

J. W. Jardinb, of the firm of Jardine <fe Sons, Hamilton, was called and examined.

A Pure Ayrshire Herd.

To Mr. Thomas Stock.—I keep Ayrshire cattle principally. We have between fifty

and sixty head of pure-bred animals. I have been breeding cattle for many years. My
father was a breeder of cattle before I commenced the business. He has been a breeder
for twenty years; before he took up with the Ayrshires, he bred Galloways. The
general character of my farm is light sandy loam, with some clay loam. We claim that
the Ajr rehires excel every other breed of cattle in the quantity of milk they give, and
that their milk contains more casine for cheese-making.

Crossing with the Shorthorn.

I have crossed them with the native and Shorthorn cattle. In crossing an Ayrshire
bull and a thoroughbred Shorthorn cow, we get a fine, large framed animal, and a good,
deep milker—what I would consider a good animal for all purposes. We consider that
this cross is an improvement on> the Ayrshire for the shambles, and an improvement on
the Shorthorn for milking qualities. We have been crossing Ayrshires and Shorthorns
in that way for the last five or six years, and our experience has been very profitable.
Several breeders of Shorthorns in our neighbourhood cross their cowb with our Ayr-
shire bull.
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To Mr. Brown.—The cross of the Ayrshire bull and the Shorthorn cow has done
•well in regard to the quantity of milk ; the richness I have not tested much. The milk
is either sent to the cheese factories, sold for household use, or made into butter. The
crosses of which I speak are kept partly for making butter for the Hamilton market, and
partly for beef purposes. They make up well and mature rapidly, but the pure Shorthorn
will produce more beef. They are fine looking and of a good, fair size, and the quality
of their beef is good—they are good handlers and good feeders. The average weight of

three or four year old steers would be from 1,200 to 1,500 pounds. We sold one or two
that weighed as much as 1,550 pounds.

The Grades Good Milkers

I think these grades are superior to the common Canadian cattle for dairy purposes
;

they make a more uniform herd of good milkers. Among the common Canadian cattle

we find as good milkers as among any breed, but that is the exception and not the rule
;

but from crossing an Ayrshire bull on the Shorthorn or the native breeds, we get a herd
of cattle which are all good milkers. I am not able to say whether the cheesy properties

of a grade cow are better than those of a pure Ayrshire, but think not.

Points in an Ayrshire Cow.

In buying an Ayrshire cow, I judge of it by begirming at the head and going
back to the tail. I look for a fine muzzle, a very prominent eye, wide between the eyes,

a long slender horn, a slim neck, a slim, flat shoulder, a good wide chest, but not

deep, narrow shoulders, an increasing width backwards, a full flank, wide across the loins

and hips, a square, roomy vessel, with the teats set well apart, and a teat to each quarter

of the vessel, and a small fine tail, tapering down to the point. I place a good deal of

importance on the escutcheon, which ought to be wide and run up to the pelvis. I do
not think the colour of the skin has any efiect on the quantity of milk, but for richness

we look for a deep yellow skin. We have two or three cows which are very marked in that

way, and consider their milk is a little richer in quality than that of others. I never like a

short tail ; I think it is an indication of coarseness. I cannot say that there is anything

in the colour of the hair of the difierent breeds. We have our fancy colours. I do not

like a light colour ; I do not think light coloured animals do well in this country, as I

think a light colour indicates delicacy, and greater liability to vermin. I like dark-coloured

Ayrshires, with dark noses, which I think are hardier. The lighter coloured animals do
not seem to stand the heat of the summer or the cold of winter so well as dark ones. I

do not think a long face is necessary to a good milker, although we find some very good

milkers with long faces from the eye to the muzzle. 1 do not like a crumpled horn ; we
think it is a defect in the eye, and that it is not so dne a point in the Ayrshire as a long,

slender horn. The less loose skin there is on the brisket the better ; I do not like any

coarseness or any extra skin there at all, although this perhaps may be a fancy. But I

think it indicates that the animal is flabby and weak in its constitution.

Yield op Milk.

I cannot give you the average quantity of milk we obtain during the whole season. We
consider that we average about two and a half gallons per head per day the year round j that

is ten quarts a day. We have individual animals that give from three to four gallons a day.

We had one cow, which I am sorry to say we lost lately, that gave five gallons a day for

eight or nine months. We lost her with milk fever a short time ago. She calved in

October, and she was never allowed out in the day time, but was kept upon pea and
corn meal and bran mixed, and was fed all she could eat. The calves were not with her-

We milked her three times a day.

[Mr. Jardine.
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Milk Fever.

The milk fever gives us a great deal of trouble. In my time we have not

lost a beast from any other cause, except one bull. The fever has always come on

after calving, with one exception; that was a cow which took sick a few hours

before she calved, and showed symptoms of milk fever. The disease is coi^sidered

to be incurable. We have one cow which lost the use of one leg from the fever, but she

is still breeding ; we had another that recovered for a time, but went off on the third day.

There are two kinds of milk fever. One is a sort of inflammation of the womb—

a

parturition fever ; another is inflammation owing to the rapid change from blood to milk.

I have gone so far as to give fltiem medicine before calving, and they still had the milk

fever. Any that we have lost we have milked before calving. I think a dose of stimu-

lants after calving is a good thing. None but good milkers take milk fever.

To Mr. Edward Stock.—I have not tried brewers' yeast; I have always looked upon
that as an old woman's cure, and consider we have better medicines in use.

Influence of Food on Milk.

To Mr. Brown.—I could not give the proportions of the cheese and milk in our herd.

I think the food of cattle has some effect on the milk, but not so much as a great many
suppose. There are some animals that will not give good milk even though you may feed

them the richest food, while others will give milk of a rich quality on almost the poorest

food. I have known cattle that were almost starved in our neighbourhood, and the party

who sold the milk in the city told me that he did not see any difference in the quality of

the milk, although it was diminished in quantity.

To Mr. Thomas Stock.—There is a great difference in the quality of the milk from

different animals ; in my herd, where the cattle have always been treated in the same way,

I find a great difference in the quality of the milk. It is the machine, I think, more than

the feed, which influences the quality of the milk ; but you .can get any flavour you like

by the feed.

Summer Feeding.

To Mr. Brown.—In the summer time I maintain my herd on grass, and always soil

them for from two to three months. I commence soiling very early. I sow rye in the

fall and cut it as early as the 10th of May. I commence with rye ; the next green fodder

is peas and oats, which I find the best of all ; and then corn, which is sown at different

times and lasts till the fall. I have tried vetches and lucerne, but they did not do well

with me. I certainly prefer soiling to grazing, so far as the quantity of milk produced
is concerned ; but still I must have a run for the cattle. You cannot keep up the quantity

of the milk so well on pasture as you can on green fodder. I find less difficulty in keeping

up the standard of the milk in winter, for that reason, than I do in summer. At the

present time I am soiling.

Winter Feeding.

In the winter L commence on roots and cut feed, and I steam everything to-

gether. I put in my roots, and bran, and cut corn-stalks, and chopped stuff, and
steam them all together. I feed very little hay. I have an agricultural steamer
which came from Rochester, and it will steam from twenty to forty bushels at a time. I

find that the cattle do better on the steamed feed, because once or twice when I did not
'ise the steamer they fell off in their milk. I only feed a little uncut hay in the evenings

after the regular feedings. I cut up all my straw and corn-stalks. The roots I feed are

mangolds and turnips ; I think they are good for dairy purposes, but I prefer the mangolds.
I have never had a case of abortion in the Ayrshire herd ; I have never known a case to

occur among our cattle since we had the Galloways.

\Mr. Jardine.'\
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Market for Surplus Stock.

We have always had a ready sale for our surplus stock ; we have never had to

Jceep an animal for sale over two years. We have sold a great many in the United
States. We make a rule and seldom sell anything under $100, and we get from
that to $200. Once or twice we got a little more for older animals. This year we
sold a first prize two-year-old heifer to an American for $400—one that took the

first prizes at Toronto and Ottawa last year. But our average price is from $100 to

$200. We sell them principally for the dairying districts. We sell a good many around
IngersoU and throughout the county of Oxford. All whom we have heard from have
"been well pleased with what they got from us. The bulls we sell are used generally on
grade cows. I have not tried the Shorthorn bulls on the Ayrshire cows ; but I had an
accident of that kind that turned out very well. It was a heifer that was a very good
animal, and could hardly be detected from a Shorthorn. A shipper offered me five cents

a pound for her, and ray own judgment and that of the butchers around there was that

she would go 1,600 pounds, and thinking her with calf I did not feed her specially for the

butcher. But for milk I think you should use the Ayrshire bull with the Shorthorn cow.

In-Brekding.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have had some experience in in-and-in breeding. I have found

no prejudicial results from that practice, but the animals perhaps look a little delicate.

Some of the animals which have been the most successful in the prize-ring have been a
little in-bred ; but I would not approve of in-breeding promiscuously. I have gone as close

as the sire and the daughter. The result was not prejudicial They were both very fine

animals and of the same type, and the progeny was equal to either of them. I like to

import fresh stock every few years—fresh bulls. I find it best to procure them direct from

Great Britain.

Native Cattle—The Ayrshire's Hardiness—The Shorthorn.

I cannot say that the common stock of the country has the Ayrshire type more
prominently than any other. I think our natives come nearer to the Ayrshires in

their milking qualities, but not in appearance. I cannot say to what class the native

stock belong ; it may be they go back to the Holstein cattle. In point of hardiness I think

the Ayrshire is equal to the Shorthorn. In point of feeding I think it will live where the

Shorthorn will starve ; that is my experience of both breeds. The Shorthorn is the more

dainty feeder, but it has more capacity than the Ayrshire, and I don't know but that

under the same circumstances it would improve faster. Considering milk and beef together,

I would recommend ordinary farmers, for general purposes, to substitute Ayrshires for

Shorthorns. I think our native cattle, improved by Shorthorns, would perhaps be better

for milk and beef combined than they would be if improved by the Ayrshires, especially

for beef. I am aware that some families of Shorthorns give good quantities of milk, and

there are some families of Ayrshires that give less milk than others. We d# not, as a

rule, raise much stock from the poor milkers ; we have never had any very poor milkers.

No Fatal Diseases Except Milk Fever.

We have never had any other diseases among our cattle, besides the milk fever, that

proved fatal We had the foot and mouth disease in our herd two or three years ago, but we

kept it very quiet at the time until we got over it. We considered that we got it from the

Western States, owing to having had our cattle ia cars where Western cattle had been.

It broke out in so short a time after the cattle came off the cars that we were satisfied

that that was the cause. We cured the cattle that were afiected, and had no deaths from

t. We did not allow it to get through the herd, because we separated all the afiected

[Mr. Jardine.^
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cattle from the others. We had an old country surgeon to examine them, and as soon a»

the disease was detected they were taken to the hospital, and it was completely eradicated.

So far as Canada is concerned we have been completely free from epidemics. We havfr

lost more from the milk fevers in some years than in others, but I don't think it is more-

liable at one time than at another, except July and August. I do not think there is any
thing peculiar to it in the climate or the season. I have not experienced any injurious

effects from feeding rye ; I never feed it after it comes to maturity, and when there might
be some danger from it.

Experience op Galloways.

We had a herd of Galloways at one time. We did not retain any of them ; they

did not excel in anything particular, although they are hardy, and, if allowed to run,

will do better than any other cattle. They can be domesticated very well. For a
large herd and a large tract of land, I have still the opinion that the Galloways
would be one of the best class of cattle. They are good feeders, but of course you do not

get the amount of beef from them that you do from the Durhams, and they are not as

good milkers as the Shorthorns or any other breed that I am acquainted with. I think

the demand for Ayrshire bulls from the cheese factory districts is improving ; I have in.

no case heard of the Shorthorn being substituted for them for dairy purposes.

Decrease in Size.

To Mr. Broivn.—The Ayrshire that we have now is, I think, smaller than the old

stamp of the Ayrshire was. I believe that is the case in the old country as well as here.

I believe they are breeding them finer there without any regard to the size, and so long

as they retain their milking qualities I don't think that will be any injury to them. We
have one or two of the old stamp of Ayrshires that will weigh about 1,400 pounds. They
are harder to keep, but I don't think they are any better milkers than the smaller ones,

I could not give an average of what it costs per day per animal to keep my herd, but am
positive that it costs much less to keep thoroughbred Ayrshires than common or native-

cattle.

J. W. JARDINE.

MR. JAMES RUSSELL'S EVIDENCE.

Shorthorns—Cotswolds.

James Russell, of Richmond Hill, was called and examined.

To Mr. £rown.~^l have been breeding Shorthorn cattle for about fifteen year*
along with my brothers. The farm is principally a heavy clay loam of 450 acres, nearly

all in the township of- Markham. We keep about 35 head of pure-bred cattle,

and 130 Cotswold sheep. Our plan has been to raise full-bred cattle and sheep for the
American market for breeding purposes. We raise about 200 acres of grain annually^

and sell from 5 to 100 tons of hay.

Winter Feeding.

To Mr. Thomas Stock.—In winter we feed hay, turnips, mangolds, and a little

meal to the cattle. We sHce the roots for calves, but generally feed them whole to one-year-

olds and over. In the summer season we feed almost entirely on grass in the field. Wo
do not now raise any other breed of cattle than Durhams.

[ifr. Russell.^
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DUKHAMS AND AyRSHIBES.

We have had a few Ayrshires, but find them to be hard feeders. It is not claimed
for the Durhams that they excel for dairy purposes. I believe that a cross between a
common grade cow and a Shorthorn bull will produce a cow that will sell for more
money than an Ayrshire in the Toronto market.

Origin op HEitD op Durhams.

Our cattle are imported from the herd of Mr. Sylvester Campbell, of Aberdeenshire,
Scotland, or bred from them, and have been successful competitors on the best show
grounds of Canada and the United States. They have been bred down from what were
prize winners more than fifty years ago. We do not feed many for the butcher. We
fed five head last year, two cows and three heifers. They sold in Toronto at 6^ cents per
lb. live weight, and were sent to England.

Improvement of Cattle.

To Mr. Brown.—The late importations of cattle have been of finer quality, and from
the use of pure-bred bulls some farmers in this section are selling fat cattle at $100 per
head, who ten years ago seldom realized one-half that amount.

Sales to United States—Booth v. Bates.

To Mr. Stock.—My sales of cattle have been mostly to parties in the United States.

Prices for heifers from $250 to $400 each; bulls from $100 to $300 each. I

prefer the Booth cattle to the Bates, and consider they have better constitutions and are

better feeders.

Mixed Pedigree Best.

Though I am of opinion that some of the principal Shorthorn cattle breeders in

Britain are correct in stating that after paying high prices for line bred bulls they have
nearly ruined their herds with them, and are now using bulls of mixed pedigree, I am
satisfied that a line bred bull is not superior to a bull of mixed pedigree as a stock-getter

without he is superior both in form and quality.

No Steam Feed.

We do not use steamed feed for cattle, and would not use a bull out of a herd where
this system is followed, if aware of it. We have raised fifteen calves this season,

and have only lost one in ten years by cows slipping their calves. I approve of high

feeding on substantial food, but not of oil cake for breeding stock.

Prizes for Stock—High Feeding.

My first prize cows were at the Centennial show in Philadelphia, in 1876. One of

them was first at the Ontario Provincial Show in 1878. She is now carrying her eighth

calf at nine years old. She is called by many the fattest and by far the heaviest cow in

a ring of eighteen, most of them imported from England and Kentucky. The other one

has had six calves at seven years old. She is the dam of the first prize two-year-old

heifer at the same show. That is ample proof that high feeding is not detrimental to

breeding stock. I am of opinion that roans and whites are the best feeders, though the

American demand is mostly for red colours.

[Mr. Russell.^
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Thb Canadian Herd Boos.

I register all in the Canadian Herd Book, and believe it to be more reliable than

the American. My pedigrees run from eight to sixteen crosses. I think no one would

be injured by raising the standard of registry to seven crosses, as there is more money in

feeding cattle with four or five crosses for the English market than in selling for breeding

purposes.

Demand for Cotswolds in the STATEa

To Mr. Brown.—I have been breeding Cotswolds since they first came into Canada,

and have taken prizes at the principal shows in Canada for Leicesters, Lincolns, and Cots-

wolds—but a few years ago I sold off all but the Cotswolds, finding they had better con-

stitutions, and were the most profitable. My principal market is in the United States.

Last year I sent fifty to the States. In 1875 I sold all my yearling rams, eight of them
at an average of $105 a head. Have sold ewes of my own raising at $300 per pair.

Injury to the Cotswold Breeders.

Tliere is no doubt but it is an injury to the sheep trade, the lowering of the Cotswold
prize list, by the Board of Agriculture, and raising the Downs. Another circumstance
which injures the Cotswold breeders is the fact of shippers advising farmers to cross their

flocks with Downs, because they have more profit in handling them ; and the wool dealers

have had more profit lately in fine wools, and for this reason complain of the coarse wool of

the Cotswold. While the Cotswold has the name of producing all the coarse wool, the
fact is, that there is not 5,000 lbs. of pure-bred Cotswold wool (Canadian,) sold in Toronto
annually. The coarse wool comes principally from the Lincoln cross. I am not prejudiced

against any breed of sheep, but will be guided by the American demand what kind to

raise.

Cotswold Cross on the Merino.

Should the demand increase for Downs, it will not lessen the principal demand for

Cotswolds, as there is no cross equal to the Cotswold cross on the Merino, to produce
combing wool.

Cotswold Inferior to Downs for Mutton and Wool.

I have made up Southdowns, for show purposes, and consider that the Cotswold will
produce more value in wool and mutton, on the same amount of feed, than any other
breed, if properly bred.

Good Feeding Requisite.

The reason that Southdown mutton gives better satisfaction to the butcher is owing
to the fact that more than half of the sheep killed in the country are not half fed, and
large Cotswold sheep require to be well fed to make a good quality of mutton. I fed 130
one season and killed and sold them by the carcass on the Toronto market at eight or nine
cents per lb, some of them Southdowns, some Cotswold, and part of them Leicester. I
found the best butchers in Toronto could not select out the Downs. The Cotswold
mutton is better mixed with lean, than the Liecester or Lincoln. I believe it to be a
mistake to cross good grade flocks of long-wooled sheep with Downs, as there is more
profit in selling lambs young than in raising sheep for the British market at present prices,
and Southdown wool must advance in value before it will pay to make the change.

\Mr. Russell.'\
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Sale of Lambs Profitable.

To Mr. Dymond.—Selling lambs to the butcher, at four and five dollars per head,pay8

better than keeping them till eighteen months old and selling at five and five and a haXi

cents per lb. live weight, for shipping purposes.

Heavy Cotswold Lambs.

My heaviest Cotswold lambs weigh on the first of September, 1751bs. Heaviest

breeding ewes, 325 to 3501bs. each.

Demand Greater than Supply.

There being a good demand for Cotswolds from Maine to Colorado, I am confident that

one-fourth part of the American demand can not be supplied in Canada the present

season.

Cotswold Breeding in the States.

A number of Cotswold breeders have been springing up in various parts of the

United States, but judging from their success, I am of opinion that the best stock rams

for the American continent wiU be raised along the north shore of Lake Ontario. I do

not believe that there is as suitable a soil and climate south of the lake. I do not think

the Leicester wool has more lustre than the Cotswold. Of course Cotswold breeders could

vory soon improve the quality of their fleeces, but the American trade principally demands

weight of fleece more than quality, and the profit to the breeder is to raise what is wanted.

Winter Feed.

In the winter I feed pea straw, hay, and turnips, to sheep. Good shelter from the

cold winds is of great benefit, at the same time they require an outside yard, to be healthy.

Successful Competition at Exhibitions.

Since giving the above evidence, I have been awarded the Silver Medal, for the best

pair of fat sheep for exportation purposes, competing with Cotswolds against all other

breeds ; also five out of seven first prizes at the Toronto Industrial Exhibition for Cotswolds

;

and six out of eight first prizes for Cotswold sheep, including flock prizes, imported

and Canadian bred.
JAMES RUSSELL.

MR. JAMES LAWRIE'S EVIDENCE.

Ayrshires.

James Lawbib, of Malvern P.O., Township of Scarborough, was called and exam-

ined.

PURB-BRBD AyRSUIRBS—IMPORTATIONS.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have been carrying on farming in the township of Scarbo-

rough for about thirty years. I originally came from Scotland. I am engaged in

mixed farming—raising horses, cattle, sheep, and grain crops. My farm is about 800

acres. I have about forty pure-bred Ayrshire cattle, and I keep nothing at present but

pure-bred Ayrshires. I kept Durhams at one time, but they were very high-priced, and

if one died, the loss was very great. The risk in keeping Durhams was greater, and I

\_Mr. Lawrie.]
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went into the keeping of Ayrshires, because they were easier to keep, and sold well.

The first Ayrshires I kept I purchased from Mr. Simon Beattie, who brought them out.

from Scotland. Since then I have gone to Scotland myself and brought out a number..
1 cannot say that the Ayrshire is a more profitable breed for this country than the Short-

horn ; but you do not require so much capital for them. I can sell a good cow now for

about $100, and a two or three-year old bull for about the same price. We find a mar-
ket for nearly all our surplus stock. We generally sell some to the butchers. We
hardly ever raise any steers for the English market ; but last Fall I sold a very fine bull

to go to Europe for $100. I think it weighed 1,400 or 1,500 pounds, live weight. I
have used the Ayrshires for improving the common stock of the country ; our bull is

used on the neighbours' cows all the time, and I have seen some very fine specimens of

the crosses produced by him. I do not do much dairying. We try to get our calves

brought into good condition, and we feed nearly all the milk we have to them ; what we
liave left we make into butter and bring it into Toronto. Our first object is stock rais-

ing. I have never practised in-breeding ; I have always had a fresh importation every
two or three years. I chiefly esteem the Ayrshires for their milking qualities. I would
not recommend them as superior to others for beef. I certainly think the Durhams are
ahead of all others for beef. I have never fed any steers for market ; but I have feci

several yoimg cows, and have got them to weigh 1,400 to 1,500 pounds at three years
old. I don't think there is much difference in the cost of feeding Ayrshires and Dur-
hams, and I don't think buyers would have any preference between the two. The man
who bought my Ayrshire bull last year seemed to prefer it to the Durham. I think the
Ayrshires are finer and smaller-boned than the Durhams.

To Mr. Brown.—I pasture a good part of my farm. My land is a heavy clay, f

have been in Ayrshire, Scotland, and f know that the Ayrshiremen put a good deal c|-

their land under pasture. I purchased mostly in the neighbourhoods of Glasgow, Ham-
ilton, Stonehouse, and thereabouts.

Points in an Ayrshire—Black Noses,

I have been at several Ayrshire shows. I found that the ideas in choosing
Ayrshires had greatly changed when I last went home. When I was younger, W6
selected an Ayrshire with a fine long muzzle and a long horn ; but I found when I
went back that they wanted a shorter face and a shorter horn, which, they said,
indicated a stronger constitution. They also wanted an animal well wedged in the
flesh and getting wider backwards, with the bag well up, and the milk veins shown very
prominently. They have the fashion of saying there that when the bag gets low it indi-

cates that the cow has lost her grip. I think an Ayrshire ought to show a good escutch-
eon. I like a yellow skin. The favourite colour in Scotland is mottled red and white ; but
I don't think there is anything in the colom- more than that it shows breeding from good
stock. I do not agree with Mr. Jardine in favouring black noses. I detest them, and
they would not be tolerated in my part of the country. I have not one black nose in
my whole herd.

Pasturing in Summer.

In the summer time I give my cattle very little besides what they get in the
fields ; but I try to keep my pasture in good order. As the show time approaches, how-
ever, we treat them a little better. In winter we give them all the hay they wilL
eat, as well as turnips and pea meal, a little corn, and vetches. We do not follow the-
soiling system. I do not know but that would pay as well as pasture, but T have good
pasture, and I like to let them run. The only kinds of grass 1 have yet sown are timo-
thy and clover. There is a small quantity of bush in connection with the pasture,
which is very beneficial to the cattle in the hot weather. I can keep my cattle perfectly-
well on the pasture all the summer round, better than the Canadian cattle ; but ears-
must be exercised not to overstock the pasture or to put more on it than it will bear.

[Mr. Zawrie.^
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Milk Fever—High Condition.

I have been troubled very much with milk fever. Last year I lost five of my best cowa
from it. I attribute it to keeping the animals in too high condition about breeding time.

We sometimes try to keep a few of our animals in fine condition for the shows, but

when they happen to breed about that time they are sure to get milk fever. I think

breeding cows ought to be put in and milked for a week before they calve. I think that

is the only effectual precaution against milk fever. We generally let the calves suck the

«ow for four or five days, and take care that she is pretty well milked and that there are

no teats undrawn. Then we tie up the calves, milk the cow, and feed the calves by
hand, giving them milk for four or five weeks. We then turn them out on the fodder,

giving them also a httle milk and pea meal. We feed most of our milk to the calves,

but with the remainder we make butter and a little cheese for the Toronto market.

Yield op Mile.

I could not give the proportion of milk necessary to produce a certain quantity of butter;

but I sold a cow once to a man in the States, who wrote back to me that the cow had
given seventeen pounds of butter a week. He bought ber and took her away about the

month of June. I cannot tell you the quantity of milk per head that they give each

dry ; but when in good condition, each cow will fill a patent pail, morning and evening.

That, I suppose, would be twenty-four quarts per day ; but that does not last all the

year round. They begin to fail in the latter part of the year, about October. We
generally let them go dry in November or the beginning of December. Some of them
get dry earher than others, but we generally try to get them dry a little while before

calving. We bring in the cows as nearly as possible about the same time.

Demand for Ayrshires.

To Mr. Dymond.—There is very nearly one hundred acres of the three hundred
acres in pasture. I have about forty animals in my herd. There is a pretty good

demand in this coimtry for my cattle. I sold two to the butcher last year. I used to find

some demand in Nova Scotia, and I have sold some in tbe west, and north towards

Lake Simcoe. When I say West, I mean in the neighbom-hood of London ; I sold two

for the Lunatic Asylum at London, as well as several for the cheese factories in that

district. I do not find a very great demand in the United States ; I tbink I have sold

one or two for the States. My neighbours have manifested a disposition to use my
Ayrshbre bulls for crossing on the native stock, and I have seen some beautiful animals

obtained in that way. But a great many are using poor native bulls ; they would

rather take a poor scrub than pay $2 for a good bull I generally charge $2 for the

use of my bulls. There are a good many graded bulls in use, crosses of my thorough-

breds on the native stock, and the farmers can get tbe use of some of them for 50 cents.

To Mr. Brown.—I think I can make more with Ayrshires oh my farm than I could

with Durhams. In raising Durhams, T found that unless I could get a good race of

Durhams I could not compete with Miller and Cochrane and others, and in order to do

that one nmst have a large amount of capital Consequently, I went into the Ayshires,

and do not require so much capital

Butter Making.

To Mr. Dymond.—I do not send any milk into Toronto, only butter. We used to

bring in 100 pounds a week, but the quantity depends on the condition of the calves.

Taking the whole year round, I think we bring in over 50 pounds a week. There are no

cicanieries in our neighbourhood ; the butter is made in the cellar. There are two or

Hjrce cheese factorieb in the neighbourhood. I have not tried the whey from the cheese

#«»ocories for the calves ; we use the refuse milk for the pigs, and give the calves new milk.

^Air, Lawrie ]
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We get as much as 22 and 25 cents for the butter we sell ; the price goes up and dovm
according to the market ; sometimes we sell for as low as 18 cents. There is no doubt in

ray mind that the nature of the feed given to cows has an effect on the quality as well as

the quantity of the milk. In the winter time, when I am feeding hay and turnips to the

cattle, and not meal, the quality of the milk deteriorates ; but I find that when I give

them pea meal and hay it improves. If you give cattle plenty of pea meal it will take

away the flavour of turnips from the butter ; we have never had much trouble with

turnips so long as we use pea meal. The salt I use is fine bag salt—I think Canadian

refined.

To Mr. Brown.—I do not think it is possible to destroy the symmetry of the Ayrshire

by fine feeding. If you let them suck the cow too long I think they get coarse on the

horn and all over. It makes them strong in the horn, thick-necked and bull-like,

CoTswoLD Sheep.

To Mr. Dymond.—The sheep I am keeping are nearly full-bred Cotswolds. I agree

with the evidence given by Mr. Russell on that subject. I used to keep Leicesters, but I

latterly crossed them with the Cotswold rams, until I think they have become merged into

the Cotswolds altogether. I think the Leicesters are a little finer than the Cotswolds,

although I like them as well. I never kept the Southdown at all.

Clydesdale Horses.

To Mr. Thomas Stock.—I raise pure Clydesdale horses, chiefly for sale. I have at

present a couple of mares and a couple of stallions that I brought out from Scotland. I

think the Clydesdale stallion on the Canadian mare is the best cross you can get.

To Mr. Dymond.—My object in crossing the Clydesdale on the Canadian stock is to

raise a general purpose horse. The lighter horses may be more suitable for certain pur-

poses and where long journeys are necessary, but I think a farmer who keeps two or

three span of horses should keep a span of Clydesdales and a span of light ones. We
never find the Clydesdales too heavy for the market, and the pure heavy Clydesdale horses

sell for moi-e than any others. I raise about four horses every year. They are mostly of

the same type, got by a thoroughbred Clydesdale stallion, and from as heavy mares as I

can get. I go in for the heaviest make I can find. I usually sell my horses in Toronto
\

the Americans come here to buy them all the time, and, I think, take them to New York.
We find them equally saleable for the plough as we do for dray horses for the city. They
do very well when crossed with light mares. There is a demand for light horses also ; in

fact, there is good demand for any kind of good, sound, young horses. I have not sent

any to England. For a good draught horse I have frequently got as much as $200 at

three years old. Such a horse would weigh 1,300 or 1,400.

To Mr. Edward Stock.—The Clydesdales are bred here more numerously than any
other class of horses.

To Mr. Thomas Stock.—I think the produce of imported stock is as large as the

imported stock itself. I do not think there is anything in the Canadian climate that

reduces their size.

The Percherons.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have not tried any other breed of horses particularly. I have
tried the blood mare with the heavy draught horse, and got a good general purpose horse,

full of life, strong and vigorous. I have not gone into breeding carriage horses or road-

sters. I have seen the French Percherons in Montreal and in Toronto, but I do not like

them. Mr. Beattie had one. Four or five years ago I was called on as a judge in Mon-
treal, and I was judge of six of them, but I did not like them very well. They had fine

bodies and seemed to have life enough in them, but I thought they had not bone and sinew
enough in them to carry their carcass. I have not met anybody who has \ised them. If

\^Mr. Laiorie."^
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a horse haa not good legs I think it is of no use. I -would not depend on using the
Percherons for the improvement of the common stock of the country as I would the
Clydesdales. I do not think it would improve them to cross them with some other pure-
bred stock. Some of the Clydes are pretty heavy about the head, but as a rule you can
find many of them pretty fine in the head and well set upon their pins.

JAMES LAWEIE.

Sitting to take oral evidence, held at Almonte, October 13th, 1880. Present—
Messrs. E. Byene (Chairman), and A. H. Dymond.

ME. JOSEPH YUILL'S EYIDEITCE.

Joseph Yuill, of the Township of Ramsay, called and examined.

I am a farmer and stock raiser, owning 200 acres, of which about 160 acres are

cleaved. I have heard the evidence of Messrs. Black and Cochrane, and agree generally

with them as to grain growing.

Rotation Disturbed by Grasshoppers.

My rotation is about the same as theirs, but it has been disturbed by the ravages of

grasshoppers on the grass lands. ' This year one of my neighbours lost all his wheat by

this cause. They are stUl very numerous.

Pure-bred Ayrshires.

I devote my attention largely to thoroughbred stock of the Ayrshire breed. I have

been breeding them for twelve years. I have bred no others. For dairy cattle I prefer

them to all others. If the Ayrshire does not bring as much for beef, it costs less in pro-

portion to feed them than the Durham.

Polled Angus or Galloways for Beeping.

If going into cattle feeding for market I would prefer the Galloways or Polled

Angus. They are thriftier animals for our bare pastures in summer and hardier in

winter. If they have to look for their feed themselves they will do best, but for feeding

altogether in stalls I would consider nothing better than the Durham. I used a Gallo-

way bull one summer, but was persuaded he would not suit, and so sold him. Stock got

by him were poor dairy cattle, but grew a great size. I then went into Ayrshires, and

have about thirty, as well as a few well-bred grades. They vary as milkers.

Dairy Farming.

We have a small private creamery and make our own butter. I have no figures with

me for this year. Last year butter and cheese were very low. The year before we made

over $300 off twelve cows, besides all the butter used by a family of fourteen persons,

and raising eight calves ; this year we shall do a little better. In the year before last

we sent five cows' milk to the cheese factory, and made the rest into butter.

Average Butter per Cow.

Some of the stock are young, but two hundred pounds of butter would be a fair

season's average to a cow. I can send the amount realized for this year afterwards.

[Mr. YuilU]
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Ak "Evans" Creamery.

Our creamery is calculated for fifteen cows. It is known as " Evans* " creamery, and
consists of five cans costing $25. They are about two feet high, of seven or eight inches

diameter, and in two parts, connected by a narrow neck with a stopper in it. The lower
portion will hold about fifteen quarts and the upper five quarts. The cream is supposed to

fill the upper part of the vessel ; the stopper is inserted, and the upper part of the vessel

can then be easily removed.

Treatment op Mile.

The milk vessels are immersed in cold spring or iced water for twelve hours, until

the cream has risen. The cream is then put into another vessel to ripen for about thirty

six hours, and then churned by a dog-power in an old-fashioned churn. We get twenty
one cents per pound for the butter. We use an ounce of salt to the pound of butter, and
a little saltpetre. We always use the ground Liverpool salt.

Ayrshires as Milkers.

I should say that, as against the native stock, the Ayrshires would be better for milk
by one-third. The skim milk is very good for raising calves.

A Prize Bull.

I am now breeding from the Ayrshire bull that took the gold medal at the Centen-
nial, at Philadelphia. It cost $300 delivered here. The services of the bull are pretty

fairly sought after by other farmers in the neighbourhood.

Sales of Aryshires.—Price of Calves.

I sell a good many thoroughbred Aryshires. I shipped two to Manitoba lately.

There is a good demand in the country. I got $100 each for those I sent to Manitoba,
a bull calf and two-year-old heifer. We raise all our pure-bred calves, seven or eight

every year. I get from $50 to $100 for a bull or heifer calf in the fall of their first

year. We get at least $25 for a young calf in the spring.

Pure Leicester Sheep.

I have been raising pure Leicester sheep for twelve years, generally wintering about
thirty-five, but am now crossing them with the Lincoln as they were getting too fine in
the wool and small in the body. I sell them for breeding purposes to neighboxirs. I can
sell all I rais&

Berkshire Hogs.

I also raise pure Berkshire hogs. I never cross them, and get a fresh boar every year
to avoid in-breeding.

JOSEPH YUILL.
The witness has since forwarded the following statement :—

Butter Account foe 1880.
Sold in small lots up to

—

June 15—4931bs. of Butter, at 20c $98.60.
July 6—2651bs. « at 16c " 42.40.
August 23—3191bs. " at 20c 63.80*

October 2—1 751bs. « at 21c 36.75.
" 13— 541bs. " at 21c 11.34.
" 23—1401bs. « at 21c 29.40.

14461bs. $282.29
This is the amount and value of butter sold, besides supplying eleven of a family

with butter and milk. Joseph Yuill.

[Mr. YuilL]
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Sitting to take oral evidence, held at Cobourg, October 19, 1880. Present—Messrs^
Aylswobth (Chairman) and Dymond.

MR. DOUGLASS' EVIDENCE.

' Donald Douglass, of Percy Township, was called and examined.

He said : I have a farm of 400 acres, and devote my time principally to cattle andl

sheep. I have been engaged in dairying of late, and have reduced my flock of sheep to

about forty.

COTS.WOLDS AND LeICESTERS.

My sheep are thoroughbred Cotswolds and Leicesters, and those I do not use for

breeding are exported.

Markets for Sheep and Lambs—Prices—Weight.

Shearlings and lambs are sent to the American market, and ewes that have ceased

breeding to the English market. Shearlings sell at from $35 to $50. Leicesters are now
more in demand amongst Americans than formerly. Sheep for shipment to England sell

at about $10 each; they weigh from 250 to 300 pounds.

Clip of "Wool.

I generally get a clip of ten pounds washed wool from Leicesters or Cotswolds, though

I have a Cotswold ewe which sometimes gives sixteen pounds. The Cotswolds give a little

more wool than the Leicesters, and we get about the same price for the wools. The Lei-

cesters of my flock are the Border or large Leicester breed.

Shorthorns and Atrshires.

I keep about fifty head of horned cattle, some young stock, and about thirty milch

cows. 1 have some thoroughbred Shorthorns, but my cattle are largely Ayrshire, which

I favour on account of their milking qualities, I have from sixteen to eighteen fine

Ayrshires.

The Durhams as Milkers.

The Booth Durhams are generally good milkers, but the quantity shrinks as the sea-

son advances, cattle of that breed being very sensitive to the climate.

Ayrshires' Yield of Milk.

I have had some Ayrshires that gave 9,000 pounds of milk during the season, but

3,000 pounds for the six months during which the factory was open, is a good yield. A
thoroughbred Ayrshire should give from thirty-five to forty-two pounds per day while on

the grass, which is about double the yield of a common animal.

Cheese Dairying—Winter Management op Stock.

I send the milk to the cheese factory ; the whey is sold to the highest bidder, who

takes it away to feed hogs. In the winter I tie my stock up in warm stables, feeding

them on straw and turnips until near calving time, when I give them some hay, and some

bran and chopped stuff mixed.

[Mr. Douylass.]
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Pastures—Soilino—Manure.

In summer they are allowed to run in the pasture, and are also soiled to some extent.

The manure is kept as well as possible, and during the winter the yard is cleaned, and
the manure put in heaps in the field.

Land Plaster on Grass.

I have used land plaster on timothy, and find it of very great benefit, and I have
also used it with good efiect on barley just as it is coming through the ground. I do not
think that plaster is diminishing in value. I use from seventy-five to one hundred pounds
per acre.

Salt as a Fertilizer.

I have used salt, but have not noticed the results from it which I expected, though I
believe it had a good effect in keeping off the grub from the turnips

Salt in Cheese Factories.

English salt is used in the cheese factory of which I am the manager. We have
used the Goderich salt, but without using any particular brand. Mr. Harris, of Herkimer
County, New York, who has been sent out among the Canadian cheese factories by the
Dairymen's Association, stated in our factory that English salt was the purest we could
use for dairy purposes, and he conveyed the impression that the Canadian salt is not so
pure as the English. Our cheese maker has been bound by the directors to use a certain
brand of English salt on the ground that it is the purest.

Uses op the Durham and the Ayrshire.

I agree generally with previous witnesses as to the usefulness of the Shorthorn for
improving common cattle, but I prefer the Ayrshire for milk, and they also do very well
for beef. I sold a thoroughbred Ayrshire bull, which weighed 1,800 lbs., and some cows
which reached 1,200 lbs. We generally get for good grade steers for shipment to Europe
about five cents per pound when they are three years old. I think dairying has been of
very great advantage to farms which have been over cropped.

DONALD DOUGLASS.

Sitting to take oral evidence, held at Bowmanville, October 20, 1880. Present—
Messrs. Dryden, M.P.P. (Chairman), Aylsworth and Dymond.

MR. WM. COURTICE'S EVIDENCE.

William Courtioe, of the Township of Darlington, County of Durham, was called
and examined.

He said :—I work 800 acres of land, and am engaged in mixed husbandry. I raise
grain as well as stock.

Devon Cattle.

I have some pure Devon cattle, but my mUch cows are grades of various kinds.
The Devon cattle fatten very easily, and make a large amount of beef on small feeding.
They are also good butter cows, giving an extra quantity of very rich milk. I send the
milk to the factory. I have not given much attention to stall feeding. There is a diffi-

culty now in getting pure Devon bulls for crossing. I imported pure-bred Devons at first.

I and my brother have three bulls now, aad one yearling.

\Mr. Courtice.'\
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Quality of the Deyons.

Devon calves require to be well attended to, so that they get a good start. There is

not much demand for Devons now, either in the United States or Canada. The Devons
make a very good cross on large, roomy cows, which have two or three crosses of the

Durham in them ; but I would not recommend them for crossing on the common stock

of the country. I think they give better milk but not so much as D ox-hams of a good
milking family.

Price of Devon Bulls—CMiVES.

I sell Devon bulls at from $90 to $100, according to quality. They are young bulls,

two years old. I do not raise many steers for the market. If I wanted to raise a calf

well, I would either let it suck or give it new milk, and when it is old enough I would
give it meal or oil cake. I pasture my cows principally on flats which have never been

Broken up, though I keep some cultivated pasture.

BoTATiON OF Crops.

J do not practise any particular rotation of crops. I generally seed after roots, mow
the land two or three years, and then break up for peas.

Clyde Hoeses.

I raise heavy horses, using only pure-bred Clydesdale stallions. I find a market for

heavy horses in the United States. Such horses must be ont of heavy mares, having
three or four crosses. For such horses, two years old, I have got $150. They average
from $150 to $200, and pay very well.

WILLIAM COUETICE.

HOLSTEIN CATTLE.

None of the witnesses examined having any knowledge from personal experience of

the characteristics and merits of the Holstein breed of cattle, correspondence with the

owners of several herds of Holslipina in the United Stages has elicited the following

information on this subject.

Letter to the " Rural New Yorker," by Wing B. Smith.

Grazing upon the meadows of Holland can be seen great numbers of cattle, large,

finely formed, wonderfully symmetrical, fully developed, uniform in colour and general

appearance, with a remarkable development of the milk-producing organs, whose yield at

the pail fully realizes the promises of their development.

Some of the choicest of these animals have been imported into this country, and they,

with their descendants, constitute the Holstein breed of cattle of the United States. It

must be borne in mind, therefore, that the Holsteins are not an experiment either in

Holland or in this country, having been known here since 1852. No other breed known
to us can so directly trace their, lineage back for so many centuries.

Milk Records.

Americans, tired of humbugs, demand more than unreliable statements, surmises and
imtiraates, and insist upon facts in the form of reports and records fully substantiated bj

[Holstein Cattle.l
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unquestionable proofs, coming from persons well known, and consisting of weights, meaa-

urements, tests, etc., and these I will now give in proof of the correctness of my state-

ments. The most essential quality in a cow for the dairy or farm, lies in her capacity for

giving a large yield of milk. Now I unhesitatingly assert, that the Holsteins, as a breed,

are the most abundant milkers known. In proof of this statement, I place before the

Rural readers the following records, selected from among the very many now in my pos-

session, many of which have been furnished me by prominent and trustworthy breeders

and owners, embracing animals of almost every important herd of Holsteins in this

country

:

Extraordinary Ferfgrhakces.

Grown Princess's largest daily yield is 76 pounds of milk ; and largest yearly yield

14,027 pounds. Topsy produced 40^ pounds of milk in a day, before she was two years

old. Maid of Twerk, in 286 days or nine months and ten days, gave 11,618 pounds of

milk, an average of 40 6-10 per day. Her largest yield was 7 Impounds of milk in a day.

Yerta averaged 52 2-10 pounds for eighty-five days. Johanna, imported in 1878, calved

July 23rd, 1878, and averaged 72 pounds of milk per day, during last week in August;
largest yield in one day, 78 pounds. Gentle Annie has had three calves, her first at

owenty-three months old, and has consequently been in milk three continuous years, dur-

ing which time she has given 26,860 pounds 14 ounces of milk, or an average of 8,713^
pounds per year, for the three years in milk commencing at two years old. Jufrau has

completed her third continuous and consecutive year at 11,680 pounds per year. Janeka,

her fourth year, at an average of 10,090 pounds per year. Lady Clifeden (imported Oc-

tober, 1874,) calved February 1st, 1875, gave 2,093 pounds of milk in March, an average

of 67 16-31 pounds per day. Record for 362 days, 16,274 pounds or 7,745 quarts of

milk, an average of 21 143-362 quarts per day ; largest yield in a day 75 pounds. Maid
Marion (imported) gave 21 quarts per day for six weeks ; she gave 11,112 pounds in 365
days. Lady Andover gave, from October 1st, 1876, to June 1st, 1877, 9,856 pounds, an
average of 35 67-91 pounds per day. Zwaan gave 12,009^ pounds of milk in a year.

Astrea, eight years old, gave 80 pounds per day for ten days. Maid of Twisk, five years

old, gave in 303 days, 12,593^ pounds, an average of 47 7-16 pounds. The next year she

gave 14,31 2 pounds, an average of 44 pounds 7 ounces ; her largest yield was 90J pounds in a
day. Jacoba Hartog, two years old, in 358 days gave 10,430:J pounds, an average of 29
7-16 pounds per day. Sitjtje Blecker, two years old, in 365 days, gave 10,711f pounds, an
average of 29f pounds per day. Neiltja Korndyke, two years old, in 365 daysgave9,932|
pounds of milk. Maid of Twisk, averaged for thirty days, 73 1-6 pounds of milk a
day.

The cow, Eva, for three consecutive months, averaged 42 quarts of milk a day ;

this was in the months of September, October and November, and during the following
five months she averaged 30 quarts daily, making 8,352 quarts of milk in eight months.
Eva 2nd, at two years and six months old, with her first calf, gave an average of 20
quarts of milk a day for six months. Three months after dropping her second calf, she
gave 28 quarts of milk a day. In a herd of fourteen fully matured cows, not one of
the fourteen will give less than 60 pounds of milk a day, when in full flow.

Butter Becords.

As to quality of the milk, we believe it is universally conceded that the butter and
cheese of Holland are rarely excelled, and to the breeder or dairyman, another vital point
IS the quantity of butter given. Records prove more than mere statements. Maid of

T visk gave 14,312 pounds of milk in a year ; actual experience proves that 20^
pounds of milk made 1 pound of butter, which gives 706| pounds of butter in one
year.

Snow Flake, two and a half years old, gave 10 pounds a week, Texelaar produced
17 pounds 14 ounces of butter from cream of six days' milking. Texelaar 9th produced

12| pounds per week, and her daughter 14 pounds of butter in a week.

[Holstein Cattle.^
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Sixty-eight pounds of milk taken from two cows (Maid and Jacoba) were set aside'

the cream taken off when milk was sour and churned by itself in a common '* dasher

"

churn, with the following result : 3| pounds of butter to 68 pounds of milk,

or 1 pound of butter to 19 3-7 pounds of milk ; butter was weighed before salting, and
milk thoroughly washed from the same. From the daily milkings of Eva 3 pounds of

butter were made for long periods. To prove the importance of Holland as a dairy coun-

try, let me state that one small province of that country exports nearly 5,000,000 pounds
of butter annually to the markets of Continental Europe and the British Isles. Holland
exports annually 32,000,000 pounds of butter and 61,000,000 pounds of cheese, which,

for so small a country, is truly remarkable.

Flesh-Forming Capacity.

The next most prominent feature of these cattle, and one of great importance to the
breeder, is the readiness with which they take on flesh, and its quality. Experiments
without number have proved that Holsteins take on more flesh with the tame food than
any other breed of corresponding weight.

Comparative Milk Records.

Professor Lehmann, in charge of the experimental agricultural station at Pommeritz,
•elected from both Shorthorn and Holland races cows that had passed their sixth year, but

which were not so old that their age affected the flow of milk. The experiment of milk-

ing commenced July 31, 1866, and terminated July 30, 1867, occupying precisely 365
days , during which time there were yielded by four Shorthorns 27,240 pounds of milk,

or an average of 6,081 pounds per cow, while four Hollanders yielded 32,136 pounds, or

an average yield of 8,034 pounds per cow. Highest yield by Shorthorns, 7,643 pounds;

highest yield by Hollanders, 9,411 pounds. The same food, keeping, care, and surround-

ings, which in the Shorthorns produced 100 pounds of milk, produced 118 4-10 pounds in

Hollanders, or fully 18 per cent, in favour of the latter as milk-producers.

Experiments at Eldena.

At the Agricultural Academy at Eldena, many experiments were made in feeding

and milking cows, etc., and very precise accounts were kept of the product of every cow,

as well as of the expense of keeping her ; and it was found that three Ayrshire cows aver-

aged 2,247 quarts of milk per cow, while twenty-two Holland cows averaged 4,437 quarts

per cow. Highest yield by Ayrshires was 3,811 quarts; highest yield by Hollanders,

5,677 quarts. The Hollander consumed about five pounds of hay, or the equivalent, to

every quart of milk yielded, the Ayrshire nine pounds of hay to every quart of milk. One
other experiment conducted by Villeroy, resulted in showing that 100 pounds of hay pro-

duced in Hollanders 28.92 quarts of milk, in Devons, 19.13 quarts, and in Hereforda

15.97 quarts. Baron Ockle, in Frankenfelde, made a comparative experiment with Ayr-

ahires and Hollanders, the average weight of the Ayrshires being 806 pounds, that of the

Hollanders, 1,016 pounds. The experiment showed that the Ayrshires consumed 33.10

pounds of hay for every 100 pounds of live weight, while Hollanders consumed 28.10

only.

Records op Live "Weights.

I have claimed for this breed of cattle a place among the beef animals, and woulJ

sustain my position by offering the following actual weights :

Bull, 4th Highland Chief 2,700 lbs.

First Consul 2,120 "

" Dictator 2,140 "
" Uncle Tom, at 26 months 1,525 «

\nolstein CaUleS\
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Bull, Plcen, 2 years 1,022 lbs.

" Chieftian, 21 months 1,425 "

« Wild Eyes, 11 months 950 "

« Calf, Pedro, 8 months 550 «

Cow, Virginia, 6 years 1,695 "

" Finesse, 8 years 1 ,625
"

" Lady Texal, 6 years 1,780 "

« Lady Clifeden, 9 years 1,580 "

« Lavinia 1,500 "

" Isis, 4 years 1,510 "

« Mary 1,350 «

* Aaltje Hengeveld, 5 years 1,280 "

Heifer, Mabel, 3 years 10 months 1,400 "

" Minnie Wrinkle, 3 years 10 months 1,320 "

" Aagie Hertag, 3 years 1,112 "

« Altonia, 3 years 1,174 "

« Meika, 21 months 1,010 "

Calf, Anna, 1 1 months 770 "

« Jenny, 11 months 690 "

" Sappho, 10^ months 700 «'

The above cows were aU in milk at time of weighing, and not in extra flesh, and had

they not been in milk at the time of weighing they would have weighed very much more.

I could extend this list indefinitely, but space does not permit.

Adaptability to Change of Climate.

Holsteins have now been introduced into many of our States, and without reference

to climate, soil or location, they thrive as well and furnish equal records of milk in "Vir-

ginia, Massachusetts, Vermont, New York, Illinois or California. Be it on the high-

lands or lowlands, in the cold climes or warm, under all circumstances, with all kinds of

food, and divers manners of supplying it—under all these conditions they still maintain
that same superiority as miikers and beef animals with which they have been here

accredited. They are remarkably vigorous, and are seemingly little given to disease ; and
standing beside the popular breeds of this country, they are far less affected by the

extremes of our variable climate than others, while they bear exposure far better than
m»st other breeds.

Their Prepotency.

The power of transmission of prominent characteristics by the Holstein males is

remarkable; for they invariably stamp their progeny with the colour markings, form and
size of the breed, as well as with its all-essential milking qualities. This power is not
confined to crosses with our native or grade cows alone, but is equally manifest in crosses

on full-blood animals of any breed or race.

A few instances that have come under my personal observation are sufficient to

satisfy my readers on this point. Dolly Button's dam was a grade Durham that would
hardly give milk enough to raise her calf, while Dolly on coming in at 18 months gave
thirty-eight pounds of milk a-day. Another half-blood gave, as a two-year-old, on dry
feed, 40 pounds of milk per day, and when put on grass, 42 pounds in a day. Favourite, a
half-blood, came in at twenty months, and gave milk in good quantity for over two years
without cessation, and it was with difficulty she was dried ofi" before her third calving.

And here let me state, as one of the very prominent, and to the breeder an all-importent
characteristic of cows of this breed, their continuously large flow of milk during the whole
year, as it is often with difficulty the cow can be dried ofi" before calving.

After the presentation of such an array of facts as the foregoing, I feel justified in

at^iig that in the Holstein cattle, the breeders and dairymen of the United States wiU

lUoktein Cattle.]
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find a breed possessing more desirable qualities and more fully meeting the demands and
the wants of this country than any other : for in them we have size, form, finish, won-
derful development, uniformity in colour and general appearance, vigour and the produo-
tion of remarkable quantities of prime milk, butter, cheese and beef.

Onondaga Co., N.Y.

Extract from Letter from W. Singerly op "The Philadelphia Record."

I have had nearly two years trial of the Holsteins. I have some forty, old and youngs
and I think they are beyond question the best breed of cattle, for the farmer, known.
Cows give from 50 to 60 pounds of milk per day, and milk close up to calving. I sent

you photos. You will notice one named " Dairy Maid." She is due to calve in fifteen

days, and is now giving 24 pounds of milk a day. Heifers, ih&t come in at twenty-four

and twenty-six months old, are giving 40 to 46 pounds per day. The records of som»
half-breds show almost as well.

Wm. Sinqsrlt.

Extract from a Lstver from Messrs. Smiths ii Powbll of Syracusi.

A. H. Dymond, Esq.,

Ontario Agricultural Commission, Toronto.

Dear Sir,—Mr. Singerly, of Philadelphia, requests ns to send you such printed mat
ter as we have that treats on Holstein cattle, their history, characteristics, etc. We com-

ply with his request with much pleasure, and herewith mail you a Rural New Yorker thai

contains an article on Holsteins, also a catalogue of our own herd of Holsteins, and en-

close a record of their milking. Favour us with a careful perusal of all of these. Our
experience with this breed of cattle has been most satisfactory. We have made a oareful

study of the breed, its origin, growth, native country, its prominent characteristics, etc.,

and after several trips through Holland, visiting many farms where these cattle are, im-

porting, breeding and observing the efiect of change of location, we have decided in our

own minds that they are the coming breed for milk or milk and beef combined. Our herd

now numbers about 150 head, and our record proves their superior merit.

Smiths &, Powbli*

Syracubb, N.Y., December 3rd, 1880.

Letter from Ex-Governob SEYMOUBt

A. H. Dymond, Esq.,

Office of the Ontario Agricultural Commission,

Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sir,—Governor Seymour requests me, in reply to your letter of inquiry, dated

the 24th instant, to say that he is too ill to write except by the hand of another. He says

the Holstein cattle are thought well of by our farmers. They grow to a large size, and ar«

free milkers, and while the milk is not so rich as that of some other breeds, yet it is rich

enough for cheese. They are gentle cattle and best adapted to smooth and rich pasture,

and make good beef. Mr. Gerrit S. Miller and Mr. Dudley Miller of Peterboro, in Madi-

son County, have imported and kept first-class specimens of this breed, and so does Mr.

James Neilson, of New Brunswick, New Jersey, and there is a fine herd within four miles

of Utica.
Very truly yours,

Utica, November 26th, 1880. John J. Seymour.

[EolsUin CaUU.]
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Letter from Mr. Gerrit S. Miller.

A. H. Dymond, Esq.

Dear Sir,—At the request of Mr. Singerley, of Philadelphia, I will cheerfully give

you whatever information you may wish regarding Holstein cattle. I mail you a copy of

Holstein Herd Book, Vol. 3 ; in it you will find a short sketch of the history of the
breed, and a few other interesting items. The great advantage the Holstein has over
other breeds is in its combination of valuable qualities. Ist, it is the greatest and most
economical milk producer ; 2nd, the mUk is better adapted to general use, such as the

milkman, family, cheese factory, and at the same time makes excellent butter (some of

the smaller breeds will make a pound of butter from less milk than the Holstein, but
their milk is not so desirable for other purposes) ; 3rd, they are of large size, fatten

quickly, and make excellent beef ; 4th, they seem to thrive in hot, cold, and damp climates,

and are possessed of hardy constitutions. I have been breeding these cattle since Octo-

ber '69, when my first importation came from Holland, and am more than ever satisfied

that they are the best breed for general use.

Gerbit S. Milleb.

Peterboeo, Madison Co., N.Y.

POLLED ANGUS, OR ABERDEEN POLLED CATTLE.

(From "Wallace's Monthly," November, 1878.)

It is now eighty years since Mr. Watson of Keillar in Forfarshire, founded his

herd. This takes us back to a period contemporaneous with the early improvers of the

Shorthorn. As a race, the Polled Angus are probably nearly as old and well established

in their characteristics as the Shorthorn.

McCombie, of Tilltfour.

In 1832, the most famous breeder of this variety, McCombie,* 'of Tillyfour, founded

his herd, and he has carried forward his enterprise to this day without flinching through-

out all the Shorthorn fever that has raged around him. To the Angus breed of cattle,

he has been what the CoUings were to the Shorthorns, and his skill and judgment have

resulted in the production of much such an animal as the Collings produced.

A Beef-making Animal.

Hig aim has been a beef-making animal, all black, and without homa. As evidence

of their quality in this particular we will cite a few instances.

The Polled Angus as Prize Winners.

At Poissy, in 1862, a bullock of this breed won Prince Albert's cup, against all the

breeders of the world ; they have twice carried off the champion cup at Smithfield in

recent years, and they have frequently gained the chief prize at Birmingham. When
we consider that a single county, away down in Scotland, has a breed of cattle that

oftentimes meets and beats all the Shorthorns, Herefords, and Devons of England, we

must conclude, that as beef producers, that breed has been brought to a high state of

perfection.

*Mr. McCombie died since the above was written, and his fine herd was sold by auction on the 26th of

August, 1880, and dispersed.

[Polled Angus Cattle."]
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Quality op the Beep.

It is claimed for tHs breed, and I am disposed to think the claim is just, that the

beef itself is better than the beef of any other breed, and brings more in the markets of

the great cities.

Good OoNSTrruTiONS

—

Milking Qualities.

Like all the Scotch cattle, this breed have hardy vigorous constitutions, and are very

prolific. They are gentle in disposition, and mature very early. As milkers, they are

not distinguished, for they have not been bred for that purpose. They are generally jet-

black, -with fine glossy coats, and plenty of hair. They grow to a large size, and are

easily fatted at almost any age. It is claimed for them, also, that they weigh heavier

than any other breed to their measurement, which makes them attractive to buyers for

the fat market. It is an established fact that Polled cattle sell better in the Enghsh
market than any others.

The Bhobthoen.

It is conceded on all hands, that as a beef-producer, the well-fatted JShorthom ox is

very near perfection. For many generations he has been bred for perfection of form
—the greatest amount of beef with the smallest amount of offal.

The Horn.

Wdw, all we want is the same ox without the ho«is. For many generations the

Angus Polled ox has also been bred for perfection of form—the greatest amount of beef

with the smallest amotmt of oflfal, and there ia of necessity, a most striking resemblance

of form between the two breeds. In respect to form, then, the eK)S8 between them
would not be a violent one, and we would not expect any deterioration in that form.

Eppbov of CBOBSiNa WITH the Shobthobk.

It is prc^ble that the size of the Shorthorn wouRl be somewhat reduced, which
might not be a disadvantage, but his quahty would not be impaired. Indeed there can
hardly be a doubt that the quaUty of the meat would be improved. On this point, how-
ever, we are not left to reason or conjecture, for the cross has been tried with most happy
r«ults. A distinguished Scotch authority says :

" Of all the varieties of cross-bred cattle,

there is none more satisfactory or remunerative to the feeder than the cfoss between the
Polled Angns, or Aberdeen, and the Shorthorn. It grows to a large size, shows great
aptitude to fatten, and when killed, the fat and lean are found to be distributed over its

cemcsiMB in most desirable propo2:tion3."

The Durham's Hobns.^

The horn of the Shorthorn cattle is less a characteristic and feature of the breed
than any other tribe of homed cattle with which I am acquainted. In the females es-

pecially, its development is generally unsatisfactory from its uncertainty. It never has
a strong, robust growth, and there is no telling what shape it may assume. There is a
kind of unhealthy tenderness about it that makes one afraid aU the time that some slight

contact may knock it off. It seems hardly in accordance with the nature of the animals
to develop horns at all, and some of them get little beyond the merest rudiments of horns.
Indeed we believe there have been instances where they failed to develop even rudiments.
It follows then, that of all the tribes of homed cattle, the horns would be the most easily

eliminated from the Shorthorns by the introduction of PoUed blood. The introduction
of a bull of a vigorous and prolific stock of the Polled Angus into a herd of Shorthorn
cows would be very apt to result in a large majority of the progeny being without horns.

^PolUd Angtis Catile-I . :f
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It would be curious to note what the proportion with or without horns would be, but I

think it is philosophical to conclude that the strong no-horn element in the bull would,

be apt to eliminate the very feeble horn element in the cow. With this as a result in

the first generation, a foundation ifi laid, on which the breeder can build^jias his judg-

ment or fancy may dictate.

THE POLLED ANGUS BREED.

By Mr. Thomas Ferguson, a Correspondent of '^ Wallaces Monthly" Feb. 1879,

The Polled Angus fob Beef.

I live within a short distance from Keillar, the cradle of the Improved Polled Angus
Cattle. Have myself been a breeder of them for forty years, and can corroborate every

word you say regarding them as a famous beef-producing race. The beef from them is

also of unequalled quality, a quality which is sufficiently indicated by the fact that prime
PoHed Scots uniformly bring the highest price per stone in the London market.

Horns on Shipboard.

I do not require to say anything of the advantages which they possess over homed
cattle in a car or steamship voyage, as your article is quite conclusive on that head, and
it must be evident to everyone that in a long voyage, where cattle are packed pretty

closely together, the absence of horns must conduce greatly to the comfort and conse-

quent well-doing of the animals. The horned American cattle, which have been

shipped to this country have not been the description of cattle which can be carried

here at the least risk and expense, but the introduction of Polled Angus bulls of good

pedigree into your Shorthorn herds would speedily remedy this state of matters.

Peepotenct,

No bulls imprint upon their progeny their own character and qualities so quickly
;

and the result of the introduction of a Polled Angus bull among a herd of Shorthorn

cows would be a vigorous race of cattle, most of them, if not all of them, black and
polled like the sire. I have known a herd of twenty West Highland cows—a breed of cat-

tle with very long and strong horns—being served with a Polled Angus bull, and every

calf was polled, most of them jet black, but a few of a dun colour. In the higher or glen

districts of Perthshire, this West Highland, long-horned breed used almost exclusively

to prevail, but through the persistent use of Polled bulls the cattle in this district are

now almost all black and polled, quite as large in size and of as good qicaJity as the

pure Angus.
Crosses on the Shorthorn.

By crossing yova* American Shorthorns with polled bulls, you would improve them,

both in appearance and quality, and also make them much hardier. I have sold Polled

bulls in Ireland frequently for use in Shorthorn herds, and the results have always been

highly satisfactory, in evidence of which those breeders who have adopted this system

still continue to buy bulls from me. The Polled bulls I consider would greatly improve

the quality of your American cattle without reducing their size.

Maturity—Prizes.

It is a mistake to suppose that Angus cattle do not come so soon to maturity, or

grow to 80 large a size as Shorthorns. I have year-old and two-year-old Polled Angua
cattle larger than any Shorthorns or crosses of the same age in this district, and this is

saying something, for a very near neighbour of mine, Mr, Fisher Keithick, Coupar-Angus,

has a herd of Shorthorns second to none. At a sale he had four years ago, one of his

cows was sold to America for 280 guineas. Hie Shorthorns and my Polled Angus came

[Polled Angus CattU.]
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together in the adjudicating ring of our local show, held at Coupar-Angus, in the
summer of 1877, when a cup was offered by the citizens for the best animal in the cattle

classes, irrespective of breed or age. The Shorthorn contingent on that occasion
included animals that had cost hundreds of pounds, some of them bred by such noted
breeders as the late William Tarr, Aylesby Manor ; Messrs. Atkinson, Bessy, etc., etc.,

and yet the oup was awarded to me for an Angus heifer bred by myself. The sire of
this heifer, and also of all my other young stock, after having served over forty cows
during last spring and summer, gained the first prize at the Highland and Agricultural
Society's show at Dumfries last July. He is my stud bull, and although kept in
moderate condition for serving, his present live weight is 24 cwts. A heifer by him,
which also gained first prize in her class at Dumfries, at the present time girths over
7 feet, her age being under t?vo years, and some of my other heifers of the same age are
equally as large. I mention these facts simply to show that Angus cattle come as early
to maturity, and grow to as large a size as Shorthorns.

Milking Qualities—Thriftiness.

As to their milking properties, it can be seen from the enclosed letter from Lord
Airlie, Cortachy Castle, Angus-shire, which appeared in the North British Agriculturist
of 1st January, that he has at present seventeen pure Angus cows in his dairy, the
greater nuruber of them giving twelve to fourteen, and sometimes sixteen, Scotch pints,
for a considerable time after calving. The milk from them is of a very superior
quality, as good as that got from Alderneys, and very much superior to that of either
the Shorthorn or Ayrshires. They are thrifty cattle aud excellent doers, and from
practical experience I unhesitatingly afi&rm that three of them can be kept on the keep
of two Shorthorns.

Although I have all my life been a breeder of cattle, this is more of a feeding than
» ^re-j.iiag district. We are largely dependent upon Ireland for our supply of feeding
Cit-iii, and although the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is doing its
best to prevent the "barbarous and cruel" operation of horning, the inhuman practice
still to a certain extent prevails. Lreland, however, is now finding it to her interest to
use Polled bulls extensively for crossing with her horned breeds, and the necessity
for this brutal practice is likely soon to cease.

iImprovements op the Breed.

It is now about seventy years since the late Hugh Watson commenced his improve-
ments on the Angus breed of cattle at Keillar, near Coupar-Angus, in this district, which
is the native home of the breed.

From time immemorial, a famous race of Polled cattle had existed in this district,
and those were the cattle from which Mr. Watson made his selections, and who may be
said to have originated the Improved Polled Angus Cattle. His herd has had by far the
greatest influence in improving the other Polled herds, and while he, who first made those
cattle famous under the name of " Keillar Doddies, " has departed, the breed itself has
extended not only over the British Isles, but far beyond ; and Mr. McCombie of Aber-
deenshire, and Hannay of Banffshire, not to name hundreds of other celebrated breeders
have assisted in widely disseminating this once local variety.

'

Extension op the Breed.

The late Mr. Watson, when examining my herd a short time previous to his death
expressed his ophiion to me that an enormous field, both in Scotland and the world at
large, was open to reward the energy of breeders of Polled cattle. This prediction has
smce, to a large extent, been realized.

The Polled cattle are now the prevailing breed in the counties of Kincardine, Aber-
deen, Nairn, Banff and Elgin, and are rapidly becoming the national breed of Scot-
land. Ireland finds it to her interest to used Polled bulls extensively for crossing their

[Polled Angus Cattle.]
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horned breeds, and they have also found their -way into numerous English counties. In
deed, the " improved Angus Doddies " have abready obtained a world-wide reputation
shipments of high-priced animals being made to many of the European countries as well
as to your own country and AustraUa. At the time the lato Mr. Watson commenced
his improvements on the breed, but little attention was paid in this country to the quaHty
or improvement of the various breeds of cattle. At the present time, however, the desire

in all countries for improved breeds of cattle is everywhere most marked, and so far as
I can see, the "Doddies " of Angus-shire are the animals destined to supply this universal

want They won everlasting honours at the late Paris Exhibition, and now the whole
world demands them ; while we may expect that the return of more prosperous timea
than the present will but increase the necessities of the various continents."

Letter from Lord Airlib on the Mileino Quamties of Polled Angub Cattle.

I have read with interest the article on •' Polled cattle for shipment abroad," ex-

tracted from a New York paper, which appeared in yesterday's North British Agricul-

turist. I should think the Polled Angus well suited to roughing it on the American
prairies. As regards their suitability for crossing with the native breeds, the late Mr.
Grant tried the experiment in Kansas, and he found the crosses from Polled bulls and
American cows, arrived on an average at greater weight than crosses from cows of the

same kind and Shorthorn bulls, age and treatment being the same. I observe that the

writer of the article states that the*Poiled Angus cows are bad milkers. It is the fashion

to say 80 ; and no doubt if you breed exclusively for show-yard purposes, and for beef-

producing, you will have a number of very indifferent milkera The same thing might,

however, probably be said of any herd, certainly of the Shorthorns. But if you want
dairy cows, and select the right stock, you will not have much to complain of. I have
at present seventeen Polled Angus milch cows in my dairy. The greater number of

these give from twelve to fourteen, and sometimes sixteen Scotch pints for a considerable

time after calving. The milk is admitted to be much richer than that of either the Short-

horn or Ayrshire. As regards the length of time for which they will continue to give

milk, my cow, " Belle of Airlie," (1959), (dam of Belus 749,) as pure a Polled animal as

any in the herd-book, used to be milked all the year roxmd. Last year when I was from

home they left off milking her about a month before she calved, and she died of milk

fever, induced, as I believe, by tke circumstance that she had not been relieved of her

super-abundant milk.

The cow, " Miss McPherson," (1252) of the Erica tribe, which I purchased recently

of Mr. Adamson, is now giving six Scotch pints per day, more than nine and a half

months after calving. The dairy cows referred to were selected by me with a view to

their milking quaUties, and whenever I found the produce turn out bad milkers, I drafted

and fed them for the butcher, except in a few instances, when from their shapes and
blood I thought them likely to produce a valuable tribe of cattle.—I am, etc.

,

AIELIE,

MEMORANDUM ON VALUE AND MERITS OF VARIOUS BREEDS OP
SHEEP.

(Prepared^ at the request of the Commissioners, by Professor Brown, a MeTuber of the

Oommissioru)

Suitability, Country and Hardiness.

Very much of the success of sheep depends upon local peculiarities, such as temper"

ature and soil, and also upon particular management. For weight in the shortest time, the

Leicester is ahead in our experience ; for quality of flesh and wool the Southdown and

Oxford Do-WTi cross have given great satisfaction, and for hardiness we place the South-

down first, the Cotswold second, Oxford Down third, Lincoln fourth, and the Leicester

last. More particularly in regard to wool value, the Southdown is first, then its cross ;

^Professor Brovm,^
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Oxford Down third, Oxford Down cross fourth, Leicester fifth, and Lincoln and Cofcswold

last. In early maturing the order is—Leicester, Southdown, Southdown cross, Leicester

cross, Oxford Down cross, and the slowest is the CotswoJd.

Profit

In regard to profit, according to present markets, there is

For ( Cotswo?r' }
^'l''^^-

I j ^''iT^
^""^ ''*''''1 For

By Localities.

1. Southdowns for high-lying, exposed, light soils of a limey character.

2. Cotswolds for medium localities.

3. Oxford Downs for medium by present experience.

4. Leicesters and Lincolns for mildest districts.

Healthiness.

The Southdown is least liable to diseases.

Lung disease is the most common sheep complaint, but not a matter of heavy loss

anywhere.

Special Advantages or Shbbp Parminq.

Fewer risks by deaths.

Two crops per annum.
Consolidating and manuring light soils.

Kich manure at all times.

More easily kept on poor pastures.

Less cost in buildings and winter management.

\
Greater returns for money invested.

AvERAGB Annual Increasb.

I
The average annual increase in a flock of ewes is fully 1^ lamb per head.

Wintering Sheep.

They should be allowed to choose out or in-doors at all times, giving thirty-five square
yards per head.

Age and Season for Marketing.

For Breeding.—It is most profitable to sell lambs in the fall, and shearlings next
August and September.

For Flesh,—At the end of April and May j and all should be off when eighteen
months old.

A Comparison.

The difference between the value of a well bred grade and a common sheep is thus
shown:

Common Improved
Sheep. Cross.

Common Wool, 5 lbs. at 27c. $1 35
Improved Wool, 8 lbs. at 35c $2 80
Common Mutton, 140 lbs. at ic 5 60
Improved Mutton, 170 lbs. at 5^c 9 35

$6 95 $12 15

6 95

Difference $5 20
Or, $510 in a flock of 100. WM. BROWN.

[Professor Broxon.']
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EVIDENCE ON WOOL.
Sitting to take oral evidence held at Toronto, August 3rd, 1880. Present—Mr.

Brown (Chairman), Hon. S. C Wood, and Messrs. Thosl Stock, Edward Stock, and
A. H. Dtmond.

MR. JOHN HALLAM'S EVIDENCE.

JoHM' Hallam, of Toronto, was called and examined.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have been for twenty-two years in the wool trada I have been
chiefly a purchaser of Canadian wool.

Canadian Wool Buyikg—Markbt.

I buy the-wool in the fleece, and also skin wooL The great bulk of the Canadian wool
I sell goes to the United States.

Varieties of Canadian Wool.

The difierent classes of wool that I purchase in Canada are, the Cotswold, the Leices-

ter, the Southdown, and the old Canadian, which is a wool now very much wanted by our
manufacturers, and the demand is greater than the supply, but the wool is not veiy pro-

fitable to the farmers, as it is a light fleece.

Cross-bred Wools.

lo Mr. Thomas Stock.—We have many crosses now, but the wool of some crosses is

very poor, and the old Canadian wool of ten or fifteen years ago is going out entirely.

Some of the crosses, however, are superior to the thoroughbreds for the production of

good combing wool.

The Cross Preferred.

The cross I prefer is that of the Southdown and the Leicester, which I think gives

us the best fleece for combing, equal to the pure Delaine wools, and the lambs' wool from

this cross makes the most desirable clothing.

Demand for Medium WooLa

To Mr. Dymond.—There has sprung up within the last two or three years a demand
for medium wools in Canada, such as are used for underclothing, knitted goods for men's

and ladies' under-wear, tweeds, serges, and goods of that description. These wools are

superseding, to a certain extent, the similar wools that were formerly imported.

Thb Lono Wools.

Tip to a recent date, it was the long wools and the imported fine wools that were

chiefly used. The Cotswold and Leicester wools would not be used for the same descrip-

tion of goods, except in their early growths, before October or the latter end of Septem-

ber. The wool coming afterwards would be for worsted purposes, and our market for it

would be either in England or the United States, but principally in the United States.

Good Prices for Fine WooLa

To Mr. Thomas Stock.—The market is not so brisk in our long wools, but our finer

wools from the desirable crosses, are still commanding good fair prioea

[Mr. Sallam.]
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Leicester Wool before Cotswold.

To Mr. Dymond.—Previous to the recent change in favour of medium "wools, the

Leicester wool was more in demand than the Cotswold. The Leicester wool, as I under-

stand it, when manufactured into goods, imparts a lustre to the manufactured article to a

greater extent than the Cotswold wool ; it is also more even in staple, is not so bulky,

and is a better spinning wool for combing purposes. On the whole, I think the fleece of

a thoroughbred Cotswold would be heavier than that of the Leicester.

The SHROPsniRE Down Wool.

I would rather have the Shropshire for wool than the Cotswold or the Leicester ; its

wool is of a softer nature, and I believe would command more in the market.

Average Weight op the Fleece.

The average weight of farmers' wool in Canada is about five pounds to the fleece
;

the average weight of a Cotswold fleece is about nine pounds ; of a Leicester about the

same ; and of a Lincoln and Shropshire a little less. The Cotswold and Leicester wools

predominate in this country ; we get very few fleeces of the Lincoln or Shropshires in this

part of Canada.

The Southdown the Best—Comparative Value.

The Southdown sheep I consider, for wool and for all practical purposes, the best

;

its fleece weighs from five to seven pounds. As to the comparative value of the fleeces of

the diflferent breeds, if I were buying Cotswold fleeces for 28 cents a pound, I would give

33 cents for the Southdown ; or if the Cotswolds were bringing 30 cents, I would give 35

for the Southdowns. That is, I would give about five cents, or one sixth, more for a Down
fleece than for a Cotswold fleece, according to weight. In the present state of the market
I think a cross between the Down and the Leicester or Shropshire would be the most de-

sirable, that is for the Canadian demand.

The United States Demand.

In the United States the demand is chiefly for what is called medium long wools for

Delaine purposes. There is at present a great objection to the wool of thoroughbreds, on
account of its length and coarseness. When I say that there is a demand in the United
States for medium wool, I mean the wool from the cross of some fine breed and a thorough-

bred, which will give the wool a lustre, and sufficient strength of staple to enable it to

comb ; a cross of a Leicester and a Southdown, or a Shropshire and a Southdown, is the

class of wool which I would advise the farmers of Ontario to raise in preference to any
other kind.

Market for Long Wools Abroad.

We have no machinery in this country for using the long, heavy wools profitably, and
we have to find a market for them abroad.

Cape and Australian Wools.

The greatest bulk of the wool imported into this country is Cape and Australian
wool. There is what we call the ordinary Cape wool and the Blue Cape wool ; one is

grown to the north and the other to the south, although they are about the same style of

wool. They are the produce of the Merino sheep. At the present time we are not able to

supply the wool which is desired by a large portion of our manufacturers here ; we cannot

[3fr. Hallam.']
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supply the wool necessary for the manufacture of fine tweeds, and I don't think it is wise

for our farmers to try to do so, and no amount of protection would enable them to do
so profitably.

Age op Profitable Fleece.

The age at which a fleece is in the best condition is at the first clip ; that is what we
call lamb or hogget wool. As it becomes older it deteriorates, becomes coarser, and is a
difierent staple altogether.

Selling Lambs a Mistake.

I think it is a great mistake for our farmers to sell their lambs in the fall ; if they

would take the first clip, and grow wethers, they would get more for their wool and
mutton. The wool increases in quantity until about the third clip, and then it decreases.

First and Second Clips Best.

I would rather have the first and second clips, in point of value, than the second

and third ; the additional quantity which I would obtain in the latter case would not

compensate me for the deterioration in the quality of the wooL

Sheepskin Rugs.

I do not believe there are many sheepskin rugs manufactured in this country. The
wool skins used for that purpose depend on the quality of the rugs required. Some
years ago the Grand Trunk or the Great Western, or some other Railway, gave an order

to a factory down east—I think at Sherbrooke—for a quantity of fine wool railway rugs.

The manufacturer produced a fine article, but every rug was made out of the very best

Cape or Australian wool, and they were so costly that they soon went out of use. I pre-

fer what we call Leicesters for sheepskin rugs. There are two or three manufactories for

dyed rugs in Canada, but they don't amount to much. We send quite a number of our

best long-wooled skins to the United States for that purpose. Manufacturers of sheep-

skin mats and rugs come over from the United States to buy skins, but as they have

to pay 50 per cent, duty on raw skins imported into the United States, they destroy

the wool on the skin for woollen manufacturing purposes, and partially tan it by dipping

it in a solution of alum, and in that way they can import it for 20 per cent. From these

skins they manufacture dusters, mats, ornaments for bonnets, and innumerable articles

which are very nice and sell well.

Careless Management op Sheep.

As a rule our farmers do not take enough care of their sheep, consequently the wool

is full of seeds, burrs and chaff, which lessens its value one, two or three cents a pound.

To Mr. Edward Stock.—I cannot say wliich class of sheep produce the most cots. 1

think the remedy for cots is the hands of the farmers themselves.

More Care both Before and After Shearing Needed.

To Mr. Dymond.—The carelessness of farmers with regard to the care of wool

applies both to the fleece on the sheep and after it is sheared. There is not sufficient

cure taken in shearing the fleece and getting the wool into a good marketable condition.

Contrast with Ijiported Wools.

I import wools from England, Scotland, and Ireland, similar to our lambs' wools,

which have not a burr or seed in them. You could not find a seed or burr in 10,000

[J/ A*. IIaliam.^
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pounds of such imported -wool, but I would find 10,000 burrs and seeds in the same quantity

of wool raised in Canada, That arises from the carelessness of the farmers in keeping

their sheep, and in not having proper appliances for keeping burrs and seeds from the

sheep. It is simply owing to slovenly farmers.

Heavy Loss to the Farmer.

Lx wool there are what are called "rejections," which consist of eots, wool badly

washed, wool with seed in it, wool with chaff in it, and wool with burrs in it ; and about
20 per cent, of the wool that we get in Canada consists of rejections, while, if care were
taken, thera would not be two per cent, of rejections, as is the case in EngHsh wool.

Coarse Goods—Carpets.

We sell this rejected wool to the manufacturers as poor wool, and they make blankets,

etoffs, coarse tweeds, and kindred kinds of cloth from it. We do not manufacture carpets

from wool to any extent in this country ; the wool we grow in this country, except the
rejected, is too good for that purpose. I could get a wool from Persia and India that
would be more suitable for carpets at a cheaper rate. All the white portions of tapestry

carpet are composed of the very best wool that can be got.

Scotch Wool—English Lambs' Wool.

The wool I buy in Scotland is almost the same as that bought here ; I buy it, because
it is free from aU those foreign elements which are so objectionable to the manufacturer.
Last week I bought 8,000 pounds of English lambs' wool, and I gave 32 cents a pound for

it, delivered here ; for our own wool, I would give 29 or 30 cents—that is, about 10 per
cent less. We sort the wool into lamb, superb, number one, and chaffy, and burry, and it

ranges from 4 cents up to 29 and 32 cents a pound, and the reason Canadian farmers do
not get the highest price for their wool is just owing to slovenly farming.

More Medium Wool Wanted—German Wool.

To Mr. Thomas Stock.—We require a great deal more medium wool in this country.
Five weeks ago I bought 50,000 pounds of German wool, which is similar to our South-
down wool^ but a little more tender, soft, and bulky. What we need in this country is a
fine, bulky wool—not a heavy, dead one. Some blankets have a heavy, dead, weight,
while others have a nice puffiness and elasticity about them, commonly called loftiness.

We get that from the crosses which I have described ; and this German wool is very
superior in that respect, and is very clean and pure. I bought it for 32 cents a pound,
about the same price as that of the Scotch wool.

Supply op Canadian Wool Deficient.

We cannot get a sufl3.cient supply of wool in Canada, and so we have to import. I
buy wool from the farmers in Ontario through my customers in various parts of the country,
in the various cities and towns. We say to a man in a good wool centre, like the country
around London, St. Thomas, or Chatham, " You buy the wool at your own risk, and we
will take it from you at the market price ; " and we never fail to take the wool off their
hands. The farmers about Toronto bring the wool and sell it to me direct.

The Old Canadian Sheep.

To Mr. Brown.—When I speak of the old Canadian sheep, I refer to the old stamp,
•uch as we fijid around Kingston and the older settlements of the Province. I do not
know whether they have Cotswold blood in them or not. I prefer to give five cents a

[Mr. Hallam.]
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pound more for Southdown or true cross wool than for Cotswold, Leicester, or Lincoln—

I

mean the wool of any of the thoroughbred long wooUed sheep. We still class wools short

medium and long medium.

Strength as well as Length of Staple.

In buying, we consider not only the length of the staple, but the strength of the

staple as well ; there are many wools that we class as medium, though long, because they

are tender. All our Canadian manufacturers who use Canadian wools prefer not the

strong or long staple, but the medium staple.

Good Farmers Raising Good Wool.

I cannot say whether the want of lustre in the Canadian wool is owing to the want

of breeding or the want of management ; but I have always found that good farmers,

who feed their sheep well, have good lustre wool. There is no lustre on the wool of the

old Canadian sheep—it has what we call demy lustre. The first and second clips of wool

are the most valuable for manufacturers, and will fetch the most money, and I think it ia

a great mistake for farmers to sell off their lambs as they do in this country.

Influence of Breeding on Fleece.

The average weight of the fleeces we get from farmers who pay no attention to breed-

inw is about five pounds, from those who pay some attention to breeding six or seven

pounds, and from those who follow fancy breeding nine or ten pounds. We buy un

washed wools, but we take about one-third off the price when wools are unwashed.

Western Wool Preferred.

I prefer the western wool ; I would rather have the wool from the north shore of

Lake Erie—about London, St. Thomas, Chatham, and even down to Woodstock and

Ingersoll, than the wool from about Bowmanville, Whitby, and other places east. I

would knock off one-third of the price for unwashed western wool, and one-half for un-

washed eastern wool. Our Canadian wool is washed as well as Scotch wool, but the

former is all more or less seedy, chaffy, and burry.

JOHN HALLAM.

Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Almonte, October 13th, 18S0. Present—Mr.

Byrne (Chairman), and Mr. Dymond.

MR. ANDREW ELLIOTT'S EVIDENOE.

Andrew Elliott, of Almonte, woollen manufacturer, was called and examined.

To Mr. Dymond.—I am a member of the firm of Elliott, Shirreff & Co. We makt

tweeds.
Tweeds—Imported Wools.

We use chiefly Cape, Australian, and South American wools, and we have had som«

from New Zealand, all fine, short, staple clothing wools.

Merino Wools.

We have occasionally tried merino wool from the States, but it is coarser and dearer.

It is raised in the State of New York. It does not make such goods as we are now manu-

facturing.

No Supply in Canada -The Coarse, Long Wools. '^

We are not able to obtain a supply of the wool we require in Canada. The coarser

and longer wools have been chiefly grown in Canada. In western Ontario I used to manu-

facture the home-grown wools into coarse tweeds and blankets, and some flannels.

[Mr. Elliott.']
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Worsted Goods.

There are no mills for making worsted goods in Canada at present, but Mr. Rosa-

mond is building one. That will be supplied chiefly by Australian wool. Some Leicester

wool will be required.

Demand for the Coarse Wools.

There is a good demand in Canada still for the coarser wools. All the small local

mills and some of the larger ones, such as the Cornwall, use a great deal of Canada coarse

wools. Our coarse wools are also largely exported.

Southdown Not Fine Enough.

Southdown wool would not be fine enough for us, and if crossed with the Leicester

would be still coarser. The medium wool produced by a cross from the Southdown on the

common stock would be used for a medium class of tweeds. The demand for these has
not at present been very large

ilECENT Demand for Scotch Cheviots.

There has of late been a demand for what we know as Scotch cheviots, which has
absorbed a good deal of medium wool. They are a class of goods without much finish.

The continuance of the demand is a matter of uncertainty. We buy none of this wool and
so cannot say anything as to its price.

Common Canadian for Lustre.

For a lustre no wool is better than the common Canadian wool, but the quantity re-

quired by us is very small,

ANDREW ELLIOTT.

LETTER FROM MR. BENNETT ROSAMOND.

Rosamond Woollen Company,

Almonte, Ont., 26th October, 1880.

K. H. Dtmond, Esq.,

Ontario Agricultural Commission,
Parliament Buildings, Toronto.

Dear Sir :—Yours of yesterday to hand. We use only a very limited quantity of
Canadian wool, and that not by itaelf but in combination with fine wools to produce cer-

tain effects.

Short Supply of Suitable Wool.

However, even that limited quantity we have great difficulty in procuring of the
proper quality. The great bulk of the wool grown in Canada seems to be suitable for

only the very roughest and coarsest of tweeds, a fact hardly creditable, one would think,

to the judgment of our wool growers, and one which has, in my opinion, seriously interfered

with their profit.

Medium Wools in Demand.

We, in common, I have no doubt, with nine-tenths of Canadian wool manufacturers,
would be glad to use a large proportion of native wool, could we only get it of suitable

quality, neither too fine on the one hand, such as merino, nor too coarse and long on ihe
other, such as Leicester and Cotswold,

\Mr. Rosamond.^
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Relatively Higher Prices.

Medium wools everywhere, at home as well as abroad, are in greater demand, and

relatively bring a higher price than finer wools, and besides are more easily grown in

Canada, and quite as easily, if I am correctly informed, as are the longer and coarser sorts.

Wools op a Southdown Class.

I feel very confident, did our farmers turn their attention more to wools of a South-

down character, the benefit to the country would be greater than most people have any
idea of. Our Canadian manufacturers would then have the benefit of a class of wool now
at all times difficult to procure, and would be able to produce better and more saleable

goods, really Canadian, than they now can do, and the money sent out of the country

for such wools would be, instead, distributed among our own people.

I am very glad indeed to learn that your Commission is giving this matter careful

attention, and hope your labours may be productive of good results.

Yours very truly,

B. ROSAMOND.

PORK PACKING.

Sittings to take oral evidence held at Toronto,"August 17th, 1880. Present—Messrs.

Hilborn (Chairman), and Dymond.

MR. WILLIAM DAYIES' EVIDENCE.

William Davies, of the firm of William Davies & Co., Toronto, was called and

examined.

Chief Supply op Hogs.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have been largely engaged in the pork-packing business in Can-

ada for twenty-five years. My chief supply of hogs is obtained from the Western States;

Canada does not furnish nearly enough, and I find it necessary to go there to obtain a

sufficient supply. So much has that been the case with other pork-packers, that several

large Liverpool houses represented here had to remove to Chicago.

A Large Business.

At the present time mine is the largest business of the kind in Canada. We killed

over 50,000 hogs last year between the first of May and the first of May. We kill all

year round, more or less.

Character op the Trade.

Our pork is packed almost exclusively for shipment to England. The pork used by

the lumbermen is packed for the most part in barrels, and is known as mess pork. Ours

is put up almost entirely in the shape of bacon and hams. Pork-packing is the compre-

hensive name of my business in American parlance, but it is really bacon-curing. I sell

scarcelv any mess pork ; we put the whole hog into bacon—haras and sides. The portion

that will not pack, such as the heads, is melted into grease or lard, and the latter is

shipped.

\Mr. Davi€8.'\
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Class of Hogs Required.

The class of animals I require are hogs ranging from 160 to 240 pounds, live weight

—and we must have them alive. We do not buy dressed hogs at all. We consider it

very bad economy to do so, because we can kill and cut up a pig in a great deal less time

than a farmer, besides making much better work of it.

Lean but Well Fed.

The kind of hog we desire is a lean hog ; but I would here guard against the idea

that we require a thin hog. While we want it lean, we want it well fed ; a great deal

of fat, instead of being an advantage, is a great disadvantage. We like a long hog, or,,

as a prominent English packer described it recently in a Chicago paper, something lik&

the old racer breed crossed with the Berkshire.

The Backr Breed.

When I speak of racers, I mean the common Canadian hog' with a long snout and
long legs, somewhat modified. The common Canadian hog, crossed with the Berkshire,

would, I think, be about the kind of animal required for the English market. In short,,

what we want is a meaty hog, but not a fat hog.

Heavy Western Hogs not Suitable.

To Mr. Hilhorn.—The heavy western hogs, which are very fat, would not suit oup-

purpose. There is a kind of bacon used in Canada known as " long clear," from which all

the bone has been taken, and it is desirable that that should be thick and fat ; but even
for that purpose, a long pig is more desirable than one with a short body.

London and Liverpool Markets.

The markets supplied by me, for which the kind of pork I have described is required,,

are the London and Liverpool markets for city consumption ; but the country require-

ments in England now are very similar to those of the city. Since the farm labourers,

have become better off, they will not eat chunks of fat as they used to.

Change is thb Demand.

To Mr. Dymond.—There has been a very great change in the demand for pork in.

England in recent years, which I attribute to the improved condition of the working
classes. An ordinary Englishman now wants his meat mixed, and not a mere chunk ol
fat to flavour his bread with.

Difference in Value.

To Mr. Hilhorn.—Pork fatted in the manner which I havo described is wortk
more than that fatted in the ordinary way. In fact, we won't buy heavy hogs if they
are brought to us. We want them as small-boned as they can be made, so long as they
are long and fleshy, and such animals are to be found.

Inferior Hogs.

Many hogs in Canada are killed when they are not more than half fat ; they are nofr

merely thin on the back, but the belly, the prime part, is almost like a sheet of paper.

This, I am told, is owing to the farmers letting their hogs run adrift as soon as they leave^

their mother, and get their living on the roadside. They are then shut up and hastily

fed, and then they are knocked on the head.

[Mr. Davies.'\
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Feeding from Earliest Days Needful.

It is my opinion, as well as the opinion of those of more experience, that hogs, like

any other animals, should be fed well from their earliest days. At the present time we
would give fifty cents per hundred pounds more for good medium hogs than for large, fat

hogs.

Disposal of Fat Hogs.

In fact, we would not buy the large hogs at all in the present condition of the mar-
ket. Those who buy them only handle them during the winter, and pack them for the

lumbermen. We handle hogs all the year round. We find no difficulty is securing a

•upply from the Western States in the summer.

Attention to Hoo Breeding in the States.

To Mr. Dymond.—They pay more attention to the breed of hogs in the Western
States than is generally done in Canada, and it is therefore comparatively easy for us to

buj there any reasonable quantity of hogs of a uniform weight.

Canadian Farmers' Hogs.

I think Canadian farmers are behind western farmers in the care of their stock.

The sows are not spayed. Many farmers imagine that it is economy to get a litter of pigs

from a young sow before they fatten them, so we get some young sows which have had
pigs, and others are in pig, which diminishes their value very much. Many barrows, too,

have not been castrated until very late in life.

Breeding Pigs Objected To.

To Mr. Hilhorn.—I think the females should be spayed if they are not to be bred

from. They fatten much more readily, and are more valuable to the curer. The flesh of

a sow that has had young, or of a boar that has run as a boar until it is six or eight months

old, is coarse and strong. It makes a sow's belly thin to have young.

Thick Bellies as well as Thick Backs.

We want pigs with the belly as thick as the back. The practice of spaying sows is

Tery generaly resorted to in the United States, but not so much in Canada.

Pigs at Nine Months—The Markets.

We should like to get pigs about nine months old. We give as much for a Canadian

BOW that has not been spayed as for an American one that has ; we have to get them as

cheaply as vre can. Our price is not regulated by the price in Chicago, though it is gov-

erned by it to some extent, of course. Our bacon is generally two or three weeks in our

cellar before it is shipped. I cannot teU what we get for it in Liverpool, because the

fluctuations are very great.

Supply Regulating Prices.

To Mr. Dymond.—Sometimes we give more for Canadian pigs and sometimes less

than for western American pigs. The supply guides us in that respect. If we can get

the right breed of pigs which are also free from stags, and just such as to suit our pur-

pose we are willing to pay the highest price for them, even more than we do for Chicago

hogs' laid down here. But of course if the supply is large here, we get them as cheaply

as we can.

[Mr. D(wies.\
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Canadian Hogs Best if Peopekly Fed.

Canadian hogs are a good deal better than western hogs, if they are fed just as well;

because Canadian hogs are fed on peas and barley, which make the fat firmer and pro-

duce more flesh, while American hogs, which are fed on corn, have a less firm fat and a
smaller quantity of flesh ; but the American hogs are much superior to the Canadian hogs
in regard to their body being uniform. The Canadian pork is rather primer meat, as it

consists more of lean flesh and less of fat.

Present Prices.

At present we are paying from five to five and a quarter cents a pound for Canadian
hogs ; that is more than we have been paying formerlyt Of the hogs we want, we do not
get more in Canada than about 3,000.

Western Ontario Hogs.

Some of them come from as far west as London, St. Thomas, and Chatham. Those
•from the latter places are much more like the American hogs than most Canadian hogs,

which I account for by their being fed on corn and being much better bred. A great
imany hogs from that part of the country are pure-bred.

Hoa Feeding Profitable.

I think hog feeding, within certain limits, is a very profitable business for the
farmer.

Factory-Fed Hogb.

1 have had experienceof the hogs raised at the butter and cheese factories of thecountry.
"We buy them largely and like them well. We usually buy them from the drovers, who
buy them from the factories. We have bought direct of Mr. Ballantyne, of Perth, and
Mr. Richardson, of St. George. Factory-fed pork, if also fed on grain, is superior to far-

mer's pork. I do not approve of feeding them on whey without grain ; I think it un-
naturaL

Distillery Fed Pork.

I do not consider distillery-fed pork so good as pork fed by farmers ; the fat and
lean are both softer. I have an impression that the pork fed at the distilleries is princi-
pally sold in Montreal, where the French Canadians eat a great deal of fresh, fat pork
all the year round.

Peas—Barley—Mixed Feed.

I think peas and barley make the best quality of pork. Mixed feed, such as potatoes
boiled, and milk, etc., makes the finest pork.

Irish Hogs.

We can never hope to compete successfully against the Irish pork, partly because it
:s so near the market, and partly because the hogs in Ireland are fed and bred with great
care. They have contrived th6re to get the hog as thick in the belly as in the back ; but
I should suppose that it would not be difiicult to' breed so as to obtain that perfection. I
<lo not know the process of feeding hogs in Ireland ; but I have been told they are fed on
oatmeal, barley meal, potatoes and milk, boiled together. Certain it is, that the fat of
Irish pork is rich and luscious—not oiJy^ as on this side of the Atlantic.

[Mr. Davies.]
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Reputation in England.

My pork is sold in England as Davies' pork from Toronto. I cannot tell whether it

is sold there as Canadian or American pork. I think we are in the first rank of pork-
packers. We command the highest prices.

Farm Killbd Hogs.

I think Canadian farmers stand in their own light in killing their own hogs cer-

tainly those do who live at a great distance from Toronto. When the farmers kill their own
hogs, a great deal of the inside which we can utilize by killing a large number together is-

comparatively wasted.

Damage to Frozen Hogs.

The hogs are frozen, and they are taken to the country stores and piled up like cord-

wood, and gnawed by hogs, dogs, cats, and rats. They are covered with dust and dirt,

are pitched about with not much more care than cordwood, are kept in a country ware-

house for two or three weeks, sometimes months, and are then brought here by railway,

and by the time they reach us, they are more like carrion than human food. If the pigs

were killed here, every part of them could be kept bright and fresh and good. I don't

know what the drovers pay to the farmers, but we often pay almost as much for live hogs

per pound as dressed hogs fetch on the market in the winter.

Killing on the Farm Impolitic.

To Mr. Eilhorn.—If a farmer keeps hb hogs alive, he can time his sales and choose

his customers. If a number of neighbouring farmers have not enough each to make a

shipment, they may club together and bring their hogs to Toronto. It seems to me a

great pity that a valuable animal should be comparatively ruined by being killed a hun-

dred miles from where it is to be cut up and converted into bacon.

Selling Hogs Alive.

In the northern part of the county of York, the farmers have sold their hogs alive

for years, and I think they are much more pleased with that practice than the old process

of killing them before taking them to market. They are bought up from them by drovers,

and shipped.

Willing to Give a Good Price.

If I could get a steady supply of Canadian hogs from year's end to year's end, even

two or three hundred per week, I would be quite willing to give considerably more for

them than for American hogs.

Salt in Curing.

To Mr. Dymond.—We use a large quantity of salt in our business—something like

200 or 300 tons aunually. We use Liverpool salt, which we buy in Montreal by the car

load.
Stoved Salt—Common Liverpool Salt.

We use two kinds—stoved salt, and the common Liverpool salt—we do not trouble

much about the brand. We mix the fine and coarse together for salting. We prefer the

stoved salt because it is so dry, but the coarse salt is much the cheaper, and we use

the coarse salt as an alloy for the fine stoved. The dryer the salt is, the better it is for

our business. The large crystal salt is better for mess pork, but we prefer a fine salt for

bacon packing.

\Mr. Davie8.'\
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Canadian Salt—A Serious Complaint.

We have tried Canadian salt two or three times. Some three or four years ago it

nearly ruined me. The bacon salted with it was injured very seriously. It became slimy,

and the more we used the worse it became, and on ceasing to use Canadian salt and taking

the Liverpool again, we had no more trouble.

A Recent Trial.

I tried the Canadian salt again last fall. I had used it in one or two previous win-
ters, and got along with it pretty well in the winter ; but it does not suit at all in the
summer. We used it again last spring or early summer, but we could not get any dry,

and I found that a sort of fungus was forming on the bacon.
. ^

I

Probable Cause op the Trouble.

I think very possibly the trouble with Canadian salt has arisen from its being wet.

To the best of my knowledge we never had any that was dry enough, but I think that of

which we had most reason to complain was purchased in the spring. Whenever I gave
my order, I got the salt and used it immediately. We do not keep more than twenty or
thirty tons of salt in the store at once. I have had Canadian salt both from Seaforth and
from Goderich. When I ordered it I particularly asked on several occasions that it should
be sent dry.

Canadian Salt Believed to be Pure.

To Mr. Hilhorn.—I am not aware of the Canadian salt containing any substance
deleterious to the bacon. I am not a chemist. I am not very sure whether I had any
analysis made of the Canadian salt or not. What purports to be an analysis of the salt

would indicate that it is very pure, and I am willing to believe that if it was thoroughly
dried it would answer my purpose, and I am willing to try it if the salt manufacturers
dry it ; but I am not willing to take wet s^lt simply because it is made by Cana-
dians.

Stapleton Salt.

To Mr. Dymond.—I don't know anything about Ransford's Stapleton factory-filled
salt. We salt the meat to eliminate water in the meat, and therefore we do not want to
add any moisture.

Canadian Salt Cheapest.

Canadian salt can be laid down in Toronto at a very much less price than the Liver-
pool salt. Canadian salt comes loose in the cars, but Liverpool salt comes in bags. Ca-
nadian coarse salt, delivered in Toronto, costs 23 cents per cwt., and Liverpool common
salt costs 26 cents per cwt. I use about one-third the quantity of Liverpool common salt
that I do of the fine stoved salt, which costs 42 cents per cwt., after deducting the value
of the bags. Liverpool fine salt, therefore, costs nearly double as much as Canadian
coarse salt, though Canadian fine is sold at 23 cents. Canadian fine salt is not so fine as
the Liverpool fine.

Fine Dry Salt Indispensable.

It would answer for curing if it were dry, but not for packing in boxes. Fine, dry
salt makes the meat look much handsomer and more pleasing to the eye when it is un-
packed than coarse salt. I want a salt for my purpose much finer than that known as
Canadian fine, and perfectly dry. For a trial of it, I would give the same price as I do

[i/r. Davies.'] - "^-^
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for the Liverpool salt, and after that of course the price would be regulated by supply and
demand. I would be willing to give from $7 to $8 a ton for Canadian salt if it were
equal in quality to the Liverpool fine stoved salt.

Suffolk and Essex Hogs.

The Suffolk and Essex breed of hogs have done great injury to the pork-packers. I
cannot say whether they are profitable to farmers in being very apt to take on fat and
arrive at early maturity, but they are so short and thick there is very little prime meat
in them. They consist of little besides hams and shoulders, which are very thick and
fat.

Berkshires and Yorkshires.

The Berkshires and Yorkshires are long in the body, and the latter are very fleshy.

They are rather coarse, but I should think crossed with a smaller breed they would be
well adapted for any purpose.

A Long Pig Wanted.

A long pig is more suitable for any purpose than a short one, whether for the Eng-
lish market or for local use, for barrel pork or for bacon, because, as I remarked before,

in the former there is lots of prime meat between the shoulder and ham.

WILLIAM DAVIES.

Sitting to take oral evidence, held at Seaforth, August 12th, 1880. Present—Messrs.
McMillan (Chairman), and Dymond.

MR. BEATTIE'S EVIDENCK

John Beattie, Mayor of Seaforth, was called and examined.

To Mr. Dymond.—I was engaged in the pork-packing business in the winters of 1878
and 1879. I am now engaged chiefly in flax raising. I have a hundred acre farm, but I

do not do much at farming. During the two years that I was engaged in pork-packing, I

used Canadian salt exclusively.

Experience with Canadian Salt.

I had heard that Canadian salt would not cure meat, but I don't believe any man
can tell the difierence between meat cured with Canadian salt and that cured with Eng-
lish salt.

Salt must be Dry.

There is one thing, however, that is essential in the salt ; it must be dry, all the

water must be out of it. My packing was done from the beginning of November to the

spring. Once, when we got green salt, it had a slimy efl'cct on the meat, and wo were
obliged to wash the meat and salt it over again. There was nothing wrong in the salt

except the greenness of it.

No Trouble with Dry Salt.

After that, we got dry salt and had no trouble with it. During the two seasons that

I was packing, I had no spoiled meat at all, and no complaints from shippers. I am very

strongly of opinion that there is no fault to be found with Canadian salt if it is pu* |Up in

proper shape.

\_Mr. Beattie.]
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The Kind of Hogs Preferred.

To Mr. McMillan.—When the salt was dry our meat turned out entirely satisfac-

tory. The hogs we preferred were those weighing about 150 or 200 pounds dressed. If

a person could get a sufficient number of hogs of that weight, he would do better than
with a heavier article. For every order for hams weighing from 14 to 16 pounds, we
usually got ten for those weighing from 8 to 12 pounds. I think it is a mistake for our
farmers to go into the raising of hogs of large size.

Hogs for the English Market.

It pays packers very well to get the fat meat, but you cannot sell it so well in the
English market ; a lean ham and a lean side are what are in demand there. For the lum-
bermen, coarse, fat meat is better. I think the hogs raised in Canada are as well adapted
for the lumbermen as western hogs.

JOHN BEATTIE.

\Mr. Beat tie.]
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Sitting to take oral evidence held at Toronto, June 23, 1880. Present—Mr.
Malcolm (Chairman), Hon. S. C. Wood, and Messrs. Gibsok, Dymond, "Wisek, M.P.,

Ballantyne, M.P.P., T. Stock, Whitelaw, McMillan, Wilson and Byrnk

MR. E. B, MORGAN'S EVIDENCE.

K B. Morgan, of Oshawa, was called and examined.

The Cattle Shipping Trade.

To Mr. Malcolm—I am a shipper of cattle. I have been engaged in that business

about three years. I buy cattle from farmers and on the markets to supply the British

demand.

None but the Durham.

For that market I would recommend farmers to produce nothing but the Durham.
There are some differences in the quality and value of different families of this breed.

We prefer the fine boned heavy fleshed animal to the heavy boned animal. I think the
market in Britain for Canadian cattle will increase as soon as the industries of Great
Britain get agoing again. The English consumption of our cattle is now 25 or 30 per
cent, less than it was two or three years ago.

Supply op Cattle Deficient.

At this time of the year we cannot obtain a supply sufficient for the British market,
and we shall not be able to do so until the winter. That is a misfortune to this country,
and I would recommend to farmers to have a good supply of cattle all the year round.
It is a great mistake for the farmers to have their cattle all come at the same time,
because it not only gluts the English market at one period, but prevents them from
keeping up a regular supply.

\^Mr. Morgan.^
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Four-Year-Olds Best to Ship.

Four-year old steers are the best to ship, but a great many good cattle are shipped

from three years old upwards. No cattle weighing less than 1,300 pounds should be

shipped; the best weights for the English market are from 1,300 to 1,600 pounds. We
have sent fine animals weighing as much as 1,800 or 2,000 pounds, but they are not.

wanted by the butchers so much as those I have mentioned.

Best Time for Shipping—First Crosses.

The most profitable period for shipment is during the months of May and June.

One cross on our native stock, provided the sire is a thoroughbred animal, will produce

a very good grade. The higher the breed of the bull, the greater will be the impressiveness

on the calf, and consequently the better will be the beast produced.

Pasture-Fed Cattle Objected to.

I don't think it is profitable to ship cattle which have been fed on grass. The grass^

just puffs them up, and makes them look very nice when they leave here, but they can't

stand the journey ; they must have grain. The difierence in the shrinkage between grass

fed and grain fed animals is 25 per cent.

Where the Best Cattle are Raised.

Anywhere west of Belleville I find the most suitable cattle for shipment. In the-

county in which I live—the county of Ontario—I believe there are to be found the best

cattle anywhere in the Province. There is 50 per cent, difference in the value of a common,
grade steer and that of a well bred steer ; in fact, I would not ship a common bred

animal at all, if I could help it. It is of no use to ship a poor animal to England.

Mixed Feeding.

To Mr. McMillan—I think cattle might be profitably fed on grain along with
grass. A three-year-old steer, if he is in pretty good flesh before he goes upon grass, will

do very well upon it if he gets a gallon of corn or pea meal a day, with a little linseed

cake.

Common Stock not Profitable.

To Mr. Byrne—I have shipped native stock. I did not find it profitable to ship'

them, even under the best circumstances. I would rather pay six cents a pound for a.

well bred animal tiban four cents for a common animal of equal fatness. You require

style and quality combined for the English market. The texture of the beef is better,

the fat and lean are more mixed up, and the bone is smaller in a well bred animal than,

in a common one.

Shipments of Sheep—What is Wanted.

To Mr. Whitelaw—I have shipped some sheep to the old country. The weight

preferred there is 150 pounds live weight ; that will make the carcass from 70 to 75

pounds. About eighteen months to two years is the proper age for shipment.

Value op the " Black Faces"—Wethers.

In England they prefer the black-faced sheep. I would give two cents a pound more
for a good cargo of good black-faced sheep than for other kinds. The Southdown, Shrop-

shire, and Oxford Downs are the best. There is a penny to twopence a pound difference

[Mr. Morgan.^
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between the value of wethers and ewes in England ; that is equal to a cent and a half a

pound here, live weight. There is a difference of two cents a pound in the price paid

here for wethers over that paid for common ewes. You can ship nothing better to

England than a good Southdown or Shropshire or Oxford Down wether. The English

butchers, when they kill a Down sheep, leave the skin on the legs, so as to convince their

customers that they are selling them Down mutton.

Weight Obtainable at Three Years.

To Mr. Dymond—It is difficult to get cattle at three years old, weighing from 1,800

to 2,000 pounds. There is no difficulty with proper management, in attaining 1,400 or

1,500 pounds weight at three years old.

Grain, Grass, and Swill Fed Cattle.

I have bred cattle. Grain fed cattle are mostly shipped at the present day ; but I
am now shipping grass fed cattle, because it is difficult to get others. There are a good

many swill fed cattle, but they are not popular in the market. They are the best shippers

to stand the sea voyage we have got, I think. I don't know how to account for it, unless

it is because they have been used to close confinement, and have the same facilities on the

ship for feeding as they have been accustomed to. I think it is much better to tie up
cattle while on ship-board. I have bought some common cattle for the Erxglish market
for 4 cents a pound ; for grade steers such as I have mentioned I have given as much
as 6^ cents.

Facilities for Shipping.

I have no difficulty in the matter of freights ; there are plenty of freights offering.

I have shipped from Montreal, Halifax, Portland and Boston. Montreal has the best

accommodation of any port in America. We had to pay too high rates in the spring of

this year, but now that the cattle supply is becoming exhausted, ship owners are offering

lower rates. Not being able to get the cattle shipped fast enough at Montreal, we had

to fall back sometimes on American ports. We had the cattle bonded through. The
customs authorities of the United States did not offer any difficulty ; they were very glad

to have us use their ports.

Cotton Cake.

Cotton cake is largely used as a cattle feed in England, but not so largely here. It

is not so strong a feed, they say, as linseed. It is liked very well in England for dairy

cattle. I have had no experience of it.

The Southdown.

The Southdown sheep is the finest of the Downs. When dressed it weighs as high
as 80 or 90 pounds ; about 80 pounds is the popular weight. The price of shipment ift

per animal ; a heavy one can be sent at the same rate as a light one.

The Oxford Downs—Lbioksters.

I have had no experience with the Oxford Downs, but I know they are very popular
in England. They are larger than the Southdown, and their fat is well mixed with the
lean. The objection to the Leicester sheep is that they run too much to fat. I have
shipped Cotswolds, but the objection to them is that they do not come soon enough to
maturity ; they do not mature till they are about three years old, while the Southdown
or Shropshire matures at a much earlier age.

\^Mr. Morgan.']
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Shropshire and Leicester Cross.

A good Leicester sheep is a good sheep for the English market, but it is better to be
crossed with the Down as the meat is mixed better in a cross of this kind. A Shropshire

Down male and a Leicester ewe would make a splendid sheep for the English market

;

you could not have a better, because in that sheep you would have size and quality

combined.

Using the Downs to Improve the Natives.

Our farmers should import more Down sheep than they do, and breed from them.
If they would import Oxford and Shropshire Down bucks, and cross them with the

common sheep of this country, they would not only greatly improve the wool both in

weight and quality, but they would have a splendid sheep to ship to England. I would
rather have a sheep of good quality weighing 150 pounds than one of coarse quality

weighing 200 pounds. I would give seven cents a pound, live weight, for good black-

faced wethers on this side now.

Encouragement to the Black-Faces.

To Mr. Malcolm—In order to encourage the breeding of black-faced sheep, I think

the Agricultural Societies should increase their prizes for them. I know the Cotswolds

are more popular among the Americans at present ; they are only bred in Canada for the

Americans, who buy them for their wool.

Prizes for Cattle.

I think it would be desirable to continue giving prizes for other cattle besides the

Durham, but I would give the Durham the preference. The Hereford, the Devon, and
the Polled Angas are all good cattle. I have shipped only a few Polled Anguses. I like

them very well. They command good prices in England—I don't know but better prices

than the Durhams ; but there is nothing liked better in England than a good Durham
beast.

Devon Beep.

To Mr. Wiser.—The reason IJadvocate the giving of prizes for Devons is because

of the fine quality of their beef. There is about the same difference between Durham
and Devon beef that there is between Cotswold and Southdown mutton. It is a hard

matter to get a good Devon weighing more than 1,200 or 1,300 pounds. You would
have to pay a great deal more freight on them, and you would not get any greater

price for them in England.

Durhams and Devons.

If you take a thoroughbred Devon and a thoroughbred Durham and feed them the

same until they are three years old you will find 300 pounds more beef on the Durham
than on the Devon, and you will get that extra beef carried free to England. If you
could get hold of good Devon steers and heifers together I think, perhaps, they would

command a little better price.

To the Chairman.—I do not think Devons ever will become so popular that we
could get shipments of them. They will never become so popular as the Durhams,

though they are a nice breed of cattle.

To Mr. McMillan.—If I were going on a large farm and breeding cattle, I would

breed the Durham.
E. B. MORGAN".

[Mr, Morgan.^
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MTt. JAMES BRIirOlN'S EVIDENCE
James Beitton, Toronto, was called and examined.

FORMER TRADE WITH THE STATES.

To Mr. Dymond.—I am a large buyer of cattle In this neighbourhood. I have been
buying for about twenty-five years from the farmers of Ontario. The trade with (ireat

Britain has engaged my attention for about five years It was on a small scale at first,

but the last few years it has increased very rax)idly Previous to that my purchases were
for the home market. I also used to feed a great many cattle, and at that time we
used to look to the American markets to get rid of our great surplus m April and May.
I fed two thousand head one year; that was when we had the treaty with the United
States, and our surplus went there. We made a fair profit then, but when they did away
with the treaty a sort of despondency took hold of both farmers and ioeders. We had a
great surplus, and we saw actual loss ahead ot us, for we did not know lor two or three

years what we were to do w'th our cattle. The price went down from 6 cents to 3, 3^ and

8f cents.

.'tllCIPROCITY TREATY—GRADE DCJRHAMS.

The treaty terminated in 1866, Previous to its termination we found a dis-

position among farmers to improve their stock, for the same class oi cattle were sought
for in New York and Boston as in England. There were a great many iuxorior cattle

shipped to the United States, the same as to-day. Those sent there were generally a cross

between our grades and Durham stock. They are the best for shipment as they have
more bone than others and can stand the fatigue of being on their feet on the voyage better.

On the cars they stand on their feet in one position, and if one lies down it is either

destroyed or it becomes a mass of putrid flesh.

IMPROVED CARS NEEDED.

It would be a great advantage to us if we had suitable cars, such as they
have in Nova Scotia as well as in the United States, where they are kept separate.

They ought to be kept so on all lines, and there should be a law passed com-
pelling the Companies to make provision of that kind, and then if an animal lay
down it would be all right. Shippers are anxious to get in all the cattle they
possibly can. We can now get eighteen mto a car, and perhaps with stalls we
could get sixteen. As it is now, the beef, when it is slaughtered, is a mere jelly, and the
result is loss to the dealer as well as to the farmer. In the United States they are making
improvements in their cattle cars, which would be a great advantage to us it the Grand
Trunk would adopt them. We have lost cattle by injmies received in shipping. Some-
times twenty cattle are crowded into a car, and there is then great liability to injury,

PRICES IN GREAT RRITAIN—FREIGHTS.

We get higher pricesm Great Britain than we formerly obtained in the United btates.

Cattle weighing from 1,400 to 1,600 lbs. are the best for the butcher to handle, though
I would not despise a well-fed animal weighing 1,300 lbs, but of course you have to pay
the same freight as for a larger one. The charge is by the beast and not by the ton. If
the rate was by the ton, and we could ship them just as we do bacon or cheese, we could
eell well-bred cattle of 1,100 lbs. just the same in proportion as the others. The great .

diflBculty is getting the space on the ships. The railway companies charge so much per
car, so that on the cars it is just as economical to send a 1,300 lb. beast as one of 1,600
lbs. But on the vessel, the charge being by the head, it is difi"erent. The cost to the

[Mr. Britton?
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ship would be about the same for one of 1,300 lbs. as for one of 1,600 lbs. The price

paid here for cattle has been from Sc. to 6c.—that is for export cattle, well bred, well fed^

and in good condition.

COMMON CATTLE UNPROFITABLE,

There is a great difference in the quahty of cattle, and we do not give anything
like the highest price for common cattle You may attend twenty fairs in the back
country, say on the line of the Northern Eailway, and among the 800 of aU sizes,

ages, and shapes which you may see, you could not select twenty-five that would
pay their expenses to Europe They are generally large enough, but are mere masses oi

coarse, inferior, tough, and insipid meat They cost just as much to raise as a thorough ^

bred animal—in fact they consume far more food We buy common cattle at from twa
to three cents per pound in the fall, to make *'chased" or peddling beef. This beef is sold

for $9 per barrel, and the labour costs $2, leaving $7 for the beef It is mostly used by
the fishermen of the Lower Provinces. I have not fattened many cattle of late years,

but I know something of the trade by being acquainted with many farmers in differ-

ent districts.

FEEDING 103 "scrubs" AGAINST DURHAM GRADES.

In 1873 I boughti lOS common native cattle back of Peterboro' ; they were threo

years old, and I thought I would try an experiment with them. I tied them in

two rows and gave them all the hay they wanted three times a day. I also gave them
com and bran mixed. I put them up in November and fed them seven months. Next
to them I put two rows which I bought near Goderich—all grades. I bought the first lot

for 2|^c. per pound, and the others at S^c. and 3fc., live weight. I also fed them seven

months. The common cattle required more food, for they were always eating; and during

the seven months all they gained in gross weight was 130 lbs. each. The grades gained

270 lbs. each. They were about the same age and the same weight as the others. I
sold the native cattle to the Americans for $4.63 per hundred pounds, Hve weight ; and
I got $5.37^ for the grades. I never had much experience with other grades than those

bred from Durhams and common cattle, as the butchers in England and the Unitei
States seem to prefer them. The reason is that they have so much prime meat—plenty

oi steaks and roasts can be got from them. The butcher reckons upon losing a little on
the coarse meats, but he makes it up from the finer parts of the carcase, and of course he
wants all the fine meat he can get. If we get well-bred cattle there is less waste in size;

there is more tallow and suet.

WELL BRED CATTLE—THE "'FIFTH QUARTER."

Well-bred cattle wiU shrink about twenty-five per cent, in transportation, the

common cattle about thirty-three per cent., but you cannot get the farmers to un-

derstand this. There is a profit to the butcher in the amount of beef an animal
will dress, and the amount of suet and tallow. The fifth quarter, as they call it»

is an important consideration to the butcher—in fact, he often depends upon it for aU his

profit. That is the reason they want to encourage the Hve stock trade, for if he buys the

carcase from the wholesale butcher he loses all his Uttle perquisites. Besides, when
they are shipped ahve they can be put into a field, fed occasionally, and killed when it

is found best to do so. My opinion is that the hve stock trade wiU yet prove fatal to the

trade in dead meat, because customers always like their meat fresh and nice in appeai*-

ance. Of course, the cattle will get a little injured on shipboard, but if they are rested

and fed they fully recover.

THE POLLED ANGUS BREED.

fhe butchers in England do not seem to take to the Polled Angxis breed. Tine

tat lies on the outsides very heavy, but when you come to cut up the joints you fiwd

[Mr. Britton.]
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that the fat is in a mass and not mixed. The flesh is coarse and there is more
neck than the others have. Their being without horns would be a great advantage
in shipping. I saw some at the Government farm and they appeared to be very nice
cattle. I have not paid very much attention to them as marketable cattle. The cattle

•^u slaipboard do not suffer much from goring, but they do suffer from the weather.

IMPROVEMENTS IN SHIPPING—BFITISH DEMAND.

Improvements are being made in the methods of shipping by the Government appoint-

ing inspectors and passing Orders in Covmcil on the subject. I think that in future the

demand for Hve cattle in England will be unlimited. During the last five years all that

the buyers complain of is the want of the right kind of cattle. According to the Govern-
ment returns, England paid last year £20,000,000 to Belgium, Spain, Denmark, etc., for

cattle. The supply which we are sending is a mere trifle. The cost of sending cattle

from here is considerably more than from Denmark and those places, but we can raise

them for less money.

QUALITY AND SUPPLY OF CANADIAN CATTLE.

Our cattle are better than the cattle from those countries, and stand next to

the best Enghsh, Scotch, and Irish. The supply of grade stock for shipment
is good for two or three months in the year, but during the remaining months of

the year we have great trouble in getting the proper class of cattle. We are afraid to

make contracts ahead. Cattle that we ship early in the year are generally bought a
month or two ahead- Sometimes they are bought and shipped at once. They are
mostly kept in the farmers' stables during the winter. As a rule we ship the whole year.

Those of which we find a good supply are mostly bought in February, March, and ApriL
After that we depend chiefly on pasture-fed cattle. They are of the same breed as the
others, but they are not fed up sufficiently, the grass does not make them fat enough,

FEEDING GRAIN TO PASTURE FED CATTLE—SWILL FEIDING.

_
They lose flesh easily on shipboard. It would be a great advantage if our farmers were

to give them grain as they do in other places. If farmers would look to their cattle as
a market for their grain—feed their cattle with ground peas, oats, and corn—it would
pay them better than selling their grain. The cattle woiidd walk away with 300 or 400
more pounds of meat on them, and the farmer would get his money at home. I should
think that grass-fed cattle would shrink eight or ten per cent, more on a voyage than
grain-fed cattle. Of course the poorer they are fed the more they will slmnk, and
some cattle naturally shrink more than others. Swill-fed cattle do not command the
same price as those which are fed on grain. Cattle of that kind are mostly shipped in
the months of May and JunOo The objection to swill-fed cattle is that they are softer in
the meat, their fat is more oily. They sell here for a very good price, and in England
they bring about the same price as corn-fed cattle.

SHIPMENTS OF SHEEP.

We used to send sheep to the United States, but we cannot now, on account of the
high tariff. For shipment to Europe I prefer the Southdowns or black-faced sheep

:

their meat is sweet and beautiful. The best lambs we get are of that variety. The
wool cUp is very light and they are not much bred. The sheep which seem to take best
in this country axe the Gotswolds and the Leicesters.

GRAIN FEEDING PROFITABLE.

To the Chairman.—^I think it would pay the farmer to feed his grain to his cattle.
Supposmg barley was 50o. a bushel, it would pay the farmer to feed it to cattle which

[Mr. Britton.]
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would bring 5c. per pound live weight; so it would at 60c., especially if he mixed oats or
peas with the barley. A mixture of various kinds of grain is the beet. I have bought
cattle fed on siftings, such as chess and light wheat, and they turned out well. There
are only a few men who have tried feeding their cattle grain in this country, but the
Americans have done it. I could name some men in North Pickering who have tried it,

and they say they can make more with the same amount of grain in summer than in

winter. I advise feeding with soft grain when the cattle are on the pasture in summer.
I think that would increase the quality of the supply. I would not feed them so heavy
in the previous winter ; but would give them roots and hay, so as to have them in readi-

ness for summer feeding. I think it would pay the farmers best to get their cattle off

at three years of age. They don't cost so much and they are matured at that age if

given proper care and nourishment.

BEST CATTLE BUYING DISTRICTS.

To Mr. Dymond.—I think the County of Wellington is the best place in which to

Imy good cattle. I have purchased cattle pretty much in the West—that is, west

of Whitby. The neighbourhood of London and St. Thomas produces good cattle; north

of that there are thousands of cattle, but they are nearly all common, and the farmers

are losing large amounts by not breeding better cattle. During the last two years—even

in these backward counties—there has been a steady improvement in the cattle, owing
to the growth of the English trade. When the farmers notice the larger prices which
good cattle bring they are willing to pay for the service of a good bull. The man who
purchases a thoroughbred bull pays for him the first year in the improvement of his

own stock, to say nothing of the service to his neighbours.

SHEEP FOR THE BRITISH MARKET

The sheep I am sending to England are mostly Leicesters and Cotswolds.

Southdown sheep are only raised to a limited extent. That is because others are

in demand and they gain more meat. We send wethers and ewes—all kinds—to

England, but the farmers make a mistake in not making wethers of their rams
before they are too old. There is two cents difference in the price of a young
ram and a wether of the same age. When they are five months old they begin

to run around after the ewes and their flesh becomes coarser and tougher. The
difference in taste can be noticed in the montn of September. The sooner they are

castrated the better : it should be done while they are young. For ordinary sheep I am
now paying 3|c. to 5c. ; wethers bring 4|c. to 5c. Lots are usually bought of different

kinds together—say one ram in ten. The sheep are about two years old when they are

shipped to Europe. When I say that wethers bring two cents per pound more than

rams I mean that I would pay that much higher rate for 100 wethers than for 100 rams.

DOWN WETHERS WANTED,

If wethers were sent over together as wethers, in one flock, they would probably bring

7c. per pound—that is, for black-faced sheep. I would advise the farmers to raise Oxfords,

Shropshires, and Southdowns for the English market. I don't think the Southdowns

are too small if they are well fattened. They should average, at two years old, 140 lbs.,

live weight, which would dress about 70 lbs. mutton. Sheep dressing from 70 to 75 lbs.

are the best class for the English market. I was twenty-five years in the meat business,

and supplied some of the best customers, but, with the exception of a few—mostly

English people, who are epicurean in their tastes, and who will pay two cents a pound
more to get good mutton—the great majority of people here want quantity and cheap-

ness : they don't care much for quality. In shipping to Europe the sheep all go together,

large and small. In England the wool brings about the same price as here : the quality

of the meat is the first consideration. A first-class butcher in England would not sell

anything else but mutton from black-faced sheep to his customers.

[Mr. JBritton,']
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THE OXFORD CROSS GOOD.

I would prefer as a cross Oxford rams with Cotswolds or Leicestera. That cross

makes first-class mutton, and the fleece would be very good—the wool is soft and fine.

They weigh about 20 lbs. to the quarter, but they are full of lean meat. That weight
would not be objectionable in the EngHsh market. If there is plenty of lean meat they

do not object to an animal dressing 100 lbs. There is not much difference in the meat
of the Leicesters and Cotswolds. Such a cross as I have mentioned would stand our
climate, and they gain flesh rapidly. The cross would be a black-faced sheep. There is

no doubt that a male thoroughbred conveys its characteristics better than a thoroughbred
female.

To the Chairman.—Black-faced rams are in the hands of a few men, and it would be
a good thing if the County Societies would buy for themselves. They should purchase
some of the best bulls, rams, and stallions, and keep them for the improvement of stock.

After a few years they would have stock that would command the best price in the market.
To Mr. Dymond.—If the Leicesters and Cotswolds were not crossed with the Oxford

it would be a certain improvement to cross the native sheep with the Southdowns. The
native sheep are a mixed breed and make very poor mutton.

JAMES BRITTON.

MR. A. 0. THOMPSON'S EYIDENCE.

A. J. Thompson, Toronto, was called and examined.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have been connected with the cattle trade to England for the
last five years. Previous to that I had been engaged all my life as a cattle buyer, butcher
and dealer.

FIRST CARGO TO ENGLAND.

I went to England with my first cargo five years ago, and I have maintained
the trade ever since. I have found that it has increased, and is still increasing. The de-

mand is not unlimited as the market can be overstocked. I don't think to-day that we
could ship to England the class of cattle we can purchase in Canada and make our own
market.

HIGH GRADES MOST PROFITABLE.

As a rule, I would recommend for shipment to England cattle which are as
near thoroughbred as possible. A cross between a thoroughbred Shorthorn and a well-

selected native cow would be a very good one. I agree with Mr. Britton as to the neces-

sity of using Shorthorns. I have shipped all breeds, but I find that an animal which
combines flesh with fat is the best for the English market. You may take a middling
grade steer which is rather rough, and though he may have six inches of fat on his ribs,

he will not sell so well as a nice, fat, well-proportioned thoroughbred. We have a great
many grade cattle of good shape, and sufficient breeding, which would command the
highest price in England if they were only kept to a proper age. Farmers turn off their

steers ait two and a half or three years old, and though their flesh is nice and tender, they
are too young to stand the voyage

; you would not know them when they reached Liver-
pool.

FOUR YEARS OLD WANTED.

For shipment to England we should have steers not less than four years old, as you
can land them in as good condition as when they are shipped. Probably a three-year old

[Mr. Thompson.']
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would pay the farmer best. Five and a half cents a pound if they were kept over would
be better than five cents if sold at once. A four-year old stock steer—I do not mean a

fat one—would be worth say in the fall $35 or $40, and he will come out in the spring

worth $85 at the very least. A common steer of pretty nearly the same size and appear-

ance, but of inferior grade, can be got for $25 ; he will take just as much food, and you
cannot reckon upon his being worth more than $50 in the spring If I found a farmer
with a grade steer three years old, weighing 1,400, and another grade steer four years old

weighing 1,600, I would likely pay him 5c. a pound for the two ; but the four-year old

would be worth $10 more to me than the other ; but if he had a lot of four-year olds

they would be worth half a cent a pound more.

MIXED LOTS OBJECTIONABLE.

The great trouble with Canadian stock is this : In one lot we may have perhaps

150 steers, averaging 1,300 to 1,500, the remainder are bulls, cows, heifers and oxen
;

but if we had all the lot steers of about one age, a good judge could go among them,

and not find any difierence in their value to the extent of $10. In the United States

you can buy an unlimited number of steers, but here we cannot get enough.

PRESENT ADVANTAGE OF CANADIAN CATTLK

There has been a little advantage in favour of Canadian shippers since the

embargo was put on, because the American cattle had to be killed within four-

teen days of landing. In summer in England they have no way of sending the meat
through the country in refrigerator cars ; so that if it was killed to-day it would
have to be sold to-morrow or next day. In that case our Canadian cattle of inferior qual-

ity, going in free, and having the privilege of going inland, and selling in small or large

quantities, have commanded from $8 to $10 a head more than American cattle—in other

words about one cent per pound more. Our best cattle are altogether inferior to theirs.

In cold weather their cattle will sell at from one to two cents a pound more than ours.

This difiiculty can never be overcome until we have a better grade of cattle, and until

farmers make up their minds to keep their cattle to a proper age, and not be so anxious

for an immediate return. I think it would pay the farmer to keep his cattle until they

were four years old, as he would then get from 5^ to 6c. per lb., that is if he had them
ready for the opening of navigation on the St. Lawrence. Last year feed was scarce in

England and stock cattle were sold off—hence there has been a great demand from this

side of the water.

STATE OF THE MARKET.

The market is choked at the present time. There were Canadian cattle re-

moved from Glasgow not long ago, to England, because they could not be sold.

They were good cattle and were sold in England at a loss. Another thing greatly

against us is, that we have not sufficient tonnage. Even if our farmers were to go

into feeding cattle, we have not enough ships to carry it at the time it should go. We
have shipped some from Boston, but we are stopped by the embargo, and we cannot com-

nete with the Americans.

SUPERIORITY OF AMERICAN CATTLE.

Last year I went up to Goderich and bought 100 head around Goderich and

Seaforth, picking them out of 250 or 300 cattle. It was about the last of Septem-

ber. We were shipping a lot of cattle from Montreal, and another lot from Bos-

ton. My firm said that the cattle I had bought in Huron county were as good as any

American cattle. I told them to try an experiment. I took eighty of the best and

shipped them at Boston ; they cost me 4| cents. I bought a lot at Boston at 6 cents per

[Mr. Thompson.]
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lb. The latter lot paid me, but I lost by the others, owing to their inferior quality when
they came to be slaughtered. If they had passed into the hands of the buyer, without

being slaughtered, it would have been the same. My advice to farmers is, to go on in-

creasing the amount of well-bred stock.

THE RIGHT SORT AT THE RIGHT TIME.

If we had the right kind, at the right season of the year, we could get rid of them.

A four-year-old grade steer from a Shorthorn bull, weighing about 1,400 or 1,500
lbs., 'ought to average 5| to 6 cents a pound at Toronto. Farmers could get that

for them at home. When you are buying a few thousands you cannot get four-

year-olds weighing 1,500 lbs., though a good four-year-old should weigh much more.

About 1,500 lbs. i^ the best paying size, and we can afford to pay more for them, because

we get more. The cultivation of fat as compared with flesh is going out of fashion.

SOURCES OF SUPPLY.

The county of Wellington is where we get the best grades, though we get just

as many cattle in other places. We get a great many around Goderich. They fare

grades, but not so good as from Wellington county; the cross has not, as a rule, been
from pure blood. I have bought a great many very good cattle in Simcoj. There is a
steady improvement going on in respect to the breeding of good cattle. We find thiS year
that the farmers have fattened three good cattle to one last year. Last year we shipped

fat cattle to England. It does not pay to send them to England. A steer going out in

the spring is fed on the ordinary run of grass, say, to the first of September, and after

he is put up he gets fat, but he does not get on the flesh ; whereas, if he was fed on grain,

he would turn out well.

AMERICAN GRASS FED-CATTLE.

We cannot compete with American grass-fed cattle in London or in Liverpool,

and other places where there are slaughter-houses. They do not buy the live cattle

at all, but go right to these places and buy American beef. If the day is warm they
can buy it at a low price, but if it is cold they have to pay more for it. This trade
has been a great injury to the Canadian live stock trade. I would just as soon ship

Canadian fat cattle into the lairs, and have them killed, as to take them into the open
market. If we were to take cattle that had been running on the prairies, and feeding on
corn all their lives, and put them on pasture, it would be a great drawback to them

;

besides, you wo;xld have to pay so much for them that it would not pay to bring them
here.

CANADIAN CATTLE SHIPPED TO BUFFALO.

High prices are paid to the Americans for them, as there is a good demand for

their cattle. This spring some 5,000 or 6,000 of cattle were taken from the west of the
province to the Buffalo market. As a rule they come mostly from the northern part of
the country, and are a very inferior class of cattle, but they are taken down to the Gene-
see Flats, and, after remaining there for a time, they are turned out good cattle. Higher
prices are paid for them than for Michigan and Indiana cattle, as it is said that they grow
better. In that instance Canada is acting as a cattle-raising country for an adjoining
cattle-feeding country.

SHIPMENTS OF SHEEP.

I don't think that sheep can be shipped to England at a profit. Last year
they paid in the fore part of the year, but in the latter part of the year they were
a loss. The cause of the reaction was the supply on the American side, whence
they are shipping them by the thousand. Last year I shipped nearly 30,000 American
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sheep, and I had thousands of them which were wethers averaging about 70 lbs. mutton,
which are the best paying carcases. You can get together a large lot of the kind
that suits the English market. The Southdowns are the most acceptable there,
though, I think, the Shropshire and Oxford breeds might well be raised here for
shipment to England. The best sheep we have in Canada are the Southdowns, and a
cross between them and the Cotswolds, or Leicesters,—they bring the best prices.

MORE WETHERS WANTED.

The trouble here is, that like our cattle, you cannot make up a large lot without
having all sorts. Wethers are worth about one cent per pound more than we pay for

sheep now. As the markets are to-day we could not pay 4 cents per lb. even for wethers.

I think 6 cents would be about the highest we could pay unless they were shipped in

wool in the spring, and we could get a select lot of wethers, when we might pay 7 cents.

I bought 700 for shipment in the beginning of March, in Buffalo, all wethers, weighing
140 and odd pounds, for which I paid 7^ cents, but mutton was said to be very dear in

England. I believe they were a loss to the extent of $1.50 a head, but I believe if I had
taken the wool ofl' it would have paid better, as wool was higher in Canada than in Eng-
land. As a general thing, taking one sheep with another, the wool is worth about the

same. If we were to cross the Southdowns with the Cotswolds or Leicesters we would
have a hardy sheep, quite large enough.

SHIPPING ARRANGEMENTS.

Space on shipboard is generally taken at so many shillings a foot ; and of course if

you take small sheep, you can get so many more in. I can get space in that way at Boston,

lout in our Canadian ships we have generally to pay so much a head.

THE AMERICANS TO CONTROL THE MARKETS.

My opinion is, that before we can get rightly into the cattle trade, the Ameri-
cans will have vessels enough built to supply the markets without us. They will

supply the whole English market before ten years. We cannot compete with them
in raising cattle either as to quality or cheapness. For two months back they have

been selling their cattle delivered at Boston at from one-half to one cent less than we are

paying the farmers, without taking oif the shrinkage, or the expense of getting them to

the seaboard. They get them ready there at a certain time of the year, the first of May,
or the first of June—and there is always a market at that time. American cattle and
American ships will always be plentiful. They have the territory in which to raise the

cattle which we have not, and they can supply the whole British trade.

AMERICAN CATTLE DISEASE A FICTION.

There are no more American cattle diseased than Canadian. I have shipped thousands

of them, and I have lost less on 5,000 American cattle than on 1,000 Canadian, because the

former are somuch hardier. They are also finer cattle. The reason they are hardier is because

they have so much out-door exercise. Our cattle are put into the stall in the fall, and they are

kept there all winter, so that their feet and bones get soft, and they are very easily crip-

pled. Out of 700 or 800 cattle I have had 50 which I could not put on the ship at all.

They are driven perhaps four or five miles to the station, a lot of them crowded into the

car and shipped to Toronto. Then the next day they are sent to Montreal, and when they

arrive there they are tired out. Farmers should always turn out their cattle to water

even in the winter, as they should have a certain amount of exercise Even with that

exercise they would not be equal to American cattle, as the latter have muscles like horses,

from being out of doors all the year. They are fed on corn. Corn makes good meat,

though I think that peas, barley, and oats make a finer-grained meat. For out-of-door

feeding corn is probably the best.

[iV/r. Thorrqjson.^
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AN EXPERIMENT IN FEEDING.

I fed 100 cattle myself in the county of York this year. I bought everything

for them, and paid a man $100 a month to take care of them, I bought the cattle

at about an average of 3^ cents. Some were steers and some were bulls. I think

a farmer can make good cattle at 4| cents. I gave them a ton of bran, a ton of

pea meal, and a ton of oats. The cattle cost me $70 apiece going out. I should
think they would weigh about 1,650, or 1,700 lbs. apiece when I shipped them. They
were Avorth 4| or 5 cents a pound. I sent them away on the fourth of June. They were
four and five-year-old cattle, and about 50 or more of them were bulls. Real good bulls

brought this year as good a price as other cattle We bought a lot of our feed in the be-

ginning of the season, and got it cheaper. I paid $20 a ton for the pea meal ; about $19
for the oats, and about $12 for the bran. "We also fed a good many shorts. We used
the manure on the farm and it would be worth $2 per animal. Navigation does not open
until about the 15th of May, and we have only a portion of Mey and about the half of June
when we can ship successfully.

IRISH CATTLE.

Irish cattle this year have been very scarce. Last Monday there were 200 of

them on the Liverpool market. Five years ago in July, I remember there was
one Monday when there were 2,700 and odd Irish heifers on the Liverpool market,
and one could not draw a picture of cattle which would be prettier. They were
selling at £33 and £34 apiece, and we had cattle which looked like mountains beside
them, selling for £26. That was in the beginning of the trade, and there was a great pre-
judice against American or Canadian beef, and that prejudice exists to some extent
yet, among some butchers. To-day, I suppose, English or Irish cattle would sell for 9d.
a pound, and ours for 6d. or 6|d. There is not necessarily any difference between the
American or Canadian cattle and the British. I do not think that Canadians can com-
pete with Americans in raising cattle of the same quality,—that is, upon an extensive
scale.

DISADVANTAGES OF THE CANADIAN FARMER.

Q. Is there any reason why we should not compete with the Americans if we deter-
mined to do so? A. Yes; they have the grazing land, and they can raise cattle and deliver
them at Boston and New York, and make money out of them oheaper than we can. The
animals that come from Kansas City are far superior to Canadian grain-fed cattle—there is

no comparison between them. People have the idea that there is no breeding among the
cattle in the Western States, but it is a great mistake, for these cattle are all pretty well
bred. The Texas and Cherokee native cattle have all been done away with, and every
year they are taking into the country the best blood they can get. They keep their
cattle until they are three or four or five years old ; they are quite wild at first, but they
are perhaps driven 400 or 500 miles to the railway, and by the time they arrive in Boston
or New York they are tame and in good condition. Six weeks or two months ago I had
a lot of cattle in Boston, and I wanted eighty or ninety to make up a shipment. I could
get nothing but Colorado cattle, and I found that they sold well. I bought them for
about one cent, per pound less than the native. The market sometimes gets glutted at
the American outports.

SECURING SHIPPING SPACE.

The ships cannot always take the cattle from Montreal. The largest ship in
the Montreal trade is the Manitoba, which, I think, carries 600 ; the Brooklyn
carries 500 ; and the Winnipeg, 500, The rates are lower from the American ports.
The ships here get about all the profit. The owners watch the state of the market,
and charge accordingly. The only way in which we can do anything is to take the
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space ahead, and even then it is a risky speculation. I know of men vrho have taken
space largely, in advance, but I believe it will ruin them. To-day I would not give six

shillings per head for space from Montreal, and they have contracted a-head at ten and
twelve shillings. It costs about $4.50 a head to take sheep from here to England, and
about $40 for cattle. What we need is further competition in tonnage. The animals we
require should be sired by a thoroughbred Shorthorn ; they should be four years old, grain

fed, and ready for shipment early in the year. I don't think the embargo was laid on
except for a sort of protection.

THE EMBARGO.

I don't think there was a real case of Pleuro-pneumonia at all, but a disease

brought on by hardship and exposure. The cattle which were said to have had
the disease were three weeks on the road, from where they were raised to the port

of shipment, and were snow-blocked several times. If American cattle were al-

lowed to go free into market to-morrow, the same as Canadian, we could not stir our

cattle ; but, of course, we could ship from American ports. We would then have the-

difficulty of competing with American cattle in quality and price. We can buy cattle-

to-day cheaper by $10 a head in Boston than we can here, and freights are also lower.

For the last few years the trade to England has been of great benefit to Canadian

farmers, and it will be kept aUve by getting a better breed of cattle.

A. J. THOMPSON.

Sittings to take oral evidence held at London, Ont., July 21, 1880. Present—Messra,

KiGHABD Gibson (Chairman), W. Saunders and A. H. Dymond.

MR C. S. SIMMONS' EVIDENCE.

0. S. Simmons, Reeve of the Township of Lobo, was called and examined.

CATTLE GRAZING.

To the Chairman.—I am a farmer in the township of Lobo, and have 150 acres of

land in that township. I have another farm in Delaware, comprising 360 or 370 acres.

The land is mostly arable. That in Lobo is first class for crops or pasture, while that in

Delaware is better adapted for grazing, and is used mostly for that purpose. The class of

stock we gv-aze is grade steers. We have generally made it a rule to bring up a large

number of them in the fall, wintering them ourselves. We only winter-feed cattle in a

coarse way to prepare them for grazing. The stock in our neighbourhood has been a good

deal improved for the last twenty years by the introduction of thoroughbred males, chiefly

Durhams. There was and there are now a few Galloways kept, but they are going out of

view entirely. There have also been a few Devons kept in the township and county. I

don't think that the Galloways improve our cattle, or that they are profitable for the agri-

culturist to keep in our county. The Devons are nice cattle, but they don't come up to

what we want as graziers and stock raisers. During the last few years there has been an

increase in the number of pure bred bulls kept by farmers, and they are paying greater

attention than before to the breeding of their cows. The reason for this is that they find

that they can hardly sell their common stock such as they had twenty-five years ago.

COMMON CATTLE WORTHLESS.

These common cattle don't grow to the same size with the same amount of feed, and the

Durham grade will be worth $20 to $25 more at three years old than they wilL I have

been engaged in my present business for about twenty years, and have handled a large
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mumber of cattle every year, so that I speak from practical experience as a grazier and
shipper. For the first ten years that I was in the business I never got a lot of cattle—say

100—that v^ould weigh 1,200 pounds each, but now there is no trouble in getting a lot

that will weigh from 1,300 to 1,350. I attribute the change to the improvement in the

breed of the cattle.

PAYING PRICES.

Farmers used to feed them just as well fifteen or twenty years ago as now, but they

could not obtain the same results. I am not speaking now of stall-fed cattle, but of

cattle kept in the yards and grazed through the summer. Cattle weighing 950 or 1,000

pounds in the spring, and going out in September, will weigh 1,350 pounds. The pro-

ducer of steers of 1,100 pounds, grass-fed, would require 4 cents per pound to make them
pay. Cattle of the same weight, grain-fed, should get 5 cents in order to make a profit.

For steers weighing 1,300 pounds he would get 4^ cents for grass-fed, and 5^ grain-fed.

For those weighing 1,500 pounds, 4|, grass fed, and 5| grain fed. The cost of raising a

1,500 pound steer is very little more than that of raising one of 1,100 pounds; and the

reason I put it in this shape is that there is so much demand for the heavier weight,

and it is eafy to realize 4| cents for grass-fed steers that weigh that much in the

fall of the year.

IMPROVED DAIRYING QUALITIES.

The dairying quality of the cows has increased in the same proportion as the meat

producing qualities of the steers have. For dairying purposes I would recommend grade

Durhams. That class is the most profitable for the farmer every way. Of course it

requires great care in breeding in order to produce the particular object you have in

view. For instance, some cattle with good pedigrees are not good milkers, and you

will find in all strains some objectionable animals in milking qualities, etc., but these

things all depend on care in selection.

CAREFUL SELECTION NECESSARY.

I find that if you get an animal that breeds stock that are good milkers he generally

produces good grazers, and good feeders. For a good feeding steer, you require to get

about the same shape of head that you do for a good milking cow. The high-bred cattle

are all more profitable to the producer than common cattle. In the" first place, at three

years old they will gain 200 pounds more than the common cattle on the same feed, and
gain it more symmetrically, and have more flesh and less bone than the others, and are

worth $5 to SIO more if of the same weight. On the average, Durham grade cattle are

worth $10 to $20 more per head at three years old than common cattle, if raised on the

same food.

THE MOST PROFITABLE FOR EXPORT.

Steers should be fit to ship to the old country generally at three years of age. Well
fed heifers or steers, two years old, of 1,300 pounds, are the most profitable to the producer

and shipper, but only a few are to be found of that description. Four-year-old cattle stand

the journey best, but they are not so profitable to the producer. None but thoroughbred

males should be used for breeding any stock, and great care should be taken that the cross

is made for the purpose of strengthening weak points in the stock which it is sought to

improve. The mere name of using thoroughbred animals is not all that is required, as they

varyvery largely. For small farmers the use of first-class males wOl pay the best. It is rather

expensive to change at once from common cattle to thoroughbreds, and 1 would recommend
small farmers to do it gradually.

STOCK RAISING A NECESSITY.

I consider stock-raising a decided necessity in maintaining the fertility of the soil

[^fr. Simmons.^
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My experience has been this:—That, in the localities where the people are paying the-
greatest attention to the stock, the farmers are the most thrifty and progressive, and you
see in those localities the indications of the greatest wealth, and better crops of every des-
cription. The keeping of stock keeps the land alive, both by winter-feeding and grazing.

THE MORE CROSSES THE BETTER.

We have exported some very good animals of one or two crosses, but the more crosses
you can get the better they are. They feed faster, have greater breadth, and have a great
deal more flesh and less bone than those of less breeding. Still, one cross is sufficient

to mak^ a decided improvement.

MEAL WITH GRASS.

I believe it would pay fifty or one hundred per cent, of the money invested to
feed meal, six pounds per day, to cattle on the grass, more especially since the markets
liave changed and we are preparing our stock for the English trade. The cattle would
be ready to go to market earlier in the season, when it costs a great deal less to

ship, and the insurance would be much less on account of the more favourable weather.
In raising cattle they should be got off the grass as soon as possible. I delivered forty
this week. They were just wintered through pretty well with a little meal, and they
are fairly good cattle now, and they will command a price of five cents. A number
have been sold the last few days at five cents. Cattle that have been fed through,
the winter a little extra, and a portion of them given meal this summer on the
grass, will run over five cents; and if those cattle had not been fed grain, it is

not likely they would have commanded more than four and a half cents in the fall.

If these cattle were kept through, as cattle ordinarily are, they would not weigh more
than they do now, which is an average of 1,325 pounds, and they would not be worth,

more than four and a quarter cents.

CORN INSTEAD OF PEAS.

The best grain to feed, of our own raising, is peas, as I believe they have more
fattening quality in them than anything else we can feed to our stock. Now that we cannot
raise peas we have to feed corn. Barley is very good, but not so good as corn. I used
to feed a good deal of peas, but since the pea crop has failed I have fed corn. I always
had an idea, from the return I got, that peas would pay as well at sixty cents per bushel

as corn would at forty-five cents.

BREEDING ABORTION—FATTENING QUALITIES.

There has been very little difficulty in getting cows to breed with us. Abortion is very
rare. I have made comparative tests of different breeds for fattening purposes. A number
of years ago I fed stock in a distillery five or six years in succession. I had a large number
of cattle of different breeds, among them some pure-bred Galloway bulls, and grade Galloway
steers. I found them to be the very worst cattle I had. They did not thrive well at all.

They were very cross-tempered, and the more Galloway blood they had in them the worse they
were. However, they will do better in the barn or farm-yard than in the stalls of a.

distillery. I have grazed them, but I found that they did not put on flesh as the Durham,
cattle did, though they produce a very good cross when the cow is a good Durham grade,

but I think the Durhams gain most and are the best cattle. I also tried the Devons in

the distillery, but they are something like the Galloways—cross-tempered. I found that

by crossing a Devon bull with a Durham cow an excellent steer for grass-feeding wa»
produced. They will not grow to the same weight as the Durham grades, but they arft

plump and sell well. I never made a test to see what they would gain in weight in com-
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parison with other breeds. J have fed some pure-bred Devons at my own place, aud 1

find that they are excellent feeders.

IMPROVEMENT OF STOCK.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have been about twenty years in the cattle trade. When I be-

gan there were some Durham grades, but not very many. At that time I always bought
the best I could find A portion of what I bought were grade Durhams, though there
were some Galloways. I laid myself out to impi-ove my stock by crossing, and anything
I have bred I have always bred to a thorough i>red bull. I never tried thoroughbred Gallo-
ways on my farm. I have bought steers of that grade in May or June and kept them till

the fall, and I have always found that they did not improve so well as the Durham grades,

THE GALLOWAYS.

These were from Galloway bulls crossed with fair Durham grades. Those in the distil-

lery were very disagreeable to manage, but I believe it was caused by their temper, and I have
found that if you cannot get animals quite reconciled to their position, they will not feed
well. I do not think their flesh was preferred to that of othei breeds. At any time ].

have had them to market the butchers were always shy of them. If their meat is better

than that of others the butchers have not found it out. Black cattle of certain varieties

are rather popular with the butchers in England, but from what I can learn, the Gallo-

ways are not a class of cattle that command high prices there. I gave the Galloways
just the same feed as the Durham grades, but they did not improve so fast. I am now
speaking of my feeding in the distillery and grazing. I would not like to give an opinion
adverse to that of Mr. McCrae as to the utility of the Galloway as an economical feeder

on poor farms in early settlements. We used to have a number of pure-bred Galloways
in our district, but they are all disappearing, their disappearance being the result of our
experience of their unprotitableness.

DEVONS—HEREFORDS.

The Devons are a better breed of cattle, but I cannot say how (.hey are as to
milking compared with the Galloways. I do not think the Devons are profitable in
our section of the country, and for draught purposes they would require to be ci'ossed.

with a Durham grade cow to increase their size and improve their temper. We
never had any Herefords in our locality, though I have bought them in the neigh-
bourhood of Guelph (that is, grade Herefords) and also in the county of Lambton.
They are nice cattle, but I do not think they are equal to the Shorthorns for economical
purposes. I cannot tell how those were fed which I bought of farmers, but they
sold well, I do not think they would attain to the same size at three years old as
the Durham would, and so far as I know, there is no quality in them superior to the
Shorthorns,

GRAZING AND SHIPPING.

My business consists in purchasing cattle for grazing and shipping purposes, though
when I was in the distillery I was engaged in winter feeding. The animals are
generally three years old when I buy them. Many graziers buy them in the fall and
winter-feed them roughly, some keeping them indoors and some out. The best of my cat-

tle this year were raised out of doors, that is, having the run of the shed at will. Last
winter we fed cattle on hay and corn stalks In the spring we pastured them They
were then three years old. I really buy my cattle at two and a half years old, and they
are three in the spring. Most of our cattle are sent directly from the pastures to England
I think it is more profitable to the producer to sell pasture-fed cattle for the English mar-
ket, than stall-fed cattle, but it is a difficult matter for the shipper. I am both a producer
and a shipper.

\Mr. Simmons.
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COMPETITION WITT GRASS-FED CATTLE.

Although you get cattle just as good in August or September in point of quality,

and of the same weight, yet, when you have to contend with the grass-fed cattle of

England in the market, the chances are, unless it is an exceptional market, that they

will bring £4 or £5 less. The reason that I go into feeding in the form of pasture is

owing to the large facilities which I have got for that class of feeding. Our soil is well

adapted to pasturing, and besides, our people are a little inclined to be lazy and do not

care to work much in the winter. Grazing has been going on for a number of years, and

has been increasing ever since I came into the township. It is now a. pretty extensive busi-

ness, as some farmers keep 200 or 250 steers in the summer. Last year I bought some

1,200 or 1,400, and they averaged me, $58 per head. The whole lot would average a

weight of over 1,300 lbs.

HIGH GRADES FOR GRAZING.

.For grazing cattle, I would recommend as near thoroughbreds as possible. I think

it is quite possible to get good thoroughbred cattle into good marketable condition for

England in two years with good care. I have frequently bought them weighing 1,200

to 1,400 lbs. at two and a half years old. I have always found that good two-year-

olds are generally fleshy and sell well, and if they are well cared for they wUl stand

the voyage well. Pasture-fed cattle do not stand the voyage as well as those which

are stall-fed. I would prefer grass-fed cattle to those fed on steamed food, or mostly on

turnips, and never let out of doora I object very much to steam feeding for shipping pur-

poses. Near Guelph they have been using thoroughbred bulls longer than we have done,

and most of the cattle shipped from there have been fed in stables through the winter.

THOROUGHBRED BULLS.

The price we give for a good thoroughbred Durham bull fit for service, is about $100,

though you can go up as high as $200 or $300. One costing $100 or $150 might be just as

good for raising stock for the beef market as if it were a higher-priced and more fancy animal.

There is not much difl&culty in obtaining thoroughbred bulls. Farmers commence to use

them at eighteen months old, and if they were taken care of as they should be they would

do until they were eight or ten years old ; but they are generally broken down at about

three or four years of age on account of the high feeding which they get, farmers having

the idea of keeping them for show as well as for service.

GRAZING PROFITABLE.

To the Chairman.—Grazing has very largely increased of late years, and I find that

graziers do just as well as those that have paid attention strictly to grain-raising. I could

not recommend the farmers in our township or county to change their system and go into

stall-feeding They could not turn the numbers off* their farms that they do now.

To Mr. Dymond.—There are not many cattle grazed in Kent or Essex. I am strongly

in favour of giving five or six pounds of meal per day to cattle which are grazing. I would
rather that they did not get a pound of meal until they went on the grass, so that they

might keep their large frames. They should have hay and turnips during the winter, and
then, when they are put on the grass, they should have meal every day, and there will be

no trouble in realizing five cents per pound for such beef in July and August—weight

1,300 to 1,350.

BRITAIN OUR MARKET—WEIGHT OF CATTLE FOR SHIPMENT.

To the Chairman.—I recommend the Durham as the most profitable beefing animal
jlly opinion is that our our surplus stock must be sent to Great Britain, unless something

\Mr. Simmons.^
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happens to prevent the United States from producing I cannot, at present, tell anything

About the future prospects of the trade in England, though my opinion is that the English

markets will be lower than they are now. I believe Britain is our market, and will con-

tinue to be the market which we will have to cultivate. A man practised in buying stock

would be able to tell by handling cattle whether they had been fed meal or not, and
would give more for cattle that had been fed meal while on pasture. They could be sent

right upon the ship, and get used to the journey at once. Cattle should never weigh less

than 1,300 pounds that are intended for shipment. From 1,400 to 1,450 pounds is the

most desirable weight in the English market. If cattle were carried by weight instead of

by the head, and if they were well fattene'd, 1,300 pounds would be a very good weight.

The butchers of England never care for cattle that weigh less than 1,300 pounds. Our
own best butchers have the same preference.

TIME OF EXPORT AND PURCHASE,

My shipping is all done in the summer from the last of July to the last of

October. For export I should like to have not less than three to four crosses on a
good stock. Those which have four crosses are called thoroughbreds, though they
should not be so called ; at the same time they are eligible for registration. I would
not be in favour of having such cattle registered. Cattle fed on grass only are not
profitable to the man who ships them. I did ship, one season, one or two lots that

did extra well, and made money for me, but generally it is not profitable tor the

shipper to ship them. Cattle which have been fed in the stall and allowed to run out
doors to keep them in muscle, will stand shipping far better than grass-fed cattle

;

and steam-fed cattle, which have never had any exercise, will shrink more than grass-fed

cattle. The county of Middlesex supplies more grass-fed cattle than any other county in

Canada. We purchase in June, July, August and September. The difference between a
well-bred steer and a common one on the English market would be about $15 to $20
on the same weight. Once in a while you will get a very good common steer in bulk,-

but they are generally rougher than the same weight of Durham cattle.

SUPPLY OF CATTLE FOR GRAZING.

To Mr. JJymond.—We have to go outside of our own county to get suitable animals
for grazing purposes ; a large number raised in the county are ^pped at two years old
and a great number are required. The supply of good grade animals is not becoming less.

The cattle have improved in quality and breed, but in our locality they raise very few
themselves. Graziers do not, on an average, raise more than three or four calves in a
season. We have to go around Huron county, and Elgin, Lambton, and Kent. A great
many come from Huron, and in that locality there has been a great improvement in the
character of the cattle. I confine myself mostly to the purchasing of steers, as I find it

a great advantage in shipping. Heifers will bring as much per pound, and sometimes a
Uttle more, than a steer, but there is more risk in shipping them, especially along with
steer&

AMERICAN COMPETITION—THE EMBARGO.

There is an objection in England to mixed shipments Our future prospects m
England depend a good deal on American competition. We derive an advantage from the
embargo on American cattle, because they cannot bring them through and ship them from
our ports. American cattle have also to be killed immediately upon their arrival in
Europe, and that also gives us an advantage. Independently of that, we cannot raise

beef as cheaply as they can, quality for quality. I have been accustomed to frequent the
markets of New York, and I find that, do our best, we cannot raise beef so cheaply as
they can. We can raise cattle at a profit, but not at so great a profit as they can, and we
can never cultivate a trade here that will ott equal to that from the United States. Our cli
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mate is against us in the first place. They can raise corn, and their winters are shorter

and milder. It is not uncommon to find four or five hundred car loads going into Chicago
from Illinois, and they are all very well-bred cattle. And even in Missouri and Kansas
they are now getting well-graded cattle. It would be no trouble to go among those four

or five hundred car loads, and find one hundred car loads which would be almost called

thoroughbreds.

NECESSITY FOR BETTER FEEDING.

There would be no difficulty in our having cattle of equally good quality if

we fed them and kept them growing from the time they were calves ; but when the
animal once loses its natural flesh it is never as good an animal afterwards for the butcher

The great trouble with the Canadian farmer is that instead of keeping his steers through

the winter in the condition they were in, in the fall, they generally come out 150 pounds
lighter in the spring, and the consequence is that the animals can never be made so good as

they might have been made with better care in wintering. These cattle go out on the

grass, and are intended to be made into beef in the fall. Supposing that we paid first-class

uttention to the raising of cattle, it costs us more to raise them to the same weight, but

we can work on a little less than they can. Another reason why we cannot compete with

them is that cattle are so numerous there they can pick out any number of a particular

tvpe or breed, while here the supply is limited. You might go into our county and get

100 Durham grade steers, pretty large cattle of the same kind, which, if they were prop-

erly fed, might compete very well with the American cattle, but the Americans can get

better cattle in larger numbers, and it is impossible for us to get such a type of cattle as •

they have on the American side. But we can compete with them as far that the trade

may be profitable to us.

THE PRICE OF CORN.

Q. Don't you think it is in the highly stall-fed cattle that we cannot compete with the

Americans, rather than in the pasture-fed cattle 1—A. Yes, we can much more successfully
;

or we could by feeding them meal while on the grass. We import American corn since we
have given up raising peas. The class of corn raised in Canada is not the kind that we use

for feeding purposes, and besides it is a risky crop to grow in my part of the country.

The price of corn has changed very often, and I think it would be a fine thing for our peo-

ple if we could get the duty taken off corn. The duty is a serious drawback Two years

ago corn cost us 39 cents to 40 cents per bushel ; at present it costs us about 56 cents in

carloads. There has been a marked increase in the price of corn apart from the duty.

Supply governs prices generallyo We give our cattle all the salt they want.

EVEN THE TEXANS IMPROVING.

There are still many of the old Texan cattle to be found in Chicago, but even in Texas

they are improving their cattle by crossing them. One cross of the Durham changes their

appearance completely. The Texan cattle would be no good for grazing purposes in our

country If we were to take the Canadian grazing steers into the Bufialo market we would
meet with the graziers of the Genessee flats. They buy thousands of cattle ; and they say

v,hat the Canadian steers will gain 400 or 500 lbs., whereas American steers from the west
will only gain 200 or 250 lbs. This difference is not attributable to the blood, but to the

. ery poor way in which our cattle have been fed. On the other hand, the American cattle

have been fed, more or less, from an early age on corn, so that to bring them in here on
pasture would rather check their growth. All our best steers are grazed at home, though
some of the poorer ones go to the United States.

FACILITIES FOR SHIPMENT—RATES.

To the Chairman.—Q. As a shipper, have you anything to suggest as to the transit

of stock, such as increased facilities for shipping or anything of that kind?—A. I think the
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trade will regulate itself. I have thought the matter over a good deal, and I do not see

in what shape we could arrange it. There is plenty of competition in shipping at Mon-
treal to meet our wants. If we could ship our cattle out at the American ports the same as

at our own, it would be all right ; but as it is now, all the stall-fed cattle in Canada are

bought every winter, and the owners are all anxious to have them go by the first ship in

spring, and the consequence is that there is a rush at that particular time. I do not

know how we can go to work to relieve that, but even now they can get plenty of ships

by waiting a week or two. As we ship at different times in the year, we find the ship-

ping facilities on the whole sufficient. You can get rates now at £4 stg., and later in the

season it will go down to £3 stg. The exigencies of the trade are gradually being met.

The Americans have no advantage over us in the way of shipment if the embargo is left out

of sight. Taking it the year round, they can ship more cheaply than we can, just because

our people all want to ship at the same time, and the result is that rates go up.

THE GRAND TRUNK.

The Grand Trunk used to be cried down, and I used to find fault with it myself, but
now I say it is one of the best roads on the continent to do business with. Along a great

portion of its line it has no competition, and for a road so situated its rates are most
reasonable and anything but extortionate. We used to pay $100 a car from Susp'^nsion

Bridge to New York, and now we get rates from Ailsa Craig to l^'.atreal for $60, and at

the first opening of the season, $75.

SHEEP FOR FEEDING AND SHIPPING.

To the Chairman.—I am a feeder and shipper of sheep. I have bred but very few.
During my first experience with sheep we had mostly Leicesters, which were very profit-

able, but I found as a dealer that we had to improve their size, as they were rather small.

The Leicesters I refer to were the old Yorkshire Leicesters. Since then we have had a
few Cotswolds and a number of Lincolns. The cross between the Lincolns and the Cotswolds
is a very material improvement upon the sheep, and our locality now ranks high in sheep
by having followed that cross. I never was as favourable to the Cotswolds as many are,

as they are rather a soft sheep to ship. I believe a cross on the Lincolns has been of
great advantage to our farmers. We have got a mixture of long-wool sheep. The Leices-
ter matures early, and is a very hardy little sheep. The Cotswolds are larger and coarser,

and require more age and maturity. They make a good cross with the Leicester for mut-
ton and wool. I like the Lincoln sheep, and I think the cross with them has been of
more advantage to us than the cross with the Cotswold, both for wool and mutton. As
to hardiness, 1 think the Lincolns are rather more hardy than the Cotswolds. As the
matter stands to-day, I believe that the people of our neighbourhood are going more into
Lincolns than any other breed, and we have very few Cotswolds.

EARLY MATURITY—HEALTHINESS.

As to breeds which attain maturity earliest, the Leicesters come first, the Lincolns
next, and the Cotswolds third. We have very few Southdowns. We have no diseases
worth speaking of among our sheep. They had blindness for a short period, but it went
away. I buy sheep mostly for shipping purposes, and hardly buy any under two years old.

"WEIGHT FOR SHIPPING—BEST SEASONS.

We cannot get many wethers, but if we could we would prefer them as between a ewe
weighing 200 lbs. and a wether weighing 200 lbs. There would be $1 difference in price,
but that price might be considerably greater if people were able to supply wethers in large
numbers. The best weight for shipment is from 1-50 to 160 lbs. I fancy we could make
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more than half a cent a pound difference between wethers and ewes ; and if we could get all

wethers they would probably be worth 1 cent per pound more. The best time to ship sheep

is in May or June, just after they are sheared. Our farmers are making a great mistake

in selling so many of their lambs. They should keep most of them until they are two years

old. The wool, if they were properly kept, would be worth close upon $5 for the two

years., and if they were wethers they would bring perhaps about $7, so selling the lambs

at $3 is a great loss to the farmer.

THE NEW YORK MARKETS—ENGLISH TRADE IMPROVINa

To Mr. Dymond.—I have been buying sheep for about twenty years. I used to ship

to the New York market for butchering; but at present we can do nothing in that market,

though lambs and thoroughbreds are sold there. My present idea is to cultivate the English

trade, and it has been fairly profitable so far. Sheep have advanced fully one dollar per

head since we began shipping to England, which was about three years ago. The trade at

tlie present time is rather dull. I don't know anything of the different breeds of Leicesters,

except the old ones which we had at first in our locality. The crossing I speak of has not

been done systematically ; but the flocks have been mixed up, and different breeds of rams

have been used. I mostly buy my sheep from my own neighbourhood ; but when ship-

ping I have bought all over the coimtry, and even down below Toronto and elsewhere.

BETTER TO KEEP THE LAMBS.

It would be a great deal better if people would keep their lambs, as Canada, and espe

cially Ontario, is well adapted to sheep raising ; better I think than any other portion of the

Continent of America. The qualities which make it so favourable are the climate, the

dry soil and the excellent pasl-urage. Sheep, with anything like good care, should be

ready to ship to Europe by the middle of June.

CLIMATE—WINTER TREATMENT—PRACTICAL ADVICE.

T don't think our winters are hard upon sheep, and I don't believe in keeping

sheep in close pens. Our farmers have generally places like open sheds, into which

the sheep can go at will, while at the same time they are able to obtain an abundance

of fresh air and exercise. We have no persons among us who keep very large flocks,

and there should not be more than 35 or 40 kept on a hundred acre farm. Upon
such a farm there should not be more than 15 or 20 breeding ewes, and the lambs

should be kept until two years old. The scarcity of wethers does not exist on the

other side as it does here ; but even if the Americans were able to produce all wethers

they would not sell as well as ours, as they do not make such good mutton, as the

breeds are more mixed, and the meat coarser. I would not advise the breeding of the

Cotswold for profit, unless it was crossed by some other breed. When you bring a

sheep up to 200 pounds there is great risk in shipping, and it does not bring so much in

proportion as a smaller sized animal. After every shipment which we make containing

a large number of these heavy sheep we get letters saying it was a great loss to send

such animals. My object is of course to get the best mutton.

THE OXFORD DOWNS—BLACK-FACED SHEEP.

I think the Oxford Downs would do well in this country, and I would like to see them

tried they are very large sheep. The Southdowns are rather small to cross on the Leicester;

but I think they would do well to cross on our mixed breeds. I find a preference for

black-faced sheep in England ; and if I could get shipments of black-faced wethers of fair

size there is no doubt they would realize a good deal better price than mixed lots, con-

sisting chiefly of ewes, such as most of our Canadian shipments are. That is the kind

which I would advise our Canadian farmers to raise. We have had occasional South-

downs crossed with our Leicesters, but not enough to be of any account.
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WOOL—PROFITS.

The demand for -wool has lately changed in favour of a medium wool, instead of such wool
as the Leicester and Cotswold produce. That would be a point in favour of the Down. In
shipping to England we pay for ship-room by the head. A good sheep at 160 pounds in

the ordinary season of shipping will bring as much as one of 200 pounds—the price per

pound being higher. I am a believer in mixed husbandry. You can keep five sheep

to two years old at the same cost as you can a steer. Their wool would be worth
about $5 each, and if they sold for $6.50 or $7 they would realize in all about $60. The
manure of the sheep would be fully equal to that of the steer—in fact it is more valuable,

as it is distributed about the land. We take about the same care of sheep as we do of

cattle.

C. S. SIMMONS.

MR JAMES McARTHUR'S EVIDENCE.

James McArthue, of Ailsa Craig, was called and examined.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have been farming since childhood. I cultivate about 400
acres by mixed farming, but mostly by stock raising, principally cattle. I graze cattle

and buy them for that purpose. My business is something similar to that of Mr.
Simmons.

CATTLE SUPPLY—GRAZIN(? IN MIDDLESEX.

To the Chairman.—It is pretty difficult to buy the cattle we require without paying
too much for them. Cattle in our neighbourhood have been much improved by the use of
thoroughbred males ; and the Durhams have improved the stock most, both for fattening
purposes and as milch cows for farmers. For a general purpose cow a cross with the
Durham has answered weU. I have noticed a considerable increase in the number of
thoroughbred males during the last few years. The reason I have difficulty in buying
the class of steers I want is that there are too many graziers in that part of the country
for the number who are raising stock. Taking a circle with a radius of six miles from
my farm, there are forty-six individuals who keep on an average forty-eight cattle each
for grazing purposes, or about 2,300 in all. All these persons buy cattle to graze. They
get all they can in the neighbourhood and they go north and west for the balance. We
winter about one half our cattle. We buy at two and a half or three years old. In the
winter we let them go to the straw stack for the most part, and towards spring we give
them hay. We feed them no turnips. We generally sell in June or July, allowing tho
purchaser to take them away in August, September, or October. They are not ready for
market in June.

THOROUGHBRED CATTLE NEEDED.

Thoroughbreds fatten fully as well as common cattle, and get more meat on them,
and I think on the whole we get a better price for them. We have to pay more for
that class of cattle—as much as $5 or $10 a head. I would not recommend any but
thoroughbred males for breeding. I think a person owning one hundred acres should begin
with at least one thoroughbred heifer, more for the purpose oi learning how to take care
of thoroughbreds than anything else, before getting a larger number.

STOCK RAISING—MANAGEMENT.

I consider stock raising a necessity to keep up the fertility of my farm. I breed to somo-
extent. I am not particular at what time thoroughbreds drop their calves, though formerly
we used to breed them in the spring. We generally feed the calves with a pail, and wean,
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them at four or five months old. We sometimes give them grain the first summei", and we
feed them pretty well right along. I don't stall feed to any extent, and do not grow any
turnips. I had a Highland bull once, and I bred from him and common cows ; they
happened to be along with my fat cattle ; I could not sell the three and four year olds

unless I sold the two year olds with them. The bull was not a very good one, but the

cattle did very well. There used to be Galloway grades in our neighbourhood, but they
are going out, as the drovers would not give so much for them as for Durham grades. I
don't fancy the cross they make with the common cattle, and I would not care to buy them
if I could get Durham grades.

PASTURING PROFITABLE,

To Mr. Dymoncl.—I own about 600 acres of land, of which about 150 acres is

pasture, the most of it permanent. The most of the land is suitable for cultivation, but I

find pasture the most profitable, and it involves less labour than general farming. The
price of the animals is about our only outlay. Last spring good cattle could not be got
for less than about four cents per pound, and the average weight was about 1,050 pounds.

That was about the first of May. I commonly sell in June or July, but the cattle are no^

sent ofi" until July, August or September. They are supposed to gain about 300 pounds
in weight in that time, and we expect to get about 5 cents for them. I have been feeding

cattle for about twenty-eight years, and my profits have varied from about $6 to $20 per

head. Many cattle will not average an increased weight of 300 pounds. In addition to

the price of the cattle we have the manure, which wc consider a very great benefit to the

farm, as it keeps the land ready to break up at any time, and improves the quality of the

grass.

IMPROVEMEftj^T OF THE FARM.

I have been on one of my present farms ever since I began farming. There has

"been a gradual improvement in the quality of the farm since I took it, and that has generally

been the case with the farms of those in the same business as myself. In fact that has

been the case in the township generally wherever cattle have been raised. Before the

English market opened we had to depend on the American and Montreal markets, but we
do not send any to the United States now. I do not feed meal to stock when they are

pasturing, and I don't think it would pay to do so, as the additional weight or improved

quality would not be sufficient to repay us for the outlay. I have not tried that system,

however,

HIGH GRADES PREFERRED—SALT.

I do not ship directly myself. I am gradually grazing an improved class of

cattle. I don't care how near thoroughbred they are, but I prefer a high grade to a low

one. I think when they are nearly thoroughbred they thrive as avcU on the grass as a

low grade, though perhaps they would not do quite so well for wintering. At the end of

winter the common stock lose less than thoroughbreds, but they have generally less to

lose. Thoroughbreds pay better for good feeding at all times than common stock. I have

not gone extensively into draining on my farm, and I have done nothing in the way of

artificial manures. I give cattle all the salt they can eat twice a week. I use Goderich

salt. I find that our cattle in summer, and especially our milch cows, often chew the

bones which they find lying around the fields, possibly because they want some element

which is not present in the soil. I have not tried bone manure.

SHEEP FARMING.

To the Chairman.—I have always kept sheep, and I think keeping twenty or thirty

pays me first rate. I keep Leicesters with a cross of Cotswolds. I have no trouble in

disposing of the wool at the full market price. I commonly have a few for breedmg pur-

poses, the rest I sell to the butchers. I sell them when they get too old to breed from.
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I commonly sell lambs, but I think it would be advisable to keep a few wethers every
year. We generally get from 6^ to 6^ pounds of washed wool from each sheep.

To Mr. Dymond.—The local buyers, I don't think, make much difference between
wethers, and ewes or rams.

HORSE BREEDING—CARRIAGE HORSES AND ROADSTERS.

To the Chairman.—I raise horses for sale. The class most in demand both for the

local and the export trade are agricultural horses, but I have always tried to breed carriage

or roadster horses. I breed from a good sized mare and a thoroughbred horse, or a carriage

horse. My practice has been very successful. Sometimes I pair them as carriage horses
and sometimes I don't. The agricultural horses of which I speak are good strong farm
horses, partly Clyde, but without being too rough, and weighing 1,200 or 1,300 pounds.
At five years old they would be worth about $150. My carriage horses on an average
would not be worth much more than that. There is more risk in raising the carriage

horses than the others. I think a blood horse is the best to cross our common mares with
in order to produce a general purpose horse. Horse raising on the farm I have generally
found profitable. There would not be much difference in the cost of raising a colt and a
steer, respectively, up to three years old, in my neighbourhood, as the colts are not properly
cared for. If farmers were to give them a little more care I think they would pay for it

in the end. There is greater risk in raising horses than cattle. The stallions mostly used
in our neighbourhood are general purpose horses—that is, a cross of the Clyde and the
common, or the blood mares. Whenever a colt happens to be pretty good they keep it as
a stallion and breed from it. I think it would be useful to tax stallions, though it would
be pretty hard on some people. The highest priced colt I ever raised only cost me $1 for

the service ; the stallion was a French one. I don't think there are any prevailing horse
diseases in our locality.

To Mr. Dymond.—The French horse I alluded to was travelling at a low figure in
order to get into custom. He was a small horse, not much larger than a pony, and he was
put to a good sized, loosely built mare. The colt was a good sized farm horse. I was not
of course breeding in that case from a pedigree at all. The general purpose horse is one
of no traceable pedigree as a rule. Any good mare put to a fairly good stallion might
produce them. There are only two classes of thoroughbred stock which I would recom-
mend in our part of the country, and they are French or Blood, because our mares are
not large enough for the Clydesdales. We don't use large horses, but in the township
adjoining ours they go more into raising heavy draft horses than we do. We require our
horses more as roadsters and to do light work. I don't advise farmers to go into horse
breeding as they do into cattle breeding, but I think one or two horses raised every year
can be made profitable, as the expense is trifling and the trouble small. The farmer can
get two or three years' use of them on the farm and then dispose of them. There is a
good demand for any good horses, no matter what particular kind. The demand is mostly
foreign. For general purpose horses for export, we get something like $125. A horse of
that kind would hardly be in perfect condition. It is a habit of the farmers to sell in
rather an under condition. In the spring we work our horses a good deal, and it is just
after seeding that the demand is highest. Many of them are in condition fit for work,
but they are not in first-class condition, as the price very often comes down before they
get into condition.

LARGE SHIPMENTS OF CATTLE.

To the Chairman.—Within a radius of six miles 4,101 head of cattle were shipped
from Ailsa Craig station last year ; forty car loads of sheep, numbering 5,994 head ; and one
car load of hogs, numbering 59. They were shipped to various markets. I imagine that the
large trade is due to the adaptability of our country to that business. There is plenty of
water ; and cattle will feed as much in one month in our section as they will in six weeks
around Guelph. The district I speak of consists of portions of Lobo, London, McGillivray,
and East Williams.

JAMES McARTHUE.
[Mr. McArthur."]
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MR. JOHN GEARY'S EVIDENCR

John Geary was called and examined.

Stall Winter Feeding.

To Mr. Dymond.—I am a large farmer in this neighbourhood, and am engaged in.

feeding steers. My business is chiefly confined to stall and winter feeding. I feed from
eighty to one hundred each year. I have bought them of all ages, but I prefer them over

three years old for feeding purposes.

A Short Supply of Three Year Old Grades.

I have very great difficulty in getting the class of steers 1 want, from the fact that

our farmers do not seem to realize the necessity, as yet, of breeding good animals, though
now they are beginning to realize it a little more than before. The Shorthorns have done
most to improve the common stock of the country, but the cattle in my neighbourhood
have not been much improved by the use of thoroughbred male animals. Farmers do not

use them sufficiently, many of them preferring to take the cheapest animal they can get*

No Profit in Feeding " Scrubs."

There is no profit at all in feeding a common steer to three years old, but there is a

small profit on a good grade. By feeding good grades I can do so without loss.

Class op Animals Wanted—Prices.

The steers I buy for feeding average about 1,100 to 1,200 pounds; most of them
are three years old, coming four. I have fed a few under that age, but not many. I

paid last fall from 3 to 3| cents for steers, according to quality. In the spring they

average, after being fed, about 1,476 pounds, and are worth about 6\ cents.

Profit on the Manure.

I ieed principally for the manure, and if I make the value of the manure as a profit,

after paying labour and other expenses, I am perfectly satisfied. I am feeding stock as

much to improve my farm as for any profit I make out of the steers.

Cost of Feeding.

The cost of feeding a steer for six months, say from November 15th to May 15tb,

is, or rather has been to me, 23c. per day.

Corn—Linseed.

The food I principally use is corn, but during the last two months I usually feed a

little linseed meal. The meal in our market is worth from $27 to $32 a ton. I mix it

with other food. Weight for weight it is worth nearly twice as much as corn.

Three Year Olds Best.

If I were raising steers I would try to ship them oflT at three years old, but they

must be properly raised to do so. They should be as heavy, and worth as much, at that

a^^e, if properly raised, as the common run of animals are at four.

\Mr. Geary."]
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None but Thoroughbred Males.

None but thoroughbred sires should be used for breeding purposes. If I could get
the services of common bred sires free, and had to pay $4 a cow for the thoroughbred
aires, I would prefer the thoroughbreds. I consider stock raising a decided necessity in
maintaining the fertility of the soil.

Time op Finishing Grass Feed.

I buy my steers from the present season on until shutting up time, which is about
the middle of November. I don't feed them any grain while they are on the grass.

Yorkshire Cattle Feed.

I have never tried any of the advertised cattle foods except once, and then for a
special purpose. I had two steers last winter in my bam ; they were among the finest

I had, but for some reason they would not eat anything but hay, and a farmer recom-
mended me to try the Yorkshire cattle food. I did so, and I found it had a very good
effect by bringing them to their appetite. I regard it more as a tonic than a food. They
did not gain any faster or eat any less food than any of the other animals, though I be-

lieve that is claimed for those foods.

Root Cultivation,

I did not feed any roots last winter, as all my root crop the previous summer was
destroyed by a hailstorm. I consider roots properly cultivated a profitable crop to grow,
and consider them very useful in stall feeding.

Galloways and Shorthorns

I have made no comparative tests of the different breeds for fattening purposes. I
have had experience with the Black Galloways on the common or native cattle, but I
prefer the Shorthorn. The Galloways don't domesticate as quickly as the others, and are
naturally wilder, and the result is that they do not feed so rapidly. One cross of a
Shorthorn bull will make a very good steer.

Loss ON Common Cattle.

I lived until sixteen years of age on a farm, and have been engaged in farming for the
last seven or eight years. I was not engaged in shipping cattle before the last two years.
The animals which I buy, weighing about 1,200 pounds, are not all grade animals ; some
are common. I think I had about 30 or 40 head which were not Shorthorn grades ; the
remainder were all pretty well bred. The 40 head which I have mentioned were a very
low average in weight, and I lost money on them. Some of the cattle went as high as
1,600 and 1,700 pounds. Most of them were in fair condition when I bought them.

Well Bred Cattle.

The well bred cattle more than doubled their value in the six months. I fed them
almost entirely on com, which cost me the whole season through $21.26 a ton.

Corn Preferred to Peas.

There were, comparatively speaking, no peas in this cbuatry last seaeon, but I prefer
corn even when peas are to be had. I can get better results from corn than from either
peas, barley or oats. At the present price of corn I don't think there is any profit in

[^itr. Geary."]
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£*ttening cattle except the manure. If I had my choice I -would prefer giving a higher

price and getting cattle of a higher grade. My experience has been such from the experi-

ments I mention, that I would not buy common cattle to feed at alL

THREE YEAR OLDS NOT OBJECTED TO.

I don't think a four-year-old animal takes better on the English market than a three-

year-old, and I have not found that the former stand the voyage any better if the three-

year-olds have been properly fed.

GALLOWAYS AS FEEDERS—MANURES.

I did not find that the Galloways were better feeders than the Shorthorns. They
require more coaxing to take their food. I use no manures except natural manure, but I

plough a great deal of clover, I take one cutting off and plough the second crop in. My
farm is not managed altogether on stock principles, as I grow a great deal of grain. I

have 250 acres, two-thirds of it under cultivation.

CATTLE TO SUIT THE BRITISH MARKET.

To the Chairman.—To suit the market in Britain, I would recommend the farmers

to produce Shorthorns. I think for a number of years yet we will have a market in

England, but whether it will be remunerative will depend largely on the amount of stock

sent from the United States and other places. I have difficulty in finding stock suitable

for the foreign market. The best weight for shipping is from about 1,400 to 1,500

pounds, heavier animals than those sell well in winter time, but in the principal season we
have for shipping here they don't sell so well as those of about 1,400.

BEST SEASON FOR SHIPPING.

The best season for shipping is early spring. I have shipped grass-fed cattle, but I

find they shrink more than those fed on grain. We don't combine grain feeding with grass

feeding ; if we did I don't think they would shrink so much. If I were grazing I w ^uld

feed some grain with the grass.

SHIPPING SHEEP,

The best weight for sheep for shipment is from 140 to 150 pounds. I should not

like to ship them under 140, or cattle under 1,400. Occasionally I have found it profit-

able to ship grass-fed steers, but at other times it is not. It depends on whether or not

you have a good market.

SHRINKAGE OF GRASS-FED STEERS.

I cannot estimate the comparative shrinkage of grain and grass-fed steers; I only

know from inquiries of persons in charge of the cattle going across, and they all say

that grass-fed cattle shrink much more than grain fed cattle.

HIGHER PRICES IN ENGLAND FOR GOOD GRADES.

T could form some estimate of the comparative value of a thoroughbred steer and a

common steer of the same weight in the English market. The well bred animal of good
quality will always sell for one penny a pound and sometimes twopence a pound, more
than the other. Of course if you get a rough animal, even if it is well bred, the differ-

ence will not be so great. I think the discrimination is the result of real merit, as there

is more beef on well bred animals, and they cut better. They carry their beef on tlie

parts where it is worth most per pound.

[j.l/r. Geary.']
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THE POLLED ANGUS.

To Mr. Dymond.—When I recommend Shorthorns for this country, I do so in vie-w

•of the English market as well as the home market. I have sometimes noticed that the

Scotch Polled Angus will sell higher than others, I have not considered the propriety of

keeping the Polled Angus breed, but I don't like them myself.

AMERICAN CATTLE RAISING.

I think the Americans can raise cattle more eheaply than we can. In some parts of

the United States they can bring them to prime condition at a less cost than we can.

FIRST-CLASS CATTLE ONLY FROM CANADA.

Our strength consists in exporting only ffrst-class cattle ; and any person who follows

out the business will only lose by sending any other kind. Each animal sent is sold on
its own merits on the other side of the Atlantic. I have shipped direct on this side.

Some purchase in the lump and some do not. The cattle I sent there last year were
nearly all steers. This year I sold my cattle here.

INJURY FROM INFERIOR CARGOES.

From what I heard I think the Canadian cattle trade suffered last year on account of

the irregular and uneven character of the cattle sent across, but this year early shipments
have been better, and have come nearer to the prices of American cattle, in many instan-

ces selling for the same prices. American cattle brought higher prices than ours last year,

but any good cattle sent amongst the Canadian cattle will sell as well as theirs.

DOWNS AND DOWN CROSSES OF SHEEP PREFERRED.

I have been shipping sheep of mixed classes, but good fair sheep are more easily pro-

<;ured than cattle. In Great Britain they prefer the Downs for mutton, and I think the

«upply of Down sheep is increasing. Crossing the Down on the Leicester or Lincoln pro-

duces a better sheep for mutton purposes than breeding all Leicesters or Lincolns It is

aiot at the present time poosible for us to send over shipments composed entirely of wethers,

as farmers have not been in the habit of raising wethers. They have been breeding sheep
for wool purposes. I have shipped from Montreal and Halifax but not from the Ameri-
can ports.

THE EMBARGO—FUKIUHTS—WANT OF SHIPPING FACILITIES.

I think the embargo on American cattle has been a slight advantage to us, but our
Canadian shipowners take advantage of it and take it away by charging, when markets
are good in England, excessive rates of freight. I was not able to get space at all this

year. Myself and two neighbours fed a number of cattle last winter, and we fully in-

tended to ship them. We did'nt sell them until the end of May, but kept them for the
purpose of shipping. We found it was impossible to get space until along in July ; the
difficulty relaxed as the season progressed. In the spring this year there was a dearth of

accommodation, and we were compelled to sell instead of shipping, though it would have
been better for us to ship than to sell.

AM.Er:C4>T PASTURAGE.

To Mr. Saunders.—The reason that Americans can raise cattle more cheaply than
we is, that they have larger ranges of pasture, and they can also grow corn more success-

fully and cheaper than we can. The greater distance from the seaboard is a very small
item in passage ; I don't think we pay one-third less passage to the seaboard than they do.

\_Mr. Geary.

^
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RAILWAY COMPETITION IN THE STATES.

To Mr. Dymond.—The competition among American railways is very great, and
they have to reduce the rates. I know of no efforts being made to provide greater accom-
modation in the way of vessels ; shipowners seem to understand each other pretty welL

DECLINE IN NUMBER OF VESSELS.

A year ago this spring we were able to get a great many outside vessels that did'nt

belong to any of the regular Montreal lines, but this year they did'nt come into port at

all until late in the season. I don't know whether shipowners could keep these vessels

out. What I mean by their being outsiders is that they don't belong to any particular

line of steamers, but are occasional vessels not owned by the same parties. The attrac-

tion which brought these vessels a year ago last spring was the cattle trade, they ought
to have had the same attraction this spring, but it did'nt seem to bring them. These
vessels brought out cargoes last spring of a heavy class of freight. As a matter of inter-

est, if I were going to continue to ship, I would prefer having the American ports to ship

from, notwithstanding the competition, that is, supposing the embargo were removed.
At the present moment, when cattle are scarce, shipowners are almost begging for freights,

rates have fallen off considerably, and there is now plenty of accommodation offering at

£3 per head.

IMPROVEMENT IN CANADIAN CATTLE.

To the Chairman.—American cattle have not sold for higher prices in England this

year than ours, but they did before, because they were better bred and of better quality.

There have been more good cattle shipped from Canada this year than ever before, and
there has been a general improvement in the feeding and rearing of cattle. I never had
any reason to find fault with the facilities afforded us by the railways for shipping, that is

between here and Montreal. I cannot speak of the facilities to Halifax this year, but
when we did ship from there the facilities were very bad, but I understand that they have
been improved. The journey down there is very bad, and this facjb has proved detrimen-

tal to the shipping trade from Halifax.

CORN A NECESSITY.

To Mr. Dymond.—The use of imported corn is a necessity, in the absence of a suf-

ficient supply in this country. The corn raised in the counties of Kent and Essex is very
much the^same corn as we use, though there is more of the old yellow corn in it that that

which we get in the United States. In these counties they grow principally white corn,

but they also grow some yellow. As a matter of fact the corn grown in this country is

entirely insufficient for the consumption. I don't think it is profitable to fatten on corn
at anything more than one cent per pound to make the cattle fed on it profitable.

PURE LINCOLN IMPORTATIONS.

Of sheep I prefer breeding pure Lincolns, as I think they are better adapted to this

country than either the Cotswolds or the Leicesters. They retain their wool much better

than the Leicesters, and the demand for it is just as good. I have imported a large number
of Lincolns from England with a view to their wool, to their quality as mutton sheep, and
their general adaptability to this country. I think crossing the Leicesters with the Lin-

colns produces a good sheep, and one that gives good wool. I breed only pure Lincolns

;

they are a very hardy and easily kept sheep.

WINTER TREATMENT.

In the winter, when the weather is not stormy, I let my breeding ewes run out,

though I keep a shed open to them, so that they can go in when they please. I haven't

bred any for exportation yet. I think our ordinary sheep are all better than our cattle.

I consider that raising sheep pays.

JOHN GEAEY.
[Mr. Geary.]
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MAJOR JOHN PETERS* EVIDENCE.

To the Chairman.—I have a farm in this neighborhood, and I am breeding cattle as

well as horses.

DtTRHAMs Supplanting Devons.

In the past I have bred mostly Devons, but we are not breeding them so much now.
I prefer Durham cattle, as there is more demand for them in the market. They are the

best breed for improving the common stock of the country, both for dairy purposes and
for beef.

Good Devon Steers.

We have raised some splendid steers from Canadian cows crossed with Devon bulls,

but they are not so heavy as the Durhams, and I prefer the Shorthorns for breeding good
grades.

Thoroughbreds Compared with Common Cattlr.

A thoroughbred steer has a better frame, is better made, and fattens much more
quickly than the common steer. He will put on more beef, and it will sell at a higher

price per pound. I stall feed four or five cattle in the winter, but I don't do any graz-

ing. No bulls should be used but thoroughbreds. Stock yaising is a decided necessity

for maintaining the fertihty of the soil.

Management op Calves.

Our calves generally come in April or May. • We let them suck the cow until the

fall, when we take them away and house tbem. In the summer when they are running
out we give them nothing but milk, but during the winter we feed them liberally. We
breed the steers which we stall feed. They are not allowed to suck—what I have just

said as to letting the calves suck the cows applies only to thoroughbreds.

Feeding Steers for Market.

We begin to feed the steers when they are about three years old \ we let them get

their growth up before we begin to feed. We put them in when 2| years old, and we
generally sell them about June. Some of them go from 1500 lbs. to 1800 lbs. live

weight. Shorthorns weigh full 300 or 400 lbs, l>eavier than Devons, but we sometimes
get better prices for nice Devon heifers, if they come in about Christmas.

Devon and Durham Beef.

I thiuk there is a difference between the Devon beef and the Durham beef, much the

same as there is between Southdown mutton and Lincoln or Cotswold mutton—I mean that

the Devon is shorter grained and nicer. I don't know that I could tell the difference at

the table—the difference is not so great that I could tell it from the meat alone.

Oats and Barley as Feed—Peas—Corn.

For feeding purposes I generally use oats and barley. I feed my cattle on these grains
from choice, as I don't think they do so well on peas. They like corn, however, and I

think it makes a more solid meat than barley; but the cattle will not eat it with such re-

lish as they will barley and oats chopped together. We generally feed them a quart of

corn meal and give them some bran along with ii Barley would have to be a less price

than corn to make it more profitable to use.

{Mr. Feters.]
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Breeding Cows—Abortion.

I don't think it is desirable to keep breeding cows in high condition. "We have no-

trouble in our neighbourhood with abortion, milk fever, or any other disease

To Mr. Dymond—The only quality for which I prefer the Devon cattle to the Dur-
ham is the superiority of their meat.

Devons for Working Oxen.

The Devon is the best for working purposes. If a thoroughbred bull of that breed
is put to our Canadian cows, good working steers are produced. They would be quite

large enough. I have bred them in that way and they have turned out splendid oxen.

Difference in Meat Not Appreciable.

The difference between the meat of Devons and Durhams weuld not appreciably

affect the market demand for them. The Canadian butcher might give a trifle more for

the Devon, but not enough to compensate for the light weight of the Devon in compari-
son with the Durham.

The Durham most Popular.

I am told that in England the Devon brings more than the Durham, but shipping:

in the way we would have to do to Europe, it would pay us better to ship the Durham,
than the Devon ; in the matter of economy we would realize most from the Durham.
I don't think I have sent any thoroughbred steers to market at less than three years oW.
I have some grades but not many. I think Durham cattle are generally the best tem-

pered, and on a farm they will keep much easier than other breeds, if fed well ; but upon
rough food the Devons would have the advantage.

LeICESTERS SOUTHDOWNS LiNCOLNS.

To the Chairman—Of sheep we keep a few Leicesters and Leicesters crossed witb

Lincolns. We used to keep a few Southdowns, but we got rid of them, as there was not

so much demand on the other side for their wool. I like the Southdowns very much. T

tried crossing the Leicesters with them, and I got a fine mutton sheep. I think they

gained fully five or six pounds to the quarter by crossing them. They would go 80 or 9^^

lbs. dead weight. The Lincoln is a fine sheep for improving the breed in point of size.

Crossed with the Leicester, it makes a very nice sheep, but I would not recommend it for

mutton.
JOHN PETERS.

Sitting to take oral evidence, held at Chatham, July 23rd, 1880. Present—Messrs.

Malcolm (Chairman), and Dymond.

MR. JOHN SMITH'S EVIDENCE.

John Smith, of Harwich Township, was called and examined.

Stock Raising, Fattening and Pasturing.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have been engaged in stock-raising and stock-dealing about six

years. I have also been engaged in fattening and pasturing. We buy our cattle in the

spring and late winter, sometimes selling them off the grass in the fall, and sometimes

feeding them in the stalls and selling them in the spring. I am also connected with the

b usiness of butcher, and I buy for the market. We make our purchases in the spring or

late in the winter, and buy cattle from two to four or five years old.

[Mr. Smith.]
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Two-Year-Olds Preferred.

"We prefer them for our purpose from two years old if they are good quality, though

it is hard work to get them a good size at that age. We purchase very nearly all the

cattle that are offered, because being engaged in the butchering business we can use them.

When we purchase with a view to shipment, we select the best of our cattle for the old

country market.

Grades Preferred for Shipment—Two Crossings Best.

For shipment we prefer from one-half to three-quarter bred Shorthorns. Two
crossings of the Shorthorns are the best. We find that thoroughbreds do not do quite as

well with all the others as grades do. We have tried a few of them, but they do not do
so well on the food we give them. In other words, thoroughbreds would require a class

of food not quite consistent with our arrangements or business.

Good Grade at Two Years Equal to a "Scrub" at Three.

A well-bred animal at two years old is equal to a common animal at three. We
give about the same price for both, though we would rather pay more for a good grade

at two years old than for a common animal at three.

Winter Feed.

As a rule, we buy our cattle in February, and feed them hay and good straw until

the grass is ready. We do not feed them in the stall in the spring, but out of doors.

We find we have to start as early as that in order to get the cattle we want, and that it

pays us as well to feed them.

The Prices Paid.

For such steers as we buy the price we pay is about $25, though this year it has
generally been about $30 for first quality. The average weight of these cattle would be
from 900 lbs. to 1,100 lbs. We have to pay about three cents per pound for good cattle

of that description, and we pay less for inferior ones. We get many of these animals
for $15 to $20, weighing about 800 or 900 lbs. We find among the farmers a tolerably

abundant supply of fairly good grade cattle. We buy for about twenty miles round
Chatham.

Clover—Corn Straw—Pasture.

We use clover hay and straw to feed them upon. We use some corn straw
occasionally, and it is very good food ; we rather prefer it to hay, but we require a
larger quantity of it ; I don't know that it is any more fattening than hay. We have
considerable pasture land between what we have ourselves and whab we rent—about 500
acres altogether. Good pasture, with very little bush on it, is worth about $3 per acre.

Seasons for Shipment.

When we stall feed the cattle we do not ship until spring
;
pastured cattle for Eng-

land go about September 1st. If they are not ready, then we feed them corn on the
pasture and have them ready to go off. We sell them the same fall—all that are fit to go
at that time. We do not ship ourselves, but we sell to those who do. We sell about
100 head every year. We sell grades and thoroughbreds, and sometimes those which are
neither ; but they must be older than the others. I have occasionally seen some of these
common cattle that did very well. We generally get the price by the gross weight.

[Mr. Smith.]
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Prices Obtained from Shippers.

Our cattle sold for 5 cents a pound this spring after feeding in the stall, but not on
the pasture—those that were bought the year before. If the market is good in the fall

we sell them that season ; but, if not, we put them in the stall and feed them. We find

that pasture fed cattle bring good prices ; those sold off the grass generally bring about
4^ cents per pound. Of course there is something comes off the price for freight, as the
further west we go the freight will be the greater. We sometimes buy good young cows,
but they must be well bred. A good, well bred heifer, will put on more weight than a
steer, and sell for the same on the English market.

Cost of Feeding.

To ^Jie Chairman.—We claim that it costs us $1 per month per head to feed cattle

—

say from February until they are put into the stable in the fall—say about the month of

November. Under ordinary circumstance we can pastuie up to the end of October.

After we put them into the stable they cost us about $4.50 per month. We keep them
on that food for about three months. The cost of the animal, up to selling time, would
be about $48.50, and the average weight about 1,350 lbs.

Profits on the, Business.

That gives us a profit of about $6 per head ; but when they are sold out of the

stable they bring more than that. If we sold them in the spring they would bring half a

cent per pound more, or an average from $60 to $70 a head in February. It would not

cost us so much to feed them another three months. It does not matter to us whether
we sell them in February or in May ; we rather prefer to clear them out in February
so as to be ready for the next year's work.

Large Pasture Lands.

In this county we have so much wild land that we can buy almost as many as we
like, and our system, therefore, is quite different from those of Guelph or Middlesex.

The average age at which we sell them is about four or five years. In February we sell

them here and; they go to Halifax for shipping. Steers here are generally raised on
rough food up to three years old. We buy the most of our cattle from Tilbury East,

though we get many from other parts of the country.

The Galloways.

We are also engaged in farming, and we raise our own food. I have never bought

any half-bred Galloways, and I don't think much of that breed as a means of improving

the native stock. They do very well to cross with the thoroughbred Shorthorns, but,

on the whole, they are not a favourite breed here. There has been a great improvement

in the breed of cattle by the use of Shorthorn bulls.

Trade in Sheep.

We buy sheep for shipment, but we do not ship them ourselves. We do not pasture

them, but just buy them and sell them. We buy them from two to four years of age,

but three yescrs old is the best age. We buy both wethers and ewes. We prefer the

Leicester and the Cotswold, but we have not bought any Southdowns, though the people

aie introducing them.

Southdowns for Mutton—Size op Sheep Required.

We prefer the Southdowns for mutton ; the weight that is preferred in the English

[^Mr. Smith 1
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market is 150 lbs. live weight, or sheep that cut up to 70 or 80 lbs. The sheep trade

pays us very well.

Good Prices for a Good Lot.

We shipped a lot the other day which brought $7 per head, but they were a very

good lot. The price was 4J cents per pound ; they were mostly ewes. Farmers are not

going into sheep raising very much, and there are not more than one-third of the sheep

in the county that thei'e were ten years ago, owing to the low price of wool.

Increased Attention to Sheep Breeding.

Farmers are paying attention to the recent change in the demand for wool, and are

crossing^ their sheep with the Southdowns. We have had a few crosses between the

Southdowns and the Leicesters, and they do very well. The Cotswold makes rather

coarse mutton. Breeders are crossing with the Lincolns to some exteat.

Corn Growing.

We raise a good deal of corn on our farm—from 50 to 75 acres. W© grow the

small gourd seed, or Ohio Dent. We use the corn for feeding cattle. We follow the

system of cultivation that is pursued generally in the county.

Method of Planting.

For the last few years we have drilled in the corn with a common drill, the drills

being about three or four feet apart. We sow it thick in the drills so that the stalks are

about one foot apart. We plant about six quarts to the acre, cultivating first with a one-

horse cultivator and afterwards with a two-horse cultivator. We do not use the hoe
unless there a great many weeds.

Harvesting—Husking—Ploughing.

In the fall the corn is cut into stooks, the tops being tied together, and then it is

husked and the fodder put in bundles and afterwards into larger shocks. The com is

then hauled into cribs. The stalks stand in the field about two weeks, and sometimes a
month. We begin to feed them as soon as we begin winter feeding. We generally move
the corn and plough the ground before the land begins to freeze up. We make the cribs

four feet wide, and build them up with slabs so that the air gets through. The com
generally ripens pretty well with us, and we prefer cutting it when it begins to show
ripeness, when there is a gloss on the corn. The stalks will be dead at the bottom, but
the leaves will be green. We are slightly troubled with frosts.

Shelling and Grinding.

As a rule, we do not utilize the cobs after we shell the corn. We shell and grind
it by steam and horse power. We grind it into a coarse meal ; -ve cut the hay by steam
or horse power, and mix the meal and cut hay together and sprinkle water on it, feeding
it that way four times a day.

Daily Feed to Cattle—Oil-Cake.

We give ten quarts of meal a day to each steer, and we give along with it about ten
pounds of hay. We gave our cattle a little oil-cake last year, and when we did so, we
did not feed them so much meal. The results from feeding oil-cake we considered satis-

factory ; but the cattle did well on meal and hay for a longer time. Roots are good, but
we not grow them on a large scale. We paid 2| cents per pound for oil-cake, but it can

[Mr. Smith.]
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be got cheaper than that. We liked oil-cake very -well, from our short experience, but
its use by us was rather in the nature of an experiment. I think it tends to keep the
cattle healthier than they would otherwise be.

Bran—Ground Oats.

We sometimes feed bran or ground oats mixed with corn meal. The bran costs us
about $8 per ton, and I think it pays to feed it at that price. It seems to act like the
oil-cake as a laxative, and keeps the cattle in better condition. We have never fed many
oats. This year we intend to feed oats and corn ground together, with oil-cake once a
day. I think we can feed in that way at $4.50 per month. Indian corn can be grown
here at thirty-five cents a bushel.

Stabling ArrangemenI'S.

We have a double stable with a row of stalls on each side, and a feed car runs up
the centre. The stable is built of lumber, but we keep it very warm. We bed well with
straw.

Effects of Liberal Manuring.

We have found the efiects of manure upon the land to be wonderful, and we manure
freely. We haul the manure right out on the land in the winter time, and in some cases

we pile it up and take it out in the fall. We find good effects produced in both ways,
and I do not see much difference between them, only that in the one case the effects will

not appear until the next crop. There is no such thing as cutting straw in our part of

the country.

Character of Soil.

Our land is a sandy loam, with clay mixed with it, on the low land. It is good
average land, and has been cleared a long time. I would rather rot the straw than
burn it.

Feeding Hogs. )'

We keep about thirty hogs. We pasture them in the summer time and give them
Indian com in the winter. We also turn them on the wheat fields in tlie fall and feed

them up by Christmas for export. We find their manure very good, and we mix it up
with the common barn-yard manure. I don't know that it is too rich used by itself. In-

dian com will stand as much manure as you like to put on. We do not manure for oats

at all, as they are apt to He down.

Rotation of Crops—Beans.

With regard to our rotation : we grow barley after corn and then sow fall wheat,

or we may sow beans and then fall wheat. We find beans a risky crop, but when they

are properly treated they are very profitable. The danger with them is a wet season,

which spoils the sample, and sometimes they suffer from frost. When the sample is

spoiled by rain we use the beans for feeding cattle. They do not turn out very good beef,

as it is rather soft.

Corn Fed Cattle as Voyagers.

Com fed cattle stand the voyage to England better than any others, according to the

testimony of shippers. Pasture fed cattle also stand the voyage very well.

Value of Manure.

I have never made an estimate of the value of the manure to the land per head of

[Mr. Smith.]
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cattle ; but I think I would be willing to pay $10 per head for the winter's manure. It

might be worth that in the long run. This last year we manured about fifty acres, put-

ting on about fifteen loads to the acre.

Salt for Cattle and on Wheat.

We use salt for the cattle, and we sowed it on the spring wheat, and the result wa.»

very good. We feed our cattle twice a week on salt, and our hay is also salted. We buy
our salt by the barrel, at eighty-five or ninety cents. We use Goderich salt, as we can
buy it cheaper than any other.

Berkshire Hogs.

The last few years our hogs have been nearly all Berkshires, but the farmers are now
beginning to cross the Sufiblk with the Berkshires. Our hogs are sold here at home, but

I suppose they are sent to Europe, but I don't know ; I think they are slaughtered before

being sent anywhere. We have no packing establishment here ; I think from all I can
hear that we are likely to have a continued demand from the old country. I have had
no experience in the American cattle trade. Our corn is generally seven or eight feet

high.

JOHN SMITH.

Sittings to take oral evidence held at Walkerville, County of Essex, July 26th, 1880.

Present—Messrs. F. Malcolm (Chairman), and A. H. Dymnod.

MR. HIRAM WALKER'S EVIDENCE.

Hiram Walker, of Walkerville, in the County of Essex, was called and examined.

Exports to England.

To Mr. Dymond.—I am a member of the firm of Hiram Walker & Sons, of this

place. I have fattened stock for the markets for the past twenty years. Our cattle were
some of the first exported to England, and we have recently sent over a large number.
Previously to the opening of the British trade we exported largely to the United States.

The opening of the British market enabled us to do better. We rely largely on distillery

feed, but we use other food to improve the marketable quality of the cattle. We buy
usually cattle two or three years old, and, so far as possible, first-class grades. It is not
profitable to fatten common stock.

BuYiKG AND Feeding.

We buy mostly in September and October, and the cattle are put immediately into
the barns. They usually weigh when purchased 800 to 950 pounds at two years, or 1,000
pounds and over at three years old. During the winter they are fed entirely on distillery

slop, except that they get a little hay to make a cud. For the last three months of
feeding they get some barley ground, or corn meal, mixed with the slop. That brings them
to the spring or shipping time. They are not pastured at all.

Prices Paid and Obtained.

Prices vary much in different years, and quality always governs prices. Last year the
price averaged a fraction over 3 cents per pound. We give one-fourth to one-half cent
more for extra grade and heavy beasts. We were offered close upon 5| cents per pound
for nearly all our cattle this year. We depend for success chiefly on the selection w&

[Mr. Walker.
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make when purchasing. The average weight in the spring was about 1,300 pounds. We
should commence shipping when navigation opens, and get them all off by the 1st of July.

Large Shipments.

We have shipped over 2,000 head this year. By reason of contracts being made in

advance by other shippers there were some difficulties, early in the season, in securing
shipping facilities, which made us late in the market this year.

Pasturing.

We also pasture a good many cattle. These we buy in February and onwards.
They are usually good two-year old grades. We feed them first on coarse fodder, such as
corn stalks, straw, etc. They are then pastured for six months, and in the fall put into
the barns and fed on distillery slop, as I have already described.

Stall Feeding—An Experiment.

We have tried stall feeding on hay and meal, but not with profit. We bought sixty-

six fine cattle in the fall ; fed them on all the hay they could eat, and fourteen pounds of
corn meal per day. They were bought late in the fall; put at once in the stable; tied up
on the 3rd of December, and sold on the 1 5th of June following. They then averaged a
little over 1,400 pounds per head. They were sold in England but did not realize more
than distillery fed cattle.

Distillery Feeding.

There is no objection to distillery fed cattle. The meat is juicy, tender, and fine, the

dry meal hardening it and giving it firmness.

More Young Grade Cattle Wanted.

A sufficient supply of young cattle of the quality we need is not easily obtained.

If farmers would only raise good grades they would find a beast of that class weigh, at a

given age, 25 to 40 per cent, more than a common animal and be a better quality at that.

Our own steers will run 1,300 to 1,400 pounds, live weight, at two years old ; that would
only apply to crosses. Two steers we bred, put in at two and one-half years, at three

years weighed, together, 4,400 pounds. They weighed 1,600 to 1,700 pounds each when
put in. Until put in they had been fed on distillery slop, with hay and grass. When
put in they were fed on slop till close upon the end of feeding, if not altogether.

The Shorthorn Preferred.

We use only the Shorthorn for improving our stock. For grades we prefer Durhams,
Herefords, and Ayrshires. We have turned out some fine gra^e Ayrshires. If a man
has to buy his coarse grains I do not think he can make feeding pay. I have never

raised roots for cattle. Where hay is not worth much and a farm is run down, it may
pay to feed cattle on hay and coarse grains.

HIRAM WALKER.

[Mr. Walker.]
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Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Toronto, August 3rd, 1880. Present—Mr.
W. Brown (Chairman), Hon. S. C. Wood, and Messrs. Thos. Stock, Edwabd Stock,
and A. H. Dymond.

EYTDENCE OF ME. R. W. ELLIOT.

Robert "W. Elliot, of Toronto, was called and examined.

OIL OAKE MANUFACTURE.

To Mr. Dymond.—I am a wholesale druggist. I have been engaged in that business
for about thirty years. During that time I have been a large dealer in oil cake, and
have been connected with firms that have manufactured oil cake in this country, and I

am very familiar with the supply and demand of that article both here and in Great
Britain. I have given attention to the beneficial results of the use of oil cake as an
article of feed. I have read reports of Agricultural Commissions and of scientific in-

quiries on the subject in England. I think I am competent to speak as an expert on the
subject of oil cake generally.

LINSEED CROP OF 1878.

The best crop of linseed in Ontario was that of 1878. It amounted to about
160,000 bushels. That was manufactured into oil cake in this country, and the
greater part of the cake went to England and Scotland ; there was little of the seed
exported. That amount of flax seed represented about 3,500 tons of oil cake made
in the Dominion. I have no figures of the quantities which came from the diflferent

Provinces, but the greater part was from Ontario. There is considerable flax seed grown
in Quebec, but hardly any in any of the other Provinces ; but quite recently the growth
of flax seed of a very superior quality has sprung up in Manitoba. Its cultivation has
been introduced there by the Mennonites.

LARGE EXPORTS OF OIL CAKE.

Of the 3,500 tons of oil cake manufactured in Canada, the quantity fed would
be about 1,000 tons, and the quantity exported about 2,500 tons. Oil cake is used to
a very much greater extent as a cattle feed in Great Britain than it is here ; in view of
the active and constant demand for it, I would judge that it is universally used there.

"We have shipped it at various times, and our shipments have never remained unsold for
two days after landing.

IMMENSE DEMAND IN GREAT BRITAIN.

Hie demand for oil cake in Great Britain seems to be practically unlimited. The
importation of flax seed into Great Britain in 1878, was 10,000,000 bushels. Fifteen
per cent, of that came from the Black Sea and the Baltic, and the balance from India,
in addition to which there was 230,000 tons of oil cake, besides ootton and rape cakes,
imported into Great Britain. Cotton cake ia said to be very useful for fattening cattle,

but it is not good for cows.

EFFECTS OF OIL CAKE FEEDING—MANURIAL EFFECTS OF OIL CAKE.

As to the results of feeding oU cake to cattle, it is asserted that with stall-fed cattle, it

produces eighty pounds additional weight to every hundred pounds of oU cake fed ; and then
the residue is of great value as a manure—very much superior to the manure from or-

\Mr. Elliot.]
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dinary feed. In England it is valued at about $18.50 per ton of oil cake fed. Oil cake

is worth in this country from $32 to $35 per 2,000 pounds by the car load. In England
it is a common thing to insert a stipulation in land leases that so many tons of oil cake

per annum shall be fed upon the land. What I have been saying has been with reference

to the use of oil cake for the production of beef.

EFFECT ON MILK.

As to its effect on milk, I am informed that the yield of milk is much more abund-
ant and very much richer when oil cake is fed to cows which are kept on pasture. The
quantity of oil cake fed per day to an animal is from 2^ to 5 pounds with stall feeding,

and from 1| to 2| pounds with pasture feeding.

To Mr. Edward Stock.—I would feed the oil cake mixed with other feed ; it is too

rich by itself, and should be mixed with bran or cut feed.

SMALL PROPOKTIONATE USE OF OIL CAKE IN CANADA.

To Mr. Dymond.—The use of oil cake is not so general in this country as it is in

England. If it were, we should require to use not only all our own oil cake, but a much
larger quantity than is produced here. The English consumption of linseed cake is 430,000
tons, and, supposing that the population of the Dominion is one-tenth that of the British

Isles, if our farmers consumed oil cake proportionate to the British farmers, they would
require to use 43,000 tons instead of 1,000 tons ; so that there is at least forty-three times

as much oil cake used in Great Britain, according to the population, as here. To some
extent we make up for that by the use of other feeds, but to a very limited extent. The
use of oil cake in this country is confined almost exclusively to cattle, while in England it

is used extensively for sheep, horses and pigs
;
good farmers in England use it for all their

stock. They use it for fattening sheep to the extent of a pound or a pound and a half a

day. I have not calculated to what extent the use of oil cake would increase the cost of

feeding cattle in this country ; information with regard to that is contained in a return

sent to the Local Legislature by Mr. Brown, of Guelph, addressed to Mr. Wood. He
goes considerably into detail with reference to experiments made with oil cake on the

Model Farm at Guelph.

HIGH COMMERCIAL VALUE OF CANADIAN OIL CAKE

The oil cake manufactured in Canada always commands the very highest price

in England, because the manufacturers here recognize the fact that in order to get

a good price, they must remove the dirt and foul seeds from the oil cake. There are

four mills in Canada for the manufacture of oil cake—two in Quebec and two iu On-
tario. In the Liverpool quotations, there is a difference of from one pound ten shillings

to two pounds a ton in favour of Canadian cake as against the cake from the Western
States. The cake is all analyzed in England and branded according to its quality, and
Canadian cake is always declared to be of a superior quality.

SALES IN ONTARIO.

To Mr. Thomas Stock.—In Canada at present, I think we sell more oil cake to breedei-s

of cattle and owners of good stock than we do to feeders ; not much has yet been sold to

those who are fattening cattle for market, but during the last year or so, since the British

demand has sprung up, there has been more used. There is no doubt that the beef raised

on oil cake is of superior excellence in the British market, and the English stock raisers

say that the earlier it is commoiiced to be fed to the cattle the better they will turn out

in the end. There is no doubt that the large quantity of rough feed used for fattening

purposes in this country prevents to a certain extent thause of oil cake.

\Mr. Elliot.]
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PRICES IN ENGLAND.

In 1878,1 think the price realized on the average in England, was about $50 a ton; that

would be equal to about $35 in Canada. In 1 879 the price was lower ; wedid not realize more
than from $42 to $43 a ton in England in that year, which is equal to about $27 a ton here.

This year the price has again advanced in England to what it was in 1878. We have
realized as much as thirteen pounds a ton in some years in England. We always would
prefer to sell in Canada, however, because we get the cash at once.

SEED FKOM MANITOBA.

We got some two or thi-ee car loads of seed from Manitoba last year, and it was of most
excellent quality, far superior to the Ontario seed. It has been introduced there from fresh

seed imported by the Mennonites,who grow it entirely for the seed, while in Ontario the fibre

is one of the principal items. There is not likely to be a surplus of seed for exportation from
Manitoba for some time to come, because we import about 450,000 gallons of linseed oil an-

nually in addition to what we make, and the protective duty of twenty-five per cent, on
the oil is suflBcient to induce our farmers to supply what is necessary for our own wants.

I think there should be a large increase in the quantity of flax seed grown. The want of

knowledge of the methods of cultivation has hindered the cultivation of flax seed in

Canada to a considerable extent. I think that most of the cattle that have been sold at

high prices for the Christmas and Easter markets here have been fed on oil cake.

OIL MILLS IN CANADA.

To Mr. Dymond.^-\ own a mill for the manufacture of oil cake, but I do not know,
•of course, what quantities of oil cake the other mills are supplying to the farmers of the

country. Small quantities are obtained sometimes to be used as physic. The largest mill

in the Dominion is Livingston's, at Baden ; the next largest is that of Lymans, Sons & Co.,

of Montreal ; the next is our own, in Beverley Street, Toronto ; and the fourth is at

Quebec. We have a capacity for a very much larger quantity than we make, in conse-

quence of not being able to obtain enough seed. \

INCREASED HOME DEMAND,

I know pretty well where the oil cake is consumed in this country, and I can say

that practically the ordinary farmer does not use oil cake ; at the last Industrial Exhibition
held in Toronto, I distributed 5,000 fly-sheets to the farmers advertising the oil cake, and
since that time the demand from the farmers has been larger.

LOSS BY EXPORTING INSTEAD OF FEEDING.

I have estimated that if the oil cake that is exported to Britain was fed at

home, it would represent just double the money that is now sent to England in the

shape of cattle, and that is why I say that 100 lbs. of oil cake will produce 80 lbs. of

beef. Assuming that instead of sending oil cake to England, we fed it to our stock in

this country, we should obtain 160 lbs. of meat for every 200 lbs. of oil cake; in other

words, if the oil cake were sent to England as beef, it would bring back to the country
twice as much money as it does by being sent as oil cake, irrespective of the manure which
would be retained, and which is valued in England at $18.50 per ton of oil cake. The value

of manure from Indian corn is reckoned in England as worth about $7, and the manure
from turnips at about 60 cents to the ton of turnips fed ; in other words, the manure from
the oilcake is worth 250 per cent, more than the manure from Indian corn. The value of

manure from peas and beans is in England as much as $14, or about three-fourths the value

of manure from oil cake. The first idea of the Ontario farmer in raising flax is the fibre
;

{Mr. Elliot.l
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the seed of course becomes an important element, but the oil cake is only the waste after

the oU is pressed out of it. There is a constant sequence from the seed to the fibre, from

the fibre to the seed again, from the seed to the oil, from the oil to the oil cake, from the

oil cake to the cattle, and from the cattle to the manure, which employs labour largely ac

every stage.

FLAX GROWING.

To Mr. Thomas Stock.—I am decidedly of opinion that the seed for raising flax should

be changed once every ten years. I think the seed at present used in this country is

not so good as that grown several years ago ; I think the Manitoba seed would be au excel-

lent exchange ; the seed we got from Manitoba was most excellent in size and cleanness,

and gave a very plentiful yield of oil.

COMPARATIVE PRICE OF OIL CAKE,

To Mr. Dymond.—With regard to the comparative prices of oil cake and other feeds

on the farm, oil cake would be worth about If cent a pound, corn not quite a cent a

pound, and the peas nearly \^ cent ; but neither of these will do so well for milk and fat-

tening as oil cake. I don't think Indian corn for any purpose is as good as peas. The

oil cake is solid food, having had all the water squeezed out of it, while if you take 100 lbs.

of turnips, vou will find that there is only about 10 lbs. of solid matter in thena.

R. W. ELLIOT.

Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Seaforth, August 11th, 1 880. Present—M e^sra.

McMillan (Chairman), and Dymond.

MR. THOS. GOVENLOCK'S EYIDENCE.

A Large Grain and Grazing Farm.

To Mr. Dymond.—I feed a good many cattle and sheep. I raise a good many, but

I buy them chiefly. I have a farm of about 800 acres, about 200 acres of which is in

grain, about 100 in hay, and the balance in pasture, a portion in grass. I chiefly buy

steers at three or four or five years old. I have over 100 head on pasture now. I bought

them last winter, and they have been on grass since May.

Allowancb of Grass to Each Steer—Prices.

I allow each bullock about three acres of grass. In the spring, when they are thin,

we like to get those that will go 900 pounds, but it is hard to get them so heavy. We
give about $3 a hundred for them, or $3.50 for a nica'one. We cannot graze more than

about 150, but we sometimes buy a great many more, and send them to Bufialo to be

fed up.

Steers—Grade Cattle—Weight.

Steers are the only animals we can ship to advantage. If we get a good grade in th«

spring weighing 900 pounds, we expect it to weigh 1,300 pounds in the fall.

Prices in England—Freights.

We sell them in England for from 7d. to 9d. per pound. Freights just now are a

little low. I heard a few days ago that they were as low as £3. I paid £,2> los„ and I

thought I was getting a bargain. Last spring they were as high as £5 or £,Q. Cattle do

not bring so much in England at this time of the year as they do in the spring.

[J/r. Govenlock.^
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Shipping Arrangements,

I generally ship from Montreal If we ship at Boston we have to slaughter them at
the port of debarkation. In that respect we have a slight advantage over the Americans,
but not much.

Large Shipments op Sueep.

I also send sheep to England. My son has 1,000 sheep over there now. They are

principally Leicesters or the common mixed breed. I believe our farmers are improving
their stock. I do not think they are introducing the black-faced sheep very much,
fiithough they are the best for the English market.

Mutton a Better Price than Beep—Wethers.

Mutton brings a little better price than beef in England. There is a preference there

for the meat of Southdown sheep. There is a difficulty in getting enough wethers in this

country. If the farmers kept more wethers, we should be able to command better prices ;

but they sell oif their lambs too much.

Weight Preperred for Shipment.

The most preferable weight for shipment is about 150 pounds live weight, which
is equal to 75 or 80 pounds dressed. I believe a cross of the Leicester and the South-
down would be a good mutton sheep, though I have not tried it.

THOS. GOVENLOCK.

Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Fergus, August 14th, 1880. Present—Messrs
McMillan (Chairman), and Dymond.

MR. PETER RENNIE'S EVIDENCE.

Peter Rennib, of Fergus, was called and examined.

Breeding, Buying and Stall Feedino.

To Mr. Di/mond.—I farm some 210 acres of land in this neighbourhood. It is mixed
farming I carry on. I pay particvdar attention to the feeding of cattle for market. We
keep no thoroughbred stock on our farm, but breed from the best neighbouring herds.

This gives me the choice of the best male animals.

Season and Agi.

We mostly purchase animals at from three to four years old. We generally buy in th»
fall, just before stalling, and feed till May. Our object is to meet the demand of the for-

eign trade.

Only the Best Grades.

We buy only the best grade steers we can get, the higher the grade the better

Steers of this class are a little scarce. I think that is becauae more farmers are going into

feeding.

[i/r. Hennie.l
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Prices and Weights.

To the Chairman.—We pay for such stock fully 4 cents per lb., live -weight We prefer

them from 1,200 to 1,400 lbs.

To Mr. Dymond.—Common animals would not reach that weight at three years.

Turnips—Winter Feed—Peas Preferred to Corn.

We raise a large quantity of turnips, and feed largely of them. We give the fattening

<jattle no straw. We give the turnips whole with hay and chopped grain. Peas, with
barley or oats. We formerly used corn, but the price is now prohibitory. It approaches

so nearly to the price of peas, that it is more economical to use peas. I prefer peas as a
feed, weight for weight, to com. The pea crop is not a failure with us.

Daily Exercisb.

We let the cattle out in the yard daily to drink, but for a short time only. The
shippers like them to be strong in the legs, and this is gained by letting them out once

a day.

Daily Allowance op Food—Salt.

To the Chairman.—We feed turnips twice a day, and at the rate, on the average,

about 1^ bushels per day per beast. The quantity of other food must be legulated by the

oondition of each beast. One animal will take a third more than another. If turnips are

scarce we give them the hay cut with the chopped grain and damped. In the cut feed we
give salt freely. I prefer this to giving salt in any other form. We use the Huron salt

Increase op Weight.

To Mr. Dymond.—A beast should come out 300 to 400 lbs. heavier at the end of the

six months. A beast weighing 1400 to 1700 lbs. suits thesliippers, but the larger weights

are preferred.

To the Cluiirman.—We have tried artificial foods, but do not care for them.

Use op Oil Cake.

To Mr. Dymond.—We have used oil cake in the past, but not of late years, except to

« limited extent. We do not depend on it. I am a >vare it is used in England almost

universally for fattening purposes. I have not gone into the question of the value of oil

'Cake economically, as a feed for cattle.

Steamed Feed—Molasses.

I think the steam boiling of feed would be advantageous, if not objected to by ship-

pers. We have used a little molasses, also steamed food, and found the cattle very healthy.

I do not know the shippers would object. They judge of the beast at the time of

purchase.

Regularity op Feeding.

To the Chairman.—We are very particular with respect to the regularity of feeding

•cattle. They are fed altogether four times a day. •

Forenoon Dietary.

First, at six a.m., on turnips, then with chopped grain, fed in a separate box for the

purpose, so that none is wasted and the feed is never sour. They are then fed with hay,

and allowed to rest.

\_Mr. Rennie.'\
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Well Clerked Daily—Well Beddxd.

They are all curried carefully every morning. This is a most important matter in

avoiding restlessness and irritation, especially in animals highly fed. They are well

bedded with straw, as we want all the manure we can get. At noon they get some
hay, and we have them turned into the yard for water and exercise.

Afternoon Dietary.

Between three and four p.m., they get their turnips again, and more hay. We give the
hay in small quantities in their mangers, so as to have it clean eaten up each time. They
are fresh bedded and left till seven p.m., when they get their chopped grain or cut feed

with a little more hay. They are then left for the night.

CURRY-CoMBlNG DuRHAM GRADES EXCLUSIVELY.

We use a curry-comb made for the purpose, with larger teeth than the ordinary
comb. We use Durham grades exclusively, in fact see no others in the market.

Prices—Profit on Feeding Good Cattle.

We sell to shippers. Have got on the average about 5| cents for our ordinary
isales. We estimate that there is a profit on the fattening of the right kind of cattle,

at the prices I have given, charging market rates for the feed. There would be no profit

on feeding common stock.

Coarse Grains and IIa.y at Full Value—Manure.

In addition to the profit as between the cost and selling price, with feed at market
rates, we get rid of all our hay and coarse grains at full market value on the spot, and
enrich the farm by the copious supply of manure. That is the secret of our being able to
feed so large a number of cattle on a comparatively small farm.

Sixty Head in a Season.

We have fattened nearly sixty head in a season, with only some ten tons of hay, and
300 bushels of peas, over and above our own produce.

Grass Feeding in Summer—Bran.

To the Chairman.—We sell no grain-fed cattle during summer. We sometimes, in
order to secure a supply of the right sort of cattle, buy them six months younger, and pasture
them till the fall. We buy only cattle partially fattened. I would recommend the use of
^ little bran with the feed.

Barley—Peas—Spring Wheat—Average Yield.

We growbarley largely, as well as peas, and generally some thirty acres of spring wheat.
Fall wheat has not succeeded with us, although grown well by others. From 20 to 25
bushels per acre, would be about the average yield of spring wheat.

Salt on the Land— Good Effects.

To Mr. Dymond.—We use salt freely on the land as a fertilizer. We have used it

for seven or eight years. It has a marked eft'ect on the second as well as on the first year's crop,

if it is applied to turnips. The eflFect is seen on barley or spring wheat the year following.

\_Mr. Jiennie.^
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Turnips braird more freely when sown, and more vigorously altogether. The straw of the
barley or wheat is firmer, brighter, and not so liable to fall over.

To the Chairman.—The grain I consider is plumper.

To Mr. Dymond.—^We apply 250 to 300 lbs. per acre to our turnips, or wheat and
barley crops.

Rotation op Crop8.

We carry out a rotation of cropping. Our usual rotation commences with peas after

Bod, followed by wheat or barley; then by oats, and then turnips. After this we sow wheat
followed by grass for three years.

Summer Fallow—Feedtncx Rape.

We generally put a field into summer fallow, and sow it with rape, which we use as

feed in the fall, turning the cattle to be fattened on to it. Great care must however be

taken, not to let the cattle go to it when it is in a damp state. We usually give the

cattle a little dry feed before turning them on to it.

Perfect Quietness Essential to Cattle.

It is an essential part to our system to keep the cattle perfectly quiet, and free from
irritation of any kind.

No Rough Handling or Ill-usage—No Dogs.

I allow no rough handling or ill usage, and all dogs are excluded from the farm, in

order that the cattle may not be harassed by them.

PETER RENNIE.

MR. JOHN BLACK'S EVIDENCE.

John Black, of Fergus, was called and examined.

A BUYER AND SHIPPEB.

To Mr. Dymond.—I am a grain merchant by trade, but export cattle, sheep and

hogs to the English, Belgian and French markets. I buy my animals in a condition for

shipment. The cattle are mostly grain fed. There is a decided advantage in these over

other cattle. I ship in May, June and July for MontreaL Fall shipments did not pay»

nor could I get the cattle I wanted at that season.

aEAIN FEED COMMON CATTLE—GRADES.

To the Chairman.—If cattle were fed with a portion of grain while pasturing it;

would make all the difierence.

To Mr. Dymond.—We may sometimes ship common cattle, but the high grades

bring two cents a pound more in England easily.

FOUR YEAR OLDS PREFERRED.

To the Chairman.—^I should prefer cattle four years old, as being stronger and better

fitted for the voyage; but three year old cattle well handled do very well. We have

shipped a few at two years, weighing up to 1,300 pounds. These would be well-bred

animals. Cattle should be turned out for exercise. The fact that they are often not so

[Mr. Black.]
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treated frequently leads to trouble, especially if too large a proportion of turnips has

been used in the feeding, "^he exercise given to American cattle gives them an advant-

age in this respect.

COMPARISON OF CANADIAN WITH AMERICAN CATTLE.

On Mr. Rennie's plan they do very well, I have bought large numbers both
of Canadian and American cattle. Canadian cattle well-bred and fed, as described

by Mr. Rennie, are quite equal to the best American steers, but we get too few of

them. The American cattle, always out of doors, fed from the dam from their birth,

and fattened on corn, have an advantage in firmness and quality over ordinary Canadian
pasture-fed stock. If Canadian cattle are to hold a high position in the foreign market
they must be well bred and fed liberally and judiciously. I think there are good pros-

pects in the English market for well-fed cattle. The ice blockade occasioned a little diffi-

culty to shipment in the spring, but we can generally get sufficient accommodation.

SHIPMENTS TO ANTWERP AND PARIS.

I shipped two cargoes to Antwerp, some of which were re-shipped to Paris. The cattle to

Paris sold well. The first cargo sold in Antwerp was not well managed, but the second was
satisfactory. My experience so far indicates that there is an opening for a successful

trade with both France and Belgium. The cattle must be as good for those markets as

for England, but not quite so heavy—the weight should be about 1,400 lbs. I was led to

enter into the trade by the letter of Messrs. Munderloh & Co., the German Consul in

Montreal, to the Toronto Globe.

SHIPMENTS OF 1880.

I have shipped this year, jointly with Mr. John Scott of Gait, 1,456 cattle, 2,013
«heep, and 576 hogs. The cattle were principally steers. Heifers will sell for as good a
price as steers. They ship well, but must be handled a little carefully on the cars.

That is all that is necessary.

THE SHEEP SHIPMENTS—PRICES.

The sheep shipped were largely ewes—there is a want of wethers. It would,
in my opinion, pay farmers to keep their lambs till two years old, and furnish
a supply of wethers. "We paid about six cents per lb. for sheep, live weight, with
the wool on, for good ones, but a little less for others that were inferior. They
were mostly good crosses of the Leicester, mixed with the Cotswold or Southdown
breeds. We like sheep about 150 lbs., live weight, dressing at about 75 lbs. For
mutton I do not think the farmers could do much better than use the Leicester. At
the present time the most profitable sheep for wool and mutton combined would be a
cross of the Leicester with the Southdown ; but that might change with the demand for

wooL

MORE WETHERS IN DEMAND.

For a shipload of wethers of the class mentioned I could give a cent a pound more
than for the ordinary shipments I have made. I think there are good prospects for a
market for sheep in England. I formerly shipped cattle to the United States—mostly
pasture fed. That trade is pretty much closed now. The hog shipments have paid well.

HOGS—THE SORT WANTED.

Canadian hogs ship well, and are healthy. A good fleshy hog, off the stubble, weighing
about 200 pounds, live weight, just suits the English market. I have paid this spring
five cents to six cents per pound for hogs, live weight. Much fat is not required for the
English consumption. White hogs are of the class most suitable for this trade.

JOHN BLACK.
[Mr. J. Black.]
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MR. ROBERT BLACK'S EVIDENCK

Robert Black, of Fergus, was called and examined.

To Mr. Bymond.—I assist Mr. John Black in connection with the shipment of cattle^

Thb Belgian Trade.

I went over to Antwerp this year to superintend sales there. Our cattle were better
altogether than the Belgian cattle. There are no feeders there of any consequence. I am
informed that there are few cattle fed on the farms, the supply of meat in the cities being:
largely distillery fed. They draw their supplies largely from Denmark, Holland and the
United States

Comparison op Canadian Cattle with Others.

Our cattle compare very favourably with the Dutch and Danish, but not with the
United States cattle, which are fed for market from their birth. With good men to sell

there should be a fair chance for a satisfactory trade for Canadian cattle in Belgium.

Bad System op Selling.

Tlie system of selling there is bad. The cattle are sold at live weight subject to 20-

to 30 hours' fast, and consequent shrinkage. This is equal to from 50 to 70 pounds per

head. Still there is a market there.

Sales in Paris.

We sent 32 head to Paris. The market there was quite equal to the English quotar

tions in London. Cattle for Paris would usually be shipped to Havre.

No Quarantine—Weight.

There are no quarantine regulations in Belgium or France as regards foreign cattle.

About 1,400 to 1,500 pounds, live weight, suits the Paris markets. In Belgium a little-

lighter would be preferred, say from 1,200 to 1,400 pounds.

ROBERT BLACK.

Sitting to take oral evidence, held at Toronto, August 20th, 1880. Present—Messrs.

Edward Stock (Chairman), and A. H. Dymond.

MR. RICHARD HALL'S EVIDENCE.

Richard Hall, cattle salesman, Liverpool, London, Manchester and Wakefield, was
ealled and examined.

LARGE EXPERIENCE AS A SALESMAN.

To Mr. Dymond.—I do business as a cattle salesman in many parts of England. It

is the custom in England for the cattle salesman to intervene between the principals

in all large transactions, so that his judgment almost entirely regulates the buying and
selling of cattle. As a rule we consult our clients, but some clients do not interfere in

any way—Mr. Frankland, for instance, who was the first Canadian shipper I sold for, and
who brought the first successful cargo into England at Liverpool by the Manitoba. There

[Mr. R. Black.—Mr. Ball.]
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were a few, say from five to ten, came before that time in Allan's steamers, and there was also-

a cargo came the fall before in a steamer called the Eaphrates ; but they were a lot of middlinn^

cattle. I ought to be an expert in cattle. I was brought up as a butcher with my father

and at the age of nineteen I went to sell for Verdon & Cullen as an assistant salesman.

They used to sell sheep in little lots. I remained with them as salesman eleven years,

and then I commenced on my own account. I have been examined as a witness before a
Committee of the House of Commons both on the catt'e trade and on the cattle plague ;

I have been examined twice. I have also been on several deputations to the Privy Council

in respect to restrictions. When on a London deputation to which I had the honour of being

elected there were only three of us to speak, and I was examined at some considerable

length. Some weeks I have had as many as 900 head of cattle pass through my hands.

I have had the largest number of Canadian cattle to sell of any man in England. When
I was with Verdon & Cullen we had at certain seasons of the year very large numbers of

sheep and lambs, and sold them in tens, twenties, thirties, and forties, and when
dealers placed them in our hands to sell I was seldom told the price of any of them, but
had to sell them according to my own judgment. Then, when the sheep trade fell off, in

the month of October or November, I went to assist in selling the cattle. Besides the

Canadian cattle that have passed through my hands I have sold large consignments of

American cattle. When the root crop has failed I have bought in London and taken to

Manchester and Liverpool large numbers of Oporto, Spanish, Danish, Swedish and Dutch
cattle, and also cattle from Schleswig-Holstein. My observation extends very largely also

to Irish cattle.

COMPARATIVE VALUE OF DIFFERENT BREEDS.

Of the dattle which come into the English market those which rank high-

est in point of quality are the Aberdeen Scot. They are the breed known as the

Polled Angus. The Fat Galloway ranks about equal with the Polled Angus; but a middling

Galloway is just about as bad a bullock for a butcher as you can select, he kills very

coarse indeed. The Galloway wUl bring more per pound than any other breed, except

the Aberdeen, but he does not cut as streaky as the Polled Angus. If you feed a Gallo-

way bullock and a Shorthorn together, and feed them exactly alike, the beef of the
Galloway will eat better than that of the Shorthorn, and it is the same with feeding

Leicester sheep and Southdowns together. The Galloways are not the most paying cattle

though. Next to the Polled Angus or Scot in point of quality I would put the EngUsh
Shorthorn or Durham. The Bates blood ranks much higher than the Booth ; but my
impression is that for the butcher the Booth is the more useful animal, because it is larger

and carries more flesh. Next to that breed I would put the American cattle, which my
experience this year has shown me are nearly equal to the Scottish and superior to the
Irish, with the exception of the prime grass Irish heifers. Then the Irish and the good
Canadians rank about the same.

AMERICAN CATTLE BEFORE THE CANADIANS.

The American rank higher than the Canadian cattle, in the first place, I think

because the breed is stronger. I think the Americans keep their cattle a year longe
than the Canadians. The American cattle have big chines, and when they are killed the

are thicker through the belly, and are generally better weighers. Some of the distiller

fed beasts, however, have commanded high prices. The first importation of Canadia
cattle into London came to me some five or six years ago—I think by the Temperlj
Line. There were one hundred and twenty of them landed on the Sunday at Thameg
HaTGn. I told all the London buyers about them, and induced reporters to come up, con-

sequently they were noticed in the Times and other London newspapers. When they
came to the market peoplewere perfectly amazed that such good bullocks could come from this

country. The consequence was there were crowds of customers for them, and we sold them
for more than they were worth. Those who bought them over culled them, and then they
said they weighed too light.

[}{,: Hall.]
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PREJUDICES, AND HOW TO OVERCOME IT.

The Canadian bullock does not rank so high, however, as the American ; they
say they do not weigh so well ; and they also say that they do not like the
whiskey-fed cattle—that is the term that is applied to them in London. Finding
much prejudice, I told the feeders engaged in that business to leave their tails long in
future

; they have done so, and since then they have ranked as well as anything. A
short time ago I had a cargo of them in Wakefield. They came by the Lake Winnipeg, and
were landed at Liverpool on the Tuesday evening. I had them in the Wakefield market
on Wednesday morning, and all day I had swarms of buyers around me. The first-class

Canadian stall-fed animal is not inferior to the American ; but the distillery beasts do not
rank so high. When I make the remark that the Canadian beasts rank second to the
American I am speaking of the distillery cattle.

A STALL FED CANADIAN EQUAL TO ANT AMERICAN.

Q. Do you consider that a well-bred Canadian animal, stall fed, is equal to any you have
obtained from the United States ? A. Decidedly. The cargoes of cattle from the United
States are better selected than those from Canada, because they keep tlie worst of their
cattle at home, and what they cannot sell there they slaughter and send to us as dead meat.
From what I can understand the American cattle are principally fed in ranches vnth In-
dian corn, and have sheds in which they can run during the winter. I think too that
they are, as a rule, a year older than Canadian cattle, which assists them to weigh.
The American corn-fed cattle rank in quality equal to anything in England except the
Polled Angus and the Galloway. I might almost say, but that it is not desirable to go too
far, that they are superior to any others. Many of the cattle I am speaking of are good
grades—what we call a real good, useful butcher's bullock. They have bone ; but you
cannot get flesh without bone. If you get weak necks you will have weak chines.

These cattle are animals that have been greatly improved by the use of thoroughbred
Shorthorn bulla. The coat will tell whether cattle have been stall fed, pasture fed, or
swiU fed.

ADVANTAGE OF CANADIAN CATTLE.

In consequence of the pasture-fed and stall-fed cattle from Canada going through
the country free they bring from a penny to three halfpence a pound more in hot weather
than the American cattle which have to be slaughtered at the place of debarkation.

NO OBJECTION TO DISTILLERY FED BEASTS.

I do not object to beasts that are fattened entirely on swill. I was in Wake-
field the following week, or the week but one after the time I have referred to,

with some swill- fed beasts, and everybody there said that they had seldom seen
better animals, but that they were sold very dear There is no peculiarity about
the meat of distillery fed beasts that is objectionable. That meat will salt as well as
the American, but not as well as our English meat. I think that is the result of
the harassment they receive during the long sea voyage, at the end of which they
are scarcely in so prime a condition of health as when they left their homes. Animals
are nearly always sold by hand and not by weight wHh us. We do not want to sell by
weight ; we want to sell the animals sometimes for more than they are worth. If they
were to be sold by weight any person could go into the business.

GRAIN—POTATOES—^DISTILLERY FEED—OIL CAKE.

In Canadian cattle I would give the preference first to the purely stall fed,

and then to the distillery fed. The grass fed we have had but little experience of.

What have come hitherto I call mean, middling cattle. If your farmers would

[Mr. Hall.]
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give them six or eight pounds of oil cake per day it would improve them, and
hold them together on the voyage. There are a good many common beasts among the

Canadian cattle devoid of good breeding.

ADVICE AS TO QUALITY AND WEIGHT.

I -would advise Canadian breeders to send to England none but good animals; they wiU
keep themselves together best. When I have bought bullocks with good flanks and loins,

particularly good flanks, and they have travelled from Liverpool up to London I have found
that they looked well ; but if I happened to buy a stalky animal and got it to the other end of

its journey I hardly knew it. I think there is no bullock that sells better than one of

800 pounds, dressed weight—I can tell you nothing about live weight. Bullocks from
nine score a quarter to eleven score a quarter are the most saleable in Liverpool; a bullock

of from nine to ten in Manchester. In Wakefield you cannot have them too big if they

are good. The weight preferred in London is 100 stone, or ranging from 95 stone to 105.

100 stone may be reckoned ten score a quarter. In London eight pounds go to the stone

;

they quote there by the stone. The weights that would be the most acceptable would be those

of cattle which weigh alive on this continent from 1,350 to 1,500 pounds. The loose fat of

your cattle wUl fetch exactly the same as that of the American cattle, but the hides will

not.

AMERICAN ADVANTAGE IN HIDE3«

Our hides m England are classed, and the heaviest weights bring the highest prices

;

and very few of yours come in the heavy weights, except the old oxen, and their hides

are not so good. The Americans have a decided advantage over you in their hides on
account of the weights being greater, and that superiority in weight is owing to the

American cattle being heavier than yours. Nature provides a thicker hide for the bul-

lock that is pastured outside than for the stall-fed animal. Ofial is an important element
in our trade. If a man is buying a good bullock he prefers a good hide.

MIXED CARGOES—SORTED STEERS—HEIFERS.

The greater proportion of the Canadian cattle are steers. When a mixed cargo of cattle

comes to us we sort it, and put the old oxen together, and the biggest and the best steers to-

gether. We do not sell them as a cargo but classify them. It does not cause a deterioration

in the value of the animals to send them in a mixed cargo. In London heifers are not
liked, and in Glasgow heifers and cows are not liked. The best market for them is

Liverpool. There is no objection to them there at all. On the contrary, on Monday
morning several men will meet me there who are from Nottingham, Derby, the Potteries,

and Manchester ; and the Manchester man will ask for heifers, and the Nottingham man
for cows and heifers. The reason that heifers are preferred in those districts is that

they are said to be smaller in their bones than bullocks, and they can cut them up into

smaller pieces ; they have more retail markets for that sort of meat than other places.

If heifers are good they do not sufier on a sea voyage any more than bullocks ; I do not
think they suffer so much, they are not so big, and they do not get rubbed so much. I do
not think they are quieter—cows are quieter. The old oxen very frequently get rubbed
very much in their rumps.

PROSPECTS OF FUTURE TRADE.

I am sure the prospect of the Canadian trade is good in England, and that
trade is going to increase each year. An advantage which you have is that the
Americans are so heavily handicapped—to the extent of a penny or three halfpence a
pound—on account of their cattle having to be killed at the port of debarkation.

[Mr. Hall]
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HEALTHINESS OF CANADIAN CATTLE—GOOD RESULTS.

If, by a change in the law in England, you were placed on the same footing as the Ameri-
cans, your cattle would be depreciated in value to the extent of three pounds a head. I do
not think you have anything to apprehend in respect of that matter however. The Ameri-
cans cannot show a clean bill of health. The veterinary surgeons in that country admit
that their cattle have pleuro-pneumonia and Texas fever among them, and while they have
that, the English Government, whether it happens to be Conservative or Liberal, will put
its foot on their being brought through the country. I was asked to go on a deputation,

to Earl Spencer for the purpose of asking for the restrictions to be withdrawn ; but
believing as I did that such an application would be utterly fruitless, I declined to do so>

I believe that your main chance in the English market consists in your protecting your-

selves carefully against pleuro-pneumonia and all other contagious diseases by which
your cattle might be aftected. My experience is that Canadian cattle are generally

healthy ; they have wonderful constitutions I think. Distillery-fed cattle cannot stand

the same fatigue as those fed out of doors.

EXERCISE—BETTER FEEDING.

I consider it indispensable to cattle being able to stand fatigue that they have a certain

amount of exercise. I think exercise would improve them for the foreign trade. It is my
opinion that you must use more artificial feed and roots for your cattle ; and if you do you

have many of the breeds in Canada as good as they have them in the United States. If

you use artificial food you can have as good cattle as the i^mericans. I did not mean
to say that if you were put on the same footing as the Americans your trade would be an-

nihilated, but that your price would fall and you would be put at a considerable dis-

advantage. Assuming that your farmers pay great attention to getting a high class of

animals, thoroughly well-fed beasts, stall-fed ones, you wiU command as good a price for

them in our markets as other English breeds.

AMERICAN CATTLE ON LANDING.

The American cattle land, as a rule, in good condition—better than the Canadian

cattle. This is due, in the first place, to the fact of the American boats being larger

and better than many of the Canadian, and, in the second place, to the fact that

the cattle when on board the American ships receive the same food that they do

in America, that is, corn. You see hardly any cattle coming off the American ships

rubbed on the rump. This, it appears to me, is because they have larger stalls

than those on the Canadian vessels.

IMPROVED SHIPPING FACILITIES FROM CANADA-

Some of the Canadian lines are now, however, making arrangements for carrying

cattle which are very favourable.

THE BEST SEASON FOR SHIPPING.

The best time of the year to send cattle to England from this country with a view to

obtaining the best prices is in the spring, in May or June ; if the St. Lawrence opened a

month earlier, in fact, it would be all the better. The reason that they fetch better prices

at that time is that the stall-fed cattle in Ireland and England are getting exhausted, and

the grass-fed cattle are not ready. The only cattle that are coming then in quantity to

London are the Norfolk, and they are the second crop.

OPORTO AND SPANISH CATTLE.

Some of the Oporto cattle going into London are very good indeed ; butchers favour

[Mr. Hall.]
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them because they have very extraordinary hides on them. The Jews in London favour

the Oporto and the Spanish cattle very much. All the Oporto cattle are sound. If the

Jews do not get the meat cosher they reject it as trifel, and then the butcher has to send

it to some man in the metropolitan market to sell. Consequently there are no cattle in

greater demand among the Jews than the Oporto.

DEAD MEAT IMPORTATIONS.

I do not think the importations of dead meat have been very successful. I have been

offered two commissions for the sale of it, but I would not take them, because, I said,

I thought they would end in disappointment, and I did not want to take a shipment on

which I thought the consignor was going to lose. The shipment of dead meat affects the

London market more than any other. In London it is not as it is in the inland towns or

in Liverpool in this respect. In London the butcher goes for orders every morning to the

whole of his customers, and if a man only wants a pound of steak, his order is sent to him.

It is a daily supply, so that if the meat is in fair condition the coarser parts are disposed

of for beef a la mode, soups, hashes and stewing, and the better parts are sent to va-

rious private houses, hotels and restaurants, and there is an immediate consumption of all

parts of the animal ; whereas in Liverpool or any of the Midland counties—in Derby, Not-

tingham, Sheffield, Wakefield and other places—many consumers will not have the re-

frigerated meat- —they will come and buy a worn old fat cow, or a bull in preference.

AMERICAN DEAD MEAT.

The American refrigerated meat eats tender ; but I think it is tasteless. The American;

cattle killed at Liverpool and Birkenhead have, however, grown in favour a good deal in

many parts of the country, because of the railway companies having made better arrange-

ments for the rapid and successful conveyance of meat. In that way Canadians have been

losing a little of the advantage which was given them by the obligation to slaughter

American cattle at Liverpool. There has not been so muih change in that respect in Wake-
field or Liverpool; but from Manchester we have not so many buyers as we used to have.

Some of them say now, "There is so much difference in the price that we will go down to

Liverpo*! and buy some Liverpool or Birkenhead-killed American beef."

USE OF OIL CAKES—ROOTS.

I am very favourable to the use of oil cake as food for either stall-fed or

grass-fed animals. It is now universally used by farmers in England and Scot-

land. Canada exports large quantities of it to England, and the Canadian oil

cake is highly appreciated there. In feeding oil cake I would begin with three or

four pounds and finish with eight pounds a day ; a large animal would take a little

more. In a large city like this, where they are feeding so many in stables, manure
is of no value, but in the country it is, and nothing makes so good manure as oil

cake. I would also recommend oil cake for distillery cattle. We have had a few dis-

tillery cattle which were a grand lot of animals ; they were choice cattle. Everybody
gathered round and admired them; but the butchers were a little shy of them. They said

the beasts were a good quality, but the price demanded was a little too high. During the

last two or three years the character of the cattle shipped from Canada has decidedly im-

proved, and their reputation has made rapid strides. I would strongly advise the in-

troduction of oil cake as a food, first, on account of its nutritious qualities, and in the
next place, because it is a food that can be continued during the sea voyage. Distillery-

fed cattle can be given meal and slops on the voyage, and they consequently arrive in fair

condition. A thing that I would suggest to your farmers is that they should grow swede
turnips and mangold wurzels ; they are an excellent thing to give cattle in the winter, the

swede first, and when it is done the mangold wurzel. The mangold wurzel ought to keep.

till the middle of summer.

[Mr. Hall]
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UNWISE ECONOMY.

I have met -with a great many Canadians, and I find that some of them " put
it in at the spiggot and let it out at the bung hole." They are afraid to put their
hands in their pockets to purchase the food which their cattle ought to have.
When they come to our side and we propose to give the cattle some meal they say,

"Don't give them any meal; a bit of hay will do;" but if we have Canadian cattle in
our possession a day or two and give them meal, it makes them look pounds better. In
this climate I would recommend turnips judiciously given ; I would give turnips, a little

meal, and oil cake.

DURHAM AND POLLED ANGUS CROSSES.

For the purpose of getting good grades I would recommend your farmers to
cross your native cattle mainly with Shorthorns, and only to cross once. I would
also recommend the Polled Angus as an animal for improving your stock ; I think
the Polled Angus crossed with the Shorthorn would give you an excellent animal for the
butchers—that is, one cross. I would take a thoroughbred Shorthorn cow and cross her
with a Polled Angus bull. I would also cross the Polled Angus with your native cows.

I do not think thoroughbred steers sent over to England would fetch any more than other
cattle. Whether you would succeed in making anything better than a Shorthorn I would
not venture to say, because you have sent some extraordinary cattle into England.

THE SHEEP TRADE.

Large numbers of Canadian sheep pass through my hands. They do not rank well in the

English market. The reason is that most of them are rams and ewes, and the ewes, as a
rule, are old sucked-out animals. Some of them you can get fat, but cannot get them to

take on flesh, and the consequence is that they are light on their loi mutton of that

sort does not sell well.

THE WEIGHT PREFERRED—WETHERS INDISPENSABLE.

The weight of sheep preferred for mutton varies from 60 lbs. to 90 lbs. , according

to the class of customers. From 70 to 80 lbs. is a capital weight to get. A thing

that you ought to implore of your farmers to do is to send the rams as wethers. Buyers
come to market and look at lots of sheep, and when they find that there are no wethers

in them they walk away. For the ordinary family butcher wethers are indis-

pensable—wethers or gimmers, that is, ewes that have had no lambs. In England in

my early days the better class of people all wanted four-year-old mutton There is no
such a thing to be had in quantity now-a-days ; it is all early maturity. There are lots

of young sheep sold in the London and Liverpool market one year and a few months
old at from three pounds to three pound ten per head.

MERITS OF DIFFERENT BREEDS.

We obtain early maturity in England now in sheep as in cattle by special feeding. For
mutton there is no sheep so objectionable to us as the Cotswold; we want mutton that is

lean—plenty of flesh—^juicy mutton, ripe and lean. For mutton the Southdown is first,

the Shropshire Down is the second in quality, the Cheviot or Scotch are the third. The
Southdowns do very well in a warm climate; but if they are sent to cold climates they be-

come small and puny, and degenerate. I think they have got the Southdown too fine

now : they have got too much of the Leicester in them. Often at Christmas I have had
one or two of them for show, and there has been very little lean in them. Southdowns
deteriorate in the north of England, in Scotland and in Ireland. In Ireland they use

mostly the Shropshire Down for crossing. The Oxford Down has not been very much used.

\3fr. Hall.]
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It is larger than the Shropshire. It would not be too large for our market. With us, if'

you have quality and size combined you "will find plenty of demand. It would not pay
you to send us pure Oxfords, but cross the native sheep here with the Oxfords.

THE SHEOPSHIRES RECOMMENDED.

A few years ago a Mr. Aungier, of the firm of P. Leonard & Co., had a lot of Shropshire

Downs from Ireland and a lot of Lincolns in the market the same morning. The Shropshire

Downs did not weigh so heavy as the Lincolns by five pounds a quarter. There were a

dozen people there early to buy the Shropshire, but, in the afternoon, although he begged

and implored people to take the Lincolns for ten shillings less than he sold the Shrop-

shires for, they would not buy them. I do not think there is any animal so service-

able as the Shropshire. The Shropshire would cross wonderfully well with your

Leicester. I object to the Leicester as a mutton yielding sheep ; but the cress

improves it, because the Leicester is a sheep of very nearly the same type as

the Cotswold. If you were to use the Shropshire ram for crossing with Lei-

cesters or good grade sheep, that would produce just the mutton we want.

WETHERS OR GIMMERS ALWAYS.

Then let the animals you send be wethers or gimmers in all cases. If you sent over a

mixed shipload of sheep and at the same time sent a thousand well selected wethers, there

would be, I think, a difference of 10 shillings a head in favour of the wethers, and you would
have twenty buyers for them where you would have one for the others—you would have all

the select buyers after the wethers.

MERINOS NOT APPROVED.

We are getting large numbers of sheep from the United States. They are

pending us from that country a very fine class of Merinos and some others, but prin-

sipally Merinos. I have seen some of them weighing 90 and 100 pounds. They
are very ripe and full of fat. They are not profitable meat for the butchers, being

tOv, full of fat, and they are short of flesh. Canadians rank well with the Americans in

<rd to their capacity for sending to England a good class of sheep, but they do not

ak with them ia regard to sending wethers. The Shropshire Down is a particularly

nardy sheep. If you cross the Shropshire with the Leicester you get a very popular wool.

BLACK FACES AND LEGS POPULAR.

Buyers of sheep for the purpose of mutton do not calculate on the wool at all ; they
look at the face of the animal, and if they see some gray or black there they like that.

In lambs also they do not like the white-faced ; they want them with the stain of the
Down ia them. Butchers sometimes leave the skin on the legs of the caracasses of sheep

in order to show what they are, because if they have Down in them they are worth
so much more a pound. I think the Shropshire Down would be better than the Ox-
ford or any other sheep to cross with your common ewes. The Shropshire Down
is low on the legs and you will get more flesh on him.

HOW TO JUDGE A SHEEP.

In examining a sheep most people touch him by spreading the hand across the
loins ; but I choose them by touching them with the ends of the fingers ia the middle
of the loins, and I can then tell in a moment whether there is flesh there or not

[Mr. Hall.]
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PIG FANCYINO.

I was for many years a great pig fancier and -won many prizes at home. I hare
two silver cups that I won in that way. T had promised to judge pigs and sheep for two
societies at agricultural shows ; but coming away from Liverpool I had to write and apolo-
gize for not being able to do so because I was coming over here.

THE PIG THAT IS WANTED.

I like a pig as straight as a Leceister sheep, good short nose and good jowls, and I

want them good behind the jowl. If they are such animals as that, then they are like

all other animals, good to follow and good to meat, good in their hair, good through their

hams, and good on their loins. I have often seen pigs at our shows that I would almost
term malformations, extraordinary forward and good in the hams, but very weak in their

loins.

THE MIDDLE BREED YORKSHIRE.

The pig that I think the most profitable that any man can breed is the middle
bred white Yorkshire with plenty of hair. In this country you want pigs with
plenty of hair or they will get scorched by the sun. Length is desirable in a
pig, because when you get length you get well mixed bacon. The taste of people

of means in England has always been in favour of bacon with lean in it ; and
now country people too require finer bacon than they used to—they want atoieaty pig

rather than a fat one. There is no one who has been so successful in raising pigs as the

Earl of Ellesmere and Peter Eden, near Manchester. They have been wonderfully suc-

cessful with their pigs. I think the Berkshire breed is a very fine one, and I am led to

believe that it makes the best bacon ; but I do not think the pigs of that breed are as

quick growers as the middle-sized Yorkshira

THE WEIGHT NEEDED.

In England for bacon purposes we like a pig to be about nine or ten score. We
kill them at eleven and twelve score—that is dead weight. We get them to that weight

very early.

WASHING—HOUSING ^FEEDING.

I used, when I was breeding pigs, to have them washed every week, and I

always kept them warm. As to feeding, though you will not make the best

bacon, you will turn the pigs off a month earlier by feeding them with boiled man-
gold wurzel and boiled Indian meal together ; nothing will make them grow so

fast. Cheese factory whey or skimmed milk or buttermilk are capital things to

give pigs. I used to give mine sweet milk for a month before showing them. If

you are sending your pigs to the English market all that you want is to get early ma-
turity

;
get the greatest quantity in the shortest time. Give the pigs their food in small

quantities but often, so that you may avoid their getting it mixed with filth. With cattle

and horses as well as with pigs the great secret in feeding them is to give them small

quantities often. After the middle bred Yorkshire pig I would choose the Berkshire. I

believe in producing what will pay, and that is early maturity. The pig for showing
wants exercise. As a rule when people intend showing pigs they cram them with food

without allowing them to have any exercise, and the consequence is that when they come
to exhibit them their legs are underneath them and they are like the shape of a mouse
instead of being straight all along like a Leicester sheep. They need a little exercise

every day. When I washed my pigs I used the finest soap that was not scented. Many
people wash their pigs with soft soap, which is an irritant. If you will use the other

Hoap you will get the hair fine and silky, and that is a great thing.

RICHARD HALL.
[Mr. HaU.]
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Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Perth, October 12th, 1880. Present—Messrs.

E. Byrne (Chairman), and A. H. Dymond.

MK. JAMES DONALD'S EVIDENCR

Mr. James Donald, of Dalhousie, County of Lanark, was called and examined.

Trade in Sheep.

I buy sheep for the American market. Any fat sheep or lambs suit that demand. The
Americans will take all we can send. I sent between 9,000 and 10,000 myself last year,

and expect to send 11,000 this year. I ship to Boston and New York and elsewhere. I

give from $3 to $7, or more. It depends on the weight. Anything fat will suit. We
should prefer well-bred sheep if we could get them. Our purchases extend over portions

of the counties of Lanark, Renfrew and Carleton.

More Wethers Wanted.

A great loss accrues owing to the farmers not making wethers of their lambs. I
should say the three counties lose over $10,000 a year by this means. The eastern market
is supplied for about four months from Chicago with lambs, then from the Middle States
about another four, and then from Canada and the Northern States for the rest of the
twelve months.

Season for Shipment.

We usually begin to ship in September, and continue in October, November and
December, up to Christmas. The farmers are beginning to alter the lambs. Tliere are
several other shippers besides myself. The firm I was connected with shipped 32,000 head
last year. The buyers would give a cent a pound more for a selected shipment of wether
or ewe lambs than for ram lambs.

The Best Mutton.

The best mutton lamb is got from a common or grade Leicester ewe crossed with a
Southdown ram.

Use of Ram Lambs.

The use of ram lambs is also a source of great loss, owing to the ewes missing. The
rougher sections of this district could be much more largely utilized for sheep-raising than
they are at present. 1 think sheep more profitable to a farmer than homed cattle.

JAMES DONALD.

\Mr. Donald."]
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Sitting to take oral evidence, held at Toronto, Oct. 21, 1880. Present—Messrs.
Beown (Chairman), Aylsworth and Dymond.

MR. ALBIN RAWLINGS' EVIDENCE.

Albin Rawlings, Forest, was called and examined.

I have had experience in stock raising The largestfarm I ever carried on contained 800
acres, but at the present time I am grazing only on about 300 acres. I have been farming
about twenty-eight years in Canada in a general way, living during that time in the

county of Lambton. Most of the land had been taken up when I went there. Recently
I was a breeder of sheep and cattle for some years, but have now given up that business.

GRAZING IN LAMBTON—^AGE AND WEIGHT.

I pay all my attention to grazing. I buy the cattle when they are two or three years old.

If I buy them in the fall I buy them at two and three years of age, and if in the spring

I buy only cattle three years of age. The cattle I purchase in the spring I put in

the pasture about the first of April. I like to have them weigh at that time from 900 to

1,200 pounds, that is when they are three years old. We buy the best grades we can get.

SCARCITY OF GRADES.

The grades are scarcer in our part of the country than they were. I used to ship 600
stock cattle to the States every year ; and now instead of that we have to import them into

the county.

SPRING PASTURING.

I leave about one-fourth of the grass on the ground in the fall, so that in the spring I

have that old grass, and can get my cattle earlier on it. They eat that grass by the middle
of May, and then the young grass is stronger and better. The soil on my farm is a sandy
loam, clay bottom, and gravelly loam.

PERMANENT PASTURES.

My pasture has been down from ten to twenty years. I have been trying experiments

in regard to pastures. First of all I just sowed clover, timothy and white clover. Since

that I have found out that I can grow more grass by mixing more.

MIXED GRASSES—PROPORTIONS.

And now I claim that for a permanent pasture the best grasses to sow are the follow-

ing :—three pounds of red clover, two and a half pounds of alsike, half a pound of white

Dutch, five pounds of timothy, three pounds of Irish cocksfoot, three pounds of orchard

grass, and about two pounds of lucerne. This is the proportion for one acre ; and makes it

permanent grass, and one that will take in the soil.

TIME FOR SOWING.

I have been owing timothy in the fall latterly. I would recommend to have the

land in a proper state of cultivation and to sow down without any crop.

I put my cattle to graze the first year of sowing. On the best pasture I have I sowed

the timothy in the fall, and the other grasses in the spring. I would recommend by all

means to sow the grass seed in the month of March when the land is very dry and the

[J/r. Rawlings.^
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earth is full of creases. The seed falls into the cracks, and when rain comes the earth fills

over them. This year I advised a person to sow his grass about the 8th of March, and
it has caught very well all over the field. My permanent pastures, thus laid down, have
lasted twenty years, some of them,

ALSIKE FOR MILK CATTLE,

The alsike remains the best grass we have in Canada for milking or grazing purposes.

TOP DRESSING.

To keep up the fertility of the pasture I recommend top dressing with either leeched
ashes or any manure you can get. I would not recommend any special manure. Land
plaster is not so good as ashes, on light soil. Where we have done top di-essing we have got
twice as much grass.

GROWTH OF THE GRASSES.

After the first year the clover begins to give out. The orchard grass and cocksfoot

are up about eighteen inches high when the timothy is only about four inches, and the cattle

get this first, and then the timothy comes on and the alsike and white clover. The grasses

I have recommended above come up at diSerent periods, and they make a good bottom,
and where you have a good bottom you have a good pasture. The timothy I think stands

the drought the best. I haven't had any hay from these pastures for three or four years.

1 got a great deal of experience about grazing in New York State, where they leave oae-
third of the grass on in the fall, so as to let the cattle on early m the spring.

•ATTLE ON ROUGH GRASS—PASTURE FED eATTLE.

In the spring I first put my cattle on where there is rough grass. Last year I put them
on in the last week in March. I find that the cattle on this grass, and hay, will gain as fast

as if they were in the stable, and fed with meal and turnips. The heaviest I ever

knew a steer to gain in one summer was 700 pounds. This animal was fed only on grass.

I don't feed my animals on anything but the grass ; I give them no meal at all.

WINTER FEED.

I would recommend farmers here to feed their cattle pretty well during the winter.

One of the best things to feed them on in the winter is corn and straw cut into chaff

with a little meal twice a day. Cattle thus fed in the winter will come out in the spring

far better.

TIME TO SELL CATTLE.

Our farmers should hold their cattle till all the distillery cattle are shipped. They
should not sell their cattle till July. The cattle should be allowed to have the whole pas-

ture from spring till fall.

CHANGE OF PASTURE NOT EXPEDIENT.

They should not be changed from one pasture to another. It is a great mistake to do
so. I have tried the experiment ; a man I knew changed his cattle to different pastures

every week ; I allowed mine so many acres for the whole summer ; the result was that

mine sold for $8 dollars a head more than his. I attribute my increased price to not

changing the pastures. I observe when you put fresh cattle in fresh pastures they will eat

and gorge themselves, and afterward they will not be able to eat. When you keep them
in the same pasture they eat regularly and do much better.

[i/r. liaiding:^.^
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NUMBER OF CATTLE PER ACRE.

The number of cattle you can pasture per acre depends altogether upon the state of the
pasture. The farm I have had for nine years will pasture twice as many cattle now as
when I got it. I like to pasture about 30 cattle to the 100 acres, about three and a half
acres to each animal. In judging of the number of cattle suitable for a farm a peraou
ought to be guided by the seasons.

PRICES PAID AND REALIZED.

Last year I paid on an average for my cattle $33.28 ahead. The average weight of
them then was 950 pounds. The average increase from April would be about 300 pounds.
This season the price of cattle has been high. An average price for selling the aniraala

would be from 4| cents to 4| cents a pound. The cattle I sold this year averaged me $55.
I have not lost any cattle by death for some years. The most I ever lost was three in one
season.

COST OP GRAZING—RENTAL OF GRAZING LAND.

There is not much outlay in attending to the grazing of cattle. You can get grass to

rent for $3 an acre. I am renting some now at that price. Each steer costs me from $8 to

$10 for five months' feeding. I have only 200 acres of rented land, and that is all in pas-

ture.

RECUPERATING IMPOVERISHED LAND.

It was a run-out farm when I got it, and I seeded it down, and of course it is rich now.
I didn't manure it at all. After my lease was out the rent was raised double of what it

vas. I find some diffioulty in getting the required number of cattle in the spring; there

»re so many grazing that we find it hard to get enough of the kind of cattle we want.

)ae cause of the good pasture on my place is the droppings of the animals, and the land of

;ourae is getting richer all the time.

MEAL FEED FOR CATTLE.

In feeding animals meal I prefer mixed meal. The more mixture there is in it the

better. There should be several kinds of meal, and one quarter of bran.

NONE BUT DURHAMS OR HEREFORDS.

The two classes of animals I prefer for my purposes are Herefords and Durhams. If

I could have my way I would have all other animals except Herefords and Shorthorns

excluded from Canada,

A GOOD WORD FOR HEREFORDS.

There is no doubt in my mind that the Herefords are better than the Durliams. The
Americans are getting our best male Herefords, and our farmers are losing by it. Some of

our agricultural societies have not properly encouraged Herefords. There is a large quantity

of Herefords in Quebec now. They are becoming popular more and more, and are being

shipped very fast. Their merit is that they are hardier and keep in i;ood condition.

When they are milking they keep in good condition, and after they become dry they are

beef in about two months. I had half-breed Hereford cows this summer that put on moie

flesh in six weeks than any other breed I had did in nine weeks. They are very fast

feeders on pasture.

[Mr. Jiawlings.] .
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HEREFORDS AHEAD OF DURHAMS ON PASTURKi

X had Durhams and Herefords together in the same pasture this year. On pasture

"the Herefords get far ahead of the Durhams. I think the Hereford bull has the same
power of stamping his own merits upon common cattle that the Shorthorn has. I would

like to see Shorthorns and Herefords both equally emouraged as a means of improving

the common stock of the country.

NONE BUT PURE-BRED MALE ANIMALS.

"We should try and impress on the farmers of the country to use none but these good

animals. They always look at the cost of putting the cow, and never look to the price a

steer would bring when three years old. Where I have been able to buy them I gave a

large price for these good ones to encourage farmers to raise them. The difference between

the price of a common animal, a fairly well raised common steer without any trace of

blood, and a good grade Hereford steer first cross would be from one-half to three-fourths

of a cent a pound. It is cheaper to give $40 for one kind than $30 for one of the other kind.

HEREFORDS COMMANDING GOOD PRICES.

I have seen Herefords in the United States market outsell anything else, by from one-

quarter to one-half cent a pound. I should say that in proportion to bone and beef the

Herefords have a little less bone. The worst feature you can find against them is that

they are a little heavier in the fore quarter. You can't get a Hereford of three years old

as heavy as a Shorthorn.

THE QUESTION OF SHRINKAGE.

The cattle I shipped are generally taken at once from the grass. They don't fall off

inuch in weight during the voyage. I think they lose more in weight from my place to

Point Levi than from that place to Liverpool. I have known Canadian steers to gain 50
pounds between Montreal and Liverpool. Any cattle that are quiet and are nicely hand-
led will gain, and for this reason we should encourage pure-bred cattle. Pasture fed cattle

•are a little more troublesome in this respect than stall fed ones ; but if you have pure
'blood in them they are never very wild.

OIL-CAKE—WATER—SHADE.

1 think oil-cake would serve as a good preparation for the voyage, but it is expensive
•to feed with it. I don't look so much at the expense of the oil-cake as at the manual labour
required in feeding them. I like grazing animals to have all the water they can get, and
to have plenty of shade. I defy any man to make fat cattle without shade. I have a
bush on my pLice. For a well sheltered farm I would give a dollar an acre more rent than
for one exposed. I have not cropped at all these last four years. I gave up general farm-
ing four years ago, because it didn't pay as well as grazing.

SHEEP—SHROPSHIRES AND HAMPSHIRES.

I would like to say something in regard to sheep. I was a breeder of Cotswold and
Leicester sheep for some years. The sheep I recommend are the Shropshire and Hamp-
shire Down sheep. They seem to do fully as well in this country as in England, and
their meat is worth a penny a pound more in Europe, and they are better shippers. I

would recommend crossing our Canadian ewes with all Do^vns, Southdown, Oxford Down,
IFampshire Down, etc. I prefer the Shropshire and Hampshire Down sheep because they
jiave a heavier carcass and have more wool, wliich is, however, a little coarser. Thcx'e is

;a difference between the size of the Southdown and the Shropshire Down.

[iJ/r. Eawlings.l
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SHEEP FOR GREAT BRITAIN.

I ship sheep to Europe. The best weight for shipping is 60 pounds dressed weight,

about 15 to 18 pounds to the quarter. Sheep of that weight, fat, bring the best prices in

England and Scotland. The sheep I had there the first time weighed 21 pounds a quarter.

They were the largest in the market, and were considered a little too fat.

DOWN SHEEP FOR CROSSING NATIVE STOCK.

I am of opinion that a cross of the Down sheep with the common sheep would be a.

great improvement in the sheep of this country. There are a good number of Hampshire
and Shropshire Down sheep in the States, but they are scarce in Canada. We have a

great many Southdowns here.

THE OXFORD DOWNS.

I know something of the Oxford Down. I don't like the quality much better than
the Southdown. I have seen sheep got by crossing common sheep with an Oxford ram.

They had the attributes of the male animal stamped on them. These attributes, however,

were not so marked as were those on the female side.

BEST TIME FOR SELLING SHEEP.

The most profitable time for farmers to sell their sheep is after they have taken the

first wool. I would advise them to keep their lambs during the winter, take the first

wool, and sell them after July. That would bring them the most profit.

TRADE WITH THE STATES IN LAMBS.

There is some trade going on between our part of the country and the United States

in lambs. Just now |,there is no money in that trade, but we are in hopes that as the

weather becomes colder the trade wiU get a little better. It would be more profitable for

farmers not to sell their lambs, but to keep them until they are yearlings, and then send

them to Europe.

WETHERS MOST PROFITABLE.

It would be a great boon to the country to get our farmers to castrate their lambs.

.

I think Ontario is losing half a dollar a head on every buck lamb they ship to Europe or-

the United States. They have not a back on them, and in fact they are nearly unsaleable

in some seasons of the year, and they are scarcely fit for table use. In buying lambs I

would prefer to have the tails cut off and have them altered. As long as the ewe has not

been used for breeding purposes I don't object to it at all. If th« uws. has had lambs slie

is about a cent » .>ound less valuable.

INDIAN CORN A PROFITABLE CROP.

I would highly recommend the raising of Indian corn, especially in western Ontai-iff-

I think there is as much profit in one acre of corn as in two acres of fall wheat.

GOOD FOOD FOR STOCK.

By cutting it when there is a gloss on the corn and curing it, housing it, and after-

wards cutting it into chaff—corn, straw and all—a food is made which the cattle can eat

without waste. Cattle fed in this way come into the market much better and heavier.

A man who had fed his cattle with this during two winters sold them when three years

old weighing 1,625 pounds, at five and a half cents a pound. There is no doubt that this,

feed is the best feed *or fattening cattle.

[Mr, Eawlings.]
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MACHINES FOR CUTTING CORN.

The cost of a machine for cutting the com is from $40 to $45. There are several

feinds of machines. Maxwell, of Paris, has one, and there are lots of them all over. If

farmers would feed their cattle corn prepared in this way, it would pay them greatly. I

have known 80 bushels of shelled corn raised to the acre in our county, and even more.

PREFERENCE FOR GRAZING.

I went from general farming into the special business of grazing, because of it being

more profitable, and because there was less manual labour. Stock grazers like myself

could not undertake to buy young lambs and feed them through the winter. It would
take too much to keep them around the place. If we had the breeds I refer to these

lambs could be shipped to Europe. Down lambs could easily be shipped to Europe. The
Downs are a very strong and lively sheep. They would make a pretty good living where
other sheep would starve. I would object to selling any calf that had Hereford or Short-

horn blood in it.

WHAT IS GOOD FOR THE COUNTRY.

I think for the good of the country the Commission should express strongly to

farmers to feed their cattle the winter before fattening them, to have them in good con-

dition as soon as our distillery cattle are out of the country. My brother has been selling

cattle three years old at $80 each.

WINTER TREATMENT.

When the animals are fed well in winter they do better in the pasture. There is no
doubt turnips are good, but our farmers can't be got into the way of growing them enough.

Cattle don't do as well when they have been kept heated to extremes. I advise stables

or sheds for cattle ; the building in which they are should be closed. No person should
sow an acre of grass down without alsike in it. I have cut hay sometimes from my pas-

ture, it being mixed with clover and timothy. I got about the ordinary crop per acre,

from one and a half to two tons, but the hay was better.

ALBIN RAWLINGS.

STATEMENT RELATING TO DISTILLERY FEEDING, BY J. P. WISER, M.P.,

A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION.

A.. H. Dymond, Esq.,

Ontario Agricultural Commission, Toronto.

Dear Sir,—In response to your request I will now try to give you the desired infor-

mation in relation to Distillery Fed Cattle.

Good Grade Steers—Weight.

For feeding purposes good grade Durham or Hereford steers, three and four years

Old, weighing from 1,100 to 1,200 lbs. are the most desirable, and distillers ought not to

fjed any lighter cattle.

[Mr. Wiser.]
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Spring Weight.

They will then go out of the stables in the spring weighing fifteen and sixteen hun-
dred pounds, which, in my opinion, is the most profitable way to ship, as it costs nO'
more to freight a 1,500 lbs. bullock than one weighing 1,000 lbs., making a saving of 60'

per cent, in the freight alone—a very large item in shipping a large number of cattle.

Method of Feeding.

As to the method of feeding after going into stable, my pl3,n is as follows :

—

Daily Routine in the Stable.

At six o'clock in the morning they are fed hay, all they will eat up clean in two-
hours-; at eight o'clock they are fed wash from the aistillery; at eleven o'clock again fed:

wash; at two o'clock hay again; at, say, five o'clock the troughs are filled with the wash
and all the hay they will eat through the night, making six feeds in the twenty-four hours,,

three wash and three hay.
**

The Markets.

As to the markets and the time for shipping :

—

"When I came to Canada, twenty-fours years ago, the market for our cattle was
mostly in Montreal and Quebec, a few going to the States. After a few years the pro-

duction was greater than the demand, and then Boston was the principal market for

our surplus stock. For about fifteen years I marketed my cattle in Boston, where we
had a good and paying market, as long as reciprocity existed between the two countries.

After that ceased to exist, we found the duties (20 per cent.) took off a good deal of the

profits. Bnt, durhag the war in the States, prices were so high that we could still send
our cattle to that market and get far better prices than we could at home. I have sold

cattle in Boston as high as 11 cents per pound, live weight. After the war closed prices

fell off materially, but I continued to ship there until prices got down to about 7 cents hve
weight, which did not pay; but then, to help cattle-men and feeders out, the English
market opened for us, which has continued to increase up to the present time, and which,,

in the future, no doubt, will be the great cattle market for Canada for all time to come.

First Opexing of Our British Trade.

I think the first cattle of any account shipped to England was 100 head shipped on
the ill-fated steamer Vicksburg, which sailed from Quebec for Liverpool on May 27th,.

1875, and was lost on June 1st in the ice off the coast of Newfoundland. These cattle

were purchased of me by Mr. Jas. McShane, jr., and shipped by him. It is a matter of

history that vessel and cargo was a total loss, and of passengers and crew numbering 91

souls, but nine escaped to tell the tale.

Large Trade with Great Britain.

It is an old adage that " a bad beginning makes a good ending," and in this instance

it has proved true, I fancy, as the trade has grown from a very small beginning till, in

five years, it has reached the very magnificent proportions, shown by the following return^

which I have been able to obtain from official sources, and believe to be strictly accurate

:
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Cattle Export TRiU)E from Canada to Great Britain.

Shipmbnts. SWINB.

1877

1878

1879

ISSO

In 1880 Montreal, Quebeo and Halifax divided the shipments between them in the

following proportions

:
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blue grass and corn fed cattle, and could invariably sell my cattle for as mucb as they
could their stock. I was never outsold in any market for the same quality of cattle.

Excellence of Distillery Fed Beep.

My own opinion is that no beef equals distillery fed cattle. It is juicy and tender,

as it can not help being, from the mode of fattening. The cattle are well housed, kept
warm, take on flesh rapidly, and are not exposed to cold or storms, which, in my opinion,

have a tendency to harden and dry the meat. There is a prejudice, I know, existing

with some in this matter, but I do not think it is borne out by the facts. There cannot
be any great difference when I tell you I doubt if one buyer in fifty in England can tell

the difference between a distillery and a corn fed or farm fed animal

A Good Beast Saleable Anywhere.

In conclusion, I would say a good formed, well fattened steer will sell in any market
readily, and for full value, without regard to mode of fattening. This, at least, has been
my experiencs for thirty- five years that I have been in the cattle business.

None but Good Heavy Stock Wanted.

I cannot impress too strongly upon our Canadian feeders, if they expect to realize

the highest market price for their stock, the necessity of sending only good heavy fat

stock to market. It is a waste of raw material to send poor, half fattened cattle to

England. The market is too far away, and the expenses are too great, to send poor
Ukttle there and expect to get the price good stock will command in their markets.

J. P. WISER.

[Mr. Witer.^
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Sittings to take oral evidence held at Toronto, June 22nd and 23rd, 1880. Present

—Mr. Deyden, M.P.P. (Chairman); Hon. S. C. Wood, and Messrs. A. H. Dymond, R.

Gibson, F. Malcolm, J. P. Wiser, M.P.; T, Ballantyne, M.P.P,; Thomas Stock, W
WiiiTELAw, J. P. McMillan, A. Wilson, and E. Byrne.

MR. JOHN INGLIS'S EVIDENCE.
John Inglis, of Chicago, was called and examined.

The Teeswater Creamery.

To Mr. Dymond.—I am engaged in the butter buying, selling, and exporting business^

I went to Chicago last November ; before that I was at Teeswater, in the county of Bruce,

for about twenty years. While there I was in the creamery business for a number of

years. We started the creamery in 1875. I have paid a good deal of attention recently

to the butter producing business in Canada and the United States. In the United States

they are changing so much that the old creamery system is getting entii-ely abolished.

There is too much cost attending it. When we started the factory at Teeswater we were

induced to start it by a party who had been very successful with a small factory of eighty

cows, and who came to Teeswater and advocated the idea of starting one in that section.

Country Butter.

We didnotthink we could realize the price we afterwards did get for our butter ; because

twenty-five cents a pound at that time was looked upon as an extreme price. I was then
keeping store. I had been in the habit of buying butter largely, but my experience of

buying and selling butter before starting the creamery was not satisfactory. When we
bought butter it generally came in from the farmers, over salted, and of poor flavour

;

and when we took it we had to select it according to colour as best we could ; and the

business was generally attended with loss, especially to the country merchant. Country
merchants are in the habit of cultivating a trade with the farmers, and they are willing

\_Mr. Inglis.l
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to pay a premium on their butter for the sake of getting their trade. During the period
I was purchasing butter from the farmers its price varied from 12|^ to 18 cents.

The Trade in England.

I frequently shipped direct to England, and the price obtained there for it ranged from
62 to 80 shillings. When I shipped it on consignment I took what I could get for it. That
branch of the trade was not satisfactory ; it was most frequently attended with loss. I

don't believe in consigning in any way if it can be avoided. I have no reason to suppose
that I did not get the market value in England, but when small lots are sent forward they
don't receive the same attention as a regular shipment. Canadian butter has a very poor
reputation in England ; it has just as poor a i-ep '.itation now as it had then.

Starting the Creamery.

The production from the creamery atTe--^, water was not large the first year. "We got the

promise of 180 cows, but after we got started they dwindled down to 120, so that we did not
pay the expenses in the first year. In the second year we got up to 180 or 200 cows ; in the

third year we advanced to 280 cows, and after that we got up to over 700 cows. The
number always increased up to the time of my leaving, and that creamery is still being
carried on. Last season it was very unsuccessful, owing to the low price of butter. We
have obtained for our butter from 90 to 120 shillings per 112 pounds, and in the second
year after we started the creamery we sold our butter at the creamery for 25 cents a pound,
while the other butter was selling at 17 cent&

Prices Obtained.

We had an agent in England. I believe we commanded the full value of the

butter there, especially as there was some difficulty in persuading the people that

Canada could produce good butter. In 1878 we got 102 shillings, while Danish
was selling at 116, and Irish at from 104 to 106. In the second shipment we ex-

ceeded the Irish butter by two shillings, and came within four shillings of the

Danish. Our agent was at Leith, Scotland, and we were very fortunate in securing

him He came to our factory and examined it—he had seen the Danish and other
butters—and he acknowledged then that our butter was equal to anything he had seen in

his life. I gave him ten tubs at 25 cents, and the next fall he came back and took it all

at 25 cents. He had been buying butter and losing heavily, and he wrote to us saying

that ours was the only butter that he did not lose money on. That butter, I think, is

superior to the first-class butters in England. The highest wholesale price of first-class

butters in England is at present about 1 30 shillings a hundred weight ; I believe the finest

English butter is selling at Is. 6d. wholesale. We cannot take advantage of that,

because we have to put more salt in our butter. There is a considerable difference in

price between fancy butter and tub butter ; the retail price of fancy butter would be, I

suppose, as much as 2s. a pound. The English butter is made upon the same principle as

our ordinary dairy butter in this country—by farmers in private dairies. But if they

adopted the same system in England that we have adopted here, they could make much
better butter than we make, as they have finer pastures. There are no butter factories in

Ireland that I know of. In Holland butter is made in factories ; the cream is gathered

on the farm ; that, I believe, is the reason of the superiority of that butter on the English

market. The Danish butter is made in the same way.

Dairy, Farm, and Creamery Prices Contrasted.

To Mr. Ballantyne.—The difference in price between factory-made butter and that

made in the private dairy is about eight cents a pound ; that difference is shown by the

returns from what we shipped. Private dairy-made butter, such as I used to buy last

year (1879) at ten cents a pound and ship to England, I received from 42s. 6d., to

70s. for, while our creamery butter ranged from 9G3. to 100s.; that makes a difference

of about eight cents a pound.

\^Mr. Inglis.'\
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Management of the Creamery.

The way we. managed our creamery was this ;—On receiving the milk which

was hauled to the factory, we put; it into large vats. We bought the milk at a

fixed price The whole of the milk was hauled to the factory, and we had the skim

milk as well as the cream. I don't believe we made one tub inferior to another;

what we sent to the Centennial at Philadelphia, and International Dairy Fair held

at New York, was just picked out indiscriminately from among the rest. About
twenty-seven pounds of milk make a pound of butter ; a great many make the

average twenty-five pounds. We commenced making about the lOth of May, and ended

about the lOith of November. In the fall we could make one pound of butter from

twenty-two pounds of milk, but twenty-seven pounds is the average for the season.

Skimmed Milk Cheese.

I have tried making skim milk cheese, but I would not approve of that. It was profit-^

able to a certain extent, because we had a local market for our cheese, and did not make
sufficient to send to a foreign market ; a great many people here are inferior judges oi

cheese, and if you give them skim milk cheese at two or three cents a pound less than

full creams, they will take it ; but it would not do to make it an article of merchandise

unless the prices of full creams are very high. In the summer season we could get the

temperature as low as sixty-four or sixty-five degrees. We had ice but we could not use

it to advantage. We had large vats for the milk, and we tried covering the vats with

ice under Whitman & Burrell's system, but we found that the cover over the milk was an

injury to it.

The Faielamb System.

If I were starting a creamery now, I would not follow the same plan that I fol-

lowed then. The principle is a false one, and the cost is enormous. I would adopt

what is called the Fairlamb process—bring the cream to the factory and leave the milk at

home There is a factory conducted on this plan in Iowa in which a thousaud pounds of

butter a day are made, with just four men employed in the establishment. Under our

system eight men, at least, would be required to do the same work. To make a thousand',

pounds of butter, 25,000 pounds of milk would be required, and at least twelve teams

and twelve waggons would be necessary to draw this milk to the factory. At the factory

it would be necessary to have vats that would hold about 600 gallons. You would have

to fill these with the milk, let it cool, and allow it to stand for about thirty-six hours.

Twelve or sixteen vats would be required, costing $80 eachj as it would be neces'jary to^

have vats enough to receive the new milk while what was received before was cooling.

Then you would have to skim all this milk, and go through all this extra labour, whereas

under the other system you have simply to receive the cream in the factory, you do not

need any vats, and as soon as the cream comes in, you turn it into butter. In the Fair-

lamb system the farmers do not require as large cans as they do for cheese. The Fairlamb

can is \7^ inches high, 12 inches in diameter at the top, and 10| at the bottom, and is

provided with a tube in the centre for cooling the milk. The cover is of tin, having a

rubber band placed around it, so that when the can is covered it is air-tight. The can

is provided with a glass gauge, inserted in its side, for measuring the depth of cream.

It holds 7^ gallons of mUk. The can stands on three knobs about two inches high, and
the tube running up the centre is four inches in diameter, and comes within three inches

of the top of the can. In order to cool the milk, the can is placed in a square box filled

with water and the water revolves about the can, so that the cooling process goes on
constantly. After it stands twelve hours, there is a complete separation of the milk and
the cream; the cream is all at the top, and the milk is pure and sweet, and the gauge at

the side of the can «hows the quantity of cream in it. The cream is then gathered and
taken to the factory, where it is paid for at so much per inch, according to the price of

butter.

[Mr. Inglis.]
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Advantages of the Fairlamb System.

This system does away with the hauling of the milk, while it insures every check
on any kind of wrong doing. A great advantage of this system is that there is not so

much trouble with it as under the old system with regard to the patrons not keeping
their cans clean or caring properly for the milk. Sometimes they are not very careful

about their milking, and one can of milk will spoil the whole. Another advantage claimed
for this system is that the butter can be made of finer quality. If you work butter too much
you injure it, and if you agitate the milk too much, you also injure it ; and there is a great

deal of milk which is hauled twice a day to the factory, and knocked about so much in

the can that the cream will not rise in it so well at the factory as at the dairy. This
system allovrs the milk to be left with the farmer at home, where it can be used to

advantage in feeding pigs and calves. As a proof of the rapidity with which this system
is being adopted, I may mention one factory which was started on the 1st of June, and
has 400 cows already contributing to it, and factories are going up very rapidly in Iowa
and Illinois. When I started the factory at Teeswater I don't think there was another
in Western Ontario, now there are four within ten or twelve miles of each other. There
.are factories at Mildmay, Fordwich, Walkerton and Baden. One of the difficulties in the

way of starting creameries has been that you could not get enough cream from the small

farmers within a short enough distance ; but this difficulty is overcome by the Fairlamb
system, because you can haul the cream for 20 miles without injuring it, while you cannot
haul the milk over six miles.

Creamery Profits over Dairy Earnings.

In the township of Culross I don't think there would be any difficult in obtaining

2,000 cows ; and the difference in the profits between making their own butter and making
it by the creamery system would be at least §15,000. 2,000 cows will produce, we will

say, 8,100,000 pounds of milk. Dividing that by 25 we find the number of pounds of

butter produced 32'i,000 pounds, which at 14 cents a pound, would yield $45,360. Butter

made in the factory would easily bring 20 cents a pound, or for the same quantity $64,800.

That would be a difference of $19,440 in the township, and that is only allowing six

cents of a difference in the price, and assuming that the same quantity of milk would be

necessary in both cases. 20 cents is a low average of the price of butter made in the

factory, and 14 cents is a high average of the price of butter collected from the farmers.

Many of the farmers who were slow to go into this factory at first have since said that

they made money out of it.

Defects of the Dairy System.

There are very few farmers' wives wha ever think of using a thermometer with the

churn. Sometimes the butter will churn in ten minutes, and sometimes it will take five

or six hours. Another reason why dairy butter is poor and of uneven quality is that far-

mers' wives take the milk and skim it and put the cream in a crock ; the next night they

do the same, and continue doing so until they have sufficient for a churning. The con-

sequence is that the cream has not the same consistency ; some of it is acid and some is

sweet ; it has not all ripened. It is placed all together in the churn, without any regard

to the temperature, and sometimes it comes out white, curdy or stringy, and they are never

sure what they are making. Cream requires to be ripened. The uneven quality of our

butter arises from ignorance of the process of making butter, and the want of attention

to details; and Canadian butter is generally too much salted for the English taste.

Butter with half an-ounce of pure pulverized salt to the pound suits the English market

l)est. Tliat is lialf the quantity the United States dairymen use. But Ave beat the

American butter in the English market the year before last. At first we salted it with

an ounce to tlie pound, and could not get the price. The next season we salted with half-

an-ounce, and it was much finer and brought a better price.

[Ar [wjlis.]
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Canadian Salt—Butter Tubs.

To Mr. McMillan.—I have tried the English and the Canadian salts, I do not find

much difference. The butter that took the highest price was made with Canadian salt,

and I stopped using the English salt. The brand we used was Ashton's. I think the

kind of timber used for tubs makes a considerable difference. I prefer the white ash.

White oak is just as good, if you have it. We have used red oak tubs, but they do not
keep so clean; they get soiled and stained. Split-stave, smoothed-down, hand-made
tubs are the best. But a great many farmers will buy the cheapest, and they will pay
25 cents for sawn stave tubs, when they could get split staves for 40 cents. The Illinois

tub, made of white ash, which I am now using, costs 33 cents.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—They use well water to cool the milk. If properly taken care of

it will be perfectly sweet at the end of twelve hours, under the Fairlamb system.

To Mr. McMillan.—I cannot say that you can make more butter by the new system
than by the old.

Treatment op Cream.

To Mr. Malcolm.—In the Fairlamb system the cream is dipped out of the cans with

a dipper that ends at the bottom like a funnel. It does not hurt cream so much as the

milk to draw it a long distance. It is kept as free from agitation as possible, and it is

poured into a vessel at the side, so that no dust can reach it ; if it is brought into the fac-

tory sweet it must stand a while, so that the acid may work upon it until it is fit for churn-

ing. The price of cream varies with the price of butter. There is not so much difficulty

in getting the farmers to keep the cream properly as is found in getting them to care for

the milk. The cream man comes around from the factory every twelve hours for the cream,

and the farmer must have his cream ready. I don't think the larger area affects the case.

Under the old system a great difficulty was that some farmers were without good water,

while others who had high farms were well supplied with good running water, and we had
to take milk from both and strike an average. The township where our factory is situated

cannot, I suppose, be surpassed for making butter. The Jerseys have been known to

average one pound of butter from eighteen to twenty pounds of milk. The average varies,

too, in the different factories, which I account for by the want of skill in the butter

makers.

Superiority op Creamery Butter.

So that the remedy is in the hands of the factorymen"* themselves. As soon as

you put your trier into the factory butter you find a richness and sweetness in it that is

not to be found in any dairy butter. The dairy butter has not got the flavour of

the creamery butter, that is what we call a* creamy flavour. The reason of this is that in

the creamery we churn every day, whereas, in the dairy at home you may have two or

three days' cream together, and the consequence is that the cream has not been ripened
equally, and this can be discovered at once by the taste. I have heard that the creamery
butter loses its flavour after a certain time, and I know this to be a fact, as all butter

will lose its flavour in time. That arises from this circumstance. You may have noticed

that when butter is worked an aroma comes from the globules as they are broken, and it

only requires a certain length of time until all this aroma or fine flavour escapes, although

in the creamery butter the globules are more perfect in form than in the dairy butter. The
one has the flavour and loses it ; the other does not lose it because it never had it. I

have tested the two kinds of butter, and I know that the creamery butter remains sweet
for a longer time than the dairy butter.

Size of Tubs.

When making butter I would recommend excluding the air, if possible. x
think the 5G-lb. tub is the best. If you have a smaller tub you are apt to have ft

\^Mr. Inglis.]
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higher tare, which is a considerable item. If you have a 25-lb. tub you will pay
20 cents for it at least, and you will have 6 lbs. of tare ; whereas, if you have a
56-lb. tub you will have to pay only 33 cents for it, and the tare will be only 8 lbs.,

although you have double the quantity of butter. The Dutch butter is generally
sent in about 100-lb. firkins. I think the butter would be more exposed in 25-lb.

tubs than in 56-lb. tubs. The tubs that come into the Chicago market are all sorts and
sizes, from a 5-lb. one up to 70 or 80 lbs. ; the consequence is that any tub that runs from
5 lbs. up to 35 or 40 generally sells at l| cent a pound less than a tub weighing 50 or 56
lbs

Colouring—Temperature.

I do not recommend colouring butter, unless it is made of hay ; I never coloured a
pound of butter, and do not believe in it. The cream rises with the change of temperature.
If the milk gets chUled, as it is apt to in the fall of the year and winter, the cream will

not rise, and it will become bitter. I would recommend heating the milk to about one
hundred and twenty degrees. The cream rises because it has a less specific gravity than
the milk ; and you can make it rise in two ways : you can, by using ice, reduce the tem-
perature to about forty-five degrees, the cold will act more on the milk than on the

fatty matters, and the consequence is that the milk goes down and the cream comes
up ; or you can heat the milk up to one hundred and twenty degrees, and although
the heat acts more quickly on the watery portion of the milk than on the fatty

portion, as soon as the cooling process commences, the watery part of the milk loses the

heat more quickly and falls to the bottom, while the cream rises to the top. I think that

is the only remedy to prevent the bitterness of the cream in the winter. The heating of

the milk expels the animal odours from it. I would heat it as soon as it comes in.

Manipulation of the Butter.

I would not work butter more than once, and not that if possible. In churning, as soon

as the butter granules form, I would advise drawing oflf a slight portion of the buttermilk

from the bottom of the churn, and then adding a few pails of cold water, and after a few
more revolutions of the churn the butter will all be formed into complete granules. I

would then remove it, wash it, put it on the board, and give it a slight touch, so that if

there is any buttermilk on it it will come off. Then mix in half an ounce of salt per

pound ; lay it aside for twelve hours ; then take it and work it and put it into the tub.

Over-working the butter injures the grain and makes it greasy, so that the taste is gone.

If cream is allowed to stand too long before churning it becomes very thick. There is a

certain amount of curd forms in churning, which can be detected in little white specks all

through the butter, and there is no means of removing it. These specks are formed by

the milk souring and the cream getting too thick. It could be remedied slightly by put^

ting a little milk in the cream and thinning it I have tried both sweet and sour cream,

and I am confident that you can make the sweetest butter from sweet cream. Sweet

cream butter, I think, will keep as well with the ordinary quantity of salt as dairy butter.

But that is a point very much in dispute. I fail to see why butter which is churned from

sweet cream should not keep. To show the advantages of what I call ripening the cream,

I have taken cream that was slightly acid, and after churning took one hundred and twenty-

three pounds of butter out of the chum ; I then told the person who was churning to con-

tinue churning, and I took thirteen pounds out an hour afterwards. From the first cream

that rises in about twelve hours I would make the best butter, almost gilt-edged. I account

for that by the fact that the larger globules rise first, and the greatest aroma is in them.

Gilt-Edged Butter.

If I wanted to make a very nice article I would skim in four or five hours ; but the-

kind of butter that I should get ia that way should command about a dollar a pound.

[Mr. Ingli8.'\
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L have never made butter from the milk of the Jersey cow, but I know that gilt-edged

butter is made from the Jersey cows' milk. It is simply a butter of a rich golden colour,

with a fine firm grain to it ; it has got a rich aroma and a sweet nutty flavour, is without

any colouring matter, and is mildly salted; it is, in fact, a faultless butter.

Feeding Dairy Cows.

Butter can be produced with a good colour in the winter season if farmers will feed

their cattle on hay which has been cut five or six days before being ripe. The natural

juices of the hay are better retained in the green state, I suppose, than in the ripened

state. I would not recommend feeding turnips or potatoes to milking cows whose milk ie

used for butter-making. I think milking should be done with the teats dry. Tin pails

are much superior to wooden pails for milking.

The Foreign Trade.

There is a great lack of uniformity in the butter that is now shipped from Canada
to the foreign market. I don't think it is possible to work any remedy in it while
the present system of private dairying continues. Everybody cannot do his own black-

smithing, neither can everybody make their own butter. It is not everybody who has the
skill to ni^ake good butter ; a great deal of cleanliness and common sense is required. If

may be very simple, but I don't think you can educate the vast mass of the farmers ot
this country up to making good butter. The butter buyers are a great deal to blame for

the present state of things, because they might do a great deal by buying according to
sample ; but I would recommend the factory system as a benefit to all concerned—the
farmer, the merchant, the buyer, and the country. I have seen bad butter made in the
factory as well as in the private dairy, but it was only through want of skill. Bad cheese
is made in the cheese factories too, but since cheese has been made in factories it has been
of a much higher standard than ever before, and it is certainly a fact that to this hour our
ordinary Canadian butter is looked on with contempt, while creamery butter is looked on
with favour.

Breeds of Dairy Cattle.

To Mr. Dymond.—I know nothing about the Holstein cattle as butter-makers, but I
believe they are very good. I would not recommend Jerseys for the dairy districts to the
exclusion of other cattle. I would just take the common native cows of this country and
cross them with thoroughbred bulls ; the Jerseys are too small to be of very great ad-
vantage to this country ; the Ayrshire bull would be good ; but I believe the Shorthorn
would be the best. By selecting the best females, and killing off" the others, I believe we
could in a short time obtain a good grade for milking and also work a permanent improve-
ment in all our stock. I believe the milk from a good Shorthorn grade would be satis-

factory both in quality and quantity for butter making.

Proportion of Milk to Butter,

With regard to the amount of butter obtained from the milk by private churning,
I recollect one instance near the factory : I urged one man to weigh his milk, and he
made a pound of butter out of 27 pounds of milk ; he was very careful, and had a good
uiilk-house, which nine out of every ten of our farmers lack. I think the average in
ordinary private dairying is 40 pounds of milk to a pound of butter; that would be equal
to four gallons. I think, taking the season round, a pound of butter can be made by
the creamery system from twenty-five to twenty-seven pounds of milk.

Good Water Necessary.

I consider the Bruce district—the whole of the Saugeen peninsula— specially
adapted for the establishment of creameries. There is a portion of Grey not suit*

\_M'r. Inglis.]
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able at all; the land is too flat and the water too sluggish. In selecting districts

for the establishment of creameries, I would be guided to a large extent bv the

nature of the streams. Water gives both body and flavour to butter, and good butter

cannot be obtained if the cows are allowed to drink out of sluggish streams. In
order to get good butter, we must have fresh running water for the cattle to drink,

and that is the kind of water to be had in Huron and Bruce—remarkably tine water.

To Mr, Whitelaw.—Good well-water is good for butter-making. Still, the cows
would not do so well on it as where they have free access to a running creek. They will

not produce the same quantity of milk; we tind proof of that on farms fed with water
from pumps. This has reference to ordinary cows.

To Mr. McMillan.—In the factory system, where you take milk to the factory, you
must have a flow of water, but in the Fairlamb system, where you take the cream only, it

is not necessary to have the creamery in a locality where there is a flow of water.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I do not think that cattle are injured from the mere fact of be-

ing obliged to drink well-water. The only reason is that they have not access to it all

the time. So long as the water is sweet, and they have free access to it, I see no obiec-

tion to the pump.

The Saugeen District—Milking Machines.

To Mr. Dymond.—I think the counties in the north-westerly part of the Province

are peculiarly adapted to butter making ; butter can be made there equal, I believe, to

any other part of the world ; but to do that, the people require to be very careful about

their cattle. I do not approve of milking machines. Professor Lewis, of New York, was
shown a new machine for milking, and he said, "I would rather have my cows milked by
a calf than have them milked by a machine invented by a calf," and 1 think that was a

good answer.

Pastures and Milk—Bran.

To Mr. Whitelaw.—Long, sweet grasses produce the sweetest milk. The trouble in

Canada is that we have not variety enough, and in seeding down, the farmers mostly seed

down their land with grain. If farmers would seed down with grass alone, and sow three

or four times the quantity and variety they do, they would have good pastures. A good

patch of timothy and clover makes a good pasture, but it does not last during the season,

and clover will never make first-class butter.

To Mr. Malcolm.—I do not think bran is profitable feed for the production of butter.

I think the finest feed to give to a cow is a little oatmeal. Sweden, which takes the lead

in buttpr, feeds almost entirely on oatmeal. The shells of the oats should be retained in

it ; it is
i
ust the oats ground up.

Temperature for Churning.

To Mr. Dymond.—In churning butter we vary the heat somewhat, according to the

temperature of the atmo.sphere around us. A great many take 60 degrees, but I find that

it requires from 58 to 65 degrees, according to the temperature of the weather. Still,

from 60 to 65 degrees is the best average.

Rape—Turnips—Saltpetre.

To Mr. Malcolm.—Turnips and other roots of that kind give the butter a rank

taste. I never saw rape used for feeding cows. A great many advocate feeding turnips

to cows after milking them, but I think they always leave a taint. You can smell it in

the milk.

To Mr. McMillan.—I believe saltpetre is used, but I think it is an objectionable

thing to have in butter or in anything else.

[M: luylix.]
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Butter in the States.

To Mr. Dymond.—In the United States I buy butter made principally on farms.
I find the same difficulty there as here, and perhaps a little more, with regard to that class

of butter. American creamery has a better reputation in England than Canadian butter,

owing to the American brands having been longer established. We have no particular
brand shipped from Canada except what is labelled "creamery." It is advisable in every
instance to put "Canada" in large letters on every tub. I think "Ont.," which is usually
put upon the tubs, is not understood by the English buyers.

Salt—Fackinq.

To Mr McMillan.—The Americans use one ounce of Higgins' salt to one pound of

butter, but it is too much, as mild-salted butter will bring 5 to 10 shillings more per 112
lbs, in the English market. I use the Canadian salt, which I am confident is equal to any
English salt in the manufacture of butter.

To Mr. Wilson.—In placing butter in a package for shipment, I would put in the
butter within half an inch of the top, and would fill up the remaining space with salt,

wetting it sufficiently to make it pasty. That makes a solid, firm keg, and excludes the
air, and the salt that is in the butter makes its own brine. I do not think it advisable to
put brine in the keg.

Skimming—Bad Churning.

To Mr. McMillan.—The real standard test for the proper time of skimming milk is

to take the finger and bring it across the cream. If, in doing so, the cream lies apart and
you can see the milk, it is time to skim. The churn is of great importance, and there is

a great deal of milk spoiled in the churning. The great bulk of the butter made in this

country is whipped to death in the churn. For farmers the dash churn is the best. The
-dash should be concave in the bottom, so that it makes a vacuum when the dash comes
down, thus striking the milk more by concussion. There should be no holes in the
dash, as they tear through the milk and break the grain. The barrel churn with a sta-

tionary dash is the best for general purposes. The Blanchard is also a very good churn.
Patent churns which work by friction bring the butter rapidly, but it spoils the quality
Tjy whipping the cream. I have not seen the pendulum churn. The whole difference be-

tween a good and a bad churn is in getting the milk by concussion instead of friction. A
churn suspended by the two opposite corners ought to be a good one.

Care in Packing Needed.

Butter can be packed so as to retain the flavour, though it is reported that
creamery butter loses its flavour. The flavour arises from the breaking of the
globules, and in order to retain it you want to get the butter to market without
interfering with these globules. As soon as the butter forms in granules, have it

washed clean, put it in a large firkin, but do not work it, exclude the air from it

as much as possible, and send it off. When it goes to the market, and the package
is opened and the butter is worked, the flavour arises. I do not think, however,
that that system will come into general use. I have kept butter in a glass jar

for eighteen months, and on opening it, it was all right in flavour. If the butter was
soldered into tin packages it would come out all right. (Witness examines a tin butter
package shewn by the Commission, and continues :) If a package like this could be made
for 50 cents I think it would be a good one.

To Mr. Dymond.—If butter could be packed in neat packages, and marked as a
special Canadian brand of first-class butter, and put up with an attractive appearance, 1
think it would be a great advantage, for there is a great deal in having it neatly packed,

\_Mr. Inglis.'l
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To Mr. McMillan.—The best butter which is made in Sweden, and exported to the
West Indies, sells for 50 cents, and it is put in tin packages. In the United States they
generally sack the butter tubs before shipping ; it not only keeps the butter cool, but
when it arrives the packages are clean and more attractive.

Improvements in Pastures Required.

I should like further to remark that it is the food which sustains the cow
that also produces the milk, and the milk to a great extent retains the odours of

the food. Hence the necessity of studying the pastures. The farmers should study
more fully the subject of pasturage, also the nature of grasses ; and seed down
more heavily with all the long grasses that will grow, as some mature faster than
others, and as one fades away another will take its place. Hay is generally cut toO'

ripe, as after it is dried it becomes woody, and there is very little nutriment
left in it. If cut green and well saved the difference of its milk-giving proper-

ties is enormous. Butter made from ripe hay is always white, and lacks the rich

aroma that makes it a luxury.

Cleanliness op Utensils.

After we have the milk all that is necessary to make good butter is com-
mon sense and cleanliness. Every utensil used must be scrupulously 5!crubbed

and scalded. Cold water is of no use. The slightest carelessness in this respect will

cause the milk to sour. By all means avoid wooden pails. A very reprehensible

practice of taking cream and placing it in a wooden churn until sufficient is gathered to

make a churning is very common in the country. It is impossible to make sweet butter by
such a process. A wooden vessel can not keep cream sweet for 24 hours.

Care in Driving Cows.

Farmers should be very careful about driving their cows home from the pasture fields, as

great injury arises from overheating the animals. To show more fully the evil efFectsof rapid

driving I may cite an instance that occurred under our own observation. We had a vat

of milk containing 600 gallons which was continually getting sour long before the others.

We were considerably troubled about the cause of it. We commenced to examine care-

fully each can of milk put in that vat. Our suspicion at last settled upon one particular

can. We placed it to one side, and found it get quite sour in a short time. On going

out to the party who sent it we found that his boys were in the habit of dogging the cows

home at a brisk pace every night and morning. We finally had to stop taking his milk,

as he seemed powerless to prevent the continual repetition of the mischief.

JOHN INGLia

MR. D. M. MACPHERSON'S EVIDENCE.

Mr. D. M. Macpherson, of Lancaster, was then called and examined.

Thirteen Cheese Factories.

To the Chairman.—I have had about eleven years' experience in cheese-making. I

.la e had some experience in the production of milk, but latterly it has been in the man-

agement of cheese factories. I have been conducting cheese factories about ten years, and

I am running thirteen factories at the present time. Dairying is greatly increasing in our

section of the country. It was very limited at first. The cows on each farm were few in

number, but the number is increasing now, and farmers are going largely into the produc

yMr. Macpherson.^
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tion of cheese. My knowledge of dairying is confined to cheese-making. The factories

are conducted on the principle of private enterprise, though there have been some Joint

Stock Companies, but they have not proved an entire success. The great difficulty with

them was the selling of the cheese, and also about getting some skilled person to manage
an^ conduct the factories properly. Three of the factories are owned by Joint Stock Com-
panies and are rented. They were run for several years, and they then turned them in

to my hands to manage. The total cost, including drawing, per hundred pounds would

be from 1^ cents upwards.

Organizing a Factory—ISTecessary Conditions.

The first steps taken in organizing a factory are of great importance, especially

the educating patrons to see the necessity of delivering their milk in proper condi-

tion ; keeping the cans clean, and giving it the greatest attention possible. The
milk is delivered in the morning of each day. Great attention is paid to having the

milk aerated before being sent to the factories. That is a point which I impress very

strongly on my patrons. It should be aerated while the milk is fresh and warm, as this

drives off the injurious gases more easily. When it is properly aired it should be cooled

down to about 65 degrees to preserve it from souring. That has the effect of preserving

it pure in flavour, and the chilling keeps it pure with regard to sweetness, and these are

two very desirable qualities in good milk. I like to get it into the factory as early as pos-

sible in the morning, before half-past seven or eight o'clock. There was at first a great

deal of objection by patrons and cheese-makers to the once-a-day delivery of milk, but I

persisted in the plan, and it has proved an entire success, and from my experience I would
not recommend its delivery twice a day. The advantages of the system are, that it saves

labour, and the milk can be better preserved as to flavour and quality by the patrons than
at the factory. As to factory milk cans, we have all sizes from 15 gallons up to 30 and
35. Great stress is laid on the thorough washing and scalding of the cans, and they

should also be aired before the milk is put into them. The greatest pains should be

•enjoined upon patrons to have the cans properly cleansed, as this is an all-important point

Delivery by Patrons Best—The Cans.

Milk is carried in many cases by the patrons themselves. In some cases waggons are

put upon the road in different sections to gather the milk. I have found, however, in my
experience, that where the patrons deliver their own milk more general satisfaction is

given. They can milk with more leisure at their homes, and study their own convenience
also in its delivery up to the last hour for receiving it. Another advantage is that the
can can be left at a convenient place at the house upon its return. When waggons are

•employed it is impossible to leave the cans close to the house, and this is considered a

great objection, but in cases where patrons are a long distance off and could not conveni-

ently haul their own milk, waggons are employed. Cans are left on platforms at the
roadside. If the milk is properly ventilated, where it should be at each farmer's house,

the ventilation of the cans is not of much importance. I have had large experience in

ventilating cans, and I tried several ventilators, but they did not prove successful. Many
of them secrete formations in the seams and corners, and work more injury in this way
than the benefit derived by aeration. Most of the milk cans coming into my factories have
small conical spouts in the centre, which is the only thing used in ventilation.

Mode op Testing the Mile.

The mode of testing milk at the factory is a very important point, and it is a difficult and
intricate matter to conduct the test in the factory. I have given a great deal of attention to

devising amode of detecting adulteration or a reduction of the quality of the milk comingfrom
«ach dairy. I use the lactometer in combination with the cream guage. I devised a simple
water-tight box, lined with zinc or tin, with a tight-fitting cover; an inner piece of thinperfor-

\^Mr. Macpherson.^
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ated board is placed five inches from the bottom and eight inches shorter than the box; this

space is for broken ice (fine) to remain. Each patron has a mark, and as the milk is received

at the factory a sample is taken and its temperature and specific gravity recorded by the
lactometer, and then the cream gauge is filled five inches deep and immersed in this box,

containing ice and water to the same height of the milk in the glass, until the result of
each patron's test is recorded in a book. If the milk is all sweet the amount of cream can
be measured in about five hours or more. Six-eighths to seven-eighths of an inch of

cream on five inches of milk is considered good milk. The standard of each dairy can be
obtained in this way and should be a guide for future reference j the same dairies should

not vary much from time to time when tested. However, I prefer for the cream to

remain for twelve hours, when it will shew a decreased percentage of cream. The reason

is that the cream rises very rapidly in the ice-water ; by giving it time it becomes more
compact, and gives a lower degree at twelve hours than at six. The depth of the milk in

these testers is five inches, and the percentage of cream is easily calculated in that way.

If there is half an inch on five, it is ten per cent. ; three-quarters on five would be
fifteen per cent., and then a record is kept of all the percentages of cream on each sample,

as we find this to be the most reliable way. The lactometer is the only instrument which
satisfactorily detects the addition of water to milk, and it is not accurate enough to detect

a reduction of the quality of the milk by skimming, keeping back the strippings, etc

Rennet—Hanson's Extract

The rennet plays a very important pai»t in the manufacture of cheese, especially with

regard to its purity and strength. For the last two years I have used Hanson's extract, which
has given entire satisfaction. Its purity is perfect and its strength is reliable. This

preparation is perfectly transparent, whereas in the old preparation there were particles

of fleshy membrane flowing through the mass, which it was impossible to strain or take

away by settling ; in our section of the country it is becoming universally used. It has

another good quality, it can be measured out in a certain quantity to a given quantity of

milk, whereas, in the old form there was no rule to go by except to judge of its strength

by previous workings with each batch of rennet. I think I have carried out the experi-

ment of trying the common rennet and Hanson's upon the same milk, and from the

comparative workings of the two, taking them on the whole, I think the extract gives

the best satisfaction. Rennet varies very much in strength, whereas Hanson's extract is

uniform, but if applied in smaller quantities it works slower, but it will not shew the same
action on the curd as the common rennet. The very steeping of common rennet is an
experiment. I am satisfied that there is nothing by which more injury can be done to

cheese than by using bad rennet. A great many get bad rennets, and others do not know
how to prepare them.

Heating and Curing.

With regard to the heating and curing room, a very common way is to heat with

a coal stove. The great requirement is to keep a uniform heat of about 70°. The

evener the temperature is kept there, the more thorough the curing and the more

perfect will the cheese be in quality and flavour. The curing room should be perfectly

protected from sudden changes outside. Hot water is very good, but it is a little more

expensive, though it can be used from the boiler that is used for heating the milk. Steam

is now universnily used for the heating of vats, as it is the most convenient and suitable.

Steam is applied to the water, and the water to the milk vat. The space between the

milk vat and the wood is filled with water, and the water is heated, so that the heat is

carried evenly and uniformly. By using dried steam in heating the milk in the vat the

changes are too sudden and the temperature gets too high in places. The hot steam strik-

ing it at from 212 to 250 degrees requires too rough handling in the agitation of the curds

to keep the heat uniform. Sudden changes are avoided in the way I have mentioned.

\Mr. Macpherson.^
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Curd Cutters,

I have given a gre" t deal of attentionto curd cutters, and have endeavoured to get a curd
grinder and cutter that will do its work properly and thoroughly. I prefer curd cutters

to the mills, as the latter have a tendency to bruise and destroy the fine texture of the curd.

Cutting, if properly done, aerates a larger amount of surface, by making new surfaces, and
puts it in good shape to allow the salt to permeate. 1 devised one which acts on the prin-

ciple of cutting the curd in slices from one-eighth to one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness.

This plan gives more surface and the aeration is therefore more complete ; while if the

divisions are large the salt is not allowed to pass through them. By cutting the curd in

flat surfaces, any gases that may have developed in the manipulation are allowed to pass

off. I am therefore much in favour of curd cutters as giving a silkier texture and a closer,

finer quality to the cheese than any other way. All the mills that I have examined,
whether single or double cylinderj have a tendency to bruise and destroy the texture of

the cheese.

Management op the Curd—Stirring and Aerating.

After the curd is formed, and the rennet is applied, we generally want to have it

firm enough to keep in from forty to fifty minutes after the application of the ren
net, and the cutting process is done all at once by the curd knives. It is allowed to stand
after the cutting from ten to fifteen minutes in order to form the whey^ so that the curds

may pass each without pressing in the agitation of the heating. It is very gently agi-

tated, and the greater gentleness and care that is exercised at first, when it is in the soft

state, the better. This agitation is kept up continuously until the heat of the curd has
reached from 96 to 100 degrees. This process should take from thirty to sixty minutes,

according to the condition of the milk. If the milk has a tendency to be old it should be
rather hurried, and if it is in good condition an hour should be taken. When it has
arrived at 96 or 100 degrees the whey is drawn off, till the curd appears on the surface,

and it is allowed to stand until the first signs of lactic acid are detected. At that stage

the whey is drawn off, and the curd gently stirred and aerated from fifteen to twenty
minutes, and sometimes longer. The curd is worked down to a sufficient firmness, and it

is very important to retain just sufficient moisture, not too much or too little. It is at this

stage that the moisture is to be gauged from the time of the drawing of the whey until

the acid is developed one-half The agitation should be stai-ted so as to express all the
moisture, but if it is on the soft side there will be more agitation required until it is

worked down to sufficient firmness, which can only be detected by experience. It is then
allowed to rest. In stirring the curd and airing it, the particles have an opportunity of
being oxydized. If the curd be allowed to mat together after the development of the
acid or the maturing of the curd, all become uniform. Sometimes the moisture running
from the curd is at this stage bitter and perceptibly acid. It is then cut with a knife
into pieces and drawn in a heap to the sides of the vat. It is then cut with a knife in
blocks of from six to eight inches square, and if sufficiently matured it is ground. You
will see at this stage the advantage of the curd cutter, because when the curd is run
together in one mass the cutter forms new surfaces; whereas the peg-mill only tears apart
the old surfaces, the object still being, of course, to aerate as much of the curd as possible.

Salting—Pressing—Oiling,

After the curd is ground it is stirred in the air gently before salting. It is then salted
and heaped up for ten or fifteen minutes. The salt is thoroughly stirred in, from three to five

parts each time, and stirred so as to thoroughly incorporate it into the mass. From two
pounds to two and a half of salt is used to a hundred pounds of curd. After all the salt is

on and well stirred in, the curd is heaped up all into a mass so that the salt may permeate.
It is then put into the press. The pressing is gentle at first, but should be increased every

[J/r, Macpherson.]
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ten minutes continuously for two hours. The cheese is taken out and turned over in the
press and a heavier pressure applied afterwards. Some cheesemakers turn it again in

the morning, which I believe to be a great improvement, as it would make a finer and
closer texture and give it a better appearance on the shelves. The time of pressure is

from twelve to twenty-two hours, giving it sufficient time to remove before the next day's

jheese is pressed. It is then cai-ried to the curing room, carefully bandaged and oiled, or

greased, with a brush. I find that oil applied nearly at boiling point with a brush
requires less work and gives a better surface than if applied in the common way. It

gives a tougher rind and a nicer appearance. Early cheese is made much in the same
way, the only difference being the application of more rennet and less salt and a higher
degree of curing All the other steps are similar. The making of grass cheese dependa
a great deal on the quality of the rennet, and with that exception my remarks apply to it

as well as to other cheese.

Boxing the Cheese.

With regard to boxing, I found, when I was in Montreal and other places, that

a great objection was taken to cheese being shipped in improperly fitted boxes. The
boxes should fit closely and should be cut down even with the cheese, so that the

cover will always touch the cheese. The proper place to have the coopering and cut-

ting done is in the factory. Some object to using a nail, but it is a matter of choice. 1

have in all cases nailed my boxes in the factory, and chip direct, so that there is no
coopering afterwards. It is a great deal of trouble to the shipper to go over them and
fit them. The boxes should be double banded and made of straight grained wood. The
covers should be made to fit tightly on the boxes.

Mode of Cooling Milk.

To Mr. Wilson.—As to the method which I would recommend to patrons of cooling

their milk to keep it over night, I would approve of using a plain long-handled dipper to

aerate the milk, and setting the can in a vessel containing double the amount of cold

water that there is milk in the can. Some of my patrons use a square box or a round tub,

but it is a safe gauge to go by to have the vessel contain double the amount of cold water

tliat there is milk m the can, and the water should be fresh from the well or spring. In
that way you will reduce the milk from 90 or 95 degrees to 60 or 70, which is a sufficiently

low temperature for good satisfaction at the factory. Allowing patrons to .carry the whey
home in their cans when returning from the factory is an objection which it is difficult to

get over, though if care is exercised it is not a very grave one. The objection which all

factories meet with is the lack of cleaning the cans.

Returning the Whet.

To Mr. Ballantyne.—The patrons of all my factories carry back the whey in their

cans. I have some difficuj^ty from it sometimes, but I make it a rule not to receive any

milk which would be an injury to the product, and, where milk is only drawn once a day,

cases of negligence are more easily detected. Where it is practicable, I should say it is

safer that the whey should not be carried back. I believe that very often carelessness in

handling gives a sour, buttermilk flavour to the cheese. My taking milk only once a day

assists me greatly in detecting negligence on the part of any of my patrons. I consider

it decidedly better to have the milk hauled to the factory once a day than twice a day.

One great reason is that the milk can be better cared for and aerated at the dairy than at

the factory.

Aeeating the Milk Before Deliyerino.

Milk, when drawn twice a day, is spoiled before it reaches the factory, because

it is put in close cans before it is aerated sufficiently at home. With all the cheese

\_Mr. Macpherson.^
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we have made for the last ten years, we have in no case had a floating curd, and I believe

this is traceable to the fact that we had milk hauled only once a day. In once-a-day

hauling all the injurious gases have time to pass off from the milk before it comes under
the control of the cheese-maker. We have to use a great deal of judgment in the appli

cation of salt. The more moisture there is in the curd, the more salt it requires. In the
spring, for example, when the weather is cold, there is more moisture retained in the curd
than in the summer, and consequently it requires more salt in the spring and fall to make
\\p for the superabundance of moisture and to retain the same amount of salt in the curd
as in the summer.

Temperature—Salting—Moisture.

We keep the temperature as near as possible from 95 to 98 degrees. Early
made cheese should not contain proportionately so much salt in the curd as summer
made cheese, although it may be necessary to have more salt applied. Even temperature
is the chief thing to be sought after in cheese-making. A coal stove will produce the most
even heat, and will not require any attention during the night. I am now making from
four to five tons of cheese a day. I may say that the grade of cheese has varied. At first

I was making cheese with about 35 per cent, of moisture, and the requirement of the
market has caused us to reduce down to about 30. We were making a pound of cheese
from about nine and a half pounds of milk in the first five or six years that I was in the busi-

ness, but now it takes ten pounds or more. The yield of cheese from a given quantity of
milk depends greatly upon the percentage of moisture retained in the curd. It has been
found by analysis that the finest cheese in the market contains from 30 to 32 per cent, of
moisture, and in order to obtain the highest value I aimed to raise the cheese to tha^i

point.

Quality the First Object—Uniformity op Standard.

Quality should be the leading consideration in making cheese, and then quantity,
by which I mean the quantity of cheese produced from a given quantity of milk. One of
my greatest difficulties has been to get the cheese of the different factories at a uniform
quality ; in that effort I think I have succeeded more this year than ever before. In order
to attain that object generally throughout the country, I think it is better that one prac-
tical person should have the management of a section of factories than that each factory
should be managed separately. I think that system of management would be as great an
improvement on the present factory system as the factory is on the private dairy. It
would raise the standard of cheese everywhere. The great complaint at present is that
there is a want of uniformity, as well as a great deal of inferior cheese. Farmers are be-
ginning to take more interest»in the proper care and housing of their stock, and dairying
is more generally gone into than formerly. Last year was not at all satisfactory in regard
to prices, but the patrons all appeared to take in the situation and not to be discouraged
by one year's bad prices. The coarser I get my salt the better I like it ; I use the Wash-
ington to a large extent ; the Higgins is very good, but it is a little too fine. I have found
that from two to two and one-third pounds of coarse salt will retain as much saline matter
in the cheese as three pounds of fine salt. I am speaking of English factory-filled salt,

I have not tried the Canadian salt to any extent.

Mode op Cooling and Aerating Milk.

To Mr Byrne.—Milk, before being cooled, should be aired for from fifteen to twenty
minutes, with a dipper, immediately after it is milked. It is very important that it should
be aired while it is warm. It is much better to cool the milk at home, also, than at the
factories. Being distributed in smaller quantities, it can be cooled much quicker ; it can
be aired immediately after it is milked, which is the proper time, because the injurious
gases then pass off in vapour, whereas, if the milk was drawn to a factory before it was
aired or cooled, these gases woul(i be retained in the making. You get a finer flavour and
a finer quality of cheese if the milk is cooled at home, everything else being equal

\^Mr. }'!acpherson.'\
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Standard of Cream—Proportion op Cheese to Milk.

From 1 4 to 1 6 per cent, is the standard of cream in good average mik. We cannot judge
each man's milk from one common standard ; but we get a standard of the quality of each

man's milk, and judge what we shall get from him in the future. Some herds give richer milk
than others, and we have to take a medium average of all. In estimating specific gravity

' we allow from 95 to 100 for good milk. Fresh moi'ning milk will not show as high a
specific gravity as the night's milk. If the milk was diluted I would make a variation of

from 5 to 6 per cent. The average amount is about ten pounds of milk to a pound of

cheese, and the average is becoming more and more every year. We took more last year

%han ever before, because we had to make a dryer and firmer cheese. It is not possible

to make a fine cheese for export on a less average under existing demands of the market.

The latter part of the season has quite an advantage over the fore part in reference to the

yield—the milk is much thicker, and there is a larger proportion of the solid parts of the

milk in the fall than in the summer—from 5 to 15 per cent. more. The month of June
will give a better yield than May, and July and August generally fall behind June. I

cannot account for this. I know that in June we always get a slightly better average than

in July, and in the latter part of August, September and October there is a improvement
right along.

To Mr. McMillan.—There is a simpler plan of aerating milk as it is being milked

from the cow, and that is to have a vessel with small perforations above the can and

straining into it the milk of each cow. In this way it is very thoroughly aerated under

the best circumstances—that is, while it is fresh and warm. The cans should be set in a

tub of cool water.

Factory Arrangements.

To Mr. Dymond.—I am paid so much per hundred pounds. I get one and one-half

cents per pound, which covers all the work of manufacturing, selling, boxing, keeping the

books and paying the dividends. The drawing is not included. The one and one-half

cents pays for all the work, from the time the milk comes into my hands until the return

is made. The patrons give me the full charge of selling and making all the cheese. I

think that is a better plan, when it is studied closely, than the self-managing plan. The
market requires certain standards of cheese which we must must endeavour to work to. If

there were several co-operative institutions in a district without being under the manage-

ment of one individual, they would not try to attain to one standard. My factories cover

an area of eighteen miles square. They are co-operative institutions, inasmuch as there

is a general interest in the returns. Since I have had these factories, the patrons have

shewn the highest desire to meet my views in regard to keeping the milk in proper con-

dition. Attempts at fraud are not at all frequent. The knowledge that there is a test,

is a restraint on dishonesty in addition to the natural honesty of the people. The hand

or arm is very little used in my system of making. It is used in one or two stages such,

for instance, as stirring in the salt. It is necessary in that case, because you have more

control over the curd so as to stir it thoroughly. I suppose there are 4,000 or more cows

supplying the milk used in my factories. I have not tried Canadian salt to any extent.

English salt is considerably cheaper than the Canadian salt in our neighbourhood, and, as a

matter of fact, it is most approved. I do not think there has been any thorough test

between it and the Canadian salt. There might be an idea that the English salt is better

because it has a better reputation.

Drawing The Milk—The Lactometer.

To the Chairman.—I am very decidedly in favour of drawing milk once a day. In

some of my factories the patrons do all the drawing of their own milk. Occasionally I

assist in getting the route started, but I am not supposed to do anything in connection

with the drawing. I have some patrons who have been drawing their own milk a number

[j¥r. Macpherson.'\
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of years for some four miles, and though there is a waggon passing their door, drawing it

for five or six cents per hundred, they prefer drawing their own milk. One of the patrons
I refer to supplies 300 pounds of milk a day which would be fifteen cents, but he prefers
drawing it himself. The reason he does so is that he can leave it at his convenience, and
when he returns he can leave his can just where it suits him ; besides, he keeps his can
better from wear and tear in waggons. Cans, if carelessly handled, are apt to be abused.

With the lactometer the lowest percentage of water that can be detected is very small.

We are pretty certain of anything over five per cent. It it is about five per cent, it is

sometimes necessary to see the cows milked, test the milk, and compare the result with
that of the milk at the factory. Very often it is detected by watching them and detecting

them in the act. If the lactometer shewed a very slight variation I would suspect there
was something wrong, and I would watch very closely. Two per cent, is too small a
variation to notice, because it is rather fine work on the lactometer. Milk will vary itself

to that extent from day to day. Six or seven pounds on every three hundred might be a

large fraud in a season, though it might be difficult to detect it. The process of manufac-
ture which I have described differs slightly in different parts of the season. The addition,

of sour whey in the process of manufacture I find a great injury to the product, and it

should not be allowed under any circumstances.

Cheddar Cheese.

The cheese which we make by the process I have described is called Cheddar. I
have only seen English Cheddar cheese once, that was in New York last year. I
did not consider it anything like as good as our own Canadian exhibit. I think
the great bulk of our cheese will compare favourably with the best Cheddar. The
standard which I try to make has a close texture, feels silky, and smooth by pressing
between the thumb and finger, and shows good meat. Purity of flavour is of course the great
desideratum. I think it is best to aerate the milk before cooling it.

Animal Odour.

It does the milk an injury to cool it immediately, but by following the directions I have
given we get rid of its animal odour. This odour is very volatile, and when the milk is

warm it rises in vapour, but if you cool the same milk without aerating it the odour can
be perceived whenever it is warmed up again. I have no trouble in my new factories in

getting the patrons to take proper care of the milk, because they can be started on a right

basis. One factory that I have rented was badly managed before, and the patrons got
into a loose habit of caring for their milk and I find a great deal more trouble with them
than with any of the others. If an injurious flavour is left in the milk it is a fixture and
you cannot eradicate it.

Advantage op Having one Practical Overseer

1 think there is a great advantage m having one practical man to oversee a
number of factories. I believe that it would pay any township or any number of

factories joined together to employ a first-class, experienced hand merely to super-

intend them, going from factory to factory and seeing that they were all working to a high
standard. If there were twelve or fifteen factories, the increased quality and quantity of

the cheese would well pay the wages of such a man.

Joint Stock Companies.

To Mr. Ballantyne.—There is only one joint stock company in our neighbourhood
I think it has paid a dividend. In the factories under my control, 60c. or 70c. per hun
dred pounds of milk was the price realized. A paying price for the cheese to the patrons

is 80c. or $1 per hundred pounds of milk, exclusive of commission.

\Mr. Macpherson.^
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Average of Cheese Per Cow—Feeding—Breeds.

About 450 or 500 pounds of cheese is the highest average per cow in any one herd. They
were a select native stock with perhaps a sprinkling of Ayrshires and Durhams. Three
hundred is a very good average, but these cattle were very well cared for and well selected.

They were fed on green hay and had no grain at all or roots. By green hay I mean early cut
hay well cured, a mixture of timothy and clover, cut from the 4th to the 10th of July. The
clover was in full blossom. I have no doubt that hay properly cured and cut at that

season of the year will give as much milk as ordinary hay with a free addition of grain.

There are few in our district who have improved their stock by selecting cows and bulls.

Heifer Calves—Prolapsus—Milk Fever.

The Durham bull, however, is coming into more general use. There have been Ayr-
shires for a few years back, but latterly the favourite breed is the Durham. It is now quite

common for our farmers to raise their best heifer calves to supply the waste of their

herds. They like them to come in April. They are generally brought in when
two years old. I prefer that age, as it seems best calculated to develop the

milk-giving properties of the cow. There is no difficulty in getting cows that are well

kept in calf, and there are no losses by abortion except by accident. There have been

some cases of prolapsus uteri, resulting fatally in some instances. Milk fever has

been prevalent to a small extent.

Improvements in Treatment of Stock.

Great improvements have been made in stables the last few years since factories

were introduced, farmers having devoted more attention to housing their cows, keep-

ing them comfortable and feeding them well. There are different kinds of stables,

but the cows are generally tied with chains, very often facing each other with an

alley between them. Stables are generally frame, closed in and made comfortable

and warm, and well ventilated. There is not much bran or chopped feed used now,

though considerable is used when the cows come in. Farmers are cutting their hay earlier

than they used to, and when they do so their cows do not require so much grain. There

is not much summer feeding. I consider corn excellent green feed for cows during the

last of July or in August. I do not know that it increases the flow of milk, but it keeps

up a uniform flow and also keeps the animal in good condition. There is not much per-

manent pasturing laid down in the section. It is generally broken up after about three

years pasturing. Grass is the natural food for the production of milk. I have had some

experience in bran feeding, and I find that it has not nourishment enough. It excites too

much milk at the expense of the cows' vitality. A mixture of oatmeal and barleymeal

with bran is good.

Points op a Good Dairy Cow.

A good dairy cow should have a pointed head and neck, loose skin, wedge-shaped

body, rather preponderating in weight towards the hind quarters, having rather a heavier

appearance from a side view than in front, a slim tail, a large udder anda docile eye.

Farming in Glengarry.

To Mr. Dymond.—The cattle in our neighbourhood have been generally free from

3pidemics and diseases of that kind. There has been no attempt to make a cheese like

,he English Stilton. It requires the addition of cream, which is impossible under the

factory system. I have known some to make it in exceptional cases. I have been living

my whole life in the district where I now reside. There has not been much new

migration coming in the last few years. When I speak of my district I mean the

\Mt. Mac'pherson.']
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county of Glengarry. There are a great many young men leaving the country. There
seem to be more of them than are required at home, and they go away to seek their for-

tune. It has been noticed that there have been more this year than for a number of

years back. Of course many who leave come back again imperceptibly. Some go to the
United States and some to Manitoba. Farms can be purchased in Glengarry at a reasonable

rate, from $30 to $40 per acre for farms in fair condition, fairly good soil and buildings.

I cannot endorse the opinion that there is no good soil in Glengarry. The soil varies

very much, some parts having very ordinary soil, while in others it is of excellent quality.

In some parts of Glengarry there is about as good land as can be found in any other
part of the Province. They grow corn, barley, peas, etc., as wheat is not a success,

though there are exceptional years when it turns out fairly. The growth of fruit is in-

creasing, chiefly apples. Strawberries are not grown to any extent. The country is

being denuded of its timber, but there is quite suflScient for family purposes. Now and
then you will find a farm which has not sufficient for home use. During the last few
years there has been a decided improvement in the condition of agriculture. There has
been more interest taken and a better quality of farming and outbuildings, a result which
I think is largely due to the introduction of dairying. Meat is not much raised for export
nor is butter. Three butter factories were started at one time, but they have been con-
verted into cheese factories. A number of the farms of the county are encumbered by
mortgage and otherwise.

D. M. MACPHERSON

EVIDENCE OF MR. BRODER, M.P.P.

Andrew Broder, M.P.P., of West Winchester, Dundas County, was called and ex
amined.

THE EXPORT BUTTER TRADE.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have been engaged in the butter trade for some time. I buy
largely and ship to England. I buy in difierent sections of the Province, wherever I can
get a supply. I have agents and correspondents in different parts of the Province.
Toronto is about as far west as I go. I have been engaged in that trade for ten or fifteer

years. I have had nothing to do with the manufacture of butter.

DAIRYING IN THE RIVER COUNTIES.

The part of the country in which I reside is very well adapted to butter making, as
are also the whole of the counties of Grenville and Leeds. The limestone formation i.<»

suitable for the growth of the grasses that make good butter. There is a great deal of
land in Leeds and Grenville suitable for dairying. Dairying is largely carried on in
Dundas, principally by farmers themselves.

CREAMERIES IN THE DISTRICT.

There are a few creameries in the counties I have named. There is one near Morris
burg, formerly known as the Farlinger Creamery, and in Leeds there is one in Leslie
town. There are none in Grenville that I am aware of. There may have* been some estab-
lished this spring that I know nothing of.

QUALITY OF THE DAIRY BUTTER.

The butter produced in that region is, as a whole, a fairly marketable article. I have
regular agents for the sale of butter in England. I have no difficulty in commanding a

good price there, under ordinary circumstances.

[Mr. Broder ^
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CARE IN GRADING AND BRANDING BUTTER.

I am very particular about grading and branding it just at what it is, and I find it very

necessary to do so. "From our own section we have two brands, and from this (Toronto)

section, I have sometimes found it necessary to make four. Butter in our section will

grade fairly into two grades, but not in other sections where it varies more. Montreal is

the port of shipment. There is no Government inspection of butter, so that the branding

is determined by the judgment of the shipper himself.

MARKET PRICES IN ENGLAND.

This year the price has run sometimes 135 shillings for our butter, which would be 26

cents net. That is the highest rate I have commanded myself, but others have run 140

shillings, which is an extremely high price. The average is from 90 to 125 shillings, ac-

cording to the demand. I find we generally have very little trouble in realizing the quota-

tions of the circulars, and sometimes we get over them.

CREAMERY BUTTER.

We occasionaly purchase creamery butter in our section, but to a very limited extent.

Creamery butter meets the requirements of the English market better than our ordinary

butter, from the fact that it is shipped fresher, and we find that the first thing on reaching

the market is to break down the prejudices of the people, for prejudices are very common
there. The first thing to do is to make a name for the article, but if it is good it can

be sold.

INJURY FROM FARMERS HOLDING BUTTER.

The great trouble with ordinary butter is that farmers hold it too long, and it loses

its good qualities before it reaches the market. We can generally make up 50 or 100 tons

for a shipment inside of a week, but farmers are very apt to hold it with the expectation

of getting a better price. They would ultimately gain if they would sell it early, as their

butter would gain in flavour.

DIFFERENCE IN MARKETS.

I find that markets difier, and sometimes I ship to London, sometimes to Manchester,

sometimes to Bristol, but principally to Liverpool. I find that Bristol and London require

fresher butter than either of the other places, owing to their having a different class of con-

sumers. In Bristol we have to compete with the butter of the butter-producing counties

around there. Stale butter will sell more rapidly in Liverpool than in London.

POPULARITY OF EASTERN TOWNSHIPS AND MORRISBURG BUTTER.

The butter from the Eastern Townships, that is south and east of Montreal, is in better

favour in England than that from other sections in Canada. Morrisburg butter and Eastern

Township butter are specially mentioned in their circulars.

WANT OF UNIFORMITY IN BUTTER AND PACKAGES.

Another great trouble with Canadian butter is that it lacks uniformity. The people

of En<^land are very particular as to the appearance of the article, and even the appearance

of the package has a great deal to do with its sale, far more than it would have with us.

We find in collecting a shipment that we have large and small packages, some clean, others

seamed and discoloured, and when we get 1,000 packages with such a variety of appearances

they make a very unseemly lot of stuff*. The proportion of fine butter is really limited.

[Mr. Broder.]
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THE IRISH, DUTCH, AND DANISH TRADE.

The Irish butter trade is not in so unsatisfactory a state. They can pack in a more

inferior package than we can and it comes out better. The Dutch and Danish butter is

known on the market by the appearance of its packages.

A DISTINCT FORM OF PACKAGE SUGGESTED. *

If we were to adopt a particular form of package, and it became known as Canadian

butter, I think it would have a decidedly favourable effect. I have had letters from my
agents in England particularly requesting me to send a special form of package.

FALSE ECONOMY IN BUTTER TUBS.

The farming community look altogether too much to the price of the package, and if

they can get an inferior tub at 5 cents less than a good one they will take it, thinking they

are saving. We have coopers at every corner, each making tubs according to their own
ideas, hence the variety. We have no tub factories worth speaking of. The tubs that the

coopex'S turn out vary as much as the men do themselves. This would be an argument in

favour of making butter on the wholesale plan like the creameries.

A GOOD FIFTY OR SIXTY POUND TUB THE BEST,

Last year we took pains to have the people pack their butter in uniform packages,

all small. We had been using in that section of country a firkin holding about 110 lbs.,

but it was not satisfactory in England, because the grocers could not find customers who
would take the whole package, and it was very inconvenient to handle on the counter. If

they had a tub holding 50 or 60 pounds, they could turn it up on the counter, lift it off^

and the butter would be clean. It has never occured to me to supply my customers with

tubs, though I have done so occasionally early in the spring.

COMPETITION AMONG BUYERS.—PRICES IN THE TOWNSHIPS.

There is a pretty sharp competition among buyers to get butter. The farmers all

pack in their own packages. Eastern Township butter is generally quoted from 1^ to 2

cents a pound higher than ours. They have a larger proportion of good makers than we
have. It is made chiefly by farmers, but they have a fine country with rolling land, good
water, and they have a larger proportion of the American element in their population.

PREFERENCE FOR CREAMERIES.

I should prefer that butter in our section should be made in creameries as far as trade

is generally affected. It would be more beneficial to the country.

SHIPPING ARRANGEMENTS.

I have never taken a refrigerator room in the steamers at Montreal. When 1

shipped in warm weather I have always managed to get the butter stowed in the hold

away from the heat. I have never suffered much by butter spoiling going across. I

shipped last July and we had no trouble with the butter, but I attended to it myself until

it was put on the vessel. The cars were properly iced on the way down. On the vessel

no ice is used, it is simply packed in the best part of the ship. I have always found

shippers very particular in caring for the butter, especially the Allan Line, and it generally

arrives in good condition. My brother and myself were in business tsgether, and he went

IMr. Broder. \
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over last year and stayed during the busiest part of the season, and reported, as different

lots went over, how they arrived, and most of them arrived in pretty good condition.

SACKING THE TUBS.

Some have gone to the trouble of putting their tubs in coarse sacks and wrote over

to see if this would be an advantage, but were told it arrived in such good condition that

it would b#a useless expense.

IHARKS AND BRANDS ON BUTTER TUBS.

It is a very unwise thing to have many names on the tubs, and the name of the
cooper should never appear on them. In England the people get it into their heads that

all the different names are those of the people who make the butter. We plane everything
off our tubs but the weight. If our butter was good average butter it would be well to

have the words " Dominion of Canada" printed on the packages.

SHARP PRACTICE.

There was a time when our butter found its way across the line and they put our
bad butter along with their own and called it all Canadian, and they took our good butter
and, putting it with theirs, branded it American. At present we are shipping a good deal

of our own butter ourselves.

CARE IN GRADING AND SHIPPING.

One way to remedy the prejudice against our butter is to be very careful in grading

and very careful in shipping it. I have been very careful in that respect myself, and now
we can sell our butter before it has arrived, simply on the brand. I cannot say whether
it is sold to the retail grocer as Canadian butter, but I think it is.

CANADIAN BUTTER IN SCOTLAND.

There is a gentleman in our village who went over on a visit to Aberdeen, and a

brother of his was very anxious to show him a tub of what he called American butter.

He took him to the cellar and showed it to him and the Canadian found it was made
within a few miles of his home, the name of the cooper being on the tub.

THE BROCKVILLE BRAND.

Brockville butter has long been famous. It is manufactured chiefly by farmers and
shipped chiefly by persons in Brockville. There is very little of our butter goes to the

United States.

VARIATION IN PRICES.

There is a difference of about 4 cents a pound between Morrisburg butter and
Western Canada butter, that is on the round lot. I have sold ours at 1 25 shillings at

the same time that I was selling butter shipped from Toronto at 98. Tlie butter at 98

was graded A, B, and C. We get on an average about 3 cents a pound more for creamery

butter than farm-made butter.

AMERICAN CREAMERY BUTTER.

There is a great deal of American creamery butter going to England now They
realize, judging from their circulars, about 4 to 5 cents more than our general run of

butter does, and about 2 to 3 cents more than the IMorrisburg or Brockville butter.

[Mr. Broder.]
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CANADIAN CREAMERY BUTTER FIRST.

American creamery butter does not reach as high a price as Canadian creamery.

The difference between Canadian creamery and our best is about 4 cents. There is about
7 cents difference between Western Canadian butter and creamery butter. I am speaking

as to creamery butter from what finds its way to Montreal, and not from that in our own
locality.

PREPARATION OF BUTTER PACKAGES.

People do not pay sufficient attention to preparing their packages for packing
butter. A great many of our farmers will take a package to the pump and fill it full of

water and set it in the sun, so that it is soaked in the inside and scorched on the outside.

The result is that they are twisted into all shapes, and unfitted for holding brine, and they

also become discoloured. Too much cannot be said about exercising care with packages.

I do not believe in soaking them much in water.

MODE OF CLEANING—USEFUL SIZES.

They should be scalded out thoroughly with warm water and then rinsed with spring

water to cool them. Adding a little brine is no injury, and pei'haps may be a benefit,

as a little salt in tne water seems to take the taste of the wood away. There is nothing
that cleanses them better than outtermilk, but we dare not recommend it because some of

the people would not thoroughly cleanse them afterwards. The tubs should be about 56
pounds. I find that 25 pound packages do not keep the butter so well, because they are

so small that the heat penetrates through them. The 56 pound package suits the trade

better than the 100 pound one. Almost any size will do if the market is brisk, but we
should have things in such a shape that we can take the market when it is dull. Those
narrow-bottomed tubs which hold 100 pounds have too much surface exposed.

INCREASE IN TRADE AND IMPROVEMENT IN STOCK

To Mr. Dymond.—The production of butter is increasing, and the general character

of our farm stock is improving. We grade these with the Ayrshire and some Durham,
but principally with the Ayrshire, that is, Ayrshire bulls crossed on common cowsw

THE STORE-KEEPERS BUTTER TRADE.

It would be a great improvement to the trade if our store-keepers would stop trading
in butter and allow it to be sold altogether for cash. Fifteen years ago we had just as
poor butter in our section as anywhere, and the ti-ade was carried on a great deal as it is

now in the west, but buyers came and bought according to quality and the result was a
great improvement in the quality.

PLAIN SPEAKING NECESSARY—FARMERS' WIVES.

When I am paying for butter I always tell the people when anything is wrong with
it, and I think buyers are very much to blame themselves for the bad quality of butter.
The store-keepers dare not tell the farmers' wives about the quality of their butter, but
I find that people are anxious enough to find out the proper way of treating it.

ROOM FOR MORE STOCK.

I think there could be a good deal more stock kept in our district than there is now
Farming is good there and our land is kept pretty well up to its standard.

[i¥r. BrOder.
'\
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THE STREAMS—THE SOIL—PRICE OF iAND.

We do not Buffer much from drought. The soil is a loamy clay. The streams ar&

mostly sluggish. Latterly the average price of land has been from $25 to $40 an acre.

A few years ago it was from $60 to $70, and even higher. Plenty of farms can be bought
now at from $20 to $40 an acre

BETTER FARMING.

Generally speaking, the farm buildings are good. Farmers take pretty good care of

their stock, and are beginning to feed better than they used to. There are not very many
Durham cattle introduced. We have some Galloways. The farmers raise grain largely,,

but they also go into mixed farming. There is no soiling or anything of that kind except

summer fallowing, which is done to kill out the weeds.

BROCKVILLE V. MORRISBURQ.

To Mr. Wilson.—Brockville butter is not equal to Morrisburg butter, and is not

quoted so high. It is a little more salt. The Brockville butter is, perhaps, as large itt

quantity as the other. Different farmers vary much as to the quantity they produce.

GRAIN CROPPING IN DUNDAS—BARLEY.

To Mr. Dymond.—Barley and oats are the principal giains with us. Most of the

barley has been shipped to Scotland this year, though it sometimes finds its way to the

United States. There has been no change in the character of the barley cultivated. It

is a heavier grain than the Bay of Quinte barley, and is very bright in colour. It is

the two-rowed barley. I would recommend an ash-wood tub to be used for butter, but it

should be smooth and well finished.

To Mr. McMillan.—I would not like to recommend a large growth of two-rowed
barley, because its export to Scotland only came up this year owing to the bad crop last

year. The United States on the whole is the best market.

LESS SALT AND EARLIER SHIPMENT.

It would be well to put less salt in our butter and ship more freely throughout the

early part of the season ; it would then enter into consumption while fresh and well

flavoured, and find more favour in the market

MANUFACTURED BUTTERS.

The manufactured butters (butterine, etc.,) shipped from Germany and the United

States will be taken in preference to stale and off-flavoured dairy butter.

USE OF BRINE.

I would not advise putting brine on butter to keep during the summer months ; it

haa a tendency to scald and interfere with the firmness and body of the butter. There

should be no brine except that made by and from the salt put into the butter, and the

tubs should be good enough to hold that.

A. BRODER.

[Mr. Broder."]
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EVIDENCE OF MR. BALLANTYNE, M.P.P

Thomas Ballantnye, M.P.P., of Stratford, was called and examined.

THE CHEESE INDUSTRY—FORMER IMPORTATIONS.

To the Chairman.—I think previous to 1860 we imported cheese largely from the
United States. Our imports for that year were about $600,000 worth. The gentleman
who did most to cause the great stimulus which was given to cheese dairying in Ontario
was the late Harvey Farrington, of Herkimer county, IST. Y., who settled in Oxford county,
Ontario, about 1863 or 1864:. He had been engaged in dairying all his lifetime, and prob-

ably in all respects a better man could not have been selected to do the work which was re-

quired of him at that time, and the benefits of which we are reaping to-day. The dairy-

men of Canada certainly owe him a deep debt of gratitude for his efforts in the
establishment of that industry.

ORIGIN OF CHEESE FACTORIES IN CANADA.

In 1866 there was an extraordinary extension of the dairying system, there having
been possibly some seventy or eighty factories going into operation that year, and dairy-

ing has greatly extended ever since to the present time all over the western part of the
Deninsula.

ENGLISH MARKET—IMPROVED QUALITY OF CHEESE.

For a number of years I have been largely engaged in shipping cheese to England,
and, of course, have had to study the requirements of the English market. The quality

has greatly improved within the last few years ; in fact it has improved to an extent that
could not be conceived except by someone in the business, and at a late competitive test

with the cheese of other parts of the world Canadian cheese was pronounced to be the
best that was there.

INTERNATIONAL DAIRY FAIR.

I may mention that in 1878 there was an International Dairy Fair. Indeed we might
go back even to the Philadelphia Exhibition, where the finest cheese exhibited was that
from Canada. But in 1878 there was an International Dairy Fair m New York, where
there was cheese from every cheese-producing State in the Union, from Canada and from
England, both Cheshire and Cheddar. Well, the sweepstakes prize was given that year to
three English Cheddars from Bath, England, the judges mentioning that the next best
were three Canadian cheeses which I had the honour of selecting.

ANOTHER TRIAL—CANADIAN CHEESE THE PRIZE-WINNER.

Last fall a similar exhibition was held there which lasted for two weeks, and there
were a great many entries of English cheese of both kinds. The sweepstakes prize was
given to three Canadian cheeses.

COMPARISON WITH ENGLISH CHEESE.

That fact might suggest to us the question how our fine goods compare with the finest

English cheddar, and from my knowledge of the business, and having been in England every
year for the last ten years, I would say that there is a small portion of fine English Cheddar
that is considered superior to our best Canadian ; but our best fall cheese—that made in

the latter part of August or in September or October—would obtain a higher price in

\^Mr. Ballantyne.]
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England than 80 per cent, of English Cheddar. There is still doubtless a prejudice among
certain classes in England in favour of their own goods.

PRECAUTIONS TO BE OBSERVED.

The process of cheese-making, as generally followed, has been so minutely described
by Mr. Macpherson that it is hardly necessary for me to say much about it ; but we cannot
impress too strongly on patrons and all connected with the factories, the necessity of

using every care and precaution in the way of cleanliness, and having buildings suitable

for the purpose, so that the cheese may be kept up to a recognized standard of quality.

THE CHEDDAR SYSTEM—STILTON CHEESE.

Our cheese are all made on the Cheddar principle. I only know of one small dairy
in the neighbourhood of Guelph where Stiltons are made. I do not think there is another.

Of course the making of Stilton cheese is not adapted to the ordinary factory system.

A PROFITABLE INDUSTRY—CONDITIONS.

I think that dairying has, on the whole, been a very profitable industry where it has
been prosecuted energetically and intelligently, and by a class of farmers who understand
the necessity of giving proper attention to their part of the business. If cows are not
properly selected and properly kept, and if the most scrupulous cleanliness is not observed

in the utensils that are used, and the carrying of the milk to the factory, the sy-stem will

be a failure. Though the result has been generally satisfactory, there hcve been many
signal failures arising altogether from lack of attention to these matters.

A LARGE DISTRICT FOR CREAMERIES.

We have a large part of the peninsula between the Grand Trunk Railway and the

Georgian Bay where there has been almost no dairying carried on, and it has appeared to me
that in that district, if any one who understood the business were to take hold of the

matter, the establishment of creameries might be made a profitable business.

THE FAIRLAMB SYSTEM RECOMMENDED.

The plan by which the cream only is taken to the factory it seems to me would get

over the whole difficulty, and I think it only requires to be introduced to come into general

effect in a few years in that part of the peninsula. I have no doubt that it would in-

crease the value of the product to the amount stated by previous witnesses.

OBSERVATIONS IN THE STATES.

It is only lately that the system has been introduced into the West, and this spring 1

made a tour through that country and found that in every case it proved a complete success.

There is no doubt in my mind that it will take the place altogether of private dairies.

PRACTICE IN ILLINOIS AND OHIO.

in Illinois they are on the old system, making butter and skim-milk cheese, and they

are not likely to change, especially as they have a market for their skim-milk cheese in

the south. They think that these two industries combined are the most profitable. The

milk is all taken to the. factory just as to the cheese factories. Then they take so much

butter, one, or two, or three pounds of the quantity required to make a pound of butter,

and the balance is made into skim-milk cheese, very much skimmed or partially skimmed,

[Mr. Ballantyne.^
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according to the season or the market. In Ohio they follow the same plan. There it is

all butter and skim-milk cheese, but I certainly would not recommend that in Canada.

REPUTATION OF CANADIAN CHEESE.

Our cheese at present has a very high reputation, one reason being that dealers can

handle Canadian cheese with freedom, and confidence that there has been no partial skim-

ming done. In the old dairy districts of New York, when they attempted partial skim-

ming, they found that they lost by it, as their cheese has not that fine nutty, melting taste

in the mouth that is only obtained by full milk. Of course, there was no dairying com-

paratively before the introduction of the factory system, so that we have not had the

difficulty of private dairies to contend with.

OVERSIGHT OF FACTORIES—A UNIFORM STANDARD DESIRABLE.

I am much impressed with the fact that if one man was to have the management of

a nimiber of dairies, it would very materially raise the standard of our cheese. Dairying

has been long carried on in Herkimer and Oneida counties, New York, and it was from

there that the factory system extended to western New York, Pennsylvania, and Canada.

THE SYSTEM IN NEW YORK STATE.

In western New York there was a small proportion of the factories that were very suc-

cessful, but some of the men who were successful have bought out the other factories, one by
one, until there is what we call the WesternNew York Combination, one man owning twenty,

another man ten, and so on, and nearly all the cheese is manufactured in that way. The
change in the system has entirely altered the character of their goods, and it now ranks

very much higher than the cheese which comes from factories under separate and varied

management.

TOO MUCH DIFFERENCE IN CANADIAN CHEESE.

To Mr. Dymond.—As the result of trials showed, we have cheese superior to theirs,

but there are many factories which would, doubtless, be greatly improved if this system
were adopted. We have many factories making a poor or medium cheese, whereas, if they

were put under the management of competent men, they might all produce a uniformly

fine quality of cheese.

WORKING BLINDLY.

These factories go on making cheese from year to year, the men in charge probably

imperfectly understanding their business, but working along, seeing that something in tha

process is not right, but not knowing what it is, whereas a skilled cheese-maker could at

once detect what was wrong and apply the remedy. I have seen very many illustrations

of this, and I have endeavoured myself to do a good deal in the way of educating dairy-

men to a proper understanding of their business, I have always regretted that this matter

has not been more strongly urged. When I was in New York last fall, and driving among
the factories of these combinations, you could scarcely tell the difference of quality in any
single cheese of their product, but we have no such uniformity here. Then they are able

to buy the articles required in large quantities, and they get them cheaper, and being bet-

terjudges of them, are less liable to be imposed upon.

HOW THE COMBINED SYSTEM ORIGINATED IN NEW YORK.

In the New York dairies it was by a mere accident that the system was adopted in

the first place. A number of the factories were dying, when they were bought at nominal

prices by first-class men—shrewd, intelligent men—who thoroughly understood the business

and the result was that, in their hands, the factories were successful.

\_Mr. Ballantyne.]
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CERTAIN IMPROVEMENT.

Any one who understands the cheese business, and has had the opportunities for obser-

vation which I have had, can at once see the great improvement which would result fromi

the adoption of the system—a system which, in my opinion, is as much in advance of the

common method as the factory system is ahead of private dairying.

MAKING BY CONTRACT.

To Mr. Dymond.—There would be no difficulty in a person with such qualifications as-

I have mentioned contracting to manufacture the cheese at a certain sum per pound, while

the property might be placed in such a shape that it could be resumed by the patrons at

any time.

ALL EQUALLY INTERESTED.

There would be no difficuly in getting such an arrangement made if the factories,

realized that their interests were largely identical—that all are interested in improving the
quality of the cheese, and that every pound of poor cheese diminished the value of the
whole product. Of course there is likely to be some jealousy among people in the same
line of business. Some men are quite willing to have the reputation of making better

cheese than their neighbours, whereas, if their neighbour's cheese was ^ good, they would
certainly be getting a higher price. Companies might manage their own business, and
have men to do the manufacturing.

MANY INCOMPETENT CHEESE-MAKERS.

A great many who are manufacturing cheese are doing it to a certain extent by-

chance, sometimes hitting the right process and sometimes missing it, but doing nothing
on scientific principles, and they have nobody to tell them how things should be done.

This state of things may go on for months ; they may have fine cheese one month, and a
very bad article next month, which could not occur if the factory was along with a number
of others, under the superintendence of a fully competent man.

BETTER BUILDINGS—TEMPERATURE.

In some localities it is desirable that more care should be taken in the buildings—^hav-

ing better curing rooms, with more control over the temperature. Too high a temperature
is destructive of the cheese, just as too low a temperature.

PREJUDICES REMOVED.

At one time it was with cheese as with butter—there was a strong prejudice in the

English market against the Canadian article, but we have outlived that. It arose, I pre-

sume, from the fact that there were so many making cheese, and there was not a sufficient

number of competent men to do the work. Looking at a lot of Canadian cheese which I

once shipped to a gentleman in London, I asked him how they would compare with the

finest English Cheddars. He said, he did not know where he could buy a ton of as fine

English Cheddars, though there was a limited quantity supposed to be finer, but it would
sell at a higher price. Our fine fall cheese sells for a higher price than possibly 80 per cent,

of English Cheddars. Summer cheese, of course, is not equal to fall. It is shipped to

England as it is ready, and sold for immediate consumption. It is worse than it need be

if we had better curing rooms, but under no circumstances would it be equal to fall cheese,

which contains a greater proportion of butter.

[3/r. Ballantyne.l
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IMPROVED FACTORIES—COST OF ERECTION.

A great many of the factories originally put up are very deficient , but the factories
recently put up are a great improvement upon them. The cost of erection depends upon the
amount of business which the factory is expected to do. I put up one two years ago
which cost, perhaps, altogether about $7,000. One for 1,000 cows would cost about
$5,000 or $6,000.

EASTERN SHIPMENTS—DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION.

The amount shipped from Belleville is very large. We formed a Dairymen's Asso-
ciation in 1866. At that time it was called the Canadian Dairymen's Association, and
embraced the whole Province. Since that time another one has been formed. The origi-

nal one was purely voluntary ; we did not contemplate receiving any Government assis-

tance. In time we got a grant, and then had to make arrangements for meeting in both
the east and the west—going to Belleville every third year, and holding the shows in
the same way

dairymen's meetings.

It was felt desirable however, that we should have a meeting in the west every year,,

as there were matters of interest constantly coming up for discussion, sufficient to call for

annual meetings. The meetings were exceedingly well-attended; in fact they were the largest

gatherings of people connected with farming held anywhere in the country. There has
been all along a free interchange of opinions on everything bearing on the subject of

cheese. And this fact has doubtless contributed largely to the improvement which has
taken place. It was finally decided to have the Act so amended that there should be a
meeting in the east and one in the west every year. The division is made for the pur-

pose of local convenience. We usually have some members from the west attending the

Eastern Convention and vice versa. Toronto is about the dividing line between the two.

DISCUSSIONS ABOUT CREAMERIES AND OTHER TOPICS.

The subject of creameries has been discussed at these meetings. The Associatioa

has urged the question upon the consideration of its members, but those who attend the

conventions are almost exclusively engaged in cheese manufacture, so that little has been

accomplished. The question of joint management has been taken up, but we have no fac-

tories conducted in that way in the west. Being President last year, I intended to have

brought the question more prominently before the Association, but illness prevented me
from attending the meeting, and the question was not taken up.

MEN WELL QUALIFIED AS MANAGERS.

I do not see any insurmountable difficulties in the way of carrying out such a system

We have a number of men well-qualified to superintend a number of factories, and if they

were to be placed over them, we would soon see the benefit. So far as experience in

cheese-making goes, we are just about as old as anywhere else on the continent.

CAUSES OF IMPROVEMENTS IN CHEESE-MAKING.

The industry had only been established a few years before it was introduced into

Canada ; little progress had been made, and the principles of the art were very imper-

fectly understood, and as a consequence, the quality of the goods was poor. It has been,,

in consequence of the establishment •f these Associations, and the employment of the best:

minds connected with the business, that the wonderful improvement of the last few

years has taken place. We are further advanced in the art than they are in England.

[Mr. Ballantyne.']
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THE COST OF MAKING CHEESE.

^iie rate per pound paid diflfers very much : one man can make in at one cent and

have it pay better than another at 1^. The price mentioned by Mr. Macpherson is about

the average. It would not cost so much as that on the self-managing plan, but of course,

there is the interest on capital, and the depreciation of stock.

THE JOINT-STOCK SYSTEM.

Small joint-stock factories have not been successful where there has been a small

number of patrons—at least only in certain localities. There are localities where dairying

has done well, but would have been a failure on the joint-stock principle. Where we have

well-to-do, intelligent farmers making a business of dairying, I think the joint-stock prin-

ciple is the correct one, but in other districts it would not do. It requires an active, ener-

getic man to start the people up, and educate them into everything that is required.

PROFESSOR ARNOLD'S VISIT.

To the Chairman.—Mr. Arnold's first visit to Canada was not successful. He came
in May, and his mode of illustrating things at that time had a bad result. Latterly, I

think, his efforts have been productive of a great deal of good. So far as my observation

goes, nearly the whole of our cheese-makers are practising to some extent what he advo-

cated—that is the drawing of the whey earlier than had formerly been done.

GOOD EFFECTS.

There was nothing else of any consequence in his illustrations. The mere visiting of

factories and talking to people about rennets and other matters of that kind had an excel-

lent effect I never saw the cheese product so uniform as it is this spring, though that

may not perhaps be wholly due to the practice of dr-awing the whey earlier. The weather

seemed very favourable.

COWS FOR DAIRY PURPOSES

—

AYRSHIRES.

1^0 Mr. Dymond.—I agree on the whole with what has been said as to the best kind

of cows for dairy purposes. Grade Durhams will answer the purpose, but so far as my
observation goes there are comparatively few nearly thoroughbred Durhams that are good

milkers. I have seen good stock raised by crossing grade cows with Ayrshire bulls. I

once bought two Ayrshire bulls for that purpose, and they produced the finest milkers I

have seen. The grades in that case were crosses between a Durham and the native cows.

It is possible that the original native cows are Ayi'shire to some extent. They partake

of the Ayrshire character to some extent.

To the Chairman.—I think that perhaps a cross between our native cows and Ayr-

shire bulls would be the best milkers.

HOLSTEIN CATTLE.

My attention has lately been called to the Holstein cattle, through a gentleman who
owns a herd of that breed in New Jersey ; they are bred and kept chiefly in Holland,

where the greatest attention is paid to the development of the cow's milk-producing quali-

ties, as the small farms would not permit the keeping of inferior cows. The cows I refer

to were owned by a nephew of Gov. Seymour, of New Jersey.

[jl/r. Ballamtyne.^
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ENORMOUS YIELD OF MILK,

One of them yielded, after her first calf, 8,900 lbs. of milk during the season—of

probably not more than 300 days. These cows were shown at the International Dairy

Fair atrfew York last December. The other cow, for 12 days, gave 118| lbs. per day

—

or for the season 12,600 lbs. I have no doubt, from what I have read and heard, that

we have no cow equal to the Holstein for dairy purposes.

DESCRIPTION OF HOLSTEIN CATTLE.

They are a distinct breed with marked characteristics, spotted black and white.

They have a larger frame than the Ayrshires, and are not so handsome as the Durhams,
but are of fair size. They are horned cattle. The owner imported these cows himself.

He was in Holland on a trip, and he told me that he took great precautions in selecting

them, so that probably they were extra good animals. He mentioned the price he paid,

but I forget it. It was not excessive, however.

MILKING V. BEEFING.

They are fair beef-yielding animals. None of the dairy breeds are particularly

adapted for fattening. My idea is that if you are breeding stock for the dairy, you can-

not afford to consider anything else, just as in breeding beef for the shambles, you have
to look only to their fattening properties and their propensity for arriving at early ma-
turity. If you get a good dairy animal it will pay more in a season than you could

realize from it for beef under any circumstances.

DAIRYMEN NOT RAISING STOCK.

To Mr. Dymond.—There are no better milkers than the grade Durhams. Dairymen,
a.s a rule, do not consider it profitable to raise their own stock. That is the opinion
among those who practise dairying, though some do raise their own stock. The theory is

that it will not pay, as they will make as much out of a cow in a season as a heifer would
be worth when she is three years old, and her keep is saved. Still by breeding along,

and keeping the calves from cows of a milking family, a better herd of deep milkers could
be got than could be obtained otherwise. If I were dairying I would not think of raising

my stock. I would sell the cows when they became useless, and always be on the look
out for good milkers, as a good cow will pay for herself in a season. The general opinion
is that if heifers are Avell adapted for dairying, two years old is the best time to bring
them in, and that if they are not brought in then, they will develope into fat instead of

milk-giving qualities. This is the rule in dairying counties, I think.

T. BALLANTYNEi

Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Seaforth, August 11th and 12th, 1880.
Present—Mr. McMillan (Chairman) and Mr. Dymond.

MR. W. SCOTT ROBERTSON'S EVIDENCE.

THE BUTTER TRADE.

I never manufactured butter in a factory ; I buy it now from the farmers. It is a
pretty large interest in this neighbourhood. The largest of our farmers will not make
more than 20 or 25 tubs in the season—that is, about 1000 lbs.

[Mr. Robertson.'^
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SALT—WANT OF CARE IN DAIRIES.

They are using Canadian salt generally. Last year some of them tried English salt

at my request, but it made no difference in the butter. The trouble with our butter is

that it is badly made and badly kept, and that I think is the reason it has a bitter, strong
flavour, and not the salt. I have had just as fine butter as I ever tasted in my life made
with Canadian salt.

WANT OF UNIFORMITY.

The most of the butter I buy is shipped to the English market. It comes to us in all

shapes—in crocks, pails and tubs. If it is in tubs, we fix it up in as good shape as pos-

sible, and keep it in our cellar. If it is loose, we have to sort it, according to colour, and if

necessary, re-salt it and pack it away again. It comes to us in all colours and qualities, and
we have sometimes to mix it to get it uniform.

PRICES FOR DAIRY BUTTER.

There is practically no standard for our butter. We are paying from 12 to 16 cents

for the best tubs ; we have given more ; the price depends on the season and the demand.
Creamery butter to-day is worth 24 cents, while farmers' dairy butter does not bring more
than 16 cents—the best quality.

SHIPMENTS TO ENGLAND.

I ship to England on consignment for sale. English buyers like Eastern Township
butter very much, but our western butter always sejls as a very low grade. Morrisburg
and Brockville butter is classed very nearly as high as Eastern Township.

ONTARIO WESTERN BUTTER—BAD DAIRYING.

The reason the western butter has such a poor reputation is that farmers' wives have

very poor conveniences for keeping their butter as well as for making it. They make
such small quantities at a time that tliey have to mix stale and fresh cream together. Th&
great difficulty with oui' butter is that it gives off its flavour, with all we can do.

WORKING THE BUTTER—TUBS.

The butter we work sells rather low; it should never be worked after it leaves the

farmers; there are different kinds of tubs made here—those with sawn staves, and those

with the old-fashioned split staves. I prefer the tub with the split stave, provided it ia

made as cheaply as the sawn stave tub. It seems to hold the brine better, and to enable

them to turn the butter out easier in England. If our tubs could be made smoother inside

so that the butter could easily be got out, it would bring better prices.]

BRANDS—INSPECTION NEEDED,

We do not put any brand on our butter; we do not even mark it Canadian butter.

There is no official inspection of the butter. I think an inspection of butter will be the

only way to give our butter a standard, on the same principle as the cheese. I have been
connected with cheese and butter business for about ten years.

WALTER SCOTT ROBERTSON.

[Mr. Jiobert60u.\
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MR. EDWARD CASH'S EVIDENCE.

Edward Cash, of Seaforth, was called and examined.

BUTTER BUYING AND SHIPPING.

To Mr. Dymond.—I am now engaged in buying butter from the makers, and I have
been a dealer in butter for the better part of thirty years. I heard Mr. Robertson's evi-

dence which has just been given with regard to butter, and I agree, generally, with the
views expressed.

CONTINGENCIES—STOCK—BUTTER MAKING.

There are a great many contingencies regulating the successful making of butter.

Besides the salt used, there is first the proper treatment of the stock in the matter of sup-

plying wholesome food and water ; second, the convenience for keeping and treatment of

the milk, and then the making and handling of the butter.

IMPROVEMENTS IN VARIOUS WAYS.

There has been a great improvement in this neighbourhood in the quality of the stock

raised, and in the means of keeping and treating the product of the dairy. Oil cake is not

used by the farmers about here to any extent. Our farmers raise their stock chiefly with

a view to dairying; but of late there have been quite a number of cattle fed for the

English market

CAUSES OF INFERIOR QUALITY.

My experience as to the general character of the butter products in this district leads

me to think that one fruitful source of poor butter is owing to many parties attempting
to make butter from too few cows ; keeping the cream too long, and having too many
churnings in one package of butter. Butter made in the hot season is generally poor.

Dairies of eight or ten cows, and churning every twenty-four hours, other things being equal,

the butter will be equal to creamery. Of late there has been a decided improvement in

the quality of our butter owing to the better education of the people in these matters.

A GOOD DAIRYING DISTRICT.

This district is generally well watered ; there was formerly a large quantity of butter

made around here, but it has been pretty well divided between cheese and butter. Butter
has not made the progress that cheese has during the past few years. I think many of my
patrons can make butter quite as good as creamery ; the advantage of creamery butter is

its uniformity of quality and colour.

THE STORE SYSTEM BAD.

A great drawback to the improvement in butter is owing to the truck and trading

for it in the stores, the mixing of too many quantities and qualities together destroying

much good butter.

THE SALT USED—HANDLING—PACKAGES.

Formerly the Oswego salt was largely used in this county for all purposes. Butter
makers now generally use Canadian salt. I do not export butter to England myself. I

generally sell to shippers in round lots. I think a good deal of our butter would sell equal

to creamery, if properly handled and classified. I think it would improve our butter if

[Mr Cash.]
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small dairyists would churn often and use smaller packages for butter. As a rule, there are
not many farmers engaged in butter making around here who have more than eight coavs.

POSSIBLE CAUSES OF COMPLAINT.

To Mr. McMillan.—I have not observed any diflference in the quality of butter from
the use of any particular kind of salt. Private customers have reported some packages of
butter as keeping perfectly sweet for eight or nine months, while others made with equal
advantages would not keep in flavour two months ; it is difficult to tell the cause, it may
be from over-working ; it may be from noxious weeds or herbs eaten by the cows in feed-

ing ; or the milk not properly divested of it ; any of these will be against butter retaining^

its sweetness.

EDWARD CASH.

Sitting to take oral evidence held at Teeswater, August 13th, 1880. Present—
Messrs. McMillan (Chairman), and Dymond.

MR JOHN KETTLE'S EVIDENCE.

John Hettle, Manager of the Teeswater Creamery and Cheese Factory, was called
and examined.

A Creamery in Operation.

To Mr. Dymond.—I have been engaged in butter-making six, and in oheese-making^
three years. The Teeswater factory adopts the place of purchasing the milk from the
farmers and making butter and skim cheese. We collect the milk from the farms. We
pay seven cents per gallon for the months of May and June, and six cents for July and
August, and seven for the balance of the season. We run from about the 10th May ta
the 10th November. We started the skim cheese making in 1878. Previously we ran
butter alone and fed the skim milk to hogs. We have found our present plan more
economical and profitable in ordinary seasons. From 851bs. of milk we average lib. of
butter and 2^1b8. of cheese. The gallon of milk weighs lOlbs. The farmers generally
are taking advantage of the system. Last year we ran up to 22,0001bs. of milk per day
in the height of the season, representing nearly 1,000 cows. Farmers are feeding their-

cows better and going in more heartily for dairying. 1 have advised the use of oil cake
as a feed but not with much success. I circulated a number of the reports of the Dairy-
men's Convention, held in London in February last, among the farmers. Some four
other butter factories have been established within twenty miles of this place, probably
as the result of our experiment.

Prices Realized.

In 1877 we sold the season's butter here at 25 cents. In 1878 the price of butter
was lower and we realized 22^ cents. In 1879 the trade being very dull we got

17 cents. That was before the decided rise in the fall of that year. This year
we have been offered 24 cents, but have sold none, and are holding for better

prices. In 1877 a British merchant bought farmer's butter of the usual quality at

17 cents and gave us 25 cents. We understood he realized a handsome profit on the

creamery butter, but lost on the other. In 1878 farmer's butter was worth 12
cents to 14 cents, and in 1879, up to the middle of September, as against our
17 cents, farmer's butter was sold for 8 cents. Eight cents per pound will be
the fair average amount of the difference in favour of creamery butter.

Skimmed Milk Cheese.

We have realized for the cheese made from the skim milk in 1878, 7 cents ; in 187^

[Mr. Hettle.']
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the trade was very dull, and we made hardly any, finding it more profitable to feed it

to pigs. At present the prospects are very good. The skimming takes place about
seventeen hours after cooling. The difference in price between the skim cheese and the
ordinary cheese is about 2 cents per lb. The quantity of cream retained in the skiir

med milk varies according to the conditions of temperature.

Tubs—Salt.

The butter is all sold in 56Ib. tubs. About three-quarters of an ounce of

salt is used for every pound of butter when stored for future shipment; but not
over half an ounce per lb. where the butter is shipped every month. We have
generally used Seaforth salt both for butter and cheese. We have never had any
fault found with the butter. Where the Liverpool salt and Canadian salt have
been used for the same shipments no trace of difference could be discovered

on examination. No buyer has ever complained to us of the salt used. We brine

the butter frequently and keep it moist when in store. The same remark applies

to the salt used in the cheese-making as in the butter. We are just now using Liver-

pool salt, but I can discover no advantage it possesses over the Canadian.

Febding Hoosu

We are feeding hogs on the butter-milk. We recently sold 120 for shipment to Liver-

pool, at 5 cents per lb. live weight. We have to take what hogs we can get, but a well-bred

hog is most profitable, and fattens much easier than a common one. I should prefer the

Berkshires if I could make a choice. Our butter is all branded " Teeswater Creamery,
Teeswater, Canada," as a distinctive mark. Inquiries have in many instances been
made by letter and cable from England for our brand of butter. Our means of pro-

viding are practically unlimited if the farmers will only supply the milk. Farmer's
butter is far more heavily salted than ours. We have paid this year to farmers sending

milk to us, for three moatbs' milk, $7,931. That was up to the 1st of August.

JOHN HETTLE.

Sittings to tak^ oral evidence, held at Perth, October 12th, 1880. Present-—-T^essta,

BvTRNB (Chairman), and Dymond.

MR. ROBERT MEIGHAN'S EVIDENCE.

Mr. Robert Meighan called and examined.

To Mr. Dymond.—I am a merchant in Perth, a member of the firm of A. Meighan
& Brothers.

LARGE TRANSACTIONS IN BUTTER—PREFERABLE SIZE OF TUBS.

,'e buy largely all produce raised in this section. Some $50,000 worth of butter

will, I expect, pass through our hands this season. We usually buy direct from the

farmer in 50 lb., 801b., and 1001b. packages. We prefer the 50 lb. ; they suit some old

country markets, especially Glasgow, best. It is all dairy-made butter.

AVERAGE OF PRICE—POOR QUALITIES A DRAWBACK.

Taking the past seven years, I think the price would have averaged 19 cents. The

highest price we have paid was 25 cents, and the lowest for good samples 12| cents. li

iJ£r. Meighan.'\
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varies mnch in quality. We can sell all the good butter, but the poor quality is a draw-
back. About two-thirds would be our best shipping brand ; the rest would be seconda
and thirds.

REPUTATION OF BEST BRANDS.

Our best brand is well known,- and stands well in the English market. We can
place it by cable on its own reputation. It brings the highest price of Canadian brands
excepting the Eastern Townships and Morrisburg. Brockville brand has fetched lately

115 shillings per cwt. Our best brands are not so even in quality as the Townships, or
eren the Morrisburg.

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT.

1 believe one reason is, the farmer here has not been taught to improve his butter by
the merchants who were reluctant to tell him his butter was inferior. We examine it

carefully when it comes in and appraise it accordingly. There has been a decided im-

provement lately in the butter >f the section. I think the low prices of late years, and
public attention being called to the subject by the press, has led to improvement. We
get our beat butter from the high lands.

HIGH QUALITY COMMANDING HIGH PRICES.

I believe the quality of the Eastern Townships butter is decidedly ahead oi our best.

I obtained some butter from special dairies from this neighbourhood and put it on the

market in England on its own merits. It brought an exceptionally high price, and buy-

ers wanted more of the same mark.

RESULTS OF CARELESS DAIRYING.

Carele-8 making is the chief cause of complaint. The buttermilk is not taken out,

too much salt is used, and the colour is not regular in the same package. There are no
creameries in the neighbourhood.

CREAMERY BUTTER.

Creamery butter brings a higher price by 3 or 4 cents over our finest.

OLEOMARGARINE.

The oleomargarine is interfering with the lower grades of butter. The only way to

compete with this is to produce the finest qualities. I have no personal interest opposed

to the creamery system.

MODE OF BRANDING.

We brand our best butter "Choice Dairy Butter, A. M., Perth, Ontario, Canada."

A. M." has been our old mark.

THE CHEESE T.RADE INCREASING.

We have bought most of the cheese from the factories in this section this year. The
product through our hands has been equal to some $40,000 in value. This is probably

four-fifths of the whole. Cheese-making is on the increase ; the business is better man-
aged. The adoption of the co-operative system by the farmers has helped to improT« thfi

busines.«».

DAIBYING V. WHEAT CHOPPING.

While some farmers who have continued to grow wheat have become more heavily

encumbered, those that have gone into dairying have been clearing ofi" their indebtedness.

[Mr. MeighanJ]
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ENGLISH SALT PREFERRED.

We prefer English salt, of Higgins' brand, for butter making. The butter appears

to take better—with the English buyers. The other salt used does not appear to dissolve

so easily as the English. Since we commenced to use Higgins' "Eureka" we have had
few complaints. I cannot tell what Canadian salt has been u«ed. We had many com-
plaints, but I cannot say the salt was Canadian. I do not know positively any of the

salt complained of was Canadian.

GRAIN PURCHASES—THE RYE CROP.

We buy grain largely. The demand for rye for export to Germany and Belgium
has been largely on the increase. I think the trade will continue from natural causes.

Our reports from Antwerp are that the sample gave great satisfaction. The impression

of the trade is, that our rye is superior to the American. Farmers say they can grow it

on poorer land than other grain crops. I am buying at 78 cents to-day for a good sample.

Where freights are cheaper it will bring 80 cents, and at Toronto it is up to 85 cents. I

know farmers who hare substituted rye for wheat with profit. Previous to 1879, 1 think,

50 cents was the highest price we ever gave for rye.

ROBERT MEIGHAN.

MR. JOSEPH YUILL'S EVIDENCE

A PRIVATE CREAMERY.

Extract from evidence on Ayrshire cattle, given at a sitting of the Commission held

at Almonte, October 13th, 1880.

Present—Messrs. E. Byrne (Chairman), and A. H. Dymond.

PRIVATE CREAMERY ARRANGEMENTS.

" We have a small private creamery and make our own butter. . • • * Some of

the stock are young, but 200 lbs. of butter would be a fair season's average to a cow. . .

DESCRIPTION OF THE UTENSILS.

Our creamery is calculated for 15 cows. It is known as Evans' Creamery, and con-

sists of five cans costing $25. They are about two feet high, of seven or eight inches in

diameter, and in two parts connected by a narrow neck with a stopper. The lower por-

tion will hold about fifteen quarts and the upper five quarts. The cream is suffered to

fill the upper part of the vessel The stopper is inserted, and the upper part of the vessel

can then be easily removed.

TREATMENT OF THE MILK.

The milk vessels are immersed in cold spring or iced water for twelve hours until th©

[Mr. YuilL]
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cream has risen. The cream is then put into another vessel to ripen for about thirty-six

hours, and then churned by a dog power in an old-fashioned chum.

PRICES FOR BUTTER.

We get twenty-one cents a pound for the butter. "We use an ounce of salt to the
pound of butter and a little saltpetre. We always use the ground Liverpool salt.

JOSEPH YUILL.

Sittings to take oral evidence, held at Belleville, October 18, 1880. Present—Messrs.
Aylsworth (Chairman), and Dymond.

ME. P. DALY'S EVIDENCE.

Peter Daly, of the Township of Thurlow, was called and examined.

He said :—I am engaged in general farming as well as dairying. I can corroborate

the most of the evidence given by Mr. Graham, but I differ from him on some points.

I do not get such results from my dairying as Mr. Graham, as I keep my cows more
cheaply, and have a rougher farm.

MANAGEMENT OF A DAIRY FARM.

I aim to have my cows milking about the middle of April or the first of May. I

feed them a good deal of straw in the spring, and not much grain, but I have no
trouble in keeping up a good flow of milk. When the pastures stint I do not feed them
any grain, but depend mostly on the pastures. I do not soil my cows or feed them any
hay or grain until the snow falls, and I find that my cows give a larger yield of milk in

the fall than those which begin giving milk in March, and feeding on grain.

PASTURAGE.

For pasture I prefer fields that have lain long in sod, rather than fields that have

been newly seeded with clover and Timothy or both. The longer a field lies in pasture

the better the pasture grows. For dairy purposes there is no grass equal to the June
grass, and in order to obtain good June grass we have to abandon rotation of crops.

CORN STALKS FOR WINTER FEED—MEAL.

I depend on corn stalks for early winter feed, as I raise six or seven acres of corn

every year and regard corn stalks as invaluable food for cows. About the middle of

January, when I cease to milk the cows, I put them on straw with a very little meal

—

say one quart a day. In other respects my practice does not differ much from Mr.

Graham's.

AVERAGE RETURN PER COW.

I obtain on an average about $30 per cow for the milk sent to the factory, and

besides this I make between 400 and 500 pounds of butter, or about $6 per cow. The
calf is worth $1, or if kept till fall, $5 or $6, making about $40 per head as the average

proceeds.

COST OF FEED.

I do not feed my cows over one ton of hay each per annum, which costs $8 or $9,

{Mr. Daly.]
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The pasture costs about $6 for the season, and $1 will pay for the meal. I calculate
that the manure is worth, at least, as much as the straw, so that $15 or ^16 would be
about the total cost of keeping a cow. I do not raise many calves, but supply myself by
purchasing.

CHEESE PRODUCT OF THE DISTRICT.

As to the amount of cheese produced in this district I have consulted two buyers
whose operations extend from about Newburgh, some seven or eight miles beyond Nap-
anee to the west of the Bay of Quinte, including Brighton and Colborne ; in fact, they
buy nearly the whole of the cheese in this district. Their estimate of the amount pur-
chased is 190,000 boxes of sixty pounds each, at an average of about 11 cents per
pound. Other buyers purchase smaller quantities in certain portions of the district.

ROTATION OF CROPS.

My rotation of crops is somewhat different from Mr Graham's. I have a good deal

of long manure in the spring, which is turned over into heaps, and after I have sown my
barley, I draw it out and put it on the corn and potato ground. Next spring I turn over
the land and sow barley upon it, taking off two and perhaps even three crops, and
seeding down with the last. When I plough up the sod I sow peas or oats upon it. I
keep the land in pasture or grass three or four years.

USE OF HURON SALT.

Huron salt is used in the cheese factory of which I am President, but I do not know
what particular brand it is. I have no reason to think it is otherwise than satisfactory,

&3xdi the buyers find no fault, though they are both interested in English salt.

CULTIVATION OF RYE—WHEAT—^APPLES.

I think the cultivation of rye to a moderate extent is profitable on account of the
value of the straw for feeding. Spring wheat has been running out for a number of

years, and though new sorts have been tried, I am of the opinion that as a crop it is a
failure. Pall wheat does well. All kinds of apples succeed well. Leached ashes I con-
sider the best fertilizer for an orchard.

PETER R. DALY.

lAfr. Daly.]
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MR. THOMAS MYERS' EVIDENCE.

Statement of Mr. Thomas Myers, of the Township of Bastard, County of

Leeds on Dairy Farming, etc.

Mr. Myers having been prevented from attending, as notified, the sittings of the
Commission at Perth, subsequently made the following statement to Mr. Edward Byrne^
one of the Commissioners :

—

November 25th, 1880.

Mr. Mykrs said :—I was born and have been brought up on the farm on which I
now reside. I have been engaged in farming all my life. I own 400 acres of land. I

grow grain largely, but have latterly devoted my attention chiefly to dairying. The lot

on which I now live was given me by my father.

An Impoverished Farm.

The soil is naturally good, but it was the farthest removed from the homestead

buildings, and consequently during my father's time, it received little or no manure.

When I came to work it my crops were very inferior, particularly wheat. I was then

forced to the conclusion that I must adopt some means of improving this worn-out soil.

Increase in Stock.

I increased my stock of cows, and have profited in a two-fold capacity. My land

is fast improving, and my pecuniary affairs in equal proportion.

A Good Dairying Section.

This section of country is well adapted for dairy purposes. There is abundance of

good spring water, and lying contiguous to the Rideau waters, the land affords delicioua

pasturage in summer.

Cheese Factories.

Cheese factories are very numerous in this section of the country, and seem to in-

crease in public favour. The average number of cows to each factory is about 850. The

factories are all, with one exception, conducted by private enterprise.

Cheese Making.

I have been engaged for the past twelve years in cheese making. I ran a factory

in company with another gentleman for seven years, but dissolved partnership because

I thought that I could make better sales alone, and the result has proved very satisfac-

tory to me. "When I was ready to sell, my partner was not, and the fact became quite

apparent to me that too many salesmen are a great injury to a cheese industry.

A Small Farm Factory.

After dissolving partnership I erected a cheese factory on my own farm, a small one

in proportion to the one we had before. It cost, exclusive of my own work, about $460.

I keep 40 cows, and make cheese for any of my neighbours that deliver their own milk,

but never haul any milk. "When milk is drawn a long distance, the result is never satis-

factory, either in the quality or the quantity of cheese made therefrom.

[Mr. Myers.]
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Heifebs—Cows

—

Health op Stock.

Generally my heifers come in at two years old. I never had any trouble with abor
tion. My cows are healthy, and no disease of any kind prevails in this section amongst
cattle.

Winter Shelter and Feed.

I keep my cows housed in winter. They are fed on straw for two months of the win
ter. the balance on hay, roots, and meal.

(3^B£EN FODDEB.

When the pastures become dry in summer, we feed some green corn. I always
think that I can get a better return of cheese from corn-fed cows in summer.

Native Improved Cattle,

My cows are native stock, improved with slight strains of Ayrshire and Durham
blood. Farmers are becoming thoroughly aHve to the necessity of improving theii

stock by the use of thoroughbred male animals—several have been brought in this falj

for next season's use. I have not as yet given my attention to which would be the mos(
profitable to the farmer—beef raising or cheese making.

Advantages of the Home Factory,

I derive several advantages from having a cheese factory on my own farm, beyond
what I did when I sent my milk a distance to get it made into cheese. 1st. I save $1
per ton for hauling milk. 2nd. I put in one extra mess of milk in the week. 3rd. I
now feed my calves on sweet whey ; they do well on it without any other food. 4th. My
hogs are now fed on sweet whey, and each of them will (provided I keep the same num-
ber I formerly did) make 100 pounds more pork in the fall. 5th. I manage it cheaper
—have oay niilk come in in better condition—and I flatter myself that I make better

sales from having a better article to selL

Increased Profit on Cows,

All these considered, I now realize full $15 per cow more in the season than I did
when I sent my milk to be manufactured at the cheese factory I was running in com-
pany.

Payments for Milk.

I think that the system of small cheese factories is the most profitable to the com-
munity. They can be more economically managed in the first place ; secondly, the pro-
fits are more equally distributed among the people, and therefore do more good. The
first year that I ran this smaU cheese factory I paid those who patronized me 2 cents
per 10 pounds of milk more than other neighbouring factories did. The next year, ^
cent more ; this season I am able to pay 1 cent more. My cows have paid me while I
was making cheese this summer on an average $38. Before commencing cheese and
after stopping $8. Total $46. This has been a very favourable season for cheese-mak-
ers, and prices were good.

Cheddar Cheese.

1 understand cheese-making. This season I made Cheddar cheese exclusively. For-
merly I made what was called fine American. Cheese made on the Cheddar principle
presses closer, makes a more solid article, and keeps better.

[J/r. MyeraJ\
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Average of Cheese to Milk—Conditions of Success.

I averaged this year 1 pound of cheese for every 9| pounds of milk This is some-
thing better than many others do. I attribute my success in this department to cleanli-

ness, economy, prudence, and care in saving the milk, allowing none to go to waste, even
the smallest particle, and in handling the curd, not touching it until it was in proper
order, and then in not handUng it bo roughly as to divide it into too small particles, so
that it might run off in the whey.

Method of Cheese-Makino.

This is my mode of doing business : After the milk is weighed it is run into the vats,

then cooled to about 70 degrees to take out the animal heat, then heated to 80 degrees.

Then put in the rennet, leave it till it coagulates, which usually takes about fifteen

minutes. Then let it stand for about one and a half hours. When it breaks oflf clean it

is ready to cut. Then cut with a curd knife. After cutting let it stand until the whey
rises. Then cut a second time, then it is ready for cooking. Cook to about 98 degrees;
then let it stand until we can see what is called " messengers" ; then run off the whey.
The curd then all settles down. Then cut with a common knife into chunks ; the whey
then all runs off. Then let it stand until the proper change takes place—the time often

varies.

A Critical Moment—Testing the Curd.

This is the particular time that judgment and attention are required in the cheese-
maker. A neglect of a few minutes wiU make bad cheese. When testing it to know
when it is ready to grind, by putting the curd to a hot iron and pulling it off again,

it is considered good when it will string out into very fine long threads of a silky nature.

Then grind fine with a curd mill ; then it is ready for salting. Salt with good salt,

with from 2| pounds to 3 pounds to the 1,000 pounds of milk. Salt evenly and put into

hoops. Press well until the whey is all out. Put on the shelves and turn regularly, and
keep the room if possible at an even temperature imtil it is properly seasoned.

THOMAS MYERS.

STATEMENT OF MR. JOHN GILE,

Op ths Township of Bastard, County op Leeds, on Dairy Farming, Etc., Mad«

TO Mr. Edward Byrne, one op the Commissioners.

Mr, Gile said :—I was born in the County, and have been engaged in agricultural

pursuits from boyhood to the present time. I own 750 acres of land, 600 of which is

cleared and under cultivation. I pursue a general system of mixed husbandry. I grow
grain largely, and have kept sheep in years past with success.

A Flock op Merinos.

The flock consisted of between 400 and 500 Merinos. Before the American war they

were profitable. I used to get from 45 to 50 cents a pound for the wool ; that paid well.

The flock was kept well up by importing thoroughbred male animals at great cost.

Fine-Woolled Sheep.

I am thoroughly convinced from experience that the Province of Ontario is as favour-

able a field for raising fine wooUed sheep as the Northern States, and if encouragement
was given to the industry, our high lands would prove useful and profitable.

[Mr. Gile.]
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Dairtino instead op Sheep Farming.

Since the price of fine wool came down, I abandoned sheep raising and devoted
my attention to dairying. This section of the Province is peculiarly well fitted for dairy

purposes. There are over forty cheese and butter factories within a radius of twenty-five

mUes from my place, and the industry is rapidly growing in public favour. I own 95
cows, and expect to milk 100 next summer.

Dairying Profitablb.

I think that dairying is one of the most profitable branches of a farmer's occupation

if well managed. The herd is native stock, well selected, with a view to their milk pro-

ducing qualities, and improved with a small strain of Ayrshire and Durham blood.

Wintering the Cattle.

We keep them housed in winter. The first two months of winter they are fed on
straw, the latter part on hay and roots. We feed four times a day and water twice;

There is a windmill in the barn-yard for pumping water for the cattle.

Use op Salt for Cattle.

I mix salt with the water, and always keep the troughs full of salt water. I feel

confident that the cattle do better on this system than by giving salt separately. I have
extensive pasturage, and don't soil any of the stock, but think that it would be profitable.

Average Yield op Milk.

The cows averaged this season about 3,000 lbs. of milk per cow ; as a general rule

large herds don't average as much as small ones, they are more liable to mishaps.

A Butter and Cheese Factory.

I have a cheese and butter factory combined, on my farm, for my own use, but make
both butter and cheese for any patrons who deliver their own milk. When milk is de-

livered, we make the cheese, box it, and sell it for Ij^ cents per lb., but it is rather too

little to pay, Principally, this season, we made cheese, but it is more profitable to make
both butter and cheese at the same time.

Proportion op Cheese to Milk Profit.

From 100 lbs. of milk we can make 10 lbs. of full cream cheese ; this was sold this

season for 11^ cents per lb., which leaves a net profit of $1.00 for every 100 pounds of

milk.

Proportion op Butter and Cheese to Milk.

The 100 pounds of milk made into butter, and cheese makes 3 lbs. of butter and 7

lbs. of skim cheese. The butter was sold for 25 cents per lb., or 75 cents ; the cheese at

8J cents ; total 134^ cents, from which we must deduct 3 1^ cents per lb. for making butter,

which leaves a balance of 24^ cents in favour of the combined system of butter and
cheese, on every 100 pounds of milk. This is what has been done this season. Our ex-

perience has been short, but we think a little better can be done when we get more con-

versant with the business. The cost of changing the cheese factory into a cheese and
butter making establishment was about $1,000.
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System of Butter Making.

Our system is: First set the milk in tin pails, which hold about 35 pounds, in a water
pool. This pool is constructed of two-inch pine plank, water tight, 6x12 feet, 2 feet high,

with a lid on hinges to shut down when required. Into this a stream of cold water is

pumped, and in hot weather ice is put in to make it cooler. The water comes up to about
six inches of the top*of the pail. The pail is about eight inches in diameter, and twenty
inches deep. It takes from 24 to 36 hours for the cream to rise.

Churning.

Then the cream is skimmed and churned in an upright churn. The chum is capable

of churning 50 pounds of butter, and three of them are working at one time, with one
shaft stroke, 18 inches to each churn. The motive power is steam. The cream is

heated to 62° before churning ; it takes about 40 minutes to perform the work. These
churns being open at the top the maker can easily tell when the butter is coming. Before

it begins to gather we put in some cold water. This gathers and hardens the butter. We
partially coloured the butter this season by putting a little annato into the cream before

churning.

Working the Butter—Salting—Packing.

The butter is then taken out of the churn and put into the worker and washed. Ice

is then put on to cool it before salting. It is then left for three or four hours, then salted

with one ounce of salt to the pound of butter. The salt used is " Higgins' Brand."

Then it is packed into 50 pound tubs, bandaged, a cloth put on the top and neatly covered

with salt. Butter thus made has commanded the highest price in the market this season.

A saving can be made by butter and cheese manufacturers purchasing annatto seed and
making their own annatto.

Seimmbd Milk Cheese.

The butter-milk, and skim milk are put into the vats and heated to 80°, then the

rennet is put in, allowing it to stand 30 minutes. The curd is then cut with a curd knife

and stirred a short time before beginning to cook. This is cooked to 88° and stirred, and
the whey is run off. It is then allowed to stand for the acid to form, and until it flakes

or threads finely with a hot iron. The curd is then ground with a curd mill, salted evenly

with about 3 lbs. of good clean salt to the 1,000 lbs. of milk; then put into the hoops

and pressed well until the whey all runs off. A bandage should be put on the bottom

and top of cheese as well as on the sides ; it would help to ward off enemies that are

often troublesome in hot weather and prevent the proper curing of cheese.

Calving—Health of Cattle.

I have never experienced any trouble in having the cows with calf. Occasionally we
have a farrow cow amongst the herd, but it does not often occur. As a rule the cows

are healthy. No disease of any kind prevails in this section amongst any of the cattle.

JOHN GILE.

THE MANUFACTURE OF BUTTER, AND DAIRY MANAGEMENT.

Extracts from a Lecture by Canon Bagot.

Reported in the Irish Farmer of June 17, 1880.

Canon Bagot, in coming forward, said that some time ago, he travelled in European

countries, to ascertain why they made better butter than they in Ireland did, and, there-

fore, obtained better prices. On the 1st January, 1880, the first Cork butter ranged at
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138«. and 143s. in the London market. On the same day the Denmark butter ranged at

lils. and 155s. On the Ist January, 1879, Cork butter was 143s. and 148s., and the

Danish butter 168s., or 23 per cent, over the Cork butter.

Dairymaids—Schools in Denmark.

In the year 1864 and 1865 the Danish people took up the question of dairy educa-

tion, and they got the Government of the day to establish schools for the education of

dairymaids. They commenced this in '64 and '65, and see what has been the result

that has been attained in 15 years. The effect of this education is beginning to tell

;

their butter has risen in price, and by competition it is over the Cork butter 2^(i. per

pound. He might, therefore, argue from that, that their success was owing a good deal to

the education of their dairymaids.

College for Dairymaids in Sweden.

In Sweden the dairymaids were sent to a college to be educated in dairy management
for six months. At the expiration of that time they got certificates which fully qualified

them to act as dairymaids, and they were snatched up by gentlemen who had large

dairies. These women, holding certificates, were entitled to teach other dairymaids, and
for that instruction they received fees, which amounted to a first-rate salary. By serving

a regular course, under a certified teacher, these women, after spending two months at

the college, were themselves qualified to teach. The result of this teaching was that in

those countries they made their butter of one uniform quality. Their instructions were
defined as to the quality of the salt and colouring to be used in the butter, and the food

to be given to cattle. In that way the quality of their butter was uniform, and that was
what was beating Irish butter out of the London market. He ventured to say that if he
went into their (the Irish) markets and examined superfine butter—a difference would be
shown. He would find some of the firkins more salt than the others. The taste for but-

ter in London was very fastidious. The retail dealer in London got a dozen of superfine

firkins of Irish butter from the wholesale dealer. He would find that ten of them were
very good indeed, but some of them were not coloured enough or had too much salt.

And then he would send them back to the wholesale dealer ; and the wholesale dealer

says if I send the same man a lot of Danish butter, I never knew a case of where a cask
was sent back. Out of 100 firkins of Danish butter no one could discover a difference

in any one of them. That was one result that was obtained by the Danish people, and
that we may yet attain in the manufacture of butter.

Butterinb.

There was a stuff called butterine, which was sold in large quantities in Dublin, so

much so that it had seriously interfered with the sale of second-class butter for the past
six months. The principal part was made in America and imported. It was made of

the fat and the kidneys of the cow, which were melted down. They mix it up in the churn
with a little butter-milk to give it a flavour, and sometimes they mix a httle butter with
it. He was sorry he did not bring some of it to show it to them. It was perfectly sweet
and perfectly good, and if he got it on the table himself he would pronounce it to be the
second-class butter. He did not object to the sale of that, provided it was pure and
clean, and not sold as butter, but he thought it was a great hardship to see it substituted

for, and sold as genuine butter. After some further remarks he went on to refer to the

policy of

Feeding Liberally.

He wished to point out to them that it was not the cow which procured the milk

—

it was the food which she got produced it. The cow was exactly like a steam engine.

If he got corn to thrash with a machine, he could not do so without water and coal, but
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when he was supplied with these he could go to work. The cow was a regular machine
for providing milk, and it is of the food which you give her that the milk is produced.
You may have a bad steam engine as well as a good steam engine—one which would
require a great deal more coal than the other ; and so it was with the cow, some of them
will take a great deal more food to produce milk than others. His advice would be to

get a description of cattle which would produce the best butter with the least quantity of
food, but they might be assured that if they fed their cows well, they would be repaid by
the quality of milk.

A Good Breed of Cows Needed

Another important item which he would wish to point out was that they should
be careful in their selection of cattle. They should endeavour to get cows which would
not aloue give them a large quantity of milk, but also keep in good condition, so that in
disposing of them, they could do so with the smallest amount of loss—if loss were to

come. There was a great move made of late years in improving the breed of milch
cows. They could lay down no general rule as to the description best suited to this

country—as the cattle best suited for Kerry may not "be good for Kildare ; but he
thought the best breed of cattle were a cross between a Short-horn and the Dutch (Hol-
stein).

Winter Feeding of Milk Cattle.

And now as to the feeding of cattle. In keeping winter dairies they should be care-

ful to keep the cow also properly heated. In a cold cow-house they should have to re-

place by food the quantity of heat lost by the cow. That would be taking money out of

their pockets as it was by food, and by that alone, the profits would be produced.
They all knew of course the best kind of food to give their cattle. In Denmark he did

not see a bit of natural grass—the whole country was in tillage. They grew splendid

clover and rye grass, and tethered the cattle on it. Their great object was winter dairy-

ing, as they knew the butter in London was nearly double the price in winter that it was
in summ< r. They feed their cattle exclusively at this time with clover, hay, liuseed

cake, and rape cake ; when they send their butter to London in the winter time they get

1«. 8d. per pound for it.

Setting the Milk—Churning—The Theemoiheter.

The speaker next referred to the system of setting the milk in Denmark and Ger-

many. In ordinary temperature the cream would rise more rapidly in shallow vessels

than in deep. The cooler the room, the deeper should be the milk in the vessels, and
the warmer the room the shallower the vessels should be. Their great object should be

to get off the cream sweet, before the milk was turning m the least bit sour, because you
cannot make the superfine quality otherwise. In Denmark they will not churn anything

but what is perfectly sweet cream, and they lay great stress upon that as being the

means of enabling them to obtain such high prices for their butter. He asked two or

three persons in Kerry as to how long the cream was left in the milk, and he was told

about thirty- six hours. He thought they ought to change a good deal with the weather
;

but he might fairly say, in making superfine butter, they should have the cream separ-

ated from the milk before it got sour. In the north of France they do not mix the cream

;

they keep it quite separate until half-an-hour before churning. A.s to the proper tem-

perature of cream when churning, he would recommeod to them the use of the ther-

mometer. They might ask him what was the thermometer for. Well, it is not dear. It

is only eightpence. He called it a labour saving machine. It shows j'ou the temperature

of the cream. When the thermometer stands at 50 degrees it will take an hour and a

half to churn, if it stands at 60 it takes lesa, and if it stands at 78 you will churn in 50

minute-!, because the higher the temperature the easier the globules were broken. He
thought the proper temperature in churning was from 57 to 60 degrees. He procured

a thermometer for himself and gave it to his dairymaid, but she thought it was only a

new faugled notion of the master's and did not use it. On last November his wife came to
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him and told him that it took the women two and a half hours to churn. He told them
to use the thermometer, and the result was that, by putting the cream in a vessel into

warm water and raising it to its proper temperature, the churning was done in half-an-

hour, and whenever he went to Dublin afterwards he got a commission to buy a ther-

mometer, as his servant told the farmers round about of it.

Faults in Small Dairies.

As regarded churning there were two crying faults among the small farmers. Being
in connection with a butter company a great deal of it passed through his hands to the

London market, the faults were, keeping the cream too long without churning, which
gives an unpleasant " lack " to the butter, and over-churning. With regard to letting

the cream rest too long, it would be far better to make better quality by churning two
or three times a week than to wait until the churn would be full and make inferior qual-

ity. The cream, when left rest too long, actually becomes decomposed hke bad meat,
and gives a nasty taste to the butter. The other fault was over churning. He knew
that it would be the most difficult thing in the world to get the dairymaids out of that

practice. The very moment the butter is formed into little grains like shot—what a dairy-

maid would call cracked to—they should stop churning that very instant. If they do
not they are actually injuring the butter they have made ; they are destroying the quahty
of it, and they are putting into it the very article that they were trying to get rid of,

A Milk and Cream Separatob.

There was one instrument which he thought would cause an entire change in the

dairies of that country, and that was De Laval's separator. He saw one in Sweden deal-

ing effectually with the milk of 4,000 cows. The milk was delivered by rail and passed
into the machine which was managed by six persons. As fast as the milk passed into

the machine the cream came out one spout and the milk from another. The churns were
always working, and within about four hours after the milk left the cows udder, it was
on its way to London in butter. It was a machine which when it came into general use
would almost entirely dispense with the use of dairies. Mr. Nulty, the Roman
Catholic Bishop, had got this separator which is worked by a two-horse engine, and in

a report which he made he spoke in the highest terms of it. That was the only one in

Ireland with the exception of the one the associated dairies of Dungarven had. There
were great doubts as to whether the cream was entirely separated from the milk by this

process, because, when the milk was tasted after the separator it was very good. The
milk was submitted to an analyst for investigation, and he found that milk skimmed
from cream in the ordinary manner contained fully 3| per cent, of butter fat, whereas
skimmed milk obtained through the separator only contained | per cent.

How TO Hold Their Own.

They should all try and make the best article and get the best prices for it. Canon
Bagot also spoke of the injury caused to the sale of butter by putting too much water in

it, and referred to a case which came under his observation of where a firkin of Irish

butter sent to the London market, weighing 69 pounds, contained 38i of water. He
thought one of the great faults in the Cork butter market was that their tasters passed
the firkins with water in them in the same class as those out of which the water was
taken. They should try and send on a good honest article, and if they did so the

foreigner would not be beating them out of the market, and they would get better prices

!'or their butter. If they increased the value of the butter going into the Cork market by
Id. in the pound it would give them something like £150,000, but there was nothing to

prevent them from getting 2c?. in the pound. If they put their shoulders to the wheel,

and were careful in the selection of their breed of cattle, looked after their dairies, and
kept them clean, and stopped churning at the right moment, their increased profits

would almost pay the rents of their farms.

[Canon BagotJ]
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Cheese Dairying in North Oxford.

I have long been a resident of North Oxford, and have been engaged in the cheese
dairying business, more or less, for twenty years. In that period dairy fanning has made
extraordinary advancement in this and the surrounding counties. One reason for this is the
adaptability of this section of country for dairying, as regards water and pasture, and an-

other reason is, that it has been found more profitable to the general farmer than grain-
growing.

Hints for Successful Dairying

As it is very important that so great an industry should be well understood, I will, as

briefly as possible, give a few hints on the subject, the understanding and practice of which,
appears to me necessary for the successful prosecution of the business. But, in the first

place, I may state, that I would not recommend dairying where the conditions are un-
favourable, such as where the land is hilly, and of a light porous nature, and there is a lack of

abundance of water. But where the opposite of these exists, dairy farming, if well man-
aged, may be considered a safe and profitable business.

A Certain Market.

The fears entertained by some that it will be overdone are not well grounded. Noth-
ing is more certain than that the cost of every production must be paid by the con-

sumer. The question to decide is, are we in a position to compete with other parts of the

dairy world 1 I tliink we are, and therefore belieA'e there is no reason to fear.

Soil, Climate and Water Favourable.

As regards climate, soil and water, a large portion of this Province is well calculated

for dairy farming. Therefore the business ought, and will, no doubt, extend very much
further in a few years, especially in butter-making.

The Right Kind of Cattle.

Probably next in importance to the right kind of soil is the right kind of cattle. On
this there is a variety of opinions, some favouring one breed, and some another. As I

have only experience with one kind, the grade Durhams, I will give my reasons for think-

ing they are probably the best for this Province at the present time.

[Mr. Malcolm.]
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Reasons for Preferring the Grade Durhams.

What is wanted, is a short-legged, straight, smooth, heavy-bodied cow, and also a good
milker. I do not say that cows of another stamp may not be just as good for milk, and
perhaps better, but there is a reason why I would prefer and recommend this kind of cat-

tle. Almost every year some have to be weeded from the herd on account of some defect,

or it may be desired, to some extent, to breed and raise beef cattle for the English market.

In either case, with such cattle, feeding may be done with a prospect of profit. Another
reason why I prefer the Durham is, because the general farmer is under the necessity of

making the common cattle of the country the basis to work upon, and I think it is gener-

ally conceded that no breed surpasses the Durham in its ability to improve the stock.

Among those common cattle are found the best of milkers, and by crossing such with a
thoroughbred Durham bull, also selected from a good milking family, a dairy cow may be
obtained of the stamp above mentioned. If not at the first crossing the process should
be continued.

Durhams Easily Procured.

Another reason for preferring the Durham is because it is the most widely spread in

the Province, and therefore the most easily obtained. It is also the opinion of many prac-

tical dairymen in the United States that no breed surpasses the grade Durham for milk.

In regard to their beefing qualities I might mention that last spring I sold two that had
been milked for a number of years for $128, or 5 cents per pound live weight.

Yield op Milk.

As regards milk, my herd of 16 will, this season, average about 6,000 pounds of milk
or 600 gallons, and many others with like cattle will do similar work. However, this is

a good season for pasture, and the quantity of milk is above an average.

Management op a Dairy Farm.

I will now give my opinion of the general management of a dairy farm, keeping in

view the necessity for gain, and I might here say that if all the food a cow eats had to be
purchased at the market price, there would be little or no profit at the prices farmers
generally get for butter and cheese.

Food Against Milk.

It will not be far from the mark, to say, that a cow that will give on an average $40
a year will require, at market prices, $35 in food, leaving only $5 to pay for care and
milking.

Where the Profit Is.

But the profit is obtained, in the Srst place, by producing the food at less than the

market price, and selling it through the cow, at the same time saving a large portion of

its fertilizing value to the farm. In the second place there is a profit secured by making
use of the pasturage on land not fit for cultivation, also of bulky cheap produce, such as

chafi^, cornstalks, turnips, etc. In fact the cow should be looked upon as a medium, or

machine, by which not only the coarse, cheap, bulky, and unsaleable fodder may be turned
into cash, but much that is of value, such as corn, peas, oats, barley and hay, be marketed
at remunerative prices.

Need for Enthusiasm in a Profession.

With this view of the subject, as regards the way profit is obtained, I will now speak
of the genera] management, and while I do so it is not without the impression that dairy-
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men generally know just as well as I do what is best. The trouble is we do not practise

as well as we know. "What is wanted is a little enthusiasm, a love for the business, but
it is difficult to keep this up with the monotony of dairying.

One Cow Out of Three Profitable to Keep.

Every dairyman knows that the difference in cows is such, that, while one will make
a good profit, others will simply pay for their keep. The Hon. Harris Lewis, a very prom-
inent American dairyman, declared in a speech at Ingersoll, that this was about the ratio

of paying cows in the United States, and most likely it is no better here.

Careful Selection op Good Cows Needful.

Now, as he said, we should endeavour to have our herds composed of third cows. A
cow that will give 7,000 pounds of milk in a year is a cheaper cow at $80 than a cow that

gives 3,000 is at $20. I cannot take space to figure out the difference, neither is it nece»-

pary ; every dairyman knows that, while the one is a mine of wealth, the other is not

worth keeping, still there are many such in the country. The only remedy is careful

breeding and selection. No one can hope to get a herd of any considerable number all

first class, but a continued effort in that direction may result in what might be termed
good.

Opinions as to Feedixg.

But, as I before remarked, the cow is a machine for turning food into milk, and it

matters not how good the machine is, it cannot work without material to work upon.

Just how to feed in order to realize the largest profit is a question on which there is a

diversity of opinion. Some think it pays to feed corn, bran, and chop stuffs. Others are

of a different opinion, but are satisfied with a smaller quantity of milk, if it is made from

unmarketable produce and pasture; almost everything is sold that will bring money, ex-

cept hay, and a few will go even the length of selling that, to such an extent at all events,

that the cows are simply kept in a living condition.

Necessity for Liberal Diet.

Now those who feed beef cattle, know, that, if they do not give their cattle more than

what will merely supply the requirements of life, they will never make beef, and it is just

so with cows ; it is the extra food over and above what is actually requij ed to keep the

machine in working order, that can be turned into milk. The dairyman that is afraid to

put in this extra for fear he will never see it again, is like a miller that after being at the

expense of building a mill is afraid to buy wheat to grind in it. As far as theory is con-

cerned, one would think that if all the profit is derived from the extra food, the more

of it the better. But to judge from the practice of many, it is evident tbey are unbe-

lievers.

Method of Feeding.

I will now briefly give my own practice, and leave it with the reader to judge whether

it be good or bad. As soon as the cows are put dry—which is usually about Christmas^

they are put upon straw, chaff, and a little hay, with a feed of cut turnips morning and

evening. If I have abundance of straw I do not cut it, but prefer to allow the cows to

select the best, which they cannot do if it is cut. What they leave is used for bedding,

and so worked into manure. I endeavour under this treatment to improve their con-

dition, and therefore, if any are very thin in flesh, they are fed something more nourishing.

A Good Condition in January and February the Great Object.

In fact I consider it the backbone of successful dairying to get the cows up in fine
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condition in January and February, and if one kind of food won't do it, recourse must be

had to another more nourishing. I have no certain rule to go by in feeding either this or

tliat ; it will all depend on their condition and time of calving.

The Calving Period.

As they near that period I increase the rations of the more nourishing food, as the

growing calf is a heavy drain upon the cow. When they do calve they are fed more or

less chop grain twice a day, mixed generally with wheat-bran and all the good hay they
will eat. At the same time I keep up the turnip feeding, and if I have a good supply

I increase the quantity.

Putting to Grass.

They are brought upon the grass gradually, a sudden change ha^dng a tendency to

make them too loose in their bowels. Through the latter half of May and the greater part of

June, pasture is generally very abundant and nothing else is needed, and in fact sc^f^long as

pasture is good, it is quite sufficient, but when it begins to fail, the cows must be fed or

fall off in milk.

A Common but Bad Practice.

The general practice is, to let them take their chance, and the owner the consequences,

till fodder, corn, or after-grass can be obtained. The falling off is generally so serious,

and impossible to restore for that season, that I concluded last summer to try bran.

Bran as Summer Feed.

I commenced on the 20th of June and fed bran till about the middle of September,
when abundance of corn took its place. I put them in the stable morning and evening
after milking, and fed each about three pounds. This did not keep them up to a full flow
of milk, but unquestionably it did to such an extent as paid well for the bran. There was
also the manure of the barn, mostly left on the pastures, and I am not sure but that the
extra condition of the cows would not be an equivalent to the value of the bran.

Cost of Bran Per Cow.

They eat about $4 worth each, and I am quite certain they are from 50 to 100 pounds
heavier than they usually are in November, this would be worth at least $3 each, but as
pasture was good this year I cannot say just how much their condition is attributable to
the bran. After the hay was cut, they were fed a little in addition to the bran, but some
would not eat it. The bran was fed dry. This was attempted partly by way of experi-
ment, and I am very well satisfied with the results.

Fodder Corn—Mangolds.

Fodder corn is perhaps the most reliable green food for August and part of Septem-
ber ; then to have a piece of mangold for October and November is good practice, but what-
ever it be, the most economical dairying is liberal feeding.

Warm and Well Ventilated Stables.

Another important matter is comfortable, well-ventilated stables. A certain amount
of heat must be kept up, if this is not attained by good walls, the cow uses the food she
eats for that purpose. If those that are behind in this matter could only see their animals
burning their food in order to keep warm, they would open their eyes to the importance
of a good stable, and would, no doubt, soon procure one. It is now becoming very com-
'mon to build such stables as a basement under the barn. They are cheap, convenient, and
in every respect answer the purpose admirably.
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Profits of a Cow per Annum—Time of Calving.

The profits from a cow in the course of the year will depend very much on her tinn

of calving. It is a very common occurrence in a dairy herd for one cow to make $10 o*

$12 in the spring before another one calves. I prefer to have them calve in March or

beginning of April. If it is desired to raise the calves, any time in the winter is good,

there is then a chance to feed the calves milk for several weeks before the factories start,

and by getting in this way a very early start in the spring, the calf, if a heifer, may, and
ought to be herself brought to milk at two years and two months.

Feed Well for the First Two Years.

My reasons for thinking and practising this is, that I believe it better economy to feed

well the first two years than half feed for three. It is also thought by many that they

make better cows ; there is a danger if they get fat the third year, that it will develop

that tendency at the expence of the tendency to milk. So much am I in favour of bringing

them to milk at two, that I would not raise a heifer if I knew she would not milk before

she was three. I believe in cows milking, not only early in years, but at least nine months
every year.

Regularity in Milking.

In regard to milking I would only say that it should be done with great i-egularity, and
the time as evenly divided as possible, especially when the fiow is large. It is also good

practice for the same persons always to milk the same cows, and in the same order.

Cleanliness Indispensable—Bad Odours Very Mischievous.

I have not space to speak of the necessity for cleanliness in milking, but here is where

the great danger from impurities lies, and not only from actually filthy material, but from

offensive odours in stables. It is utterly impossible to bring pure milk from a rank-

smelling stable. Nothing will absorb those odours quicker than warm milk
,
great care

should therefore be taken to ventilate before milking, and to remove the milk as quickly

as possible to pure air.

Kind Treatment Important,

A great deal might be said on the general treatment of cows, but my remarks are

already too long. Sufficient to say that, after comfortable stabling, liberal feeding, and

abundance of good water, kindness should rule. No kicking or clubbing, no driving -with

dogs. Everything should be done to keep the cows placid and quiet. All excitement will

reduce the quantity of milk and otherwise injure it. Every cow should be a pet, that will

not step out of your way, but require you to go round. A little patting, stroking, and

ciuTying I believe will pay. But as I said before, we don't practise as well as we know.

Care of Manure.

The manure from a herd of cows is an important affair, and should be cared for, both

solid and liquid as far as possible. Much of the profit of the dairy will depend on how
this is done. But as I expect the manure question will be fully discussed by others, I

leave it at present.

F. MALCOLM.
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'
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'
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;
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'
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'
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